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GLOSSARY OF TERMS
Term
Self reliance

Explanation
A quality of people who are able to rely on their own resources; people who
are resilient to economic, social and environmental shocks and changes.
Sustainability
Practices and consumption of resources that have capacity to endure without
long-term negative social, economic, or environmental impacts.
Competitive
Successfully able to meet competition; through worker skills, farming practices,
products and businesses that are efficient, profitable and of sufficient quality
to gain a satisfactory share of the market in competition with products and
services from elsewhere.
Commercialization The transformation from subsistence production (production for own
consumption), to production for sale of surplus products and services
Agribusiness
A general term for small, medium and large businesses and cooperatives
involved in farming, processing and marketing of agricultural products, and
businesses providing products and services specifically to the agricultural
sector, such as farm machinery, fertilizer, agro-veterinary products and
advisory services.
Agro-enterprise
Commercial farms, agricultural cooperatives, livestock herding group, or
otherorganization, including for-profit businesses, non-profit entities, nongovernment and government agencies that carry out commercial agricultural
activities.
Inclusive
Pluralistic; “inclusive development” includes women, youth, disadvantaged
groups, minority ethnic groups, janajati , people in remote areas, not just the
mainstream or majority.
Food poverty
Poverty related to food; inability to obtain sufficient food or adequate nutrition
seasonally, chronically, and within geographic, demographic or social groups.
Usually measured with reference to the monetary equivalent of a basket of
foods needed to provide a certain number of calories and other nutrients.
Farmers’ Right
Rights of farmers in politics and governance; ADS provides support for farmers
to participate and express their opinions in key committees of the ADS related
to planning, formulation, implementation, monitoring and evaluation; the ADS
institutionalizes these rights by making the farmers’ representatives members
of the committees at central level, regional, district, and in the community
service centers at the VDC level. Farmer organizations in some nations have
lobbied to achieve legislative support for “the right to farm”, relating to land
use management, commercial law, and the freedom to choose farming as a
livelihood or business.
Voucher
A bond or allowance which is worth a certain monetary value and which may
be spent only for specific reasons or on specific goods. At present government
provides services (e.g. training and advice) and goods (e.g. seeds and fertilizers)
to farmers via programs where the government agency decides where and who
will receive the value of the services and goods. A government voucher scheme
for farmers would give the farmer the power to choose where and when to
redeem the voucher for its value of goods and services that are provided by
government approved providers.
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SUMMARY
1.
The Final Reportof the Agriculture Development Strategy (henceforth“ADS”) is prepared by
the Ministry of Agricultural Development in consultation with National Peasants’ Coalition. This final
report is built on the report prepared under the Technical Assistance (TA) 7762 NEP,funded by
Government of Nepal (GON) with support by Asian Development Bank (ADB), International Fund for
Agricultural Development (IFAD), European Union (EU), Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO),
Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation (SDC), Japan International Cooperation Agency
(JICA), Denmark Agency for International Development (DANIDA), World Food Program (WFP),
United States Agency for International Development (USAID), Department for International
Development (DfID), the World Bank, the Australia Agency for International Development (AusAID),
and the United Nations Entity for Gender Equality and the Empowerment of Women (UN Women).
2.
After finalizing the Agriculture Development Strategy (ADS) from the ministry side, the
Agriculture and Water Resource Committee of legislature-parliament (AWRC-LP) and National
Planning Commision (NPC) showed ownership and interest on the long term strategy. AWRC-LP has
provided the suggestions and feed- back (Attached in Appendix 6) to the Ministry of Agricultural
Development (MOAD) after holding series of discussions and consultations with the concerned
stakeholders including NPC, chief secretary and different line ministries (Agricultural Development,
Irrigation, Energy, Supply, Industry, Cooperative and Poverty Alleviation, Physical Infrastructure and
Transport, Urban Development, Finance, Land Reform and Management, and Education) to ensure
widespread commitment for effective implementation of the strategy. Similarly, AWRC-LP held
meetings with development partners to ensure commitment for resources and implementation
support. Further, it sought suggestions from experts and representative of farmers, value chain
actors to add different perspectives in the strategy. The National Planning Commission (NPC) has
also provided the suggestions (Attached in Appendix 7) on proposed Agriculture Development
Strategy (ADS). All these suggestions have been taken into account and will be the part of the
ADS.Appreciating the comprehensiveness of the suggestions and dynamic nature of the strategy, the
suggestions are broadly categorized as policy, programmatic and institutional. The institutional
suggestions have all been incorporated herewith. Policy level suggestions made by the committee
have been largely addressed. Further, concerned ministries and other implementing agencies
address the policy related suggestions while formulating specific policies and acts. The
programmelevel suggestions and suggestions from the NPC will be addressed in periodic and annual
work plan and budget of the government ministries and other implementing agencies. Based on the
suggestions of AWRC-LP, Ministry of Agricultural Development will report quarterly to the
committee about ADS implementation status, developing different indicators in consultation with
NPC.
3.
Theobjective of this report is to present the overall strategy for ADS including a 10-year
Action Plan and Roadmap and a rationale based on the assessment of the current and past
performance of the agricultural sector.
ASSESSMENT OF THE AGRICULTURAL SECTOR
4.
Current Situation of the Agricultural Sector in Nepal. Nepal Agriculture is in a low
development stage. The majority of the population is engaged in agriculture, productivity and
competitiveness of the sector are low, adoption of improved technology is limited and even though
most cultivated area is devoted to cereals, there is a growing food trade deficit and malnutrition is
high. Some subsectors such as dairy processing, poultry, tea, vegetable seed and fisheries show
dynamism, but overall, these positive signs are not yet sufficient to lift a large number of people
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engaged in agriculture out of poverty and make a dramatic dent in reducing malnutrition and assure
food security of the nation.
5.
Past Situation. When the long-term agricultural strategic plan known as the Agriculture
Perspective Plan (APP) was launched in 1995-96, Nepal agricultural sector was in a worse situation
than today. The current low development status of Nepal agriculture tends to make us forget that
over the past two decades, improvement in living standards has occurred and that the agricultural
sector overall is performing better today than in the past. Productivity, infrastructure, food security,
and poverty have improved. However, some indicators such as food and agricultural trade deficit
and land per capita have shown regress.
6.
Inability to achieve the anticipated growth. In spite of progress relatively to the past,
agricultural sector in Nepal is still in a low development stage. Nepal has improved but the
improvement has been too little and the change has been too slow, both in terms of what the
country had planned to achieve and relatively to the progress made by its neighbors over the same
period of time. Nepal’s growth, both in agriculture and in the rest of economy, has been slow. In the
case of agriculture, Nepal agricultural growth has been not only slow (about 3%), but also highly
variable. Nepal’s youth and some of its most productive labor force have looked for job elsewhere.
About 300,000 migrants have left Nepal in 2010 and this has been a growing trend for the past 10
years. The migrants have sent home huge amount of remittances, estimated at over $3 billion per
year (representing more than 20% of GDP), but most of these resources have gone into consumption
and loan repayment rather than capital formation and investment.
7.
Factors of Weak Growth Performance. A number of factors explain the weak growth
performance of agricultural over the past TWO decades. During this period the 12-year conflict that
concluded in 2006had adverse effects on the agricultural sector. Hundreds of thousands of rural
households left the land behind and moved to the cities - mostly to the Kathmandu Valley; others
moved abroad. These movements of rural population resulted in a situation of labor and investment
scarcity in rural areas. Rapidly growing urbanization implied that large tracts of peri-urban fertile
agricultural land have been converted to residential uses. Political instabilityhas resulted in the lack
of stable government and leaders who could make a continued effort to implement policies, plans,
and programs. Policies have proliferated, allegedlyin favor of agriculture, but in many cases policies
have been left at the draft stage, and lacked the supporting legislation and resources for
implementation. Plans have been formulated, but sometimes the formulation was poor, the targets
ambitious, and the institutional capacity for implementation inadequate.Furthermore, both public
and private investment has been limited. During the first 10 years of the APP investment in
agriculture by government and development partners has declined and not much private investment
has taken place.Finally, human resources capacity waslimited. Incentives for civil servants have
beenfew and skilled professionalsandlabor have often looked for better opportunitiesabroad.
8.
Within the context of these factors, the APP became a plan with a mixed performance. In
some cases, its targets were achieved, such as in roads, horticulture and community forest; however
in the case of cereals, fertilizer, and seed the performance was poor; in the case of livestock and
irrigation the performance was mixed; and overall agricultural GDP growth was weak. The APP
formulation was based on a narrow view of technology excessively focused on a green revolution
perspective that is not appropriate for large parts of Nepali agroecology. APP implementation was
poor because of limited support in terms of resources, policies, and institutions needed to carry out
its program. APP ownership was weak and the leading stakeholders of the agricultural sector –
farmers, private sector, cooperatives – were not actively involved in its formulation and
implementation. Land issues were left unresolved. The lessons learned from the APP experience
have been incorporated in the formulation of the ADS. Among these lessons are the need of
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ensuring governance, promoting effective participation of stakeholders, addressing land issues,
effective support to decentralizedresearch and extension, and promoting commercialization and
competitiveness.
ADS AND THE PROCESS OF AGRICULTURAL TRANSFORMATION
9.
The ADS is expected to guide the agricultural sector of Nepal over the next 20 years. Over
the course of this period, the structure of the agricultural sector in Nepal will change considerably
and agribusiness and non-farm rural activities willgrow relatively to agriculture. Strengthened
linkages between agriculture and other sectors in the economy will be critical to the reduction of
poverty particularly in rural areas where the development of non-farm activities based on
agriculture will be fundamental for the growth of an overall robust economy, a more balanced rural
economy, and employment generation.
10.
In this context, it is worth emphasizing that the ADS considers the agricultural sector in its
complexity, and encompasses not only the production sectors (crops, livestock, fisheries, forestry)
but also the processing sector, trade and other services (storage, transportation and logistics,
finance, marketing, research, extension).
11.
The ADS is formulated taking into account the conceptual framework of agricultural
transformation of Nepal from a society primarily based on agriculture to one that derives most of its
income from services and industry. This process will have profound implications for the ways the
Nepali population will shape their food production and distribution systems, the development of
rural areas including the rural non-farm sector, labor and land productivity, trade balance,
employment and outmigration of the youth, the role of women in agriculture, and management of
natural resources in the context of increasingly more severe climate change events. The ADS will
ensure that the process of agricultural transformation is accelerated and molded according to the
aspirations and constraints of Nepali society.
VISION OF THE ADS
12.
The ADS action plan and roadmap are formulated in order to move towards the ADS vision
formulated by stakeholders as follows: “A self-reliant, sustainable, competitive, and inclusive
agricultural sector that drives economic growth and contributes to improved livelihoods and food
and nutrition security leading to food sovereignty.” Various indicators and targets to monitor
progress towards the vision during implementation of the ADS are reported inTable 1
Table 1 Indicators and Targets for ADS Vision
Vision
Component

Self-reliant

Indicators

Self-sufficiency in
foodgrains
Year-round irrigation

Sustainable

Existing
Situation
(2010)
5% trade deficit
in foodgrains

Target Short
Term (5
years)

Target Medium
Term (10 years)

0% trade
deficit

0-5% trade
surplus

30%

60%

18% coverage

Target Long
Term (20
years)
0-5% trade
surplus
80%

Soil organic matter

1%

2%

4%

4%

Ha degraded land

3.2 million ha

2.88 m ha

2.56 million ha

1.6 million ha

Forest cover

40%

40%

40%

40%

Agricultural land
productivity (AGDP/ha)

$1,804

$2,302

$2,938

$4,787
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Vision
Component

Indicators

Existing
Situation
(2010)

Target Short
Term (5
years)

10%
Trade deficit
$350 million
$248 million

12%
Trade deficit
$310 million)
$418 million

14%
Trade deficit
$181 million
$704 million

20%
Trade surplus
$690 million
$1999 million

10%

15%

30%

50%

Inclusive

% of farm land owned
by women or joint
ownership
% of farmers reached by
ag programs

12%

17%

22%

30%

Growth

Average annual growth
of AGDP

3%

4%

5%

6%

$794

$979

$1206

$1833

Livelihood

AGDP/ Agricultural
labor
Poverty in Rural Areas

27%

21%

16%

10%

Food Poverty

24%

16%

11%

5%

Nutrition

41.5% stunting;
31.1%
underweight;
13.7% wasting;
18% women
with low BMI

29% stunting;
20%
underweight;
5% wasting;
15% women
with low BMI

Agribusiness as % GDP

Competitive

Food and
Nutrition
Security

Agricultural trade
balance
Agricultural Exports

Target Medium
Term (10 years)

20% stunting;
13%
underweight;
2% wasting;
13% women
with low BMI

Target Long
Term (20
years)

8% stunting;
5%
underweight;
1% wasting;
5% women
with low BMI

Note: Assessments are based on 2011 data
STRATEGIC FRAMEWORK
13.
In order to achieve its vision the ADS will accelerate agricultural sector growth through four
strategic components related to governance, productivity, profitable commercialization, and
competitiveness while promoting inclusiveness (both social and geographic), sustainability (both
natural resources and economic), development of private sector and cooperative sector, and
connectivity to market infrastructure (eg agricultural roads, collection centers, packing houses,
market centers), information infrastructure and ICT, and power infrastructure (eg rural
electrification, renewable and alternative energy sources). The acceleration of inclusive, sustainable,
multi-sector, and connectivity-based growth is expected to result in increased food and nutrition
security, poverty reduction, agricultural trade competitiveness, higher and more equitable income of
rural households, and strengthened farmers’ rights. Figure 1provides an illustration of the strategic
framework of the ADS.
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Food and Nutrition Security
Poverty Reduction
Agricultural Trade Competitiveness
Higher and more equitable Income
Farmers’ Rights ensured and strengthened

Inclusion

Private Sector,
Cooperative
Sector

Sustainability

Connectivity

Governance

Productivity

Profitable
Commercialization

Competitiveness

Figure 1Strategic Framework of the Agricultural Development Strategy

COMPONENT OF THE ADS FRAMEWORK
14.
Improved Governance. Governance in the ADS refers to the capacity of government to
design, formulate and implement policies and discharge functions. In the absence of such capacity
the ADS will not be implemented successfully. Key elements of governance include: accountability,
participation, predictability, and transparency.
15.
In spite of frequent pronouncements in support of the agricultural sector, policies to
support the sector have either not been formulated or have not been implemented. Compounding
the problem are the frequent changes in tenure of the key leaders for policy, program, and project
implementation and also issues of consistency of policy itself. The result has been a loss of credibility
in policy that is responsible in part for the failure of previous programs. In order to avoid this
situation the ADS sets clear targets for improved credibility of policy commitment, engages leading
stakeholders (both from government and civil society) in the formulation and implementation, and
will monitor appropriately and continuously. The ADS also recognizes the complexity of the
agricultural sector requiring coordination and effective planning among different agencies, different
levels (central and local), and different stakeholders (government, civil society, development
partners). Effective coordination and planning will be key outputs to achieve the governance
outcome. The ADS Coordination Section under the Policy and International Cooperation
Coordination Division (PICCD) of Ministry of Agricultural Development (implementation support
unit)with strong capacity will facilitate various institutions to implement the ADS. At the same time,
the inclusion aspects of the ADS (gender, disadvantaged groups, geographically disadvantaged) will
be taken into account through appropriate mechanisms that also ensure participation of
stakeholders and accountability to civil society in the planning, implementation, and monitoring of
the ADS. Capacity of human resources both within the government and selected organizations in civil
society (eg farmers’, private sector and cooperatives’ organizations) will contribute to the overall
strengthening of the governance of the ADS.
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16.
Without credible programs to alleviate the food and nutrition security conditions of the
most disadvantaged groups, there could be hardly any credibility in the ADS and its contribution to
food and nutrition security. One of the overall goals of the ADS is to improve food and nutrition
security of its population. This is a long term goal towards which all the components of the ADS
contribute. However, in the short term the test of governance of the ADS is the capacity of the
government to meet the most urgent needs of the most disadvantaged groups. In order to respond
to this governance test, a national flagship program on food and nutrition security has been included
in the ADS under the governance component which will closely coordinate with the Multisector
Nutrition Plan (MSNP) and Food and Nutrition SecurityPlan of Action (FNSP). The ADS vision is
aligned with the Multi-Sectoral Nutritional Plan (MSNP) and the Food and Nutrition Security Plan of
Action (FNSP). FNSP, as approved by MOAD, will be an integral part of ADS to implement Food and
Nutrition Security programs which complement MSNP too.
17.
The Governance component is perhaps the most crucial one in order to achieve the vision
of the ADS. Its effective implementation requires an improvement management based on
performance and results. Measures to promote a system of results-based management will be
piloted within this component.
18.
Higher Productivity. Improved productivity of land and labor is at the cornerstone of the
ADS. Agricultural productivity requires the adoption of appropriate technologies and know-how to
increase efficiency and sustainability of agricultural production consistently with market demand
and food security needs of subsistent farmers. The measures to raise agricultural productivity
include those related to (i) effective agricultural research and extension; (ii) efficient use of
agricultural inputs; (iii) efficient and sustainable practices and use of natural resources (land, water,
soils, and forests); and (iv) increased resilience to climate change and disasters.
19.
In the ADS, the government sector will be one among other actors including private sector,
cooperative sector, NGOs, leading farmers, and farmer field schools involved in the generation and
dissemination of technology. The government sector however has a key role in coordinating the
efforts of other actors, facilitating implementation of policies and plans, monitoring performance,
and enforcing regulations.
20.
The ADS recognizes that already a number of actors are involved in agricultural extension
and over time their presence will become even more important. Rather than advocating a massive
increase of human resources in the public extension service, the ADS promotes capacity building of
existing government human resources and the transformation of their role from delivery of
extension services to overall facilitator of agricultural extension services. This role change will be
accompanied by a greater emphasis on the delivery at the VDC level, where almost 4,000
Community Agricultural Extension Service Centers (CAESC) will be established.
21.
The ADS also recognizes the critical importance that farmers’ access and control of the
means of production – primarily land – has for the success of the strategy. Critical land issues such as
tenancy, fragmentation, degradation, land use planning need to be resolved over the course of the
ADS and their resolution will require the participation of the farmers’ organizations, cooperatives,
and private sector in order to find equitable and efficient mechanisms for enhancing land
productivity. Land productivity increases should be reflected in increased benefits for the farmers
and the livelihoods of the rural households. Moreover, given the dominance of smallholder farmers,
subsistence farmers, and women farmers in the agrarian structure of Nepal, promotion of farmer
and women organizations and cooperatives will be fundamental to achieve economies of scale in
technology dissemination, marketing, finance, and logistics.
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22.
Productivity enhancement depends on timely availability of quality inputs. The ADS
recognizes that in the long term productivity and competitiveness of the agricultural sector depend
on the access and adoption to improved technology and effective management of natural resources
and other inputs to achieve total factor productivity increase. While subsidies may be an expedient
approach in the short term to address targeting issues or market failures, in the long term they are
not a viable, efficient, or effective solution to sustainable improvement of productivity. The ADS will
focus on generation and adoption of sustainable technologies and practices and will pilot a voucher
system to empower farmers in their choice of inputs and extension services.
23.
Profitable Commercialization. The outcome of profitable commercialization in the ADS is
part of the overall process of transforming the agricultural sector from a substantial proportion of
farming carried out solely for subsistence, and by default (i.e. no other livelihood or household food
security options are available to the household), into a sector in which the vast majority of farming is
carried out for commercial purposes and is connected to the local, national, and international
markets.
24.
This transformation towards a more commercialized agriculture requires a set of measures
that focus not only on farmers, but, fundamentally on agroenterprises involved in the
commercialization of agricultural products and services. These enterprises include input providers,
producer companies, marketing cooperatives, storage operators, logistic companies, agroprocessors,
importers and exporters of agricultural and food products, distributors, traders, and agricultural
service providers (including financial service providers, insurance providers, business service
providers). These enterprises may be micro, small, medium, and large.
25.
Profitable commercialization requires the combination of a number of measures such as an
enabling investment climate and a number of reforms to strengthen contractual arrangements,
taxes, and financial services to promote an efficient commercial agriculture. The ADS also
emphasizes the need of prioritizing a number of value chains to ensure they achieve scale economies
and therefore have national income and employment impact. Finally, the ADS supports the
improvement of physical and institutional infrastructure to promote commercial agriculture
(agricultural roads, market information and market intelligence systems).
26.
Increased Competitiveness. Accelerated agricultural growth represents the best way out of
poverty for the millions in Nepal still living below the poverty line. Experience from Asian economies
has demonstrated that one of the most successful ways to stimulate growth in agriculture is by
creating an enabling investment climate for agricultural entrepreneurs and by creating increased
access to the critical knowledge and inputs needed to achieve higher levels of productivity. For
growth to be sustainable it needs to be rooted in structural changes and improvements that do not
evaporate with fluctuations in global prices, disappear after a bad monsoon or depend on
concessional external funding. The ADS has consequently placed its core focus on competitiveness.
Competitiveness is founded on: a competent, hard-working and efficient work force; a clear
understanding of what makes Nepal unique in the global market place; and, the determination and
entrepreneurship to maximize productivity and innovate with new products and processes based on
the country’s natural endowments.
27.
To achieve this vision, the energy and inventiveness of the private sector is essential. The
age of communications and better education has enabled Nepali producers to learn better practices
and access market information, while stability, rising market prices for land and remittances have
created the disposable cash to make these investments.
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28.
These changes demand an approach to agricultural promotion and competitiveness that
acknowledges the vital role of the private and cooperative sector, without conceding the critical
function of the government to oversee, regulate and facilitate growth that is both competitive and
pro-poor. This blending of private and cooperative sector energy and innovation with the steady
hand of government to ensure positive public outcomes is often called public-private partnerships.
The essence of these partnerships is to create some form of “additionality” that would not have
been possible without the other’s involvement. From the public point of view it affords the
opportunity to leverage its funds and channelize outcomes while for the private and cooperative
sector the addition of public funds reduced the perceived exposure to investing in high-risk highpotential projects.
29.
Farmers’ Rights.The ADSprovides institutional mechanisms to ensure farmers’ participation
in the planning, decision making, implementation, and monitoring of the strategy. In particular, the
ADS ensures that farmers’ representatives are part of the leading coordination mechanisms of the
ADS at the center and local level; they are part of the Steering Committee of the ADS
Implementation Committee; they are in the board of NARC; they are in the board of the almost
4,000 VDC-based Community Agricultural Extension Service Centers (CAESC); they are in the board
of Commercial Agricultural Alliances and Value Chain Development Alliances; they are consulted
when formulating policies for the agricultural sector; they are consulted when undertaking
monitoring of the sector; and they are members of the Food Security Networks at the District level.
By having their representatives in all these institutions, farmers will be able to ensure and
strengthen their rights in the ADS.
30.
Furthermore, the ADS promotes the formulation of legislation related to food rights and
food sovereignty consistently with the principles of the Interim Constitution. Specific initiatives to
deepen the understanding of farmers’ rights, promoting these rights, monitoring them, and protect
them will be formulated as part of the activities under the Governance component of the ADS.
31.
The ADS also ensures the establishment of a high level fully authorized and permanent
type of Farmers’ Commission to help advance farmers’ right. The specific TOR, composition, and
regulation of the Farmers’ Commission will be formulated in the early stages of ADS implementation.
32.
Commercial farmers, Subsistence farmers, and the Landless.The ADS recognizes the need
of adapting approaches to different agroecological areas and different farm categories. The ADS
promotes a decentralized approach to science and technology and empowers communities to
reorient the extension, research, and education system to meet their needs. The services covering
the small commercial farmer will be generally inappropriate to the subsistence farmer, and in the
context of institutions targeted to the small commercial farmer (eg value chains) the subsistence
farmer will be left out except for those few who can respond to the approaches suitable for the
small commercial farmer. Therefore the ADS through its community based extension service centers
(the CAESC) and its Market for the Poor approach to value chain development will promote different
approaches suitable to subsistence and commercial farmers. The landless rural households will be
benefiting from the ADS indirectly, through the combination of direct food and nutrition security
interventions, the employment opportunities expanded in the rural non-farm sector, and the growth
of agriculture-based enterprises.
33.
Eventually, over the course of the ADS twenty-year implementation, the process of
agricultural transformation will proceed and an increasing number of rural households will find
employment either in the rural non-farm sector or in the urban sector; a considerable number of
rural household will also continue to migrate outside the country pulled either by higher income
opportunity or pushed by the lack of profitable employment and attractive livelihood in the rural
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areas. Through either processes, the commercialization of the agricultural sector in Nepal will
increase but commercial agricultural in Nepal will remain primarily a smallholder activity (namely
farmers with less than 2 ha of land). Subsistence farming will continue to coexist with commercial
farming for a long time, but its share of the total farming population will decline. The ADS will
accelerate the process of commercialization, while improving both the income of the small
commercial farmers and the livelihoods of the subsistence farmers, and generating growth and
employment in the non-farm sector to absorb the increasing number of landless/marginally landless.
34.
The ADS activities will have impact on three groups of farmers (commercial, subsistence
and landless). Commercial farmers are directly affected by most of the ADS measures and in some
cases, the impact is direct and very strong, for example in the case of irrigation, mechanization,
value chain development, and exports. Subsistence farmers are also directly affected by most ADS
measures. The direct effect is very strong in the case of the ADS measures related to gender, social,
and geographical inclusion; land (eg addressing the issues of tenancy, land leasing, cooperative
farming, reversing the trend towards degraded land); access to quality and timely inputs (eg
vouchers targeted to subsistence farmers, improved resilience); and access to microfinance and
agricultural insurance. Landless or near landless will benefit from the ADS measures related to
targeted food and nutrition programs; gender and social/geographic inclusion; access to forestry
products; and growth of small and medium enterprises.
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE ADS
35.
Implementation of the ADS implies knowing what to do, how to do it, and doing it. The
“what” of implementation is the content of the ADS, specifically the vision, outcomes, outputs, and
activities needed to achieve the targets embedded in the ADS vision. The “how” of implementation
is the set of mechanisms needed to ensure that things are done according to plan.
THE WHAT OF THE ADS
36.
37.
38.

The ADS includes 4 outcomes, 35outputs, and 232activities.

Table 2 lists the outcomes and the outputs. The report contains the details of each activity. The outputs and
activities of the ADS will be organized into programs (Core programs Flagship programs, and Other
Programs). Core Programs and Flagship Programs are listed in

39.
Table 2. Other Programs are those currently implemented by MOAD that are not listed
among the Core and Flagship Programs. After their completion, they will be evaluated and either
become part of future Core and Flagship Programs or discountinued.

Table 2 Outcomes, Outputs, and Programs of the ADS
Outcome

1. Improved
Governance

No

Output

1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5

Credibility of policy commitment
Improved coordination among institutions involved in the ADS implementation
Integrated planning
Effective implementation support
Mechanisms established for gender equality and social and geographic inclusion in
the ADS

Program
CORE
CORE
CORE
CORE
CORE
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Outcome

Output

1.6
1.7

Timely and effective monitoring and evaluation of the ADS
Mechanisms established for participation of farmers and value chain actors in the
planning, implementation, and monitoring of the ADS (eg. Farmers’ Commission)
Enhanced capacity of key institutions involved in ADS coordination and
implementation
Improved food and nutrition security of the most disadvantaged groups and rights
to food
Performance-based management systems linked with rewards established

CORE
CORE

2.2

A decentralized extension system responsive to farmers and agroenterprises’
needs
A decentralized research system responsive to farmers and agroenterprises’ needs

2.3

A strengthened agricultural education system

2.4

A farming sector composed of adequately sized farms that use land efficiently and
sustainably
Irrigated area expanded equitably and viably, and improved irrigation efficiency
and management.
Timely access to quality agricultural inputs at affordable price.
Effective implementation of existing seed policies including Seed Vision 2013-2025
through sufficient investment in resources and capacity building, resulting in an
improved and decentralized seed system providing timely access to quality seed at
affordable price.
A pragmatic solution to fertilizer supply that is acceptable in the short-term, clearly
indicates a strategy for the medium and long term, and aims at improving
productivity.
A variety of improved animal breeds appropriate for the Nepal farming systems
conditions are available to farmers.
A range of mechanization options accessible to farmers.

FLAGSHIP
(DESTEP)
FLAGSHIP
(DESTEP)
FLAGSHIP
(DESTEP)
CORE

1.8
1.9
1.1
0
2.1

2.5
2.6
2.7

2. Higher
Productivity

2.8

2.9
2.1
0
2.1
1
2.1
2
2.1
3

3.6
3.7
3.8
4.1
4.2

Improved resilience of farmers to climate change, disasters, price volatility and
other shocks.
Sustainable farming, good agricultural practices (GAP), good veterinary animal
husbandry practice (GVAHP) are established and adopted.
Subsistence production based forestry is developed into competitive, agriculture
friendly and inclusive forest management practice, with a holistic and community
based landscape approach to natural resource management and livelihoods
improvement.
Improved investment climate for agricultural commercialization
Contractual arrangements for commercial agriculture
Tax policy that supports an efficient commercial agricultural sector
A variety of competitive and demand-driven financial and agricultural insurance
products.
Competitive agricultural value chains that increase value added and benefits to
smallholder farmers and agroenterprises
Rural roads network expanded.
Agricultural market information and ITC products for market intelligence.
Expanded rural electrification and renewable energies.
Market infrastructure developed
Growth of innovative small and medium agribusiness enterprises

4.3
4.4

Growth of food and agricultural products exports
Enhanced food safety and quality

3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
3. Profitable
Commercialization

4. Increased
Competitiveness

Program

No

3.5

CORE
FLAGSHIP
(FANUSEP)
CORE

CORE
CORE
CORE

CORE

CORE
CORE
CORE
CORE
CORE

CORE
CORE
CORE
CORE
FLAGSHIP
(VADEP)
CORE
CORE
CORE
CORE
FLAGSHIP
(INAGEP)
CORE
CORE
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THE HOW OF THE ADS
40.
The implementation of the ADS will entail the combination of existing mechanisms and new
mechanisms. The traditional way of implementing strategies and plans for the agricultural sector
envisages an institutional framework whereby the National Planning Commission (NPC) provides
overall policy coordination, the Ministry of Agricultural Development (MOAD) provides leadership in
implementing agricultural programs, and related agencies support the implementation. For example,
Department of Irrigation (DOI) would be in charge of irrigation development, Department of Local
Infrastructure Development and Agricultural Roads (DOLIDAR) is in charge of agricultural road,
Department of Foresty (DOF) and Department of Soil Conservation and Watershed Management
(DSCWM) in charge of protection and conservation of forestland, Department of Agriculture (DOA)
and Department of Livestock Services (DLS) is in charge of agricultural and livestock extension and
Nepal Agricultural Research Council (NARC) is in charge of agricultural research.
41.
The traditional way of implementing programs and plans has its own logic and rationale.
However, in the traditional way coordination has been weak, partly because of the weak capacity of
implementation agencies in policy formulation, integrated planning, policy monitoring,
procurement, and financial management; and partly due to new dynamics arising during the process
of agricultural transformation and the changing global context such as accelerated migration,
dominance of global value chains, and new technologies requiring continuous innovation and
adaptation.
42.
In the traditional way of implementing agricultural programs in Nepal, the key stakeholders
of the agricultural sector, namely farmers, cooperatives, and private agroenterprises have often
been left in the backstage of development, with the front stage taken by government agencies.
43.
The traditional mechanisms offer useful lessons and guidance for the future; clearly NPC,
MOAD, and other line agencies have an important role to play in the ADS and this role has to be
acknowledged and strengthened. However, the traditional mechanisms are also limited in their
implementation capacity and their relegation of key stakeholders (farmers, cooperatives, and private
sector) in the back stage. More fundamentally, the traditional way of implementing agricultural
policies and programs in Nepal has not produced the desired results of accelerated growth and
poverty reduction.
NEW MECHANISMS
44.
The ADS proposes new mechanisms to improve implementation. The new mechanisms
build upon the existing mechanisms and complement them, support them, and strengthen them.
Specifically, in addition to the NPC, MOAD and other related agencies, the ADS implementation will
rely on the combination of institutions, farmers and value chain actors, prioritized national
programs, and key stakeholders. Linkages among the existing and new mechanisms are illustrated in
Figure 2.
Institutions
1.
2.
3.
4.

National ADS Coordination Committee (NADSCC)
National ADS Implementation Committee (NADSIC)
ADS Implementation Support Unit (ADSISU)
ADS Implementation Support Trust Fund (ATF)
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Flagship and Core Programs
1. Food and Nutrition Security Program (FANUSEP)
2. Decentralized Science, Technology, Education Program (DESTEP)
3. Value Chain Development Program (VADEP)
4. Innovation and Agro-entrepreneurship Program (INAGEP)
5. Core Programs
LeadingStakeholders
1. Ministry of Agricultural Development, National Planning Commission and other
government agencies
2. Farmer Organizations
3. Cooperative Organizations
4. Private Sector Organizations

NADSCC

NADSIC

National ADS Coordination Committee

National ADS Implementation Committee

CHAIR: Vice Chairperson of NPC

CHAIR: Minister of MOAD

ADSISU
NADSCC Sub-committees

ADS Implementation
Support Unit

RADC

FLAGSHIP
PROGRAMS

Regional Agriculture
Development Committee

CORE
PROGRAMS

DADC

OTHER
PROGRAMS

District Agriculture
Development Committee

COORDINATION

IMPLEMENTATION

Figure 2The ADS Implementation and Coordination Mechanisms

THE NATIONAL ADS IMPLEMENTATION COMMITTEE (NADSIC)
45.
A National ADS Implementation Committee (NADSIC) will be established, which will be
chaired by Hon. Minister for Agricultural Development, with Hon VC of NPC as co-chair, Hon.
member of NPC (Agriculture Sector), VC University of Agriculture and Forestry, Secretaries from the
Ministries of Finance, Irrigation, Forestry, Federal Affairs and Local Development, of Cooperative and
Poverty Alleviation, Land Reform and Management, Education, Presidents of FNCCI and CNI,
representative of National Peasant’s Coalition as members, and MoAD Secretary as Member
Secretary. Observer status will be made available to the independent professionals, DP
representative, NGOs and academia. The ADS implementation committee will be responsible to
ensure the Implementation of ADS and should meet bi-monthly. The TOR of the Committee will
include the following:
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i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.

Ensure the implementation of ADS by promoting policy, administrative and legislative
changes in responsible institutions.
Ensure resource mobilization both from internal (public and private) and external sources.
Provide guidance to the line ministries and the stakeholders to facilitate ADS programs and
projects implementation from the grassroots to the national level.
To act as the Project Steering Committee for the TA which supports ADS implementation,
Together with NADSCC and the NPC, organize periodic assessment of the ADS and
recommend adjustments.
Adjust ADS Programs, and institutional structure as per the upcoming federal structure.

COORDINATION COMMITTEES (NADSCCAND SUBCOMMITTEES, CADIC, RADC, DADC)
46.
The National ADS CoordinationCommittee (NADSCC) is the national coordination
committee of line agencies under the chairmanship of Vice Chairman (VC) of NPC. NADSCC will be
strengthened through secretariat service provided by the ADS Implementation Support Unit
(ADSISU) and will be enhanced with the establishment of the following NADSCC sub committees
charged with improving the coordination of ADS relevant issues such as:
a. Coordination between agriculture and irrigation extension (specifically between DOA and
DOI)
b. Coordination among public sector, private sector (e.g. Federation of Nepal Chambers of
Commerce and Industry (FNCCI), Agro-enterprise Center (AEC), Confederation of Nepalese
Industries (CNI), agribusiness associations, associations of small and medium enterprises),
cooperative sector (e.g. National Federation of Cooperatives), and farmer organizations (e.g.
National Peasants’ Coalition)
c. Coordination between government sector and non-governmental
organizations/international non-governmental organizations (NGOs/INGOs)
d. Coordination between government and development partners
e. Coordination among Research-Extension-Education organization (NARC - DOA, DLS, DFTQC University of Agriculture and Forestry, Institute of Forestry, Colleges of Agriculture, Center of
Vocation Education and Training)
f. Coordination between Agricultural Development and Food Nutrition Security and Food
Safety (MOAD and Ministry of Health and Population-MOHP, National Nutrition and Food
Security Steering Committee-NNFSSC)
47.
Central Agriculture Development Implementation Committee (CADIC) chaired by Secretary
MOAD will periodically convene agencies involved in the implementation of agricultural programs
and coordinate activities. CADIC will be strengthened through capacity building of the ADS
Implementation Support Unit (AISU). Similar coordination mechanisms exist at the regional level Regional Agricultural Development Committee (RADC) coordinated by Regional Director Agriculture
– and at the district level - District Agricultural Development Committee (DADC) chaired by District
Development Committee(DDC) Chairman. All these mechanisms need to be strengthened and
revitalized with support of the ADS Agricultural Support Unit and coordination with the NADSCC.
48.
Effective communication among DADCs, RADCs, and CADIC should be assured through
periodic briefings from DADCs to the RADCs and CADIC. CADIC will coordinate with NADSCC. Annual
ADS Report will be prepared by CADIC and submitted to NPC with the assistance of the ADS
Implementation Support Unit.
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ADS IMPLEMENTATION SUPPORT UNIT (ADSISU)
49.
The implementation of the ADS requires coordination among different agencies and
stakeholders; implementation also requires capacity in policy analysis and formulation, monitoring,
and legislation and regulatory skills that are currently dispersed. A unit responsible to the
MOAD,(ADS Coordination Section under the Policy and International Cooperation Coordination
Division) endowed with policy, legal and analytical capacity will greatly contribute to bridging the
gap between policy and implementation and enhancing the capacity of the ADS implementation
agencies.
50.
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.
viii.
ix.
x.
xi.
xii.
xiii.
xiv.
xv.

Functions of the ADSISU include:
Provide capacity building in policy analysis and policy monitoring and integrated planning
to relevant implementation agencies;
Support formulation and amendment of policies and regulations for implementation of
the ADS
Support to development of a system and database for ADS monitoring;
Support formulation and amendment of policies and regulations for implementation of
the ADS;
Support formulation of integrated periodic plans (annual and 5-year plans, and revisions
/updates of ADS plans);
Support NADSCC, NADSIC, ATF Secretariat and professional service;
Support coordination mechanisms (NADSCC, NADSIC, CADIC, RADC, DADC) in terms of
capacity, logistics, and analytical units;
Support monitoring of the ADS implementation and institutionalization, including
monitoring of related policies;
Facilitate implementation of national programs such as the ADS Flagship programs
through advisory services to the Program Managers;
Support harmonization of Sector Policies with international commitments and guidelines;
Help to develop and institutionalize a performance-based management system for ADS
and institutionalize performance based incentives for ADS implementation institutions;
Collect and analyze data of strategic importance to ADS implementation as needed and in
synergy with existing data collection systems;
Coordinate development partner investments and programs to be in line with
implementation of the ADS;
Evaluate and possibly formulate a sector wide approach for agriculture and, in case such
approach is pursued by GON, support its implementation;
Commission studies to look at costs and benefits of alternative policies (eg minimum price
schemes for rice and wheat).

ADS IMPLEMENTATION TRUST FUND (ATF)
51.
All current modalities of financing to the sector will remain the same. The only additional
modality will be a multi donor ADS Trust Fund (ATF)to be established with a flexible implementation
modality agreeable to both GON and development partners. However, the implementation of the
ATF will be led by the Ministry of Agricultural Development. Resources in the ATF may be used for (a)
any TA which supports the ADSISU (b) non-government and government entities for implementation
of the Flagship programs of ADS, (c) milestone performance payments to parties (individuals and
teams) responsible for implementing the ADS in line with approved performance management
plans, and (d) payment of the periodic (eg biannual) ADS implementation and strategic direction
review.
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ADS PROGRAMS
52.
The ADS will be implemented through three different types of programs: the Core
Programs, the Flagship Programs, and Other Programs. The Core Programs are implemented mostly
through existing agencies already in place at the ministry levels or department levels of agencies.
The Flagship Programs on the other hand require different management structure in view of the
innovative and multisector nature of their activities. Other Programs are those that are currently
implemented but are not part of the currently formulated Flagship or Core Programs. Moreover, the
Ministry of Agricultural Development will lead the implementation of Flagship programs too. Over
time, the ADS will include only two types of programs, namely the Flagship and the Core Programs.
Based on evaluation, the existing Other Programs will be either discontinued after their completion
or will be absorbed in a new formulation of Flagship and Core Programs.
FLAGSHIP PROGRAMS
53.
The ADS envisages some prioritized national programs around which could be mobilized
sufficient consensus, resources, and effective management. These prioritized national programs will
be referred to as “ADS Flagship Programs”. The flagship programs of the ADS are:
i.
Food and Nutrition Security Program (FANUSEP)
ii.
Decentralized Science, Technology, and Education Program (DSTEP)
iii.
Value Chain Development Program (VADEP)
iv.
Innovation and Agro-entrepreneurship Program (INAGEP)
FOOD AND NUTRITION SECURITY PROGRAM (FANUSEP)
54.
FANUSEP aims at improving food and nutrition security of the most disadvantaged groups.
It will consist of three subprograms: the Nepal Food Security Project (NAFSP), currently been
finalized as part of the Global Agriculture and Food Security Program (GAFSP); the Food and
Nutrition Security Action Plan (FNSP), currently been finalized with assistance of FAO; and a new
national food and nutrition security project to be designed and implemented to complement NAFSP
and FNSP. The new national food and nutrition security projects will be designed referring to the
evidence-based information systems like NeKSAP, and information sources from DHS, NLSS, and
others.
55.
The commonality of the subprograms of FANUSEP is to target the poor, the disadvantaged
groups and the geographically disadvantaged areas (eg. Karnali). The program will promote
interventions that improve productivity, livelihoods, and nutritional practices of targeted
beneficiaries including pregnant and lactating women farmers. The ADS in general and FANUSEP in
particular will align with the Multisector Nutrition Plan (MSNP) a five year program already approved
by the GON.
DECENTRALIZED SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, AND EDUCATION PROGRAM (DESTEP)
56.
DSTEP aims at decentralizing the extension and research system while fostering
coordination of research, extension, and education in order to enhance responsiveness of extension,
research, and education institutions to farmers’ and agroenterprises’ needs.
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57.
The program will be implemented through a Program Manager, deputized by the Ministry
of Agricultural Development . The DESTEP Manager will ensure coordination among related
ministries and the departments, NARC, DOA, DLS, Department of Food Technology and Quality
Control (DFTQC), agricultural education institutions such as Agriculture and Forestry Universities and
Colleges and facilitate implementation of the activities related to the outputs of the decentralized
extension and research system, and strengthened agricultural education system.
58.
The decentralized extension system will include three main measures: (i) establishment of
Community Agricultural Extension Service Centers (CAESC) in each Village Development Committee
(VDC); (ii) strengthening capacity of existing and planned Agriculture and Livestock Service Centers
that will provide backstopping services to the CAESCs; and (iii) promoting a voucher system to
empower farmers to access the best available agricultural input and extension service providers.
59.
The decentralized research system will require decentralization of NARC, establishment of
new national research institutes (eg a National Horticultural Research Institute, National Animal
Health Research Institute, and National Aquaculture and Fisheries Research Institute), establishment
of a National Agricultural Research Fund (NARF) under NARC, and the establishment of research
stations in all regions, including the far western region.
60.
The integration with the agricultural education system will include support to the
Agriculture Universities, creation of a Department of Agribusiness and a Department of Technology
Dissemination in the Agriculture University, capacity building of vocational schools and support to
the establishment of regional agricultural colleges.
61.
The funds required for implementation of the DSTEP will be pooled into a fund, the DSTEF
(Decentralized Science, Technology, and Education Fund) that will be replenished through
contribution of GON and Development partners. The DSTEP Manager will be responsible for
disbursements of funds from the DSTEF to the related implementation agencies such as NARC, DOA,
DLS, Agricultural University, and Agricultural Colleges.
VALUE CHAIN DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM (VADEP)
62.
VADEP aims at developing prioritized value chains (initially only 5 such value chains have
been proposed - maize, dairy, vegetables, lentils, and tea) through comprehensive and integrated
measures along the value chain that result in strengthened value chain linkages, increased public
private partnership (PPP) investment and value added with sector impact, and benefits to the poor.
Differently from other ongoing or past value chain interventions in Nepal, the VADEP will have the
following innovative features: (i) will be looking at and developing all the stages of the value chain,
from seeds to final products, from production to processing, from market infrastructure to access
roads and connectivity, from postharvest technology to quality assurance and exports; (ii) will be
based on associations of farmers, traders, processors, input providers and other value chain
stakeholders in order to strengthen the linkages and ensure effective investment; (iii) will aim at
replication and linkages beyond the district and achieve national impact; and (iv) will work not only
with one district or department but across districts, departments, and value chain actors.
63.
The Manager of VADEP will be deputed by the Ministry of Agricultural Development. S/he
will coordinate with the chief executive officers (CEOs) of specific Value Chain Development Alliances
(VCDAs) to implement specific value chain sub-programs. The VADEP Manager will facilitate the flow
of funds from GON, development partners, and other investors (eg through the support of the
Investment Board) to the VCDAs and will assure overall monitoring and evaluation of the program.
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64.
The Value Chain Development Alliances (VCDA) are societies owned by farmers and their
associations, entrepreneurs, input providers, logistics operators, warehouse managers, cooperatives,
and other value chain actors. The commonality of all these VCDA actors is that they are all engaged
commercially on a specific value chain and are interested in promoting its commercial development.
65.
Each VCDA will have access to a Value Chain Development Fund (VCDF). The members of
the VCDA will nominate a Board according to the law and the Ministrywill select the CEO to manage
the operations of the program for a specific value chain. The Board of each VCDA will include 6
elected members and 7 non-elected members. The non-elected members will be nominated by
GON and include representatives from MOAD, Ministry of Industry (MOI), Ministry of Federal Affairs
and Local Development (MFALD), MOF, NPC FNCCI, and Nepal Rastra Bank. The Board will be
chaired by one of the member nominated by GoN. The Management of each alliance will prepare a
business plan and an investment plan, to be approved by the Board of the alliance. The operations of
the VCDA will be audited according to the law of Nepal and according to regulations of the
Development Partners supporting the VCDF.
INNOVATION AND AGROENTREPRENEURSHIP PROGRAM (INAGEP)
66.
INAGEP aims to foster agricultural innovation and agroentrepreneurship through the
combination of tax incentives, agribusiness incubators, and matching grants. The main beneficiaries
of this program will be private enterprises including micro, small and medium enterprises,
cooperatives, and targeted groups including the youth, women, and disadvantaged groups.
67.
The program will be implemented through a Program Manager deputed by the Ministry of
Agricultural Development. The INAGEP Manager will facilitate the growth of innovative small and
medium agroenterprises through improved tax incentives, establishment of agribusiness incubators,
and matching grants.
68.
The funds required for implementation of the INAGEP will be pooled into a fund, the
INAGEF (Innovation and Agroentreprenership Fund) that will be replenished through contribution of
GON and Development partners. The INAGEP Manager will be responsible for disbursements of
funds from the INAGEF to the agribusiness incubators and the matching grant fund managers.
THE LEADING STAKEHOLDERS: FARMERS, COOPERATIVES, AND PRIVATE SECTOR
69.
In addition to the Government agencies responsible for coordination and implementation
of the ADS, the leading stakeholders in the ADS will be farmers, cooperatives, private
agroenterprises, and their organizations (eg the National Peasants’ Coalition, the National
Cooperatives Federation, the Seed Entrepreneurs Association, the Dairy Industry Association). There
are similar organizations at the district level and in the case of farmers and cooperatives at the VDC
level. Moreover, there are a number of national and local commodity organizations or trade
organizations. Farmers in the ADS include both commercial farmers and subsistence farmers;
smallholders and marginal farmers; agroenterprises include micro, small, medium, and large
enterprises.
70.
The ADS recognizes that its success depends on the participation and the ownership of
farmer organizations, cooperative organizations, and private sector organizations. Differently from
previous strategies for the agricultural sector, the ADS has involved farmer organizations in the
formulation stage and will continue to involve them during implementation, monitoring, evaluation,
and periodic reviews.
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71.
•
•
•
72.
•
•

The leading ADS stakeholders have the rights to:
Participate and influence the ADS policy and investment decisions
Participate in the monitoring of the ADS
Access to information related to ADS planning, implementation, and monitoring
At the same time, the leading ADS stakeholders have the duty to:
Contribute to the solution of the problems encountered during formulation and
implementation of the ADS
Contribute to accelerating the process of decision making regarding the ADS

73.
The rights of leading stakeholders in the ADS are institutionalized as follows.
Representatives of Farmer Organizations (FO), Cooperative organizations (COO), and Private Sector
Agroenterprise Organizations (PSO) will be members of the ADS key decision and coordination
bodies that oversee the formulation, planning, implementation, and monitoring of the ADS
including:
i.
NADSC, and CADIC
ii.
NADSCC Subcommittees related to the ADS
iii.
DADC and RADC
iv.
NARC Board
v.
Governing Body of the CAESC
vi.
Policy Review Panels organized to review the formulation of new policies under the
PICCD at MOAD
vii.
Steering Committee for the periodic 5-year Review, Evaluation, and Updating
Committee of the ADS.
viii.
NeKSAP District Food Security Network

COST OF THE ADS
74.
The initial evaluation of the ADS program cost over a period of 10 years is presented in
Table 3.
Table 3 Total (10-year) Cost of the ADS and Yearly Average
Cost
US million
Rs billion
Rs billion/year
Total
$5,282
Govt/Donors
$4,683
Private/Community $600

501.8
444.9
57.0

50.2
44.5
5.7

Percent
100%
89%
11%

75.
The Flagship Programs will represent about 37% of the total program cost. Among the Core
programs, the main costs are irrigation (19%), fertilizer (8%), and forestry(8%). It should be noted
that the ADS is promoting a voucher system for inputs (including fertilizer, seeds, and breeds) and
extension services. The voucher system will empower farmers to make decisions regarding extension
services and inputs. Initially this system will be promoted on a pilot basis. Based on the review of
performance of the pilot, the system might be expanded and progressively replace the direct
subsidies such as fertilizer and seed subsidies.
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Forestry,
40,538 , 8%

FANUSEP,
30,657 , 6%

DESTEP,
62,883 , 13%

Fertilizer,
38,000 , 8%

VADEP, 72,727
, 14%

Irrigation,
94,830 , 19%

INAGEP,
19,485 , 4%

Infrastructure,
27,310 , 5%
Other ,
115,405 , 23%

Figure 3 Composition of ADS Costs
ROADMAP OF THE ADS
76.
For the ADS to be implemented successfully, some conditions have to be satisfied. These
include:
i.
Government commitment
ii.
Policy and Regulations for ADS Implementation in place
iii.
Consensus of key stakeholders
iv.
Development partners support
77.

These conditions need to be validated as follows:
Government commitment
o Medium term budget commitment of central and local government
o Tenure of key positions
o Establishment of NADSCC, NADSIC, ATF, and ADSISU
ii.
Policies and Regulations for ADS Implementation
o Formulation and Approval (see table below)
iii.
Consensus of key stakeholders
o Pledge consensus over the key agreement points
o ADS Signing Ceremony by major political parties
iv.
Development partners support
o Medium term resource commitment
i.

Table 4Examples of Policies and Regulations needed for Implementing the ADS
Governance
1. ADS Implementation
Support Unit (ADSISU)
2. Composition of
NADSCC and
Subcommittees
3. Composition of CADIC,
RADC, DADC

Productivity
1. CAESC

Commercialization
1. Contract farming

Competitiveness
1. Innovation Funds

2.

NARC restructuring

2.

2.

Quality and Safety
regulations

3.

3.

3.

Food safety law

4.

4.

Dept Agribusiness
Agricultural
University and Ag
Colleges
Vouchers for

ADS Information desks

4.

Value Chain
Development
Alliances
Crop and livestock
Insurance
regulations
New Financial
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Governance
5.
6.
7.
8.

Establishment of
NADSIC
ADS Implementation
Trust Fund (ATF)
Tenure of key
positions
Farmers’ Commission

Productivity
extension and input
5. Land Leasing

Commercialization
Products

Competitiveness

EARLY MILESTONES OF THE ADS
•

Before GON Approval
– Finalize ADS document
– Extension awareness campaign about the ADS at the central and local level
– Pledged consensus of key stakeholders (multiparty ADS signing ceremony)
– Indicative support by development partners

•

During First Year of Implementation
– Regulations standards and guidelines for NADSCC, NADSISU, ATF and Flagships as
appropriate
– Establish ADS Institutions
– Formulate Guidelines for ADS Implementation
– Recruit Program Managers for ADS Flagships
– Budget allocations to ATF by Donors
– Establish Farmers’ Commission
– Update relevant data and statistics

MONITORING AND EVALUATION OF THE ADS
78.
The ADS needs to be monitored regularly, professionally, and in a participative manner.
Monitoring Division and Sectionswill be strengthenedat the Ministry and department levels and will
be provided support and capacity building by the ADS Implementation Support Unit. In addition to
project and program monitoring, the ADS will require regular policy monitoring. Moreover, NeKSAP
will be one of the relevant systems to monitor the output, outcome and impact of ADS to receive
subsequent feedback. Monitoring will need to go beyond inputs and output monitoring andinclude
outcomes and impact monitoring according to the targets and design monitoring framework of the
ADS programs. Monitoring reports should be publicly available both in Nepali and English and
discussed regularly at national and local events. Monitoring should also identify good performance
and link performance to reward.
79.
ADS is a living strategy. Through regular monitoring and periodic review and evaluation,
the details of the ADS will continuously evolve and improve. An external 5-year review of the ADS
will be commissioned and widely discussed by government and civil society.However, the ADS will be
reviewed and revised just after the endorsement of new constitution.
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1 INTRODUCTION
80.
The Final Reportof the AgricultureDevelopment Strategy (henceforth“ADS”) is prepared by
the Ministry of Agricultural Development in consultation with National Peasants’ Coalition. This final
report is built on the report prepared under the Technical Assistance (TA) 7762 NEP funded by
Government of Nepal (GON) with support by Asian Development Bank (ADB), International Fund for
Agricultural Development (IFAD), European Union (EU), Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO),
Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation (SDC), Japan International Cooperation Agency
(JICA), Denmark Agency for International Development (DANIDA), World Food Program (WFP),
United States Agency for International Development (USAID), Department for International
Development (DfID), the World Bank, the Australia Agency for International Development (AusAID),
and the United Nations Entity for Gender Equality and the Empowerment of Women (UN Women).
81.
After finalizing the Agriculture Development Strategy (ADS) from the ministry side, the
Agriculture and Water Resource Committee of legislature-parliament (AWRC-LP) and National
Planning Commision (NPC) showed ownership and interest on the long term strategy. AWRC-LP has
provided the suggestions and feed- back (Attached in Appendix 6) to the Ministry of Agricultural
Development (MOAD) after holding series of discussions and consultations with the concerned
stakeholders including NPC, chief secretary and different line ministries (Agricultural Development,
Irrigation, Energy, Supply, Industry, Cooperative and Poverty Alleviation, Physical Infrastructure and
Transport, Urban Development, Finance, Land Reform and Management, and Education) to ensure
widespread commitment for effective implementation of the strategy. Similarly, AWRC-LP held
meetings with development partners to ensure commitment for resources and implementation
support. Further, it sought suggestions from experts and representative of farmers, value chain
actors to add different perspectives in the strategy. The National Planning Commission (NPC) has
also provided the suggestions (Attached in Appendix 7) on proposed Agriculture Development
Strategy (ADS). All these suggestions have been taken into account and will be the part of the
ADS.Appreciating the comprehensiveness of the suggestions and dynamic nature of the strategy, the
suggestions are broadly categorized as policy, programmatic and institutional. The institutional
suggestions have all been incorporated herewith. Policy level suggestions made by the committee
have been largely addressed. Further, concerned ministries and other implementing agencies
address the policy related suggestions while formulating specific policies and acts. The programme
level suggestions and suggestions from the NPC will be addressed in periodic and annual work plan
and budget of the government ministries and other implementing agencies. Based on the
suggestions of AWRC-LP, Ministry of Agricultural Development will report quarterly to the
committee about ADS implementation status, developing different indicators in consultation with
NPC. The Final TAreport was the seventhmain deliverable of the ADS Preparation Team, after the
Inception Report1, the Assessment Report2, the Vision Report3, the Policy Options Report4, the Action
Plan and Roadmap Report5, and the Draft Final Report6. The Assessment Report presented the

1

ADB 7762-NEP (2011) Inception Report. Technical Assistance for the Preparation of the Agricultural
Development Strategy, Asian Development Bank, September 2011
2
ADB 7762-NEP (2012) AssessmentReport. Technical Assistance for the Preparation of the Agricultural
Development Strategy, Asian Development Bank, April 2012
3
ADB 7762-NEP (2012) VisionReport. Technical Assistance for the Preparation of the Agricultural Development
Strategy, Asian Development Bank, December 2012
4
ADB 7762-NEP (2013) Policy OptionsReport. Technical Assistance for the Preparation of the Agricultural
Development Strategy, Asian Development Bank, February 2013
5
ADB 7762-NEP (2013) Action Plan and RoadmapReport. Technical Assistance for the Preparation of the
Agricultural Development Strategy, Asian Development Bank, April 2013
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current situation of the Agricultural Sector, identified issues and constraints, and discussed the
policy context. The Vision Report presented the stakeholders’ view of the Agricultural Sector over
the next 20 years, taking into consideration likely trends of factors exogenous to the agricultural
sector and lessons from experience of agricultural transformation in other countries.The Policy
Options Report presented the recommendations of the TA Team to accelerate the process of
agricultural transformation of Nepal from the current situation of low agricultural development to
the desired situation envisaged in the ADS vision7. The Action Plan and Roadmap Report provided
details about the activities and institutional framework required to achieve the outputs leading to
the desired outcomes of the ADS.

1.1

Objective of the Final Report

82.
The objective of this report is to present the overall strategy for ADS including a 10-year
Action Plan and Roadmap and a rationale based on the assessment of the current and past
performance of the agricultural sector.

1.2

Methodology

83.
The FinalReportbuilds upon the all the previous outputs and reports of the TA. In addition
to the sixreports already submitted the Final Report benefits from numerous consultations
undertaken with stakeholder at the central and local level.
84.
The formulation of the Final Report followed a Participatory Process of Consultation. From
the beginning of the preparation of the ADS, the TA Team has undertaken the following activities:
a. Policy Roundtables (with NPC, Farmer Organizations, Private Sector, NGOs, Former
Finance Ministers)
b. Policy Retreat
c. National Workshops (4)
d. Regional Workshops (13)
e. Thematic Group Meetings (30)
f. National Conference (1)
g. Public Dialogues with media, farmer organizations, and civil society (9)
h. Key stakeholder interviews (about 4,000)
i. Project Steering Committee Meetings (7)
j. Focus Group Discussions at the village level (total 20of which 5 irrigation, 3 social, 3
trade, 3 women, 3 research and extension, 3 academia)
k. Experts assessment
l. Submission to Ministry of Agricultural Development
m. Formation of ADS Advisory Committee and Technical Committee in the ministry
n. Wide dissemination of the report through website and national papers
o. Peer review by the experts
p. Consensus with National Peasant’s Coalition
q. Final Regional consultations (2) and National workshop (1)
r. Suggestions from AWRC-LP and NPC incroporated
s. Submission to the cabinet for approval
6

ADB 7762-NEP (2013) Draft Final Report. Technical Assistance for the Preparation of the Agricultural
Development Strategy, Asian Development Bank, June 2013
7
The Vision Statement presented in the Vision Report is: A self-reliant, sustainable, competitive, and inclusive
agricultural sector that drives economic growth, and contributes to improved livelihoods and food and nutrition
security leading to food sovereignty
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t.

1.3

Approval by the Economic and Infrastructure Committee of the Cabinet as
mandated by the cabinet with suggestions incorporated rose during the meeting.

Organization of the Report

85.
The report is organized into 10chapters and 7 appendices as follows:
Chapter 1
Introduction
Chapter 2
Assessment of the Agricultural Sector
Chapter 3
Vision of the ADS
Chapter 4
Strategic Framework
Chapter 5
Activities of the ADS Action Plan
Chapter 6
Costs of the ADS
Chapter 7
Implementation Arrangements
Chapter 8
Food and Nutrition Security
Chapter 9
Monitoring and Evaluation
Chapter 10
Roadmap
Appendix 1
References
Appendix 2
Challenges of the ADS
Appendix 3
Methodology for Targets and Indicators
Appendix 4
Cost of Activities in the ADS Action Plan
Appendix 5
List of Participants and Contributors in ADS Preparation
Appendix 6
Suggestion report from Agriculture and Water Resource Committee of Legislature
Parliament (AWRC-LP)
Appendix7
Suggestion Report from National Planning Commission
Note: Appendix 1-7 are part of ADS Part-2

2 ASSESSMENT OF THE AGRICULTURAL SECTOR8
86.
For the purpose of the ADS, the agricultural sector goes beyond the domain of only one
central agency such as the Ministry of Agricultural and Development (MOAD).The ADS refers to the
broader agriculture sector that:
a) Includes crops, livestock, forestry, and fisheries
b) Includes irrigation, and agricultural and rural infrastructure
c) Includes production, trade, processing, and marketing
d) Spans across different ministries and agencies
e) Includes not only government agencies but farmers and their organizations, private sector
enterprises and their organizations, and NGOs.

2.1

Current Status and Progress in the Agricultural Sector over the APP Period

87.
Since the Agriculture Perspective Plan (APP) started in year 1995/96 the agricultural sector
in Nepal has made progress in several indicators of well-being and development. For example,
income per capita and productivity of agricultural labor have increased, poverty has reduced, and
malnutrition has declined. The road network has considerably expanded and irrigation cover has
increased as well. In almost all agriculture subsectors (crops, livestock, fishery, and forestry) there
has been progress in terms of production or/and productivity. However, the sector is in a low
development stage as highlighted by a number of indicators including labor productivity,
productivity gaps, trade and competitiveness, poverty and malnutrition, and infrastructure (Table 5
8

This Chapter is based on the ADS Assessment Report.
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and Figure 4). Some subsectors show dynamism, but overall, these positive signs are not yet
sufficient to lift a still large number of people engaged in agriculture out of poverty, reduce
malnutrition and assure food security of the nation. There are however positive signals that show
not only the potential for growth but also opportunities that the ADS should build upon. These
positive signals help us to have a more balanced understanding of the complexity of the agricultural
sector in Nepal.
Table 5: Key Indicators Related to Agricultural Sector
Indicator
Agricultural GDP
Productivity of Agricultural Labor ($/person)
Agricultural Land per Household (ha/hh)
Percentage of holdings operating less than 0.5 ha
Productivity of Agricultural Land ($/ha)
Agricultural Land Use (cereal as percentage of
cultivated land)
Seed turnover
Employment in Agriculture
Agricultural Exports
Agricultural Imports
Poverty (2010/11)
Percentage of households reporting inadequacy of
food consumption
Stunting of Children (less than 5 years)
Irrigation cover (% of cultivated area)
Infrastructure (Rural Road Network km and
Strategic Road Network km)
ICT reach

1995/96
$3.4 billion
$466/person
1.1
40.1%
$1,118/ha
80%

2010/2011
$5.2 billion
$700/person
0.7
51.6%
$1,700/ha
80%

8%
66%
$32million
$157 million
42%
50.9%

8%
60%
$248 million
$621 million
25%
15.7%

60%
39.6%
SRN = km 10,000

42%
54%
RRN = 40,000 km
SRN = 20,000 km
46% connected

Less than 10%
connected

Sources: Calculations by the authors based on data from CBS (2011), Economic Survey (2011),
NLSSIII(2010/11), MOAD, and DOLIDAR
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Figure 4 Low Development Stage of Nepal Agriculture

2.2

Agricultural Sector Growth

88.
Growth of agricultural GDP since the beginning of the APP (1995/96) has been slow (about
3%), highly variable from year to year, and with a slight upward trend due to stronger growth in
2011 and 2012 (see Figure 5). This situation needs to be improved over the course of the ADS:
growth has to accelerate, become more stable and remain positive. With a growth of population of
around 2 percent over the same period, the increase in agricultural GDP per capita has been too
slow to create strong dynamics leading to sustained poverty reduction and structural transformation
from subsistence to commercialization.

6%

AGDP Growth
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Figure 5: Growth of Agricultural GDP
Source: MOF National Accounts Estimate 2012 (at constant prices)
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89.
Most of the immediate neighbors of Nepal had considerably faster GDP growth than Nepal
over the period 1995 to 2010 (see Table 6). The difference in average growth of agricultural GDP
however is less marked: Nepal growth of agriculture was slower than most neighbors (except India).
More worrying however seems to be the lack of integration between agriculture and non-agriculture
in Nepal that is ultimately responsible for the low performance of overall GDP. While in neighboring
countries there is a growing and relatively vibrant agribusiness sector, this is still at its early stages in
Nepal. Given the limited arable land per capita, sustainable growth in agricultural based activities
will require a major effort in increasing value added through both on-farm and off-farm activities.
Table 6: Performance Indicator of Nepal and Neighboring Countries
Country

Average
GDP% over
1995-2010

Average
Agricultural
GDP% over
1995-2010

GDP/cap
($) in 2010

Arable
Land/capita
(ha)
In 2008

Cereal
yield (kg
per ha)
In 2010

Ag
GDP/arable
land ($/ha)
in 2008

Bangladesh

5.6

3.6

673

0.054

3890

1845

China

9.9

4.1

4393

0.082

5460

4467

India

7.2

2.8

1477

0.139

2471

1277

Pakistan

4.2

3.7

1007

0.122

2803

1586

Nepal

4.1

3.0

524

0.082

2374

1665

Source: World Development Indicators at http://data.worldbank.org/data-catalog/world-

2.3

Labor Productivity

90.
Most agriculture in Nepal is at a low development stage. Agriculture absorbs the majority
of the labor force (61% self-employed in agriculture, 3% earning wages from agriculture9), but this
labor force is characterized by low productivity relatively to the rest of the economy. The estimate of
labor productivity in agriculture in Nepal ($794/unit of agricultural labor) is about one fourth of the
productivity in the rest of the economy (Table 7). The weak performance of agriculture has created
strong incentives for a large part of the most productive labor force (the ones in 20 to 40 age group)
to seek employment abroad. The departure of migrants has reached the level of almost 300,000 in
2010. This group is the source of a large volume of remittances, officially estimated at over $3 billion
in 2011, but these are not usually invested in rural areas.
Table 7 Labor and Land Productivity in Nepal in Agriculture and Other Sectors.
Agricultural Labor Productivity Non-Agriculture Labor Productivity
Agricultural Land
($/agricultural labor)
($/non-agricultural labor)
Productivity ($/ha)
794

3,130

1,804

Source: Calculation based on data from CBS 2010

91.
Agricultural land per capita has also decreased as the combined effect of several factors
including inheritances, loss of agricultural land to urbanization, and degradation of land. Smaller size
and more fragmented farms make it more difficult to realize economies of scale and also to provide
sufficient livelihood for smallholder farm families. Even though GDP per ha of cultivated land is
about $1,800, the average farm size is only about 0.7 per household on average and more than 50%
of households have farm size less than 0.5 ha (Table 8). For those households with a farm size less

9

NLSSIII 2010/11
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than 0.5ha, the average farm size is 0.25 ha and therefore often insufficient to generate income
above the poverty level.
Table 8: Agricultural Land Indicators
Selected Variables
Average size of agriculture land (in hectares)

1995/96 2003/04 2010/11
1.1
0.8
0.7

Holdings operating less than 0.5 hectare (% of total holdings)

40.1

44.8

51.6

Source: NLSS-III 2011, Government of Nepal, National Planning commission Secretariat, Central Bureau of
Statistics

92.
Low labor productivity is the major manifestation of low development, more so than low
land productivity. In fact, aggregate land productivity does not compare too badly with several
neighbors of Nepal (Table 9). For example, Nepal overall land productivity, as measured by
agricultural GDP per ha of arable land was about $500 higher than in India. Arable land per capita in
Nepal however is considerably lower than in India. Nepal has about the same arable land per capita
as China, but much lower cereal yield most likely due to Nepal’s much lower rates of inputs,
irrigation and mechanization.
Table 9 Productivity Country Comparisons
Country

Arable Land/capita (ha)

Cereal yield (kg per ha)

Ag GDP
per ha of arable land
(PPP$/ha)

Bangladesh

0.054

4191

2734

China

0.082

5706

5299

India

0.139

2883

2139

Pakistan

0.122

2718

2219

Nepal

0.082

2481

2651

Source: World Bank 2011 Indicators Database, accessed May 2013.

2.4

Productivity Gaps and Limited Commercial Production

93.
Low productivity is the result of several factors including low adoption of improved
technology. In Nepal adoption of improved agricultural technology is still low and the productivity
gap between current and potential production is significant. Low productivity is related to a high
level of farming for subsistence (i.e. not for commercial sales), access and adoption of suitable
technology (both on farm and post-harvest), availability of inputs (planting material, breeds,
fertilizer, feed, plant and animal health protection, irrigation, electricity, finance), and limited
investment in the sector.
94.
Nepal has an estimated 44.7% of agricultural entities are commercialized and 55.3% are
subsistence farming entities. Staple commodities such as rice, wheat, potato and vegetables have
higher commercialization rates (30-50%) than maize and fruits (15-25%). Commercialization rates for
milk (60%) buffalo meat (80%) and goat meat (85%) are high, reflecting the high value of these
products (MOAC and JICA 2010). The low proportion of commercial agriculture in Nepal is
highlighted by low use of mineral/chemical fertilizers, irrigation and mechanization, and limited
production of rural surplus to for the rest of the economy. Thus stimulating the process of
commercial transformation has been included in past and current policy.
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95.
Productivity gaps for a number of selected products are indicated in Table 10. The table
shows that potential for improvement is huge in several subsectors of agriculture.
96.
Most cultivated land in Nepal (80% of the total) is used to grow cereals crops. Yet
considerable potential for other types of agricultural land use are possible including horticultural
products, forages, agroforestry, livestock and fishery production.
Table 10 Productivity Gaps for Selected Agricultural Commodities
Product
Units
Current
Potential
Production
Production
Fish
t/ha/year
3.6
10
Timber

3

0.337

13.4

t/ha/year

2.72

10-12

Vegetables

Mt/ha/year

12.8

17

Buffalo-Milk

Liters/Lactation

900

2000

Paddy

m /year

10

11

12

Sources: For fish, DOFD, 2010; for timber, MPFS, MFSC,1988, DFRS, 1999, for paddy, MOAC 2010, & Dir.
13
Crop Dev. DOA, for vegetables, MOAC 2010 & Dir. Veg.Dev. Dir.DOA, for buffalo-milk, DLS 2010.

97.
One set of constraints to the realization of such potential is the availability of inputs. For
example feed ingredient supply is the major input to poultry and 60% is imported at relatively high
cost. Production of livestock is highly vulnerable to price spikes and supply disruptions in the feed
supply chain (DLS 2010). Inbreeding in goats, sheep, pigs, and fish and lower productivity of local
cattle and buffalo breeds (DLS 2010, Mahpatra and Rai 2007) calls for new breeding programs.
Similarly low seed replacement ratio in cereals, limited availability of quality and affordable seeds,
and insufficient fertilizer availability limit both the cereal and horticultural productivity
improvement. In the case of timber, forest technologies are not site-specific, they are too general
and inadequate (See Ebregt et al 2007 and MOSFSC, 200814). Driving factors for the bridging of the
gaps include reliable and stable access to information (eg demonstrations and extension advice),
markets (eg competitive providers supplying quality inputs at affordable prices), credit to overcome
cash constraints, and insurance mechanisms to reduce risk.
98.
The use of chemical NPK fertilizer (nitrogen, phosphorous, and potassium) in Nepal
2011/12 was 422,547 MT of which only about 25% is imported and officially declared to customs15.
This amount is sold on a subsidized rate by the state only through agricultural cooperatives.
However, price does not substantially affect farmers’ demand, and the other 75% is imported
informally. Poor quality and poor knowledge of good fertilizer practices are a considerable constraint
to productivity. Soil testing and use of locally available lime in much of the arable land could increase
yields substantially.
10

DOFD, 2010.Annual progress report, MOAC, DOA, Directorate of Fisheries Development, Balaju, 90pp.
MPFS, 1988.Master Plan for Forestry Sector, Main Report, Ministry of Forest and Soil Conserbation, Nepal.
12
MOAC 2010.Statistical Information on Nepalese Agriculture.
13
DLS, 2010. Annual Technical Report, Animal Production Directorate.
14
MOFSC, 2008. The Future of Nepal’s Forests Outlook for 2020, Asia Forestry Outlook Study, Country Report,
Ministry of Forest and Soil Conservation, Kathmandu, Nepal, Food and Agriculture Organisation of the United
Nations, Regional Office for Asia and Pacific, Bangkok
15
R. Hoyum, Chemonics International 2012. Nepal Fertilizer Demand and Plant Nutrient Assessment, USAID
NEAT Activity
11
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99.
Seed replacement rate (SRR) has remained very low16. Against the desirable seed
replacement rate for crops at 25% to 30%, average SRR is 4% to 8% for wheat followed by 4.4% in
rice, 3.8% in maize and 1.6% per pulses. Of the total requirements of the cereal crop seeds,
contribution of the formal sector is less than 10% and quality is a constraint to productivity.

2.5

Agricultural Trade Deficit

100.
In spite of agriculture playing a strong role in livelihoods and the economy, Nepal’s
agricultural trade is in deficit. The growth of imports has outpaced exports and the agricultural trade
deficit has increased over the years from $124 million to $373 million (see Figure 6). Nepal imports
primary and industrial raw materials (due to declining domestic raw material production), and
processed agriculture products (due to limited investment and competitiveness in high-quality, highvalue agro-processing)17. The range of exports is concentrated in a narrow set of manufactured and
agricultural products, such as carpets, readymade garments, pashmina, handicrafts, pulses, jute
goods and vegetable ghee. Export market concentration has increased and most of the exports are
destined to few markets such as India, United States of America and Europe.

Net Imports ('000 US$)
400,000
300,000
200,000
100,000
1995

1998

2001

2004

2007

Source: Calculations based on data from TEPC, Nepal Foreign Trade Statistics 2009/10.
Figure 6 Net Import of Food and Agricultural Products

101.
The large and growing deficit in food and agricultural trade is symptomatic of low
competitiveness of agriculture in Nepal. Low competitiveness is the outcome of the difficulty of
doing business, poor infrastructure, governance, access to credit, and regulations (see Table 11).
Most of the competitiveness indicators are ranked very low in international benchmarking.
Table 11 Competitiveness indicators for Nepal

Indicator
Difficulty of doing business across borders
Infrastructure index
Ease of access to loan index
Corruption perception index
Governance effectiveness index
Regulatory quality index

Rank of Nepal
164 of 183 countries
139 of 139 countries
88 of 139 countries
146 of 180 countries
-0.75 (range -2.5 to 2.5)
-0.66 (range -2.5 to 2.5)

16

Birendra Basnyat (2010). “Improving seed security through the expansion of seed multiplication farms in the
public, private and cooperative sectors in Nepal”. Economic Policy Network II, MOF/ADB, Kathmandu
December 2010
17
TEPC, 2011.Nepal Foreign Trade Statistics 2009/10; and MOF, 2011.Economic Survey 2010/11.
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Source: World Economic Forum 2010, Transparency International 2010, World Bank 2009
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102.
Nepal’s agricultural import and export trade comprises about 15.6% of total trade, which
includes items such as petroleum, construction materials, vehicles and equipment, consumer goods
and others. Agricultural trade is dominated by export of lentils, tea, cardamom, fruit, ginger, and
medicinal and aromatic plant products (MAPs), with import of fruit, cereals, vegetables, beans
(mostly peas), dairy products, meat animal, and raw materials for processing (oilseeds) and
manufacturing (fibers for carpets, garments and textiles). There is good potential for import
replacement in vegetables, fruit, beverages, dairy and meat. Export value of the top three high value
crops exceeds the value of cereal and dairy imports (Table 12).
103.
Nepal has comparative advantages in export markets in resource- and labor-intensive low
technology agriculture products such as dried vegetables, coffee, tea, vegetable and roots, ginger,
and cardamom19. However for vegetable fat, animal feed, sugar and confectionery, molasses the
growth rate is negative and there is high risk of eroding comparative advantage in future. Looking at
the global market structure, Nepal is competing with low/medium level income countries, such as
Bangladesh, India, Pakistan, China, Vietnam, and Thailand.
104.
There is considerable potential to increase value adding in Nepal, including: (i) improving
quality, safety and labeling up to Codex Alimentarius standard; (ii) certification to standards for
safety, quality, fair trade and organic branding; and (iii) processing and product development, for
example the vast majority of spices, pashmina, hides and skins, and MAPs are exported in raw form
and most value adding is done in India and China.
105.
The Industrial Policy 2010 has prioritized agriculture and agro-forestry industries for
investment, and provides additional incentives and facilities to these industries. Foreign investment
in agriculture sector (including processing and retailing) is less than 1% of total foreign investment20.
Table 12 Import and Export of high value crops, cereals, MAPs and dairy (2009/2010)
Exports (Rs. Million)
3,745

Imports (Rs. Million)
230

Surplus/Deficit (Rs. Million)
3,515

Tea

1,195

35

1,160

Cardamom

Lentils

1,172

57

1,114

Fruit

486

4,715

(4,228)

Ginger

456

46

410

Vegetables

26

2,097

(2,071)

Coffee

24

14

11

Beans

11

1,379

(1,368)

7,116

8,573

(1,457)

Sub-total High
Value Crops
Cereals

112

MAPs

440

Dairy products

Not significant

4,195
Not significant
861

(4,082)
440
(861)

Source: CBS 2010
18

Kaufmann, D., Kraay, A. and Mastruzzi, M (2009). “Governance Matters VIII: Aggregate and Individual
Governance Indicators, 1996-2008”. World Bank Policy Research Working Paper No. 4978. World Bank, 2009
19
ITC, 2011. Online trade statistics.
20
Department of Industry, Industrial Statistics 2010/11.
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106.
Most imports are from India and India is also the main destination of agricultural exports
from Nepal. Nepal has signed trade agreements including the Nepal-India trade treaty, South Asia
Free Trade Agreement (SAFTA), Bay of Bengal Initiatives for Multi-Sectoral Technical and Economic
Cooperation (BIMSTEC) and the World Trade Organization (WTO). The Trade Treaty with India
provides reciprocal duty free and without any quantitative restrictions market access for 16
agriculture and primary products, including paddy, wheat, maize, rice, pulses and flour. Nepal’s WTO
bound tariff on agriculture products is 41.4% on average, but competitiveness is still low. Nepal’s
overvalued exchange rate reduces the price competitiveness of Nepal’s agricultural products in
export and domestic markets. The Nepal Trade Integration Strategy (2010) noted agricultural trade
competitiveness was reduced by the lack of adoption of Good Agricultural Practices (GAPs),
Integrated Pest Management (IPM), quality management systems, andthird party certification.

2.6

Poverty

107.
Poverty is still widespread (25% of the population). Most of the poor are in rural areas and
poverty is closely associated to a stagnant agricultural growth and rural economy. The rural
population remains large and increasing despite urbanization, from about 18 million (89% of total) in
1996 to 24 million (82%) in 2010 (Table 13). Agriculture employed about 14 million persons in 2010,
64% of the workforce21. Gains in reducing poverty cannot be attributed solely to development of the
agriculture sector, as there have been significant other influences including increased urban
employment, remittances from migrant labor abroad, and increasing GDP contributions from sectors
other than agriculture including tourism and services. However, the strategy of programs and
projects such as the Poverty Alleviation Fund, and IFAD Western Uplands Poverty Alleviation Project
(2003-2014) in general have been consistent with the agricultural policy and APP framework. In
recent agriculture projects of the Asian Development Bank, women farmers' participation increased
from 40% to 50%. Similarly, disadvantaged groups comprised over 50% of total participating
farmers22.
108.
The Government’s Millennium Development Goals (MDG) Progress Report 201023 stated
that the poverty rate has decreased, a reduction in the population suffering chronic food insecurity,
and reduced unemployment rates, and there is a positive trend towards gender equality as indicated
by a balanced enrolment of girls and boys in primary schools. The Report notes there has been
increased allocation of public resources in favor of marginalized groups in remote areas, and greater
attention has been given to environmental conservation and adaptation to climate change. The
policy environment for achieving most of the MDG targets seems favorable with the Interim
Constitution of Nepal 2063 (2007 AD) and its subsequent laws emphasizing inclusive, participatory
and decentralized governance. As a guide for the ADS, the Report observes that the Government
requires priority attention towards the following in meeting the MDG specified targets by 2015:
- Move people up from their below poverty line status;
- Create better environment for private sector investments;
- Develop and enforce supportive policies;
- Address food security and climate change issues;
- Maintain gender balance while providing access to the development opportunities;
- Ensure support entitlements for the benefit of marginalized groups.
21

Of 28 million population, total labor force is 21.84 million, agriculture employment 13.98 million (2010
census).
22
ADB (2009) “Technical Completion Report for the Crop Diversification Project L1778”, and ADB
(2009).“Technical Completion Report for the Community Livestock Development Project L2071”.ADB Manila
2009.
23
NPC (2010).“MDG Progress Report”.NPC 2010. Kathmandu
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Table 13: Population and Poverty

Census Year
1981
1991
2001
2011

Total
Population
15,023,000
18,491,000
23,151,000
26,494,000

Rural Population
14,062,000
16,790,000
19,933,000
21,970,000

Population below
Poverty Line
40%
42%
31%
25%

Source: EIC Survey 1977; National Living Standards Survey 1995, 2005, 2010; Central Bureau of Statistics 2011 (census)

2.7

Food Insecurity

109.
One worrying aspect related to poverty is malnutrition. Indicators of malnutrition,
particularly of children are still high not only in traditionally food deficit areas but increasingly also in
food surplus areas. About 42% of children less than 5 years old suffer from stunting (NLSS 2010/11).
110.
Three and half million people in Nepal, 13% of the population, are considered to be
moderately to severely food insecure, and 42 out of 75 districts are classified as food insecure with
respect to food grains24. Cereal yields are among the lowest in the south Asia region. The national
cereal balance has been more or less in equilibrium, but with deficit in years of inadequate monsoon
rainfall. The 2011/12 cereal balance was a surplus of about 886,000 tons, equivalent to over 17% of
total requirement, but in the past decade Nepal’s average food grain import was about 5% of
domestic production annually25. Despite national food grain surplus in 2001/12, about 1.8 million
people received staple food supplements from Government - evidence that persistent food poverty,
malnutrition, and food vulnerability can occur even if the country is “food self-sufficient”. Nepal is
expected to follow trends in other Asian countries: more wheat products will replace rice in the diet.
The deficit that may increase is for animal feeds (maize and soybean, etc.) as demand for meat and
other livestock products increases. At least for maize, there is considerable potential to improve
based on higher yields from improved varieties achieved by a growing number of farmers.
111.
Food and nutrition insecurity varies substantially across the fifteen sub-regions of the
country as measured by the hunger index. The highest prevalence of hunger is in the Far- and MidWestern Hill and Mountain regions, but malnutrition in food surplus areas of the terai indicate food
utilization is also a problem. The global food price crisis in 2008-9 demonstrated that rural and urban
poor are particularly vulnerable to high food prices. An indicator of this aspect of food insecurity is
that major the portion of household expenses is on food, which has risen slightly from 59% in 2003/4
to 62% in 2010/1126. More positively, the percent of households reporting inadequate food
consumption has dropped substantially from 51% in 1995/6 to 16% in 2010/11.
112.
Food security is often confused with calorie intake rather than a balanced diet of nutritious
food. Protein from livestock sources in the Nepalese diet is a low 13% (compared to recommended
30%), but demand is increasing by 8-10% annually as incomes increase27. Domestic production does
not meet demand, contributing to about US$67 million in imports of dairy, meat and eggs in
2010/1128. The situation and trend for fruit and vegetables is similar

24

Draft Food and Nutrition Security Plan, MOAD 2012
MOAD Statistics, 2012
26
NLSSIII 2010/11
27
NPC 2011.Nepal Nutrition Assessment and Gap Analysis.
28
Draft Food and Nutrition Security Plan, MOAD 2012
25
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2.8

Some Positive Signals in the Agriculture Sector

113.
In spite of the low development stage, there are some positive signals in the agriculture
sector. For example, income per capita and productivity of agricultural labor have increased, poverty
has reduced, and malnutrition has declined. The road network has considerably expanded and
irrigation cover has increased as well. In almost all agriculture subsectors (crops, livestock, fishery,
and forestry) there has been progress in terms of production or/and productivity.
114.
Agribusiness and commercial agriculture is growing. The poultry and dairy processing
industry are moving fast and the private sector is improving productivity; other dynamic agribusiness
sectors include tea, flowers and vegetable seeds (Table 14). Poultry production has adopted a highly
commercial profile and scale, solely through private sector investment. Growth in the poultry sector
is an example of mobilizing private investment with the right policy and regulatory environment,
demand growth, agribusiness functioning in the value chain (for feed, egg and meat processing, cold
storage and distribution). By 2008 there were 1,288 companies processing and manufacturing
agricultural products, in 2011 there were about 5,500 agricultural cooperatives (mostly dairy, tea,
coffee, honey and citrus), and over 13,000 registered community forestry groups29.
Table 14: Annual growth in agribusiness indicators 1996-2006 (%)
Agribusiness Units
Production
Sales
Export
Volume
Value
Dairy
147
66
Tea
37
65
46
Floriculture
24
70
21
Vegetable seeds
20
34
29
Poultry
5
9
-

Employment

Investment

7
41
73
7
5

201
37
73
16
2

Source: IDL Ltd and Seeport Ltd (2007). “APP Implementation Status Report Vol 1”. DFID and Government of
Nepal, 2007

115.
Production of fruit and vegetables, vegetable seeds, coffee, goats, and honey is
accelerating. Vegetable production has grown consistently, up to 9%/year30. Tea and coffee
production have grown between 15% and 30% annually since 1996. Yields of most commodities
have increased, but the large gaps in yields between best agricultural practices and average farm
practices shows there is considerable potential for increase, particularly with better knowledge of
how to use the existing available seeds, breeds, fertilizer and irrigation. Maize and wheat yields have
grown by over 2% per annum, and real net returns from agricultural crops have doubled or tripled
since 199531.
116.
Investment in agriculture, agribusiness and rural development by Government,
development partners, and the private sector has increased since 2000, due to global and domestic
factors including a more stable business environment32. For example, Morang Merchant Association
and Chambers of Commerce and Industry report that Rs 2 billion industrial investment has been
made in the Sunsari-Morang corridor between April 2010 and October 2011 in response to
settlement of wage disputes and the integration process of Maoist combatants33. Investment
29

Central Bureau of Statistics, 20010; Registry of Cooperatives, Department of Cooperatives. Kathmandu
Accessed June 2011; and Registrar, Department of Community Forestry, MOFSC 2011.
30
Vegetable Development Directorate 2011.Annual Progress Report.
31
Calculations (GDP deflated) from MOAC Statistical Yearbook 2011
32
MOF Economic Survey 2011
33
L. Ghimire 2011.Sunsari-Morang corridor sees fresh investments pouring in. Kathmandu Post Nov 20, 2011.
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includes soy processing , rice milling, biscuit manufacture, and plywood; from both domestic and
Indian investors. The private sector has invested quite strongly in dairy processing and marketing,
and private sector investment in the poultry sector is about Rs 21 billion.
117.
Several policy formulations including the National Agricultural Sector Development Policy
2010, the Three-Year Plans (TYP), Rural Infrastructure Plan 2004, Agro-Business Promotion Policy
2006, and several others are all emphasizing the central role of agriculture and the need of support
to develop the sector. In addition, specific policies for seeds, land use, irrigation, trade and other key
areas have been revised and harmonized with agriculture sector priorities.
118.
Access to infrastructure and services including road, market, irrigation banks and
agricultural service centers have also improving considerably (Table 15). Outside of the agricultural
sector, the information and communication technology (ICT) revolution is also affecting Nepal,
where already half of the population has access to telephone.
Table 15: Infrastructure Progress
Households with Access to Facilities
Agricultural Service Center
Commercial Bank
Market Center
Vehicle passable road
Electricity
Irrigated land area (% of land)

1995/96
25%
21%
24%
58%
14%
40%

2010/11
43%
40%
45%
80%
70%
55%

Source: NLSSIII, CBS

2.9

APP Targets and Achievements

119.
The APP is the long term plan and strategy that informed agriculture development in Nepal
since 1995/96. Over this period several other periodic plans, programs, and policies have been
formulated and implemented. In most cases, these other plans are consistent with the APP.
120.
The Agriculture Perspective Plan (APP) was designed to increase agricultural growth
whereby per capita AGDP will grow from its 1995 level of 0.5% to 4% per year. This growth was
expected to stimulate nonagricultural growth in employment-intensive goods and services in both
urban and rural areas. This would open up job opportunities for the poor, particularly poor women,
and thereby help reduce the number of rural poor. With implementation of the APP the incidence of
poverty was expected to come down from 42% in 1991/92 to 14% in 2014/15, whereas the latter
figure without the APP would have been 29%. Poverty in 2011 is estimated at 25%, which is still far
from the APP target. The increase in agricultural productivity was also expected to help protect the
environment by removing the most fragile land resources from agriculture and putting them under
suitable forest cover and other sustainable uses.
121.





The overall objectives of APP were as follows:
accelerate the growth rate in agriculture through increased factor productivity;
alleviate poverty and achieve significant improvement in the standard of living through
accelerated growth and expanded employment opportunities;
transform agriculture from subsistence to commercial orientation through diversification
and realization of comparative advantage;
expand opportunities for overall economic transformation by fulfilling the preconditions of
agricultural development; and
34



identify immediate, short-term and long-term strategies for implementation, and provide
clear guidelines for preparing future periodic plans and programs.

122.
The APP strategy is to accelerate the agricultural growth rate sufficiently to obtain strong
multiplier effects on growth and employment, in both the agricultural and non-agricultural sectors.
This growth would occur through technological change to be achieved through investment in
research and extension. The APP aims for a broad-based participatory growth across regions and
income classes and emphasizes sub-sectors particularly important to women.
123.







The following six strategic thrusts are identified as essential to achieve APP objectives:
a technology-based green revolution in agriculture which becomes the initial engine of
accelerated growth;
accelerated agricultural growth which creates a demand-pull for the production of highvalue commodities in agriculture, as well as for non-agricultural commodities, with
consequent large multiplier effects on other sectors of the economy;
broadly based high employment growth, which then becomes the mechanism for achieving
societal objectives;
public policy and investment focus on a small number of priorities, building on past
investment in human capital and physical and institutional infrastructure;
a package approach to development, which would be different for the Terai, Hills and
Mountains and would recognize the powerful complementation between public and private
investment and priorities, and would ensure their co-ordination; and
a regionally balanced and gender-balanced approach that explicitly ensures the participation
of women and therefore achieves broad participation.

124.
APP design gave priority to certain key inputs (i.e. irrigation, fertilizer, technology, roads
and power, and financial credit for agriculture), and key outputs (i.e. livestock, high value crops,
agribusiness, and forestry), that were envisaged to deliver the policy’s expected social, economic
and environmental impacts. These priorities remain relevant to in the present context, in addition to
current and emerging issues such as food security, trade and agribusiness, climate change and
natural resource sustainability.
125.
Agricultural sector growth has been less than the APP target of 4 % annual AGDP growth,
achieving an average of 3.0 %, slightly below the national GDP average growth of 3.5% in the past
decade and rising only after 201034. APP targets and achievements are summarized in Table 16.
Table 16 Summary of APP targets and achievements
Item
Inputs
Irrigation
Fertilizer

Targets

Achievement

Data Source

1.44 million ha
131 kg/ha
Reform of AIC Ltd

1.23 million ha (2009)
102 kg/ha (2001)
Partial reform, subsidy amount fluctuated.
Illegal fertilizer imports supply 70% of needs

Technology
services

No target, but aim to
support priorities.

Roads and
Power

6,200 km rural roads

Limited responsiveness to farmer needs.
NARC priority on cereals, not high value products.
Government Investment growth rate: Extension 8%
vs. Research 1.2% (1996-2005)
Devolution issues remain
17244 km of rural roads

DOI, 2010
Agriculture Sector
Performance Review,
2001, ADB
Y. Thapa. (2006) Informal
Cross Border Trade, FAO
APP Implementation
Status Report, MOAC,
2006.
NARC Research review
report. MOAC, 2005
MoPPW (2011), “Statistic
of Strategic Road

34

National Accounts Estimates, Nepal 2012.
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Item

Targets
9496 km of
400/220V
distribution line

Achievement
15106 km of distribution line

Data Source
Network 2009/10”,
prepared by Department
of Roads, MoPPW, 2011
NPC (2011), “Three Years
Plan (2010/11 –
2012/13)” , prepared by
Nepal Planning
Commission, June 2011
NPC (1995), “APP Final
Report”, prepared by
National Planning
Commission ,1995
Nepal Electricity
Authority (NEA), August
2011

Credit

Outputs
Livestock
High Value
Crops
Agribusiness

Forestry

109.5 billion
estimated need, 75%
from ADB/N

ADB/N and Small Farmer Development Bank loans
to agriculture about 50 billion

ADB/N 2011
APP Implementation
Status Report, MOAC,
2006.

45% of Ag GDP

29.4% in 2011
Private sector investing in dairy and poultry
11.8% (fruit and vegetables) in 2011

MOAC Statistical
Yearbook 2011
As above

Commodity associations and Agri-Enterprise Center
in FNCCI formed.
Dept. of Agribusiness Promotion established.
Investment growth (1996-2006): dairy 201%,
floriculture 73%, tea 37%, seeds 16%, poultry 2%
8.6% of Ag GDP average 2001-2011 About 13,800
community forestry user groups (CFUGs)
established.

APP Implementation
Status Report, MOAC,
2006.
CBS, 2011
CBS, 2011
FECOFUN, 2010

5.8% of Ag GDP
No target, except
institutional
development, and
private investment
2.3% of Ag GDP
Establish CFUGs

126.
The overall performance of APP has been mixed. The APP period saw a dramatic
improvement in rural road infrastructure, community forest, and horticulture. Irrigation expanded
considerably even though did not achieve the groundwater targets that were set by the APP. Within
livestock, subsectors such as dairy processing and poultry performed quite well. Cereals sector in
general did not perform well, partly because of the deficiency in availability of inputs such as
improved seeds and timely, quality, and affordable chemical fertilizer, and partly because of higher
incentives for farmers to engage in higher value commodity production.
127.
The implementation of the APP was not helped by the conflict that plagued the country
during approximately the first 10 years of the APP period. Combined with a reduced investment in
the sector by both the Government and donors, program implementation could not be according to
plan. The dramatic reduction of government and donor support from the agricultural sector after
2001/2002 was largely linked to the escalating conflict. The period between 2001/2002 and 2007
witnessed also the lowest growth of cereals. Other subsectors like horticulture, roads, and fisheries
have however fared relatively well, in spite of lower government and donor support to agriculture.
The explanation of the weak performance of the APP therefore cannot be solely attributed to one
factor, namely reduction of government and donor support during the years (2001/02 to 2006/2007)
of intensification of the conflict.
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128.
In addition to the reduced government and donors’ support there are other factors that
contributed to the weak performance of the APP including:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)

Lack of Coordination
Withdrawal of Subsidies on Fertilizer and Tube Wells (shallow and deep tube wells)
Faults in the Design and Economic Assumptions of the APP
Weak institutional capacity on project/program implementation
Lack of Attention to Legal Issues
Lack of Attention to Social and Geographic Inclusiveness
Low Attention to Land Management Issues
Inadequate Consideration of Regional Trade

2.10 Review of Constraints to the APP Performance
129.
The APP was reviewed in 2001/2002 as part of the Agricultural Sector Performance Review
(ASPR) and in 2006 as part of the Agricultural Perspective Plan Support Program (APPSP). The mixed
performance of the APP was one of the reasons for the request by GON to formulate a new longterm strategy for Nepal, namely the ADS. Other reasons included a changed internal and external
context. The explanation of the slow progress is based on eight sets of interrelated factors discussed
as follows.
2.10.1 Implementation
130.
Implementation of the APP was penalized by declining public investment over the first
years after its adoption, and particularly in the period of more intense conflict from 2001 to 2006.
During this period both the government and development partners reduced public investment on
agricultural programs. Policy inconsistency, particularly as related to subsidies, resulted in a loss of
policy credibility and a very uncertain environment for private investment. Lack of continuity in
leadership made it even more difficult to resolve the coordination issues that plagued the
implementation of the APP.
2.10.2 Legal Aspects
131.
The APP Report was not accompanied by a legal annex nor are there similar annexes to any
of the subsequent agricultural sector policies adopted by the GON35. The APP did not establish
targets and performance indicators for legislative enactments. In fact despite the importance of the
APP to the economic development of Nepal the APP failed to address the impact of existing
legislation on the implementation of the APP nor did it propose specific legislative changes that
would be necessary to implement it. This holds true also for policies adopted after the APP. As a
result, many of the policies were implemented on the basis of pre-existing legislation which apart
from being outdated also was not adapted to the policies of the Government. While in recent years
an active effort is made to start the process of drafting new legislation (new Umbrella Land Act, new
Water Resources Act) there remains a backlog in the legislative agenda.

35

See for example Section 1.4.13 of the 2004 Irrigation Policy which states that "The legal and institutional
reform shall be made for the achievement of the objectives of this Policy as per necessity." No legislative
document was attached.
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132.
Different views have been expressed on the question whether the poor implementation
status of the APP and other policies should be attributed to lacunae in legislative provisions, to overlegislation or whether the legislation is adequate and the problem lies in the realm of
implementation. The assumption of the ADS TA Team is that all three factors might be present in
different areas of intervention and that there is no single factor that is a dominant one. The fact is
however that neither the APP nor subsequent policies were accompanied by legislative annexes
which may lead to the conclusion that no systematic review of legislative provisions in light of
policies that are adopted takes place. In other words, while the GON and the parliament adopt
policies and new legislation, there is not necessarily a connection between the two parallel efforts.
133.
The need for adequate legislation cannot be underestimated. The rule of law and the
certainty it provides for the stakeholders involved in the economy is one of the cornerstones for the
development of a sustainable economy in which the rules of the game are clear and not subject to
random interpretation or application. More specifically, there is a need to ensure that there is an
enabling legislative framework that allows the function of users organizations to operate, maintain
and develop irrigation systems, that there is adequate legislation to allow the functioning of
cooperatives in the value chain of the agricultural protection with adequate governmental oversight,
that trade legislation and agreements enhances the ability of high value crops growers to export
their produce and that the Nepalese farmers have the tools to allow them to meet the food safety
and quality standards of import markets, to name but a few.
2.10.3 Design Aspects
134.
Even though the APP was a very useful document to focus the attention of policy makers on
agricultural growth and its contribution to overall development, there were some design issues that
were already recognized as weaknesses in the 2001/2 Agricultural Sector Performance Review..
These design issue include:
•
•
•
•
•

Rigid targets and traditional top-down approach
Simplistic view of technology adoption process based on input/output relations and little
attention given to incentives and demand supply relations
Narrow green revolution perspective - sees the main source of growth in fertilizer and
irrigation
Emphasis on guiding inputs and outputs rather than on outcomes and impacts
Lack of systems for re-planning based on evaluation of actual results achieved

2.10.4 Conflict
135.
The 12 years conflict that concluded with the ceasefire in 2006 had negative impact36 on
the agricultural sector, including through:
a) Limitation in accessing marginalized and remote areas for development projects.
b) Access to market and economic activities constrained by hostilities and frequent bandh and
other disturbances.
c) Landowners often fled, so there was reduced investment and economic activities in the rural
areas, land was barren and rural people had neither food nor wages.
d) Productive labor (men and women aged 18 to 40) engaged in the armed conflict instead of
agriculture.
36

See Chhaya Jha and Tracy Vienings 2004, Peace and Conflict Impact Assessment Summary, Canadian
International Development Agency; and
Anjana Shakya 2009, Social Impact of Armed Conflict in Nepal.Cause and Impact.
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e) Instability and risk prevented or reduced private sector investment.
f) Destruction of physical rural infrastructure.
2.10.5 Politics and Policies
136.
Politics in Nepal has been characterized by frequent changes and short tenures of cabinets.
Both before and after the conflict similar tendencies have been in place. During the 17 years of the
APP, there have been 19 Prime Ministers and 18 Secretaries of MOAD. This has reduced
coordination and commitment to carry out policies, plans, and investments.
137.
Most policies in Nepal are supportive of agriculture. However, numerous policies have been
left at a draft stage, not implemented, often lack supporting legislation and resources, because of
the combination of various factors such as:
a. Limited implementation capacity
b. Limited financial resources
c. Poor coordination
d. Lack of supporting legislation
e. Lack of monitoring and evaluation
2.10.6 Investment
138.
Government expenditures on the agriculture sector include both capital and recurrent
expenditures and are presented in Figure 7. There are two clear patterns. First, a dip in sector
expenditures in the early 2000’s possibly related to the conflict but also to declining donor
assistance. Second, recurrent expenditures were higher than capital expenditure during most of the
2000’s, an indication that investment programs might have been reduced during this period.
Government expenditure in the agriculture sector as a ratio of AGDP declined (Figure 8).
2500

GON Expenditures on Agricultural Sector (Crore Rs.)

2000
1500
Recurrent
1000

Capital
Total

500
0

Figure 7 Trends in Government Expenditures in Agriculture Sector
Source: Economic Survey 2010, Ministry of Finance
Note: Agriculture Sector includes: Crops, livestock, Forestry, Irrigation, Land Reform, and Survey
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Government Expenditures on Ag. Sector as % of Ag. GDP
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Expenditures include: Agriculture, Irrigation, Forestry, Land Reform and Survey

Figure 8 Government Expenditures as Percent of Agricultural GDP

139.
For the first five years after the Government of Nepal began implementing APP, donor
assistance to agriculture, irrigation and forestry stayed relatively constant until a major change in
donor strategy in 2001 away from loans and increasing assistance in grant form (Figure 9). Both
loans and grants increased following cessation of conflict in 2006 until 2009. Subsequently donor
commitment to the sector has increased, but disbursement has been constrained by Government’s
partial budget in 2012/13, and limited capacity37.
450
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200
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0

Figure 9: Donor Assistance to the Agriculture Sector (Rs 10 million)
Source: Economic Survey 2010, original data from Financial Comptroller’s Office. Includes agriculture, irrigation
and forestry.
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MOF, 2013. Report on Nepal Donor Portfolio Performance Review Conference
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140.
With few exceptions (i.e. dairy processing, poultry, tea, flower, vegetable seeds), there has
been little private sector investment, partly because of an unstable political situation and partly
because of risk and the lack of a conducive environment for investment.
2.10.7 Capacity and Human Resources
141.
Capacity is reflected both in terms of (i) institutional capacity and (ii) human resources
capacity. Limited capacity of relevant institutions in policy analysis, planning, service delivery, and
implementation. There is little analytical work and output related to policy. Formulation of policy
occurs often without adequate analytical or evidence-based analysis. Policy implementation is
insufficiently monitored and evaluated, or is delayed until it is too late to make adjustments and
corrections. Limited human resources to serve large farming population and inadequately trained
service providers result in poor quality of service delivery and inability to meet service demand of a
large population of farmers and potential agribusiness enterprises. Currently, in the case of crops,
there is one extension agent to serve approximately 2,000 farmers38. The agriculture education is
not promoted in school level course curricula in order to develop massive human resources in
Agriculture and allied fields.Similarly agriculture colleges were not sufficiently established to develop
entrepreneur farmers across the nation. The improvement of capacity of existing human resources is
also limited by declining budgets for training and capacity building and limited incentives to provide
services, particularly in areas that are not easily accessible.
2.10.8 Plans
142.
Periodic plans include 5-year plans, 3-year plans, and multi-year plans like the APP. Planned
development process was initiated in Nepal in 1956/57, and now has completed ten periodic FiveYear plans and almost two Three-Year interim plans, till 2010/13. The major issues of periodic plans
include:








Budgetary allocations were hardly ever as envisaged in plans
Institutional development aspects were either not properly planned or not implemented as
planned
Human resources development was not properly planned and not implemented as planned
Except for the rituals of midterm review and final evaluation, there was no system of regular
monitoring of plan implementation.
From Eighth to Tenth Plans and even in Three Years Interim Plan Periods aspects such as
institutional development, infrastructure development, research, human resource
development, and strengthening manpower were not prioritized but sometimes
discouraged. Consequently agriculture sector capacity has been weakened.
Consistently with the Ninth and Tenth Plans, in the Three Year Interim Plans more focus was
given to the social sector at the cost of developmental sectors such as agriculture.

2.11 Summary and Lessons Learned from the APP
143.
Agriculture in Nepal is currently more developed than it was 16 years ago, at the beginning
of the APP. In less than a generation, society in Nepal has witnessed enormous turmoil and change.
During these years, agriculture has been able to growth, sometimes against formidable odds
38

This was based on estimates by the TA Team of about 2,810 Crop extension workers (including subject
matter specialists and supporting technical staff, source www.doanepal.gov.np) and a farmer population of
6.170 million (estimated looking at the population of farmers of 5.062 million in CBS 2001 and a growth rate of
2%).
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presented both by internal factors and external factors. A disruptive conflict had negative
implications for the implementation of policies, plans, and projects; both local elites and a sizable
share of the labor force have abandoned rural areas depriving agriculture of needed capital,
resources, and labor; while increasing pressure on infrastructure and peri-urban area of already
crowded major cities. Frequent changes in cabinets has made impossible continuity of leadership
and tenures of senior officers thus making implementation of programs more difficult. In spite of
numerous policies, often favorable to agriculture, having been drafted or approved, their
implementation has been poor due to a combination of factors related to lack of resources, weak
capacity, credibility of policies, lacking supporting legislation. The APP has mixed results due to this
complex of factors. Not one factor can be identified as responsible for the lackluster performance of
agriculture under the APP. Yet several lessons can be derived to improve the formulation of the ADS.
144.
Review of the APP highlights important lessons from the difficulties encountered by the
APP and the pitfalls that need to be avoided in the new long-term strategy for the agriculture sector
in Nepal. The lessons have been part of a checklist for formulation of the ADS, as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Does the lead agency have authority and capacity for coordination?
Are resources available for implementing?
Is M&E conducted timely? Is it used by the coordination agency effectively?
Is the private sector on board? Are Public Private Partnerships part of the strategy?
Are we sure that our implementation approach (e.g. value chain, cluster, pocket) is not
bogged down by administrative constraints (e.g. approach limited to district)?
Are we focusing on results and impact, rather than on inputs and outputs?
Did we include women, marginalized groups and remote geographic areas?
Did we ensure that supporting laws and regulations are in place?
Do we have self-correction mechanisms in place (eg, how to adapt climate change, food
price crisis, new subsidy policies, migration; how to respond to curtailing of resources)
Are the local institutions ready for implementation? If not what do we do?
Have we included a risk management system that continuously evaluates the risks facing the
strategy implementation and proposes methods to mitigate and manage those risks?

2.12 Summary of Key Issues for the ADS
145.
The assessment of the agriculture sector aimed at identifying the key issues that need to be
considered in the new agriculture development strategy. The identification of key issues is partly an
analytical exercise of reviewing the literature and the data, and partly the outcome of a consultation
process with the stakeholders. The key issues for the ADS are summarized in Table 17 and related
appendices.
Table 17 Summary of Key Issues for the ADS

No.

Category

Issues

1.

Productivity

There is considerable potential for growth of agricultural productivity in Nepal.
Currently the level and the growth of productivity is low due to a number of
factors including an ineffective and underfunded agricultural research and
technology transfer system, lack of effective mechanism for linking research
extension and farmers, the low availability of year-round irrigation, the limited
availability and affordability of key inputs (fertilizer, seed, breeds, etc.), declining
soil fertility, poor integration of research and extension with the agricultural
education system, and high incidence of pests and diseases.

2.

Competitiveness

Nepal is ranking very low in competitiveness measures. Constraints to
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No.

Category

3.

Trade

4.

Commercialization

5.

Infrastructure

6.

Credit, Insurance,
Taxes

7.

Subsidies

8.

Land

Issues
competitiveness include poor infrastructure, weak governance, limited capacity
and human resources, an overvalued exchange rate, difficulty to access credit
and doing business. Improvement in competitiveness of Nepal agriculture could
result in a strong performance of high value exports. Currently competitiveness of
agricultural products from Nepal is low and declining. Most exported products
are in raw forms and value addition is done in destination markets. The potential
for high value food and agricultural exports is limited by the lack of a well
functioning system for quality and safety control, low technology, difficulty of
doing business, and poor infrastructure.
Nepal-India Trade Treaty has de facto created free trade among the two
countries and resulted in Indian products outcompeting some of the Nepalese
agricultural produce in Nepalese domestic market, particularly in the cereal
market. Due to lack of good farming and manufacturing practices, it has been
difficult for Nepalese farm products to comply with international quality
standards. As a result, Nepalese products face non-tariff barriers in the form of
sanitary and phyto-sanitary (SPS) and technical standards in the export markets.
Pegged exchange regime with India has resulted in erosion of competitive edge of
Nepalese products in exports to India as well as in domestic markets. One of the
issues of agriculture trade is how to use trade policy instruments in securing food
security through self reliant food economy.
Agriculture and agribusiness investment are constrained by inadequate suitable
policies (e.g. contract farming), competition with state enterprises and
cooperatives, lack of services and infrastructure to support value chain
development (eg agribusiness incubators, agroindustrial parks), low coverage of
agricultural insurance, and a transparent and stable tax and incentive system to
promote innovation and reduce risk. The key issue is how to increase sustainable
and profitable investment in agriculture and agribusiness that could accelerate
growth and modernization of agriculture.
In order to develop a required level of infrastructure base for the growth of the
agriculture sector, it is essential that the government prepares an investment
friendly environment for the private sector and for international investors to
invest, particularly in the power and telecommunications infrastructures.
The rural road sector suffers from increased fiduciary risks at the local (i.e. DDC
and VDC) level where the guidelines for development of rural roads in a
systematic manner following agreed District Transport Master Plan and Rural
Roads standards are not followed.
Credit to agriculture and agribusiness is constrained by numerous factors
including the low coverage of agricultural insurance and effective credit
guarantee schemes. Taxes are not discriminatory against agriculture; however a
lax revenue collection system prevents from ensuring adequate source to finance
agricultural development.
Subsidies on fertilizer and irrigation are ingrained in the being of the average
Nepali farmer. The debate about subsidies is affected by the comparison with
highly subsidized but inefficient Indian agriculture. Recent subsidy policies have
reversed years of lack of subsidies adding to higher expectations in the future.
The ADS will need to address subsidies keeping into account these expectations
but also realistic assessment of what are the economic implications of subsidies,
and alternative methods to achieve similar results.
Land use planning is urgently needed in order to put a halt to unsustainable
practices and environmentally damaging use of land. The current legislative work
on land ceilings might have implication for farm size and alternative institutional
arrangement to overcome the limitations of small and fragmented land holdings.
Farm size has important implications for the formulation of the agriculture
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No.

Category

9.

Food and
Nutrition Security

10.

Institutions and
Human Resources

11.

Climate Change
and Natural
Resource
Management

12.

Social and
Geographic
Inclusion

13.

Legal

Issues
development strategy. Rural population could be roughly classified into three
groups comprising 18% of small commercial farmers (with 1 to 5 ha of land); 17%
of subsistence farmers (with 0.5 to 1 ha of land); and the landless and near
landless (less than 0.25 ha) comprising about 65% of the rural population.
Similarly, the livestock herd size averages 2 to 3 livestock units. An effective
agricultural strategy will directly benefit the small commercial farmers and could
substantially raise the productivity of the subsistence farmers, whereas the
impact on the landless and near landless with be mostly through employment
effects. Subsistence farmers might require the formulation of a special extension
program.
Food and nutrition security is a multidimensional concept that entails the aspect
of food availability, food access, food use and utilization, and stability. There is a
need to clarify to what extent food and nutrition security in Nepal requires
achievement of foodgrains self sufficiency and to what extent nutritional security
requires an emphasis on a more diversified agricultural production system with a
larger role of animal and horticultural products than foodgrains. As urban
markets and international food trade increase, food safety issues will become
more important.
In spite of considerable rhetoric indicating agriculture as a priority sector for
growth and poverty reduction in Nepal, credibility is eroded by (i) frequent
changes in the leadership of agencies and organizations responsible for the
agricultural sector; (ii) low budgetary support to the sector, both in terms of
capital and recurrent expenditures; (iii) enormous gaps between policy
formulation and implementation; and (iv) weak system for policy monitoring and
evaluation. Moreover, institutional capacity to implement policies and programs
is constrained by limited size and skills of human resources, insufficiently and
inadequately trained staff, and lack of hardware and investment funds to carry
out programs. Accountability and transparency in program implementation need
considerable strengthening, including linking monitoring and evaluation systems
to performance evaluation and incentives.
Available evidence on climate change in Nepal indicates increasing temperatures
and different patterns of monsoon precipitations. The impact of climate change
on agriculture in Nepal is currently studied, but even the preliminary evidence
suggests the need of introducing appropriate adaptation mechanisms to increase
resilience of farmers to climate change. At the same time it is important to
understand the feasibility of mitigation mechanisms including clean development
mechanisms and disaster risk reduction that could be beneficial to farmers. The
issue is how to ensure sustainable modernization of agriculture and
commercialization while strengthening resilience to climate change.
Poverty, social and geographic exclusion, and massive youth outmigration have
multiple and complex links with agricultural development. The high
differentiation of Nepal society has led in the past to polarization and social
conflict. The ADS will need to identify mechanisms that value diversity, eliminate
or reduce polarization, and create cooperative arrangements for mutual benefits
of the parties involved. This will need to be realistically formulated given the
economic stage of development, the resources available, and the support of a
leadership able to promote consensus around the strategy and its
implementation. Budget allocations are often silent over how to enhance
women’s strategic positions through recognizing women as independent and
autonomous farmers, ensuring women’s access to means of production,
enhancing their leadership competence and creating acceptance, and improving
women’s position in different structures of the government, non-government and
private sectors.
Although policy formulation in Nepal has addressed several dimensions relevant
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No.

Category

Issues
the agricultural sector development and by and large there is a general
agreement that most policies are acceptable, the main problems arise in the
implementation stage. One critical aspect explaining the weakness of policy
implementation is the limited legislative effort made in ensuring that the legal
aspects of the policy implementation are well thought out and clear. In order to
address this weakness, the ADS will need to incorporate legal provisions and a
legal framework. Some of the initial issues that require further review include
food quality and safety, commerce and trade, land and water, and public
enterprise reform.

146.
The issues affecting the agricultural sector are numerous and complex. Three factors are
needed to solve these issues: (i) a good plan and strategy; (ii) adequate resources; and (iii) credible
policy commitment (see Figure 10).

A Good Plan
and Strategy

Credible
Policy
Commitment

Adequate
Resources

Figure 10 Elements of a Successful Strategy

147.








The key features of a good plan and strategy include:
Relevance of the issues
Clarity of the approach
Evidence-based
Based on extensive consultation with a broad range of stakeholders
Paying attention to both social and geographic inclusion
Paying attention to sustainability
Keeping into account the likely structural changes the economy and society will go through
over the next 20 years

148.
Adequate resources required for the implementation of the ADS will be considerably
higher than what is currently invested in the sector and also higher than what has been invested in
the past. Resources to the agricultural sector have to be increased and be more predictable, so that
programs can be formulated and provided with continuity. Public sector resources including
development partner commitments should be identified early on to ensure that especially the initial
years of the ADS implementation are successful so that momentum is gained to accelerate growth of
agriculture. In addition to public sector resources, adequate incentives have to be created for
mobilization of private sector resources, including remittances, and investment in the agricultural
sector.
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149.
Credibility of policy commitment derives from the capacity of the political forces in the
country to overcome their differences and jointly embark on an ambitious long-term plan to develop
the sector. This will require continuity of leadership and program implementation, monitoring and
evaluation, and transparency of investment. This is perhaps the most crucial element of success of
the ADS.
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3 VISION OF THE ADS39
3.1

Future Trends affecting the Agricultural Sector in Nepal

150.
The discussion of future trends in this chapter provides a context for the formulation of the
vision of the agricultural sector in Nepal. A vision for Nepal is not an exercise in isolation of what
happens in the rest of the world. A realistic and solid vision is anchored on an in depth
understanding of the current situation and overall trends that affect Nepal in a regional and global
context. It should also be noted that the formulation of the vision is the outcome of discussions with
stakeholders in the regions and at the national level.

3.2

Agricultural Transformation

151.
Over the 20-year period 2015-2035, one possible scenario is for GDP/capita of Nepal to
increase substantially and Nepal move towards middle income country status. This scenario is
consistent with the potential of the country and given an improvement in policies and institutions
that will result in accelerated growth. During this movement towards middle income country status,
Nepal will go through the process of agricultural transformation, a process whereby the economic
structure of a society changes from one based on agriculture to one based on industry and services.
Four lessons from the process of agricultural transformation are relevant to the formulation of ADS’s
vision. The lessons can be summarized as follows.
a) Total Factor Productivity (TFP) growth is the main source of future agricultural growth. TFP
requires not only land, labor and capital, but also such things as technology, innovation,
efficiency, human resource capacity, and governance. TFP growth contributed between 40%
and 70% of agricultural output growth in Asia over the last 50 years40.
b) At early stage of development, agricultural growth is the main engine of poverty reduction
because most of the poor are in rural areas. Lower inequality enhances the impact of growth
on poverty reduction.
c) Increasing urbanization presents challenges that traditional food systems are not well
prepared for. Integration of smallholder farmers with modern value chains is a feasible
response to these urbanization challenges.
d) As the economy moves closer to middle income status, the development of the rural nonfarm sector (including agri-food manufacturing, services, marketing and logistics), becomes
increasingly important in closing the gap between rural and urban areas.

3.3

Agricultural Labor Force

152.
An over-arching demographic and economic trend is the structural transformation of labor
gradually moving from agriculture to secondary processing and manufacturing industries and tertiary
services industries. The growth rate in agricultural labor force is declining, from 2.5% (1988-98) to
2.1% (1998-2008), and is forecast at 1.7% (2010-20) (FAO 2010). For example, Figure 11 shows that
the agricultural labor force in Nepal is much higher than in a more diversified economy such as
Bangladesh. Driving this trend are rapid population increase, urbanization, reduction in poverty,
rising non-farm incomes and employment, new technologies, increasing access to information
39
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technology (mobile telephone ownership in Nepal is about 46% of the population), increasing
competition for land and water for agriculture and non-agricultural use, globalization, rising costs of
energy, and climate change.
Figure 11: Agricultural labor force
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3.4

Urbanization

153.
An increasing urban population needs to be fed. For this population, food demand will be
richer in protein, requiring more stringent quality standards, and be more convenient to prepare.
Increasing urbanization implies more pressure on agricultural land in peri-urban areas. Food
distribution systems appropriate for urban areas need improved marketing and distribution
infrastructure. An increasing amount of food will be distributed via modern outlets and
supermarkets. Agroindustry will need to develop, in order to provide with enhanced features such as
storability, convenience, improved packaging, and diversified products.

3.5

Change in Diet

154.
Due to increasing income and urbanization, diets will be more diversified, richer in protein
and micronutrients. More animal products and more processed foods will be consumed. Also, more
people will be more conscious of health issues (cholesterol, diabetes, allergies, etc.) related to food
and food safety.

3.6

Globalization and Trade

155.
Increase in cross-border trade will require Nepal to have an adequate capacity and network
of agreements in place with major trading partners for food safety and quality standards,
phytosanitary and quarantine, double tax agreements, transit, and harmonized trade and commerce
legislation (e.g. anti-dumping, labeling, trade mark protection). It will also require Nepal’s agri-food
industries to become competitive with more countries.

3.7

Outmigration
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156.
In common with other countries, Nepal’s rural youth are increasingly choosing employment
in areas other than agriculture. Youth migration is leaving women, children, and old people in the
villages. Labor shortage, noted by many regional consultations, suggests need for increased
mechanization. Outmigration might also accelerate the process of increasing farm size, as long as
there is an effective land use management regulatory system. As the agricultural sector transforms
to a more commercial and competitive industry, it will attract more investment and support more
semi-skilled, higher-paid employment.

3.8

Green Technology and Low Carbon Emissions

157.
There will be global pressure for countries to implement green technologies (e.g. solar
power) and reduce carbon emissions (e.g. Rs. 50/tonne coal tax in India). At the 2012 ‘Rio+20’ UN
Conference of Sustainable Development, Nepal and other member nations agreed to establish
Sustainable Development Goals which based on green economy principles. To facilitate this, new
multilateral financing mechanisms are emerging such as the Climate Change Fund, and increased
provision for the Global Environment Fund, as well as carbon trading on international stock markets
in response to voluntary and government-mandated emissions certification schemes.

3.9

Diversification

158.
Developing a more commercial and competitive agricultural sector is essential to face the
trends that have direct impacts on the food and agricultural sector. Rising incomes are changing
food demand from cereals towards more protein, fruit, vegetables and processed foods. In the
South Asia region, per capita consumption of rice declined from 20% to 15% of consumer food
spending (1980-2008), while 85% of consumer food spending is on vegetables, meat, dairy and fish
(Chen, 2011). Following this trend, farmers get about four times the income per ha from high value
products than from rice.

3.10 Distribution Systems
159.
Markets are increasingly open and will be increasingly homogenized toward international
tastes and requirements for levels of quality, packaging, safety, and even process attributes such as
socially or environmentally friendly methods. New distribution channels, dominated by larger firms
including supermarket retailers, will impose high performance demands on their value chains. Food
production, distribution and marketing chains are changing with improving infrastructure,
communications, vertical business structures, integration into the world market, and the rapid rise
of supermarkets. Some 80% of the consumer price of food is formed in the post-farm value chain,
yet the policy is very focused on farm productivity. In the ASEAN country group, 75% of the food
economy is in urban areas, in wholesale, post-harvest logistics, processing and food retail, and
increases in efficiency post-farm therefore have strong impact on competitiveness (Chen 2011). The
supermarket revolution is advancing in India and starting in Nepal. In China the top 47 food retail
chains turned over USD 13 billion in 2001, rising extremely rapidly to USD 92 billion by 2009.

3.11 Quality and Safety
160.
In the regional and global context, agricultural quality and safety systems are based on
standards of best practice operating procedures, internal control systems and product traceability.
They require strong government regulatory systems with sufficient capacity for monitoring,
regulation and enforcement, supported by non-government industry-based institutions to provide
training, certification, auditing and analytical laboratory services. The regulatory capacity must
encompass the whole food chain, from rigorous assessment and registration of agricultural inputs
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(such as pesticides, veterinary medicines and biotechnology products) and livestock feeds, through
to food processing additives. The tragic 2008 “melamine in milk” episode shocked Asia. The fact that
melamine was not previously monitored as it was not considered a potential agricultural input
highlighted the need for dynamic and rigorous food safety system. The most frequent food safety
events are due to bacterial contamination such as the deaths in the USA caused by from E. coli in
tomatoes in 2007 and bean sprouts in Germany in 2011. In all cases, a system to trace the source of
contaminated products was essential to rapid and effective response.

3.12 Cost of Energy
161.
Rising costs of energy will drive up costs of fertilizers, irrigation, mechanization and thus
food. In this context, profitable farming systems and their genetic materials need to be highly
efficient, not necessarily relying on high-fertilizer and water input systems such as hybrid wet rice.
Aerobic rice systems are emerging as more efficient and provide better yield in marginal conditions
and under climate change. Increasing urbanization and agro-industry development results in largescale concentrated waste that continues to be costly and polluting, and in response many countries
are using this waste to manufacture bio-fertilizer.

3.13 Climate Change, Natural Disaster and Global Crises Management
162.
Climate change, input and output market price fluctuations, trans-boundary disease and
natural disasters have major local and regional impacts on agriculture. India, for example, has
developed agricultural insurance and disaster response mechanisms for primary (crop failures) and
to some extent secondary (livestock deaths) consequences of climate variability. Risks in commercial
agriculture may be mitigated by response mechanisms that include catastrophe protection insurance
and the protection of farmers under bankruptcy legislation.

3.14 Degradation of natural resources
163.
Degradation of so-called renewable resources including agricultural land and water
presents another set of challenges. Improving the land tenure system, markets for water rights, land
use zoning, and regulatory capacity to ensure sustainable land and water resource use management
are some of the policy and institutional mechanisms that have proven effective.

3.15 Fiscal discipline
164.
Pressure for increased integrity of the tax system, including the administration of the
taxation of agriculture will be an increasingly feature of more modern agricultural systems.

3.16 Vision Statement
165.
The vision statement reported in this chapter is the outcome of a number of consultations
at the regional and national level. The formulation below is based on (i) the National Workshop held
in Kathmandu on 30 November 2011; and (ii) subsequent consultations with farmer organizations
during 2012 and 2013. The statement incorporates several elements that address most of the
concerns and aspirations of Nepali as they relate to the food and agricultural sector.
A self-reliant, sustainable, competitive, and inclusive agricultural sector that drives economic
growth, and contributes to improved livelihoods and food and nutrition security leading to food
sovereignty
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3.17 Key Elements of the Vision
3.17.1 Self-reliance
166.
Self-reliance relates to the capacity of the country to produce sufficient food to feed its
own population. Currently, not only the food and agricultural trade balance of Nepal is in deficit, but
also its major food staples are in deficit, including rice, wheat, and maize. Self-reliance is based on
the aspiration that Nepal should not be dependent on imports for its food staples. This is an
achievable target since even moderate increases in cereal productivity in Nepal can result in
foodgrains self-sufficiency. The concept does not imply that for each and every commodity Nepal
should be self-sufficient. Nepal should be self-reliant overall for food and agricultural products; for
several individual food and agricultural products Nepal might continue to import based on its
comparative advantage.
3.17.2 Sustainability
167.
Sustainable agriculture includes environmental, economic, and social dimensions. With
good practices, agriculture could be environmentally sustainable and contribute to biodiversity.
Intercropping systems, conservation tillage, organic farming and agroforestry are some examples.
Efficient water use management including non-conventional irrigation, treatment of livestock and
agroprocessing wastes in biogas and biomass clean technologies, and integrated plant and soil
nutrient management contribute to an environmentally sustainable agriculture.
168.
Sustainable modernization of agriculture must strengthen resilience to climate change,
global price fluctuations, availability of labor, and production risks associated with major outbreaks
of pests and diseases. Rising economic costs will have to be counterbalanced by improved
productivity, bigger farm size, value adding, and outsourcing of some operations to specialized
companies and business service providers. Research and technology transfer programmes must
expand to prepare for the future. In the longer term, consolidation of farms will be unavoidable, but
before that occurs, the majority of smallholder farmers have to make a livelihood from their land.
169.
Women represent the majority of agricultural labor force, and social sustainability depends
on women gaining the power and capacity to control decisions about use of resources. Budget
allocations need to recognize women as independent farmers, ensure women’s access to means of
production, enhance their leadership, and improving women’s position in different structures of the
government, non-government and private sectors. Marginalized groups often can no longer exercise
traditional stewardship of natural resources, resulting in unsustainable impacts on agriculture and
biodiversity. Addressing the constraints of these groups will contribute to social sustainability of the
programs adopted in the ADS. ADS strongly recommends for the equal wage for male and female
labors for the same work.
3.17.3 Competitiveness
170.
Competitiveness of agricultural products from Nepal is low and declining. Constraints
include poor infrastructure, weak governance, weak quality and safety control, low technology,
limited capacity and human resources, an overvalued exchange rate, difficulty to access credit and to
do business. Most exported agricultural products are in raw form and value addition is done in
destination markets. Competitiveness implies a production and distribution system oriented towards
the market and meeting consumers demand effectively by providing higher value. Competitive
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products are not necessarily cheaper products, but are those that meet the preferences and budgets
of the consumers, using efficient value chains. Competitiveness is based on comparative advantage,
productivity and profitability, but goes one step further: rather than focusing only on cheaper costs,
it looks at higher value added, quality, and safety. Improvement in competitiveness of Nepal
agriculture could redress the large food and agriculture trade deficit.
3.17.4 Inclusion
171.
Poverty, social and geographic exclusion, women’s inequality and massive youth
outmigration have multiple and complex links with agricultural development. The high
differentiation of Nepal society has led in the past to polarization and social conflict. The benefits of
agricultural development should be shared by different groups, including the farmers, the land
owners, the farm workers, and the enterprises. The majority of farmers (about 82%) own less than 1
hectare and the livestock herd size averages 2 to 3 livestock units. An effective agricultural strategy
will directly benefit the small commercial farmers and could substantially raise the productivity of
the subsistence farmers, and provide employment for the landless. The vision indicates that
marginal groups should be included in programs and share of benefits of agriculture. The ADS needs
realistic and affordable mechanisms that reduce polarization, and needs leadership for its
implementation.
3.17.5 Economic growth
172.
Consistent with the insights of agricultural transformation, a more dynamic agriculture is
accompanied by higher productivity growth. Growth of agricultural-based activities will have rural
non-farm effects and imply increased employment in non-farm employment. This will typically
include agroprocessing, storage, trade, food service, production services, and agri-tourism. Higher
economic growth of agricultural sector will in turn contribute to higher GDP. Combined with a
reduced population growth rate and reduced growth of agricultural labor, higher GDP per capita in
agriculture will reduce poverty and improve living standards in rural areas.
3.17.6 Improved livelihood41
173.
A livelihood comprises the capabilities, assets (including both material and social resources)
andactivities required for a means of living. A livelihood is sustainable when it can cope with
andrecover from stresses and shocks, maintain or enhance its capabilities and assets, while
notundermining the natural resource base. The key elements link work and employment
withpoverty reduction and well-being, and link the resilience of livelihoods with the wider economic,
social and environmental resource base on which they depend.
3.17.7 Food and nutrition security
174.
The definition of food and nutrition security proposed by FAO in 1996 entails the aspect of
food availability, food access, food use and utilization, and stability, and is also related to the
dimensions of inclusion and livelihoods of the vision statement. Agriculture is not the only
determinant of food security, but it is a major one. The vision for the agricultural sector in Nepal
implies that growth is reflected not only in additional income but in the availability, access, and
utilization of more nutritious food, particularly of those who are currently food insecure. Food and
nutritional security may entail a more diversified agricultural production system with a larger role of
41
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animal and horticultural products than foodgrains. As urban markets and international food trade
increase, food safety issues will also become more important aspects of food and nutrition security.
The ADS vision is aligned with the Multi-Sectoral Nutritional Plan (MSNP) and the Food and Nutrition
Security Plan of Action (FNSP). FNSP, as approved by MOAD, will be an integral part of ADS to
implement Food and Nutrition Security programs which complement MSNP too

3.18 Targets and Indicators
175.
The targets are an indication of what is intended and possible to be achieved as results of
the ADS being implemented. Targets are listed for the short term (5 years), medium term (10 years),
and long term (20 years). Each target is accompanied by indicators that allow measuring of progress
(or lack thereof) towards the target. An explanation of the assumptions used in each target (or how
each target has been constructed) is included in Table 18. Additional information is provided in
Error! Reference source not found.. A TA would be used to update data for base year of ADS
implementation (2015) and subsequent targets accordingly.
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Table 18 Preliminary Indicators and Targets for ADS Vision
Vision
Component

Self-reliant

Indicators

Existing
Situation (2010)

Target Short
Term (5
years)

Target
Medium Term
(10 years)

Target Long
Term (20
years)

Self-sufficiency in
foodgrains

Currently 5%
trade deficit in
foodgrains

0% trade
deficit in
foodgrains

0-5% trade
surplus in
foodgrains

0-5% trade
surplus in
foodgrains

Cereal yield growth rises from 1.7% (2001-2008) to
over 2%/yr.
Population growth rate no more than 1.4% (2010).

CBS
MOAD

Year-round irrigation
coverage

18%

30%

60%

80%

MOI

Soil organic matter

Soil fertility at
1% organic
matter

Soil fertility
maintained
at 2% organic
matter

Soil fertility
maintained at
4% organic
matter

Soil fertility
maintained
at 4% organic
matter

Ha degraded land

3.2 million ha
(28% of land)

2.88 million
ha (reduction
of 10%)

2.56 million ha
(reduction of
20%)

1.6 million ha
(reduction of
50%)

Based on historic rates of construction, O&M, and
within potential irrigable area:
- Surface irrigation 1000ha/yr
- NCI 4000 ha/yr
- Tubewells 150,000 ha
- Promotion of integrated soil and plant nutrient
management
- Improvement in agricultural practices for cultivation,
crop residue use, integrated crop nutrition.
- No increase in deforestation
- 10% growth in area under CF, LF, PF
- rehabilitation/ reforestation
- 2000-2010 poverty reduction rate continues.
- Land conservation and land rehabilitation programs
- Increased electricity coverage (reduced wood fuel
demand).
- No net change
- Effective land use management regulation enforced.
5%/yr of AGDP increase due to:
- expanded irrigation
- improved practices
- improved use of inputs
- expanded rural infrastructure
- No Increase in cultivated land
11.8%/yr average increased value of output due to:
- improved business enabling environment
- growth in agribusiness investment
11% growth/yr of exports and 4%/yr growth of imports
due to:
- increase production of high value crops
- cereal yield growth
- increased value addition
- improved rural infrastructure
- growth in agribusiness investment

Sustainable

Forest cover
Agricultural land
productivity (AGDP/ha)

Agribusiness GDP as
share of GDP
Agricultural trade
balance
Competitive

40%

40%

$1,804

10%

$350 million
trade deficit

40%

$2,302

40%

$2,938

$4,787

12%

14%

20%

Reduce food
and
agriculture
trade deficit
by 12% ($310
million)

Reduce food
and agriculture
trade deficit by
48% ($181
million)

Achieve Food
and
agricultural
trade surplus
of $690
million

Assumptions in estimating target

Source of data

MOFSC MOAD

MOEST
MOFSC

MOFSC
MOAD

Ministry of
Industry
CBS
TEPC
MOCS
MOAD
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Vision
Component

Indicators

Existing
Situation (2010)

Target Short
Term (5
years)

Target
Medium Term
(10 years)

Target Long
Term (20
years)

Agricultural Exports

$248 million

$418 million

$ 704 million

$1999 million

11%/yr export growth

TEPC

50%

-

MOLR

Percent of farm land
ownership by women or
as joint ownership
Inclusive

Growth

10%

15%

30%

20%/yr incremental registration on land title
Awareness programs on gender and land issues

Percent of rural
households covered by
agricultural services and
programs

12%

17%

22%

30%

5%/yr growth in outreach:
- increased rural infrastructure
- expansion of ICT services
- 5%/yr growth in agribusiness services

Average annual growth
of AGDP

3%

4%

5%

6%

AGDP/ Agricultural
labor

$794

$979

$1206

$1833

- increased productivity growth
- increased investment
- increased rural infrastructure
0.7% growth in agricultural labor due to:
- movement towards other sectors
- outmigration
- reduced population growth rate
5%/yr GDP growth due to:
- increased productivity, investment, infrastructure
- improved practices
-4.8% reduction rate/yr
continue 2000 – 2010 rate of reduction
-7.5% reduction rate/yr
continue 2000 – 2010 rate of reduction
- nutrition education
- health services outreach expansion
- poverty reduction

Livelihood

Food and
Nutrition
Security

Assumptions in estimating target

Poverty in Rural Areas

27%

21%

16%

10%

Food Poverty

24%

16%

11%

5%

- % stunting (height for
age) among under 5
children
- Underweight (weight
for age) among under 5
children
- Wasting (weight for
height) among under 5
children
- Women in
reproductive age with
chronic energy
deficiency (measured as
low BMI)

41.5% stunting;
31.1%
underweight;
13.7% wasting;
18% women with
low BMI

29% stunting;
20%
underweight;
5% wasting;
15% women
with low BMI

20% stunting;
13%
underweight;
2% wasting;
13% women
with low BMI

8% stunting;
5%
underweight;
1% wasting;
5% women
with low BMI

Source of data

Census
NLSS

MOF
Economic
Survey
MOF
Economic Survey

NLSS
NLSS
Nepal and
Health
Demographic
Survey
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Sources for 2010 scenario
Agricultural trade balance and Agricultural Exports: TEPC, Nepal Foreign Trade Statistcs 2009/2010.
Year-round irrigation coverage, Department of Irrigation (DOI)
Soil organic matter: MFSC
Ha degraded land: MoEST, 2006. Rural Energy Policy. Ministry of Environment Science and Technology
Forest cover: MFSC
Agricultural land productivity (AGDP/ha): Based on Statistical Information of Nepalese Agriculture, MOAD, 2010/11.
Agribusiness Share of GDP: Economic Survey 2010/11.
Percent of land ownership by women/ joint ownership: UN Women
Percent of rural households covered by agricultural services and programs: Nepal Living Standard Survey
Average annual growth of AGDP: Economic Survey 2010/11.
AGDP/ Agricultural labor: Economic Survey 2010/11.
Poverty in Rural Areas: Central Bureau of Statistics
Self-sufficiency in foodgrains: Based on Statistical Information of Nepalese Agriculture, MOAD, 2010/11.
Stunting of children 0-60 months: Nepal and Health Demographic Survey
Proportion of food insecure: Nepal Living Standard Survey
Note: National Peasants Coalition questioned on the reliability of the data regarding land degradation and has submitted its view that the current area under degraded land should not be more than 1 million
hectare.
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4 STRATEGIC FRAMEWORK
4.1

Implications of Agricultural Transformation for ADS

176.
The ADS will guide the agricultural sector of Nepal over the next 20 years. Over the
course of this period, the structure of the agricultural sector in Nepal is expected to change
considerably with agribusiness to grow faster than agriculture. Stronglinkages between
agriculture and other sectors in the economy will be critical to the reduction of poverty
particularly in rural areas where the development of non-farm activities based on agriculture will
be fundamental for the growth of an overall robust economy, a more balanced rural economy,
and employment generation.
177.
In this context, it is worth emphasizing again that the ADS looks at the agricultural
sector in its complexity, and encompasses not only the production sectors (crops, livestock,
fisheries, forestry) but also the processing sector, trade and other services (storage,
transportation and logistics, finance, marketing, research, extension).
178.
The strategy is formulated taking into account the conceptual framework of agricultural
transformation of Nepal from a society primarily based on agriculture to one that derives most
of its income from services and industry. This process will have profound implications for the
ways the Nepali population will shape their food production and distribution systems, the
development of rural areas including the rural non-farm sector, labor and land productivity,
trade balance, employment and outmigration of the youth, the role of women in agriculture,
and management of natural resources in the context of increasingly more severe climate change
events. The ADS will ensure that the process of agricultural transformation is accelerated and
molded according to the aspirations and constraints of Nepali society.
179.
In this process of transformation, several things take place at the same time42. The
share of agriculture in GDP and labor decline, but at the same time agricultural productivity and
agricultural GDP increase. So, in spite of being less as a share of total GDP, agricultural GDP is
still growing bigger.
180.
The implications of the lessons from the agricultural transformation experience for the
ADS can be summarized as follows43:
(i) Accelerate investment in Science and Technology. Invest in the Knowledge Triangle –
research, education, and extension (REE).
(ii) Ensure broad-based and inclusive agricultural growth. Invest in programs to moderate
social and geographic inequalities.
(iii) Integrate smallholder farmers with competitive value chains that are able to meet the
more demanding requirements of growing urban population in Nepal and abroad.
(iv) Promote rural infrastructure and rural agro-enterprises that energize the economic
texture of rural Nepal.

4.2

Agricultural Growth and Poverty Reduction

181.
In resource-poor low income countries, a given rate of GDP growth due to agricultural
growth reduces poverty 5 times more than does an identical dose of GDP growth due to non42

Timmer 2007.
Based on Goletti 2011

43
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agricultural growth44 and investment in agricultural capital stock has been found to reduce
hunger45. Agricultural investment is crucial for agricultural growth. A scenario of “business as
usual” like the relatively low growth of agriculture in Nepal at 3% will have repercussion on the
time needed to reduce poverty. If the low growth of the past continues, it will take more than 20
years to halve the current poverty rate of 25% (see Figure 12). With an accelerated growth of
5%, the time needed to halve poverty will be less than 10 years. ADS will promote increased
investment in the agricultural sector leading to faster agricultural growth and faster poverty
reduction.
Poverty
Rate

25%

Poverty Reduction with Growth at 3%

More than 20 years
to halve poverty

20%

15%

Less than 10 years
to halve poverty

10%

Poverty Reduction with Growth at 5%

5%
2013

2015

2017

2019

2021

2023

2025

2027

Figure 12 Growth and Poverty Reduction

2029

2031

46

44

Christiansen, L., Demery, L., and Kuhl, J. 2010. The evolving role of agriculture in poverty reduction: an
empirical perspective, Journal of Developing Economiecs, 96:239-254.
45
FAO 2012.The State of Food and Agriculture.
46
Based on growth poverty elastisticity of -2.
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4.3

The ADS Framework: Impacts, Outcomes, Outputs, Activities

In order to achieve the vision the ADS will accelerate agricultural sector growth through four
strategic components including governance, productivity, profitable commercialization, and
competitiveness while promoting inclusiveness (both social and geographic), sustainability (both
natural resources and economic), development of private sector and cooperative sector, and
connectivity to market infrastructure (eg agricultural roads, collection centers, packing houses,
market centers), information infrastructure and ICT, and power infrastructure (eg rural
electrification, renewable and alternative energy sources). The acceleration of inclusive,
sustainable, multi-sector, and connectivity-based growth is expected to result in increased food
and nutrition security, poverty reduction, agricultural trade competitiveness, higher and more
equitable income of rural households, and strengthened farmers’ rights. Figure 13 provides an
illustration of the strategic framework of the ADS.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Food and Nutrition Security
Poverty Reduction
Agricultural Trade Competitiveness
Higher and more equitable Income
Farmers’ Rights ensured and strengthened

Inclusion

Private Sector,
Cooperative
Sector

Sustainability

Connectivity

Governance

Productivity

Profitable
Commercialization

Competitiveness

Figure 13Strategic Framework of the Agricultural Development Strategy
182.
The ADS Framework consists of a logical sequence of impacts, outcomes, outputs, and
activities. Together this sequence is expected to contribute to the achievement of the Vision of
the ADS presented in the previous chapter.

4.4

Impacts of the ADS

183.
The overall impacts of the ADS consist of the five dimensions of increased food and
nutrition security, poverty reduction, competitiveness, higher and more equitable income of
rural households, and strengthened farmers’ rights. Indicators of impacts are reported in Table
19.
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Table 19 Indicators of ADS Impact
Impacts
Food and Nutrition
Security

Poverty Reducation
Competitiveness
Higher and more
Equitable Income
Farmers’ rights Ensured
and Strengthened

4.4.1

Indicators

Stunting (height for age) among under 5 children

Underweight (weight for age) among under 5 children

Wasting (weight for height) among under 5 children

Women in reproductive age with chronic energy deficiency (measured as low BMI)

Rural poverty share

Agricultural Trade Balance

Income per Capita

Gini coefficient

Legislation on Rights to Food and Food Sovereignty

Farmers’ Representatives in the key ADS Committees

Legislation on Farmers’ Rights (Farmers’ Commission)

Food and Nutrition Security

184.
All outcomes, outputs, and activities of the ADS will contribute to improve food and
nutrition security either directly or indirectly. At the same time, the ADS will address the food
and nutrition security needs of the most disadvantaged rural population including lactating and
pregnant women, janajatis, dalits, and groups in disadvantaged regions such as the Karnali. One
output under the Governance Component is entirely dedicated to the improved food and
nutrition security of disadvantaged groups. That output will be organized as a national flagship
program (FANUSEP) that includes subprograms on Nepal Agricultural and Food Security Project
(NAFSP), Food and Nutrition Security Plan of Action (FNSP), and a new comprehensive program
on food and nutrition security that will be developed and started over the course of the first 5year period of the ADS (see section 5.2.9). ADS inteventions on food and nutrition security will
be aligned with the recently approved MSNP.
185.
Component 2 of the ADS on Productivity has an impact of food and nutrition security by
(i) increasing the volume of food production in Nepal in a sustainable way through higher
productivity and sustainable use of natural resources; and (ii) reducing vulnerability of farmers
through improved food/feed/seed reserves, improved preparedness and response to
emergencies, and climate smart agricultural practices.
186.
Component 3 of the ADS on Profitable Commercialization has an impact on food and
nutrition security by (i) increasing income of farmers; (ii) improving access to markets and (iii)
reducing postharvest losses.
187.
Component 4 of the ADS on Competitiveness has an impact on food and nutrition
security by (i) improving food safety; (ii) relying upon trade for a more diversified diet; (iii)
accelerating the growth of micro, small, and medium agroenterprises including those headed by
women, youth, disadvantaged groups, and individuals based in disadvantaged regions.
4.4.2

Poverty reduction

188.
As highlighted by the ADS framework illustrated inFigure 13accelerated growth is
crucial to the ADS. Accelerated growth of agriculture will be achieved through improved
governance, increased productivity, profitable commercialization, and enhanced
competitiveness. Section 4.2 has highlighted that agricultural growth is the most powerful
mechanism for poverty reduction when an economy is at a low development stage. The ADS
builds on this main finding and promotes additional measures to ensure that poverty is reduced
through targeting disadvantaged and poor households, subsistence farmers and landless rural
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households; adopting a markets for the poor approach in the commercialization of prioritized
value chains; and promoting micro and small agroenterprises, including those from
disadvantaged areas.
4.4.3

Agricultural trade surplus

189.
Nepal agriculture could be an important source of foreign exchange. The ADS promotes
self-sufficiency in foodgrains and import substitution in a number of commodities where the
country has a potential for growth. More importantly, Nepal has comparative advantage in a
number of agricultural commodities and, with appropriate policies and investments the country
could become competitive and a net agricultural exporter of high value products.

4.4.4

Higher and more equitable income of rural households

190.
The ADS aims at increasing prosperity of farmers and agroentrepreneurs through
higher incomes, improved livelihoods, and food and nutrition security. The discussion of the
relation between poverty and growth in section 4.2 has highlighted the importance of income
distribution on poverty reduction: namely a more unequal income distribution will lower the
impact of growth on poverty reduction. The ADS promotes inclusion of disadvantaged groups
and regions and an approach to value chain development based on Markets for the Poor that
emphasizes the need of more equal benefits distribution along the value chain. Similarly, the
ADS promotes the growth of agroenteprises led by traditionally excluded groups such as women,
youth, and other disadvantated groups such as the Dalit and the Janajatis.
4.4.5

Strengthened Farmers’ Rights

191.
The ADSprovides institutional mechanisms to ensure farmers participation in the
planning, decision making, implementation, and monitoring of the strategy. In particular, the
ADS ensures that farmers’ representatives are part of the leading coordination mechanisms of
the ADS at the center and local level; they are part of the Steering Committee of the ADS
Implementation Committee; they are in the board of NARC; they are in the board of the almost
4,000 VDC-based Community Agricultural Extension Service Centers (CAESC); they are in the
board of Commercial Agricultural Alliances and Value Chain Development Alliances; they are
consulted when formulating policies for the agricultural sector; they are consulted when
undertaking monitoring of the sector; and they are members of the Food Security Networks at
the District level. By having their representatives in all these institutions, farmers will be able to
ensure and strengthen their rights in the ADS.
192.
Furthermore, the ADS promotes the formulation of legislation related to food rights
and food sovereignty consistently with the principles of the Interim Constitution 2063 (2007 AD).
Specific initiatives to deepen the understanding of farmers’ rights, promoting these rights,
monitoring them, and protect them will be formulated as part of the activities under the
Governance component of the ADS. Likewise, the Government of Nepal on the leadership of
Ministry of Agricultural Development will establish the mechanism for providing minimum
support price to the major agricultural products.
193.
The ADS also promotes the establishment of a High level fully authorized and
permanent type of Farmers’ Commission to help advance farmers’ right. The specific TOR,
composition, and regulation of the Farmers’ Commission will be formulated in the early stages of
ADS implementation.
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4.5

The Outcomes and Outputs of the ADS

194.





The ADS has four main outcomes:
Outcome 1 - Improved governance
Outcome 2 - Higher productivity
Outcome 3 - Profitable commercialization
Outcome 4 - Increased competitiveness

195.

Selected targets for each outcome of the strategy are presented in Table 20.

Table 20 Targets for the Strategic Components of the ADS
Outcome

Indicator

Current Situation

Target

Governance

Agricultural Growth

3% average annual growth

5% average annual growth

Productivity

Land productivity

$1,804/ha

$4,787/ha

Labor productivity

$794/agricultural labor

$1,833/agricultural labor

Marketed surplus
Agribusiness GDP

Less than 50% of
agricultural production
10% of GDP

More than 80% of
agricultural production
20% of Agricultural GDP

Agrifood exports

$248 million

$2,000 million

Commercialization

Competitiveness

4.5.1

Improved Governance

196.
Governance in the ADS refers to47 “the capacity of government to design, formulate
and implement policies and discharge functions.” In the absence of such capacity the ADS will
not be implemented successfully. Key elements of governance include48: accountability,
participation, predictability, and transparency.
197.
In spite of frequent pronouncements in support of the agricultural sector, policies to
support the sector have either not been formulated or have not been implemented.
Compounding the problem are the frequent changes in tenure of the key leaders for policy,
program, and project implementation and also issues of consistency of policy itself. The result
has been a loss of credibility in policy that is responsible in part for the failure of previous
programs. In order to avoid this situation the ADS sets clear targets for the outputs of improved
credibility of policy commitment and will monitor appropriately. The ADS also recognizes the
complexity of the agricultural sector requiring coordination and effective planning among
different agencies, different levels (central and local), and different stakeholders (government,
civil society, development partners). Effective coordination and planning will key outputs to
achieve the governance outcome. An implementation support unit will facilitate various
institutions to implement the ADS. At the same time, the inclusion aspects of the ADS (gender,
disadvantaged groups, geographically disadvantaged) will be taken into account through
appropriate mechanism that also ensure participation and accountability in the planning,
implementation, and monitoring of the ADS. Capacity of human resources both within the
47
48

World Bank 1992, “Governance and Development”, the World Bank
ADB 1995, “Governance: Sound Development Management”, Asian Development Bank, October 1995
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government and selected organizations in civil society (eg farmer organizations and cooperative
organizations) will contribute to the overall strengthening of the governance of the ADS.
198.
Without credible programs to alleviate the food and nutrition security conditions of the
most disadvantaged groups, there could be hardly any credibility in the ADS and its contribution
to food and nutrition security. One of the overall goals of the ADS is to improve food and
nutrition security of its population. This is a long term goal towards which all the components of
the ADS contribute. However, in the short term the test of governance of the ADS is the capacity
of the government to meet the most urgent needs of the most disadvantaged groups. In order
to respond to this governance test, a national flagship program on food and nutrition security
has been included in the ADS under the governance component.
199.
The Governance component is perhaps the most crucial one in order to achieve the
vision of the ADS. Its effective implementation requires an improvement management based on
performance and results. Measures to promote a system of resuls-based management will be
piloted withing this component.
200.
The overall outcome of improved governance in the ADS is achieved through 10outputs
as follows:
Table 21 Outputs for Outcome 1 on Improved Governance
No. Area
Output
Description
1.1

Policy Credibility

Credibility of policy
commitment

1.2

Coordination

Improved coordination
among institutions
involved in the ADS
implementation

1.3

Planning

Integrated planning

1.4

Implementation
Support

Effective
implementation support

1.5

Gender Equality
and Social and
Geographic
Inclusion

Mechanisms established
for gender equality and
social and geographic
inclusion in the ADS

1.6

Monitoring and
Evaluation

Timely and effective
monitoring and
evaluation of the ADS

Credible and consistent policy and greater
continuity in the program leadership and
implementation of programs and projects
consistently with promotion of farmers’ rights.
Strengthen the capacity of existing coordination
institutions and establish new mechanisms within
the existing coordination institutions (such as NPC)
to address emerging needs to coordinate
government agencies programs and projects with
cooperative sector, private sector, farmer
organizations, NGOs, and development partners.
Assign to NPC the responsibility to oversee the
implementation of multi-sector plans and policies,
including the assurance that policies and plans are
adequately budgeted.
Establish an ADS Implementation Support Unit
(Policy and International Cooperation Coordination
Division) under MOAD to facilitate the
implementation of the ADS through analytical
services, monitoring and evaluation, and technical
assistance.
Establish a comprehensive set of mechanisms at
the policy, planning, and implementation levels to
assure gender equity, social inclusion, and
geographical inclusion in the ADS through capacity
building of relevant institutions at the central and
local level.
Support various government units with capacity
building and resources in order for them to carry
out monitoring and evaluation on a timely and
professional manner.
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1.7

Participation and
Accountability

Mechanisms established
for participation of civil
society in the planning,
implementation, and
monitoring of the ADS

1.8

HRD and
Capacity Building

1.9

Food and
Nutrition
Security

1.10

Performancebased
Management
System

Enhanced capacity of
key institutions involved
in ADS coordination and
implementation
Improved food and
nutrition security of the
most disadvantaged
groups
Designed and piloted a
system to reward good
performance

4.5.2

Ensure that civil society including farmer
organizations, cooperatives organizations, and
trade/industry organizations are engaged in the
ADS, have access to information, and provide
comments and recommendations throughout the
process of planning, implementation, and
monitoring of the ADS.
Focused plan of capacity building and human
resource development of targeted institutions to
improve ADS coordination and implementation.
Set of measures targeted to the most
disadvantaged groups (socially and geographically)
who are food and nutritionally insecure.
Establish guidelines and standard operating
procedures to promote and implement a system of
results and performance based management.

Higher Productivity

201.
Improved productivity of land and labor is at the cornerstone of the ADS. Agricultural
productivity requires the adoption of appropriate technologies and know-how to increase
efficiency and sustainability of agricultural production consistently with market demand. The
measures to raise agricultural productivity include those related to (i) effective agricultural
research and extension; (ii) efficient use of agricultural inputs; (iii) efficient and sustainable
practices and use of natural resources (land, water, soils, and forests); and (iv) increased
resilience to climate change and disasters.
202.
In the ADS, the government sector will be key leading actor, among other actors
including private sector, cooperative sector, NGOs, leading farmers, and farmer field schools
involved in the generation and dissemination of technology. The government sector however
has a key role in coordinating the efforts of other actors, facilitating implementation of policies
and plans, monitoring performance, and enforcing regulations.
203.
The ADS recognizes that already a number of actors are involved in agricultural
extension and over time their presence will become even more important. Rather than
advocating a massive increase of human resources in the public extension service, the ADS
promotes capacity building of existing government human resources and thebroadening their
role from delivery of extension services to both delivery and overall facilitator of agricultural
extension services. This role change will be accompanied by a greater emphasis on the delivery
at the VDC level, where Community Agricultural Extension Service Centers (CAESC) will be
established and the technicians for the agriculture, livestock and Agriculture Information and
communication will be recruited in the CAESC.
204.
The ADS also recognizes the critical importance that farmers’ access and control of the
means of production – primarily land – has for the success of the strategy. Critical land issues
such as tenancy, fragmentation, degradation, land use planning need to be resolved over the
course of the ADS and their resolution will require the participation of the farmers’
organizations, cooperatives, and private sector in order to find equitable and efficient
mechanisms for enhancing land productivity. Land productivity increases should be reflected in
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increased benefits for the farmers and the livelihoods of the rural households. Moreover, given
the dominance of smallholder farmers in the agrarian structure of Nepal, promotion of farmer
organizations and cooperatives will be fundamental to achieve economies of scale in marketing,
finance, and logistics. The labor wage in the agriculture sector will be updated regularly
according to the inflation rate to increase the labor productivity.
205.
Productivity enhancement will also depend on timely availability of quality inputs. The
ADS recognizes that in the long term productivity and competitiveness of the agricultural sector
depend on the access and adoption to improved technology and effective management of
natural resources and other inputs to achieve total factor productivity increase. While subsidies
may be an expedient approach in the short term to address targeting issues or market failures,
in the long term they are not a viable, efficient, or effective solution to sustainable improvement
of productivity. The ADS will focus on generation and adoption of sustainable technologies and
practices and will pilot a voucher system to empower farmers in their choice of inputs and
extension services.
206.
The overall outcome of improved productivity in the ADS is achieved through 13
outputs as follows:
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Table 22 Outputs for Outcome 2 on Higher Productivity
No. Area
Output
Description
2.1

Extension

A decentralized extension
system responsive to
farmers and
agroenterprises’ needs

2.2

Research

A decentralized research
system responsive to
farmers and
agroenterprises’ needs

2.3

Education

A strengthened agricultural
education system

2.4

Land

A farming sector composed
of adequately sized farms
that use land efficiently and
sustainably

2.5

Irrigation

2.6

Agricultural
Inputs

2.7

Seeds

2.8

Fertilizer

Irrigated area expanded
equitably and viably, and
improved irrigation
efficiency and
management.
Timely access to quality
agricultural inputs at
affordable price.
Effective implementation of
existing seed policies
including Seed Vision 20132025 through sufficient
investment in resources
and capacity building.
A pragmatic solution to
fertilizer supply that is
acceptable in the shortterm, clearly indicates a
strategy for the medium
and long term, and aims at
improving productivity.

2.9

Animal breeds

2.10

Mechanization

A variety of improved
animal breeds appropriate
for the Nepal farming
systems conditions are
available to farmers.
A range of mechanization
options accessible to
farmers through the private

Promote participation of private sector,
cooperative sector, NGOs, and public sector in
agricultural extension and adopt of a pro-poor
decentralized extension system approach to
dissemination and adoption of innovative and
demand-oriented technology and know-how.
Restructure NARC with focus on decentralization
and responsiveness to research needs of
farmers and agroenterprises while fostering
linkages within the Research-EducationExtension triangle.
A comprehensive package of measures to
ensure closer integration with research and
extension, improved capacity of the university,
agricultural colleges, and vocational schools, and
better response to the needs of farmers and
agroenterprises.
Improve land use management and planning to
promote a farming sector composed of
adequately sized owner-operated, larger-size
cooperatives and agro-business farms that use
land efficiently and sustainably.
Expand irrigable area by the most economic and
equitable means while increasing irrigation
efficiency and intensity, and improving irrigation
management.
Formulate and adopt consistent policies for
input supply and distribution.
Ensure effective implementation of existing
policies through sufficient investment in
resources and capacity building.

Maintain fertilizer and other subsidies at
current level in the short term, review them in
the medium term and adjust them in the long
term while initiating a number of measures to
improve productivity and fertilizer use
efficiency, promote organic/biofertilitzer as
supplementary and complementary to chemical
fertilizer, and facilitate effective distribution and
supply to meet demand.
Ensure the desired level of improved breeds of
livestock, poultry, and fish.

Support mechanization with awareness
creation, demand stimulation, concessionary
financing arrangements, capacity building, and
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No.

Area

2.11

Farmers’
Resilience

2.12

Sustainable
farming and GAP

Sustainable farming, good
agricultural practices (GAP),
good veterinary animal
husbandry practice
(GVAHP) are established
and adopted.

2.13

Forestry

Subsistence production
based forestry is developed
into competitive,
agriculture friendly and
inclusive forest
management practice, with
a holistic and community
based landscape approach
to natural resource
management and
livelihoods improvement.

4.5.3

Output

Description

sector.
Improved resilience of
farmers to climate change,
disasters, price volatility
and other shocks.

appropriate taxation.
Increase resilience of farmers to climate change
events, disasters, and idiosyncratic shocks
through the combination of measures such as
adoption of stress tolerant crop and animal
species, establishment of early warning systems
(EWS), access to Farmers’ Welfare Fund, food
and seed reserves system, and climate smart
agricultural practices.
Establish Good Agricultural,Veterinary and
Manufacturing Practices standards and promote
adoption of good practices in integrated soil
fertility, plant nutrients, pest management, and
herd management while promoting renewable
energies based on biogas and biomass
utilization.
Develop subsistence production based forestry
into a competitive, agriculture friendly and
inclusive forest management practices in line
with a holistic and community based landscape
approach to natural resource management and
livelihoods improvement.

Profitable Commercialization

207.
The outcome of profitable commercialization in the ADS is part of the overall process of
transforming the agricultural sector from a substantial proportion of farming carried out solely
for subsistence, and by default (i.e. no other livelihood or household food security options are
available to the household), into a sector in which the vast majority of farming is carried out for
commercial purposes and is connected to the local, national, and international markets.
208.
This transformation towards a more commercialized agriculture requires a set of
measures that focus not only on farmers, but, fundamentally on agroenterprises involved in the
commercialization of agricultural products and services. These enterprises include input
providers, producer companies, marketing cooperatives, storage operators, logistic companies,
agroprocessors, importers and exporters of agricultural and food products, distributors, traders,
and agricultural service providers (including financial service providers, insurance providers,
business service providers).
209.
Profitable commercialization requires the combination of a number of measures such
as an enabling investment climate and a number of reforms to strengthen contractual
arrangements, taxes, and financial services to promote an efficient commercial agriculture. The
ADS also emphasizes the need of prioritizing a number of value chains to ensure they achieve
scale economies and therefore have national income and employment impact. Finally, the ADS
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supports the improvement of physical and institutional infrastructure to promote commercial
agriculture (agricultural roads, market information and market intelligence systems).
210.
The overall outcome of profitable commercialization in the ADS is achieved through 8
outputs as follows:
Table 23 Outputs for Outcome 3 on Profitable Commercialization
No. Area
Outputs
Description
3.1

Investment
Climate

Improved investment
climate for agricultural
commercialization

3.2

Contracts

Contractual
arrangements for
commercial agriculture

3.3

Taxes

3.4

Finance and
insurance

3.5

Value Chains

3.6

Roads

3.7

Market
Intelligence

3.8

Rural
Electrification

Tax policy that
supports an efficient
commercial
agricultural sector
A variety of
competitive and
demand-driven
financial and
agricultural insurance
products.
Competitive
agricultural value
chains that increase
value added and
benefits to smallholder
farmers and
agroenterprises
Rural roads network
expanded.
Agricultural market
information and ICT
products for market
intelligence.
Expanded rural
electrification and
renewable energies.

4.5.4

Improved investment climate for agricultural
commercialization through structured dialogues of the
government with farmer organizations, trade
organizations, cooperative organizations, and other
private sector organizations.
Contractual arrangements for commercial agriculture,
including contract farming, land leasing, equipment
leasing, and secured transactions for warehouse
receipts.
Tax policy that supports an efficient commercial
agricultural sector with the long term objective of
agricultural sector providing the government with an
additional source of revenues.
Diverse agricultural finance and insurance providers
that supply a variety of competitive and demanddriven financial and agricultural insurance products.

A prioritized group value chains leading to national
program to development competitive agricultural
value chains that increase value added and benefits to
smallholder farmers.

Rural roads network expanded.
Agricultural market information and ICTproducts for
market intelligence.

Rural electrification and renewable energies (water,
solar, wind, biomass, biogas).

Increased Competitiveness

211.
Accelerated agricultural growth represents the best way out of poverty for the millions
in Nepal still living below the poverty line. Agricultural-based growth is 2 to 3 times more
effective at reducing poverty than similar level of growth originating from other economic
sectors. Experience from Asian economies has demonstrated that one of the most successful
ways to stimulate growth in agriculture is by creating an enabling investment climate for
agricultural entrepreneurs and by creating increased access to the critical knowledge and inputs
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needed to achieve higher levels of productivity. For growth to be sustainable it needs to be
rooted in structural changes and improvements that do not evaporate with fluctuations in global
prices, disappear after a bad monsoon or depend on concessional external funding. The ADS has
consequently placed its core focus on competitiveness. Competitiveness is founded on: a
competent, hard-working and efficient work force; a clear understanding of what makes Nepal
unique in the global market place; and, the determination and entrepreneurship to maximize
productivity and innovate with new products and processes based on the country’s natural
endowments.
212.
To achieve this vision, the energy and inventiveness of the private sector is essential.
Since the design of the APP, many years ago, the private sector in Nepal has made considerable
investments in agriculture and created thousands of sustainable jobs and incomes; the poultry
sector has made dramatic improvement in productivity and is a well-organized industry, nursery
investors in Banepa reach out to 20,000 farmers and collectors of medicinal herbs, commercial
milk production is gradually replacing subsistence dairy, and the dramatic expansion of the
vegetable sector is the product of small and medium investments in sustainable supply chains
that link primary producers with viable markets. This emergence of the private sector in
agriculture is no casual accident; it is happening on a global stage as well as in India, Bangladesh
and Pakistan. The age of communications and better education has enabled Nepali producers to
learn better practices and access market information, while stability, rising market prices for
land and remittances have created the disposable cash to make these investments.
213.
These changes demand an approach to agricultural promotion and competitiveness
that acknowledges the vital role of the private and cooperative sector, without conceding the
critical function of the government to oversee, regulate and facilitate growth that is both
competitive and pro-poor. This blending of private and cooperative sector energy and
innovation with the steady hand of government to ensure positive public outcomes is often
called public-private partnerships. The essence of these partnerships is to create some form of
“additionality” that would not have been possible without the other’s involvement. From the
public point of view it affords the opportunity to leverage its funds and channelize outcomes
while for the private and cooperative sector the addition of public funds reduced the perceived
exposure to investing in high-risk high-potential projects.
214.
The overall outcome of increased competitiveness in the ADS is achieved through 4
outputs as follows:
Table 24 Outputs for Outcome 4 on Increased Competitiveness
No. Area
Output
Description
4.1

Market
Infrastructure

Market infrastructure
developed

Market infrastructure developed through the
combination of public investment, PPP and
community participation, focused on the
development of prioritized value chains

4.2

Innovation

Growth of innovative
small and medium
agribusiness enterprises

Growth of innovative small and medium agribusiness
enterprises through the combination of tax
incentives, innovation matching grant funds, and
agribusiness incubators.

4.3

Export
Promotion

Growth of food and
agricultural products
exports

Growth of food and agricultural products exports
through stronger trade negotiation capacity; capacity
to apply and comply with SPS, AD, and CVD measures;
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No.

Area

Output

Description

Enhanced food safety
and quality

reduced/eliminated pro-manufacturing bias in tariff
structure; and the policy of pegged exchange rate
with India and its impact on the agricultural sector
reviewed and assessed.
Enhanced food safety and quality standards, effective
regulations and institutions.

4.4

Quality and
Safety

4.6

ADS, Decentralization, and the new Federalist Structure

215.
The emphasis of the strategic approach on inclusion and the governance pillar of the
ADS have implications for two key dimensions which subsume the implementation of the ADS,
namely decentralization and agroecological diversity.
216.
The ADS will strongly support the implementation of the Local Self-Governance Act of
1999. Participatory planning at the local level will be essential to ensure identification of
investments that are responsive to the local needs and accountability to the local communities.
The new guidelines by the Ministry of Finance in Budget Speech 2011/2012 indicating a 15%
investment in agriculture provide a new impetus for the involvement of the local government in
agricultural investment.
217.
A new administrative structure of Government Nepal, envisaging the possibility of a
Federalist Structure is still under discussion by political forces. The formulation that is being
prepared by the ADS Team is based on the existing administrative structure and might require
some modification in the new administrative structure that will emerge in the future. In which
case, the ADS Implementation Support Unit will be in charge of making the necessary revisions
and submit to GON for approval.
218.
The ADS current formulation is in harmony with the principles of decentralization, local
self-governance, and participatory planning that are likely to remain present in the future. For
example, the ADS is promoting the establishment of community-based and management
agricultural extension centers or CAESC (see section7.17.1); moreover, the ADS supports
capacity building of regional and district agricultural development committees (see
section5.2.2).

4.7

ADS and Agroecological Diversity

219.
Given the rich agroecological diversity of Nepal, investment programs will need to be
tailored not only to the needs and potential of different communities but also to their different
agroecological conditions. For example, in the design of irrigation projects, the conditions of
terai, hills, and mountainous areas differ markedly and technological solutions will need to be
adapted. Similarly, the approach to value chain development will require taking into
consideration the geographical nature of the supply chain, from production areas to
consumption or export destinations. In several areas of the hilly and mountainous areas of
Nepal, commercialization of agriculture is not viable due to a number of factors including very
poor infrastructure, difficult terrain, and agroclimatic conditions. Because of such diversity, even
though the ADS will be one national strategy, its implementation at the local level will take into
consideration specific agroecological and socioeconomic conditions. The presence of Community
(VDC-based) Agricultural Extension Service Centers (CAESC) will ensure that the local conditions
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and agroecological conditions are taken into account. The development and dissemination of
productivity enhancing technologies and systems appropriate to subsistence agriculture will be a
task for the research and extension system (see ADS Component 2 on Productivity).
220.
The national programs of the ADS will coexist with local programs that are funded by
local agencies (eg VDC, community based organization), private sector and cooperatives and
integrated with national programs. The ADS will encourage local government to establish and
fund local programs that address the specific local needs that cannot be addressed by national
programs. In addition to the funding from the local agencies, additional sources of funding to
local programs could be raised through application to various funds such as the Nepal
Agricultural Research Fund (see section 5.3.2) and various funds for innovation and
agroentrepreneurship of enterprises, youth, women, disadvantaged groups, and disadvantaged
areas (see section 5.5.2).

4.8

ADS and Socioeconomic Diversity of Farmers

221.
A simple way49 to classify rural population is to consider three groups: (i) small
commercial farmers; (ii) subsistence farmers; and (iii) landless or near landless. The first group of
small commercial farmers includes those with holdings of 1.0 to 5.0 hectares, selling more than
30 percent of their output, ready for high intensity and high input agriculture, and also ready to
participate in value chain development. These rural households concentrate on farming, have
some capital, are a good risk for lenders, and are willing to take risks to increase their incomes.
This set of farmers comprises 25 percent of rural families50, farming 54 percent of the land and
presumably a somewhat higher proportion of output. If we add the one percent of families with
more than five hectares of land and commanding seven percent of the land, then we have a
total of 61 percent of the land. That comprises approximately 843,000 families for the ADS to
concentrate on for small commercial production. It is from these 843,000 small commercial
farmers that the engine of growth of the agricultural sector comes, driving rural non-farm
employment, food supplies, and national income.
Table 25 Landholdings Distribution
Holdings
Size of holding

Number
('000)

Percent

Cumulative
percent

Area of Holdings
Area
Cumulative
('000 ha) Percent
percent

less than 0.5 ha

1578.9

47.3%

47.3%

390.2

14.7%

14.7%

0.5 ha and under 1 ha

915.7

27.4%

74.7%

641.7

24.2%

38.9%

1 ha and under 5 ha

817.4

24.5%

99.2%

1428.2

53.8%

92.7%

5 ha and over

25.4

0.8%

100.0%

194

7.3%

100.0%

Total

3337.4

100.0%

2654.1

100.0%

Source. TA Team’s calculations based on Agricultural Census 2001, Central Bureau of Statistics

222.
The second category includes the subsistence farmers commanding from 0.5 to 1.0
hectares in size. They comprise 27 percent of rural families (roughly the same in numbers as the
49

The farm size thresholds considered in the simple classification should be adjusted for different
agroecological zones and soil characteristics. Without going into considerable detail, the main point driven
in the discussion is that different types of farmers, broadly classified in terms of farm size, require
different approaches in the ADS.
50
This is based on Agricultural Census figures for land distribution in 2001. More recent comprehensive
data are not available. However, the main arguments presented in this section will still be robust to slight
changes in the land distribution.
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small commercial farmer. They farm one–half as much land – 24 percent of the total. Some keep
enough livestock to be small commercial farmers. But as a group they are mostly subsistence
producers with inadequate land for survival as purely subsistence farmers. They must find
substantial rural non-farm employment to survive. They are more risk averse than farmers with
more than one hectare of land and the higher incomes that go with that. They are very short of
capital and need some kind of loans but will be seen as risky to all lenders, and they spend
considerable time in non-farm employment and in search for such employment.
223.
The third category includes the landless and near landless. They comprise nearly half
of the rural population, 1.6 million families in number but command only 15 percent of the land.
Half are landless and half have less than 0.5 hectares of land. Very little can be done to raise the
incomes of this group through increased agricultural productivity. Of course a few at the upper
end of the range will be able to prosper in horticulture or other high value production – but with
great increase in risk in that they will have to put essentially all their land into horticulture. The
contribution of ADS to the landless and most of 0.1 to 0.5 hectare holdings will be largely
through the indirect effects of rapid growth in the rural non-farm sector stimulated by income
growth of the small commercial farmer.
224.
Those farmers with half to one hectare of land could achieve a substantial increase in
family income from improved farming practices. However this group, compared to the small
commercial farmer (those with more than one hectare) is more risk averse, focused less on
farming relative to search for and performing off farm work, and more deficit in capital and
ability to obtain loans.
225.
The ADS recognizes the need of adapting approaches to different agroecological areas
and different farm categories. The promotion of community extension service centers in each
VDC of Nepal will assure that the localized needs of farmers and agroenterprises are met by the
extension system. At the same time, even within the same agroecological zone, the needs of
commercial, subsistence, and landless farmers will be different. While the commercial
development of value chains will involve primarily small commercial farmers, cooperative
farming could be a favored approach for subsistence farming. Vouchers for extension services
might be primarily used by commercial farmers, whereas vouchers for input mightbe targeted
primarily to subsistence farming. Commercial banking will be more appropriate for commercial
farmers and microfinance more appropriate for subsistence farming.
226.
The ADS promotes a decentralized approach to science and technology and empowers
communities to reorient the extension, research, and education system to meet their needs. The
services covering the small commercial farmer will be generally inappropriate to the subsistence
farmer, and in the context of institutions keyed to the small commercial farmer (eg value chains)
the subsistence farmer will be left out except for those very few who can respond to the
approaches suitable for the small commercial farmer. Therefore the ADS through its community
based extension service centers (the CAESC) will promote approaches suitable to both
subsistence and commercial farmers. The landless rural households will be benefiting from the
ADS indirectly, through the employment opportunities expanded in the rural non-farm sector
and the growth of agriculture-based enterprises.
227.
Eventually, over the course of the ADS twenty-year implementation, the process of
agricultural transformation will proceed and an increasing number of rural households will find
employment either in the rural non-farm sector or in the urban sector; a considerable number of
rural household will also continue to migrate outside the country pulled either by higher income
opportunity or pushed by the lack of profitable employment and attractive livelihood in the rural
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areas. Through either processes, the commercialization of the agricultural sector in Nepal will
increase but commercial agricultural in Nepal will remain primarily a smallholder activity
(namely farmers with less than 2 ha of land). Subsistence farming will continue to coexist with
commercial farming for a long time, but its share of the total farming population will decline.
The ADS will accelerate the process of commercialization, improving the income of the small
commercial farmers and the livelihoods of the subsistence farmers, while generating growth and
employment in the non-farm sector to absorb the increasing number of landless/marginally
landless.
228.
Table 26 shows the impact of different outputs of the ADS on the three groups of
farmers (commercial, subsistence and landless). Commercial farmers are directly affected by
most of the ADS measures and in some cases, the impact is direct and very strong, for example
in the case of irrigation, mechanization, value chain development, and exports. Subsistence
farmers are also directly affected by most ADS measures. The direct effect is very strong in the
case of the ADS measures related to gender, social, and geographical inclusion; land (eg
addressing the issues of tenancy, land leasing, cooperative farming, reversing the trend towards
degraded land); access to quality and timely inputs (eg vouchers targeted to subsistence
farmers, improved resilience); and access to microfinance and agricultural insurance. Landless or
near landless will benefit from the ADS measures related to gender and social/geographic
inclusion; access to forestry products; and growth of small and medium enterprises.
Table 26 Impact of ADS on different farm-size rural households
OUTCOME/Output
GOVERNANCE
Credibility of policy commitment
Improved coordination in ADS implementation
Integrated planning
Effective implementation support
Mechanisms established for gender equality and social and
geographic inclusion
Timely and effective monitoring and evaluation
Mechanisms established for participation of civil society
Enhanced capacity of key institutions involved in ADS
coordination and implementation
Improved food and nutrition security of disadvantaged
groups
Performance-based Management System Established
PRODUCTIVITY
Decentralized agricultural extension services
Decentralized agricultural research system
Strengthened agricultural education system
Adequately sized farms that use land efficiently and
sustainably
Expanded and improved irrigation
Access to agricultural inputs
Implementation of seed policies
Fertilizer supply
Improved animal breeds
Mechanization options accessible
Improved resilience of farmers

Commercial
Farmers

Subsistence
Farmers

Landless or
near landless

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
***

*
*
*
*
***

*
*
*

*
*
*

*
*
*

*

**

***

*

*

*

**
**
**
**

**
**
**
***

*
*
**
*

***
**
**
**
**
***
**

**
***
***
***
***
**
***

*
*
*
*
**
*
*
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Commercial
OUTCOME/Output
Farmers
**
Sustainable farming, GAP, and GVAHP adopted
*
Forestry development
PROFITABLE COMMERCIALIZATION
*
Improved investment climate
**
Contract arrangements for commercial agriculture
**
Tax policy to support commercial agriculture
**
Agricultural finance and insurance
***
Competitive agricultural value chains
**
Rural roads network expanded
**
Agricultural market information
**
Rural electrification and renewable energies
COMPETITIVENESS
**
Market infrastructure developed
**
Growth of small and medium agro-enterprises
***
Growth of food and agricultural products exports
**
Enhanced food quality and safety
Note:* Indirect impact; ** Direct impact; *** Direct impact – Very high

4.9

Subsistence
Farmers
**
**

Landless or
near landless
*
***

*
**
*
***
**
**
**
**

*
*
*
*
*
**
*
**

**
**
**
**

*
***
*
**

ADS and Urbanization

229. Nepal urban population reached 17% of the totalin 2011 and was increasing at a annual
rate of 3.38%, more than three times the growth (1.03%) of the rural population. Over the next
20 years, this demographic change will have enormous repercussions for Nepalese society and
the agricultural sector in particular. If current trends continue, by the end of ADS period, more
than a quarter of the Nepal population will be living in urban areas.
230. Increasing urban population translates not only in increasing urban food demand, but
also in growing demand for a more diversified diet (away from grains), more stringent
requirements for food safety, an increasing awareness and expectation of quality nutrition, and
the need of large investments for the food logistics necessary to move food from rural areas
around the world to the cities.
231. The ADS address these challenges through the development of competitive value chains
that are better able to meet the diversified demand of an urban population and also the
development of value chain infrastructure to reduce postharvest losses. The ADS is also
promoting the enhancement of quality and safety assurance system that are needed not only to
penetrate foreign markets but also to protect the domestic population from a number of food
safety hazards. Albeit focused primarily on the food insecurity of the rural population, some of
the interventions in nutrition awareness will also have a positive spillover effect on urban areas.
232. At the same time, urban poverty and inequality between rural and urban income might
become more pronounced. Urban poverty often is associated with food poverty and
undernutrition; increasing inequality often leads to social tension and puts pressure on providing
quick solutions such as food subsidies and public food distribution to the urban poor.
233. Rapid urbanization results in the loss of some of the most fertile agricultural land found
in periurban areas throughout Nepal (“land plotting”); solutions to promote urban food
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production through land use planning and zoning to preserve agricultural land around the cities
face enormous opportunity costs. Because of rising urban population and the loss of periurban
agricultural land, food security becomes an additional challenge for urban planning.
234. The ADS has recognized the issue of land plotting and loss of fertile agricultural land in
peri-urban areas and will strongly support the implementation of the recent policy on Land Use
Planning.
235. Food safety events due to a number of foodborne zoonotic and non-zoonotic diseases
can rapidly spread in urban environments. At the same time, nutritional unbalances are more
pronounced in urban areas where undernutrition, particularly of the poor, coexists with
malnutrition (associated to a sedentary lifestyle and resulting in obesity and a number of non
communicable diseases) of the non-poor.
236. The ADS will help improve surveillance system for zoonotic diseases, improved
diagnostic capacity and testing, and improved response capacity.
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5 ACTIVITIES OF THE ADS ACTION PLAN
5.1

The Framework of Outcomes, Outputs, and Activities

237.
In the ADS logical framework, the sets of activities are those which are required to
achieve the desired outputs. In ADS there are 35 outputs (see Table 27) under 4 outcome
groups, and there are 232 individual actions required to achieve the outputs.
Table 27 Outcomes and Outputs of the ADS
Outcome

1. Improved
Governance

No
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7
1.8
1.9
1.10
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6
2.7

2. Higher
Productivity

2.8
2.9
2.10
2.11
2.12
2.13

3. Profitable
Commercialization

4. Increased
Competitiveness

3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5
3.6
3.7
3.8
4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4

Output
Credibility of policy commitment
Improved coordination among institutions involved in the ADS implementation
Integrated planning
Effective implementation support
Mechanisms established for gender equality and social and geographic inclusion in the ADS
Timely and effective monitoring and evaluation of the ADS
Mechanisms established for participation of civil society in the planning, implementation, and
monitoring of the ADS (e.g Farmers’ Commission)
Enhanced capacity of key institutions involved in ADS coordination and implementation
Improved food and nutrition security of most disadvantaged groups and rights to food
Performance-based management system with rewards to the performers established
A decentralized extension system responsive to farmers and agroenterprises’ needs
A decentralized research system responsive to farmers and agroenterprises’ needs
A strengthened agricultural education system
A farming sector composed of adequately sized farms that use land efficiently and sustainably
Irrigated area expanded equitably and viably, and improved irrigation efficiency and
management.
Timely access to quality agricultural inputs at affordable price.
Effective implementation of existing seed policies including Seed Vision 2013-2025 through
sufficient investment in resources and capacity building.
A pragmatic solution to fertilizer supply that is acceptable in the short-term, clearly indicates a
strategy for the medium and long term, and aims at improving productivity.
A variety of improved animal breeds appropriate for the Nepal farming systems conditions are
available to farmers.
A range of mechanization options accessible to farmers through the private sector.
Improved resilience of farmers to climate change, disasters, price volatility and other shocks.
Sustainable farming, good agricultural practices (GAP), good veterinary animal husbandry
practice (GVAHP) are established and adopted.
Subsistence production based forestry is developed into competitive, agriculture friendly and
inclusive forest management practice, with a holistic and community based landscape
approach to natural resource management and livelihoods improvement.
Improved investment climate for agricultural commercialization
Contractual arrangements for commercial agriculture
Tax policy that supports an efficient commercial agricultural sector
A variety of competitive and demand-driven financial and agricultural insurance products.
Competitive agricultural value chains that increase value added and benefits to smallholder
farmers and agroenterprises
Rural roads network expanded.
Agricultural market information and ICT products for market intelligence.
Expanded rural electrification and renewable energies.
Market infrastructure developed
Growth of innovative small and medium agribusiness enterprises
Growth of food and agricultural products exports
Enhanced food safety and quality
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5.2

Activities Related to Outcome 1: Improved Governance

238.
Outcome 1 of the ADS is Improved Governance. The outcome is achieved through 10
outputs and 54 activities illustrated in Table 28 and detailed in the following sections.
Table 28 Activities related to Outcome 1 on Improved Governance
Action

Output

Outcome
1

1.1
1.1.1
1.1.2
1.1.3
1.1.4
1.1.5
1.1.6
1.2
1.2.1
1.2.2
1.2.3
1.2.4
1.2.5
1.2.6
1.2.7
1.3
1.3.1
1.3.2
1.3.3
1.4
1.4.1
1.5
1.5.1
1.5.2
1.5.3
1.5.4
1.5.5
1.5.6
1.5.7
1.5.8
1.6
1.6.1
1.6.2
1.6.3
1.6.4
1.6.5
1.7
1.7.1
1.7.2
1.7.3
1.7.4
1.8
1.8.1
1.8.2
1.8.3
1.8.3.1
1.8.3.2
1.8.3.3
1.8.3.4
1.8.4
1.8.5
1.9

Improved Governance
Credibility of policy commitment
Conduct awareness campaigns on ADS
Ensure ADS monitoring covers issues of policy consistency and program continuity
Formulate and enact regulations to facilitate longer tenure for key ADS positions
ADS 5-yearly review
Promote policy and legislation changes to ensure implementation of the ADS
Establish Farmers’ Commission to develop mechanisms thatpromote farmers’ rights
Improved coordination in ADS implementation
Formulate amendments of the regulations for the establishment of NADSCC and CADIC
Strengthen the capacity of NADSCC
Establish subcommittees of NADSCC and ensure they meet regularly
Strengthen the capacity of Central Agricultural Development Implementation Committee (CADIC)
Promote similar meetings of the RADC and DADC
Prepare Annual Sector Report
Develop ADS Implementation Guidelines and Monitoring System
Integrated planning
Ensure integration of multi-ministry plans
Ensure integration of long-term plans with annual workplans and budget
Ensure regular monitoring of plans
Effective implementation support
ADS Implementation Support TA under MOAD to facilitate implementation
Mechanisms established for gender equality and social and geographic inclusion
Strengthening of the Food Security and Environmental Division (FSED)
Generation and maintenance of national level GESI-based and geographic inclusion-based statistics
Establishment and strengthening of GESI staff at central department and at district level agencies
Enhancement of qualitative and quantitative aspects of participation of men and women farmers
Making the agricultural extension service GESI responsive in all districts
Improvement in access of farmers
Promotion of GESI responsiveness in agricultural research
Develop a GESI strategy
Timely and effective monitoring and evaluation
Strengthen the capacity of Monitoring and Evaluation units of central and district level
Establish an appropriate methodology and system to carry out systematic ADS monitoring and evaluation
Monitoring and Evaluation of Food and Nutrition Security (institutionalization of NEKSAP)
Conduct Agricultural and Livestock Census
Conduct joint M&E missions including GON and development partners
Mechanisms established for participation of civil society
Establish and maintain an ADS website both in Nepali and English
Establish an ADS Information Desk under the Policy and International Cooperation Coordination Division
Establish similar ADS information desks at regions and districts
Periodic presentation of ADS Monitoring and Evaluation Report to Agriculture and Water Resouce committee of
Legislature Parliament, civil society
Enhanced capacity of key institutions involved in ADS coordination and implementation
Capacity needs assessment
Formulate a plan of capacity building of key institutions
Implementation and monitoring of capacity building
Conduct capacity building for GON institutions (MoAD,PICCD, ADSISU,DoA, DoLS, DFTQC and NARC)
Conduct capacity building for National Peasants’ Coalition
Conduct capacity building for National Cooperative Federation
Conduct capacity building for Professional organizations/Associations, Private Sector Organizations,producer’s
organizations and Consumer organizations
Evaluate organizational reform of MOAD and related departments
Establish Policy and International Cooperation Coordination Division (PICCD) at MOAD

Improved food and nutrition security of most disadvantaged groups
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Action

Output

Outcome

1.9.1
1.9.2
1.9.3
1.9.4
1.9.5
1.9.6
1.9.7
1.9.8
1.10
1.10.1
1.10.2
1.10.3

5.2.1

Design targeted food and nutrition security program
Implement targeted national food and nutrition security program
Implement NAFSP
Implement FNSP
Coordinate with ongoing food and nutrition security projects (eg Feed the Future) and multisector initiatives on
nutrition and poverty alleviation
Review of NAFSP, FNSP, and other food and nutrition security projects
Strengthen the capacity of the central and district food security coordination mechanisms
Promote formulation of Rights to Food and Food Sovereignty Legislation and monitor their implementation
Performance-based Management System Established
Establish guidelines and standard operating procedures
Conduct a pilot program on performance-based management system
Evaluate the pilot and make recommendations

Activities related to Output 1.1 on Credibility of Policy Commitment

239.
Conduct awareness campaigns about ADS. The campaigns will be intensive during the
initial period of the ADS (say the first 2 years) and more regular during the remaining period of
the ADS. The campaigns will include:
a. Preparation and widely distribution of ADS Report (in Nepali and English).
b. Preparation and widely distribution of ADS newsletters.
c. Presentations about the ADS at the central level, regional level and at the district
level (1 presentation per quarter over the first 2 years and 1 presentation every
6 months in the following years).
d. Conduct regular (quarterly) press/media releases from MOAD on ADS.
In all the material and information disseminated throughout these campaigns, the
message of policy credibility, including consistency and continuity, will be highlighted as
a critical factor to the success of ADS.
240.
Ensure that the annual monitoring of ADS covers the issues of policy consistency and
policy/program continuity that might have arisen during ADS implementation. Make monitoring
reports widely available through internet, annual ADS conference, reports dissemination, etc.
Whenever major breaches in policy consistency and policy/program continuity are detected,
proposals for remedial actions should be proposed by the ADS Implementation Support Unit and
other stakeholders and discussed in the CADIC and NADSCCsubcommittees related to the ADS.
241.
Formulate and enact standard procedures that facilitate longer tenure for key
positions in the ADS implementation. Such positions might include Secretary MOAD, Joint
Secretary PICCD, MOAD, DG of departments (DOA, DLS, DFTQC),flagship program managers
Program/Project Directors. The length of tenure for these positions should be at least 3 years.
The length of the tenure of these positions should be monitored to ensure that staff assigned to
these positions could complete their expected tenure.
242.
Review, assess, and update (if necessary) ADS every 5 years. The review and
assessment will be led by NPC chairing the ADS Implementation Support Steering Committee
that includes representatives of relevant agencies and civil society stakeholders. The review and
evaluation will be conducted by an independent panel selected by the ADS Implementation
Support Steering Committee. The review and assessment will include a section on policy
credibility, and highlight the two issues of consistency of policy implementation with the ADS
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and continuity in policy and program implementation. The recommendations of the review and
evaluation panel will be evaluated by the National ADS Implementation Committee (NADSIC)
who will make the final decisions regarding the need of updating or adjusting specific parts of
the ADS.
243.
Promote policy and legislation changes to ensure implementation of the ADS. The
National ADS Implementation Committee (NADSIC) and the National ADS Coordination
Committee (NADSCC) will be charged with the implementation and coordination of the ADS and
to promote changes to ensure implementation of the ADS consistently with policy
commitments.
244.
Establish Farmers’ Commission to develop mechanisms that promote farmer rights in
the ADS. The ADS promotes the establishment of a high level fully authorized and permanent
type of Farmer’s Commission that can promote farmers’ rights. The specific TOR, composition,
and regulation of the Farmer’s Commission will be determined in the early stages of ADS
implementation. Although farmers’ rights can be assured only through the constitution and
legislation, the ADS will commission studies to help a better understandingof farmers’ rights that
could lead to the formulation of concrete proposals for adoption by GON. The studies will
include:
a. Conceptualization of farmers’ rights in Nepal and their assessment
b. Identification of gaps in farmers’ rights as provided by existing legislation
c. Recommendations regarding legislation needed
d. Monitoring farmer’s rights in Nepal
e. Review and make recommendations for possible revision of esisting policies and
laws related to the use of natural resources and farmers’ rights over natural
resources.
5.2.2

Activities related to Output 1.2 on Improved Coordination among Institutions involved
in the ADS Implementation

245.
Establishment of relevant institutional mechanisms to implement and coordinate
ADS, such asFarmers’ Commission, NADSIC, NADSCC,CAESC and relevant APP institutions
(CADIC, RADC, and DADC);Formation of subcommittees of NADSCC.The MOAD Secretary will be
theex-officioSecretary of NADSCC; and representatives of the farmer commission,National
Peasants Alliance, stakeholder organizations, cooperatives, and private sector are among the
members of NADSCC, CADIC, RADC, and DADC.
246.
Strengthen the capacity of National ADS Coordination Committee (NADSCC). Provide
a Secretariat through the ADS Implementation Support Unit to organize meetings, prepare
agenda and minutes, and distribute documents. Also ensure that quarterly meetings are held
and allocate resources for participants to the meetings. Put announcement of meetings on the
ADS website and publish minutes of the meetings on the website as well.
247.
Establish subcommittees of NADSCCand ensure they meet regularly (at least
quarterly). Provide a Secretariat through the ADS Implementation Support Unit to organize
meetings, prepare agenda and minutes, and distribute documents. Also ensure that quarterly
meetings are held and allocate resources for participants to the meetings. Put announcement of
meetings on the ADS website and publish minutes of the meetings on the website as well. The
subcommittees will include:
a. Subcommittee between agriculture and irrigation
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b. Subcommittee between government sector, private sector, cooperative sector, and
farmer organizations
c. Subcommittee between government sector and NGOs/INGOs
d. Subcommittee between government and development partners
e. Subcommittee between Research-Extension-Education institutions
f. Subcommittee between Food Security, Nutrition, and Food Safety initiatives
248.
Strengthen the capacity of Central Agricultural Development Implementation
Committee (CADIC). Provide a Secretariat through the ADS Implementation Support Unit to
organize meetings, prepare agenda and minutes, and distribute documents. Also ensure that
quarterly meetings are held and allocate resources for participants to the. Put announcement of
meetings on the ADS website and publish minutes of the meetings on the website as well.
249.
Promote similar meetings of the RADC and DADC and ensure that the outcome of the
regional and district meetings reach the central committee of CADIC for further action. Assign
a staff of the Implementation support Unit to follow up with the outcomes of the RADC and
DADC.
250.
Prepare Annual Sector Report on ADS by CADIC to NPC with assistance of
Implementation Support Unit. Ensure the report is on the ADS website.
251.
Develop ADS Implementation Guidelines and Monitoring System with the support of
the ADS Implementation Support Unit to be widely disseminated and adopted by central,
regional, and district agencies and organizations.
5.2.3

Activities related to Output 1.3 on Integrated Planning

252.
Ensure integration of multi-ministry plans, through amending the National Planning
Commission Formation and Operation Order, 2067 (2010) by stipulating that:
i.
The NPC has the primary responsibility to coordinate and integrate sector plans and
budgets of one Ministry that have an impact on or are impacted by the programs of
another sector.
ii.
The NPC shall present a report to the Parliament, together with the budget
proposal of the Government on the manner in which sectoral plans that impact
more than one Ministry are synchronized and impacted in the workplans and
budget requests of the Ministries.
253.
Ensure integration of long-term plans with annual workplans and budget through
amending theNational Planning Commission Formation and Operation Order, 2067 (2010) to the
effect that NPC is assigned with responsibility also for:
i.
The verification that 5-year plans are compatible with national and regional longterm strategies policies and plans;
ii.
The verification that annual plans and budget allocation are compatible with the 5
year plans; and,
iii.
The obligation to notify Government and Parliament of any deviation thereof.
254.
Ensure regular monitoring of plans though effective use of existing policy level
coordination forums of the National ADS Implementation Committee (NADSIC) chaired by the
Minister of MOAD for projects that are primarily implemented by the MOAD and the National
Development Action Committee (NDAC) chaired by the PM – by:
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i.
ii.

5.2.4

Convening the NADSICand NDAC as per regulations (every 2 and 4 months
respectively at least);
Establish by Government Order under the Good Governance (Management and
Operation) Regulations, 2009 that MDAC and NDAC annually report on the
implementation of plans to the Government.

Activities related to Output 1.4 on Effective Implementation Support

255.
An ADS Implementation Support TA under MOADto facilitate implementation of the
ADS through (i) capacity building of MoAD in policy analysis, policy harmonization, and
regulatory framework; (ii) monitoring the ADS implementation status and helping to adjust the
strategy as per the developmental stage of the sector; (iii) reviewing and evaluating the concept
ofsector wide approach (SWAP51) for Agricultural Sector to enhance better coordination and
increase flow of investment in the sector; (iv) developing and institutionalizing performancebased management system; and (v) assisting various coordinating mechanisms (NADSCC, CADIC,
DADC) with analytical information and advisory services, including preparation of annual ADS
report by CADIC to NPC (VI) update base year(2015) data and subsequent targets, etc.
256.
The Agricultural Development Strategy (ADS) Implementation Support Program (AISP)
aims to provide continuity of technical support to Government of Nepal (GON) during the early
years of implementation of the ADS. Its objectives are:
1. To facilitate the implementation of the ADS through technical assistance, advisory
services and capacity building
2. To improve coordination, planning, and policy monitoring and evaluation of the ADS
3. To facilitate harmonization of donors’ programs with the implementation of the ADS
257.
The implementation of the ADS will require coordination among different agencies and
policy, legal and analytical skills that are currently dispersed. Effective coordination in turn is the
basis for effective planning and policy formulation and monitoring. ADSISUis responsiblein
providing secretarial services for the National ADS CoordinationCommittee (NADSCC) and
subcommittees, and providing technical inputs into the Central Agriculture Development
Implementation Committee (CADIC), endowed with policy, legal and analytical capacity will
greatly contribute to bridging the gap between policy and implementation.
5.2.5

Activities related to Output 1.5 on Mechanisms Established for Gender Equality and
Social and Geographic Inclusion in the ADS

258.
Strengthening of the Gender Equity and Social Inclusion Section under Food Security
and Environment Division in the Ministry of Agriculture and Development (MOAD) for
formulating and implementing agriculture policies, plans and programs from GESI and
geographical inclusion perspectives. The activity will require at least 2 full time professional staff
undertaking a number of capacity building activities (training, study tour, workshops) to allow
them to contribute to the formulation and implementation of ADS from a GESI perspective.
Additional capacity building could be provided by UN Women during the preparation of a GESI
strategy for the ADS.
51

Sector-Wide Approach (SWAp) is an approach to international development that "brings together
governments, donors and other stakeholders within any sector. It is characterized by a set of operating
principles rather than a specific package of policies or activities. The approach involves movement over
time under government leadership towards: broadening policy dialogue; developing a single sector policy
(that addresses private and public sector issues) and a common realistic expenditure program; common
monitoring arrangements; and more coordinated procedures for funding and procurement."
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259.
Generation and maintenance of national level GESI-based and geographic inclusionbased statistics at MOAD/FSED within the monitoring and evaluation system as 'built-in
mechanism' and providing feed-back for formulating plans and policies. In coordination with
national statistics offices and development partners, build a database of GESI-based and
geographic inclusion-based statistics to be maintained at MOAD/FSED. The activity will require
the services of statistician and appropriate software and hardware. Periodic reports highlighting
the key trends and issues emerging from analysis of data should be generated and disseminated
by the FSED and contribute to the formulation of policies and plans.
260.
Establishment and strengthening of GESI staff with clearly defined responsibilities at
central department and at district level agencies for effective planning including budgeting,
implementation and monitoring and evaluation/auditing of agricultural programs from GESI
perspective. Ensure that in each related department (DOA, DLS, DFTQC, DOI, DOFSC) and district
there is a staff with assigned responsibility and with capacity in GESI analysis and GESI-program
implementation. Initial and follow up periodic training on GESI perspective and tools of analysis,
planning, budgeting, and planning and evaluation will be provided to the GESI staff at the district
level.
261.
Enhancement of qualitative and quantitative aspects of participation of men and
women farmers from all gender and social groups in agricultural development programs
implemented by district, sub-district and community level entities. This activity implies that
both in the design and implementation of agricultural program benefits accrue to women and
socially excluded groups. Central level staff at FSEDand GESI staff at the district level will alert if
deviations from the inclusion principle occur during planning or implementation of ADS
programs.
262.
Making the agricultural extension service GESI responsive in all districts. GESI staff at
the district level will ensure that at the planning and implementation stage, extension programs
are GESI responsive. ADS will support cost of regular visits to project and program sites (e.g.
once per month in each district) of GESI staff to monitor GESI-responsiveness of extension
activities.
263.
Improvement in access of farmers (from all gender and socio-economic groups in all
geographical regions) to means of agriculture production (land, credit, inputs such as seeds,
fertilizer, improved technology, irrigation, and market). This will require well functioning
markets, extension system, infrastructure, and input delivery systems as already highlighted in
other sections of the ADS. The GESI-perspective is to ensure that access of farmers to means or
production includes different social groups, particularly disadvantaged ones. The GESI-staff will
ensure that at project design and during implementation, this GESI-perspective is incorporated.
The ADS will support,throughtechnical assistance, programs implemented by the National
Peasants’ Coalition.
264.
Promotion of GESI responsiveness in the agricultural research and technology
development process in all geographical regions. GESI staff at NARC and GESI-staff at the central
level and at district level should promote GESI-responsiveness in program design and
implementation.
265.
Develop a GESI strategy as part of the ADS to ensure GESI perspective in planning,
implementation, and monitoring of ADS activities. The strategy might be formulated with the
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support of specialized agencies such as the UN Women. This will involve specialized technical
assistance input.
5.2.6

Activities related to Output 1.6 on Timely and Effective Monitoring and Evaluation

266.
Strengthen the capacity of Monitoring and Evaluation units of central and district
level. This will include regular training of key staff at the M&E Division and M&E cell at central
level departments (DOA, DLS, DFTQC, DOI, DOFSC) and staff in each district Planning and
Monitoring cell of DADO and DLSO. Capacity building will also be complemented by resources
(eg hardware and software, survey budget, monitoring visit budgets) to carry out M&E activities
on a timely and professional manner.
267.
Establish an appropriate methodology and system to carry out systematic ADS
monitoring and evaluationincluding
i. Status and performance of major agricultural programs implemented by GON,
private sectors, NGOs, Academia, financial institutions, public boards, public
corporations and Councils.
ii. Status and overall effectiveness of implementation of major policies and plans.
iii. Performance of implementation units and agencies.
268.
This will involve development of the methodology and implementation of it over the
course of the ADS, so that regular monitoring reports on the ADS status are available publicly,
both in Nepali and English.
269.
Monitoring and Evaluation of Food and Nutrition Security, based on the development
and institutionalization of the NeKSAP system already existing at MOAD as a project supported
by WFP through EU funding.
270.
Conduct an Agricultural and Livestock Census, in coordination with the Agri-Business
Promotion and Statistics Division of MOAD and Central Bureau of Statistics.
271.
Conduct joint M&E missions including GON and development partners at central level
led by NPC and local level by DDC/VDCs - given the multi-sector nature of some of the key
components - this would ensure contribution as well as ownership of the key sectors to the ADS
as a whole, and monitoring process specifically.
5.2.7

Activities related to Output 1.7 on Mechanisms established for Participation of civil
Society in the Planning, Implementation, and Monitoring of the ADS

272.
Establish and maintain an ADS website both in Nepali and English. In order to
facilitate access of civil society to information pertaining to the ADS, a website on ADS will be
established and information on ADS made available both in Nepali and English.
273.
Establish an ADS Information Desk under the Policy and International Cooperation
Coordination Division. The function of the ADS Information Desk will include:
 Make publications and reports on ADS available to the public (formulation reports,
planning documents, monitoring reports, events, policy formulation, investment
plans, projects and programs)
 Respond to general queries about ADS
 Redirect specific queries to relevant units of MOAD or other agencies
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Facilitate networking of ADS with the ADS stakeholders (farmer organizations,
cooperatives, agribusiness enterprises, agricultural professional associations,
government officials at the central and local level, development partners)
274.
The establishment and maintenance of this information desk will require capacity
building of staff in communication, appropriate hardware and software, and documentation and
printing budget.
275.
Establish similar ADS information desks at the Agricultural Information and
Communication Center, Departments, regional, district, and district level under the umbrella of
DOA/DLS and the Community Agricultural Extension Service Centers.
276.
Periodic presentation of ADS Monitoring and Evaluation Report to civil society. This
will be an annual event in Kathmandu and in each district where MOAD will report on the
progress of ADS to civil society to elicit their feedback.
5.2.8

Activities related to Output 1.8 on Enhanced Capacity of Key Institutions involved in
ADS Coordination and Implementation

277.
Capacity Needs assessment of key institutions involved in the planning, policy
formulation, implementation, coordination, and monitoring of the ADS. The institutions will
involve: NPC and MOAD, the key departments (DOA, DLS, DFTQC) under MOAD, NARC,
Agricultural University, and related agencies (MOI/DOI, MOE, MOFSC/DOF, MLD/DOLIDAR, …),
key farmer organizations, and key cooperative organizations. The capacity needs related to
coordination and implementation.
278.
Formulate a plan of capacity building of key institutions. The topics to be covered will
vary from institution to institutions to a certain extent. Also, the methods of training and
capacity building will vary according to the users. The capacity building activities should be more
in depth over the first year of the ADS and then annually over the remaining years.
279.
Implementation and monitoring of capacity building. This will involve bi-annual or
annual courses and monitoring of impact of those capacity building activities. Specific capacity
building activities will be organized for:
a. Key Government agencies
b. National Peasants’ Coalition, National Cooperative Federation, and Private
Sector Organizations
280.
Evaluate organizational reform of MOAD and at the department level for improving
effectiveness of the public system to implement the ADS. The evaluation and recommendations
should take into account ongoing and previous analysis such the OIE gap analysis for the DLS.
281.
Establish a Policy and Interantional Cooperation Coordination Division at MOAD, by
upgrading the Policy Section and Foreign aid coordination section under the Planning Division of
MOAD. Capacity of such Division of MOAD should be strengthened to ensure that it could
professionally carry out its functions. This Policy and International Cooperation Coordination
Division would provide a mechanism to institutionalize capacity building in policy analysis within
MOAD.ADS promotes the development of appropriate human resources to utilize the bilateral
and multilateral provisions like WTO and BIMSTEC for the national interests.
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5.2.9

Activities related to Output 1.9 on Improved Food and Nutrition Security of Most
Disadvantaged Groups

282.
These activities will be organized under one national Flagship Program to be referred to
as the Food and Nutrition Security Program (FANUSEP). The Program will consists of three
subprograms: the Agriculture and Food Security Project (AFSP), currently being implemented as
part of the Global Agriculture and Food Security Program (GAFSP); the Food and Nutrition
Security Plan of Action (FNSP), preparedwith assistance of FAO; and a new targeted national
food and nutrition security project to be designed and implemented to complement AFSP, MSNP
and FNSP. In order to maximize synergies with existing and planned similar program and better
targetting it will be essential to coordinate with the Multi-sector Nutritional Plan (MSNP). The
set of activities under this output 1.9 of the ADS include:
283.
Design a targeted national food and nutrition security program to complement
existing projects on food and nutrition security. The project will be designed towards the middle
of the first 5-year term of the ADS and will benefit from monitoring, mid-term review, and
evaluation of existing food and nutrition security programs, in coordination with ADS
Implementation Support Unit (ADSISU).
284.
Implement a targeted national food and nutrition security program. This program will
be targeted to poor and disadvantaged groups and to geographically disadvantaged areas (eg.
Karnali) and include interventions to improve productivity, livelihood, and nutritional practices
of targeted beneficiaries including pregnant and lactating women farmers. Based on the review
and lessons learned from other similar programs including the already planned NAFSP and FNSP,
the new program will use best practices (eg. food and input vouchers, backyard vegetable
gardens, on-farm storage, preserving, and processing, indigenous food, collection centers, food
and cash for assets programs, micronutrient supplementation for children, girls’ incentive
programs, school feeding) and expand them to broader national coverage.
285.
Implement Agriculture and Food Security Project (AFSP).This is a project focused on 19
hill and mountain districts of the Mid- and Far-Western development region of Nepal. The
beneficiaries of the project will be crop farmers (estimated direct beneficiaries 40,000), livestock
farmers (27,000), women engaged in household/kitchen-garden production (35,000), and
households with pregnant and nursing women (45,000). The project interventions will be
organized and implemented through groups, including pre-existing groups in the project area.
Also, given the crucial role of women in agriculture and nutrition, special attention will be given
to their targeting and inclusion in project interventions.
286.
Implement Food and Nutrition SecurityPlan of Action(FNSP)prepared by GON and
FAO. The project will be focused on 1 million hard core poor households (as defined in the
Poverty Alleviation Fund program) and will involve a number of technology and nutrition
interventions on field crops, fisheries, forestry, horticultural products, and livestock. GESI and
Nutrition are mainstreamed in all components of the FSNSP; the project also intends to support
legislation such as Rights to Food andFood and Nutrition Security Act.
287.
Coordinate with ongoing food and nutrition security projects, such as Feed the Future
funded by USAID, programs supported by WFP, and programs funded by GON and other
development partners within the umbrella of the Multisector Nutritional Plan (MSNP) to ensure
that the rural households and farmers most food insecurity are reached by various programs.
The Program Manager of FANUSEP will report to the subcommittee on food and nutrition
security of NADSCC (see section 7.7).
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288.
Review of national programs on food and nutrition security, to be undertaken towards
the completion of the first 5-year period of the ADS.
289.
Strengthen the capacity of the central and district food security coordination
mechanisms such as the High Level Nutrition and Food Security Steering Committee(HLNFSSC)
and the Nutrition and Food Security Coordination Committee (NFSCC) at NPC level and the the
District Nutrition and Food Security Steering Committee led by DDC at the district level. This will
enhance the contribution of ADS towards MSNP and involves all the key actors on food security
and nutrition.
290.
Promote formulation of Rights to Food and Food Sovereignty Legislation and monitor
their implementation. The rights to food and food sovereignty principles were established in the
interim constitution 2063 (2007 AD) and are likely to be incorporated in the new constitution of
Nepal. The interim constitution 2063 (2007AD) Article 18 has a view of Food Sovereignty as right
to food or perhaps right to food sufficiency. The ADS is consistent with these principles provided
they are not intended to preclude international trade in food and will monitor the
implementation of the principles during the course of the ADS.
5.2.10 Activities related to Output 1.10 on Performance-based Management System
291.
These activities aim at improving performance of government service delivery,
particularly of extension workers. The objective is to link performance with an incentive system
rewarding good performers.
292.
Establish guidelines and standard operating procedures with clearly defined
evaluation criteria and monitoring systems for good performance.
293.
Conduct a pilot program on performance-based management system based on a
sample of 15 district, one for each physiographic region of Nepal. The idea is to monitor
performance of different districts and based on good performance reward the 5 best DADO and
DLS offices (see section9.3.1). The pilot will include design and implementation of the system by
ADSISU.
294.
Evaluate the pilot and make recommendation for its possible extension and
institutionalization.

5.3

Activities Related to Outcome 2: Higher Productivity

295.
Outcome 2 of the ADS is Higher Productivity. The outcome is achieved through 13
outputs and 112 activities illustrated in Table 29 and detailed in the following sections.
Table 29 Activities related to Outcome 2 on Higher Productivity
Output

Outcome

Activity

2
2.1
2.1.1
2.1.1.1
2.1.1.2
2.1.1.3
2.1.1.4

Enhanced productivity
Decentralized agricultural extension services
Establish Community Agricultural Extension Service Centers
Formulate general guidelines for CAESC
Awareness campaign about the initiative
Capacity building to support establishment of the CAESC
Seed money for establishment of CAESC
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Output

Outcome

Activity

2.1.1.5
2.1.1.6
2.1.1.7
2.1.2
2.1.2.1
2.1.2.2
2.1.2.3
2.1.3
2.1.3.1
2.1.3.2
2.1.4
2.1.4.1
2.1.4.2
2.1.5
2.1.5.1
2.1.5.2
2.1.6
2.1.7
2.1.7.1
2.1.7.2
2.2
2.2.1
2.2.1.1
2.2.1.2
2.2.1.3
2.2.1.4
2.2.1.5
2.2.1.6
2.2.2
2.3
2.3.1
2.3.2
2.3.2.1
2.3.2.2
2.3.3
2.3.4
2.3.5
2.3.6
2.3.7
2.3.8
2.4
2.4.1
2.4.2
2.4.3
2.4.4
2.4.5
2.4.6
2.4.7
2.4.4.1
2.4.4.2
2.4.8
2.4.9
2.4.10
2.4.11
2.4.12
2.5

Training of CAESC extension technician
Technical backstopping of CAESC
External monitoring of CAESC
Strengthen capacity of agriculture and livestock service centers and sub-centers
Training, workshops, study tours for technicians
Resources for farm demonstrations and farmer training
Improve infrastructure and equipment of the agriculture and livestock service centers and sub-centers
Establish voucher system for extension and advisory services
Design, implement and evaluate a pilot voucher scheme
Provide budget for 50,000 vouchers in the pilot scheme
Introduce farmer marketing schools
Establish program capacity and training of trainers
Implement FMS in those VDC prioritized for value chain development
Promote ICT in agricultural extension
Provide PCs or tablet with internet for each CAESCand agriculture and livestock service centers and subcenters
Mobile-based applications
Link farmer groups and organizations to banks and finance institutions
Train field personnel to be sensitized to GESI and nutrition
Training in GESI and nutrition
Increase the representation of women in JTAs
Decentralized agricultural research system
Restructure NARC as apex of NARS, with NRI and RARS implementing research, training under NARC
Establish NARF, merge with NARDEF, integrate with NARC
Finalize NARC Vision 2011-30 consistent with ADS
Establish NRI for Horticulture, Animal Health, and Aquaculture and Fisheries
Establish RARS in high hills, mid hills, terai of FWDR
Establish Agricultural Mechanization Centers in terai (2), mid hills (1), and high hills (1) within existing
research centers
Consolidate and restructure RARS and programs to avoid duplication
Strengthen linkages within the research-educational-extension triangle
Strengthened agricultural education system
Improve facilities and capacity of Agricultural University
Establish new Departments in Agriculture and Forestry University
Establish Agribusiness Department
Establish Technology Dissemination Department
Support for joint educational and research programs
Establish Agricultural University partner operations with private sector
Establish new agricultural/veterinary science colleges in other regions
Strengthen capacity of CTEVT
Strengthen capacity of professional staff from government, educational system, and private sector
through overseas higher education degrees and trainings.
Mainstream food and nutrition security into existing agricultural education system
Adequately sized farms that use land efficiently and sustainably
Decide and adopt a policy statement to review or implement existing legislation and policies pertaining
to land reform
Issue a Government Order under the Lands Act to consolidate functions under a Land Management
Office
Establish land tribunals to settle tenancy and dual ownership cases
Set and enforce targets for reduction of land holdings to the permitted ceiling
Introduce regulation, incentives and disincentives to promote owner-operated farms, farming
cooperatives and agribusiness farms.
Pilot a “National land Leasing Corporation" scheme
Reduce land fragmentation
Legal measures
Financial and tax incentives
Enact contract farming act to promote agri-business operations
Enact a Land Lease Act (could be part of Contract Farming Act) allowing long-term leasing at fair terms
without acquisition of tenancy rights
Implement land zoning policy
Identify degraded land for rehabilitation
Raise awareness of women's rights to land
Expanded and improved irrigation
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Output

Outcome

Activity

2.5.1
2.5.1.1
2.5.1.2
2.5.1.3
2.5.1.4
2.5.1.5
2.5.1.6
2.5.2
2.5.3
2.5.3.1
2.5.3.2
2.5.4
2.5.4.1
2.5.4.2
2.5.4.3
2.5.5
2.5.6
2.5.7
2.5.8
2.6
2.6.1
2.6.2
2.7
2.7.1
2.7.2
2.7.3
2.7.4
2.7.5
2.7.6
2.7.7
2.7.8
2.8
2.8.1
2.8.2
2.8.2.1
2.8.2.2
2.8.2.3
2.8.2.4
2.8.2.5
2.8.2.6
2.8.2.7
2.9
2.9.1
2.9.2
2.9.3
2.9.4
2.10
2.10.1
2.10.2
2.10.3
2.10.4
2.10.5
2.10.6
2.11
2.11.1
2.11.2
2.11.3
2.11.4
2.11.5
2.11.6
2.11.7
2.11.8

Expand irrigation area by most feasible means
Complete already commenced surface schemes
Pilot construction of medium pond/ recharge basins
Repair damaged surface schemes
Repair damaged tubewells
Construct new tubewells
Develop non-conventional irrigation
Increase effective area of existing schemes
Increase irrigation intensity
Improve catchment management
Construct inter-basin transfers
Improve irrigation system and on-farm water management
Reform and strengthen Irrigation Management Division to become the Department of Irrigation
Development
Provide adequate budget from government or ISF collection
Build capacity of WUA and farmers
Implement irrigation management system transfer
Establish funding for O&M, strengthen ISF
Implement integrated water resource management
Build capacity of women farmers
Access to agricultural inputs
Formulate consistent policy
Establish a voucher system for inputs
Implementation of seed policies
Enhance capacity of seed research stations
Promote private, cooperative, community based seed production
Enforce quality assurance systems
Promote production of hybrids
Establish an information system on seed demand and supply
Implement Biodiversity Policy
Pilot voucher system for seeds
Promote open pollinated, improved and local seed production system to address seed sovereignty
Improved fertilizer supply distribution system
Improvement in fertilizer distribution system with appropriate level of subsidy
Complimentary measures for efficient fertilizer use
Demonstration and awareness campaign
Promote organic and biofertilizer
Conduct feasibility studies on fertiliser production and procurement
Establish a fertilizer buffer stock
Establish a database and monitoring system on fertilizer
Voucher system for fertilizer
Enforce quality assurance systems
Improved animal breeds
Develop livestock policy including development of breeding and animal health
Capacity building for improved breeds production
Establish a voucher system for animal breeds
PPP program for availability of liquid nitrogen
Mechanization options accessible
Information dissemination
Improve customer access to finance
Capacity building for service and maintenance providers
Enable the business environment for leasing agricultural equipment
Revise regulation and taxes to support mechanization
Pilot a voucher scheme
Improved resilience of farmers
Research on stress tolerant varieties and breeds
Early warning system
Climate information and weather indexation systems
Pilot a Farmers Welfare Fund
Promote agricultural insurance
Strengthen food reserve system
Strengthen the seed and feed/fodder reserve system
Improve capacity of extension staff and farmers in climate smart agricultural practices
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Output

Outcome

Activity

2.11.9
2.12
2.12.1
2.12.2
2.13
2.13.1
2.13.2
2.13.3
2.13.4
2.13.5
2.13.6
2.13.7
2.13.8
2.13.9

5.3.1

Establish a fund for preparedness and response
Sustainable farming, GAP, and GVAHP adopted
Formulate standards
Extension programs with private sector
Forestry development
Strengthen enabling policy environment
Develop and integrate land use models with forestry
Forestry enterprises and marketing development
Enhance forestry GESI
Biodiversity conservation and climate change adaptation
Develop institutional and human resources
Research and extension for sustainable forestry
Develop a forestry investment strategy and plan
Develop a joint platform for policy

Activities related to Output 2.1 on a Decentralized Extension System Responsive to
Farmers and Agroenterprises’ Need

296.
Promote the establishment of Community Agricultural Extension Service Centers
(CAESC) in each VDC.Through awareness and capacity building activities initiated by the district
offices for agriculture and livestock, the ADS will facilitate the establishment of CAESC in each
VDC. The CAESC will be formed by local communities and will be governed by a board including
representatives of local communities, cooperatives, farmer organizations, and agroenterprises.
The members of the board will represent financial or in-kind contributions of different
stakeholders. Initial funding of the CAESC will be provided by a combination of VDC funding
(using the 15% guideline for agriculture investment), seed funding from the central government,
and contributions of the different groups of stakeholders represented in the board. Each CAESC
will be fully managed by its board and will recruit its own extension workers and technicians. The
management of the financial and human resources of the CAESC will be fully dependent on the
board of the CAESC.
297.
The Program Manager for the flagship Decentralized Science, Technology, and
Education Program (DSTEP) will organize the activities for the achievement of this output
including the following contributions:
a. Formulate general guidelines for the establishment of the CAESC
b. Conduct awareness campaign about the initiative
c. Carry out capacity building in supporting the establishment of the CAESC
d. Provide seed money for the establishment of the CAESC; the seed money will be
provided only under the condition that it leverages larger investment by the VDC
and the community/cooperatives/private sector for the establishment of the CAESC
e. Organize training of extension workers recruited by the CAESC
f. Provide technical backstopping of the CAESC through the network of government
Agriculture and Livestock Service Centers and Sub-centers (ALSC), district offices,
and regional and national training centers.
g. Carry out or commission external monitoring and evaluation of the CAESC
298.
The recurrent and program costs of the CAESC will be borne by the community centers
themselves. The VDC might decide each year to allocate a percentage of its budget to the CAESC.
The funding of the CAESC might also come from other sources (farmer organizations, private
sector, projects, etc) depending on the capacity of the management of the CAESC to raise funds.
Priority of extension activities will be decided by the Board of each CAESC. Priorities in extension
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work will be linked to support local programs. Local programs will coordinate with national
programs under ADS. The CAESC will be in the best position to target farmers in their community
and establish priorities consistent with their governance bodies. The CAESCs will be linked to the
government network of ALSCthrough exchange of information, training, and technical
backstopping. Considering the structuring of federal systems in Nepal, the number of CAESCs
might change according to the number of local bodies formed in new structures.
299.
Strengthen capacity of existing and planned agricultural and livestock service centers
and sub-centers (ALSC). The government has 378 agricultural service centers and 999livestock
service centers/sub-centers. The ALSCare often lacking in technical capacity of the staff to
provide effective services, and in operational funds to carry out programs. The improved
capacity of the government ALSCwill be critical to the success of the backstopping of CAESCs at
the VDC level. The ADS will support the strengthening of the ALSC as follows:
a. Strengthen capacity of ALSCtechnical staff through training, workshops,
demonstrations, and study tours. Specific capacity programs will address the
following:
i. Extension methods including farmer field schools (FFS), farmer marketing
schools and (FMS)
ii. Value chain development
iii. Sustainable agricultural practices
iv. Good agricultural and veterinary practices
v. GESI
vi. Nutrition
vii. Farm budgeting
viii. Business plan preparation
ix. Use of ICT in extension
x. Special needs of subsistence agriculture
b. Provide sufficient resources to carry out demonstrations and training activities
including organization of FFS and FMS, visits to farmers, and monitoring activities.
c. Improve physical infrastructure and equipment of agriculture and livestock service
centers and sub-centers.
300.
Promote a voucher system to empower farmers to access the best available
extension and advisory services that meet their demand. Establish the system on a pilot basis
at first and then upscale contingent on favorable review of the pilot. The activity will require the
following steps:
a. Design, implement and evaluate a pilot voucher scheme.
i.
Formulate the principles and institutional mechanism of a voucher system
for extension services, including clear criteria for targeting.
ii.
Develop manual for implementing voucher system.
iii.
Introduce targeting system for extension by which vouchers are primarily
targeted to subsistence and semi-commercial farmers in different
agroecological areas.
iv.
Approve a number of extension service providers that farmers can use to
redeem their vouchers. The extension service providers eligible to provide
extension services to farmers include private sector companies,
cooperatives, universities, NGOs, CSOs, professional associations, or PPP.
v.
Design an initial pilot for the voucher system including different target
groups of farmers (subsistence and semi-commercial) in different
agroecological areas.
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vi.

Conduct a baseline for the monitoring and evaluation of the voucher
system, making sure to include a control group in the monitoring and
evaluation process.
vii.
Monitor and evaluate the system and make recommendation for its
upscaling and replication or cancelling of the program.
b. Provide budget for extension and advisory services vouchers for 50,00052 farmers.
301.
In case a favorable review of the pilot recommends the extension and replication of the
voucher program to much larger number of beneficiaries allocation of adequate resources will b
required. These could be obtained either by new budget allocation of GON or by reallocation of
a part of existing fertilizer subsidies.
302.
Introduce farmer marketing schools(FMS) program to support the development of
commercial agriculture and value chains in those areas where prioritized value chain
development activities are planned through national programs (see section 5.4.5on value chain
development). The idea of farmer marketing school is to ensure sustainable and commercial
linkages between farmers and consumers. Extension agents will work not only with farmer
groups but with groups including farmers, traders, and agroenterprises (input suppliers,
processors, logistics companies) to ensure higher value addition at each stage of the value chain.
The activity will include different steps:
a. Establish program capacity and training of trainers (TOT), in FMS by developing
training material and capacity of extension agents.
b. Implement FMS in those VDC prioritized for value chain development.
i.
Identify groups of farmers, traders, and agroenterprises related to the
national programs for value chain development
ii.
Promote extension activities and information services to farmers and
enterprises in facilities located inside or near collection centers and
market centers where outreach will be more effective
iii.
Carry out farmer marketing schools program
iv.
Monitor and evaluate the program
303.
Promote Information Communication Technologies (ICTs) in agricultural extension.
Formulate program for ICT in agricultural extension involving use of two different technologies:
a. Provide PCs or tablets linked to internet for agro-information centers located in
CAESC
b. Provide mobile-based applications
304.
The applications (either computer-based or mobile-based) will provide technical and
market information to farmers. Public-private partnerships between extension services (public
or private), ITC companies, and mobile companies will be explored to make the services more
cost effective. The type of services that could be provided include information about seeds,
fertilizer, farming practices, market intelligence, crop forecasting, weather information, training
programs, call for proposal from various matching grant funds, exports and imports, etc.
305.
Facilitate linkages of farmer groups and organizations with financial institutions,
including commercial banks. This will require a few steps as follows:

52

The number of farmers in the pilot could be changed during implementation depending on budget
available and the complexity of the pilot. On average the pilot will cover about 667 farmers per district,
but the distribution might be altered depending on the level of development of the district. This comment
related to the number of farmers in the voucher pilot is valid for other voucher pilots (eg seed, fertilivers,
etc.) mentioned below.
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a. Conductcapacity building of farmer groups and organizations in basic accounting and
business plan preparation to ensure that they become more viable customers for
financial institutions and commercial banks.
b. Facilitate preparation of business plans for farmer group and organization to present
to financial institutions.
c. Organize quarterly or semi-annual workshops between farmer groups and
organization and financial institutions to establish an ongoing dialogue and linkages.
306.
Train field level technical personnel to be sensitized to GESI and nutrition. This will
involve a number of measures such as:
a. Training in GESI and nutrition, incorporation into extension programs, particularly
nutrition targeted to women.
b. Promote policy for increasingthe representation of women in JT, JTA, and build GESI
knowledge into the incentive-based reward system for promotion of technical
personnel.
5.3.2

Activities related to Output 2.2 on a Decentralized Research System Responsive to
Farmers and Agroenterprises’ Need

307.
Restructure the national agricultural research system (NARS). The NARS will be
decentralized and made more responsive to the research needs of farmers, cooperatives, and
agro-enterprises. The National Agricultural Research Council (NARC) will not implement any
research projects and programs. Its functions will include formulating agricultural research
policies, maintaining international relations and linkages, setting national standards,
coordinating with national and international research institutes and educational organizations.
NARC will act as the apex institution in national agriculture research system, a policy body to
coordinate, facilitate, consolidate, monitor and evaluate research projects, fund research
projects, manage human resources and training, and promote research linkages at national and
international levels. Further NARC will endorse the research activities of individual farmers,
independent research organizations and private sectors. The basic research, long term strategic
research, applied research and adaptive research will be implemented by National agricultural
research institutes (NARI). Agro-ecologically based regional agricultural research stations (RARS)
will be responsible for collaborative and action research, and only action research will be
managed at village level. Local level research activities will be managed according to the
standards of central government. NARI and RARS will provide back up to local level stakeholders
like CAESC, cooperatives, agro-enterprises, and others. The investment in public research
institutions will be for public goods in agriculture such as food and nutrition security, food
safety, bio safety, mitigating effect of climate change, environment and biodiversity
conservation and reducing poverty. The restructuring will include:
a. Establishment of National Agriculture Research Fund (NARF) integrated with
NARC. The existing NARDEF will be merged with NARF.
b. Finalize the NARC Vision 2011-2030 consistent with ADS strategy and taking into
account the needs of commercial and subsistence agriculture.
c. Increasing number of national research institutes. In addition to the existing
National Agriculture Research Institute (NARI) and National Animal Science
Research Institute (NASRI), establish the National Horticulture Research Institute
(NHRI), the National Animal Health Research Institute (NAHRI) and the National
Aquaculture and Fisheries Research Institute (NAFRI).
d. Establish Agricultural Research Stations at different agro-ecological zones (high
hills, mid hills, and terai) in the Far Western Region to complement the recent
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decision to transform the Agricultural Research Station in Doti into a Regional
Agriculture Research Station (RARS) in Far Western Region.
e. Establishment of Agriculture Mechanization Centers in the terai (2), mid hills (1),
and high hills (1) within existing research centers.
f. Consolidate research stations and programs that are physically located in the
proximity and perform similar research activities. It will reduce administrative
cost and duplication of resources especially operational expenses.
308.
Strengthen linkages within the Research-Education-Extension (REE) triangle including
with private sector. NARC will establish functional linkages with educational institutions and
with the extension service for the availability and sharing of their facilities including for
educational purpose. Private sector will be involved in agriculture research and technology
sectors through partnerships. The gene bank and animal genetic resource program need to be
strengthened for the use of IPR. Similarly agriculture education institutions will be used in
academic research that promotes genetic enhancement and supports applied research through
collaborative projects and research grants funded by NARF and other sources. NARC will:
a. Establish guidelines on functional REE linkages for sharing facilities, staff and
program collaboration with educational institutions and extension service.
b. Establish guidelines for REE private sector partnership incorporating provisions
for commercialization and protection of potential return on commercial
investment under Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) law.
5.3.3

Activities related to Output 2.3 on a Strengthened Agricultural Education System

309.
The ADS will support a comprehensive package of measures to ensure closer
integration with research and extension, improved capacity of the university, agricultural
colleges, and vocational schools, and better response to the needs of farmers and agroenterprises. These measures will include:
310.
Improve facilities and capacity of Agricultural University, based on periodic requests
for improved laboratories and audiovisual and ICT equipment.
311.
Establish new departments in the Agriculture and Forestry University, including an
Agribusiness Department and a Technology Dissemination Department.
312.
Support for joint educational, research and extension programs with NARC institutes
under NARF and other funding sources, and with extension departments and district officers,
including under the voucher system.
313.
Establish Agricultural University partner operations with private sector. This may
involve innovative ways such as: renting/leasing facilities, training to private/community
organizations, and contract research under IPR.
314.

Establish new agricultural/veterinary science colleges in other regions of Nepal.

315.
Strengthen capacity of Centers for Technical Education and Vocation Training (CTEVT)
through curriculum improvement and training of trainers. Ensure trainers are well acquainted
with the needs of commercial and subsistence agriculture and able to direct trainees to research
and extension resources to address their specific problems.
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316.
Strengthen capacity of professional staff from government, educational system, and
private sector through overseas degrees and training. This will involve establishing an ADS
Scholarship program to fund both short term and long term training and degrees for
professional to study abroad, consistently with government regulations and needs. The program
could be designed ensuring that after conferring degrees abroad, the beneficiaries have the
obligations of returning to Nepal for a period of at least 2 years, in the same organizations from
where they had left. The scholarship program should be open to government staff and nongovernment staff including educational organizations staff and students, and private sector
professionals.
317.
Mainstream food and nutrition security into existing agricultural education system,
through coordination between public health/medical institutes and agricultural universities,
colleges, and vocational schools.
5.3.4

Activities related to Output 2.4 on a Farming Sector composed of adequately sized
Farmers that use Land efficiently and sustainably

318.
Decide and adopt a policy statement to review or implement existing legislation and
policies pertaining to land reform. This will include land use planning, land fragmentation, land
tenure, land ceiling, etc., while protecting the interest of farmers and providing the framework
for the commercialization of agricultural production. Farmer organizations, cooperatives, and
private sector representatives will need to be involved in the decision together with the
government. Representatives of farmer organizations, cooperatives, and private sector will need
to be members of any future land commission that the government might initiate.
319.
Issue a Government Order under the Lands Act to consolidate functions under a Land
Management Office. This will include functions of the existing Land Revenue Office, Land
Reform Office, District Survey and Measurement Office, to fulfill the following functions:
a. Land Survey;
b. Cadastral Survey;
c. Management of Public, Government and Trust (Guthi) Land
d. Land Ceiling Enforcement; and
e. Land Registration
320.

Establish land tribunals to settle tenancy and dual ownership cases. To that end a. Enact amendment to Lands Act 2021 that transfer responsibility for
determination of disputed pre-1964 tenancy rights and dual ownership cases
(Article 26 B) from the Land Reform Officer or Land Revenue Officer (the
“prescribed authority” under the Act) to land tribunals formed of a professional
judge of the District Court flanked by a representative of the landowners and a
representative of the tenants.
b. Set numerical goals for the settlement of these cases per year and region
c. Determine sanctions upon District Land Management Offices that do not meet
the targets

321.
Set and enforce targets for reduction of land holdings to the permitted ceiling by the
Lands Act and determine sanctions upon District Land Management Offices that do not meet the
targets.
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322.
Introduce regulation, incentives and disincentives to promote owner operated farms,
farming cooperatives and agribusiness farms. Improving sharecropping arrangements53,
reducing absentee landlord phenomena, and promoting land productivity will be supported by:
a. Incentives and disincentives:
i. Reduce the maximum permissible sharecropping ratio of 50 – 50 (Lands
Act, Article 33) to a ratio that will induce the sale of tilled land from
landlords (especially absentee landlords) to the tillers, taking into
consideration level of productivity of land;
ii. Impose an increasing rate of land tax on arable lands left fallow;
iii. Amend Lands Act to ensure that the utilization of land by tillers through
sharecropping arrangements will not lead to acquisition of tenancy
rights, thereby protecting sellers of land;
iv. Identify financial incentives (including, e.g. tax deductions for sellers; or
matching grants possibly via the Poverty Alleviation Fund) for the
acquisition of land by landless tenants from absentee landlords;
v. Clarify by policy statement that new tenancy rights will not be accrued.
b. Formulate and enact a Land Lease Act (or include in Contract Farming Act) which
will allow a long-term leasing at fair terms (fixed rent or sharecropping) without
acquisition of tenancy rights;
c. Promote and encourage formation of multi-purpose agricultural cooperatives
and other communal or consolidated forms of joint farming including by:
i.
Amending the Cooperatives Act and the Land Act to allow land pooling
(with or without registration in name of cooperative, with protection
against tenancy acquisition arrangements);
ii.
Amending the Cooperatives Act to facilitate formation of multipurpose cooperatives as well as other forms of
communal/consolidated forms of farming rather than the single
purpose formats, including for purposes of joint tilling and/or joint
inputs (including FMIS), joint outputs and the enactment of an
effective oversight body to ensure proper management;
iii.
Tax and financial incentives.
323.
Pilot a “Land leasing corporation” scheme to facilitate land leasing of currently
unutilized land.“Land leasing corporation” refers to the idea of a land leasing company that
provides intermediation between owners of land and prospective renters of land. The
intermediary company guarantees the right of the owners and facilitates long-term leasing of
land by private individuals, cooperatives, or private enterprises.
324.
Reduce land fragmentation.Government would introduce legal, financial and tax
incentives to reduce fragmentation.
a. Legal measures.
i.
Review the traditional inheritance law (Mulki Ayn) and make
recommendations related to the possibility of allowing leaving land by
testamentary disposition to one heir only;
ii.
Create lower limit on registration of sub-divisions of small agricultural
plots to the effect that subdivisions of small plots because of
inheritance (or sale)54.
53

Keeping in mind that not all sharecropping arrangements are necessarily exploitative.
Once zoning is introduced in Nepal, any subdivision of existing plots will be subject a procedure that
could prevent creation of unsustainable plot sizes.
54
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b. Financial and tax incentives. These will aim to encourage absentee (non-farmer)
heirs to sell their inherited plot to the heir that tills the land by provision of:
iii.
fallow land tax (see above);
iv.
soft loans (e.g. through Agricultural Development Bank);
v.
protection of seller from acquisition of tenancy during the years that
the tiller pays for the land to the absentee-heir;
vi.
introduct a “plot tax”
325.
alia:

Enact Contract Farming Actto promote agri-business operations, that includesinter
a. Collective bargaining arrangements with multiple small farmers
b. Protection of the parties to the contract (farmers against exploitation through
credit and accumulation of debt and contractors against unauthorized sales)
c. Provisions on insurance of crops and livestock
d. Implementation of the Secured Transaction Act by establishment of Pledge
Registry for Movable Property.

326.
Enact Land-Lease Act (possibly as part of a Contract Farming Act) as a viable alternative
to the sharecropping (with concern that tenancy may be re-enacted), and as a basis for
agribusiness farming arrangements that provides for a. Fair lease contracts (i.a. – fixed fee or reasonable sharecropping ratios)
b. Measures to prevent acquisition of tenancy rights in long-term lease relations
c. Ability to secure long-term leases by agribusinesses for farming.
327.

Implement Land Zoning Policy.
a. Introduce a simple zoning system on the basis of the existing Land Classification
prepared by the Ministry of Land Reform and Management (MOLRM) by
Government Order to be issued under Article 51E (1) the Lands Act and the
recently approved Land Use Policy, as required by the Lands Act (Chapter 9A) to
be able to prevent land plotting.
b. Formulate bylaws to accompany the recently approved Land Use Policy;
determine in the bylaws that the Ministry of Federal Affair and Local
Development may not change municipal boundaries of lands that are classified
as agricultural lands without the consent of the Ministry of Agriculture
Development and the Ministry of Land Reform and Management.

328.
Identify degraded land for rehabilitation and support program for rehabilitating
degraded land. This will involve survey and identification of suitable areas for rehabilitation,
under collaboration between MOAD, MOFSC, MOLRM and local communities. It may include
river beds/ flood damaged areas, eroded hill and mountain land, and degraded forest. After
identification of degraded land, a program for rehabilitating degraded land will be establish
through integration of farm, forestry, fishery, livestock, and soil conservation measures.
329.
Raise awareness on women’s rights to land. ADS will support legal literacy and proGESI mechanisms to communicate with women and excluded groups. Mechanisms will include
joint ownership, establishment of incentives such as tax rebate policy if the land is registered
under women’s name, equal inheritance rights for women.
5.3.5

Activities related to Output 2.5 on Irrigation Area expanded equitably and viably, and
improved Irrigation Efficiency and Management
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330.
ADS will support a comprehensive package of infrastructure and capacity building for
irrigation development. The large scale of the investment and resources required suggests that
Government and development partners may implement the recommendations under
manageable subprojects.
331.
Expand irrigation area by most feasible means. The activities supported under ADS will
include:
a. Complete already commenced surface schemes. An estimated 80,000 ha
remains to be completed in ongoing projects mostly in lowland areas, including
the Sikta, Ranijamara and Babai Mahakali Irrigation, Karnali Zone Irrigation
Development Project, Medium Irrigation and Sunsari-Morang and Bagmati
Irrigation Projects, and others. About 113,000 ha of these schemes have been
completed at a cost of $477 million, approximately $4,200/ha. Based on this, the
estimated cost for completion of 80,000 ha is $320 million.
b. Pilot construction of medium pond/recharge basins. These are basins that
store water and recharge groundwater, for use by both irrigation and water
supply. They may be linked with surface or non-conventional irrigation (e.g.
sprinklers, drip systems). At present no agency is specifically concerned with
multi-purpose water resource development, but the Groundwater Resources
Development Board (GWRDB) may be appropriate.
i. Identify an appropriate responsible agency and conduct a study to
identify potential recharge basin sites based on farmers’ need and
estimated cost-benefit analysis.
ii. Construct pilot recharge basins under ADS, and replicate based on
impact assessment.
c. Repair damaged surface systems, based on farmers’ demand.
i. Prepare an inventory of damaged systems, estimate rehabilitation cost
and prepare a project for government or donor funding for the
rehabilitation.
ii. Implement the surface irrigation rehabilitation project, to cover a
preliminary estimate of 34,000ha, costing about $34 million at average
of $1,000/ha.
d. Repair damaged tubewells, based on farmers’ demand.
i. Each GWRDB should develop an inventory of tubewells that need repair,
using GIS to plot position, ownership, condition and reason for nonoperation.
ii. Prepare a project for government or donor funding for the
rehabilitation.
iii. Implement the tubewell repair project covering a preliminary estimate
of 24,000ha, costing $2.4 million at average of $100/ha.
e. Construct new tubewells. STW capable of irrigating 2.5 to 4 ha cost around
Rs70,000, including bore, lining, pump, pumpshed and water distribution hose
(layflat). At between $250 and $400 per ha, an STW is less than 10% of the cost
per hectare of a surface scheme. ADS however recognizes that farmers prefer
surface schemes, since with STW they have to pay the electricity, kerosene or
diesel cost of pumping. New deep tubewells are not recommended, until the
STW program is nearing completion, since they are far more expensive per
hectare irrigated and have greater requirements for social organization.
i. Prepare a project to construct new tubewells: (i) covering an estimated
75,000 ha (of 150,000 ha potential), (ii) involving private sector in the
provision of equipment, construction and technical advice, and (iii) an
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f.

incentive package such as cost-sharing, removal of VAT and duties on
pumpsets and pipes.
ii. Implement the project.
Develop non-conventional irrigation (NCI), especially in hill areas. NCI based on
small local water sources or water harvesting will be a preferable option. NCI
including gravity piped, water harvesting and small-scale pumped systems,
based on drip or sprinkler irrigation for high value crop production is
consequently recommended as the focus of ADS irrigation sector investment in
the hills. In the Terai, continuation of the treadle pump program is
recommended, together with small lift pumping systems from nearby streams or
other water sources. Additional methods include provision of hydraulic rams to
lift water to land above river level.Steps to promote development of NCI
supported by ADS are:
i. Prepare an NCI development project for financing through a: (i) districtwise survey to identify suitable areas/ agri-communities for NCI
development (this output will update the Irrigation Master Plan); (ii)
linkage to other development initiatives, e.g. horticulture value chain
development, pond/ recharge basins; (iii) identifying government,
donor, private sector, and beneficiary funding partners and mechanisms
such as cost sharing, incentive package for private sector equipment
suppliers and commercial bank financing.
ii. Implement the NCI development pilot cost-sharing project. Subsequent
NCI development assumes private sector is fully able to develop the
market for these technologies.

332.
Increase effective area of existing schemes. ADS will support the following measures,
on a cost-sharing basis (e.g. farmers contribute labor).
a. Increase irrigation efficiency. An estimated 170,000ha of irrigation schemes
operate at less than 40% efficiency. ADS will therefore encourage water user
associations (WUA) and farmers to increase the efficiency of irrigation by
support for: (i) lining or upgrading canals to reduce transmission losses; (ii)
control structures to improve water management and distribution; (iii) landleveling, better management, and constructing distribution networks (field
channels); (iv) piped water conveyance in special need situation; and (v) building
capacity of WUA in efficient irrigated agriculture management.
b. Expand command area. ADS will support canal network expansion to increase
the irrigable area served by an existing irrigation system.
c. Improve water allocation and crop planning through provision of irrigated
agriculture extension services to assist representative farmers from all sections
of the canal to prepare cropping plans with involvement of to improve water
distribution, crop productivity, equity and strengthening WUAs.
d. Construct permanent headworks and improve main canals on farmer-managed
irrigation systems (FMIS). Government and donor funded programs to assist
FMIS improve their main systems will be continued under ADS.
i. Identify selected schemes and needs based on site conditions and local
hydrology.
ii. Prepare and implement works and build capacity for around 7000 FMIS.
e. Construct STWs in the tail areas of water short systemsfor supplementary water
supply, under the proposed tubewell development program.
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Irrigation Target by Water Source
NCI 70,000ha,
7%
Ground water
174, 000ha,
16%

Surface
827,000ha,
77%
Figure 14: Irrigation Target by Water Source

333.
These activities are expected to increase the irrigated area to a target of more than
80% of the potential irrigated area (Table 30). The majority (77%) will be from completion and
rehabilitation of surface irrigation schemes, while new and rehabilitated ground water tube
wells will contribute 16%.
Table 30: Irrigation target by water source
IRRIGATION
Outputs/
units
Activities
1.1 Ongoing surface irrigation
developments completed
2.1 Develop NCI in Hills and Terai
2.2 Develop new surface irrigation
2.3 Construct new shallow tubewells
2.4 Define IMT project
Successor project
2.5 Inter-basin transfer schemes a/
3.1 Damaged surface schemes in Hills
and Terai repaired
3.2 Damaged shallow and deep
tubewells repaired
3.3 Headworks and main canals
improved on around 7000 FMIS b/
4.1 Irrigation efficiency on existing
schemes improved c/
4.2 Water courses/field canals
constructed d/
Total

New
'000ha
by
2033
80

Year-Round Irrigation Targets
Surface Ground
NCI total
water
'000 ha
80

4000 ha/y
1000 ha/y
150,000 ha
40,000 ha

70
20
150
40

70

50,000 ha
3 projects x
70000ha
4k ha/y

5
150

0
150

67

67

2k ha/y

24

25 ha/
scheme

170

20
150
0

24
170

10,000 ha/y

170

10,000 ha/y

170
776

827

174

70
1,071
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IRRIGATION
Outputs/
units
Activities

New
'000ha
by
2033

Year-Round Irrigation Targets
Surface Ground
NCI total
water
'000 ha

Nepal potential irrigable area
Target year-round irrigated area %
percent of target by type

1,280
84%
77%

16%

7%

334.
Increase irrigation intensity. On surface systems, around 70% of the irrigable area is
limited to supplementary monsoon season irrigation due to seasonal river flows, unwillingness
of farmers to pay for pumping costs and lack of reliable electricity supply. ADS will support
increasing irrigation intensity by:
a. Improve catchment management and restoration including the program of
Churia areas conservation, under responsibility of the Ministry of Forests and
Soil Conservation.
b. Constructinter-basin transfer schemes (IBT) to move water from permanent to
seasonal rivers to augment supply in water-short irrigation systems if
economically justified by generation of hydropower. Full environmental impacts
must be assessed and mitigated for approval of any IBT. Specific activities are:
i. DOI to review East-West water transfer project proposal;
ii. Design and construct 7 IBT systems for hydro-electricity power and
irrigation with full EIA and safeguards.
335.
Improve irrigation system and on-farm water management. ADS will provide support
for better irrigation system and on-farm water management by:
a. Reform and strengthen the existing Irrigation Management Division to become
the Department of Irrigation Development, for better management of agencymanaged irrigation systems (AMIS);
b. Provide adequate levels of budget, either from national resources or the
collection of adequate irrigation service fees (ISF);
c. Build capacity of WUAs and provide advice and possibly funding to farmers to
improve their irrigation systems and practices.
336.
Implement irrigation management transfer (IMT). WUAs or water committees are
managing almost all of the 15,000 or so irrigation systems in Nepal. However, the main systems
of 32 DOI developed irrigation schemes are managed by the Agency (DOI), with secondary and
lower canals managed by WUAs and water user groups. ADS will support IMT to the WUAs to
take responsibility for main systems in all or most of the remaining AMIS. Actions to be
supported include:
a. Joint (agency/WUA) management for large schemes, but with greater
responsibility progressively transferred to the WUA, for example in relation to
employment of gatekeepers.
b. Full responsibility and ownership transferred a WUA or a federation of WUAs for
medium schemes (5,000 to 10,000ha).
c. Prepare and implement an Irrigation Management Transfer pilot project for two
medium to large irrigation systems, with formation of farmer-owned Irrigation
Management Company or cooperative (IMC) as one component, and TA
commissioned to study international experience and recommend the
mechanisms for ownership transfer. IMC would be responsible for operational
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and financial management including setting and collection of ISF, with the WUA
(or federation of WUAs) acting as the board, and a professional irrigation
manager (e.g. DOI engineer) appointed to recruit operational management staff.
d. Harmonizing and streamlining legal structures required for ownership transfer
to WUAs.
337.
Establish funding for Operation and Maintenance (O&M).DOI is responsible for
headworks and main canal management, including O&M of the main system of AMIS. WUAs are
intended to contribute part of the irrigation service fee (ISF) that they collect, but this is
currently not effective in a large majority of schemes. In the short term ADS will support
measures to promote and enforce ISF collection to provide adequate funds for O&M of the
lower canals, and a contribution to main system maintenance. Measures include:
a. Introduce incentives into the system, with (for example) government budget
support proportional to ISF collection, with a time lag sufficient to allow the
amount to be included in the budget request.
b. Introduce legislation to require a receipt for ISF payment to be attached to land
tax payment. This option would require full or partial exemptions to be
permitted when water cannot be provided to a particular canal or farmer.
c. Enforce the existing requirement that ISF payments be brought up to date
before a land sale can be registered.
d. Define and charge ISFs – per crop in the short-term, and per volume of water in
the long term on schemes with volumetric metering.
338.

Implement integrated water resource management.
a. Finalize the Integrated Water Resources Management (IWRM) policy drafted in
2010.
b. Introduce the IWRM nationally, with management based on hydraulic boundary,
starting in areas where there is inter-sectoral competition or conflict over water.

339.
Build capacity of Women Farmers in Irrigated Agriculture and Water Resource
Management.The programs to improve irrigation and water resources management designed
under the ADS will include a capacity building module. In order to meet GESI dimension a
program of capacity building for women farmers in how to build, manage, and maintain
irrigation system will need to accompany other measures.
5.3.6

Activities related to Output 2.6 on Timely Access to Quality Agricultural Inputs at
Affordable Price

340.
Formulate consistent policy for agricultural input supply and distribution. ADS will
support formulation of policies that include:
a. Target the poor, women, marginal, and remote farmers.
b. Size of subsidy rationalized with other possible uses of public resources.
c. Phasing out subsidies over time to avoid creating dependency or negative
impact if they are withdrawn abruptly.
d. Affordability to be sustained within the government’s revenue and budget
capacity.
e. Monitoring subsidies distribution according to the regulations.
f. Outcome and impact evaluation of the subsidies.
341.

Guidelines for such a policy in order to ensure consistency with the overall ADS are:
a. Consistency over time: Do not create abrupt changes unless those are
announced with sufficient lead time and an adjustment policy is well designed.
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b. Promotion of private and cooperative sector: do not use subsidies to promote
parastatals at the detriment of the private and cooperative sector involved in
the supply and distribution of inputs.
c. Periodic review of subsidy policy. A periodic review of the subsidy policy should
be conducted (eg every 5 years). On the basis of the study the level, area and
duration of subsidy will be declared for the subsequent five years. Some
subsidies might be phased out (if they have accomplished their objectives) and
others might be introduced.
d. Promotion of competitiveness: ensure that there are complementary measures
to ensure competitiveness (for example demonstrations about effective and
efficient input use).
e. Promotion of sustainability: ensure the sustainable use of input through
improved practices and assured supply and distribution chains.
f. Promotion of quality: ensure that agencies responsible to assure the quality of
agricultural input have the capacity, resources, and authority of doing so.
g. Inclusiveness: ensure that good and timely inputs are accessible to everybody
particularly to the less favored groups.
h. Regressive nature of subsidies: do not create a situation in which the greatest
beneficiaries of the subsidy system are those who need the subsidies the least.
342.
Establish voucher system for inputs whereby targeted farmers are provided with a
voucher that empowers them to purchase the input of their preference. First develop a manual
for implementation of the system; then pilot the system and on the basis of a positive review of
the pilot, replicate the system and upscale. If evaluation leads to a replication and expansion of
the voucher system, then a clear exit strategy should be established.
5.3.7

Activities related to Output 2.7 on Effective Implementation of Existing Seed55 Policies
including Seed Vision 2025 through sufficient Investment in Resources and Capacity
Building.

343.
The activities related to seed are consistent with Seed Vision 2025, Agricultural
Biodiversity Policy 2005, and Seed Regulation 2069.
344.
Enhance capacity of seed research stations to produce breeder and foundation seeds.
This will involve:
a. Increased funding to enhance capacity of public research institutions and
research stations, universities, and private sector industry.
b. Maintaining good quality land races and open pollinated varieties (OPVs) of
different crops in the areas that are dominated by subsistence agriculture, and
establish good linkages with international agencies.
345.
Promote private and cooperative sector and community based seed production. This
will involve:
a. Promoting partnerships with relevant public, private and cooperative
organizations, farms and nurseries for production of quality planting materials
b. Encouraging private and cooperative sector to slowly take over the commercial
production of saplings, seeds, while the role of government is that of facilitator,
quality control, policy and regulations formulation, information provider, and
monitoring and evaluation
55

Seed in the ADS includes both crop seed and fodder seed.
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c. Providing breeder and foundation seed to private and cooperative seed growers
d. Promotingpublic and private sector to produce breeder, foundation and hybrid
seeds
e. Promoting seed enterprise as an industry catering to the national needs and for
export
f. Promoting community based seed production and agro-biodiversity in
inaccessible remote areas.
346.

Enforce quality assurance systems. This will involve:
a. Strengthening planting materials certification processes through improved
capacity of concerned public organizations
b. Enforcing compliance of nurseries with farm inputs quality standards
c. Encouraging provision of quality control and certification from private sector as
well as government
d. Enforce legislation that compensates farmers when purchasing poor quality
seed not complying with existing standards

347.

Promote production of hybrids. This will involve:
a. Allowing imports of suitable hybrids after necessary testing.
b. Encouraging local hybrid seed production within GON organizations, the private
and cooperative sector, and in partnership with foreign companies.

348.
Establish an information system about seed demand and supply. This will involve an
updated database available to the public containing timely information about seed production
and seed stock for main crops with information about nurseries, breeding stations, and research
centers. The database will also contain estimated demand by crop and area and information
about suppliers and inspections. Ensure information is readily available to women, Dalit,
Janajati/Adivasi, and Madhesi farmers.
349.

Implement Biodiversity Policy. This will involve:
a. Strengthening collection, classification, and assessment of diversified bio
resources relevant to agriculture, and support scientific report/ documentation
b. Initiate a system of registration of agro-biodiversity
c. Develop regulation for the research and experimentation of Nepalese Biodiversity and Genetic Resources
d. Restrict the import, production and use of Genetically Modified Organism (Seed,
crops and livestocks) except for research to avoid negative impact on biodiversity, genetic resources, and human health.

350.
Pilot voucher system for seeds whereby targeted farmers are provided with a voucher
that empowers them to purchase the input (in this case seeds) of their preference. First pilot the
system and on the basis of a positive review of the pilot, replicate the system and upscale.
5.3.8

Activities related to Output 2.8 on a pragmatic Solution to Fertilizer Supply that is
acceptable in the short-term, clearly indicates a Strategy for the medium and long
term, and aims at Improving Productivity

351.
Gradual transformation of fertilizer subsidy system into more effective delivery.
Maintain fertilizer subsidy at currentlevel in the short term, review them in the medium term
and adjust them in the long term.This will involve implementing a study possibly entitled
‘Review of Impact of Fertilizer Subsidy’ every 5 years during ADS.
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352.
Complementary measures to improve productivity and fertilizer use efficiency will
involve promoting a greater private sector role, and include:
a. Demonstration and awareness campaign to demonstrate efficient use of
fertilizer and educate farmers about the cost and benefit of efficient use of
fertilizer. The campaign should involve private sector fertilizer suppliers, e.g. to
sponsor or conduct demonstrations and provide technical information to
farmers.
b. Promote organic and bio-fertilizer at least at the supplementary or
complementary level that can sustain the soil fertility and use inorganic
fertilizers to attain higher production and productivity. This will involve:
i. Extension on best practices and demonstrations involving private sector
suppliers and manufacturers.
ii. Facilitating establishment of commercial bio-fertilizer production
enterprises based on municipal biomass and agro-processing waste, e.g.
through PPP, quality and safety analysis, and registration of products
that meet government standards.
c. Conduct feasibility studies on fertilizer production and procurement. These
studies might include feasibility of:
i. Establishing a fertilizer factory in the country under PPP arrangement;
ii. Obtaining equity shares of fertilizers factory outside the country,
possibly as a FDI trade deal with neighbors wanting hydro-electric power
and irrigation water;
iii. Establishing long-term contracts with foreign suppliers of fertilizer (both
in India and third countries).
d. Establish a fertilizer buffer stock under PPP arrangement.
e. Establish database and monitoring system on fertilizer use and distribution,
including both official and informal import (the latter to be obtained through
survey data).
f. Establish voucher system for fertilizer whereby targeted farmers are provided
with a voucher that empowers them to purchase the input (in this case chemical
or organic/bio-fertilizer) of their preference. First pilot the system and on the
basis of a positive review of the pilot, replicate the system and upscale.
g. Enforce quality assurance systems. This will involve:
i. Strengthening fertilizer inspection through improved capacity of
concerned public organizations
ii. Enforcing compliance of importers and dealers with fertilizer quality
standards
iii. Encouraging provision of quality control and certification from private
sector as well as government
5.3.9

Activities related to Output 2.9 on a Variety of Improved Animal Breeds Appropriate
for the Nepal Farming Systems Conditions are available to Farmers

353.

Develop livestock policyincluding breeding development and animal health.

354.

Capacity building for improved breeds production.
a. Support pure breeds production farms.
b. Promote private sector and cooperatives to produce improved breeds with
proper recording of progeny, productivity, and efficiency.
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c. Expansion of artificial insemination laboratories and service for the promotion of
breeding programs for breeds improvement.
d. Support private sector to establish grandparent stocks of poultry.
e. Support production of improved breeds to private sector.
f. Support recording and improvement of quality, health status, productivity of
improved herds.
g. Support implementation of livestock insurance schemes.
355.
Establish a voucher system for animal breeds, veterinary services, and livestock
insurance, whereby targeted farmers are provided with a voucher that empowers them to
purchase the inputof their preference. First pilot the system and on the basis of a positive review
of the pilot, replicate the system and upscale.
356.
Reliable, efficient and continuous supply of Liquid Nitrogen (LN2) for the AI program.
One of the effective approaches could be the establishment of LN2 plant on PPP model.

5.3.10 Activities related to Output 2.10 on a Range of Mechanization Options accessible to
Farmers through the Private Sector
357.
A mechanization strategy focusing on awareness creation, demand stimulation, a
concessionary financing arrangement, technical capacity building of the dealer network,
particularly for the 2-wheel power tillers and mini-tiller dealers throughout the country and
some modifications in taxation. This strategy needs a lot of coordination with the private sector
equipment providers and with the commercial banking sector. The approach would be oriented
to: (i) power tillers with multifunctional tilling options in the terai; (ii) gradual increase in the
numbers of mini 2-wheelers (with some optional attachments) in hilly areas; and (iii) laborsaving low energy implements and mechanized irrigation in the mountains. There would be four
components to this strategy:
358.
Information dissemination: The private sector has engaged strongly in sales of 4wheelers with approximately 4,500 tractors sold in 2011, but most farmers and potential clients
of 2-wheelers (and mini tillers) have little information on 2-wheel tractor options and benefits.
Therefore ADS will support the conduct of social marketing campaigns on a cost sharing basis
with 2-wheel tractor importers and dealers emphasizing the advantages of a 2-wheel tractor
over the traditional forms of cultivation, harvesting etc. There would be three separate
campaigns one for the mountains, one for the hills and one for the terai. Each one of them
would have the same aim, to inform farmers of the potential options and choices, however the
orientation and relative weighting of these options would be different in the three different
agro-economic zones.
359.
Improve customer access to finance: Although 4-wheel tractors fall under the regular
financing schemes of the commercial banks (hire-purchase), the 2-wheel tractors are largely
ignored by bank financing and without license plates, the banks are hesitant to provide loans to
the prospective owners of the mini-tillers. Likewise the importers and dealers of the 2-wheeled
power tillers have yet to pursue the same kind of aggressive financing implemented by a few of
the 4-wheel tractor dealers. Some commercial banks have shown a keen interest in financing 2wheel tractor sales through dealer financing rather than through consumer financing. Dealers
are already providing credit for mini tillers. With the dealers and importers co-investing in
providing loans to the prospective clients, it is expected that sales would increase significantly
from the first year itself.
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a. Promote commercial banks to finance dealers to on-lend to their customers
under two options:
i. Extend credit on commercial terms to dealers so that they can also onlend at rates around 17%56;
ii. Access cheaper credit from the Rastra Bank’s “deprived sector” lending
program although there are restrictions on the targeting of end users.
360.
Capacity building of service and maintenance providers: Though the 2-wheelers’ and
mini-tillers’ technical configuration is relatively simple and can be compared to that of the diesel
pump sets or even motorcycles, the linkage with after sales service and spare parts is poor.
Hence it is proposed that ADS supports:
a. Dealers to increase the technical capacity of the smaller existing workshops that
are scattered through the countryside, instead of setting up their own repair
workshops. These workshops could also stock spare parts and act as small
brokers for some of the 30-35 dealers operating in major commercial centers.
b. Dealers to offer technical training for 1,000 farmer/service providers to enable
them to become local experts in the impacts of mechanization (additional
germination rates, cost saving implications, the advantage of zero leveling, the
impact of seed drills etc.)
361.
Enable the business environment for leasing agricultural equipment. Introduce the
following legal measures that would allow leasing companies to operate:
a. Legal clarification (ruling) that the Banking Institutions Act does not restrict nonbanking institutions to engage in leasing; and
b. Establish a pledge registry (under the Secured Transactions Act or under by
amendment to the Contracts Act) to allow securing the financing for leasing
operations by leasing companies.
362.
Revise regulation and taxes to support mechanization: To accompany the three above
mentioned components, government will implement the following supportive fiscal measures:
a. Waive the VAT amount and import duty on spare parts (which is over 28%), to
reduce the proliferation of sub-standard spare parts brought illegally across the
border and promote business of local dealers and sub dealers.
b. Remove the 5-year restriction on change of ownership of 2-wheel tractors, to
encourage mechanization.
c. Impose full VAT on the purchase of 4-wheelers but not on 2-wheelers. The
majority of 4-wheel tractors are used exclusively for commercial transport
rather than for agriculture.
d. Reduce the road tax for 2-wheelers. Currently it is Rs. 2,900 for 4-wheeler and
2,300 for 2-wheelers, which is a disincentive for a 2-wheel purchase if it is to be
used for agriculture and is excessive in comparison to the 4-wheeler.
363.
Pilot a voucher scheme. This may entail provision of a 30% subsidy on all attachments
for 2-wheelers and 4-wheelers, to increase the rate of attachment usage (seed drills, reapers,
laser levelers, planters etc.). This would last just 3 years and be accompanied by the above
mentioned social marketing campaign.
56

Commercial banks must lend up to 3.5% of their outstanding portfolio to agriculture or face fines of 16%
on loans unallocated to this sector. They therefore have an incentive to constantly look for lending to this
sector. Commercial bank also have the option to access concessionary financing for the “deprived sector”
(cooperatives and micro-finance institutions) at 10-10.5%, but there are restrictions on how the funds are
deployed.
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5.3.11 Activities related to Output 2.11 on Improved Resilience of Farmers to Climate Change,
Disasters, Price Volatility, and Other Shocks
364.
Conduct research on stress tolerant varieties and breeds of crops, livestock and fish
for the development of climate resilient agriculture that are at the same time higher in yield.
365.
Establish an early warning system and adopt early warning information for managing
climate change risks in agriculture and food and nutrition security.
366.
Establish climate information and weather indexation systems designed to provide
information to farmers. This will include building capacity of the Meteorology Department to
provide weather risk indexation at local levels (as described for agricultural insurance), and
building capacity for crop yield forecasting based on weather indexation.
367.
Pilot a Farmers Welfare Fund that would provide assistance to farmers under distress
through access to financial resources to overcome temporary losses of income. The fund could
be attached to the Community Agricultural Extension Service Centers, and may be a revolving
fund with initial seed funding from central and local government and replenished by members.
368.

Promote agricultural insurance (details under Commercialization).

369.
Strengthen the food reserve system to cope with emergency and food safety
distribution to targeted farm households.
370.
Strengthen the seed and feed/fodder reserve system to cope with natural disasters
such as flood in the terai, heavy snow fall in the high mountain areas. Promote Community
Managed Seed Banks at VDC level, in coordination with the CAESC.
371.
Improve capacity of extension staff and farmers in climate smart agricultural
practices through training, FFS, and demonstrations.
372.
Establish a fund for preparedness and response to droughts, flood, epidemics and
emergencies affecting rural areas and farmers not covered by agricultural insurance.

5.3.12 Activities related to Output 2.12 on Sustainable Farming, Good Agricultural Practices
(GAP), Good Veterinary Husbandry Practices (GVAHP) are established and adopted.
373.
Formulate standards forGood Agricultural, Manufacturing and Veterinary and Animal
Husbandry Practices suitable to socioeconomic and agroecological conditions, and comparable
to international standards through interaction by public and private sector.
374.
Conduct extension programs with private sector to promote adoption of best practices
standards and green technologies, including the following:
a. integrated soil fertility management,
b. integrated plant nutrients management,
c. integrated pest management (IPM),
d. renewable energies based on biogas and biomass utilization,
e. organic farming,
f. farm sanitation and hygiene good practices,
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g. practices to prevent use of hazardous chemicals in crops and regulations of the
use of antibiotics in livestock production process.
5.3.13 Activities related to Output 2.13 on Subsistence production based forestry is
developed into competitive, agriculture friendly and inclusive forest management
practice, with a holistic and community based landscape approach to natural resource
management and livelihoods improvement.
375.
Strengthen enabling policy environmentfor developing, managing, and sustaining
forest products and services in a more commercial and sustainable way. This will require the
following measures:
a. Develop new forestry sector strategy aligning with changing political and
institutional context.
b. Develop forest land use planning in line with the national land use policy.
c. Harmonize conflicting policies in line with overall national land use policy and forest
sector policy, and international commitment of the Government and ensure ground
actions.
d. Develop policy measures to control the forestry land use conversion, startup
scientific forest management and enhance the forestry sector contributions.
e. Revise the policy and programs of community based forest managements to address
their unintended negative effects on distant users, resource sharing, social inequity
and traditional use rights of transhumance and transient glaziers.
376.
Develop and integrate land use models with forestry. Productive, commercial, socially
inclusive, agro-forestry production land use models will be integrated into existing forest
management practices across the
landscape/physiographic region. This will require the
following measures:
a. Identify and prioritize the most socially and economically competitive forest
products for each of the management regimes across the various landscapes
and physiographic regions.
b. Develop multiple use context specific climate change friendly agro forestry
modalities for each type of farmer (small to rich farmers).
c. Develop and scale up intensive management model for community based
forestry for each landscape/physiographic region actively contributing to
productivity of farming system, increasing social, economic and environmental
benefits and achieving food security.
377.
Enhance forestry enterprises and marketing development. This will require the
following measures:
a. Improve the value chain of forestry products (timber and non timber) to be
promoted for each of management regimes of farm or forests across the
landscape/physiographic regions.
b. Identify the role and involve stakeholders in the forestry sector management.
Develop public-user-private partnership mechanism with well identified roles
and responsibilities.
c. Promote the establishment of agro forestry based enterprises providing
emphasis to the poor, community and private sector based on context and
appropriateness.
378.
Enhance forestry gender equity and social inclusion (GESI). This will require the
following measures:
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a. Strengthen the implementation of Gender and Social Inclusion Strategy of the
forestry sector in all phases of program planning and implementation at all
levels from center to the district levels.
b. Restore the degraded lands, enrich the public lands and increase the
productivity of low yielding farm lands with appropriate pro poor agroforestry
models to achieve the goal of food security, environmental sustainability and
poverty alleviations.
379.
Develop biodiversity conservation and climate change adaptation and mitigation
through the following measures:
a. Support the Local Adaptation Plan forAction (LAPA) as implementation support
for the National Adaptation Program of Action (NAPA) for climate change and
emphasize the role of forestry sector components for adaptation and
mitigations.
b. Support revision and implementation of National Biodiversity and Action Plan
(NBSAP) and scale up the interventions on soil conservation and watershed
management including measures to promote adoption of Sloping Agriculture
Land Technology (SALT), and crop management practices (crop rotation, tillage
etc).
c. Develop with policy decision, implement and scale up schemes related to
payment of environmental services including carbon sequestrations.
d. Promote use of alternative/renewable energy and energy saving scheme among
the local forestry groups
380.
Develop institutional and human resources for forest governance through the
following measures:
a. Restructure the forestry sector based on the new forestry strategy, periodically
reorient the staffs and improve the service delivery mechanism.
b. Prepare and implement a comprehensive human resource development plan.
c. Democratize governance system of government, non-government, community
and private institutions working in forests sector and making it inclusive,
transparent and accountable.
381.
Implement research and extension for sustainable forestry through the following
measures:
a. Develop and implement sustainable forest management research,
communication, education and awareness raising strategies for national district
and community level.
b. Collaborate between stakeholder agencies by clearly recognizing needs and
priorities on forest research and carry out adaptive research with high-quality
support from national and sub-national research institutes.
c. Develop extension package on best forestry practices and test. The extension
package includes reduction on forest threats including forest encroachment,
grazing management, sustainable forest management and improved agricultural
practices.
382.

Develop a forestry investment strategy and plan through the following measures:
a. Develop and implement district forest development funds management.
b. Develop strategy on public private partnership and increase the private sector
investment in forestry
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c. Develop National REDD plus strategy, Biodiversity Strategy and Action Plan,
Strategy on Green Jobs and Investment plan for receiving benefits from regional
and international funding schemes.
d. Create conditions for continuous and stable investments in the forestry sector
through the process of realization of the new Forestry Strategy.
e. Develop coordination and for planned investments between private and state
sectors, international and national donors.
f. Create the favorable climate for investments in the private and state sectors,
international and national donors.
g. Improve law enforcement to decrease the negative impact on forest markets
and increase the income for the sector that will ensure larger reinvestments in
forestry.
h. Co-ordinate with the national and international financial assistance including
international funds for support to sustainable forest management, to
biodiversity conservation, protective functions of forests, payment of
environment services and for carbon sequestration.
383.

5.4

Develop joint platform for policy and actions on ground through the following actions:
a. Join up the work of organizations to map and access policy initiatives for the
agriculture and forestry sectors, and identity where the measures exist or are
missing.
b. Work to embed a common understanding and language, generate shared
messages on the need to adapt, and incorporate new, consistent messages on
farming systems and priorities for action
c. Develop better information to help farmers consider the costs and benefits of
capital investments that would improve their productivity
d. Build on existing knowledge and research to ensure that agriculture and forestry
complementing each other.
e. Develop examples of good working practice and adding value to support
decision-making engaging with the forestry user groups looking at existing and
future schemes for forestry to support agriculture production.
f. Develop critical capacity in research, expertise and the evidence base.

Activities Related to Outcome 3: Profitable Commercialization

384.
Outcome 3 of the ADS is Profitable Commercialization. The outcome is achieved
through 8 outputs and 42 activities illustrated in Table 31 and detailed in the following sections.
Table 31 Activities related to Outcome 3 on Profitable Commercialization
Output

Outcome

Activity

3
3.1
3.1.1
3.1.2
3.1.3
3.1.4
3.1.5
3.1.6
3.2
3.2.1
3.2.2
3.3

Profitable commercialization
Improved investment climate
Promote formation of broad-based commercial agriculture organizations
Increase participation of agribusiness, cooperatives and industry bodies
Promulgate appropriate regulations
Level the competitive environment between private sector and state enterprises
Reform land use policy to stimulate commercial agriculture
Provide information to assist commercial farming decisions
Contract arrangements for commercial agriculture
Strengthen contractual arrangement mechanisms
Capacity building in commercial agriculture
Tax policy to support commercial agriculture
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Output

Outcome

Activity

3
3.4
3.4.1
3.4.1.1
3.4.1.2
3.4.1.3
3.4.1.4
3.4.1.5
3.4.2
3.4.2.1
3.4.2.2
3.4.2.3
3.4.2.4
3.4.2.5
3.5
3.5.1
3.5.2
3.5.3
3.5.4
3.5.5
3.5.6
3.5.7
3.6
3.6.1
3.6.2
3.6.3
3.7
3.7.1
3.8
3.8.1
3.8.2

5.4.1

3.5.3.1
3.5.3.2
3.5.4.1
3.5.4.2
3.5.5.1
3.5.5.1
3.5.6.1
3.5.6.2
3.5.7.1
3.5.7.2

Profitable commercialization
Agricultural finance and insurance
Promote development of agricultural finance and insurance providers
Provide long-term finance through leasing
Promote financial institution viability
Facilitate development of a range of financial products for agriculture
Provide incentives for agricultural finance
Provide training in financial management for farmers
Promote development of agricultural insurance
Support the insurance industry in implementing the Agricultural Insurance Directive
Promotion campaign to farmers
Pilot a local-level weather indexing scheme
Strengthen technical capacity of MOAD for regional and local level crop forecasting
Pilot scheme for 50% premium subsidy
Competitive agricultural value chains
Establish prioritized National Value Chain Programs
Support to better expedite value chain development
Enhance the development of the DAIRY value chain
Value chain development fund
Enhance development of the LENTIL value chain
Value chain development fund
Enhance development of the MAIZE value chain
Value chain development fund
Enhance development of the TEA value chain
Value chain development fund
Enhance development of the VEGETABLES value chain
Value chain development fund
Rural roads network expanded
Update policy for rural roads to explicitly target agricultural roads.
Establish a new section for agricultural roads in District Technical Office
Provide separate funding for development and maintenance of agricultural roads.
Agricultural market information
Promote development of a suite of products for market information and market intelligence
Rural electrification and renewable energies
Establish a separate liaison section especially for power development in MOAD
Establish a fund to support PPP for power development with farming community

Activities related to Output 3.1 on Improved Investment Climate for Agricultural
Commercialization

385.
Promote broad-based commercial agriculture organizations that could monitor and
dialogue with government on improved investment climate for agricultural commercialization.
These organizationswill be complementary to existing chambers of commerce and their
federation, trade associations, cooperative federation etc., in so far as they promote the
formation of alliances across the value chain. Their structure could be similar to the Commercial
Agriculture Alliance (CAA) in the Eastern Region in terms of broad coverage of actors such as
farmer cooperatives, traders, input supplies, and agroindustry. In such a case, the monitoring
and advocacy would be for a broader spectrum of commercial agriculture than other existing
organizations. The establishment of these commercial agricultural organization will benefit from
a review of strengths and weaknesses of the CAA in the Eastern Development Region. Similar
organizations will be promoted in each development region and sub-region (or other alternative
to emerge in any future federalist structure).
386.
Increase the participation of farmer’s organizations, agribusiness, cooperatives, and
industry organizations in sub-sector planning and implementation.
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a. Representatives should be appointed to Steering Committees, CADIC, local
planning and implementation bodies, and bodies that advise on regulation of
commercial agriculture.
b. Indicators to monitor investment climate should be agreed between the
government and relevant organizations representing farmers, cooperatives, and
private sector. A working group or sub-committee under CADIC could be held
responsible for monitoring these indicators.
387.
Promulgate appropriate regulations to promote larger scale commercial cooperative
farming including enabling:
a. merging of cooperatives across districts or regional boundaries;
b. contract farming;
c. lease farming.
388.
Level the competitive environment between private sector and state enterprises in
the distribution of agricultural inputs and outputs. For example, level playing field in the
purchasing and distribution of fertilizer, seed, artificial insemination, milk. This may involve
providing the private sector with the same commercial advantages (e.g. subsidies, permits,
facilities), or removing these advantages from state enterprises.
389.
Implement the land use policy 2069to stimulate commercial agriculture, such as on
land plotting, land fragmentation, land ceilings, land tenancy, land pooling (see section 5.3.4on
Land)
390.
Provide information to assist commercial agricultural decisions (e.g. crop gross
margin, cash flow analyses, market information, trade related information), through preparation
and dissemination of farm management economic information by collaboration between DOA,
DLS, research institutes and Department of Agribusiness Promotion.
5.4.2

Activities related to Output 3.2 on Contractual Arrangements for Commercial
Agriculture

391.
Strengthen contractual arrangements mechanisms and promote awareness and
demonstration of these regulatory mechanisms for commercial agriculture such as:
a. Enact and implement a Contract Farming Act that,inter alia includes:
(i)Collective bargaining arrangements with multiple small farmers; (ii) Protection
of the parties to the contract (farmers against exploitation through credit and
accumulation of debt and contractors against unauthorized sales); (iii) Provisions
on insurance of crops; (iv) Implementation of the Secured Transaction Act (see
below).
b. Implement a Secured Transactions Act by establishing a registry of commerce
movables as security - to (i) allow farmers to provide future crops as collateral
for financing, whether as part of a contract farming arrangements or as
collateral for farm credit or inputs; and (ii) allow development of hire-purchase
or financial leasing for agricultural market57 . If implementation of STA proves
57

In a typical leasing operation, a leasing company serves as the middleman between the financial
institution that provides the financing for the purchase of the equipment, and the farmer who leases it,
from the leasing company. In order to obtain bank financing the leasing company needs to put up
collateral. That collateral is the equipment that is leased to the farmer. Thus the owner of the equipment
is the leasing company, the bank has a security interest (collateral) in the equipment and the farmer leases
it. In the absence of the registry only land can be collateral (or vehicles that are registered with the motor
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impractical58 one could amend Chapter 6 of the Contracts Act to ensure a
simplified pledge procedure for the pledging of movables as security, including
pledge registry.
c. Enact land-lease act (possibly as part of a Contract Farming Act) to provide for a
viable alternative to the sharecropping (with concern that tenancy may be reenacted) and inducing of sale by absentee landlords as well as a basis for agrobusiness farming arrangements that provides for (i) fair lease contracts (i.a. –
fixed fee or reasonable sharecropping ratios); (ii) measures to prevent
acquisition of tenancy rights in long-term lease relations; and (iii) ability to
secure long-term leases for agro-businesses to enable them to cultivate land for
the agro-business.
d. Promote Leasing Operations through: (i) providing for the formation of Leasing
Companies to engage in financial leasing of farming equipment, by clarifying that
Article 47(1)(d) of the BFIA which stipulates that FIs are permitted to engage in
leasing operations does not limit non-FIs from engaging in leasing of farming
equipment59; and (ii) establishing pledge registry either under STA or by
amendment of Contracts Act, as described herein above.
392.
Capacity building in commercial agriculture. The promotion of commercial agriculture
through improved contractual arrangements, value development, and market intelligence,
requires the training and capacity building in key concepts of agricultural commercialization and
value chain development. ADS will support capacity building programs delivered in collaboration
with farmers and their organizations (groups and cooperatives), agro-enterprises and their
organizations, and service providers (government, professional).
5.4.3

Activities related to Output 3.3 on Tax Policy that Supports an Efficient Commercial
Agricultural Sector

393.
Develop tax policy supportive of an efficient commercial agricultural sector through
providing subsidies and targeted tax incentives through the commercial transformation period,
until the sector has reached a sufficient level of maturity and sustainability that those subsidies
and incentives may be phased out. This will replace blanket exemptions with targeted
concessions with termination dates (in accordance with the recommendations in IMF Country
Report No. 11/319 of November 2011). In the long term the agriculture sector will provide
government with an additional source of revenue for mobilization. ADS will support the revision,
rationalization, specification of their terms (criteria) and duration (expiry dates), consultation
and awareness campaign for all tax incentives and related to commercial agriculture and
including the following:
a. Determine and implement specific income tax concessions to (a) stimulate
investment in farm plant, machinery and irrigation infrastructure; and (b)
promote green technologies and reduce carbon emissions.

vehicle registration. The equipment cannot be registered as collateral and financing will not be
forthcoming to the Leasing Companies. Since financial institutions (FIs) are usually not familiar with
leasing operations FIs will not become lessors.
58
The STA is a rather complex legislation which may not be suitable as an initial mechanism for
using movables as collateral.
59
The language of Article 47(1)(d) should not prevent non-FIs from engaging in leasing operations,
but as the Rastra Bank apparently believes it does, one may have to resort to a legislative (or judicial)
clarification that leasing operations may be conducted by non-FIs.
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b. Determine and implement tax incentives for the insurance industry to stimulate
the growth of agricultural insurance contracts in accordance with the
Agricultural Insurance Directive 2069 (2013).
c. Determine and implement tax incentives for the banking industry to stimulate
the growth of agricultural loans.
d. Determine and implement changes to the way land is taxed.
5.4.4

Activities related to Output 3.4 on Agricultural Finance and Insurance Providers that
supply a variety of competitive and demand-driven financial and agricultural Insurance
Products.

394.
Promote development of diverse agricultural finance and insurance providers that
supply a variety of competitive and demand-driven financial and agricultural insurance products.
ADS will support implementation of ongoing policies and measures in the finance sector such as:
a. Provide long-term finance through leasing, especially for agricultural equipment
and land.
b. Promote financial institution viability:
i. Support ongoing efforts by NRB to promote consolidation of financial
institutions through selective licensing of new financial institutions and
through the merger of weak financial institutions.
ii. Implement the provisions of the Microfinance Act to establish a secondtier regulatory authority for MFIs that will facilitate improved viability
and sustainability, and governance, in the microfinance subsector.
c. Facilitate development of a range of financial products for agriculture, subject to
prevailing regulations such as Deprived Sector lending regulation, to better serve
the diverse needs of agricultural enterprises. For example those based on
information and communication technology [ICT]), and products that are readily
available in many countries’ financial systems but are effectively untried in
Nepal such as stock and warehouse receipts.
d. Provide incentives for agricultural finance, to increase participation of financial
institutions into the agricultural finance market by:
i. Provide incentives, if appropriate tied with directives, to promote an
increased volume of lending. A good example is the NRB 2011 Directive
that ‘commercial banks must direct 10% of their total lending to
agriculture’ – the directive is supported by NRB provision of refinancing
facility for agriculture at 6.5%.
ii. Promote financial institutions to branch into rural centers to gain
experience of the needs of rural lenders, better understand agricultural
finance and appraise agricultural credit needs. A good example is the
present (2013) NRB provision of interest free loans to commercial banks
to open rural branches.
e. Provide training in financial management for farmers, cooperatives, agrientrepreneurs, rural women and rural youth, to enhance agricultural enterprise
creditworthiness.
395.
Promote development of agricultural insurance so that farmers have access to viable
crop, livestock and fishery insurance products through the following measures:
a. Support the insurance industry in implementing the Agricultural Insurance
Directive 2069 (2013), and make policy adjustment as appropriate to develop
viable commercial livestock and crop insurance products.
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b. Promotion campaign to farmers on agricultural insurance products, in
partnership with insurance industry. These will include: “Commercial Livestock
Insurance Scheme (CLIS)”, “Milk Cooperative Managed Livestock Insurance
Scheme (MCLIS)” and “Weather Based Crop Insurance Scheme (WBCIS).
c. Pilot a local-level weather indexing scheme in 11 cereal production pockets
through support to DHM.
d. Strengthen technical capacity of MOAD for regional and local level crop
forecasting risk assessment based on indexing weather patterns with crop
yields;
e. Pilot a scheme for 50% premium subsidy (as per the Insurance Board Directive),
to kick-start the scheme in the short term, review the premium subsidy and
gradually phase it out.
5.4.5

Activities related to Output 3.5 on Competitive Agricultural Value Chains that Increase
Value Added and Benefits to Smallholders Farmers and Agroenterprises

396.
Prioritize a limited number of value chains over the first 5 years of the ADS and
establish National Value Chain Programs for each of the prioritized value chains. The
prioritized value chain are selected through a process that takes into account the following
criteria: (i) Poverty reduction potential; (ii) Growth potential (or potential for increasing growth
and access); (iii) Intervention potential; and (iv) Cross-cutting issues (social inclusion and gender,
environmental sustainability, matching with national and regional strategic priorities, balance of
trade (import substitution and export), and geographical spread). The prioritized value chains
include: dairy, lentil, maize, tea, and vegetables and others identified by NADSIC.
a. For each value chain, identify a Value Chain Program Steering Committee. The
Steering Committee will include representatives of the industry related to the
specific value chain and include farmer representatives, agribusiness enterprise
representatives, and research and extension representatives with specific
knowledge about the value chain.
b. The Value Chain Program Steering Committee will select a Value Chain Program
Manager. The Program manager will be responsible for coordination of projects and
initiatives related to value chain development. The Program manager will prepare a
more detailed plan of action and investment for the development of the value chain.
The plan of action will be approved by the steering committee and updated
regularly.
c. For each value chain, conduct value chain development capacity building activities,
with emphasis on markets for the poor (M4P) approach to value chain development,
an approach intended to facilitate the emergence of inclusive value chains, namely
value chains that benefit the poor.
d. For each value chain program, establish a baseline and targets and monitoring
system and conduct regular monitoring.
397.
Support to expedite value chain development Will involve the combination of the
following activities:
a. Facilitate and enable the development of a better working agribusiness environment
through a number of government related initiatives such as:
i. Facilitate establishment of Value Chain Program Steering Committees
ii. Support the development of suitable policies and regulations for value
chains (VCs) through technical assistance support.
iii. Train MOAD staff in private sector development (PSD) and VC development.
iv. Increase human resources of the Agribusiness Section of MOAD.
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v. Establish and fund PSD coordination subcommittee of NSC for better
management/ coordination of commodity/product VC projects and
programs.
b. Support to priority VCs niche products, deprived and isolated areas of Nepal,
through government targeted support.
i. Provide technical support to MOAD in development of VC development
plans in coordination with the VC Program Manager.
ii. Develop methodology and expedite district competiveness planning for VCs.
c. Support to private sector initiatives through improved financial support systems.
i. Technical and management support to MOAD and other entities in the
review of financial instruments for VC development.
398.
Enhance the development of prioritized value chains as identified by NADSIC. Nature
of the programs and the budget would be similar to the exmples of Dairy, Lentil, Maize, Tea
and Vegetables studied by the TA team and cited herein.
For example, the DAIRY value chainthrough production, marketing and policy/institutional
support.
a. Improve milk productivity for smallholder farmers through:
i. Capacity development of dairy smallholder farmers in improved dairy
production technologies.
ii. Financial and technical assistance to service providers in improved services
to dairy smallholder farmers.
b. Strengthen local milk cooperatives, collection centres and improved market linkages
through:
i. Training and financial support to cooperatives and collection centres in
improved management practices for better quality milk delivery
c. Improve advocacy and policies for dairy sub-sector through:
i. Support to local CCI in the establishment of "Dairy Chapters" for better
advocacy and market development.
ii. Support to MOAD, DLS, CCI& Dairy Association in better policy development
for the dairy sub-sector.
iii. Technical assistance support in development of monitoring & knowledge
management system.
399.
Enhance the development of the LENTIL value chainthrough production, marketing
and policy/institutional support.
a. Improve production and productivity of lentil at the farm level through:
i. Collaboration of NARC, private companies and seed producer groups for
increased production and distribution of foundation seeds and certified
seeds.
ii. Training package on improved production practices developed, and lead
farmers (LFs) at community level trained on the improved practices to serve
the farmers as Local Resource Persons (LRPs).
iii. Support to the National Grain Legume Research Program to address on the
present problems of mineral imbalances and widespread diseases at the
farm level.
b. Improve post harvest operations and marketing of lentil through:
i. Support for farmer groups/cooperatives for collective marketing using
cleaning and grading equipment, collection centers, storage facilities and
contract farming.
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ii. Facilitating linkage/networking with banks in the importing countries
through government level negotiation for issuance of letter of credit for
timely payment.
c. Improved policies, regulatory framework and institutions for lentil sub-sector
through:
i. Support for establishment of accredited laboratories for certification of
quality standard.
ii. Support for establishment of research unit at the national level within TEPC
for market intelligence and market research for export diversification.
400.
Enhance the development of the MAIZE value chain through production, marketing
and policy/institutional support.
a. Improve production and productivity of maize at the farm level through:
i. Collaboration of NARC, private companies and seed producer groups for
increased production and distribution of foundation seeds, certifies seeds,
and hybrid seeds.
ii. Training package on improved production practices developed, and lead
farmers (LFs) at community level trained on the improved practices to serve
the farmers as LRPs.
iii. Support activities for increased and judicious use of production inputs
(seeds, fertilizers, chemicals and irrigation) for productivity increase, and
popularization of improved farm tools, implements and machineries to cope
with labor shortage problem.
b. Improve post harvest operations and marketing of maize through:
i. Support for initiating collective marketing through provision of seed money,
and storage facilities at the community level.
ii. Support and facilitation for improved market linkage with feed and agroindustries through contract farming arrangement.
c. Improve policies, regulatory framework and institutions for maize sub-sector
through:
i. Support through DADO/VDC for establishment of resource centre at VDC
/Municipality level with service of Leader Farmers as LRPs
ii. Support through DADO for establishment of institutional network for
community based seed production (OPV)/ seed sourcing (hybrid), and
varietal selection at the district level.
401.
Enhance the development of the TEA value chain through production, marketing and
policy/institutional support.
a. Improve production and productivity of tea through:
i. Facilitate and support the tea grower farmer groups and estates to establish
nurseries and quality clone development
ii. Support for establishment of demonstration plots and training to the
farmers for improved practices for quality tea production and increased
productivity
iii. Support for identification and expansion of new tea plantation areas.
iv. Facilitation and support for technical manpower development (tea
tester/technician) in the tea industry.
b. Improve post harvest operations, processing, and marketing of tea through:
i. Support for promotion of improved packaging material by farmers, and
improved transportation of green leaf from farm to factory.
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ii. Facilitate in contract production of tea leafs by farmer groups and
cooperatives.
iii. Support for technological upgrading of tea factories in the promotion of
safety standards, production efficiency and GMPs.
iv. Support for development of small scale tea processing units to the farmers,
and group branding.
v. Support for upgrading laboratory facilities and improved packaging.
c. Improve policies, regulatory framework and institutions for tea sub-sector through:
i. Facilitation and support for establishment of central warehouse and auction
market under PPP.
ii. Support to the NTCDB for establishment of tea research, development and
training center.
iii. Support to TEPC for studies and market intelligence services for tea farmers
and entrepreneurs.
402.
Enhance the development of the VEGETABLES value chain through production,
marketing and policy/institutional support.
a. Improve vegetable productivity for smallholder farmers through:
i. Technological guidelines for off-season vegetable production, farmer
production training.
ii. Expand introduction of poly-house & micro-irrigation technologies.
iii. Development of off-season vegetable production blocks.
b. Improve post harvest operations and marketing of vegetables though:
i. Promotion of improved grading, packaging and collection centres
ii. Establishment of off-season vegetable call centre for market intelligence
c. Improve policies, regulatory framework and institutions for vegetable sub-sector.
5.4.6

Activities related to Output 3.6 on Rural Roads Network Expanded

403.
This will involve systematic efforts focused specifically on. ADS will support the
following activities:
404.
Update policy for rural roads to explicitly target agricultural roads. This aims to
accelerate the program of development of agricultural roads, while improving their quality and
maintenance. The policy will:
a. Focus on connecting agricultural production centers to market centers;
b. improve coordination with other agri-market infrastructure programs;
c. clarify division of responsibilities between center and subnational levels for
implementation of the policy.
405.
Establish a new section for agricultural roads in District Technical Office (DTO) under
the DDC headed by a separate Senior Engineer in all 75 districts to implement updated
agricultural roads policy.
406.
Provide separate funding for development and maintenance of agricultural roads. The
funding mechanism should involve private sector and communities in the development and
maintenance of roads, e.g. via matching grants. The initial fund would cover 5 years of
construction at 50km per district, and could be replenished based on satisfactory review.
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5.4.7

Activities related to Output 3.7 on Agricultural Market Information and ICT Products
for Market Intelligence

407.
Promote the development of a suite of products for market information and market
intelligence using ICT products and involving private sector and incentives for the users to pay.
The system of market information and market intelligence must be easily accessible to
smallholder farmers, traders, and enterprises. This may involve preparation and implementation
of a program coordinated under ADS that will include provision of start-up financing (e.g.
matching grants) to private sector, industry organizations, and/or NGOs to establish
commercially viable market intelligence products and services using mobile and internet
communication technologies. The products and services may be developed and managed by
consortium, e.g. between wholesale market authority and ICT systems provider.
5.4.8

Activities related to Output 3.8 on Rural Electrification and Renewable Energies

408.
Support expansion of rural electrification programs through the promotion of
renewable energies (water, solar, wind, biomass, biogas). Involve MOAD in the contribution of
financial and technical support to farming communities in collaboration with NEA, AEPC, ESAP
etc.
a. Establish a separate liaison section especially for power development in MOAD.
Make the section responsible for assisting the farmers’ community to: (i) reach
NEA, AEPC, ESAP, and National Rural and Renewal Energy Program (NRREP) for
power supply (ii) plan, design, procurement, implementation and maintenance
and iii) provide financial support (in some cases) for power generation.
b. Establish a fund to support PPP for power development with farming community
partners. The fund will be administered by the MOAD power liaison section.

5.5

Activities Related to Outcome 4: Increased Competitiveness

409.
Outcome 4 of the ADS is Increased Competitiveness. The outcome is achieved through
4 outputs and 24activities illustrated in Table 32and detailed in the following sections.
Table 32 Activities related to Outcome 4 on Increased Competitiveness
Output

Outcome

Activity

4
4.1
4.1.1
4.1.2
4.1.3
4.1.4
4.1.5
4.2
4.2.1
4.2.2
4.2.3
4.2.3.1
4.2.3.2
4.3
4.3.1
4.3.1.1
4.3.1.2
4.3.1.3

Increased competitiveness
Market infrastructure developed and managed
Promote development of market infrastructure
Implement PPP financing support mechanisms
Capacity building programs for market infrastructure management
Identify strategic locations for market development and undertake feasibility studies.
Develop rules and regulations and SOP for improved market management.
Growth of small and medium agro-enterprises
Adopt tax incentives to stimulate investment in agro-based enterprises
Promote establishment of Agribusiness Incubators
Establish matching grants to promote agro-enterprise innovation
Innovation Fund for Agro-enterprises and Coops
Agro-Entrepreneurship Programs for youth, women, disadvantaged groups and regions
Growth of food and agricultural products exports
Strengthen capacity to promote exports and negotiate more favorable trade agreements
Legislative Measures
Promote foreign direct investment in infrastructure and post production activities
Institutional Measures
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Output

Outcome

Activity

4.3.1.4
4.4
4.4.1

5.5.1

International Measures
Enhanced food quality and safety
Adopt and implement internationally compatible food quality and safety standards
4.4.1.1 Legislative Measures for a modern Food Act
4.4.1.2 Formulation and promulgation of food safety and quality standards
4.4.1.3 Adopt legistation on accreditation of standards certification bodies
4.4.1.4 Adopt legislation on accreditation of national laboratories for FSQ certification
4.4.1.5 Strengthen and upgrade laboratiories to international accreditation
4.4.1.6 Institutional Capacity building (Physical and Human resource) of SPS and quarantine (Plant, food
and animal) system.
4.4.1.7 Establish regional laboratories and district offices for DFTQC
4.4.1.8 Form Food Agency with authority under Food Act (medium term)
4.4.1.9 Establish capacity for pest risk assessment, SPS management and surveillance
4.4.1.10 Adopt One Health Approach and strenghten animal health surveillance, diagnostic, and response
capacity
4.4.1.11 Coordination and reporting to subcommittee on FNS and Food Safety of the NADSCC

Activities related to Output 4.1 on Market Infrastructure Developed

410.
Promote development of market infrastructure through the combination of public
investment, private and cooperative sector investment, PPP, and community participation,
focused on the development of prioritized value chains.Examples of PPP involving different
types of infrastructure include:
a. Promotion of on-farm storage, cool/cold/CA storage
b. Creation of new markets and improvement of existing ones
c. Network of collection centers linked by hub and spoke system to wholesale
markets
d. Agroprocessing plants
e. Creation of agroindustrial parks to facilitate access of agroindustry enteprises to
land and basic infrastructure to conduct agroprocessing activities.
411.
Implement PPP financing support mechanisms. Mechanisms appropriate to the size of
the investment, the risk involved, and the ownership structure, may be: matching grants; backend subsidies linked to credit; waiver of initial connection capital costs to government-owned
roads (where the waiver period is specified), utilities and services (e.g. power, water, waste
management).
412.
Capacity building programs for market infrastructure management and governance.
One key contributing factor to the effectiveness of PPP investment is the clear delineation of
roles of different actors and improved capacity in managing market infrastructure as part of a
supply chain. Hence, any investment in market infrastructure needs to be accompanied by
capacity building programs to improve management and governance. Part of this capacity
building will also include the software of market management such as price information, market
intelligent, and market information systems.
413.

Identify strategic locations for market development and undertake feasibility studies.

414.
Develop rules and regulations and standard operating procedures for improved
market management.
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5.5.2

Activities related to Output 4.2 on Growth of Innovative Small and Medium
Agroenterprises

415.
Adopt a number of tax incentives to stimulate investment in agro-based
enterprises,such as:
 a high tax free threshold for income tax to be applied to agro-based enterprises
 a lower income tax rate for income tax to be applied to agro-based enterprises
 accelerated depreciation
 investment allowances
 full deductibility of research and development costs
 carry forward of losses
 graduated level of concessions for developed, under-developed and undeveloped regions
 incentives for foreign investors in agricultural research and development in Nepal in
collaboration with national research institutes and domestic companies.
416.
Promote establishment of Agribusiness Incubators for nurturing the growth of small
and medium agroenterprises through support in infrastructure facilities, training and capacity
building, networking, advisory services, and access to finance. Agribusiness incubators provide a
mechanism for handholding start-up enteprises and to support their growth into sustainable
small and medium agroenterprises60.
417.
Establish matching grants to promote agroenterprises innovations, through a number
of initiatives such as
a. Innovation Fund for Agro-enterprises and Coops, oriented to support public private
partnerships, and commercial research and development. The core criteria for its usage
would be: that the proposal generates “additionality” in outreach to more farmers or
primary producers with some form of innovation (product development, process, or
technology) that leads to a measurable income increase for producers. Criteria for this
scheme would include the need for proposals to have some matching funds (not
necessarily50-50) from the private sector and coops as a way of ensuring that the
research had relatively short term impact. This fund would only be available to private
entities and coops.
b. Agro-Entrepreneurship Programs for youth, women, disadvantaged groups, and
disadvantaged areas. In this case the matching grant will target different groups in rural
areas who intend to establish agroenterprises. The matching grant can be combined
with an agroentrepreneurship capacity building program. Four AgroEntrepreneurship
Programs will be promoted:
i. Youth Agro-Entrepreneurship Program
ii. Women Agro-Entrepreneurship Program
iii. Disadvantage Group Agro-Entrepreneurship Program
iv. Disadvantaged areas (eg Karnali)
Each agroentrepreneurship program will consist of:
1. A capacity building component in which prospective entrepreneurs are
trained and mentored in establishing agroenterprises
2. A competitive matching grant fund through which entrepreneurs can get
access to seed money for establishing agroenterprises in rural areas.
60

For a review of agribusiness incubators see: Goletti, F., et al. (2011), “Growing Food, Products and
Business, Applying Business Incubation to Agribusiness SMEs.” A publication of the World Bank
Group/infoDev see http://www.infodev.org/en/Article.800.html
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418.
As experience with other matching grant schemes in Nepal shows (eg PACT and HVAP),
it is important that during the implementation of these scheme sufficient capacity building and
support of local institutions is given to facilitate stakeholders to submit appropriate proposals.
5.5.3

Activities related to Output 4.3 on Growth of Food and Agricultural Products Exports

419.
Strengthen capacity to promote exports and negotiate more favorable trade
agreements, backed by an adequate and functioning import/export regime, including the ability
to apply and comply with SPS, AD and CVD measures. ADS will support the following a
combination of measures aimed at improving agricultural trade regime.
a. Legislative Measures related to trade and foreign investment. Enact a modern
Trade Act to create an environment that is conducive to exports and regulates
imports. The proposed Trade Act will include (i) the regulation of imports in
terms of the ability to take fair and non-fair trade protection measures
permitted under the WTO regime but not enacted yet, such as measures for
BOP reasons, or to counter import of subsidized (CVD) or dumped (AD) products
that harm the Nepali producers; and (ii) the formation of an agricultural
products export promotion body either as part of the MOCS, Trade and Export
Promotion Center (TEPC), or in the MOAD.
b. Promote foreign investment. ADS will interact closely with the Ministry of
Industry (MoI) and Nepal Investment Board to contribute to improving the
investment climate, to facilitate and regulate FDI, and to promote and attract
FDI in agricultural sector.
i. Commission a study on FDI in agriculture in Nepal and other countries in
Asia to draw lessons and recommendations to formulate appropriate
regulations for FDI in agriculture.
ii. Enact Investment Acts and regulations that includes the promotion of
investments, by providing for incentives for foreign investments in
agriculture and agro-businesses.
iii. However, it will not open the Foreign Direct Investments in the primary
production activities to ensure the rights of domestic farmers.
c. Institutional Measures.
i. In the short term, create within MOAD an International Agricultural
Trade Division including a section on WTO (currently under the Division
of Agribusiness Promotion and Statistics), a section to work as SPS
Inquiry Point (currently under DFTQC), a section on International Trade
Promotion to serve as a focal point for Nepali exporters of agricultural
products, in matters of information about standards, export conditions,
export incentives, market intelligence, including developing auction
market for strategic commodities (eg tea), etc. This section would focus
on policy issues differently from the existing program for international
trade promotion under the Directorate of Agribusiness Promotion and
Market Development under DOA (which focuses more on extension to
farmers); similar function needed from Market promotion directorate of
DLS and would coordinate with the Trade Facilitation unit with the
MOCS.
ii. In the medium term, additional measures include strengthening trade
negotiation capacity through (i) providing training to negotiating teams;
(ii) conduct studies on the implication of negotiation agendas; and (iii)
institutionalize stakeholder’s consultations.
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iii. In the long-term, conduct a review and assessment of thepolicy of
pegged exchange rate with India and its impact on the agricultural
sector in Nepal to provide a critical input into the macroeconomic policy
on exchange rate that goes beyond the scope of the ADS.
iv. Undertake a program of capacity strengthening in trade intelligence of
Trade Division.
d. International Measures for the short and medium-long term.
i. In the short term: engage in dialogue (joint seminars for customs
officials) with trading partners on correct implementation of trade
agreements.
ii. In the medium-long term, conduct a review of the following aspects of
the trade agreements of Nepal: (i) Tariff and quota exempt product
coverage in bilateral and multilateral trade agreements of Nepal
(reduction of sensitivity list); (ii) Technical barriers to Nepali exports; (iii)
Nepali SPS certification recognition by 3rd parties; (iv) Exclude cereals
horticulture products from reciprocal duty free list of Nepal India trade
treaty; (v) Take out agriculture products from negative list of trading
partners under SAPTA; and (vi) Conclude bilateral preferential trade
agreements with the countries of the region; (vii) Reducing / eliminating
pro-manufacturing bias in tariff structure; and (viii) Reviewing export
incentive system.
5.5.4

Activities related to Output 4.4 on Enhanced Food Quality and Safety

420.
Adopt and implement internationally compatible food quality and safety standards.
In order to allow Nepali export products to compete in international markets on the one hand
while protecting the Nepali consumers from consuming unsafe food products, the following
steps have to be taken:
a. Enact a modern Food Act, prescriptive rather than reactive, that creates an
enabling environment conducive to the development of internal trade and
export market of agricultural and agro-business products as well as ensures that
all foodstuffs sold meet acceptable standards, prevent and punish food
adulteration, and promote food traceability. The new Food Act might include
provisions on the following matters:
i. The formation of an independent Food Authority that is affiliated to but
not part of structure of ministry with authority to issue standards and
enforce these, including food quality and safety standards
ii. The stipulation that the Department of Food Technology and Quality
Control DFTQC (or the Food Authority once established) is authorized to
issue SPS standards for local and exported food products. The authority
to issue SPS standards by a simplified procedure in case that the SPS
standards are internationally accepted standards, such as those of the
Codex Alimentarius.
iii. Promotion of private sector quality laboratory services.
b. Formulate, adopt and implement Food Safety and Quality (FSQ) standards that
meet international SPS standards to avoid import restrictions by trading
partners for SPS reasons. Set numerical goals for proclamation of new
standards.
c. Adopt legislation on the accreditation of standards certification bodies;
d. Adopt legislation on the accreditation of national laboratories for FSQ
certification;
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i. Establish Nepali accreditation body
ii. Join ILAC to establish recognition of Nepali accreditation body
e. Strengthen and upgrade to internationally accredited level the following
laboratories:
i. Food Quality Control Laboratory and its regional laboratories under
DFTQC
ii. National Veterinary Diagnostic Laboratory and regional laboratories
under DLS
iii. National Veterinary Quality and Medicine Management Office
Laboratory under DLS
iv. Feed Analysis Laboratory under DLS
v. National and Regional Plant Protection Laboratories under DOA
vi. Soil/fertilizer Analysis Laboratories under DOA
vii. Seed Quality Control Laboratories under DOA
viii. National Avian Disease Diagnostic Laboratory in Chitwan under DLS
f. Institutional measures in the short term include:
i. Strengthen the capacity of the DFTQC under the MOAD, in terms of
transforming it to become a pro-active rather than reactive body, with
annual plans and targets for the proclamation of FSQ standards,
enforcement of FSQ standards and public awareness;
ii. Clarify functions and avoid overlapping between different agencies (for
example regulation of animal feed and veterinary drugs could be under
the jurisdiction of the DLS or DFTQC).
g. Localize DFTQC by (i) establishing food quality control regional laboratories in all
five regions; and (ii) establishing food quality regulation offices in all the
districts.
h. In the mid-term:
i. Form Food Agency under new Food Act with full authority to proclaim
FSQ standards and enforcement thereof;
ii. Establish Nepali accreditation body for laboratory certification.
i. Establish capacity for pest and disease risk lists and preparing and disseminating
accepted SPS management for these risks, as well as SPS and surveillance
systems.
i. Strengthen the capacity of the Plant Protection Directorate to better
carry out pest and disease surveillance activities, including: (i) crop pest
surveillance and pest risk analysis; (ii) diagnostics and taxonomic
identification; (iii) post-entry quarantine (PEQ) for seed and other
propagative plant materials; and, (iv) response to plant pest and disease
outbreaks.
ii. Plan and implement a sustained program of surveillance on priority
crops, with scheduled completion dates. More robust taxonomic
identification of survey specimens will be promoted (with regional
support, and access to external support for difficult specimens) to
expedite the diagnostics component of the survey. Plant Protection
Directorate staff will be given on-the-job training. Upgrade current
laboratory and equipment.
iii. Develop standards for phytosanitary measures for different crops,
consistent with international standards for phytosanitary measures
(ISPM).
iv. Develop early warning system to forecast plant pests and diseases.
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j.

For animal health, adopt the One Health Approach, strengthening surveillance
programs involves:
i. Enhance the National Animal Health Center (NAHC)’s TAD surveillance,
diagnostic and response capacity. NAHC’s ability to survey, test and
respond to diseases of economic importance, emerging and reemerging
including two priority diseases (FMD, CSF) will be strengthened in target
areas with potential for production and exports. The main objective is to
improve control of these diseases on a selective geographic basis, while
simultaneously strengthening NAHC’s generic surveillance and response
capacity. Response for FMD and CSF outbreaks will utilize targeted
vaccination and movement control measures.
ii. ADS will also support: (i) improved diagnostic capacity and testing
(increased testing volumes based on upgraded NAHC equipment,
refresher diagnostic training, etc); (ii) a surveillance program in target
areas (based development on proper procedures, epidemiology staff
training etc); (iii) more frequent and regular surveillance visits and public
awareness campaigns; (iv) improved response capacity (and accessing
vaccines from regional stockpiles).
k. Ensure effective coordination among the institutions that regulate animal
health, plant and food safety (SPS related issues) through periodic coordination
meetings and reporting to the subcommittee on Food Nutrition Security and
Food Safety of the NADSCC.

5.6

Other Programs

421.
Other Programs include ongoing MOAD, MOI, and MOFSC operations . Some of these
operations and programs are not included in the Flagship Programs or Core Programs of the
ADS. Many MOAD programsare related to the development of specific value chains different
from the 5 prioritized value chains of the Flagship Programs. These programs can be supported
through access to resources made available in the research and entrepreneurship matching
grant funds (funds under NARF and INAGEP).
422.
Someof the ongoing MOAD Other Programs are likely to be completed during the early
years of ADS. If the evaluation of Other Programs shows promising national impact then these
programs could become part of future Flagship or Core Programs.
Table 33 Other Programs
Sector
Program
Crop

Comment

Apple development program
Lemon Mission
Pomegranate Production program
Mango Development in eastern region and
Nursery Development
Flower Development
Orange Orchard strengthening program
Support to Tea and Coffee cooperatives

Tea might include in Flagship
programs

Special program for Cardamom and Ginger
Virus free plant production for Cardamom
Onion Mission
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Plant protection program

Livestock
and
Fisheries

May be incorporated in Core
programs on Productivity

Industrial entomology
Mushroom Program
Industrial crop program

Irrigation in Core programs

Indigenous crop promotion

Seed policy in Core programs

Seed Production (DISSPRO)

Implementation of seed policy in
Core programs

Oilseed crop

Irrigation in Core programs

Soil testing and improvement service

May be incorporated in core
programs on fertilizer

Silk Development Program
Fish development program
Animal health service program
Livestock development program

Livestock Market Development

In Core programs on Productivity
In Core Programs on Productivity
(forage, breeds), and Flagship
(possibly dairy)
In Core programs on Governance and
Competitiveness

Agribusiness

Agribusiness and market development

In Core programs on Productivity and
Competitiveness

Irrigation

Completion of current irrigation projects; MOI
operations and maintenance; other programs

Some in core programs on
productivity and Value Chain Flagship

Forestry

MOFSC Operations and other programs

Some in core programs on
productivity
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6 COSTS
6.1

Approach to Cost Estimation

423.
The costs to implement the ADS Action Plan for the first 10 years (2014-2023), are
estimated to be $5,282million (Rs 501.8 billion) in total. This amount covers implementation of
the 232 activities specified in chapter 5. The activities are grouped and costs estimated under
the 35 outputs the sets of activities are expected to produce. The costs reported in this chapter
are constant price estimates. The costs have mostly been estimated from the bottom up –
including for example:
 Farmers’ production models (e.g. based on average farm size, cropping pattern and
yield),
 Stakeholders’ existing plans (e.g. Department of Irrigation plans for surface irrigation
expansion),
 Stakeholders’ aspirations of scale (e.g. agricultural extension services to eachVDC and
Municipality)
 Statistics of rural population, women and disadvantaged groups,
424.
Unit costs have been based on evidence from within Nepal, or if unavailable from a
similar context abroad, for example:
 Historic costs (e.g. cost per hectare of irrigation constructed in completed or ongoing
projects)
 Current prices (e.g. agricultural machinery)
 Normative costs (e.g. monthly salary for Junior Technician or government official)
 Specialist estimates (e.g. program for breeder seed multiplication)
 Generic estimates (e.g. training courses, or the cost to establish a research station)
425.

The summary of ADS costs by component program is in Table 34.

Table 34: ADS Action Plan 10-year Cost Summary
FANUSEP DESTEP
VADEP
INAGEP
flagship 1 flagship 2 flagship 3 flagship 4

TOTAL
CORE
FLAGSHIP PROGRAMS

OTHER
PROGRAMS

TOTAL

323

323
662

-

434
1,962

Governance

8%

Productivity

662

-

-

-

-

205

111
1,300

37%

-

Commercialization

19%
-

-

766

-

-

-

Competitiveness

766
205

226
208

323

662

1,482

Other Programs
TOTAL USD million

PERCENT

766

205

1,955

1,845

1,482

992
413

8%

1,482

28%

5,282

100%

TOTAL Rs billion

30.66

62.88

72.73

19.48

185.75

175.27

140.81

501.83

Percent

6.1%

12.5%

14.5%

3.9%

37.0%

34.9%

28.1%

100.0%

426.
The approach taken to cost estimation and structuring of the activity-cost groups is
based on a number of principles including:
 The unit costs need to be adequate for the envisaged activity to be completed;
 Similar activities and their costs are complimentary, not duplication;
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6.2

New initiatives, such as voucher scheme for agricultural inputs, are included as pilot
project costs (i.e. costs for possible nation-wide expansion will be subject to
performance assessment and is not included);
The target output quantities are feasible, based on existing and anticipated improved
capacity (e.g. technical offices recommended that 5km of agricultural roads per year in
each district is a feasible rate of construction);
Cost sharing mechanisms between public and private sectors, are not intended as
ongoing subsidy, but will be limited-term measures intended to share initial capital
requirements, support restructure, or to stimulate growth to a sustainable level (e.g.
tax incentives for 3 years to promote agricultural mechanization industry, or matching
grants for infrastructure);
Contribution from private sector, farmers and cooperatives strengthens responsibility
for achievement of outputs as well as sustainability of private goods and services;
Costs of tax incentives are limited to the administrative cost of adjusting tax regulation,
but do not include any estimate of revenue forgone, or revenue generated;
Recurrent costs of government operation, such as existing staff costs are not included,
whereas incremental staff costs are included (e.g. increased number of women junior
technicians).

The Detailed Costs

427.
Considering the costs for each of the 35 outputs that are grouped under the four
outcomes, is a way to give more insight into which outputs and activities are more costly and
which are less so (Table 38). Detailed costs for each of the 232activities are included in
APPENDIX 4, which is intended to be a guide that implementing agencies can use to when they
subsequently carry out the detailed design and planning of ADS activities. The detailed costs also
identify and quantify the outputs and required resource inputs for each activity. The quantities
indicate the scale or scope, for example some activities are limited to central or agency level,
while others are intended to be implemented in all 75 districts and relatedVDCs. These
considerations will be relevant to Government and development partners in their portfolio
planning, resourcing and execution.
428.
Many of the activities in the Core Program are supporting the continuation of existing
activities and plans of agencies. Some high cost items are obvious, for example under Core
Programs: Productivity there is a large cost for implementing the irrigation plan because it is
large scale (e.g. complete 80,000 ha of ongoing surface irrigation projects; the construction to
date cost $4,000/ha; total therefore $320,000,000). Similarly for agricultural roads under Core
Programs: Commercialization, although the cost estimate under ADS is to start with only
3,750km (50km per district), out of 23,000km requirement identified by MOAD, as this was
considered feasible based on the construction rate achieved by MOAD and DOLIDAR in recent
years. Strengthening coordination and participation under Core Programs: Governance, are
supported with the cost of stakeholders getting to and conducting meetings to plan, coordinate,
and review activities. While each coordination group is funded with only $500 for a minimum of
four meetings a year, the total may seem large because there are 75 district and five regional
committees, and the funding is for 10 years.
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Forestry,
40,538 , 8%

FANUSEP,
30,657 , 6%

DESTEP,
62,883 , 13%

Fertilizer,
38,000 , 8%

VADEP, 72,727
, 14%

Irrigation,
94,830 , 19%

INAGEP,
19,485 , 4%

Infrastructure,
27,310 , 5%
Other ,
115,405 , 23%

Figure 15 Composition of ADS Costs (Rs million)

6.3

Flagship and Core Programs: Complement not Duplicate

429.
The activities and costs under Core Programs compliment the Flagship Programs, but
have a different specific output target and scope. For example market infrastructure (Output
4.1), is obviously important for the five prioritized commodities in the Value Chains
Development Program (VADEP), but market infrastructure is also required for other priorities
also such as to construct a VDC multi-purpose market facility, or municipal wholesale market
premises. Irrigation, roads, power and many other activities are similar. The cost structure is
therefore intended to be complementary rather than duplication.
430.
Flagship programs are mechanisms to bring together outputs and activities that involve
multiple stakeholders and agencies. Some of the activities under Core Programs will
complement the Flagship Programs. All of the activities under Governance will contribute to the
success of the Flagship programs, while others may be more specific. For example VADEP, will
develop the full value chain of prioritized commodities. The value chain includes seed
production, effective input supply, extension and advisory services to farmers, access to finance,
mechanization, market infrastructure and processing capacity, taxation, contract and
commercial legal arrangements, export promotion, and quality enhancement. While Core
Programs have cost provision for many of these activities, VADEP provides resources earmarked
specifically for the prioritized value chains. This ensures there are adequate resources allocated
to successfully develop the prioritizedvalue chains.

6.4

Financing by Private Sector, Community, Cooperatives and Farmers

431.
Agriculture is an economic activity, and three of the four ADS outcomes involve private
sector financial contributions to the activities. ‘Private sector’ in the economists’ view includes
the stakeholders that get a private benefit from an economic activity: therefore this includes any
kind of private enterprise, company, cooperative, individual farmer, peasant, trader or laborer.
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432.
Financing arrangements for many of the ADS activities that generate economic activity
include cost sharing or public-private partnerships. Overall the ADS expects $600 million (Rs 57
billion) contribution from the private sector, which is 11percent of the total ten-year cost (Table
35). The largest contributions from private sector are obviously for activities involving increased
productivity and commercialization. Equally obvious, governance activities are fully financed by
government. Many activities to enhance competitiveness are also government responsibilities
such as trade and agri-food safety and quality regulation.
Table 35: Financing by Public and Private Sectors
ADS
Costs USD million
Outcome

Govt, Donor

1 Governance

433

2 Productivity

1,823

Private, Community Sub-total
0.9
140

percent

434

8%

1,962

37%

3 Commercialization

613

378

992

19%

4 Competitiveness

333

80

413

8%

5 Other Programs

1,482

TOTAL

4,683

percent

6.5

600

89%

11%

1,482

28.1%

5,282

100%

100.0%

ADS Costs and Government Budget for Agriculture

433.
There has been some increasein budget expenditure allocation to agricultural sector
over recent years. Indications61 for 2013-14 budget are reported here for a comparison with the
proposed costs of the ADS.The MOF presents budgeted amount in different forms: by ‘Economic
Activity: Agency Allocation’ (Table 36); by functional group; and other forms (e.g. by targeting to
poverty, gender equity, etc.). We therefore use this budget to make some observations and
comparisons with the costs of ADS.
Table 36: Indicative Agriculture Budget by Economic Activity - related agencies 2013-14
Budget
Head

Planned Expenditure Rs'000

Planned Expenditure USD

Recurrent

Capital

Total

Recurrent

Capital

Total

17,413,836

2,456,890

19,870,726

183,303,537

25,862,000

209,165,537

6,077,400

1,632,600

7,710,000

63,972,632

17,185,263

1,050,000

11,359,153

12,409,153

11,052,632

119,570,032

24,541,236

15,448,643

39,989,879

258,328,800

MOAD
MOFSC
81,157,895

MOI
130,622,663

Total
162,617,295

420,946,095

61

MOAD, MOI, MOFSC and other Ministries are preparing 2013-14 budget submissions to MOF at the time
of writing the ADS Final Report. However details on allocation could not be confirmed by the ADS
consultants at this time.
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434.
ADS will have a slight impact on the overall government Budget. The 2013/14 Budget
for agriculture is expected to beabout Rs 40 billion ($421 million) per year including both capital
(Rs 15.5 billion) and recurrent (Rs 24.5 billion) expenditure. The total may beabout 10% of total
budget expenditure.
435.
The ADS inclusive of most current operations and programs will cost Government an
average of Rs 44.5 billion/year62., but not all can be considered additional to the existing
recurrent and capital Budget amount.Annual costs of Rs 18 billion ($188 million63) are included
in ADS as well as the 2013/14 Budget, so the additional annual ADS cost will be Rs 26.5 billion
(ADS Rs 44.5 billion, less Rs 18 billion already included) ($214 million). This implies an annual
Budget for agriculture inclusive of ADS program (funded by government and donors) of about Rs
66 billion ($695 million)64, increasing agriculture’s share of Budget from 10% to perhaps 16% of
the total. The increase in the annual Budget is manageable with assistance from development
partners, and represents a 65% increase relatively to the Budget 2013/2014.
436.
Internationally, governments have increased spending on agriculture since food price
crisis (Figure 16).
Figure 16: International Trend in Percent Budget Expenditure on Agriculture

Source: FAOSTAT online statistics database

65

437.
ADS includes mostly capital, rather than recurrent expenditure. The amount of
government budget that is recurrent and capital varies across agencies, but overall the majority
of expenses are for recurrent functions. Expenditure by MOI is predominantly capital for
construction and maintenance of irrigation infrastructure, while MOAD expenditure is
predominantly for recurrent agricultural inputs (particularly fertilizer subsidy) and services.
Capital expenditure is generally recognized as a driver of economic growth. ADS will provide
capital, developmental expenditure, complementary to the current budget composition.
62

i.e. not including Rs 5.7 billion funded by private sector and communities.
The major cost items included in ADS and 2011/12 Budget which should not be double counted are: i)
fertilizer subsidy (approximately Rs 3.8 billion ($40 million)), (ii) completion of ongoing surface irrigation
schemes that have funding in place (approximately Rs 5.9 billion ($62 million)); forestry programs
(approximately Rs 7.3 billion ($77million)), and ongoing agriculture programs (approximately Rs 1 billion
($9.6 million)). Total of these costs is Rs 18 billion ($188 million).
64
i.e Rs 40 billion 2013/14 plus Rs 26 billion net annual ADS totals Rs 66 billion.
63

65

Source: http://www.fao.org/economic/ess/ess-economic/ess-expenditure/en/
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438.
There is rationale and scope to increase the budget concentration on agriculture.
Agriculture contributes about 32% of Nepal’s GDP and allocates 8% of its budget to agriculture.
Dividing the agricultural budget by agricultural GDP gives a measure of the budget’s orientation
to agriculture. In a rich country highly dependent on agriculture the ratio may be close to 1.
India has a much more diverse economy, but budget orientation of 0.5466 compared to Nepal’s
0.25. In a study of 11 countries in Asia67, the budget orientation to agriculture was 1.5, far
greater than in Nepal. While real budget expenditure in Asian countries grew by 4.4% between
1980 and 2002, the trend has been a decline in agriculture’s share of government expenditure at
a greater rate than decline in agriculture’s contribution to GDP.
Table 37: International comparison of budget orientation to agriculture
Country
Agricultural GDP
Agricultural Budget
Budget Orientation
to Agriculture
Nepal
32%
8%
0.25
India
14%
7.6%
0.54
Asia
6%
9%
1.50
(11 countries)
Sources: Nepal: MOF. India: MOF. Asia: World Bank

439.
Clearly the costs of ADS will require expenditure to be allocated across multiple
agencies, and requires longer-term commitment than annual budget. Therefore the ADS will
adopt a financing mechanism such as a Trust Fund, of which there are existing examples (e.g.
Nepal Peace Trust Fund, Poverty Alleviation Fund). ADS will also follow Ministry of Finance
reforms that allocate budget against agencies’ approved multi-year business plans. The
measures will facilitate an increase in the grant and loan financing of budget, which is currently
around 24 percent.
440.
Another issue for Nepal is whether the government – and private, cooperative and
farmer partners – have the absorptive capacity for increased spending in agriculture. Effective
governance is the critical factor in this issue, and ADS has prioritized governance, including
strengthened mechanisms for stakeholder participation and consensus in planning and
implementation, in the ADS design to improve absorptive capacity. At the January 2013 Nepal
Portfolio Performance Review held by MOF, the need to improve absorptive capacity was
apparent in sectors dominated by large projects, notably the energy sector. Agriculture and
irrigation funded by ADB showed a ratio of contract award to disbursement of 83-90%. World
Bank’s disbursement ratio was heavily impacted by lack of stakeholder consensus in
implementation of large projects, as well as the inability of the government to implement a full
budget in 2012-2013.

66

Source: Union Budget 2013-14, MOF India
S. Akroyd and L. Smith, 2007. Review of Public Spending to Agriculture, DFID/ World Bank Study, Oxford
Policy Management, London UK.
67
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Table 38: ADS Action Plans Cost by Output and Proposed Implementing Agency
ADS ACTION PLANS

Implementation

10-yr COSTS SUMMARY BY OUTCOME

Output

Outcome

Costs Rs million
Main Agencies
Improved Governance

Govt, Donor

Private,
Output total
Community

41,100

87

1.1

Credibility of policy commitment and farmers' rights

MOAD

331

11

342

-

1.2

Improved coordination in ADS implementation

NPC, MOAD

761

-

761

-

1.3

Integrated planning

NPC, MOAD

105

-

105

-

1.4

Effective implementation support

NPC, MOAD

669

-

669

-

1.5

Mechanisms established for gender equality and social and geographic inclusion

MOAD, MOCPR

2,043

-

2,043

-

1.6

Timely and effective monitoring and evaluation

MOAD

1,620

76

1,696

-

1.7

Mechanisms established for participation of civil society

NPC, MOAD

1,663

-

1,663

-

1.8

Enhanced capacity of key institutions involved in ADS coordination and implementation

NPC, MOAD

1.9

Improved food and nutrition security of most disadvantaged groups and rights to food

MOAD, FANUSEP

1.10

Performance-based management system with rewards to the performers established

MOAD

1

Higher Productivity

-

Outcome
total
41,187

2,446

-

2,446

-

30,657

-

30,657

-

808

-

808

-

173,073

13,283

2.1

A decentralized extension system responsive to farmers and agroenterprises’ needs

DOA, DLS, DESTEP,
CAESC

46,313

1,924

2.2

Decentralized research system responsive to farmers and agroenterprises’ needs

DOA, DLS, DESTEP,
CAESC

9,749

2.3

A strengthened agricultural education system

MoEdu, DESTEP

2.4

A farming sector composed of adequately sized farms that use land efficiently and
sustainably
Irrigated area expanded equitably and viably, and improved irrigation efficiency and
management.
Timely access to quality agricultural inputs at affordable price.

MOLRM

MOAD

57

-

Effective implementation of existing seed policies including Seed Vision 2025 through
sufficient investment in resources and capacity building.
A pragmatic solution to fertilizer supply that is acceptable in the short-term, clearly
indicates a strategy for the medium and long term, and aims at improving productivity.
A variety of improved animal breeds appropriate for the Nepal farming systems
conditions are available to farmers.

MOAD

815

411

41,337

2,197

43,534

-

496

297

793

-

2

2.5
2.6
2.7
2.8
2.9

MOI

MOAD, MOF
MOAD

-

186,356

48,237

-

-

9,749

-

4,779

119

4,897

-

3,090

-

3,090

-

65,569

-

57

-

1,226

-

57,518

8,051
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ADS ACTION PLANS
Output

Outcome

Main Agencies
A range of mechanization options accessible to farmers through the private sector.

2.11

Improved resilience of farmers to climate change, disasters, price volatility and other
MOAD, MOEnv
shocks.
Sustainable farming, good agricultural practices (GAP), good veterinary animal husbandry MOAD, MOEnrgy
(GVAHP) are established and adopted.
Subsistence production based forestry is developed into competitive, agriculture friendly MOFSC
and inclusive forest management practice, with a holistic and community based
landscape approach to natural resource management and livelihoods improvement.
Profitable Commercialization

2.13

10-yr COSTS SUMMARY BY OUTCOME
Costs Rs million

2.10

2.12

MOAD, MOCS

Govt, Donor

Private,
Output total
Community

Outcome
total

1,120

166

1,286

-

3,420

-

3,420

-

523

-

3,976

-

404
3,976

119
-

58,248

35,953

3.1

Improved investment climate for agricultural commercialization

MOAD, MOF

147

36

182

-

3.2

Contract arrangements for commercial agriculture

MOAD, MOCS

766

-

766

-

3.3

Tax policy that supports an efficient commercial agricultural sector

MOF, MOAD

6

-

6

-

3.4

A variety of competitive and demand-driven financial and agricultural insurance products. NRB, Insurance
Board,MOAD

212

86

298

-

3.5

Competitive agricultural value chains that increase value added and benefits to
smallholder farmers and agroenterprises

VADEP, VCDAs

44,793

27,935

72,727

-

3.6

Rural roads network expanded

DOLIDAR, MOAD

6,379

6,234

12,613

-

3.7

Agricultural market information and ITC products for market intelligence.

MOAD

3.8

Expanded rural electrification and renewable energies

MOEnrgy

3

Increased Competitiveness

4

5

Implementation

4.1

Market infrastructure developed

MOAD, MLD

4.2

Growth of innovative small and medium agribusiness enterprises

INAGEP

4.3

Growth of food and agricultural products exports

MOAD, MOCS

4.4

Enhanced food quality and safety

MOAD, MOH

Other Programs

MOAD

TOTAL

-

94,201

238

238

475

-

5,710

1,425

7,135

-

31,640

7,636

3,964

3,598

7,562

-

15,447

4,038

19,485

-

-

39,276

502

-

502

-

11,728

-

11,728

-

140,814

-

140,814

444,875

56,959

-

140,814
501,835
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6.6

Schedule of Costs

441.
ADS outputs and the costs for the activities have been scheduled into the two
subperiods: first five years and second five years (Table 39). Implementing the ADS is expected
to require slightly more expenditure in the first five years (55.3%), than in the second five years
(44.7%). The cost schedule for each of the activities is detailed in APPENDIX 4, and summarized
by activity output inTable 40.
Table 39: Costs over Five Year Periods by Outcome (Rs million)

Outcomes
Governance
Productivity
Commercialization
Competitiveness
Other Programs
Total
percent
442.




First 5 years
Second 5 years
2014-2019
2020-2024
Total
22,816
18,372
109,466
76,891
47,449
46,752
22,769
16,506
74,991
65,823
277,491
224,344
55.3%
44.7%

41,187
186,356
94,201
39,276
140,814
501,835

In the first five years there are greater expenses particularly for:
Governance: support for reforms including legislation, regulation, standards,
strengthening farmers’ rights, and food security;
Productivity: including capacity building for farmers and service providers, facilities, and
irrigation;
Current other programs which will be completed, incorporated into ADS core and
flagship programs, or phased out (Figure 17).
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First 5 years (Rs million)
Other Programs
74,991
27%

Governance
22,816
8%

Productivity
109,466
40%

Competitiveness
22,769
8%
Commercialization
47,449
17%

Second 5 years (Rs million)

Governance
18,372
8%

Other Programs
65,823
29%
Productivity
76,891
34%

Competitiveness
16,506
8%
Commercialization
46,752
21%

Figure 17: Cost Portions by Five Year Periods
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Table 40: Costs over Five Year Periods by Output( Rs million)
Output

Outcome
1

Costs Rs million)
First 5 yrs
2014-2019
Improved Governance
1.1 Credibility of policy commitment and farmers' rights
1.2 Improved coordination in ADS implementation
1.3 Integrated planning
1.4 Effective implementation support
Mechanisms established for gender equality and social and
1.5
geographic inclusion
1.6 Timely and effective monitoring and evaluation
1.7 Mechanisms established for participation of civil society
Enhanced capacity of key institutions involved in ADS
1.8
coordination and implementation
Improved food and nutrition security of most
1.9
disadvantaged groups and rights to food
Performance-based management system with rewards to
1.10
the performers established

2

Higher Productivity
A decentralized extension system responsive to farmers
2.1
and agroenterprises’ needs
Decentralized research system responsive to farmers and
2.2
agroenterprises’ needs
2.3 A strengthened agricultural education system
A farming sector composed of adequately sized farms that
2.4
use land efficiently and sustainably
Irrigated area expanded equitably and viably, and improved
2.5
irrigation efficiency and management.
Timely access to quality agricultural inputs at affordable
2.6
price.
Effective implementation of existing seed policies including
2.7 Seed Vision 2025 through sufficient investment in resources
and capacity building.
A pragmatic solution to fertilizer supply that is acceptable in
2.8 the short-term, clearly indicates a strategy for the medium
and long term, and aims at improving productivity.
2.9 A variety of improved animal breeds appropriate for the
Nepal farming systems conditions are available to farmers.
A range of mechanization options accessible to farmers
2.10
through the private sector.
Improved resilience of farmers to climate change, disasters,
2.11
price volatility and other shocks.
Sustainable farming, good agricultural practices (GAP),
2.12 good veterinary animal husbandry (GVAHP) are established
and adopted.

22,816

Second 5
yrs 20202024
18,372

Total
41,187

342

-

342

405

356

761

52

52

105

502

167

669

1,026

1,017

2,043

1,394

302

1,696

831

831

1,663

1,734

713

2,446

15,723

14,934

30,657

808
109,466
26,625
9,749

-

808

76,891 186,356
21,613
-

48,237
9,749

3,401

1,496

4,897

1,760

1,330

3,090

36,000

29,569

65,569

57

-

57

1,226

-

1,226

23,703

19,831

43,534

793

-

793

1,286

-

1,286

2,518

903

3,420

285

238

523
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Output

Outcome

Costs Rs million)
First 5 yrs
2014-2019

Subsistence production based forestry is developed into
competitive, agriculture friendly and inclusive forest
2.13 management practice, with a holistic and community based
landscape approach to natural resource management and
livelihoods improvement.
3

Profitable Commercialization
Improved investment climate for agricultural
3.1
commercialization
3.2 Contract arrangements for commercial agriculture
Tax policy that supports an efficient commercial agricultural
3.3
sector
A variety of competitive and demand-driven financial and
3.4
agricultural insurance products.
Competitive agricultural value chains that increase value
3.5 added and benefits to smallholder farmers and
agroenterprises
3.6 Rural roads network expanded
Agricultural market information and ITC products for
3.7
market intelligence.
3.8 Expanded rural electrification and renewable energies

4
4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
5

Increased Competitiveness
Market infrastructure developed
Growth of innovative small and medium agribusiness
enterprises
Growth of food and agricultural products exports
Enhanced food quality and safety
Other Programs

6.7

Total

2,064

1,912

3,976

47,449

46,752

94,201

182

-

182

386

380

766

6

-

6

298

-

298

36,390
6,379

36,338
6,234

72,727
12,613

238
3,572

238
3,563

475
7,135

22,769
3,928

16,506
3,634

39,276
7,562

9,747
264
8,830
74,991

9,738
19,485
238
502
2,898
11,728
65,823 140,814

TOTAL

Second 5
yrs 20202024

277,491

-

-

224,344 501,835

ADS Recurrent and Capital Costs

443.
ADS costs are estimated as 47% recurrent and 53% capital expenditure (Table 41). The
main types of recurrent costs are for human resources, fertilizer subsidy, regulatory reforms and
capacity building for farmers and service providers, and research and extension. The main types
of capital costs are for infrastructure (irrigation, roads, facilities construction and rehabilitation),
plant and equipment, and establishment of fund capital (e.g. NARF, Innovation Fund). A more
detailed description is in Table 42. Recurrent costs are relatively higher for Productivity (major
recurrent items are fertilizer subsidy and capacity building), while capital costs are higher for
Governance, Commercialization and Competitiveness (Figure 18).
Table 41: Summary of Recurrent and Capital Costs
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Summary of Expenditure by Type
Governance
Productivity
Commercialization
Competitiveness
Other Programs
Total
Percent

Rs million
Recurrent
Capital
Total
17,237.8
23,949.5 41,187.3
101,946.4
84,409.9 186,356.3
32,831.3
61,370.0 94,201.3
13,945.6
25,330.0 39,275.6
69,346.5
71,467.8 140,814.3
235,307.5
266,527.2 501,834.7
47%
53%

Expenditure by Type (Rs million)
120,000
100,000
80,000
60,000

40,000

Recurrent

20,000

Capital

0

Figure 18: Summary of Recurrent and Capital Costs
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Table 42: Recurrent and Capital Costs by Output
Output

10-yr COSTS SUMMARY

Costs Rs million
Recurrent

1.2

Improved coordination in ADS implementation

761

-

761

1.3

Integrated planning

105

-

105

1.4

Effective implementation support

669

-

669

1.5

Mechanisms established for gender equality and
social and geographic inclusion
Timely and effective monitoring and evaluation

2,043

-

2,043

District GESI staff and training

1,696

-

1,696

Agricultural Census

Mechanisms established for participation of civil
society
Enhanced capacity of key institutions involved in ADS
coordination and implementation

1,663

-

1,663

District information centres

2,209

238

2,446

Capacity building

1.9

Improved food and nutrition security of most
disadvantaged groups and rights to food

6,945

23,712

30,657

1.10

Performance-based management system with
rewards to the performers established

1.8

Higher Productivity
2.1

A decentralized extension system responsive to
farmers and agroenterprises’ needs

808

-

41,187
342

Major recurrent expenses

Improved Governance
Credibility of policy commitment and farmers' rights

1.7

23,950
-

Total

1.1

1.6

17,238
342

Capital

808

101,946

84,410

186,356

39,640

8,598

48,237

Major capital expenses

Awareness campaigns, legislation,
review
Central, regional and district
operations

Technical assistance

Construction of facilities and equipment

Activities including demonstrations, Facilities and equipment, for example
inputs, food distribution, monitoring, small irrigation, warehouses, collection
safety net
centers, market facilities at the village
level; also small processing equipment
pilot project

Capacity building, demonstration
inputs, salary support

Facilities and equipment at agriculture
and livestock centres, sub-centers and
CAESC; equipment for demonstrations;
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Output

10-yr COSTS SUMMARY

2.2

Decentralized research system responsive to farmers
and agroenterprises’ needs

2.3

A strengthened agricultural education system

2.4

A farming sector composed of adequately sized
farms that use land efficiently and sustainably

2.5

Irrigated area expanded equitably and viably, and
improved irrigation efficiency and management.

2.6

Timely access to quality agricultural inputs at
affordable price.

2.7

Effective implementation of existing seed policies
including Seed Vision 2025 through sufficient
investment in resources and capacity building.
A pragmatic solution to fertilizer supply that is
acceptable in the short-term, clearly indicates a
strategy for the medium and long term, and aims at
improving productivity.

2.8

2.9

2.10

A variety of improved animal breeds appropriate for
the Nepal farming systems conditions are available
to farmers.
A range of mechanization options accessible to
farmers through the private sector.

2.11

Improved resilience of farmers to climate change,
disasters, price volatility and other shocks.

2.12

Sustainable farming, good agricultural practices
(GAP), good veterinary animal husbandry (GVAHP)
are established and adopted.

Costs Rs million
Recurrent
11

Capital
9,738

Total
9,749

2,997

1,900

4,897

Educational supplies, ICT, etc

Construction of facilities and equipment

620

2,470

3,090

legislation and administration

Land rehabilitation, equipment

12,189

53,381

65,569

Capacity building, demonstrations,
administrative support

Construction and equipment

57

-

57

596

629

1,226

39,971

3,563

43,534

200

594

793

823

463

1,235

2,185

523

-

Major recurrent expenses

Major capital expenses
Construction, equipment, research fund

policy and voucher scheme
regulation
capacity building, regulation,
research

Construction of facilities and equipment

fertilizer subsidy, demonstrations,
training, research

Construction, equipment, reserve stock

capacity building, regulation,
research

Construction of facilities and equipment

1,286

tax incentives, capacity building

Farm machinery

3,420

research, capacity building, inputs

Welfare fund

capacity building

Disaster fund, reserve stock, equipment
and construction

523
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Output
2.13

10-yr COSTS SUMMARY

Subsistence production based forestry is developed
into competitive, agriculture friendly and inclusive
forest management practice, with a holistic and
community based landscape approach to natural
resource management and livelihoods improvement.
Profitable Commercialization

3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4

Improved investment climate for agricultural
commercialization
Contract arrangements for commercial agriculture
Tax policy that supports an efficient commercial
agricultural sector
A variety of competitive and demand-driven financial
and agricultural insurance products.

3.5

Competitive agricultural value chains that increase
value added and benefits to smallholder farmers and
agroenterprises

3.6

Rural roads network expanded

3.7

Agricultural market information and ITC products for
market intelligence.
Expanded rural electrification and renewable
energies
Increased Competitiveness

3.8

4.1

Market infrastructure developed

4.2

Growth of innovative small and medium agribusiness
enterprises

Costs Rs million
Recurrent
3,085

32,831

Capital
891

Total
3,976

61,370

94,201

Major recurrent expenses
Major capital expenses
capacity building, research, materials Land conservation works, equipment

182

-

182

regulation

766

-

766

farmer capacity building

6

-

6

298

-

298

31,117

41,610

72,727

73

12,540

12,613

380

95

475

10

7,125

7,135

13,946

25,330

39,276

437

7,125

7,562

8,370

11,115

19,485

loan finance, capacity building

Capacity building, demonstrations,
research

Collection centers, processing facilities,
small irrigation, equipment, etc. at VDC,
District and regional level
Road construction

Information services

Construction of facilities and equipment
Energy infrastructure

planning, regulation, training

market infrastructure

Youth, women and disadvantaged,
for example capacity building,
business development support

Construction of facilities and equipment
for business incubators and PPP
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Output

10-yr COSTS SUMMARY

4.3

Growth of food and agricultural products exports

4.4

Enhanced food quality and safety

Other Programs

TOTAL

Costs Rs million
Recurrent
312

Capital
190

Total
502

Major recurrent expenses
regulation, capacity building,
international negotiation

Major capital expenses
Construction of facilities and equipment

4,828

6,900

11,728

regulation, standards, certification
and capacity building for farmers,
agribusiness and services

Construction of facilities and equipment
including for laboratories and border
biosecurity

69,347

71,468

140,814

-

-

-

235,308

266,527

501,835

staff costs, demonstrations, research Irrigation, soil conservation, facilities
and equipment
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6.8

Costs by Subsector

444.
An indicative estimation of ADS costs allocated by subsector (crops, livestock, fisheries,
forestry, irrigation, research, infrastructure, and other) shows that 84% of expenses will be for
development of crops, irrigation, forestry and livestock subsectors (Figure 19). For each ADS
outcome the total by subsector and is provided in Table 43, and in more detail by activity
output inTable 44, however the reader should be aware that these allocations are intended as a
guide only. Some costs for items such as for food and nutrition security, extension and capacity
building, and innovation will be spread across multiple sub-sectors and to some degree will be
determined by needs and demand.
Table 43: Costs by sub-sector
Expenditure by Subsector
Summary
(Rs million)

Crops

Livestock

Forestry

Fisheries Irrigation

Research

Infra
structure

Other

Governance

7,415.7

7,415.7

2,964.0

1,482.0

2,964.0

2,964.0

2,964.0

13,017.9

Productivity

71,213.9

26,199.1

6,217.8

171.0

65,911.0

11,387.7

3,021.0

2,234.9

Commercialization

63,650.0

7,600.0

-

-

-

-

19,747.7

3,203.6

Competitiveness

9,218.8

10,643.8

2,922.7

974.2

-

-

10,187.0

5,329.1

Other Programs

1,852.5

5,415.0

73,124.3

285.0

58,522.5

-

-

1,615.0

Total

153,350.9

57,273.6

85,228.7

2,912.2

127,397.5

14,351.7

35,919.7

25,400.5

Expenditure by Sub-Sector
Other

5%

Infrastructure

7%

Resear

3%

Crops

31%

Irrigation

25%

Livestock

11%
Fisheries1%

Forestry

17%

Figure 19: Costs by Sub-sector
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Table 44: Subsector Costs by Activity Output

2

Output

Outcome
1

ADS Activity Output Costs by Subsector
Crops

Livestock

Costs Rs million
Forestry Fisheries Irrigation Research

Infrastructure

Other

Total

Total

Improved Governance
1.1 Credibility of policy commitment and farmers' rights
1.2 Improved coordination in ADS implementation

7,416

7,416

2,964

1,482

2,964

2,964

2,964

13,018

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

342

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

761

1.3 Integrated planning
1.4 Effective implementation support
Mechanisms established for gender equality and social and geographic
1.5
inclusion
1.6 Timely and effective monitoring and evaluation

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

105

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

669

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

2,043

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1,696

1.7 Mechanisms established for participation of civil society
Enhanced capacity of key institutions involved in ADS coordination and
1.8
implementation
Improved food and nutrition security of most disadvantaged groups and
1.9
rights to food
Performance-based management system with rewards to the
1.10
performers established

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1,663

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

2,446

Higher Productivity
A decentralized extension system responsive to farmers and
2.1
agroenterprises’ needs
Decentralized research system responsive to farmers and
2.2
agroenterprises’ needs
2.3 A strengthened agricultural education system
A farming sector composed of adequately sized farms that use land
2.4
efficiently and sustainably
2.5 Irrigated area expanded equitably and viably, and improved irrigation
efficiency and management.
2.6 Timely access to quality agricultural inputs at affordable price.

7,416
-

7,416
-

71,214

26,199

23,207

23,207

2,964
6,218

1,482
171

2,964
65,911

-

-

-

2,964
11,388
-

2,964
3,021

2,487
808
2,235

1,824

-

-

-

-

-

-

9,692

57

-

817

817

342

171

342

1,268

1,140

-

-

-

-

-

1,900

-

-

-

-

29

29

-

-

65,569
-

41,187

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

186,356

1,190
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Output

Outcome

ADS Activity Output Costs by Subsector
Crops

Costs Rs million
Forestry Fisheries Irrigation Research

Infrastructure

Other

Total

Total

2.7 Effective implementation of existing seed policies including Seed Vision
2025 through sufficient investment in resources and capacity building.
A pragmatic solution to fertilizer supply that is acceptable in the short2.8 term, clearly indicates a strategy for the medium and long term, and
aims at improving productivity.
2.9 A variety of improved animal breeds appropriate for the Nepal farming
systems conditions are available to farmers.
A range of mechanization options accessible to farmers through the
2.10
private sector.
Improved resilience of farmers to climate change, disasters, price
2.11
volatility and other shocks.
2.12 Sustainable farming, good agricultural practices (GAP), good veterinary
animal husbandry (GVAHP) are established and adopted.
Subsistence production based forestry is developed into competitive,
agriculture friendly and inclusive forest management practice, with a
2.13
holistic and community based landscape approach to natural resource
management and livelihoods improvement.
3

Livestock

Profitable Commercialization
3.1 Improved investment climate for agricultural commercialization
3.2 Contract arrangements for commercial agriculture
3.3 Tax policy that supports an efficient commercial agricultural sector
A variety of competitive and demand-driven financial and agricultural
3.4
insurance products.
3.5 Competitive agricultural value chains that increase value added and
benefits to smallholder farmers and agroenterprises
3.6 Rural roads network expanded
Agricultural market information and ITC products for market
3.7
intelligence.

988

-

-

-

-

43,534

-

-

-

-

793

-

-

-

-

1,286

238

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1,093

1,093

-

-

-

261

261

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

63,650

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

182

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

766

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

6

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

298

-

-

-

-

-

1,477

7,600

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

19,748

1,045

-

63,650

7,600

3,976

190

12,613
-

3,204

94,201

475
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Output

Outcome

ADS Activity Output Costs by Subsector
Crops

Increased Competitiveness
4.1 Market infrastructure developed
4.2 Growth of innovative small and medium agribusiness enterprises
4.3 Growth of food and agricultural products exports
4.4 Enhanced food quality and safety

5

Costs Rs million
Forestry Fisheries Irrigation Research

Infrastructure

Other

Total

Total

3.8 Expanded rural electrification and renewable energies
4

Livestock

Other Programs

9,219
7,794
-

7,794
-

1,425

2,850

1,853

5,415

TOTAL

10,644

-

153,351 57,274

2,923
2,923
73,124
85,229

-

-

-

7,135

974

-

-

10,187

-

-

-

7,562

974

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

502

-

-

2,625 4,828

-

-

-

-

285
2,912

58,523
127,398

14,352

35,920

5,329

39,276

-

1,615 140,814
25,400

501,835
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7 IMPLEMENTATION ARRANGEMENTS
7.1

Introduction

445.
The ADS is a comprehensive strategy based on four components related to improved
governance, productivity, commercialization, and competitiveness. Each of these components
includes outcomes, outputs, and activities that combined together will contribute to the
achievement of the ADS vision: “a self-reliant, sustainable, competitive, and inclusive
agricultural sector that drives economic growth, and contributes to improved livelihoods, and
food and nutrition security leading to food sovereignty.”
446.
The agricultural sector spans across different agencies and includes multiple
stakeholders. Therefore the implementation of the ADS requires the coordination of various
agencies and stakeholders and innovative approachesto facilitate its successful execution.
447.
Innovativeapproaches to implement the ADS are necessary given that the continuation
of old ways is unlikely to yield the desired effects. The review and assessment of the agricultural
sector has indicated a number of implementation constraints (lack of policy consistency, weak
coordination, lack of integrated planning, weak implementation, etc) that were taken into
account into the formulation of the ADS. Overall those constraints were part of governance
issues. The ADS builds on the understanding of the governance issues and proposes a set of
mechanisms that will help overcome the constraints.

7.2

Traditional and Innovative Approaches

448.
The implementation of the ADS will entail the combination of traditional and new
mechanisms. The traditional way of implementing strategies and plans for the agricultural sector
envisages an institutional framework whereby the NPC provides overall policy coordination, the
Ministry of Agricultural Development (MOAD) provides leadership in implementing agricultural
programs, and related agencies support the implementation. For example, the Department of
Irrigation (DOI) would be in charge of irrigation development, the Department of Local
Infrastructure Development and Agricultural Roads (DOLIDAR) is in charge of agricultural road,
Department of Agriculture (DOA) and Department of Livestock Services (DLS) are in charge of
agricultural and livestock extension, and Nepal Agricultural Research Council (NARC) is in charge
of agricultural research.
449.
The traditional way of implementing programs and plans has its own logic and
rationale. However, in the traditional way coordination has been weak, partly because of the
weak capacity of implementation agencies in policy formulation, integrated planning, policy
monitoring, procurement, and financial management; and partly due to the new challenges
arising during the process of agricultural transformation including migration, global value chains,
food crises, and loss of agricultural land.
450.
In the traditional way of implementing agricultural programs in Nepal, the key
stakeholders of the agricultural sector, namely farmers, cooperatives, and private
agroenterprises have often been left in the backstage of development, with the front stage
taken by government agencies.
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451.
The traditional mechanisms offer useful lessons and guidance for the future; clearly
NPC, MOAD, and other line agencies have an important role to play in the ADS and this role has
to be acknowledged and strengthened. However, the traditional mechanisms are also limited in
their implementation capacity and their relegation of key stakeholders (farmers, cooperatives,
and private sector) in the back stage. More fundamentally, the traditional way of implementing
agricultural policies and programs in Nepal has not produced the desired results of accelerated
growth and poverty reduction.

7.3

Overview of the ADS Organizational Structure

452.
A bird’s view of the ADS implementation is presented in Figure 20. The implementation
of the ADS requires the concerted effort of various institutions from the state, civil society, and
development partners. The NPC will provide overall policy and planning coordination and MOAD
will lead implementation. Several related agencies will implement the core programs of the ADS,
the four flagship national programs (on food and nutrition security; value chain development;
decentralized science, technology, and education; and innovation and agro entrepreneurship),
and other programs.
453.
Overall, the ADS will be implemented through existing Government of Nepal structures.
Recognizing the complexity and multi-agency requirements to implement the ADS, steps will be
taken to strengthen existing agencies to assist with planning, coordination, implementation, and
monitoring.
454.
Overall coordination of policies and programs will be achieved through the National
ADS Coordination Committee (NADSCC) which is based on existing coordination mechanisms
(such as NSC, CADIC, RADC, and DADC, at national, regional, and district level); overall
implementation of programs and projects will be undertaken under the overall guidance of the
National ADS Implementation Committee (NADSIC). The NADSIC will serve as the Steering
Committee for the ADS Implementation Support Unit (ADSISU)which will be established under
MOAD and act as the responsible agency to support implementation of the ADS.
455.
All the current modalities of financing to the sector will remain the same. The only
additional modality will be a multi development partners ADS Implementation Trust Fund (ATF).
Resources may be used for (a) any TA which supports the ADSISU (b) non-government and
government entities for implementation of ADS programs, (c) milestone performance payments
to parties (individuals and teams) responsible for implementing the ADS in line with approved
performance management plans, and (d) payment of the independent ADS implementation and
strategic direction review.
456.
The ADS proposes new mechanisms to improve implementation. The new mechanisms
build upon the existing mechanisms and complement them, support them, and strengthen
them. Specifically, in addition to the NPC, MOAD and other related agencies, the ADS
implementation will rely on the combination of new organizations, national programs, and
leading stakeholders.
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Box 1The ADS Mechanisms
Organizations
1.
2.
3.
4.

National ADS Implementation Committee (NADSIC)
National ADS Coordination Committee (NADSCC)
ADS Implementation Support Unit (AISU)
ADS Implementation Trust Fund (ATF)

National Programs
1. Food and Nutrition Security Program (FANUSEP)
2. Decentralized Science, Technology, Education Program (DESTEP)
3. Value Chain Development Program (VADEP)
4. Innovation and Agro-entrepreneurship Program (INAGEP)
5. Core Programs
6. Other Programs
Leading Stakeholders
1. Ministry of Agricultural Development, National Planning Commission and other
government agencies
2. Farmer Organizations
3. Cooperative Organizations
4. Private Sector Organizations

457.
A summary of the key actors and their role in the implementation of the ADS is
provided in Table 45.
Table 45 Key Actors in the Implementation of the ADS

Actors

Role in the ADS

Comments

Prime Minister
(PM)

Receives regular briefing about progress of the
ADS from NPC and MOAD and addresses any
issues that require high level solution.
National Planning Commission. Provides overall
policy coordination. Ensure integrated planning
and budgeting of ADS
National ADS Implementation Committee. Guides
and ensures overall implementation of the ADS.
National ADS Coordination Committee to ensure
high level coordination among agencies of policies
and plans consistently with ADS strategy.



Chief Guest at the annual ADS
Conference.



Chaired by Minister of MOAD




Chaired by VC of NPC
This committee is the same as the
existing NSC (National Support
Committe
e). The new name reflects the ADS
focus.

NPC

NADSIC
NADSCC



NADSCC
subcommittees

CADIC

Overall activities coordination of ADS through is
sub-committees for

Irrigation-Agriculture

Agribusiness, Private Sector, Coops

Civil Society/NGOs

Research, Extension, Education

Food Security and Nutrition

Development Partners
Central Agriculture Development Implementation
Committee. Overall coordination of agricultural
activities at national level



Chaired by Secretary MOAD
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Actors

Role in the ADS

Comments

RADC

Regional Agriculture Development Committee.
Overall coordination of agricultural activities at
regional level
District Agriculture Development Committee.
Overall coordination of agricultural activities at
district level
ADS Implementation Support Unit. Facilitates
implementation of ADS through capacity building,
communication activities, support services, and
monitoring and evaluation support. It provides
support to the NADSCC, other coordination
committee, implementation agencies, and flagship
program managers.



Chaired by Senior Regional Director



Chaired by DDC Chairperson



ADSISU Team established as unit to
support ADS.ADS Coordination
Section will act as ADSISU
Technical assistance team and funded
by Development Partners with
government counterparts.
Reports to the NADSIC which will act
as its steering committee.
Main unit locate at MOAD and
subunits at other key agencies.
Provides secretarial services to the
NADSCC.
Flexible implementation modality to
be agreed by GON and Development
Partners
Basically wil be led by the
Government of Nepal

DADC

ADSISU






ATF

MOAD

Other
Ministries

Other Agencies
and Programs
FANUSEP
Flagship 1

DESTEP
Flagship 2

VADEP
Flagship 3

ADS Implementation Multi-donor Trust Fund. A
financing modality additional to current
modalities of GON. Resources in the fund may be
used for (a) any TA which supports the ADSISU (b)
non-government and government entities for
implementation of ADS programs, (c) milestone
performance payments to parties responsible for
implementing the ADS, and (d) payment of
independent ADS implementation and strategic
direction reviews.
Ministry of Agricultural Development. Lead the
Implementation of the ADS. Minister will chair
NADSIC and Secretary MOAD will chair CADIC and
prepare ADS Annual Report. MOAD will be
present in the board of all the ADS Flagship
programs.
Include MOI, MFALD, MOCPR, MLRM, MOE,
MOTS, MOInd, MOFSC, etc. They implement
related policies, programs, and projects that need
to be coordinated within the ADS.
Investment Board, PAF, CBS



Food and Nutrition Security Program. Helps
coordinating programs on food and nutrition
security and implementing projects such as
NAFSP, FSNP. Aligned with MSNP.
Decentralized Science Technology and Education
Program. Helps establishing Community based
Agricultural Extension Service Centers (CAESCs) in
each VDC, strengthening existing
agricultural/livestock service centers,
restructuring of NARC, strengthening agricultural
education system, and supporting capacity
building and training of professionals in the
sector.
Value Chain Development Program. Coordinates
prioritized value chains programs , each program
implemented by Value Chain Development
Alliance (VCDA) through a Value Chain
Development Fund (VCDF)





DOA, DLS, DFTQC; and NARC involved
in the implementation of activities of
the ADS



Departments of related ministries (eg
DOI, DOLIDAR, DOFSC, DOC, …)



Will coordinate with ADS programs



MOAD, DOA, DLS, DDC



DSTEP established by Act as a
professional society
DSTEP manager selected by
Recruitment Committee established
by NADSICCoordinates with
implementing agencies NARC,
DOA/DLS, Agricultural University,…







VADEP established by Act as a
professional society
VADEP manager selected by MoAD
VCDA registered as foundations
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Actors

Role in the ADS

Comments

INAGEP
Flagship 4

Innovation and Agricultural Entrepreneurship
Program. Fosters agricultural innovation and
agroentrepreneurship through the combination of
tax incentives, agribusiness incubators, and
matching grants.
A coalition of farmer organizations with
representatives from major parties. They will have
member representatives in NADSIC, NADSCC,
CADIC, DADC, RADC, NARC, CAESC, Policy Review
Panel of MOAD; and they will ensure the presence
of women representatives in those institutions.
Ensures the farmers rights



National
Peasants’
Coalition

Farmers’
Commission
National
Federation of
Cooperatives

FNCCI

CNI





INAGEP established as a professional
society
INAGEP manager selected by MoAD

TOR, Acts, Regulations will be
developed at the initial years of ADS
implementation

They will have member representatives in NADSIC,
NADSCC, CADIC, DADC, RADC, NARC, CAESC,
Policy Review Panel of MOAD; and they will
ensure the presence of women representatives in
those institutions.
Federation of Nepal Chambers of Commerce and
Industry. They will have member representatives
in NADSIC, NADSCC, CADIC, DADC, RADC, NARC,
CAESC, Policy Review Panel of MOAD; and they
will ensure the presence of women
representatives in those institutions.
The confederation of Nepalese Industries (CNI) is
the apex body of the large and medium scale
industrial community of Nepal. They will have
member representatives in NADSIC, NADSCC,
CADIC, DADC, RADC, NARC, CAESC, Policy Review
Panel of MOAD; and they will ensure the presence
of women representatives in those institutions.
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NADSCC

NADSIC

National ADS Coordination Committee

National ADS Implementation Committee

CHAIR: Vice Chairperson of NPC

CHAIR: Minister of MOAD

ADSISU
NADSCC Sub-committees

ADS Implementation
Support Unit

RADC

FLAGSHIP
PROGRAMS

Regional Agriculture
Development Committee

CORE
PROGRAMS

DADC

OTHER
PROGRAMS

District Agriculture
Development Committee

COORDINATION

IMPLEMENTATION

Figure 20ADS Implementation and Organization Mechanisms

7.4

The Prime Minister

458.
Agriculture, together with energy and tourism is generally recognized as one of the key
economic engines of the nation. However, the contribution of agriculture to livelihoods and
employment of the population surpasses that of any other sector of the economy. Its
development is vital to the socioeconomic development of Nepal. Given this context, successive
prime ministers of Nepal have strongly supported the ADS since its inception. During future
implementation of the ADS the Prime Minister will receive regular briefings about the progress
in implementation of the ADS from the NPC and MOADand address any issue that needs solution
at the highest level. The Prime Minister will be the Chief Guest at the annual ADS Conference.

7.5

The National Planning Commission (NPC)

459.
The NPC will be responsible for overall policy coordination of the ADS and integration
and budgeting of periodic and annual plans consistently with ADS planning. The ADS
Implementation Support Unit will report to it. The Vice Chair of NPC will also chair the National
ADS Coordination Committee (NADSCC), the highest coordinating body for the ADS.

7.6

The National ADS Implementation Committee (NADSIC)

460.
A National ADS Implementation Committee (NADSIC) will be established, which will be
chaired by Hon. Minister for Agricultural Development, with Hon VC of NPC as co-chair, Hon
member of NPC (Agricultural Sector), VC University of Agriculture and Forestry, Secretaries from
the Ministries of Finance, Irrigation, Forestry, Federal Affairs and Local Development,
Cooperative and Poverty Alleviation, Land Reform and Management, Education, Presidents of
FNCCI and CNI, representative of National Peasant’s Coalition as members, and MoAD Secretary
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as Member Secretary. Observer status will be made available to the independent professionals,
DP representative, NGOs and academia. The ADS implementation committee will be responsible
to ensure the Implementation of ADS and should meet bi-monthly. The TOR of the Committee
will include the following:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.

7.7

Ensure the implementation of ADS by promoting policy, administrative and legislative
changes in responsible institutions.
Ensure resource mobilization both from internal (public and private) and external
sources.
Provide guidance to the line ministries and the stakeholders to facilitate ADS programs
and projects implementation from the grassroots to the national level.
To act as the Project Steering Committee for the TA which supports ADS
implementation,
Together with NADSCC and the NPC, organize periodic assessment of the ADS and
recommend adjustments.
Adjust ADS Programs, and institutional structure as per the upcoming federal structure.

The National ADS Coordination Committee (NADSCC) and its Subcommittees

461.
The National ADS Coordination Committee will coordinate the ADS at the national level
through periodic meetings. The NADSCC will be establishe at NPC and its composition will
include representatives of farmer organizations, private organizations, and cooperative
organizations. The NADSCC is the national coordination committee of institutions involved in the
ADS and will beunder the chairmanship of Vice Chairman (VC) of NPC. NADSCC will be
strengthened through secretariat service provided by the ADS Implementation Support Unit
(ADSISU) and will be enhanced with the establishment of the following NADSCC sub committees
charged with improving the coordination of ADS relevant issues such as:
a. Coordination between agriculture and irrigation extension (specifically between DOA
and DOI)
b. Coordination among public sector, private sector (e.g. Federation of Nepal Chambers of
Commerce and Industry or FNCCI, Agroenterprise Center or AEC, agribusiness
associations, associations of small and medium enterprises), cooperative sector (e.g.
National Federation of Cooperatives), and farmer organizations (e.g. National Peasants’
Coalition)
c. Coordination between government sector and non-governmental
organizations/international non-governmental organizations (NGOs/INGOs)
d. Coordination between government and development partners
e. Coordination among Research-Extension-Education organization (NARC - DOA, DLS,
DFTQC - University of Agriculture and Forestry, Colleges of Agriculture, Center of
Vocation Education and Training)
f. Coordination between Agricultural Development and Food Nutrition Security and Food
Safety (MOAD and MOHP, National Nutrition and Food Security Steering CommitteeNNFSSC)

7.8

CADIC, RADC, DADC

462.
The Central Agriculture Development Implementation Committee (CADIC) chaired by
Secretary MOADwill periodically convene agencies involved in the implementation of
agricultural programs and coordinate activities.
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463.
Similar coordination mechanisms exist at the regional level - Regional Agricultural
Development Committee (RADC) coordinated by Regional Director Agriculture – and at the
district level - District Agricultural Development Committee (DADC) chaired by DDC Chairman. All
these mechanisms need to be strengthened and revitalized with support of the ADS Agricultural
Support Unit.
464.
Effective communication among DADCs, RADCs, and CADIC should be assured through
periodic briefings from DADCs to the RADCs and CADIC. The ADS Implementation Support Unit
(AISU) will facilitate these briefings.
465.
The ADS will support regular meetings of CADIC, RADC, and DADC and dissemination of
the meetings minutes through the services of the ADS Implementation Support Unit (AISU). A
focal person in each DADC will be identified to liaise with other agencies in the district.
466.
Annual ADS Report will be prepared by CADIC and submitted to NPC with the assistance
of the ADS Implementation Support Unit (AISU).
467.
Regulation will be enacted to allow for the composition of CADIC, RADC, and DADC to
include representatives of farmers organizations, cooperative organizations, and private sector
organizations.
468.
The composition and functions of the RADC are likely to be considerably revised if and
when a federalist structure will be approved by the Constitutional Assembly.

7.9

ADS Implementation Support Unit (ADSISU)

469.
The implementation of the ADS requires coordination among different agencies and
stakeholders, and policy, legal and analytical skills that are currently dispersed. Effective
coordination in turn is the basis for effective planning and policy formulation and monitoring. A
unit endowed with capacity in policy formulation and analysis, will greatly contribute to bridging
the gap between policy and implementation. The unit will be established at MOAD and will
support the ADS implementation and capacity building of related stakeholders and the agencies
involved in ADS implementation and coordination. The main ADSISU at the MOAD(focal division:
Policy and International Cooperation Coordination Division)will work with subunits of ADSISU
that will operate at NPC, MOF, MOI, MFALD, FNCCI, and in University of Agriculture and Forestry
and Tribhuwan University.
470.
Furthermore this unit will extend support to ensure the capacity enhancement of
Regional and District Institutions engaged in ADS implementation. The National ADS
Implementation Committee will work as the Project Steering Committee for the ADS
Implementation Support Project. It is proposed the ADSISU is supported with donor funded
technical assistance. ADS flagship program managers should have observer status on the
ADSISU.
471.
Over time, the unit and subunits will be institutionalized as part of the regular activities
of MOAD and other ministries.
472.

Functions of the ADSISU include:
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i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.
viii.
ix.
x.

xi.
xii.
xiii.
xiv.

Provide capacity building in policy analysis and policy monitoring and integrated
planning to relevant implementation agencies;
Support to development of a system and database for ADS monitoring;
Support formulation and amendment of policies and regulations for implementation
of the ADS;
Support formulation of integrated periodic plans (annual and 5-year plans, and
revisions /updates of ADS plans);
Support NADSCC, NADSIC, ATF Secretariat and professional service;
Support coordination mechanisms (NADSCC, NADSIC, CADIC, RADC, DADC)in terms of
capacity, logistics, and analytical units;
Support monitoring of the ADS implementation and institutionalization, including
monitoring of related policies;
Facilitate implementation of national programs such as the ADS Flagship programs
through advisory services to the Program Managers;
Support harmonization of Sector Policies with international commitments and
guidelines;
Help to develop and institutionalize a performance-based management system for
ADS and institutionalize performance based incentives for ADS implementation
institutions;
Collect and analyze data of strategic importance to ADS implementation as needed
and in synergy with existing data collection systems;
Coordinate development partner investments and programs to be in line with
implementation of the ADS;
Evaluate and possibly formulate a sector wide approach for agriculture and, in case
such approach is pursued by GON, support its implementation;
Commission studies to look at costs and benefits of alternative policies (eg minimum
price schemes for rice and wheat).

7.10 ADS Implementation Trust Fund (ATF)
473.
All current modalities of financing to the sector will remain the same. The only
additional modality will be a multi donor ADS Trust Fund (ATF)to be established with a flexible
implementation modality agreeable to both GON and development partners.. However, the
implementation of the ATF will be led by the Ministry of Agricultural Development. Resources in
the ATF may be used for (a) any TA which supports the ADSISU (b) non-government and
government entities for implementation of the ADS, (c) milestone performance payments to
parties (individuals and teams) responsible for implementing the ADS in line with approved
performance management plans, and (d) payment of the periodic (eg biannual) ADS
implementation and strategic direction review.

7.11 The Ministry of Agricultural Development (MOAD)
474.
The MOAD leads the implementation of the ADS. The Minister of MOAD will chair the
NADSIC; the Secretary MOAD will be (i) Member Secretary of the NADSCC; (ii) Chair the CADIC;
and (iii) Board Member of the ATF. As chair of the CADIC, the Secretary MOAD will be
responsible for preparing the ADS annual report. MOAD will nominate members in the boards of
all the ADS Flagship Programs. The departments of MOAD (DOA, DLS, DFTQC) and NARC will be
involved in the implementation of extension and research programs of the ADS. Moreover,
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MOAD and the departments will coordinate with other agencies and stakeholders in the
implementation of other ADS programs that are not part of the flagship programs.

7.12 Other Ministries and Agencies
475.
Other ministries involved in the implementation of the ADS (MOF, MOI, MOFSC,
MoEDU, MOHP, MOE, MLRM, MOCT, MoInd,etc.) will coordinate activities with the ADS through
coordination bodies such as NSC and its subcommittees, and CADIC; and through
implementation of joint programs (eg. MoEDU and MOAD will work together on the
implementation of the DESTEP).
476.
Other relevant agencies relevant to the implementation of the ADS include financial
institutions (eg. Nepal Rastra Bank), Investment Board, Insurance Board,PAF, and Women
Commission.

7.13 ADS Programs
477.
The ADS will be implemented through three different types of programs: the Core
Programs, the Flagship Programs, and Other Programs. The Core Programs are implemented
mostly through existing agencies already in place at the ministry levels or department levels of
agencies. The Flagship Programs on the other hand require different management structure in
view of the innovative and multisector nature of their activities. Other Programs are those that
are currently implemented but are not part of the existing Flagship or Core Programs.

7.14 Exit Strategy for Other Programs
478.
Other Programs include ongoing programs such as fruit development, fish, silk, goat
development, and others. These programs are not included in the Flagship Programs or Core
Programs of the ADS. In many cases, they are related to the development of specific value
chains.
479.
Before the implementation of the ADS, the existing Other Programs will be evaluated
for restructuring by independent professionals. Based on the suggestions received from the
evaluation report, MOAD will restructure (e.g. modify, merge, drop etc.) the existing Other
Programs and resource allocation will be made according to the prioritization.
480.
Someof the ongoing Other Programs are likely to be completed during the early years
of ADS. If the evaluation of Other Programs shows promising national impact then these
programs could become part of future Flagship or Core Programs.
481.
It should be noted that even though these Other Program are not included in the
currently formulated Flagship or Core Programs, they still could be supported through access to
resources made available in the research and entrepreneurship matching grant funds (funds
under NARF and INAGEP).
482.
Over time, the ADS will include only two types of programs, namely the Flagship and
the Core Programs. The existing Other Programs (see Table 33)will be either discontinued after
their completion or will be absorbed in a new formulation of Flagship and Core Programs.
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Table 46Flagship and Core Programs of the ADS
OUTCOME/Output

FLAGSHIP
PROGRAMS

CORE
PROGRAMS

No.

GOVERNANCE

1.1

Credibility of policy commitment

√

1.2

Improved coordination in ADS implementation

√

1.3

Integrated planning

√

1.4

√

1.5

Effective implementation support
Mechanisms established for gender equality and social and geographic
inclusion

1.6

Timely and effective monitoring and evaluation

√

1.7

√

1.8

Mechanisms established for participation of civil society
Enhanced capacity of key institutions involved in ADS coordination and
implementation

1.9

Improved food and nutrition security of disadvantaged groups

√

√
√
√

1.10
PRODUCTIVITY
2.1

Decentralized agricultural extension services

√

2.2

Decentralized agricultural research system

√

2.3

Strengthened agricultural education system

√

2.4

Adequately sized farms that use land efficiently and sustainably

√

2.5

Expanded and improved irrigation

√

2.6

Access to agricultural inputs

√

2.7

Implementation of seed policies

√

2.8

Fertilizer supply

√

2.9

Improved animal breeds

√

2.10

Mechanization options accessible

√

2.11

Improved resilience of farmers

√

2.12

Sustainable farming, GAP, GMP and GVAHP adopted

√

2.13

Forestry development

√

PROFITABLE COMMERCIALIZATION
3.1

Improved investment climate

√

3.2

Contract arrangements for commercial agriculture

√

3.3

Tax policy to support commercial agriculture

√

3.4

Agricultural finance and insurance

√
√

3.5

Competitive agricultural value chains

3.6

Rural roads network expanded

√

3.7

Agricultural market information

√

3.8

Rural electrification and renewable energies

√

COMPETITIVENESS
√

4.1

Market infrastructure developed

4.2

Growth of small and medium agro-enterprises

4.3

Growth of food and agricultural products exports

√

4.4

Enhanced food quality and safety

√

√
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7.15 ADS Flagship Programs
483.
The ADS envisages some prioritized programs around which could be mobilized
sufficient consensus, resources, and effective management. These prioritized programs will be
referred to as “ADS Flagship Programs”. The four flagship programs of the ADS are:
i.
Food and Nutrition Security Program (FANUSEP)
ii.
Decentralized Science, Technology, and Education Program (DSTEP)
iii.
Value Chain Development Program (VADEP)
iv.
Innovation and Agro-entrepreneurship Program (INAGEP)

7.16 Food and Nutrition Security Program (FANUSEP)
484.
The Flagship Program FANUSEP aims at improving food and nutrition security of the
most vulnerable groups. It consists of three subprograms: the Nepal Food Security Project
(NAFSP), currently been finalized as part of the GAFSP; the Food and Nutrition Security Plan of
Action (FNSP), currently been finalized with assistance of FAO; and a new food and nutrition
security project to be designed and implemented in the second 5-year period of the ADS action
plan. The set of activities in this output are then complex subproject including NAFSP an FNSP.
485.
The implementation of the program requires coordination between the national
programs NAFSP and FNSP and other food and nutrition programs funded by development
partners (such as Feed the Future funded by USAID, programs funded by WFP, and programs
funded by GON and other development partners within the umbrella of the MSNP to ensure that
the most food insecure rural households and farmers are reached. The Program Manager of
FANUSEP) will report to the subcommittee on food and nutrition security of NADSCC (see
section 7.7). The ADS in general and FANUSEP in particular will align with the MSNP a five year
program already approved by the GON.
486.
After the first 5-year implementation of the program, a review will be undertaken by
the Program Manager of FANUSEP to assess lesson learned and design a new program on food
security to make a major indent in reducing food insecurity and malnutrition.

7.17 Decentralized Science, Technology, and Education Program (DSTEP)
487.
The Flagship Program DESTEP aims at decentralizing the extension and research system
while fostering coordination of research, extension, and education in order to enhance
responsiveness to farmers’ and agroenterprises’ needs.
488.
The program will be implemented through a Program Manager deputed by the Ministry
of Agricultural Development. The DESTEP Manager will ensure coordination among NARC,
DOA/DLS, and agricultural education institutions such as Agricultural Universities and Colleges
and facilitate implementation of the activities related to the outputs of decentralized extension
system, decentralized research system, and strengthened agricultural education system.
489.
The decentralized extension system will include three main measures: (i) establishment
of Community Agricultural Extension Service Centers (CAESC) in each VDC; (ii) strengthening
capacity of existing and planned agricultural extension stations that will provide backstopping
services to the CAESCs; and (iii) promoting a voucher system to empower farmers to access the
best available extension and extension service providers. These measures have been explained
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in section 5.3. The following section expands on the implementation aspects related to the
CAESC.
490.
The funds required for implementation of the DSTEP will be pooled into a fund, the
DSTEF (Decentralized Science, Technology, and Education Fund) that will be replenished through
contribution of GON and Development partners. The DSTEP Manager will be responsible for
submitting program proposals and budget to the ATF for approval. Funds from the ATF will be
channeled to the DSTEF and related implementation agencies such as NARC, DOA, DSL,
Agriculture and Forestry University, Institute of Agriculture and Animal Sciences and Agricultural
Colleges.
7.17.1 Community Agricultural Extension Service Centers (CAESC)
491.
Currently, the extension system under the management of the GON is organized
through a network of Agricultural Service Centers (ASC) under the responsibility of DOA and
Livestock Service Centers (LSC) under the responsibility of DLS. The network does not reach all
the VDCs in the country. In total there are 378 ASC and 999 LSC. In Nepal there are 3276 VDC
and 191 municipalities.
492.
This limited number of service centers represents a constraint in reaching out the
farmer population of Nepal. The limited number of service centers is aggravated by the limited
resources available to carry out program and capacity building activities. As a result most of the
VDC and farmers are not reached out by the national extension system. Furthermore, even
when farmers are reached by the existing extension system, there is no guarantee that the local
needs are adequately met by the existing system. The agroecological and socioeconomic
diversity of Nepal is extraordinary and represents a challenge for any specific type of extension
service provider to respond effectively to the needs of different types of farmers. Government
extension service providers, NGOs providers, and private sector providers are able to meet the
needs of only one part of farmers and agroenterprises in Nepal.
493.
To remedy this situation, the ADS proposes a different approach and institutional
framework. Building on the existing network of ASC and LSC, the ADS will support the creation of
Community Agricultural Extension Service Centers (CAESC) that are fully owned and managed by
the communities in each VDC/ Municipality and funded by the combination of resources from
the VDC/Municipality, cooperatives, private sector, and GON.
494.
Each CAESC will be a society registered according to the Law; memberships is open to
all farmers, agroenterprises, and agricultural extension service providers in the VDC, and their
organizations; governance rules for the formation of a CAESC will be established by the DESTEP
Program Manager to assure that representatives of different wards in each VDC and social and
gender balance is assured in the Board of the CAESC.
495.
As a Society, the CAESC will own and manage its own assets, hires its own staff, conduct
meetings, formulate business plan, open a bank account, disburse funds, and audit accounts and
review activities periodically. Governance rules will establish the composition of the board and
the way board members are elected by the members of the Society. Membership fees will be
decided by the General Assembly. The overall purpose of the Centers will be to facilitate
extension services at the village level and to meet the demands and needs of the grassroot. The
Centers will hire their own extension service providers (agricultural and livestock technicians or
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village extension workers) who will receive training and technical backstopping from the
Government service centers in the districts or in the departments’ appropriate units. The
Centers might also organize additional capacity building to be obtained from other providers
such as Agricultural University, Agricultural Colleges, or vocational schools. The Center might
initiate direct MOU or contracts with projects, NGOs, or private service providers as well.
496.
The funding of the CAESC will come from different sources: (i) own funding of
members; (ii) VDC budget; (iii) central government budget (as seed funding); (iv) projects; (v)
service fees or other economic activities initiated by the centers themselves.
497.
The Centers might initially use the premises of local cooperatives, of VDC facilties, or
any other available facility belonging to the members in order to conduct meetings. As the
center grow both in membership and finance, they might acquire their own facilities.
498.
The contribution of the ADS to the CAESC consists of an initial seed funding that is
intended to leverage local resources. For each amount provided by the ADS as seed funding (up
to a limit of Rs 10 lakh)for the establishment of the CAESC, the center has to match with an
equal amount and give a convincing plan that it will continue its operations in the future. This
matched amount could be sources by own sources, VDC funding, or any other funding that the
community center might be able to source.
499.
The CAESC will be entirely managed by the community according to governance rules
that are clearly established at the outset. The center will hire its own staff to provide extension
services. The staff will be trained by the government staff either at the nearest ASC/LSC or at
training centers of the DOA/DLS. The CAESC will be linked to the ASC/LSC so that activities in
each district can be better coordinated.
500.
The approach requires awareness campaign and capacity building to support the
establishment of CAESC. Guidelines for the establishment of the CAESC will be formulated by the
Program Manager of the DESTEP.
501.
The outcome will be a network of extension service centers that have the chance of
reaching all VDC in the country, are totally managed by the communities and therefore more
likely to be responsive to the diverse needs of the farming population, and be responsible for
raising funds and therefore more sustainable.
7.17.2 Decentralized Research System
502.
The decentralized research system will require restructuring of NARC, establishment of
new national research institutes (eg a National Horticultural Research Institute) and the
establishment of research stations in all regions, including the far western region. NARC will act
as the apex institution in national agriculture research system, a policy body to coordinate,
facilitate, consolidate, monitor and evaluate research projects, fund research projects and
promote research linkages at national and international levels. National research institutes and
Regional Agricultural Research Stations (RARS) under NARC will act as the implementing bodies
for carrying out research, training and managing human resources and institutions as indicated
in the NARC proposed structure. The ADS will promote the establishment of National Agriculture
Research Fund (NARF) integrated with NARC. The existing NARDEF will be merged with NARF.
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NARF will fund action research projects to be conducted by public, private, and NGO
organizations to meet the demand of farmers and agroenterprises.
503.
In addition to the existing National Agriculture Research Institute (NARI) and National
Animal Science Research Institute (NASRI), ADS will help to establish the National Horticulture
Research Institute (NHRI), the National Animal Health Research Institute (NAHRI) and the
National Aquaculture and Fisheries Research Institute (NAFRI). ADS will also support the
establishment of Agricultural Research Stations at different agroecological zones (high hills, mid
hills, and terai) in the Far Western Region to complement the recent decision to transform the
Agricultural Research Station in Doti into a Regional Agriculture Research Station (RARS) in Far
Western Region. The ADS will support establishment of Agriculture Mechanization Centers in the
terai (2), mid hills (1), and high hills (1) within existing research centers. The ADS will promote
the consolidation of research stations and programs that are physically located in the proximity
and perform similar research activities. It will reduce administrative cost and duplication of
resources especially operational expenses. The ADS will help to establish functional linkages with
educational institutions and with the extension service for the availability and sharing of their
facilities including for educational purpose.
7.17.3 Integration with the Agricultural Education System
504.
The integration with the agricultural education system will include support to the
Agriculture and Forestry University, Tribhuwan University, creation of a department of
agribusiness in those university, capacity building of vocational schools, inclusion of agriculture
courses in school curricula and support to the establishment of agricultural colleges in the
districts wherever it seems feasible. Additional measures to ensure closer integration with
research and extension include joint educational and research programs with NARC institutes,
joint extension programs with departments and district officers, joint educational programs with
CAESC, identification of innovative ways for the Agriculture and Forestry University and the
Agricultural Colleges to partner with the private sector (example renting/leasing facilities,
training to private/community organizations), and coordination with health and medical institute
to mainstream food and nutrition security into the agricultural universities, colleges, and
vocational schools.
505.
Accelerated growth of agricultural sector depends on various factors, among which
education plays a key role in improvement total factor productivity. Underinvestment in this
sector will slow down the capacity of Nepal to meet the challenges of agricultural
transformation. For too long the agricultural education in Nepal has been left languishing and
underinvested. To ensure growth of the agricultural sector, this declining trend investment in
agricultural education has to be reversed.

7.18 Value Chain Development Program (VADEP)
506.
The Flagship Program VADEP aims at developing competitive and inclusive value chains
of national importance. A market for the poor approach (M4P) will be applied to the prioritized
value chains. Priority will be given to a very limited number of value chains68 selected through a
process that takes into account the following criteria: (i) Poverty reduction potential; (ii) Growth
68

The potential value chain commodities will be decided by the NADSIC as per the dynamic
priority of the country .
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potential (or potential for increasing growth and access); (iii) Intervention potential; and (iv)
Cross-cutting issues such as social inclusion and gender, environmental sustainability, matching
with national and regional strategic priorities, balance of trade (import substitution and export),
and geographical spread. The prioritized value chains will be developed through comprehensive
and integrated measures that result in strengthened value chain linkages, increased PPP
investment and value added with sector impact.
507.
Differently from other value chain interventions in Nepal, the VADEP will have the
following innovative features: (i) will be looking at and developing all the stages of the value
chain, from seeds to final products, from production to processing, from market infrastructure
to access roads and connectivity, from postharvest technology to quality assurance and exports;
(ii) will strengthen linkages among associations of farmers, traders, processors, input providers
and other value chain actors in order to ensure effective investment; (iii) will aim at replication
and linkages beyond the district and achieve national impact; and (iv) will work not only with
one district or department but across districts and departments.
508.
The Manager of VADEP will bedeputed by the Ministry of Agricultural Development.
The Manager will be a highly regarded professional with in-depth experience in agricultural
value chain development, project management, and business development. S/he will coordinate
with the CEOs of specific Value Chain Development Alliances (VCDAs) to implement the specific
value chain programs. The VADEP Manager will be responsible for submitting program proposals
and budget to the ATF for approval. Funds from the ATF will be channeled to the VCDA. The
VADEP Manager will assure overall M&E of the program.
7.18.1 Value Chain Development Alliances (VCDA)
509.
The Value Chain Development Alliances (VCDA) are societies registered according to
the law, owned by key industry representatives including farmers and their associations,
entrepreneurs, input providers, logistics operators, warehouse managers, cooperatives, and
other value chain actors. The commonality of all the actors is that they are all engaged
commercially on a specific value chain and are interested in promoting its commercial
development while contributing to poverty reduction.
510.
Each VCDA will have access to a Value Chain Development Fund (VCDF). The members
of the VCDA will nominate a Board according to the law. The Board will include 6 elected
members and 7non-elected members. The non-elected members will be nominated by GON
and include representatives from MOAD, MoF, NPC,MOI, MFALD, FNCCI, and NRB. The Board
will be chaired by MOAD representative. The Management will prepare a business plan and an
investment plan, to be approved by the Board. The operations of the VCDA will be audited
according to the law. Moreover, they will also be audited according to regulations of the
Development Partners supporting the VCDF.

7.19 Innovation and Agroentrepreneurship Program (INAGEP)
511.
The Flagship Program INAGEP aims to foster agricultural innovation and
agroentrepreneurship through the combination of tax incentives, agribusiness incubators, and
matching grants. The main beneficiaries of this program will be private enterprises,
cooperatives, and innovative entrepreneurs from targeted youth, women, and disadvantaged
groups.
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512.
The program will be implemented through a Program Manager deputed by the Ministry
of Agricultural Development. The INAGEP Manager will facilitate the growth of innovative small
and medium agroenterprises improved tax incentives, establishment of agribusiness incubators,
and matching grants.
513.
The funds required for implementation of the INAGEP will be pooled into a fund, the
INAGEF (Innovation and Agroentreprenership Fund) that will be replenished through
contribution of GON and Development partners. The INAGEP Manager will be responsible for
disbursements of funds from the INAGEF to the agribusiness incubators and the matching grant
fund managers. The INAGEP Manager will be responsible for submitting program proposals and
budget to the ATF for approval. Funds from the ATF will be channeled to the INAGEF.

7.20 Leading Stakeholders: Farmers, Cooperatives, and Private Sector
514.
In addition to the public sector, the leading stakeholders in the ADS will be the farmers
and their commission, cooperatives, Value Chain actors, private agroenterprises, and their
organizations (eg the National Peasants’ Coalition, the National Cooperatives Federation,
National Farmers Group Federation, the Seed Entrepreneurs Association, the Dairy Industry
Association). There are similar organizations at the district level and in the case of farmers and
cooperatives at the VDC level. Moreover, there are national and local commodity organizations
or trade organizations. Farmers in the ADS include both commercial farmers and subsistence
farmers; smallholders and marginal farmers. Agroenterprises include micro, small, and medium
enterprises. Most farmers are women.
515.
The ADS success depends on the participation and the ownership of farmer
organizations, cooperative organizations, and private sector organizations. Differently from
previous strategies for the agricultural sector, the ADS has involved farmer organizations in the
formulation stage and will continue to involve them during implementation, monitoring,
evaluation, and periodic reviews.
516.
•
•
•

The leading ADS stakeholders have the rights to:
Participate and influence the ADS policy and investment decisions
Participate in the monitoring of the ADS
Access to information related to ADS planning, implementation, and monitoring

517.
•

At the same time, the leading ADS stakeholders have the duty to:
Contribute to the solution of the problems encountered during formulation and
implementation of the ADS
Contribute to accelerating the process of decision making regarding the ADS

•

518.
The rights of the leading stakeholders in the ADS are institutionalized as follows.
Representatives of Farmer commission, Farmer Organizations (FO), Cooperative organizations
(COO), and Private Sector Agroenterprise Organizations (PSO) will be members of the ADS key
decision and coordination bodies that oversee the formulation, planning, implementation, and
monitoring of the ADS including:
i.
NADSCC and CADIC
ii.
NADSCC Subcommittees related to the ADS
iii.
Steering Committee of the ADS Implementation Support Unit
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iv.
v.
vi.
vii.
viii.
ix.

DADC and RADC
NARC Board
Governing Body of the CAESC
Policy Review Panels organized to review the formulation of new policies under the
PICCD at MOAD
Steering Committee for the periodic 5-year Review, Evaluation, and Updating
Committee of the ADS.
NeKSAP District Food Security Network

519.
Given the majority of farmers in Nepal being women, the ADS would encourage farmer
organizations, cooperative organizations, and private sector organizations to have women
representatives participating in these coordination, monitoring, and decision bodies.

7.21 Civil Society Organizations
520.
In addition to the public sector, private sector, cooperative sector, and farmer
organizations, other civil society organizations will be key stakeholders in the ADS. Among these
other key stakeholders it is worthwhile to mention:
o Service providers such as NGOs and professional organizations such as
o Women organizations
o Dalit organizations
o Janajati organizations
o Consumers organizations
o Professional organizations
o Association of VDC
o Media
o Producer Organizatopm
521.
In several cases, the ADS structure recognizes explicitly their role. For example, NGOs
and INGOs coordination with the ADS is the main focus of the related NSC subcommittee.
Implementation of several activities of the ADS including social mobilization of farmers,
extension services, and awareness campaigns will be conducted through NGOs/INGOs. Extension
services might also be provided by professional organizations such as the Agricultural
Association, the Veterinary Association, the Agricultural Technicians Association, and the Paravet
Association. Media will be regularly briefed by the spokesperson of the MOAD, particularly after
the meetings of CADIC at the central level, and after meetings of RADS and DASC at the local
level; the media will also be invited to access information through information desks and regular
workshops and conferences.

7.22 Organizational Changes in MOAD and related Institutions
522.
As a multisector development strategy, the ADS requires adequate mechanisms to
facilitate coordination and implementation at the national and local level. A number of
mechanisms have been described in the previous sectionsincluding the NADSIC, the NADSCC, the
ATF, and the flagship programs. In the case of MOAD and its Departments, the following sections
will further elaborate the organizational changed needed to facilitate implementation of the
ADS.
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523.
The guiding principle of reorganizing MOAD and related Departments is to improve
effectiveness in implementation of ADS. The restructuring should keep into account the division
of responsibility between MOAD and Departments. MOAD is responsible for formulation of
policy, overall coordination and planning, development of legislative frameworks, budgetary
allocation, ensuring adherence to international and regional commitments, trade promotion,
and overall monitoring and evaluation of the agricultural sector; the Departments are
responsible for implementation and technical backstopping of the related subsectoral programs.
524.
a.
b.
c.
d.

The restructuring of MOAD proposed in the ADS includes the following:
Establish a Policy and International Cooperation and Coordination Division (PICCD);
Establish an Agricultural Trade Division;
Creation of ADS Implementation Support Unit -the PICCD ;
Assure open placement of professional and technical staff from within MOAD positions
for all competent and qualified staff irrespective of their original faculty or
departmental specialization.

525.
The restructuring of NARC towards a more decentralization structure has been
discussed in section 5.3.2. For the DFTQC, the ADS suggests (i) to establish food quality control
regional laboratories in all five regions; and (ii) to establish food quality regulation offices in all
districts.For the DOA, the ADS suggests to consider a detailed study for the establishment of a
separate Department of Horticultural Development. The ADS does not suggest any specific
restructuring of DLS at this stage.
526.
For the Agriculture and Forestry University and agricultural colleges the ADS suggests:
(i) to establish agricultural colleges in the districts wherever it seems feasible; (ii) to establish an
agribusiness department in the Agriculture and Forestry University; and (iii) to establish a
Technology Dissemination Department in the Agriculture and Forestry University.
527.
The ADS also indicates the need of an in depth administrative and management survey
of MOAD and related department (see paragraph280).

7.23 Exit Strategy for APP
528.
The preparation of the ADS and its approval by the GON will coincide approximately
with the ending of the APP in 2014. The APP has been reviewed at different stages; an early
review was conducted in 2001-2005 during the Agricultural Sector Performance Review (ASPR)
and more recently in 2006 with the APP Implementation Status Report (APP-ISR). In the period
subsequent to 2007, it was increasingly perceived by different stakeholders in the Government
of Nepal (GON) and society at large that the initial formulation of the APP required revision in
view of several factors including (i) a new national and international context; (ii) a general
perception that the APP had not been successful in achieving its main targets; and (iii) the period
of validity of the APP (1995-2014) approaching its end and the need of a new long-term strategy.
529.
The review conducted by the ADS TA team has highlighted a mixed performance of the
APP and highlighted some key lessons. Some of the key ideas that were formulated under the
APP remain valid in the ADS including the focus on research and extension and technology as a
driver of growth, the emphasis on commercialization of smallholder farmers, the recognition of
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women as critical human factor in agriculture, the importance of rural infrastructure (particularly
rural roads and rural electrification) for agricultural development.
530.
At the same time, several new approaches and programs are required for the ADS that
were not part of the APP such as the role of governance; the role of farmers, cooperatives, and
private sector in planning, decision making, and monitoring of the ADS; the need of addressing
land issues; the establishment of community based service centers; the integration of
smallholdres with dynamic value chains; the promotion of agro-entrepreneurship and
competitiveness; the empaphis on trade promotion and net exports; the development of quality
assurance systems; capacity building of service providers at village level; climate change and
resilience building measures; and measures to promote not only food security but also nutrition
security.
531.
The approval of the ADS will represent the end of the APP as the official strategy for
long-term development of agricultural sector in Nepal.
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8 FOOD AND NUTRITION SECURITY
532.
One of impacts of the ADS is to ensure food and nutrition security (FNS). The FNS
dimension is underlying the overall strategy and is present in all components and many of the
activities of the ADS. The ADS is also aligned with the Multi-Sectoral Nutritional Planand the
Food and Nutrition Plan of Action (prepared with support of FAO).

8.1

Food and Nutrition Security Definition and Targets

533.
The definition of FNS proposed by FAO in 199669 entails the aspects of food availability,
food access, food use and utilization, and stability, and is also related to the dimensions of
inclusion and livelihoods of the ADS vision statement. FNS is a multisector concept; even though
agriculture is not the only determinant of food security, it is certainly a major one. The vision for
the agricultural sector in Nepal implies that higher agricultural growth is reflected not only in
additional income but also in the availability, access, and utilization of more nutritious food,
particularly of those who are currently food insecure. Food and nutritional security should entail
a more diversified agricultural production system with a larger role of animal and horticultural
products. As urban markets and international food trade increase, food safety issues will also
become more important aspects of food and nutrition security.
534.
Indicators and targets of FNS in the ADS are reported in Table 47. They include: food
poverty defined as the proportion of people below a poverty line determined by a basket of food
consumption able to meet the caloric requirement of 2,200 kcal/person/day; stunting defined as
the percentage of children under 5 years of age who are below a certain norm for height for age;
underweight defined as the percentage of children under 5 years of age who are below a certain
norm for weight for age; wasting defined as the percentage of children under 5 years of age who
are below a certain norm for weight for height; and chronic energy deficiency of women in
reproductive age, measure by a low Body Mass Index (BMI). Monitoring and evaluation of these
indicators will be undertaken by the ADS in coordination with other agencies involved in FNS.
Table 47 Indicators and Targets of Food and Nutrition Security in the ADS
Indicators
Food Poverty
- % stunting (height for age) among
under 5 children
- Underweight (weight for age)
among under 5 children
- Wasting (weight for height)
among under 5 children
- Women in reproductive age with
chronic energy deficiency
(measured as low BMI)

Current Situation
(2010)
24%

Target Short Term
(5 years)
16%

Target Medium
Term (10 years)
11%

41.5% stunting;
31.1%
underweight;
13.7% wasting;
18% women with
low BMI

29% stunting; 20%
underweight; 5%
wasting; 15%
women with low
BMI

20% stunting; 13%
underweight; 2%
wasting; 13%
women with low
BMI

Target Long Term
(20 years)
5%
8% stunting; 5%
underweight; 1%
wasting; 5%
women with low
BMI

69

The 1996 World Food Summit adopted the following definition: “Food security, at the individual,
household, national, regional and global levels [is achieved] when all people, at all times, have physical
and economic access to sufficient, safe and nutritious food to meet their dietary needs and food
preferences for an active and healthy life”.
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8.2

Contribution of ADS Component 1 on Governance to Food and Nutrition Security

535.
All outcomes, outputs, and activities of the ADS will contribute to improve FNS either
directly or indirectly. At the same time, the ADS will address the food and nutrition security
needs of the most disadvantaged rural population including lactating and pregnant women,
janajatis, dalits, and groups in disadvantaged regions such as the Karnali.
536.
Under ADS Component 1 on Governance one set of activities is entirely dedicated to
improved FNS of disadvantaged groups. The ADS realizes that without credible programs to
alleviate the FNS conditions of the most disadvantaged groups, there could be hardly any
credibility in the ADS and its contribution to food and nutrition security. These activities will be
organized under one national Flagship Program referred to as the Food and Nutrition Security
Program (FANUSEP). The Program will consist of three subprograms: the National Food Security
Project (NAFSP), currently been finalized as part of the Global Agriculture and Food Security
Program (GAFSP); the Food and Nutrition Security Plan of Action (FNSP), currently been finalized
with assistance of FAO; and a new targeted national food and nutrition security project to be
designed and implemented to complement NAFSP and FNSP. In order to maximize ADS
synergies with existing and planned similar programs and improve targeting it will be essential to
coordinate with the Multi-sector Nutritional Plan (MSNP).
537.
In addition to programs to address the FNS of the most disadvantaged groups and
regions of Nepal, the ADS includes GESI and Nutrition mainstreaming, and support to the
formulation of legislation such as Rights to Food and Food and Nutrition Security Act. The ADS
through its FANUSEP Program Manager will coordinate with ongoing food and nutrition security
projects, such as Feed the Future funded by USAID, programs supported by WFP, and programs
funded by GON and other development partners within the umbrella of the Multisector
Nutritional Plan (MSNP) to ensure that the most food insecure rural households and farmers are
reached by various programs. The Program Manager of FANUSEP will report to the
subcommittee on food and nutrition security of NADSCC.
538.
ADS will support strengthening the capacity of the central and district food security
coordination mechanisms such as the High Level Nutrition and Food Security Steering
Committee (HLNFSSC) and the Nutrition and Food Security Coordination Committee (NFSCC) at
NPC level and the District Nutrition and Food Security Steering Committee led by DDC at the
district level. This will enhance the contribution of ADS towards MSNP and involves all the key
actors on food security and nutrition.
539.
ADS will promote formulation of Rights to Food and Food Sovereignty Legislation and
monitor their implementation. The rights to food and food sovereignty principles were
established in the interim constitutions and are likely to be incorporated in the new constitution
of Nepal. The interim constitution Article 18 has a view of Food Sovereignty as right to food or
perhaps right to food sufficiency. The ADS is consistent with these principles provided they are
not intended to preclude international trade in food and will monitor the implementation of the
principles during the course of the ADS.

8.3

Contribution of ADS Component 2 on Productivity to Food and Nutrition Security

540.
Component 2 of the ADS on Productivity has an impact onFNS by (i) increasing the
volume of food production in Nepal in a sustainable way through higher productivity and
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sustainable use of natural resources; and (ii) reducing vulnerability of farmers through improved
food/feed/seed reserves, improved preparedness and response to emergencies, and climate
smart agricultural practices.
541.
Increased sustainable productivity will affect not only the production of foodgrains to
achieve self-sufficiency and possibly a trade surplus; but it will also affect the production of
vegetables and fruit, oilseeds, pulses, and animal proteins (milk, eggs, meat, and fish) through
improved practices in seed production and distribution, irrigation, plant protection and
nutrition, breeding, and animal nutrition. The outcome will be a more diversified agricultural
system able to supply products that meet the demand for a richer nutrition of the Nepalese
population, in addition to the demand for exports of several products where Nepal has a
comparative advantage. This will require mainstreaming of nutrition in both the extension
programs and in agricultural education programs, two activities that are also incorporated in the
ADS formulation. In addition to the main foodgrains and main vegetables and animal protein
sources, the ADS will also contribute to the preservation and utilization of local products that do
contribute to food and nutrition security of remote areas. The localized needs for these
indigenous foods and the requirements in terms of knowledge support and demonstrations will
be conveyed to the research and extension system by the Community Agricultural Extension
Service Centers located in each VDC.
542.
Impact on FNS will also be through strengthening resilience of farmers and
communities to shocks of various nature (pest attacks, disease, flooding and droughts, etc.). The
ADS will promote the development of food, seed, and feed reserve systems and early warning
systems to improve preparedness and response of communities and households to extreme
events.

8.4 Contribution of ADS Component 3 on Commercialization to Food and Nutrition
Security
543.
Component 3 of the ADS on Profitable Commercialization has an impact on food and
nutrition security by (i) increasing income of farmers; (ii) improving access to markets and (iii)
reducing postharvest losses.
544.
Integration of smallholder farmers and farm workers with dynamic value chains will be
primarily reflected through their higher income and improved access to markets. This in turn will
entail a richer and more diversified diet of the rural population. Of particular significance will be
the development of the national programs on dairy, vegetables, maize, and pulses. The
development of effective value chains for these commodities will imply the availability of a
larger and more convenient supply of quality and affordable products highly relevant to a
protein and micronutrient-rich diet.
545.
The development of commercialized agriculture will accomplish an improvement in
postharvest systems that will be reflected in lower postharvest losses and availability of a
greater range of food products over a longer period of the year.

8.5 Contribution of ADS Component 4 on Competitiveness to Food and Nutrition
Security
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546.
Component 4 of the ADS on Competitiveness has an impact on food and nutrition
security by (i) improving food safety; (ii) relying upon trade for a more diversified diet; (iii)
accelerating the growth of micro, small, and medium agroenterprises including those headed by
women, youth, disadvantaged groups, and individuals based in disadvantaged regions.
547.
The food safety situation in Nepal needs considerable improvement in terms of policies,
institutions, surveillance, technology, and inspection. The ADS promotes several measures
including the establishment of district level offices of the Department of Food Technology and
Quality Control to assure improved food safety standards throughout Nepal. Improved food
safety in turn entails improved nutrition and food utilization.
548.
The ADS envisages a situation in which Nepal will be a net agricultural and food
exporter, a strategy that not only ensures food reliance but also allows access to a broader
availability of food items through trade.
549.
Competitiveness cannot be achieved without the contribution of a vibrant agribusiness
sectors consisting of micro, small, medium, and large enterprises. By promoting the emergence
of sustainable and competitive agribusiness enterprises, the ADS will contribute to growth of the
non-farm sector in rural areas. A more vibrant rural non-farm sector implies higher rural income
and lower rural food poverty.

8.6

Monitoring and Evaluation of Food and Nutrition Security in the ADS

550.
FNS is a cross sectoral issue and its monitoring requires a multi-sectoral approach. Such
approach needs to be guided by coherent principles to ensure that the different efforts
implemented are linked together to achieving an efficient and effective implementation of food
and nutrition security monitoring system. The ADS will support the institutionalization of the
NeKSAP system already existing at MOAD as a project supported by WFP through EU. Improved
monitoringof FNS will also require coordination with other agencies and programs particularly
the MSNP. A subcommittee on FNS and Food Safety will be established by the NADSCC.
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9 MONITORING AND EVALUATION
9.1

Introduction

551.
The ADS framework includes a Vision, Outcomes, Outputs, and Activities. Progress
towards the vision can be monitored by considering the Vision targets and indicators. Similarly,
targets and indicators for the Outcomes. A number of indicators for the Outputs will be
presented in this chapters.
552.
Monitoring and evaluation is one of the main outputs of the Governance component. A
number of activities related to monitoring are described in the output 1.6 of the Governmance
component. A specific system for monitoring and evaluation at the central and district level will
be formulated at the beginning of the ADS and monitoring capacity of central and district level
institutions will be strengthened. The new ADS monitoring system will be linked to the existing
monitoring mechanisms such as the Nepal Khadya Suraksha Anugaman Pranali (NeKSAP: Nepal
Food Security Monitoring System), District Poverty Monitoring System (DPMAS), Poverty
Monitoring System (PMAS) and other monitoring and evaluation mechanisms.

9.2

Monitoring and Evaluation of the ADS

553.
The ADS needs to be monitored regularly, professionally, and in a participative manner.
Monitoring division and units will be strengthened at the Ministry and department levels and
will be provided support and capacity building by the ADS Implementation Support Unit.
554.
In addition to project and program monitoring, the ADS will require regular policy
monitoring to be carried out by Policy and International Cooperation coordination Division .
Monitoring of the ADS will go beyond inputs and output monitoring and include outcomes and
impact monitoring according to the targets and design monitoring framework of the ADS
programs. Monitoring reports will be publicly available both in Nepali and English and discussed
regularly at national and local events.

9.3

Monitoring Vision, Outcomes, and Outputs

555.
The ADS Vision and its targets are reported in Table 18, the impacts and its indicators
are reported in Table 19; targets for the outcomes are reported in Table 20, and preliminary
indicators for the outputs are provided in the following Table 48 to Table 51.
Table 48 Output Indicators for Outcome 1 on Improved Governance
Output
Indicators
1.1 Credibility of policy commitment






Quarterly press releases from GoN on ADS
Section on Policy Credibility in the Annual ADS M&E report
Regulation on tenure of key positions approved and enforced
Independent review of ADS every 5 years

1.2 Improved coordination among
institutions involved in the ADS
implementation




Amendments of NSC and CADIC approved and enforced
Quarterly meetings of NADSCC, CADIC held and minutes available on
ADS website
Subcommittees of NADSCCestablished
Subcommittees of NADSCC held meetings quarterly and minutes
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Output

1.3 Integrated planning

1.4 Effective implementation support

1.5 Mechanisms established for gender
equality and social and geographic
inclusion in the ADS

1.6 Timely and effective monitoring and
evaluation of the ADS

1.7 Mechanisms established for
participation of civil society in the
planning, implementation, and
monitoring of the ADS
1.8 Enhanced capacity of key
institutions involved in ADS
coordination and implementation
1.9 Improved food and nutrition
security of most disadvantaged
groups and rights to food
1.10 Performance-based management
system established

Indicators






available on ADS website
RADC and DADC meetings held quarterly
Section on coordination in the Annual ADS M&E report
CADIC Annual Report on ADS
Regulation on NPC and multisector plans
Report by NPC on consistency of periodic plans and budgets with ADS
MOAD report covering ADS produced annually
ADS implementation guidelines and implementation manual
ADS implementation monitoring reports (biannual)
Number of officials trained in policy analysis and policy monitoring
Policy performance reports (annual)
Draft Annual Report on ADS
Policy workshops and presentation of ADS implementation
Policy studies
Briefings to NPC, CADIC, NSC, and NSC subcommittees
FSED staff trained on GESI
GESI statistics consolidated by FSED staff
GESI staff at district level
GESI staff at other agencies involved in the ADS
Reports on GESI-responsiveness of Extension and Research
GESI strategy developed
GESI section on the ADS annual report
ADS monitoring system established
ADS monitoring reports published quarterly
NeKSAP is institutionalized into the government system and
operational
ADS website
ADS information desk at Policy and Interanational Cooperation
Coordination Division of MoAD
ADS information desks at Departments, Regions and Districts
Annual ADS conference
Capacity needs assessment and capacity plan of key institutions
Monitoring report on capacity building plan







Number of beneficiaries from disadvantaged groups
Income of beneficiaries
Nutritional outcomes (stunting, wasting, undernutrition)
System established and piloted
Performance improved




























Table 49 Output Indicators for Outcome 2 on Higher Productivity
Output
Indicators
2.1 A decentralized extension system
responsive to farmers and
agroenterprises’ needs

2.2 A decentralized research system
responsive to farmers and
agroenterprises’ needs
2.3 A strengthened agricultural
education system













Establishment of CAESC
Farmers reached by extension services
Number of demonstrations
Adoption of improved technologies
Joint programs with Education and Research organizations
Establishment of new NRI
Establishment of Research Stations
Generation of new technologies
Joint programs with Extension and Education organizations
Establishment of Department of Agribusiness
Improvement in Facilities of Agricultural and Forestry University and
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Output

2.4 A farming sector composed of
adequately sized farms that use land
efficiently and sustainably
2.5 Irrigated area expanded equitably
and viably, and improved irrigation
efficiency and management.
2.6 Timely access to quality agricultural
inputs at affordable price.

Indicators




institutes
Establishment of New Regional Agricultural Colleges
Improved capacity of vocational school
Joint programs with Extension and Research organizations
Land leasing regulations and practices expanded
Larger commercial farms managed by cooperative or agroenterprises
Completion of cadastral surveys
Land tenancy disputes reduced
Area under year round irrigation Increased
Increased cropping intensity
Increased water productivity
Increased cropping intensity
Vouchers policy to access agricultural inputs and extension
established
Policy for gradual transformation of subsidy system into market
based system
Seed replacement rate increased.
Public and private sector investment in seed sector increased





Market system insures fertilizer supply on time
Quality of fertilizer available in the market
Efficiency of fertilizer use increased



Population of improved animal breeds increased




Mechanization in agriculture
Labor productivity increased











Resilient crops varieties released
Number of farmers covered by agricultural insurance
Food reserves system in place
Farmer welfare fund operational
Improved early warning system
Crop and weather forecasting available to farmers on mobile
GAP/GVAHP standards formulated
Adoption of good practices by farmers
Number of farmers and ha certified






Forestry NTFP output
Leasehold forestry output
Forestry timber output
Value of forestry products captured by women and disadvantaged
groups
Employment created by forestry sector















2.7 Effective implementation of existing
seed policies including Seed Vision
2025 through sufficient investment
in resources and capacity building.
2.8 A pragmatic solution to fertilizer
supply that is acceptable in the
short-term, clearly indicates a
strategy for the medium and long
term, and aims at improving
productivity.
2.9 A variety of improved animal breeds
appropriate for the Nepal farming
systems conditions are available to
farmers.
2.10 A range of mechanization options
accessible to farmers through the
private sector.
2.11 Improved resilience of farmers to
climate change, disasters, price
volatility and other shocks.

2.12 Sustainable farming, good
agricultural practices (GAP), good
veterinary animal husbandry
practice (GVAHP) are established
and adopted.
2.13 Subsistence production based
forestry is developed into
competitive, agriculture friendly and
inclusive forest management
practice, with a holistic and
community based landscape
approach to natural resource
management and livelihoods
improvement.
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Table 50 Output Indicators for Outcome 3 on Profitable Commercialization
Output
Indicators
3.1 Improved investment climate for
agricultural commercialization
3.2 Contractual arrangements for
commercial agriculture
3.3 Tax policy that supports an efficient
commercial agricultural sector
3.4 A variety of competitive and
demand-driven financial and
agricultural insurance products.
3.5 Competitive agricultural value
chains that increase value added
and benefits to smallholder farmers
and agroenterprises
3.6 Rural roads network expanded.

3.7 Agricultural market information and
ITC products for market intelligence.
3.8 Expanded rural electrification and
renewable energies.

















Private and cooperative investment in commercial agricultural
production and agribusiness
Number of ha or herds under contract farming
Consistent tax policy to promote investment in agribusiness and
agriculture greed and implemented
Agricultural credit volume and outreach
Number of financial products available to farmers
Agriculture/livestock insurance coverage
Value of the production and postrproduction in each prioritized value
chain
Value added by stakeholder
Section on agricultural roads under District Technical Office
established
Road length (km) constructed
Quality of roads after 2, 4, 6 years of construction
Number of farmers with access to ICT market information products
Number of farmers with access to ICT market intelligence products
Section on Power development at MOAD established
MW of renewable energy available to farmers

Table 51 Output Indicators for Outcome 4 on Increased Competitiveness
Output
Indicators
4.1 Market infrastructure developed
4.2 Growth of innovative small and
medium agribusiness enterprises
4.3 Growth of food and agricultural
products exports
4.4 Enhanced food safety and quality

9.3.1












Total value of investment in market infrastructure
Total value of produce going through major agricultural markets
Number of agroenterprises developed by different groups
Value of output of agroenterprises developed by different groups
Value of exports of food and agricultural exports
Value of imports of food and agricultural exports
Percentage of exports that are certified
Percentage of domestic production that is certified
Occurrences of food safety incidents
Rejections of exported products due to SPS compliance issues

Linking Monitoring to Good Performance

556.
Monitoring in the ADS will not only identify progress towards the Vision and indicate
possible problems, but it will also identify good performance and link performance to rewards.
The monitoring system should at the minimum be able to trace indicators at the district level for
agricultural production, agricultural income, disbursement, satisfaction of beneficiaries, progress
in implementation, etc.
557.
Based on observed indicators of good performance, a reward to the best 5 perfoming
DADOs or DLSOs will be provided every year, provided that their performance is above the set
minimum threshold (see section 5.2.10). An ADS Good Performance Fund (AGOPEF)will be
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established and managed by the the ADSISU initially on a pilot basis and be replicated and
institutionalized in case of positive results.

10 ROADMAP
558.
The ADS provides a strategy for the next 20 years (2015 to 2035 AD) agricultural
transformation of Nepal. This is a long period during which inevitably great changes will occur.
The ADS provides a framework for the development of the agricultural sector that will need to
be improved and updated several times during this period.
559.
As in most other journey, the first steps are the most important. To embark on the ADS
road, several conditions have to be satisfied for the journey to be a successful one. These
include:
i. Government commitment
ii. Policies and Regulations for ADS Implementation in place
iii. Consensus of key stakeholders
iv. Development partners support
560.
Each of these conditions needs to be verified through observable indicators. The
following section will explain the methods of verification of the initial necessary conditions for
the ADS success.

10.1 Government Commitment
561.
Government commitment to the ADS will be gauged by three main indicators, related
to finance, legislation, and institutions. In particular:
i.

ii.

iii.

Medium term budget commitment by central government and local government
(DDC and VDC). The commitment to the ADS is not only in terms of the resources,
but also in terms of support to the ADS programs, so that sufficient planning
horizon and security of program finance can be established to motivate
stakeholders and promote private investment and development partners’
commitment.
Tenure of key positions. Some of the key positions in the implementation of the
ADS, including National Program Managers, and senior civil servants involved in the
ADS should secured sufficient length of tenure to carry out their functions properly.
This might require policy or regulations to be formulated and enacted.
Establishment of key units. The National ADS Implementation Committee
(NADSIC), the ADS Implementation Trust Fund (ATF), the Coordination subcommittees of NADSCC, and the ADS Implementation Support Unit (ADSISU) need
to be established to ensure implementation of the ADS.

10.2 Policies and Regulations for ADS Implementation
562.
ADS implementation requires formulation and approval of various policies and
regulations. Some of these policies and regulations need to be enacted at the early stages for
the ADS, particularly those related to the governance dimension (see Table 52).
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Table 52Examples of Policies and Regulations needed for implementing the ADS
Governance
1. ADS Implementation
Support Unit
(ADSISU)
2. Composition of
NADSCC and
Subcommittees
3. Composition of
CADIC, RADC, DADC

Productivity
1. CAESC

Commercialization
1. Contract farming

Competitiveness
1. Innovation Funds

6.

NARC restructuring

5.

4.

Quality and Safety
regulations

7.

6.

5.

Food safety law

4.

ADS Information
desks

8.

5.

Establishment of
NADSIC
ADS Implementation
Trust Fund (ATF)
Tenure of key
positions
Farmers’ Commission

9.

Dept Agribusiness
Agricultural
University and Ag
Colleges
Vouchers for
extension and
input
Land Leasing

6.
7.
8.

7.

Value Chain
Development
Alliances
Crop and livestock
Insurance
regulations
New Financial
Products

10.3 Consensus of Key Stakeholders
563.
As a key national strategy for the next 20 years, the implementation of the ADS cannot
be just a technocratic or bureaucratic exercise. The strategy aims to accelerate inclusive and
sustainable growth of the agricultural sector and to smooth the agricultural transition of Nepal.
As such, its implementation cannot even be conceived without the presence of a substantial
consensus among the key and leading stakeholders: the government, the farmers, the private
sector, the cooperative sector, and the major political and social forces.
564.
In a very diverse and increasingly open society like Nepal, there is a vigorous debate
about different approaches to development planning, implementation, and resources allocation.
Given the diversified nature of society and political opinions, the ADS will be constantly debated
and at times its implementation might be slowed down by a wide divergence of opinions.
565.
The condition to start implementation of the ADS however is not the utopist situation
in which there will be full consensus about all the measures proposed in the action plan and
roadmap. For the ADS to proceed, it is important to have maximum, even though not unanimous
consensus about the approach, vision, and measures proposed for implementation.
566.
In order to assure this consensus it is important to have a pledge by the leading
stakeholders that indeed they are supporting the implementation of the ADS and commit to
contribute to the solution of problems that inevitably will be encountered during
implementation.
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567.
An ADS signing ceremony by the major political leaders will ensure that political
commitment to the ADS will remain alive also during successive cabinets. Such an ADS signing
ceremony should be conducted before ADS is commenced and renewed periodically, particularly
after every major evaluation of the ADS (at least every 5 years).

10.4 Development Partners Support
568.
The ADS provides an overall strategy for improving coordination between GON and
development partners in the field of agricultural development. A strong commitment to the ADS
by the GON and leading stakeholders together with a well organized and reasonable strategic
approach can provide reassurance among the donor community that investment in the
agricultural sector might lead to the desired development outcomes. If that is the case, then a
pledge of multiyear commitment to the ADS Implementation Trust Fund (ATF) might again
contribute to improve funding and delivery mechanisms of the ADS.

10.5 Early Milestones of the ADS
•

Before GON Approval
– Finalize ADS document
– Extension awareness campaign about the ADS at the central and local level
– Pledged consensus of key stakeholders (ADS signing ceremony)
– Indicative support by development partners

•

During First Year of Implementation
– Regulationsstandards and guidelines for NADSCC, NADSISU, ATF and Flagships
as appropriate
– Establish ADSInstitutions
– FormulateGuidelines for ADS Implementation
– Recruit Program Managers for ADS Flagships
– Budget allocations to ATF by Donors
– Establish Farmers’ Commission
– Update relevant data and statistics

10.6 ADS as a Living Strategy
569.
ADS is a living strategy owned by the GON and the ADS leading stakeholders. Through
regular monitoring and periodic review and evaluation, the details of the ADS will continuously
evolve and improve. An external 5-year review of the ADS will be commission and widely
discussed by government and civil society.However, the ADS will be reviewed and revised just
after the endorsement of new constitution.
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CHALLENGES OF THE ADS

A2.1 Productivity – General
1.
Assessment of the current status of the agriculture sector (in the main text of this
report) shows different measures of productivity and indicated a low development stage.
There is still a large potential gap that needs to be filled with improved technology and good
practices both in farming and post-production activities. The key institutions involved in the
generation, dissemination, and teaching of improved technologies are NARC for research,
the technical departments (DOA, DLS, DOF, DOI) for dissemination of technologies to
farmers and enterprises, and the university for teaching.

Research

Extension

Education

Figure 1 Research, Extension, Education Triangle

2.
Currently these three institutions are separated rather than integrated. As a result,
there are considerable communication problems in technology: researchers do not reach
farmers, farmers or enterprises do not reach researchers.
3.
Budgets for research and extension continue to be low and insufficient to carry out
effective work. The number of staff members to reach the large number of farmers is
inadequate; the current labor force in research and extension is too small and not
sufficiently equipped or provided incentives to do their work effectively.
4.
The devolution of institutions to the local level, consistently with the Local SelfGovernance Act is still encountering several problems as the capacity of the local staff is low,
the local bodies are not elected, and the responsibilities and authorities between local and
central level are not yet clarified.
5.
Three key problems seem to continue to be neglected, namely (i) the low research
budget; (ii) the low number of extension workers; and (iii) the number of graduates of
agricultural university (see Figure 2)

2

Source: Economic Survey, MOAC, IASS
Figure 2 Issues in Agricultural Research, Extension, and Education

A2.2 Productivity – Input Supply and Distribution
6.
Many of the issues in input supply and distribution today are similar to the ones
prevailing in 1995/96 and could be summarized as follows:
•
•

•

•

•

•

Access (quantity, timeliness, quality, price). Inputs are often not accessible in the
desired quantities, quality, price, and time.
Knowledge and Efficiency of Use (eg. plant nutrient management). There are still
large knowledge gaps about use of inputs. For example, inappropriate nutrients mix
of fertilizer is applied and inappropriate use (dosage and timing of fertilizer
application) reduces the efficiency of fertilizer by 20 to 50%.
Sustainability (environment, dependency, health). Sloping land cultivation, overexploitation of MAP at high altitude, soil degradation, overuse of chemicals, lack of
treatment of effluent from intensive livestock farms, etc. are examples of unsustainable practices. Dependency on foreign importation such as hydrid seeds, lack
of testing for pesticide residues or heavy metals and other contaminant in food,
compromise health and productivity of future generation.
Distribution (pro or against private sector?). The absence of fair competition in the
fertilizer distribution system seems to militate against promotion of private sector.
On one hand, AIC is given monopoly of the distribution of subsidized fertilizer to
cooperatives. On the other hand, illegal importation of fertilizer from India makes
business difficult for legal private fertilizer importers.
Assured domestic supply (buffer stock, contract/equity with manufacturers,
domestic production, negotiate agreements with India/Bangladesh?). A number of
options to assure fertilizer domestic supply have been proposed in the past but no
systematic study and evaluation has been conducted to inform policy decision. In
fact, even basic data on use and imports are missing.
Subsidies (on prices, demonstrations, or improved use?). The debate on fertilizer
(particularly for fertilizer and irrigation) has been often politicized and unable to
delineate and analyze clear policy options.
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Table 1Key Issues in Input Distribution at a Glance
Input
Issues
Seed

Low replacement for cereals; limited development of formal seed systems
and distribution; most seed used are from informal channels with adverse
effects on quality; demand for hybrids increasing but supply constrained
and fully dependent on imports.
Fertilizer
AICL distributes subsidized fertilizer, about 120,000 tons. Alleged demand
500,000 tons; illegal imports not known, due to lack of survey data; imports
quality allegedly low; sustainability of subsidy not clear; objectives of policy
not clear; private sector development at risk.
Animal Breeds Shortage of breeding animals (eg buffalo or exotic cattle for cross breeding
dairy cows, goat, sheep); inbreeding of fish and yak.
Mechanization Increasing need to improve productivity and address reduced labor in rural
areas due to outmigration. Required farmer organizations to achieve
economies of scale (eg tractors, ploughing machine, pumps, combineharvester, processing)

A2.3 Productivity – Seeds
7.
The majority of farmers use their own seed harvested from local or improved
varieties. Continuous use of such seed for years in a conventional way results in
degeneration of seed yielding much less than their capacity. The informal sector been
dominating seed supply system but also seed replacement rate (SRR) has remained
unacceptably low1. Of the total requirements of the cereal crop seeds, contribution of the
formal sector is less than 10 %. The share of the National Seed Company (NSC) to the total
cereal crop seed supply is less than 2%. Existing seed replacement rate is very low for major
cereal crops. Against the desirable seed replacement rate for self-pollinated and cross
pollinated crops at 25% and 33% respectively, average SRR is 4.27% with 8% for wheat
followed by 4.4% in rice, 3.8% in maize and 1.6% per pulses. While more than 90% of cereal
seed requirements are currently met by the informal sector, this sector is severely
constrained by the availability of good quality source seed. This is further aggravated by
inadequate of cooperation between the formal and informal systems of seed production.
There isinadequate supply of all types of seeds-breeder, foundation and certified seeds, due
to the lack of basic facilities for seed multiplication and inadequate supervision, monitoring
and technical backstopping.
8.
Similarly, there are reports which indicate that only five percent of the good quality
seed requirement is met from formal sector in major food crops and the rest is fulfilled from
informal system. Statistical data published by MOAC in 2010 records that only 4530 tons of
improved seeds was distributed by Nepal Seed Company in 2009/2010. In case of vegetable
seeds, about 830 metric tons of vegetable seed was produced in Nepal in 2006, out of which
30 metric tons were exported and the rest was sold in domestic market (CEAPRED, 2009). It
should be noted that domestic production meets only about 50 percent of estimated
vegetable seed requirement. However, it appears that vegetable seed production has not
1

Birendra Basnyat (2010). “Improving seed security through the expansion of seed multiplication
farms in the public, private and cooperative sectors in Nepal”. Economic Policy Network II, MOF/ADB,
Kathmandu December 2010
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eventuated as planned in APP and local open pollinated vegetable seed is produced in only
limited quantities, while most hybrid vegetable seed is imported. In 2009/2010, vegetable
seed production has been estimated at 981 tons (Annual Report of Directorate of Vegetable
Development, DOA, 2010).
9.
Vegetable seed production was quite beneficial for the small and resource poor
farmers in hilly and mountain districts of Nepal. Till two decades ago, Mustang, Dolpa,
Jumla, Rukum, and Parbat districts used to produce considerable quantities of different
types of vegetable seeds. The program was supported by international and national projects
and a system was working well. The seed enterprise was encouraging and very profitable
that time. Increase in accessibility, higher cost of production, alternative employment
opportunities and meagre increase in seed price and termination of external supports
discouraged seed growers to continue the enterprise. In the current situation reliable seed
production and supply mechanism is lacking in the high mountain districts that could
support the timely renewal of seed and adoption of newly recommended varieties. Lack of
technical know-how on crop husbandry, lack of decentralized seed supply scheme, lack of
varieties especially for rain fed conditions, use of poor seed quality and degenerated variety,
inadequate soil fertility management, and insect, pest and disease are the main reasons for
low and declining productivity of seeds. Among other factors, this can be explained by the
fact that major part of the required seed is obtained from informal sources. Informal seed
supply tends to be inconsistent in terms of quality and such seed is vulnerable to new pests
and diseases. Also, commercial vegetable growers now prefer to grow hybrid seeds that are
mostly imported.

A2.4 Productivity – Fertilizer
10.
Fertilizer supply remains critically below demand. The state-owned AIC Ltd has not
been able to achieve timely, sufficient and profitable fertilizer supply and distribution.
During deregulation the private sector can import and distribute large quantities of fertilizer,
but cannot compete well with smuggled fertilizer (which is lower cost due to India’s subsidy)
when there is high price differential between Nepal and India.A substantial amount of
fertilizer is imported illegally, much of which is fake or adulterated causing under use and
financial damage to farmers who purchase fertilizer in the market.
11.
Policy needs revision to include private sector in fertilizer import and distribution in
order to meet demand. Fertilizer smuggling does not result in reliable and sufficient supply
of quality fertilizer, but more importantly, if uncontrolled it prevents government and legal
private sector from efficiently supplying the required amount of fertilizer. The Government
2011 budget for fertilizer subsidy2 is Rs 3.0 billion ($42 million) applied to the AIC Ltd target
import of 240,000MT fertilizer, a level of subsidy equivalent to 40% of the international price
of fertilizer. AIC Ltd estimates the total demand for fertilizer is about 500,000MT, and to
apply subsidy to this quantity would be a high fiscal cost. A more clear assessment of the
fertilizer situation in country (including assessment of use and demand) should be made in
order to evaluate the costs and benefit of the current and any future subsidy policy. The

2

A Government Committee fixes the selling price of fertilizer (Rs 18/kg, 2011). The subsidy is applied
to the difference between the international buying price (about Rs 37/kg, 2011), and the fixed sale
price.
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fertilizer subsidy must be reviewed in light of effective targeting and impact on smuggling,
effect on demand, use, and productivity, as well as its budget implications.
12.
The findings of a recent study3 of fertilizer use and distribution undertaken with
funding by USAID indicated the following:
 The quantity of nutrients being used in Nepal is aligned with the Agriculture Perspective
Plan (APP) targets; however, there has been a limited increase in productivity. Based on
the survey data gathered from farmers, cooperatives, and traders, the use of NPK
(nitrogen, phosphorous, and potassium) in Nepal in 2011/12 is 422,547 MT. This figure is
comparable to the 2009/10 national APP target for use of NPK which was 436,595 MT.
However, the proper use of nutrients remains a considerable constraint to productivity
in Nepal.
 The commonly referenced breakdown of formal and informal imports of fertilizer is
30:70 percent, formal to informal imports respectively. Based on the findings of this
study, the ratio is approximately 14 percent formal to informal imports. The 2011/12
estimates based on the survey data are 795,295 MT of fertilizer used in the Hills and
Terai; whereas, the official import data for fertilizer is 110,013 MT for 2010/11. Although
there is a one year gap in this data, this would imply that 14 percent of the fertilizer used
in Nepal is formally imported. The Agricultural Input Company Limited’s (AICL’s) goal is
to import 200,000 MT in 2012. If this goal is fully realized, approximately 25 percent of
the total quantity used in 2012 will be formally imported. There is a significant risk in
relying on these high levels of fertilizer from the informal market in India, especially in
light of India’s recent discussions around tightening controls on subsidized fertilizer.
 Given the sizeable amount of fertilizer that enters Nepal through informal markets,
quality is a concern. Quality fertilizer and proper use of fertilizer is essential for
preventing soil degradation, and maximizing production. 86 percent of farmers
recognize AICL fertilizer as good. However, the quality of fertilizer that farmers
purchased from unregistered dealers and other informal sources was rated average
quality or not considered satisfactory.
 Knowledge of and support for soil management and integrated plant nutrient systems
are poor. For example the majority of famers in Nepal need to use lime, yet only an
estimated 75 percent of farmers know about the importance Nepal Fertilizer Demand
and Plant Nutrient Assessment of liming. Given the substantial amount of fertilizer being
used in Nepal, significant gains in productivity could be made by adopting an effective
soil management program. In areas where the Ph level is below 5, productivity losses
could be as high as 50 percent. The GON should consider redirecting part of the
resources currently used for fertilizer subsidies to soil testing, liming, and proper
micronutrient blending to improve the productivity of cultivated land.
 Price was not a determining factor in fertilizer use. As the market is imperfect and supply
is severally constrained, it is not surprising that price is not a determining factor in
fertilizer use. In fact, household characteristics are more significant factors affecting
fertilizer use than price. However, none of these factors that affect use appear
significant enough to dramatically alter the demand of fertilizer in the short term.

3

NEAT 2012 Nepal Fertilizer Demand and Plant Nutrient Assessment, a Study commission by USAID on
behalf of ADS and undertaken by NEPAL, ECONOMIC, AGRICULTURE, AND TRADE ACTIVITY (NEAT),
Contract No. AID-367-TO-11-00001, November 2012
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Based on these findings, the recommendations provided in this report focus on i)
improvements in soil management to improve the effectiveness of the fertilizer being
purchased and applied by farmers and ii) addressing the issue of informal supply,
minimizing the use of poor quality fertilizer and decreasing the risk involved with relying
on the informal supply of fertilizer from India by increasing the availability of
formal/regulated fertilizer. Considerable improvements in productivity would be
obtained by addressing these two constraints.

A2.4.1 Soil Fertility
13.
Decline in soil fertility all over the country from Terai to mountains is one of the key
factors constraining increase in production and productivity in almost all crops and type of
farming systems. The main reasons of soil fertility decline in Nepal can be summarized as
follows:










Mostly hilly sloppy areas are more vulnerable to soil erosion due to rain and wind
and the rate of erosion is also high there in upland as well as in marginal land.
Occurrence of organic matter depletion in both Terai and Hills.
Acidification of soil due to parent material and more use of acidic fertilizers.
Micronutrient deficiency affecting the production of cereals, vegetables and fruit
crops
Problem of siltation such as Seti river irrigated area and Narayaani irrigation sector
command area.
Degradation of forest and marginal land.
Multi-cropping in a year.
Mono-cropping for long period.
Low quality of fertilizer.

14.
At present farmers use 2.5-3 ton/ha of organic manure for fertility management.
Mid-hill soils are receiving more organic manure than in Terai where cropping intensity is
higher. The national average use of chemical fertilizer is about 30 kg/ha which is not possible
to meet the nutrient demand of crops (Proceeding of a workshop on Integrated Plant
Nutrient Management, 2000). Thus, there is a large gap between nutrient uptake from soil
by crop plants and nutrient supply into the soil resulting into a decline in soil fertility year
after year. Focusing on the importance and need for soil fertility management, DOA is
implementing the regular programs such as promotion of organic manure and compost,
green manuring, balanced use of chemical fertilizers, soil analysis service, trainings,
demonstrations, etc., however, these programs cover only a limited number of farmers due
to constraints in human resource, physical facility and linkage and coordination.

A2.5 Productivity – Irrigation
15.
There is significant potential to use Nepal’s comparative advantage through further
developing irrigation systems and improving their operation. Irrigation remains a policy and
investment priority. From the economic perspective, investment is required, but it must be
for feasible and well-managed irrigation based on adequate economic rate of return from
high value crops, multiple field crop systems, and including feeds and fodder for dairy and
poultry.
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16.
Irrigation and agricultural policy and implementation should not be in isolation –
irrigation is an input to profitable agriculture, not an end in itself. Program experience4 is
that sustainable farmer incomes are achieved through a cluster or pocket approach involving
a critical number of farmers, and that provides not only irrigation, but also raises farmer
skills in crop management, provides access to inputs and technology, post-harvest facilities
and market linkages. Therefore access to complementary services is necessary. There is an
institutional gap between irrigation and agricultural ministries and their line agencies which
needs to be reduced.
17.
Over time farmers in both Hill areas and the Terai have developed simple irrigation
systems based on diversion of water from seasonal or permanent streams and rivers. The
systems were (and are) referred to as farmer-managed irrigation systems (FMIS). Because of
problems with damage to temporary headworks by floods, the Government began a
program of assisting selected FMIS to upgrade their primary infrastructure, often through
constructing permanent diversions and upgrading primary canals. The schemes are then
referred to as “agency assisted” with Agency referring to the Department of Irrigation (DOI).
The total area of independent or agency assisted FMIS was estimated by DOI at 0.67 million
ha in 2007. Most are relatively small, though some such as Rani, Jamara, Kulariya Irrigation
System and Rajapur Irrigation Project exceed 10,000 ha.
18.
By 2007, there were 32 schemes totaling 325,919 ha under agency management.
Following a program of irrigation management transfer (IMT) over the last 30 years WUAs
are responsible for managing lower level canals in all schemes.
19.
Irrigation that is not conventional surface (gravity canal) or shallow or deep
tubewell is referred to in Nepal as non-conventional irrigation (NCI). It includes a range of
technologies such as drip and micro-spray and is often used to irrigate high value crops in
the hills, and in winter and spring in the Terai. NCI has developed over the past 20 years,
primarily due to the efforts of a number of international NGOs.
20.
Nepal has immense ground water resources, estimated to exceed around 12 km3
annual recharge of which less than 1 km3 is currently exploited for irrigation or domestic and
other uses. Total groundwater irrigation now extends to about 363,000 ha of which shallow
tubewells (STWs) contribute 318,000 ha and deep tubewells 45,000 ha. Groundwater
utilization statistics are inaccurate, as changes in command area since construction and (for
example) the breakdown of DTWs are not recorded. Similarly, the area of surface irrigation
is not known with any accuracy and attempts to assess area, even for a single district, have
not been highly successful. A new approach to the collection and updating of irrigation
statistics is required.
21.
The APP In the irrigation sector built on existing plans to establish large irrigated
areas mainly based on groundwater. The APP recommended rehabilitation of surface
irrigation, on-farm-water-management, improvement of surface irrigation through irrigation
management transfer along with development of new surface irrigation in hills and
mountain and groundwater development in the Terai. It suggested development of
4

M. Michaud (2011). “Report on Lessons Learned EU Food Facility INGO Projects, EU Cooperation
Office, Kathmandu 30 June 2011
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monsoon and year round surface irrigation schemes in all ecological regions focusing on
drip, sprinkler and rainwater harvesting tanks in mountain and hill areas. The management
goal of the irrigation effort was to expand farmer ownership and operation. Virtually all
schemes would be farmer-managed by the end of the period.
22.
APP correctly identified that to be effective, proposals for irrigation development
would need to be supported by the other key inputs, in particular fertilizer, and roads and
power (the last of these particularly to support groundwater development in the Terai). In
practice there have been significant deficiencies in these areas with the result that the
productivity of irrigated staple crops has changed little since the time of the APP.
23.
The APP identifies the main targets to be achieved over the plan period with wellcontrolled year-round irrigated land increasing from 459,000 ha in 1994/95 to 1.13 million
ha in 2014/15, requiring the addition of 34,000 ha/year to the irrigation inventory. By 2010,
the APP anticipated that there would be around 516,000 ha of groundwater irrigation,
491,000 ha of year-round and 318,000 ha of monsoon (seasonal) irrigation, for a total of
1.325 million ha. While the total irrigated area was not far short of this level as at mid-2010,
with 1.227 million ha irrigated, the areas of groundwater irrigated and year-round surface
water irrigated are far below target. Reasons for the shortfall include (i) limited donor
support (with only one new ADB project initiated in the 2000s for example), (ii) limited local
budget with a sharp decline after 2001/02, (iii) the civil conflict which limited work as well as
budget, (iv) the end of subsidies for groundwater development which undermined the key
thrust of the APP irrigation policy, and (v) the restructuring of Agriculture Development Bank
of Nepal (ADBN) which withdrew from supporting the irrigation sector in around 2003.
24.
More remains to be done to fully develop the Terai’s groundwater resources, to
increase the proportion of year round irrigation in surface schemes, and to increase the
production of high value crops. Key lessons to be taken forward to the ADS include:





The links between irrigation and production inputs. In the absence of adequate
supplies of fertilizer, seed, electricity and extension, productivity will remain poor.
The need to focus on system and on-farm water management, to increase irrigation
efficiency and allow more water to reach the tail of canals and systems.
The need to focus on policy implementation as well as policy development.
The need to focus on operation and maintenance as well as (and often in front of)
new system development.

25.
The irrigation sector has moved on since 1995 and new constraints and needs have
emerged. Key aspects that the ADS will need to focus on which were not deeply considered
under the APP include:






How to include the poorest and marginal land farmers in the irrigation economy.
How to extend year round irrigation to additional areas.
How to provide effective extension services, particularly for higher value crops.
How to strengthen the WUAs and expand their capacity to manage higher level
canals and (in relevant cases) whole systems.
How to make farmers more self-reliant and less dependent on government for O&M
and system rehabilitation.
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26.

How to make irrigated agriculture more commercial, particularly given the
increasingly small and fragmented farm plots.
The major institutional gaps and deficiencies are assessed are indicated in :

Table 2 Major Institutional Gaps in Irrigation
Department of Irrigation







DGWRD

 Combination of regulation and construction in one agency

WEC/WECS

 WEC location under Ministry of Energy limits its ability to be an
effective peak water agency
 WECS has limited capacity

Directorate of
Agriculture Extension

 Extension capacity limited, poor linkage to research and to irrigation
 Technical knowledge and budget in relation to small irrigation system
development limited

DOLIDAR/DTO

 DOLIDAR remains focused on road construction, though this is
changing
 DTOs have little expertise in irrigation system design

Excessive focus on new construction
Lack of capacity for holistic irrigation and management
Weak water management in AMIS
Poor maintenance of main and branch canals
Weak statistical capability:

27.
Moving from draft to final policies is a slow process in Nepal and there is a need to
finalize existing draft policies as soon as possible, including integrated water resources
management (WECS) and micro-irrigation and national irrigation policy (DOI). Major issues
relate to implementation with little progress often made towards meeting policy objectives.
Policy gaps include: (i) a framework for improved and participatory management of larger
irrigation systems, (ii) a need to update the groundwater development program, in order to
expedite development, and (iii) the optimal approach to government support or subsidies to
all irrigation subsectors, but particularly including micro-irrigation and groundwater. It is
also recommended that an irrigation act is promulgated.
28.
The formation and operation of WUAs was a focus of the 2000 irrigation rules. A
need is seen to revise the rules to allow or encourage competent WUAs to expand their
activities into such aspects as domestic water supply, water mill operation, extension, input
supply and marketing. These aspects could be incorporated in the proposed new irrigation
act, or as in some countries, WUAs could be provided with their own act.
29.


Major investment gaps are considered to be:
Lack of sufficient budget for groundwater development
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Rehabilitation of most AMIS is required prior to IMT
Appropriate FMIS need to have their intakes made permanent
Inter-basin transfer systems need to be studied and where feasible, developed
Study of multi-purpose dams

A2.6 Productivity – Research and Extension
30.
The Nepal Agricultural Research Council (NARC)is a key player in Nepal’s
agricultural research system. Its priority in the past was on technology generation, mainly on
rice, wheat, maize, oilseeds and legumes for irrigated and high input conditions. Few efforts
have been made in recent years to develop technologies for rain-fed and resource-poor
environments. Moreover, where successful models have been demonstrated, there have
been only limited efforts – if any – to upscale them in an integrated manner that
encompasses technology generation, capacity building and access to inputs, credits, markets
and extension services.
31.
NARC’s projects are mostly mono-disciplinary, rather than targeted and issue-based
multidisciplinary interventions. Although its projects are broad-based and have had some
spillover effects on marginal farm households, NARC’s organizational structure is not geared
to addressing pro-poor issues in terms of critical mass, teams, policy or flexibility.
32.
NARC’s outreach research activities have not been dynamic enough to design,
implement research and disseminate the findings among the intended client base. The sites
are limited and poorly resourced, and they are located in the vicinity of NARC research
centers, located in different agro-ecological zones. Therefore there are inadequate
opportunities for carrying out participatory R&D in the target environment with the active
participation of the clientele.
33.
NARC’s capacity to conduct research has become seriously eroded over the past
several years. At present NARC is critically understaffed, with nearly 45 percent of its
scientific positions vacant due to recruitmentproblems. The critical mass of scientists needed
for multidisciplinary teams is simply not there at most centres. NARC is weak at all levels,
from production to processing and packaging.
34.
In order to build substantial linkage between the research institutions and
extension systems, Technical Working Groups were established at regional and national
level. These fora aim to provide opportunity to discuss on researchable problems and
identify the area of research that reflects the problems of farmers. The idea is laudable, but
so far the impact has not yet been visible. More strengthening of the mechanism is needed
to ensure effectiveness of the linkage between research and extension.
35.
Decentralization and devolution. Nepalese public extension system is led by the
activities of the two departments under the Ministry of AgriculturalDevelopment- the
Department of Agriculture and the Department of Livestock Services. Although both the
departments have setup their parallel district offices and field offices (service centers) in all
the 75 districts of the country, they have devolved the extension services to the district level
pursuant to the decentralization policy of the Government of Nepal and Local Self
Governance Act of 1999. However, this devolution has remained incomplete. The push for
decentralization was not accompanied by the preparation of measures to implement the Act
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by the local government. The decision to devolve the sector budget from central level to
local level was poorly implemented. The local level (DDC) was responsible for planning and
spending but the responsibility for the expenditures rested with the central level.
36.
Both departments have retained their command in practice. So, the devolution has
remained within the district level, not reaching to the VDC level where the programme and
activities are actually implemented.This is weakest link in Nepal's current decentralized
extension service. The link between backstopping technical department and the District
(DADO) has also been weakened. Often, local resources are not used for agricultural sector
but for other purposes.
37.
Coverage. In 2003, the Government of Nepal reorganized the MOAD with a view to
right size it as part of the Governance Reform Programme (GRP) agreed with the Asian
Development Bank. However, this reorganized structure further reduced extension coverage
and access of the farmers to extension services. This coverage does not match with
country's difficult terrain, physio-graphic situation, limited transport facilities and physical
infrastructure.
38.
Outreach and inclusion. Both the departments have been delivering services to
farmers using commodity group approach since 1990. The number of groups in each district
ranges from 100 to 400. Government statistics show 22,358 and 14,360 farmer groups under
the DOA and DLS respectively5. In fact there are statistics available at the district level. This
coverage is less than 5% of the total farming households. Adoption of the group approach
makes sense as it is more efficient and cost effective than the individual approach. However,
the reality is that a large majority of farmers are still unreached. The most unreached
farmers are the large mass of very poor, ethnic and religious minorities. Recent years have
seen commercial and large farmers tended to remain in groups because of government
subsidies and assistance being channelized these through farmer groups. While this could
lead to increased control of government subsidies and assistance by these groups, there is
no evidence to substantiate it. There is no research and studies and monitoring by the
departments to assess the distribution of subsidies and assistance. Likewise, the
Departments have no proper statistics on the number of active, semi-active and defunct
groups and the groups which have already been transformed into cooperatives as well. The
departments have not devised programmes to graduate groups and categorize them based
on the year of establishment. Statistics may be available at the district level but need to be
aggregate at the region or country level.
39.
Coordination and collaboration. The review of Nepalese extension system shows
several examples of progressive policy shift from dominance of public extension system to
institutional pluralism with expanded roles and responsibilities to non-government, private
and cooperative sectors as well, particularly after the implementation of the Agriculture
Perspective Plan 1997 and Issuance of the Guidelines by the Ministry of Agriculture to
Involve Private and Non-Government Organizations in 2002. Likewise, most of the externally
assisted projects have promoted institutional pluralism with responsible roles to NGOs and
private sector and limited monitoring roles to the DADOs and DLSOs. However, review
shows that the public extension service has not yet been able to benefit effectively from this
opportunity. It appears that they are yet to internalize the change situation, learn and adapt.
5

Agriculture Extension Directorate, Annual Programme and Statistics, (2009-10).
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40.
Presence and delivery competence of public sector. To operationalize Priority
Productivity Package (PPP) programmes
of the APP, the MOAD, formulated
"Implementation Guidelines on Pocket Package Strategy (PPS) for Agriculture Development
2055 (1998)” which provided a common framework for defining pocket areas, group
formation and development, preparation of pocket profile, identification of priorities,
programme formulation, monitoring, and review/evaluation. While the PPS is considered as
a concrete mode of implementing APP and a the main way to disseminate core message of
APP to farmers, review of PPS implementation shows coverage of less than 5 percent of the
total cropped area of the country6. This also suggests that public extension services has been
grossly inadequate from both quality and quantity dimensions.
41.
Human resources. The field extension agents are loaded with non-extension
functions such as collection of agricultural statistics and data and transportation of
agricultural inputs such as seeds, fertilizers and pesticides and regulatory functions. There
will be a need to identify appropriate balance between extension and non-extension
functions. This is aggravated by the lack of service standards in agricultural extension service
delivery and extension methods. The system is overwhelmingly dominated by norms for
expenditures. Key indicators for measuring success of agriculture extension service at district
and service centers have not been defined. Moreover, training marketing and agribusiness
development has been neglected.
42.
Linkages with research. The service suffers from weak linkages with national
agricultural research systems. Part of the problem has emerged due to weak national
research system, lack of resources with it, frequent changes in the institutional leadership
and lack of effective mechanisms of research extension linkages. This too suffers from the
lack of service standards and road map. Linkage at regional level has functioned to some
extent depending on the role of the leadership; linkage at national level is that of hi-hello
type.
43.
Linkages with education. The research and extension system is poorly with the
agricultural university system. The three organizations (NARC for research, DOA/DLS for
extension, and IAAS for university) do not seem to have benefited from cross-fertilization of
the agricultural knowledge triangle. There are no statements and provisions in the
Tribhuvan University Act 2049 and the University Grant Act 2050 which result into the
research, extension and education linkages. TU Act has no provision of membership of NARC
or MOAD in any committees formed under the Act. Nor it envisages consulting line
ministries regarding the production of their products neither in terms of quantity nor quality
(knowledge and skills requirements/needs assessment).

A2.7 Competitiveness
44.
Nepal has trade agreements including membership of World Trade Organization
(WTO) and South Asia Free Trade Agreement (SAFTA), and has agreements with India and
China, on its northern and southern borders, which are also major trade partners. The
guiding policies are the Trade Policy (2009) Nepal Trade Integration Strategy (2010). There
are a number of issues constraining competitiveness performance including difficulty of
6

APP Implementation Status Review, APPSP/MOAC, 2007
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doing business, infrastructure, governance, access to credit, and regulations (Table 3). Most
of the competitiveness indicators are ranked very low in international benchmarking.
Table 3 Competitiveness indicators for Nepal
Indicator
Difficulty of doing business across borders
Infrastructure index
Ease of access to loan index
Corruption perception index
Governance effectiveness index
Regulatory quality index

Rank
164 of 183 countries
139 of 139 countries
88 of 139 countries
146 of 180 countries
-0.75 (range -2.5 to 2.5)
-0.66 (range -2.5 to 2.5)

Source: World Economic Forum 2010, Transparency International 2010, World Bank 2009
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45.
Nepal’s agricultural import and export trade comprises about 15.6% of total trade,
which includes items such as petroleum, construction materials, vehicles and equipment,
consumer goods and others. Agricultural trade is dominated by export of lentils, tea,
cardamom, fruit, ginger, and medicinal and aromatic plant products (MAPs), with import of
fruit, cereals, vegetables, beans (mostly peas), dairy products, meat animal, and raw
materials for processing (oilseeds) and manufacturing (fibers for carpets, garments and
textiles). There is good potential for import replacement in vegetables, fruit, beverages,
dairy and meat. Export value of the top three high value crops exceeds the value of cereal
and dairy imports (Table 4).
46.
There is considerable potential to increase value adding in Nepal, including: (i)
improving quality, safety and labeling up to Codex Alimentarius standard; (ii) certification to
standards for safety, quality, fair trade and organic branding; and (iii) processing and product
development, for example the vast majority of spices, pashmina, hides and skins, and MAPs
are exported in raw form and most value adding is done in India and China.
Table 4 Import and Export of high value crops, cereals, MAPs and dairy (2009/2010)

Lentils

Exports (Rs. Million)
3,745

Imports (Rs. Million)
230

Surplus/Deficit (Rs. Million)
3,515

Tea

1,195

35

1,160

Cardamom

1,172

57

1,114

Fruit

486

4,715

(4,228)

Ginger

456

46

410

Vegetables

26

2,097

(2,071)

Coffee

24

14

11

Beans
Sub-total High
Value Crops
Cereals

11

1,379

(1,368)

7,116

8,573

(1,457)

112

4,195

(4,082)

7

Kaufmann, D., Kraay, A. and Mastruzzi, M (2009). “Governance Matters VIII: Aggregate and Individual
Governance Indicators, 1996-2008”. World Bank Policy Research Working Paper No. 4978. World
Bank, 2009
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MAPs
Dairy products

440
Not significant

Not significant
861

440
(861)

Source: CBS 2010

A2.7.1 Agriculture Trade Issues
47.
Nepal-India trade treaty which provides reciprocal duty free market access on
selected agriculture and primary products along with open and porous border between two
countries have created de facto free trade, through formal or informal channels8, in
agriculture products and also in the input market between Nepal and India. In addition,
because of the differences in productivity due to difference in technology, scale of operation
and the magnitude of government supports, Indian agriculture products outcompete some
of the Nepalese products in the Nepalese domestic market. The major source for agriculture
imports is India, and though positively contributing to price stability, it has displaced
Nepalese cereal products in the market as evident from the consistently increasing share of
imports of food items in the food consumption.
48.
Despite low average tariff rates on imports and no direct distortion practices in
export trades, there are several problems in the existing tariff system. At first, it has
continuously encouraged cascading tariff system as a result of several rates and bands
imposed depending upon the stages of production or the degree of fabrication. Such a tariff
system discourages production and trading of high value added products that also could
generate more employment opportunities. Such a tariff structure may discourage the
development of forward and backward linkage industries that use domestic resources9.
49.
Due to lack of good farming and manufacturing practices, it has been difficult
for Nepalese farm products to comply with international quality standards. As a result,
Nepalese products face non-tariff barriers in the form of sanitary and phyto-sanitary (SPS)
and technical standards in the export markets.10 In addition, Nepal lacks an adequate legal
and institutional system for the certification of products.
50.
Although Nepal adopted a market determined exchange rate regime in late
1990s, it has maintained fixed exchange rate to Indian currency. Given the difference in
inflation rate in Nepal and India (the wholesale price index rose by 75.9 percent in Nepal
compared to 50.9 percent in India during the period 2000/01 to 2008/09) and resulting over
valuation of Nepalese currency vis-a-vis Indian currency11, it has been argued that pegged

8

Karmacharya, Binod. A study on Cross-Border informal Trade between Nepal and India on Selected
Agriculture Commodities. Nepal Council for Development Research (NECDER), Kathmandu, 2010
9

Khanal, D. R. and Kanel, N. R. (2005) Macroeconomic Policy, Shocks and Poverty Reduction in Nepal,
Kathmandu: Institute for Policy Research and Development.
10
ITC. Export Potential Assessment in Nepal. 2007.
11
Ministry of Finance, Government of Nepal, Economic Survey (various issues) and Ministry of
Finance, Government of India, Economic Survey (various issues)
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exchange regime with India has resulted in erosion of competitive edge of Nepalese
products in exports to India as well as in domestic markets12.
51.
Another issue looming in the agri-business sector is data gaps and anomalies.
Authentic database on existing agri-business establishments, their production levels, sales
volume, investment patterns and employment generated by the enterprises is lacking. This
discrepancy has serious implications, for example in the export of products requiring a
certificate of origin under the bilateral treaty agreement of 1996. If statistics are not
accurate, certification may be denied on the ground that the expected amount of total
production has already been exported.
52.
In terms of assuring food security through a self-reliant food economy,
international trade has positively contributed in country’s capacity to finance food imports
through export earnings and at the same time, it has helped to stabilize food prices vis-à-vis
Indian markets. It might have helped to avoid efficiency loss or direct costs involved in
stabilizing domestic food market13. Therefore, one of the issues of agriculture trade is how to
use trade policy instruments in securing food security through self-reliant food economy.
53.
Ministry of Commerce and Supplies (MoCS), headed by the Minister is at the centre
of trade policy formulation, implementation and negotiation. But, there is non-existent or
limited coordination with or participation of other sectoral ministries, in particular MoAD, in
trade policy formulation and implementation.
54.
In the formulation of Trade Policy 2009 and Industrial Policy 2010, the participation
of MoAC was either nil or limited. (Pant et. al 2011). Trade Policy 2009 establishes Board of
Trade which is represented by six government ministries but it conspicuously omits MoAD,
despite the fact that 11 out of 19 products identified for special focus and thrust areas are
agriculture products. Similarly, Industrial Policy 2010 constitutes Industrial Promotion Board
under the Chair of the Industry Minister for implementing the policy. The Board is
represented by nine ministries, but MoAC is excluded.
55.
The salient feature of Trade policy promulgated in 2009 is that it has assigned a
lead role to the private sector for export promotion, limiting the role of the state as a
guide, facilitator and regulator. Providing continuity to reduction of market distortions,
deregulation and institutional development of previous trade policy, it concentrates on the
“supply side” and its orientation is towards export “development” and not just “promotion”.
It also identifies 11 agriculture products for export development. Other sectoral policies that
affect agriculture trade such as Approach Paper to Three Year Plan 2010/11-2012/13,
National Agriculture Policy 2004, Agri-Business Promotion Policy 2006, Industrial Policy 2010
also stand for market-oriented and competitive agricultural production and export
promotion. In sum, the trade regime of Nepal is liberal, there is no quantitative restriction
and import licensing, number of tariff slabs is low, tariffs are at moderate level, current
12

Nepal’s inflation has been higher than India since the exchange rate was fixed at 1.60 in 1992,
which affects the price competitiveness of Nepal’s products on both sides of the border, for example
the retail price of eggs and milk in Nepal is more than double the price in India.
13
Pandey, Posh Raj. 2009. Trade Policy as an Instrument to Ensure Food Security: A case of Nepal.
Paper for the Asia-Pacific Trade Economists’ Conference on Trade-Led Growth in Times of Crisis,
Bangkok, Thailand, November 2-3, 2009
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account balance of payments are fully convertible, export and import procedures are
simplified and reforms are underway for institutionalizing export incentives.
56.
Nepal is a signatory of some trade agreements: Nepal-India trade treaty, South
Asia Free Trade Agreement (SAFTA), Bay of Bengal Initiatives for Multi-Sectoral Technical
and Economic Cooperation (BIMSTEC) and the WTO. As Nepal has provided very limited
domestic supports and the bound rate of tariffs in WTO is about three times higher than
applied tariffs, there are policy flexibilities in agriculture development.
57.
Despite policy various initiatives, the trade performance of Nepal in recent past
has been miserable. Though the rate of growth of exports has revived during 2005-08
period, the growth of imports has outpaced the growth of exports. In addition, export
growth rates could not catch up with the GDP growth rates and the export/GDP ratio
declined and coverage of imports by exports also fell. As a result, trade deficits increased to
the tune of 20.82 percent of GDP during in 2005-08. Nepal experienced a structural change
in its export and import structures between the mid-1990s and the current decade. The
share of agriculture and food items in trade increased whereas the share of manufacturing
goods declined. The structural change has been more pronounced in export than in imports.
Export performance in agriculture is better than overall export performance. The growth
rate of agriculture exports remained at double-digit level and surpassed overall export
growth rates as well as import growth rates of agricultural products. The share of agriculture
exports in agricultural gross domestic product (GDP) reached 4.45 percent in 2009/10 and
the share of agricultural imports in gross domestic consumption was 4.18 per cent.
58.
Nepal exports agriculture goods in primary forms and without any substantial
value addition. Top ten agricultural export products at HS-6 digit level include lentils,
vegetable, cardamom, tea, non-alcoholic beverage, betel nuts, ginger, plant roots, juice and
pasta. The major destination markets are India, Bangladesh, China, USA, EU and UAE. The
export structure of agriculture products indicates that there is limited industrial forward and
backward linkage with export sectors, including low utilization of local materials and inputs.
Nepal is having comparative advantages in export markets in resource- and labor-intensive
low technology agriculture products such as dried vegetables, coffee, tea, vegetable and
roots, ginger, cardamom etc. However, for vegetable fat, animal feed, sugar and
confectionery, molasses the growth rate is negative and there is high risk of eroding
comparative advantage in future in these products. Looking at the global market structure,
Nepal is competing with low/medium level income countries, such as Bangladesh, India,
Pakistan, China, Vietnam and Thailand in the export markets.
59.
Both amount of foreign investment and number of entities with foreign investment
in agriculture sector is low. However, the last three years has witnessed revival of foreign
investment in agriculture sector, though the share of this sector in total FDI is minuscule.
The available information also shows that most of the foreign investors are engaged in
production, basic processing and retailing rather than generating values in international
upstream stages.
60.
The major binding competitiveness-related supply-side constraints are inadequate
infrastructure for efficient production and transportation of goods; lack of human capital
endowed with education and skills to process exportables; limited access to credit due to
conventional/conservative banking practices that rely more on collateral than on the
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feasibility of business ventures; limited use of technology in the production processes which
impedes the prospects of what is known as “moving up the value-chain ladder”; and virtual
absence of trade facilitation measures which causes delays in the shipment of goods. Being a
landlocked country and inadequate domestic transport network, the cost of transit and
transport is high. The tariff faced by Nepalese agriculture products is about 5 times higher
than the tariffs for non-agriculture products. In addition to high tariffs in export markets,
human, health, environment and technical standards and requirements for agricultural
products have become more frequent and stringent in export markets. Nepal-India trade
treaty which provides reciprocal duty free market access on selected agriculture and primary
products has resulted in displacement of agricultural products in domestic market as evident
from the increasing trend of the share of imports of food items in the food consumption.
61.
Despite low average tariff rates on imports and no direct distortion practices in
export trades, the existing tariff system provides negative protection in some of the
agriculture products since there is no sufficient domestic support in agriculture to
counteract distortion of cascading tariff structure. It has also discouraged forward and
backward linkage industries that use domestic resources. Given the differences in inflation
rates in Nepal and India and resulting over-valuation of Nepalese currency vis-a-vis Indian
currency, it has been argued that pegged exchange regime with India has resulted in erosion
of competitive edge of Nepalese products in exports to India as well as in domestic markets.
62.
Nepal faces severe supply-side constraints on all major fronts, which means that it
would not be in a position to fully utilize whatever limited market acess opporyunity is
granted under bilateral, regional and multilateral trading regimes if supply-side bottlenecks
are not addressed. In order to remedy this persistent problem of transit, the transit treaty
with India needs to be reviewed with a view to reduce cost and improve efficiency. In
addition, it needs to be supported by a regional transit arrangement within South Asia. A key
priority in Nepal’s effort to expand agriculture exports should be to improve the quality of its
products by developing its standards in harmony with the standards developed by the
international standards bodies. Nepal may conclude mutual recognition agreement at the
bilateral level, in particular with India. The Nepal-India trade agreement also needs to be
renegotiated to exclude at least major agriculture products such as paddy, wheat, maize,
millets, oilseeds and their products from duty free market lists. Similarly, Nepal needs to
review in a step by step manner the pegged exchange rate system with India.

A2.8 Commercialization and Agribusiness
63.
Commercialization of the agricultural sector is a theme in all the major agricultural
policies, and also in the current Three Year Plan 2010/11-2012/13 and the White Paper
2011. The MOADAgri-Business Promotion Policy 2006 highlights diversification, service
delivery and private sector involvement to transform from subsistence to commercial
farming. Specific measures include public private partnership in services delivery, and in
infrastructure for post-harvest, marketing and processing have been successful, and could
be replicated with further investment.
64.
Enterprises registered under the Companies Act pay corporate tax, and their
employees pay income tax, while those registered under the Cooperatives Act do not,
resulting in a disincentive for full commercial development and rural employment
generation, and constraining fiscal revenue. Companies are required to comply with various
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legislation including accounting, employment and contracts, while cooperative responsibility
is limited.
65.
There are also a number of issues in the commercial agricultural environment, on
which government has not acted including for example: (i) monopoly of the AIC Ltd on
fertilizer import and delivery of its subsidy to a minority of farmers; (ii) lack of decision
whether to promulgate the draft Contract Farming Act, or to improve regulation involving
land, cooperatives and other aspects so that the existing Contracts Act (2000) is workable for
contract farming; (iii) dairy price fixing and the subsidization of the Dairy Development
Corporation which creates unfair advantage over private dairy and cheese manufacturers.
66.
There is insufficient institutional capacity in MOAD to deliver the necessary services
and support for commercial skills transfer, post-harvest and value chain development which
is essential for commercialization. For these policy aims, partnership with private sector and
orientation of research institutions would be appropriate, together with development of
competitive funding of research and extension services.
67.
Tax policy does not seem to be biased against farmers and agroenterprises;
however agribusiness entrepreneurs often complain that they lose competitiveness due to
duties and taxes levied on agricultural technology inputs, equipment and machinery for
production and processing.
68.
Risk is inherent to any business and even more in the case of farming and
agribusiness. Investment in agribusiness is often constrained by low returns (as compared to
other sectors), high risk, and long-lags. In Nepal, there are few if any risk reduction
mechanisms for the agricultural sector.
69.
Nepali entrepreneurs needs from the public sector include: (a) better maintained
roads and a larger grid of agricultural roads; (b) reliable supplies of electricity; and (c)
appropriate research. The gross deficiencies in each of these areas explain much of the slow
growth of agribusiness in the past. Significant policy changes are needed to foster
agribusiness development, including a specific commitment to the industry, transparent and
stable tax structures, transparent rules and regulations, and a commitment to improving
quality through enhanced grades and standards and a supporting system of implementation
of good practices, such as Good Agricultural Practices (GAP), good manufacturing practices
(GMP), good hygiene and handling practices (GHHP), and good veterinary practices (GVP).
70.
The agribusiness sector provides opportunities for women farmers to achieve some
degree of economic independence. Agribusiness sectors in which women dominate include
sericulture, dryginger (sutho) processing, cardamom drying, fruit processing, cut flowers, and
saffron. The active participation of farmers' associations and NGOs is very crucial in the
development of agribusiness. Besides, policy reform is essential toward establishing an
environment conducive to private sector investment in expanded market support services
and infrastructure.
A2.8.1 Value Chain Development
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71.
A review14 of Agriculture Value Chains were undertaken to support formulation of
the ADS. The review included examination of 35 Value Chain studies, field visits to meet with
stakeholders, interviews with key informants and participation in relevant ADS assessment
workshops. The main findings of the review are:
Key Issues - Value Chain studies:
a. A myriad of common bottlenecks inhibit development of almost all of the Value
Chains examined across all three steps of the Value Chain – production, marketing
and the ‘bit in the middle’ (that links production with markets).
b. Major areas that require attention include market information, quality inputs, credit,
production and harvesting technology, regulation and certification, infrastructure,
research, extension services and marketing skills.
c. There is a dearth of information linking implementation of the Value Chain
methodology to actual results achieved.
d. Most recommendations in the studies are vague and general in nature and are not
readily actionable.
e. There seems to be a pronounced bias for studying and supporting a few favoured
products or commodities, namely, Tea, Cardamom and Ginger.
f. Most studies and initiatives have a bias towards production. Less attention is paid to
improving quality and on marketing issues.
g. There is a pronounced focus on working with farmers to “push’ products than on
working with traders or businesses to ‘pull” products into markets.
h. There seems to be an inordinate amount of faith placed in contract farming.
Key Issues – Stakeholder Consultations
72.
A field assessment covering the Eastern Development Region validated most of the
issues discussed in the Value Chain studies. Additional issues emerging from the field visits
are:
a. There is a pronounced ‘recipient fatigue” among targeted beneficiaries and
intermediaries from endless discussions and analyses. Farmers and entrepreneurs
are keen to see visible results and are tired of workshops, meetings and value chain
studies.
b. Donors and supporters ‘cherry pick’ areas of support. A “whole chain’ approach
required for Value Chain development is largely missing in most of the cases.
c. Most analyses and initiatives see support for Cooperatives as an important strategy
for increasing farmer bargaining power. There are good examples of cooperatives
integrating into agri-business value chains (for example, in Orthodox Tea, Dairy).
Cooperative governance is an issue that requires more attention.
d. Organics is an increasingly popular theme. However, all elements required for this to
work effectively are not yet in place. A cluster approach is required for organics to
be successful.
e. The concept of regional specialisation is taking hold through ideas such as One
Village One Product (OVOP) and district level agriculture planning processes. This
can lead to economies of scale and provide a platform for focused chain upgrading
support. However, availability of resources is a big challenge.
f. The India market represents a big opportunity as well as daunting challenges.
Bilateral trade issues (SPS, standards) need to be settled to ensure continuing
14

The detailed findings are presented in the Consultant Report on Value Chains.
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market access and predictability of India’s actions. There are also major concerns
regarding the subsidies in Indian agriculture which render Nepali agro products
uncompetitive.
g. Bangladesh represents another huge potential opportunity for Nepali farmers and
producers. Macro-level trade and transit (via India) issues are a matter of concern
and hinder market access.
h. There are reports of changes in cropping patterns (for example, Ginger and
Cardamom cultivation moving to higher altitudes) and it is claimed this is due to
climate change effects. This issue needs detailed examination to inform smallholder
mitigation and adaptation strategies.
i. Commercial farmers and entrepreneurs face difficulty in accessing credit. There is a
clear need to think beyond micro-credit when addressing needs of commercial
farmers and agribusinesses
j. There are several encouraging instances of new investments in agribusinesses (for
example, in Ginger and Orthodox tea processing). There is demand for technical
assistance packages to nurture and protect these investments.

A2.9 Infrastructure
73.
There has been considerable progress in three types of infrastructure (roads,
energy, and communication) over the APP period. Rural roads and energy targets of the APP
have been largely achieved.
74.
With the rapid growth in the rural roads sector, there are a number of key issues in
the design and implementation of rural roads program:
a. There is little coordination between the Ministry of Agriculture and the Department
of Local Infrastructure and Agricultural Roads (DOLIDAR) under the Ministry of
Federal Affair andLocal Development in designing of priorities.
b. The road network, despite good level of growth is not sustainable. It is not usable all
year round in the absence of bridges and with earthen surface.
c. Rural transport services are expensive due to limited competition among the vehicle
owners.
d. The construction process is predominantly machine (bulldozers or excavators) based
where the engineering inputs are often very low and of poor quality.
e. As a result of this construction approach used, the maintenance costs are high due
to absence of drainage systems, retaining structures and haphazard soil disposal
practices.
f. There is high degree of complexities associated with rural roads construction which
means that inefficienciesdisallows necessary investments in development of quality
network.
75.
Rural infrastructure delivery in Nepal, in general, has over the years been a highly
influenced by national and local politics and associated governance issues. This has had very
detrimental effect in the quantity and quality of delivery. The following factors have broadly
contributed to the lack of performance in achieving infrastructure targets for a range of
infrastructures, including rural roads, power and communications as a whole:
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76.
Poor investment environment, particularly for the power sector, has meant lack of
mobilization of the high amount of investment that needs to go into developing hydropower
schemes. Poor investment environment has resulted from policies where the licenses
holders are not compelled to invest, unstable political situation and political pressure to
potential investors to allocate funds on areas (such as schools for the communities) outside
the scope of the investors.
77.
High fiduciary riskshas significantly raised the cost of infrastructure development
making the investments for quality infrastructure unattractive. This has impacted the
delivery of all weather (black topped) road sections, investment for power production as
well as making the mobile communications affordable to the rural poor.
78.
Limited human resources to undertake large scale infrastructure development
schemes have also impeded the growth of the infrastructure sector. Nepal has, over the
years, seen mass migration of both the skilled and unskilled workforce to developed
countries. Many engineers, essential resources to implement the schemes, and the youth
force which provide the unskilled labour requirements, have left the country over the past
ten years due to low growth in the infrastructure sectors. In the absence of required
quantity and quality of human resources, the infrastructure development has become more
expensive as well as limited in scope.
79.
The infrastructure developed lacks close linkages with agriculture sector. Most of
the investments made on infrastructure are largely based on the population size. The areas
with potential agricultural development are still ignored in the planning process and more so
in the allocation of the annual budget.
80.
Poor implementation and monitoring of the infrastructure programmes are
negating the impact and quality of the infrastructure built. Policies and guidelines are less
followed, and the responsible agencies are not properly monitoring the performance of the
infrastructure outputs against agreed policy outcome indicators, if any.
81.
It order to develop a required level of infrastructure base for the growth of the
agriculture sector, it is essential that the government prepares a investment friendly
environment for the private sector and for international investors to invest, particularly in
the power and telecommunications infrastructures.
82.
The rural road sector suffers from increased fiduciary risks at the local (i.e. DDC and
VDC) level where the guidelines for development of rural roads in a systematic manner
following agreed District Transport Master Plan and Rural Roads standards are less followed.

A2.10

Finance, Insurance, Taxes

A2.10.1

Credit

83.
The need for viable rural financial services remains a constraint to rural commercial
development. ADBN has moved away from sole agricultural financing (Figure 3), but
commercial banks have not yet filled the gap. In this sense credit disbursement has not
reached APP targets. The relevant policy is government’s Financial Sector Reform Program
(2009), implemented in coordination with the International Monetary Fund (IMF), World
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Bank and ADB. The ADB-financed Rural Finance Sector Development Cluster Program (200612)15 implemented by the NRB is developing an enabling environment for the rural finance
sector through policy, legal, regulatory, and institutional reforms. The program helped
reinstate ADBN as a strong financial institution focused on agricultural and rural
development, and improved the delivery mechanism for rural finance. The institutional
development of the major rural finance institutions is expected to result in a credit
environment with improved supervision and regulation. The institutions are moving toward
eventual privatization.16
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Figure 3: ADBN: Top 7 purposes of agricultural loans (Rs Millions)
Source: Agriculture Development Bank Nepal, 2011

A2.10.2 Insurance
84.
Nepal faces a series of key institutional, financial, technical, and operational
challenges in developing crop and livestock insurance products and services which are suited
to the needs of the country’s small and marginal farmers, and in scaling-up the demand for
and supply of crop and livestock insurance.
Institutional challenges include the following:
a)
The supply of agricultural livestock insurance products and demand for
insurance is very low. Commercial insurers are not offering such products. Credit
Guarantee Corporation is offering such facilities but after more than 25 years
operation is still in an infant situation. In the case of livestock, current uptake
amounts to less than 20,000 heads of cattle or buffalo each year representing
less than 0.3 percent of the national herd.
b)
In the agricultural insurance legislation, there is a lack of clarity over the legal
status of the guarantee protection cum insurance products which are being
implemented by a range of public-sector organizations, the cooperatives, and
MFIs.
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Sub-program 2, Project Number: 36169-02 was approved May 2010.
ADB (2009). “Country Assistance Program Evaluation: Nepal—Delivering Assistance in a Challenging
Environment”. Manila. 2009
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c)

Existing Insurance Act does not recognize, and thus does not supervise, the
insurance products and services offered by the cooperatives and MFIs to Nepali
small and marginal farmers. This in turn acts as a major barrier to collaboration
between cooperatives/MFIs and private commercial insurers in their efforts to
identify ways of:
- Strengthening and standardizing agricultural insurance product design and
rating so that these conform to the technical and legal requirements of the
insurance industry.
- Developing an integrated risk financing strategy for crops and livestock
whereby the cooperatives might operate as the primary insurer, the
insurance companies might provide excess of loss insurance and
government might also participate as a catastrophe reinsurer.
- Collaborating in the marketing of agricultural insurance products, thereby
reducing the costs to both parties and other operational areas that are
purely technical side underwriting, policy wordings, delivery channels, claim
process, claim settlement norms.

Institutional challenges include the following:
a)
Low capital base of commercial insurers is a serious obstacle for developing of
agricultural and livestock insurance. Commercial insurers are also concerned
about their ability to access international agricultural reinsurance capacity.
b)
Cooperative agricultural insurers have limited financial capacity and none of
their programs are currently reinsured. The cooperative and MFI insurers usually
have limited financial reserves and none of the agricultural credit-guarantee or
insurance programs are protected by reinsurance. The lack of access to formal
risk transfer and reinsurance mechanisms leaves the individual cooperative or
MFI insurers very exposed to catastrophe losses. Many of these programs have
failed because of their inability to put in place a proper catastrophe reinsurance
program.
Technical challenges include the following:
a)
Insurers have had little or no exposure to international practice and procedure
in agricultural and livestock insurance. They lack knowledge and awareness in
design, rating, method of processing, identifying risk, identifing needs, coverage
of risks and their modalities and benefit packages, claim handling, service
providing. Cooperatives and MFIs also have very limited experience with
agricultural insurance.
b)
The range of crop and livestock insurance products currently available through
the cooperative and microfinance sectors is narrow and needs to be
strengthened and brought into line with international standards. There is also a
need to develop new crop and livestock insurance products which are tailored to
the needs of Nepali farmers in each of the main agro-climatic regions.
c)
Insurance data and proper information lack is another set of issues in this sector.
Data and information are critical to the design and rating of any crop and
livestock insurance program in Nepal. Availability of quality, long term time
series data on crop production and yield is a challenge faced in developing
adapted crop insurance products. For livestock the regional mortality statistics
are of limited use for the design and rating of livestock insurance policies.
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Operational challenges include the following:
a)

b)

Commercial insurers have low level of operating branches in rural areas. The
players have regional branch offices in the major cities, but few have retail sales
outlets in individual districts and villages. Commercial insurers do not have a
rural distribution network through which to market crop and livestock insurance
products and services to Nepal’s predominantly small farmers.
High administration costs of agricultural insurance for small farmers.

A2.10.3 Taxes
85.
The trends in revenue and expenditure during the APP period shows that
government expenditure increased to 22.1 percent of GDP in FY 2009/10, while government
revenue increased to 15.3 percent of GDP during the same period resulting to budget deficit
of 3.5 percent of GDP. The share of foreign grant is 3.3 percent of GDP, while combined loan
(foreign and internal) constitutes 3.4 percent of GDP in FY 2009/10.
86.
The land revenue, one of the main revenue sources during 70s, was collected by
the Central Government till FY 2001/02 and, thereafter, local bodies were authorized to
mobilize land revenue as of LSGA 1999. The available data reveal that contribution of land
tax to total revenue declined drastically from 11.8 percent in FY 1974/75 to a negligible level
of 0.01 percent in FY 2000/01. The conspicuous decline in the share of land tax is attributed
to the lack of voluntary compliance, for land tax is paid and arrears cleared only during the
sale and purchase of land. There is no stringent regulation applicable to deal with
delinquency in payment of land tax.
87.
The Village Development Committees (VDCs) have extremely limited capacity for
revenue mobilization. Of total resource mobilization, the share of internal income is
inordinately low confined to 16 percent of total revenue, while external income comprising
transfer grants from central government and District Development Committees (DDCs) and
other sources constitutes as high as 84 percent as of FY 2005/06. This is indicative of
alarmingly increasing dependency of VDCs on Central Government for resource mobilization,
which is attributed to inability of VDCs to mobilize internal revenues as envisaged in the
LSGA 1999. The revenue mobilization through internal sources in DDCs is confined to 20
percent of total revenue, while contribution of central government is 41 percent and that of
income obtained through revenue sharing is 39 percent during FY 2005/06. The
Municipalities are relatively rich and internal revenue is as high as 70 percent of total
revenue, while grants from Central Government and Town Development Fund (TDF) equals
to 25 percent and resource mobilization from miscellaneous items including loan comprise 5
percent of total revenue. Although status of resource mobilization is comparatively better in
Municipalities as compared to VDCs and DDCs, Municipalities suffers from inadequate
resources to match growing development activities within the area.
88.
There is no tax on income from agriculture. In addition, a number of agricultural
commodities are exempted from VAT and so is the case with Customs Duties and Excise
Duties. The local bodies are unable to effectively implement prevailing Acts and Regulations
and collect revenues from all sources as envisaged in the LSGA 1999 primarily due to
administrative inefficiency and indifferent attitude of local political leaders that they might
get defeated during the election if all revenue assignments are implemented at the local
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levels. The tax effort ratio (revenue/GDP) has gradually increased from 9.2 percent in FY
1990/91 to 15.3 percent in FY 2009/10 and it was encouraging even during the APP period
from 1995 to FY 2009/10 (table 6). However, the performance is relatively low compared
with SAARC countries.
89.
All major policy documents including APP (1995), National Agriculture Policy (2004),
current 3-Year Interim Development Plan (TYIDP, 2010-2012), Budget Speech for FY 2011-12,
and the programs and proposals for agriculture development visualized by major political
parties in their election manifestos clearly refer to their passive role on taxing agriculture.
Therefore, taxing agriculture in Nepal is a sensitive issue that requires developing consensus
among major political forces to drive for modernization and commercialization of agriculture
especially high value crops (cash crops) and promoting agribusiness. This will provide an
opportunity for mobilizing revenue from agriculture sector. With due consideration to this
fact Federation of Nepalese Chambers of Commerce and Industries (FNCCI), apex body of
private sector, has given due emphasis on promoting agro-enterprise and developing
agribusiness (FNCCI, 2011).
90.
The major political parties are campaigning for introducing scientific land reforms
system by lowering down land ceiling and thereby distributing surplus land to landless
people and eliminating absolute poverty (Manifesto of Political Parties, 2006). However,
there is no certainty whether small size of holdings would help raising production as well
productivity of agriculture sector comprising both food and cash crops.
91.
Agricultural taxation in Nepal should be formulated taking into account India’s
agricultural policy to provide subsidies on: (a) fertilizer, (b) interest on loan to small farmers,
(c) use of irrigation and electricity facilities and (d) petroleum products and examine its
impact on Nepalese agriculture.

A2.11Subsidies
92.
Subsidies are ingrained in the being of the average Nepali farmer. Of all the
suggestions and recommendations made to the irrigation team during fieldwork, requests
for subsidies were the most common, followed by requests for protection from unfair
competition from subsidized Indian production. At the same time, in most irrigation systems
visited in all regions of Nepal, there was a strong indication of a need for government
support, ie, that they could manage their systems but would first need major government
input. There is of course a risk that despite substantial investment in upgrading, the
performance of the Water User Associations (WUA) would not greatly improve – ie, that
despite claims of self-reliance following upgrading, in practice WUAs will be tempted to
continue to defer maintenance.
93.
One of the key tasks of the ADS in the irrigation sector is thus seen as being to
attempt to design a program that will assist WUAs become more effective and autonomous
over the 20-year ADS period. It is envisaged that within the period, the average WUA will be
collecting sufficient service fees to fully pay for regular and exceptional maintenance, and
will be managing water allocation in its system effectively.
94.
Government has or is using subsidization as a strategy to address issues including:
(i) supply of fertilizer; (ii) technology, seeds, irrigation; (iii) transport to remote areas.
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However, use of subsidy has not been consistent, nor has it always been effective in
delivering policy goals, nor clear benefits to the agricultural sector and farmers.
95.
India’s subsidization of agriculture is often mentioned as limiting Nepalese
agriculture’s competitiveness, but this mostly applies to profitability in lower value crops
especially cereals, rather than higher value agricultural industries such as vegetables,
cardamom, and tea which have other competitive advantages. India’s subsidies are used to
justify subsidy for fertilizer in Nepal. The current Nepal fertilizer subsidy has not resulted in
adequate supply and distribution of fertilizer to the agricultural sector and the strategy and
implementation should be revised to include the role of private sector. Consideration will
need to be given to the subsidy level, its affordability, and the price impact on supply and
demand.
96.
Subsidy on agricultural technology inputs for least developed countries is not
subject to restriction under WTO and regional trade agreements, so is not an issue for trade.
Technology and inputs adoption and use have responded to subsidy, for example (i) subsidy
for establishment of STW irrigation, and (ii) subsidized seeds, micro-irrigation and
greenhouse costs for farmers to diversify into high value crops. However, other non-subsidy
approaches have been successful, for example the livestock credit scheme which has
assisted many women into goat farming as a means of generating capital. Affordable and
accessible financial credit is equally applicable as a means to achieve adoption of other
technologies and diversification. Achieving goals of rural credit policy may reduce
justification for subsidy, except as a targeted means for inclusive development of the very
poor and disadvantaged groups.

A2.12Land Use Management
A2.12.1 Land Use Planning
97.
Nepal did not have a planning and zoning legislation with the consequence that
land can be used for any purpose without limitation. In 2004 the Lands Act was amended to
provide for the formulation of a land use classification system and the consequential
prohibition to change land uses without a special permit17. The land use classification was to
have been declared by the GON on the basis of a policy to be formulated by the Land Use
Council18 and to be implemented by the MLRM. Government of Nepal has approved Land
use policy in 2012, but has not been taken to the action. In the absence of a land use
classification system there is a widely reported increase of instances where agricultural land
is transformed to residential use (the so-called land plotting and land grabbing practices)
reducing thereby the quantum of available productive agricultural lands as well as creating
unplanned urban enclaves in rural areas.
A2.12.2 Land Ceilings

17

Lands Act, Art. 51E
Lands Act, Art. 51F. The Lands Use Council is composed of the Vice-Chairperson, NPC as Chairperson and have
as its members the Secretary, Ministry of Defense, the Secretary, Ministry of Forests and Soil Conservation, the
Secretary, Ministry of Agriculture and Cooperatives, the Secretary, Ministry of Physical Planning and Works; 3
persons nominated by the GON from amongst the land-use related experts and have the Secretary, Ministry of
Land Reforms and Management as Member/Secretary
18
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98.
The Lands Act advocates a social justice approach to land holdings rather than an
economic profitability one and does so by regulating the transfer of lands from the large
landowners, i.e. those who hold land in excess of the permitted ceiling (see Table 5), to the
landless ones through the stipulation of land holding ceilings which inevitably leads to
smaller and dispersed land holdings. In practice, the land reform designed by the Lands Act,
and in particular its fifth amendment which further reduced land holdings ceilings, has only
been partially implemented as ways were found to circumvent the Act imposed land ceilings.
Reportedly, there are still large landholdings in place where landless tenants are employed
as laborers in various forms of tenancy.
Table 5 Land Owning and Tilling Ceilings

Terai
Kathmandu Valley
All hilly regions except
Kathmandu Valley

Land ownership
ceiling
10 Bigaha*
25 Ropani**

Additional land for
residential premises
1 Bigaha
5 Ropani

Land Tilling
Ceiling
4 Bigaha
10 Ropani

70 Ropani

5 Ropani

20 Ropani

Notes:
*
1 Bigaha = 6,772.63 m²
**
1 Ropani = 508.72 m². There are 13.31 Ropani in a Bigaha.

99.
It should be noted that pursuant to Article 12 of the Lands Act under certain
conditions agro-businesses and cooperatives may be exempt from the land holdings
ceiling19. Furthermore, in order to encourage consolidation of dispersed lands the 2010-2011
budgetary laws provide for a reduction in land registration fees for exchange of lands for
consolidation of lands used for agricultural purposes, for the purchase of land for growing
tea, cardamom and fruits and for cooperatives engaged in farming who register their lands
in the name of an industry20.
100.
The traditional and statutory Partitioning (inheritance) Rules21 call for the transfer
of property to spouses and children without having the option to transfer the property to
selected heirs. Consequently, the size of land holdings are ever decreasing as the land
passes down the generations, adding to the difficulty of making a living off the land.
Especially in those cases where the land is the only property of the deceased there are also
no practical options of exchanges between land and other assets to preserve
101.
The land holding ceiling imposed by the Lands Act as well as the Rules of Portioning
(see previous paragraph) reduce the size of the land ownership more and more making it
more difficult to make a living of the land unless one can drastically improve the
productivity. One could conceive two possible options to address the productivity per unit
and per person while retaining small landholdings, either by the formation of land sharing
cooperatives or by contract farming arrangements22.

19

Lands Act, Art. 12. The exemption is provided by order of the GON for the specific enterprise or cooperative (as
well as for certain other activities/entities), for a specified activity and it details the size of land that may be held
by the enterprise or cooperative. The exemption remains in force as long as the activity is undertaken.
20
Fiscal Act 2068 (2010-2011), Annex IV.
21
Muluki Ain (General Law), Chapter 13
22
See discussion on contract farming in paragraphs 79-82.
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102.
The Lands Act provided certain tenancy protection to those tenants that tilled land
owned by others prior to 1964. Such rights were however no further attainable after 1964.
However the landless farm laborers are at present perhaps worse off than before the
enactment of the Lands Act as in anticipation of possible reinstatement of protected tenancy
rights landowners prefer to leave their land untilled than to create tenancy rights for their
laborers.
A2.12.3 Farm Size
103.
Farm size distribution has implications for the strategic approach to agricultural
sector development. A simple way to classify rural population is to consider three groups: (i)
small commercial farmers; (ii) subsistence farmers; and (iii) landless or near landless. We can
define small commercial farmers as those with holdings of 1.0 to 5.0 hectare, selling more
than 30 percent of their output, ready to emphasize increasing their farm incomes and
therefore ready for high intensity, high input agriculture. Mostly they are not subsistence
farmers. They concentrate on farming, have some capital, are a good risk for lenders, and
are willing to take risks to increase their incomes. This set of farmers comprises 25 percent
of rural families23, farming 54 percent of the land and presumably a somewhat higher
proportion of output. If we add the one percent of families with more than five hectares of
land and commanding seven percent of the land, then we have a total of 61 percent of the
land. That comprises approximately 843,000 families for the research/extension system to
concentrate on for small commercial production. It is from these 843,000 small commercial
farmers that the engine of growth of the agricultural sector comes, driving rural non-farm
employment, food supplies, and national income.
Table 6 Landholdings Distribution
Holdings
Size of holding
less than 0.5 ha

Number
('000)

Percent

Cumulative
percent

Area
('000 ha)

Area of Holdings
Cumulative
Percent percent

1578.9

47.3%

47.3%

390.2

14.7%

14.7%

0.5 ha and under 1 ha

915.7

27.4%

74.7%

641.7

24.2%

38.9%

1 ha and under 5 ha

817.4

24.5%

99.2%

1428.2

53.8%

92.7%

25.4

0.8%

100.0%

194

7.3%

100.0%

3337.4

100.0%

2654.1

100.0%

5 ha and over
Total

Source. TA Team’s calculations based on Agricultural Census 2001, Central Bureau of Statistics

104.
The second category the subsistence farmer commanding from 0.5 to 1.0 hectares
in size. They comprise 27 percent of rural families (roughly the same in numbers as the small
commercial farmer. They farm one–half as much land – 24 percent of the total. Some keep
enough livestock to be small commercial farmers. But as a group they are mostly subsistence
producers with inadequate land for survival as purely subsistence farmers. They must find
substantial rural non-farm employment to survive. They are more risk averse than farmers
with more than one hectare of land and the higher incomes that go with that. They are very
short of capital and need some kind of loans but will be seen as risky to all lenders, and they
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This is based on Agricultural Census figures for land distribution in 2001. More recent comprehensive data are
not available. However, the main arguments should be robust to slight changes in the distribution.
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spend considerable time in non-farm employment and in search for such employment. That
reduces the quality of their husbandry on average.
105.
The third category is comprised of the landless and near landless. They comprise
nearly half of the rural population, 1.6 million families in number but command only 15
percent of the land. Half are landless and half have less than 0.5 hectares of land. Very little
can be done to raise the incomes of this group through increased agricultural productivity.
Of course a few at the upper end of the range will be able to prosper in horticulture – but
with great increase in risk in that they will have to put essentially all their land into
horticulture. The contribution of ADS to the landless and most of 0.1 to 0.5 hectare holdings
will be largely through the indirect effects of rapid growth in the rural non-farm sector
stimulated by income growth of the small commercial farmer.
106.
Those farmers with half to one hectare of land could achieve a substantial increase
in family income from improved farming practices. However this group, compared to the
small commercial farmer (those with more than one hectare) is more risk averse, focused
less on farming relative to search for and performing off farm work, and more deficit in
capital and ability to obtain loans. A specialized approach is needed for these families calling
for a new institutional structure, emphasizing intensive extension services specific to their
needs, access to credit and other approaches. Such a specialized body might usefully be
housed in the Poverty Commission, although it would need a link with the agricultural
research system, perhaps calling for some specialized research oriented to this group. Dairy
would be a special focus, and to a limited extend horticulture. The point is that the services
covering the small commercial farmer are generally inappropriate to the subsistence farmer,
and in the context of institutions oriented to the small commercial farmer the subsistence
farmer will be left out except for those very few who can respond to the approaches suitable
for the small commercial farmer.

A2.13Food and Nutrition Security24
107.
Table 7 highlights the key issues in food security in Nepal, using the World Food
Summit definition of food security as a situation that exists when all people, at all times,
have physical, social and economic access to sufficient, safe and nutritious food that meets
their dietary needs and food preference for an active and healthy life.
108.
There are at least two aspects related to food and nutrition security (FNS) that
needs to be highlighted in the context of the preparation of the ADS. First, although FNS is a
different concept from Food Self Sufficiency, there is a large part of stakeholders in Nepal
who interpret the objective of FNS as increasing foodgrains production to achieve selfsufficiency. From this point of view, whether self sufficiency in foodgrains is economically
desirable and efficient is not a major consideration; food security is narrowly interpreted as
food availability and food availability is interpreted as foodgrain production at a higher level
than population requirements. The additional question of whether food self sufficiency
ensures nutritional security or not is often neglected, in spite of evidence in Nepal and other
countries that food self-sufficiency and even food surpluses can occur even in the midst of
persistent food poverty, malnutrition, and food vulnerability.
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An effort by GON and FAO to formulate a Food and Nutrition Security Action Plan.
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109.
Second, food security is often identified with calorie intake rather than a balanced
diet of nutritious food. From a long-term perspective (20 years) the diet in Nepal is expected
to change, certainly among the upper quintiles of the population, towards a lower
consumption of staples and more diversified consumption of fruit and vegetables, meat and
fish products, and dairy products. The strategic implications of this for ADS are crucial, and
highlight the issue of the extent to which research and extension work and overall
agricultural investment should primarily be directed to foodgrains as in the past, or to other
commodities.
110.
Food and nutrition security is a complex concept with multiple dimensions. The
ADS will need to address several of these dimensions. At the same time, the GON in
cooperation with FAO hasprepared a 10-year Food and Nutrition Security Action Plan
(FNSAP). Ultimately, the FNSAP and MSNP will be implemented by the FANUSEP Flagship
program of the ADS.
Table 7 Issues in Food and Nutrition Security
Dimension of
Food Security

Issues

Evidence

Availability

• Low production and stagnant
productivity
• Population growth higher than the
growth of cereal production
• Limited Infrastructure for food
storage

•
•

Productivity of major crops lowest
among South Asia
Nepal net importer of food products

Accessibility

• Poor connectivity: impairs both
•
physical and economic access.
• Limits the access to various inputs,
extension services and marketing
opportunity for their produce
•
• Rising food price since 2005/06;
food price inflation higher than
general inflation. Urban poor are
severely affected as they are
•
mostly food buyers
• Poorest households allocate almost
three quarters of their income to
food

Road density in Nepal 6.39 km/100
sq.km whereas in Himachal Pradesh
and Uttarakhand of India, it is 58.5 and
133.6 respectively
Only 30 % of the population has access
to all weather roads and more than
60% of the road infrastructure is
located in the Terai.
High price of food in Kathmandu and
high hills

Absorption
and Utilization

• Low dietary diversity
• Inadequate attention to utilization
of minor crops
• Social, Geographical and Temporal
variation in terms of consumption
behaviors and health indicators
• Low awareness on food safety
• Changing consumption behavior
(fast foods, sedentary life style,
sugars and fats consumption
contributing to obesity and
diabetes)
• Assessment of food security based

40-60% of the population unable to
meet the minimum daily per capita
intake of 2,144 kcal and about 49% of
<5 years old children are stunted, 13%
wasted and 39% underweight
About 51% of women suffer from
anemia in FWR against 31 % in ER
Vulnerable communities such as
Dalits, Adivasi, Janajatis and exbonded laborers often struggle to
access sufficient food.
Recent report on pesticide use survey
by DFTQC showed high pesticide

•

•
•

•
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Dimension of
Food Security

Issues

Evidence

only on cereal production and
availability

Stability

• Agriculture becoming more volatile •
• Poorer households more
vulnerable and low resilience
•
power
• Agriculture labor migration
• All weather road vs fair weather
road
•
• Weak preparedness against
disaster

residues (urban, peri-urban)

Climate change implications on
agriculture increasingly visible
Recent flood in eastern region in 2008
had implication in agriculture
production and the livelihood of
people
Youth migration to middle east
countries often motivated by political
instability

Source: TA Team based on UNDP 2010, USAID 2010.
111.
Soaring Food Prices, Food Price Volatility and Coping Strategies: With Nepalese
households spending 67 per cent of their income on food, high food prices imply reduction
of their food expenditure. The most common coping strategies include: relying on less
preferred foods (67 per cent), reducing meal portions (29 per cent), reducing spending on
non-food items (26 per cent), and reduced spending on food/ borrowing money for food
purchasing (14 per cent). During the high food price crisis in 2008, about 12 per cent of the
households skipped food for a day.25The ADS will need to consider strategies to reduce the
vulnerability of the poor to soaring and volatile food prices.
112.
Food Availabilty and Food Security. Despite cereal production growth being less
than population growth, the small amount of cereals imported (about 5% of total
production) has been assured through imports from India, even during the period of export
controls 2008-2011. There are two important trend assumptions in using cereals as an
indicator of food security: (i) continuing population growth; and (ii) consumption of rice per
capita. Over the next decade, Nepal’s population growth rate is expected to start to decline.
In fact this might already been happening as the preliminary Census of Population 2010 data
shows that population growth has reduced to 1.4.
113.
If Nepal follows trends in other Asian countries, more wheat products will replace
rice in the diet. The deficit that may increase is for animal feeds (maize and soybean, etc.) as
demand for meat and other livestock products increases. At least for maize, there is
considerable potential to improve based on higher yields from improved varieties achieved
by a growing number of farmers.
114.
Monitoring and Evaluation of Food and Nutrition Security. There are a number of
systems in Nepal that are involved in food and nutrition security monitoring and evaluation.
A background paper prepared by WFP26provides an extensive discussion of the main
systems features and limitations. Food and nutrition security is a cross sectoral issue and its
25

United Nations World Food Programme WFP, 2008.
WFP Monitoring and Evaluation for Food and Nutrition Security.Assessment, Vision, Options, and
Strategy Background Papers for the Preparation of the ADS, 2013.
26
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monitoring requires a multi-sectoral approach. Such approach needs to be guided by
coherent principles to ensure that the different efforts implemented are linked together to
achieving an efficient and effective implementation of food and nutrition security
monitoring system. The system is to be guided by a clear and strong statement of what a
comprehensive food and nutrition security monitoring should consist of, and how it should
be used. Food and nutrition security is a cross-sectoral issue, which does not fall under the
mandate of a single ministry and requires a leadership with a solid inter-ministerial
coordination capacity. Ensuring the functional linkages among existing systems between
different levels, central and local levels as well as policy and technical levels, is another area
of further enhancement.

A2.14Institutional Issues
115.
Credibility of Policy. Policy Implementation cannot be effective unless society
believes that government decisions are consistent and sustained over time with adequate
institutions, investments, and enforcing mechanisms. Continuous changes in leadership of
the institutions involved in the agricultural sector do not allow to build capacity and
competences to carry out programs effectively. Gaps between policy statements and
implementation (eg. Agribusiness Policy 2005) have a negative effect on investment and
compliance with rules and regulations. The push toward decentralization and devolution is
not helped by the lack of elected bodies at the local level. The changes in input subsidy
policy over the past 15 years ( subsidies, withdrawal of subsidies, and again subsidies) leave
great confusion and uncertainty.
116.
Coordination. The experience of APP and other programs has shown the difficulty
of coordinating effectively across multiple agencies and different administrative levels
(central, district, village). Noteworthy, APP coordination was weaker at central level (among
agencies such as NPC, MOAD, MOI, …) than at district level. Even within the same agency,
there are difficulties in coordinating related programs. For example, there are different
bodies within NPC for food security and nutrition. Within the same irrigation scheme, it is
difficult to coordinate between irrigation engineers and agricultural extension officers. There
is inadequacy in national level NGO program coordinating body.
117.
Capacity and Human Resources. Limited capacity is reflected both in terms of (i)
institutional capacity and (ii) human resources capacity. Limited capacity of relevant
institutions in policy analysis, planning, service delivery, and implementation. There is little
analytical work and output related to policy. Formulation of policy occurs often without
adequate analytical or evidence-based analysis. Policy implementation is insufficiently
monitored and evaluated, or is delayed until it is too late to make adjustments and
corrections. Limited human resources to serve large farming population and inadequately
trained service providers result in poor quality of service delivery and inability to meet
service demand of a large population of farmers and potential agribusiness enterprises.
Currently, in the case of crops, there is one extension agent to serve approximately 2,000
farmers27. The improvement of capacity of existing human resources is also limited by
27

This was based on estimates by the TA Team of about 2,810 Crop extension workers (including
subject matter specialists and supporting technical staff, source www.doanepal.gov.np) and a farmer
population of 6.170 million (estimated looking at the population of farmers of 5.062 million in CBS
2001 and a growth rate of 2%).
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declining budgets for training and capacity building and limited incentives to provide
services, particularly in areas that are not easily accessible.
118.
Accountability. It is not clear who is accountable for achievement (or lack thereof)
of outcomes and outputs of government programs and projects. The system of
accountability (rewards and punishments) does not seem to work. Results-based
performance systems are not functional. The government is aware of these issues and has
expressed concern about transparency of public expenditures. More generally, there seems
to be a weak link between performance of programs/projects and career growth. Format of
performance evaluation for public servants are very general and not specific to the tasks
performed
119.
Underfunding and Effectiveness of Investment. In spite of considerable rhetoric on
the critical importance of agriculture, investment in the sector is inadequate and has been
declining. Insufficient funding implies a lack of continuity in programs and cuts in resources
that are critical to program effectiveness. Even when funding is available, however, a critical
issue is the effectiveness of investment and expenditures. In the case of infrastructure such
as rural roads and irrigation schemes, the construction is often faulty and operation and
maintenance is lacking, both situations resulting in poor returns on initial investments.
120.
Decentralization under the Local Self Governance Act 1999 prioritizes development
through periodic district development plans, providing a local planning base for ADS.
Programs with budgets and staffing for agriculture and livestock services have been
devolved to district development committees. Initiatives have promoted service provision
through private and NGO agents in partnership with the Ministry of Agricultural
Development(MOAD). However, there are issues with limited capacity, institutional
coordination and local administration of taxation and revenues. For example, the local
bodies are unable to effectively implement or regulate Acts and regulations such (Tax, Land,
local transport fees) and collect revenues from all sources as envisaged in the LSGA 1999
primarily due to administrative inefficiency and indifference of local political leaders who
feel they will lose support if they support enforcement.
121.
Cooperatives.There a tension between policy promoting cooperatives and also
commercialization. Enterprises registered under the Companies Act pay corporate tax, and
their employees pay income tax, while those registered under the Cooperatives Act do not,
resulting in a disincentive for full commercial development and rural employment
generation, and constraining fiscal revenue. Companies are required to comply with various
legislation including regarding accounting, employment and contracts, while cooperative
responsibility is limited.

A2.15Climate Change
122.
A few new environmental challenges and opportunities have emerged in recent
years which were not prominent and identified at the time of APP preparation. Those are
the threats from climate change; climate induced natural disasters such as erosion,
landslide, flood, drought, cold waves and heat waves; opportunity for carbon finance and
the needs of preparedness for disaster risk management such as early warning and
insurance. Similarly, arsenic problem in underground water in the Terai was mainly
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identified in the early 2000s. The importance and usefulness of Geographic Information and
Remote Sensing Technology in planning for agriculture development was not realized.
123.
The observed data shows consistent warming and rise in maximum temperature at
an annual rate of 0.04-0.06 °C. Warming is more pronounced in higher altitude than in the
Terai and Siwalik region. Annual precipitation data show a general decline in pre-monsoon
precipitation in far-and mid-western Nepal with a few pockets of declining rainfall in the
western, central and eastern region. In contrast, there is a general trend of increasing premonsoon precipitation in the rest of the country. Monsoon precipitation shows general
declining trends in the mid-western and southern parts of western Nepal, with a few pockets
of declining rainfall in the central and eastern regions. In the rest of the country, monsoon
precipitation has generally increased. Post-monsoon precipitation shows increasing trends in
most of the mid-western and the southern parts of eastern and central/western Nepal. A
general declining precipitation trend is observed in most of the far-western and northern
parts of the western, central and eastern Nepal. The winter precipitation trends show overall
increasing trends except the northern part of mid-western, western and eastern Nepal
(NAPA, 2010).
124.
IPCC (2007) projects that there will be a general increase in the intensity of heavy
rainfall events in the future and an overall decrease by up to 15 days in the annual number
of rainy days over a large part of south Asia. Significant warming particularly at higher
elevations results in reduction of snow and ice coverage; increased frequency of extreme
events, including floods and droughts and overall increase in precipitation during the wet
season while decrease in the mid-hills. Analysis of daily precipitation data for 46 years from
1961-2006 shows an increasing trend in precipitation extremes. About 73% stations (out of
26 total stations selected for study) exhibited increase in the annual count of days when
precipitation is greater or equal to 50 mm (Baidya et al., 2008).
125.
Loss/degradation of agricultural land, decline in crop and livestock production and
loss of local races and crops are some of the impacts in agricultural sector. Similarly, shift in
agro-ecological zones, forest fire due to prolonged dry spells, high incidence of pest and
diseases, emergence of new alien and invasive species and loss of species and habitats,
changes in terms of early sprouting, flowering and fruiting, decline in the productivity of
some of the herb and grass species and depletion of wetland are some of the impacts
indentified in forest and biodiversity sector.
126.
Water resources and energy sector is likely to be affected. The problem of too
much and too little water in time and space is likely to be increased. As a result
hydroelectricity generation, irrigation, drinking water supply and sanitation are likely to be
affected. Studies show that ELA has been shifting up by 25-79 m (1959-1992), majority
of glaciers are retreating by 30-60 m (1970 -1989) and the glacier surface is thinning by
nearly 12m (1978-1989). The rate of retreat has accelerated in recent years. Accelerated
melting of glaciers has caused creation of many new glacier lakes and expansion of existing
ones. As a result, the risk of Glacial lake Outburst Flood (GLOF) is increasing. Analysis of river
discharge for the period of 1947-1994 showed a decreasing trend, particularly during the
low-flow season. In rivers fed by glaciers, the runoff first increases as more water is released
by melting due to warming. As the snow and glacier volume gets smaller and the volume of
melt-water reduces, dry season flows will decline to well below present levels.
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127.
Another important sector adversely affected is irrigation. An increase in
temperature by 3ºC would cause an increase inannual irrigation water demand by 11%,
while other parameters of water demand remaining constant. Nepal is already experiencing
water deficit during 4-5 months in the non-monsoon season. Further warming may worsen
the situation.
128.
Many vector born and water-borne diseases are sensitive to climate change. The
incidence of landslides, floods and drought are likely to be increased and the loss/damages
of service infrastructures are likely to be increased.
A2.15.1 Carbon Financing
129.
The policy and strategy documents to date, including in agriculture, forestry, and
water resources, have not yet given enough attention to the rapidly developing global
market and financing opportunities for reducing carbon emission and sequestration, and
other services provided by the environment, termed "payments for ecosystem services".
These emerging opportunities have implications to develop supporting legislation,
institutions, taxation and capital markets (stock exchange), trade, as well as forest and water
policy.
130.
Nepal is party to various international discussions and (possible future) agreements
on climate change and greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. Nepal has a GHG inventory, official
communications as party to the UNFCCC28 1992, and the recent National Plan of Action on
Climate Change (MOFSC 2010) and Climate Change Policy 2011. Nepal has established an
initial capacity to develop and accredit projects that meet international regulatory
requirements for carbon trading. For example the REDD cell in MOFSC. There are also
recently in Nepal accredited forest enterprises (community forestry groups) that receive
carbon trade revenue. REDD approach entails the idea that a developing country which is
experiencing deforestation (loss of area of forest e.g. through conversion to agriculture or
through logging) may, on a voluntary basis, receive compensation if it reduces its national
deforestation rate, in proportion to the amount of carbon emissions that are thus reduced.
131.
MOSFC has published a Forest Carbon Measurement Guideline (2011)29. Amongst
initiatives, there is a pilot project “Design and setting up of a governance and payment
system for Nepal’s Community Forest Management under Reducing Emissions from
Deforestation and Degradation (REDD)” project, funded by NORAD and implemented by
Asia Network for Sustainable Agriculture and Bioresource (ANSAB), International Centre for
Integrated Mountain Development (ICIMOD) and Federation of Community Forestry Users,
Nepal (FECOFUN).
132.
Hydropower projects also can also qualify for REDD, and other schemes accepted
under the Clean Development Mechanism.

28
29

United Nations Framework Commission on Climate Change
http://www.forestrynepal.org/images/publications/Carbon_measurement_Guideline_Nepali.pdf
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A2.16Social and Geographic Inclusion
133.
Poverty, social and geographic exclusion, and massive youth outmigration have
multiple and complex links with agricultural development. The high differentiation of Nepal
society has led in the past to polarization and social conflict. The ADS will need to identify
mechanisms that value diversity, eliminate or reduce polarization, and create cooperative
arrangements for mutual benefits of the parties involved. This will need to be realistically
formulated given the economic stage of development, the resources available, and the
support of a leadership able to promote consensus around the strategy and its
implementation.
134.
ADS, Poverty and Inequality: An important reason for promoting agriculture in
Nepal is that a large proportion of the poor live in rural areas and depends on agriculture for
their livelihood. The recently completed Living Standard Survey will provide key information
on the multidimensional aspects of poverty in Nepal and indicate some of the most
promising paths for reducing poverty. The survey data are currently been analyzed and the
ADS Team will closely link with the analytical team of the Food and Nutrition Security
Working Group.
135.
Rural Organizations: Given that a large proportion of the population lives in rural
areas, Rural Organizations (ROs) have an important role to play in the development of
agriculture. Cooperatives and ROs working in the area of microfinance (Nepal Rural
Development Organization, NeRuDO), improving livelihood of resource-poor farmers
(Sustainable Agricultural Development Program, SADP30) and empowerment of women
(Woman organizing for change in agriculture and NRM, Wocan31) are few examples on which
further analysis in later stages of the TA will built up its strategic recommendations.
136.
Linking Smallholders to Value Chains: The issue of connecting poor smallholders to
markets has become increasingly important with income growth and urbanization causing a
shift in consumer demand; and supermarkets and processors playing an increasingly
important role in food marketing in response to new technology and changing consumer
preferences.32 Small farmers face several challenges, such as high transaction costs in
accessing inputs, credit and marketing facilities. What would make commercial agriculture
less risky for smallholders? Special policies need to be formulated that would link
smallholders with formal markets.
137.
Political Economy of Agricultural Policy Reforms: Experience shows that influential
rich farmers and politicians may work together towards creating barriers that impede public
investment in agriculture which specifically benefit the smallholders (Birner and Resnick,
2010)33. The ADS will have to take this reality into account and propose ways and means by
which the feasibility of equitable development strategies can be enhanced.
30

http://sadpnepal.org/about/
http://www.wocan.org
32
Refer:Thapa, G. (2009). Smallholder Farming in Transforming Economies of Asia and the Pacific:
Challenges and Opportunities. Discussion Paper, IFAD and Thapa, G. and R. Gaiha (2011).Smallholder
Farming in Asia and the Pacific: Challenges and Opportunities. IFAD conference on New Directions for
Smallholder Agriculture, IFAD: Rome.
33
Birner, R. and D. Resnick (2010): The Political Economy of Policies for Smallholder Agriculture, in:
World Development, Vol. 38 (10): 1442-1452.
31
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138.
Gender and Social Inclusion of Women. A number of policies have acknowledged the
important of women’s contribution in agricultural development and economic transformation.
The major flaw however is the translation of general statements into action. There is a large
mismatch between vision, plans, and action. In a nutshell34, the programs are not adequately
linked and the budget hardly touches upon the issues related with persistent structural
hindrances to engender the development sectors in Nepal. The budget is silent over how to
enhance women’s strategic positions through recognizing women as independent and
autonomous farmers, ensuring women’s access to means of production, enhancing their
leadership competence and creating acceptance, and improving women’s position in different
structures of the government, non-government and private sectors. For example, the scientific
land reform and management does not speak about ensuring equitable access of women on
land, standardization of education system does not provision any incentives for female students,
and lack of recognition of women leasehold farmer, tenant, haliya35 has structurally blocked
them to stand as a rights holders, organize themselves, claim their rights and enjoy dignified life.
Therefore, dealing with engendered agriculture sector development should be a priority of the
government, civil society, development actors and private sectors. Women’s access to credit can
be guaranteed only when they have not only access but direct control over land and other
productive resources.

A2.17Legal Issues
A2.17.1 Food Safety and Quality (FSQ)
139.
The 1967 Food Act is outdated and the FSQ standards and accreditation
mechanisms for certification bodies required by international agreements and third
countries have not yet been incorporated into Nepali legislation. The legislation which
would adequately set standards for value chain in terms of food quality and safety both for
consumption in Nepal and more importantly for export to third countries needs to be
updated if Nepal wishes to sustain its export agribusiness36. There is also no appropriate
regulatory framework that would enable a suitable FSQ oversight to take place, to the
detriment of agribusiness and trade. At the lower end of the value chain it was pointed out
that at present there are confusions with respect to zoning provisions that protect water and
land resources used for agricultural purposes from contamination.
A2.17.2 Commerce and Trade
140.
International Trade: The international trading agreements to which Nepal is party
are still in the process of being transformed into national law by way of implementing

34 See Ghale, Yamuna. (2008) Feminization of Agriculture Sector in
Nepal.http://www.nepalnews.com/archive/2008/others/guestcolumn/oct/guest_column_08.php,
accessed on 10-11-2010
35
An agricultural bonded laborer who works on another person's land. The literal meaning of Haliya is
'one who ploughs'. Haliyas can be found throughout Nepal. But the Haliya system in the far western
hilly part of Nepal is considered a bonded labor system.
36
A consultancy to the Department of Technology and Food Quality at the MOAC is working on a
redraft of the Food Act.
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legislation. Although Nepal acceded to the WTO in 2004 the process of adapting the
legislation is far behind the schedule set by the MOCS37.
141.
National Commerce: The policy of the government to prefer cooperatives over the
private sector, leads in certain instances to an inefficient use of resources. The policy that
only the Agriculture Inputs Co. Ltd. (AIC) has the right to receive subsidies and only for
supply of fertilizers through Cooperatives to farmers discriminates against the private sector
which, if importing fertilizer, does not enjoy the subsidy and can therefore not compete with
AIC. According to the private sector the trade through AIC and cooperatives causes higher
prices for the farmers and also to increased smuggling of fertilizers from India, some of
inferior quality.
142.
The Contract Farming Act is being considered by the Government to address some
of the land use practices prevalent in the rural sector. The impact of this on existing
legislation and policies will have to be reviewed.
A2.17.3 Natural Resources
143.
Water Resources: The Water Resource Act (WRA) of 1992 is not demand driven or
otherwise based on IWRM principles38 and the management of Nepal's water resources is
still carried out on the basis of administrative rather than hydraulic boundaries. While the
WRA and the 2000 Irrigation Rules allow for the formation of water user associations
(WUAs) and the Irrigation Regulations provide for the formation of User's Coordination
Associations in practice registration of WUAs is carried out sometimes under legal
frameworks other than the WRA (under the Societies Act or directly with the District Office
of the DOI). Furthermore, there is no provision in the Act or the Rules that would allow the
engagement of Service Companies in the Irrigation Sector, for example for maintaining large
canals.
144.
In discussions with the Nepali Federation of Irrigation Water Users Associations
(NFIWUA) the lack of the involvement of WUAs in water resource management and use
decisions was repeatedly mentioned. It should be noted that the water resource legislation
does not have a built-in structure for public participation and that only in few of the
management bodies the users are represented39.
145.
While the WRA requires licenses for certain groundwater water uses, butin practice
the licenses are neither sought nor issued.
37

See Revised Legislative Action Plan of March 2011
Integrated Water Resources Management (IWRM) is a process which promotes the coordinated
development and management of water, land and related resources in order to maximise economic
and social welfare in an equitable manner without compromising the sustainability of vital
ecosystems and the environment.Integrated Water Resources Management (IWRM) is a process
which promotes the coordinated development and management of water, land and related resources
in order to maximise economic and social welfare in an equitable manner without compromising the
sustainability of vital ecosystems and the environment (definition by the Global Water Partnership –
GWP.
39
For example neither the Water District Committee (Water Resources Rules 2050 (1993) § 8 nor the
Water Resources UtilizationInquiry Committee (ibid § 28) both of which deal with water resource
related issues include user representatives.
38
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146.
Groundwater depletion may be an issue mainly in the Kathmandu valley, and even
here depletion is only observed in dry years. In wet years the water more or less recovers
during the wet season. GWRDB will enquire, but current advice from Groundwater Division
of DOI is that there is not permanent depletion in other valleys, most of which rely on
surface water for domestic and industrial use.
147.
The agreements with India on the Transboundary Rivers do not cover all rivers nor
do they adequately protect the Nepali interests in terms of water allocation, hydropower
development and flood control.
148.
Land Resources: A review is recommended of the Land Act and its enforcement, of
the functioning of the Land Use Council, of the legal framework for land use and zoning
policies, of ownership / tenancy rights and of the legal aspects of farmland use for non
agricultural purposes and/or keeping farmland fallow, etc.
A2.17.4 Public Enterprise Reform
149.
There is a need to review the compatibility of the legal framework of public
enterprises (PE) operating in the agricultural sector to their actual functions and the needs
of the sector. The key issues that have been defined hitherto include the affiliation of the
PEs in the sector to different Ministries which affects coordination and mobilization; the
relations between the functions of the PEs and similar private sector enterprises and the
question whether government involvement is required in each case; possibility of
privatization of functions of PEs; the Agricultural Ministerial oversight over Cooperatives
outside the agricultural sector; the need of legal framework for PE intervention in price
control and supply guarantee; the possibility of PPP in PEs.
A2.17.5 Government Institutions and Planning
150.
The TA Team has identified the existence of a multitude of ministries and other
governmental bodies that operate in similar or close areas, such as the MOI, the DOI, the
WECS and the Groundwater Development Board to name just some bodies operating in the
water/irrigation sphere. While the mandates of these bodies are different, the question of
consolidation to form a one-stop shop for the users might be considered.
151.
In addition, there appears to be difficulty in the implementation of policies and
legislation that are under the responsibility of more than one ministry. Part of the weakness
can be attributed to the absence of suitable multi-sector institutional structures that
implement policies. The attempt made by the Government to establish the National
Support Commission ("NSC") and under that the Independent Analytical Unit (IAU) for
implementation of the APP faced difficulties in light of feared encroachment upon
responsibilities of line ministries with the MOAD having been responsible for overall
implementation of the APP without having received the tools or resources to do so.
Accordingly there is at present there is no multi-ministerial framework for the coordination
and implementation of a multi-sector policy such as the APP or the National Agricultural
Policy 2004.
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152.
A third area that was indicated deals with the devolution of functions of
development line ministries to district level authorities requires revisiting especially with
respect to the three line ministries (MOAD, MOI and MOFALD) involved in the agricultural
sector.
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APPENDIX 3.

METHODOLOGY FOR TARGETS AND INDICATORS

153.
Error! Reference source not found.in the main text contains the targets and
indicators for the ADS vision components. Error! Reference source not found.contains the
targets for the outcomes of the ADS. These targets and indicators will be further validated
during the period between completion of the ADS Preparation TA and the approval of the
ADS by the GON. Targets have been established according to the principle of being specific,
measurable, attainable, realistic, and timely (SMART principle). Assumptions and baselines
have been indicated in the tables. Additional information about the targets and way of
calculations are provided in this appendix.
154.
As part of the periodic (five years) review and evaluation of the ADS
implementation, both the targets and indicators will be assessed and evaluated. The
periodic reviews and evaluations of the ADS might suggest the need of establishing new
targets and indicators or simply update the targets and indicators that are already in the
intial ADS documents. As mentioned in the text (see section Error! Reference source not
found.) the ADS is a “living strategy” that requires continuous updating, review, and
improvement.
155.
The monitoring and evaluation of the ADS conducted during each quarter will
provide assessment of progress towards the outcomes and overall vision of the ADS. Output
and outcome indicators will be assessed on a periodic basis.
156.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Updating the targets and indicators requires addressing the following questions:
Have we achieved the targets?
If not, what are the reasons?
Are the targets still relevant?
If not, what are the new targets
Are the indicators still relevant?
If not, what are the new indicators?
How do we update the targets and strategies for the remaining period of the ADS?
What assumptions do we need to change?

157.
The updating will require simple manipulations of the tables provided in the text.
The main effort is to decide why and what needs to be updated.
Table 8Targets for Major Foodgrains

Crop
Paddy

Maize

Wheat

Baseline
2010
1,481

Assumed
Growth
Rate
-0.10%

Short Term (5
year)
1,474

Medium Term
(10 years)
1,466

Long Term (20
years)
1,452

Indicator
Area

Unit
Thousand ha

Production

Thousand tons

4,023

1.60%

4,355

4,715

5,526

Yield

Kg/ha

2,716

1.70%

2,955

3,215

3,806

Area

Thousand ha

875

0.80%

911

948

1,026

Production

Thousand tons

1,855

3.00%

2,150

2,493

3,350

Yield

Kg/ha

2,120

2.20%

2,364

2,635

3,276

Area

Thousand ha

731

0.70%

757

784

840
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Crop

Total

Assumed
Growth
Rate

Baseline
2010

Short Term (5
year)

Medium Term
(10 years)

Long Term (20
years)

Indicator

Unit

Production

Thousand tons

1,556

2.40%

1,752

1,972

2,500

Yield

Kg/ha

2,129

1.70%

2,316

2,519

2,982

Area

Thousand ha

3,087

0.35%

3,141

3,198

3,318

Production

Thousand tons

7,434

2.12%

8,258

9,180

11,377

Yield

Kg/ha

2,408

1.77%

2,629

2,871

3,429

158.
Growth of yields in the table above are consistent with the proposed ADS measures
for investment in irrigation, seed, input delivery systems, and agricultural research,
extension, and education. Yield improvement are well within the reach of the potential and
gaps between current practices and technologies already available within the research and
extension system.
159.
In the case of paddy, it is assumed that rice cultivated land will not expand and will
actually reduce a little bit. Shifts in demand consistent with general patterns of food
consumption in Asia and the region will imply lower consumption per capita of rice and
more consumption of meat. Higher meat consumption in Nepal will be consistent with
higher poultry consumption which will rely on expanded feed (mostly maize) availability.
160.
Total area for foodgrain production will increase mildly, particularly as consequence
of expanded irrigated areas and winter and upland crops production.
Table 9Major Foodgrains Availability per Capita
Item
Population

Indicator
Total Number

Unit
Thousand

Baseline 2010
26,600

Assumed
Growth Rate
1.40%

Gross Paddy
Availability per
Capita

Production per
capita

Kg/cap

151

0.20%

153

154

157

Gross Maize
Availability per
Capita

Production per
capita

Kg/cap

70

1.60%

75

82

95

Gross Wheat
Availability per
Capita

Production per
capita

Kg/cap

58

1.00%

61

65

71

Gross Foodgrain
Availability per
Capita

Production per
capita

Kg/cap

279

0.72%

Short Term
(5 year)
28,515

290

Medium Term
(10 years)
30,568

300

Long Term
(20 years)
35,127

324

161.
Availability of food production will growth faster than population growth and
therefore assure self-sufficiency. The objective is to ensure that a landlocked country like
Nepal could assure sufficient foodgrains to its population at all times. Growth of maize
production should also assure meeting the needs of the feed industry to serve an increasing
demand for animal protein.

A3.1.

Agricultural Trade Balance
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162.
Agricultural trade balance will move from a deficit of almost $350 million to a
surplus of almost $700 million. This will be possible through a combination of
competitiveness measures indicated in the ADS and the promotion of agricultural exports
and import substitution.

Table 10 Agricultural Trade Assumptions
Growth Rates

Short Term (5
year)

248

11%

418

704

1999

598

4%

728

885

1310

-310

-181

689

Base 2010
Exports
(million $)
Imports
(million $)
Trade
Balance
(million $)

350

Medium Term
(10 years)

Long Term (20
years)

Source: Calculated by ADS Team based on TEPC data.

A3.2.

Assumptions Underlying ADS Targets

163.
Assumptions about the underlying variables and parameters used in the targets
and indicators in the text are reported in the following table. By the end of the ADS a
population of about 10 million will be living in urban areas and will be served by a more
prosperous farming population well integrated with agribusiness industry. Agricultural labor
might still be similar in absolute size to the current one but will be a smaller share of the
total (declining from 66% of total labor force to 51%).
Table 11 Assumptions regarding Key Variables in the ADS
Item

Unit

Growth
Rate

1.40%

(Baseline
2010)
Medium Term
(10 years)
30.6

Long Term
(20 years)
35.1

Population

Million

Urban Population

Million

4%

4.5

5.5

6.7

9.9

Rural Population

Million

0.7%

22.1

23.0

23.9

25.2

GDP

$ Billion

8%

16.9

24.8

36.5

78.8

GDP/cap

$/cap

6.5%

$635

$871

$1,194

$2,242

AGDP

Billion

5.0%

$6

7.1

9.1

14.8

AGDP share

%

-2.8%

33%

29%

25%

19%

Total Labor

Million

2.0%

10.64

11.7

13.0

15.8

Total Labor in Agriculture

Million

0.7%

7.0

7.3

7.5

8.1

Labor Share in Agriculture

%

-1.3%

66%

62%

58%

51%

GDP/Labor

$/cap

5.9%

$1,588

$2,114

$2,813

$4,982

AGDP/Labor in Agriculture

$/cap

4.3%

$794

$979

$1,206

$1,833

$3,130
25%

$3,958
18%

$5,037
11%

$8,269
5%

3.091

3.091

3.091

3.091

$1,804

$2,303

$2,939

$4,787

10%

12%

14%

20%

1.69

3.0

5.2

15.8

NAGDP/Labor in Non-Agriculture
Poverty

%

-7.7%

Cultivated land

Million ha

AGDP/ha

$/ha

0
5.0%

Agroindustry GDP share

%

Agroindustry GDP

$ billion

11.8%

26.6

Short Term
(5 year)
28.5
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Agroindustry GDP/Agricultural GDP
Poverty in rural Areas

%
%

-4.8%

30%
27%

41%
21%

57%
16%

106%
10%

Food Poverty

%

-7.5%

24%

16%

11%

5%
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PRIORITIZATION OF VALUE CHAINS IN ADS
164.
The prioritization of value chains was based on a set of criteria that were relevant
to the ADS, and based on a review of various methods which have been used in Nepal and
elsewhere40. ADS stakeholders contributed to identifying value chain selection criteria, and
subsequently they participated in regional and central meetings to prioritize commodities
and their value chains. Stakeholders included MOAD, farmer organizations, commodity
associations, academics, donor representatives and NGOs.
165.
Production of 43 major agricultural commodities account for greater than 95% of
AGDP and 60% of agricultural exports41. Rice is the most important (19% of AGDP), but 70%
is for subsistence. Vegetables are second most important (13.2% of AGP), followed by dairy
(12.6% of AGDP). The other most statistically significant in the top 10 are maize, buffalo
meat, wheat, fruit, goat meat, and ginger. Lentil is the most important export (29.6% of
agricultural exports), next cardamom (7%), wheat (6.7%), tea is fourth (and has a high valueadding component), and vegetables are fifth. Commodities with high commercialization rate
include milk, tea, vegetables meat, fish, flowers and others of small scale. There is some
specialization in terms of regional importance. The eastern region has more potential as
regards the production of high value commodities than the others regions, especially for tea,
cardamom, and coffee; the tarai in all regions is the key producer of staple food grains (rice,
wheat, maize, pulses and oilseeds); and maize, dairy and vegetables in the western regions.

A3.3.

Criteria Used in Value Chain Selection for the ADS

166.
Criteria with a focus poverty reduction, growth, intervention potential and crosscutting issues, a system was deemed appropriate for the ADS.The selection criteria are
organised into four broad categories, each of which consists of a number of criteria:


Poverty reduction potential: criteria here mainly seek to analyse whether sectors are
relevant to the ADS target groups – i.e. whether interventions in that sector will possibly
affect a large number of people. In order to do so, it is important also to understand how
the poor participate in these sectors – as producers, as consumers or workers.
Growth potential (or potential for increasing growth and access): criteria here assess the
potential of sectors to generate growth in employment and income, as well as increasing
the poor’s access to essential services. To a large degree, this involves looking at some
market trends within a specific sector, as well as gaining a first understanding of
opportunities and constraints – i.e. in what ways improving the market system might
enhance growth and access.
Intervention potential: here we assess the feasibility for systemic change given the
available GON resources, priorities, availability of partners etc.
Cross-cutting issues: Under this category a number of criteria can be placed such as social
inclusion and gender, environmental sustainability, matching with national and regional
strategic priorities, balance of trade (import substitution and export), and geographical
spread.






40

These include criteria used by DFID, Danida, SNV, IFAD, USDAID, UNIDO
Central Bureau of Statistics 2011

41
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167. These criteria are outlined below. Collectively, they represent a comprehensive
picture of what is likely to bring successful outcomes from value chaindevelopment.
Individually, each criterion offers a different strand of programme performance. It should be
noted that the various overall and sub-criteria are given a weight, and in the analysis four
systems were applied to the various commodities/products (Table 12).
Table 12 Overall Category Criteria and Sub-criteria Employed
Overall criteria category (weight)
Poverty reduction potential (18)

Growth potential (12)
Intervention potential/feasibility
(15)

Other cross-cutting priorities (18)

Total (63)

Sub-criteria (weight)
 Significant number of households involved in sector (6)
 Poverty incidence of target group in the sector (6)
 Impact on disadvantaged areas (6)
 Growth potential in next 5-10 years (6)
 Potential for target group growth (income/employment) (6)
 Measurability of impact (3)
 Availability of scale agents with high leverage potential (3)
 Potential for crowding in (concentration) of market players (3)
 Current status of required infrastructure (road, storage, etc.) (3)
 Feasibility with given resources and capacities (3)
 Consistency with government priorities (3)
 Impact on balance of trade (3)
 Opportunities for inclusive development (3)
 Explicit opportunities for addressing gender inequity (3)
 Opportunities for positive impact on the environment (3)
 Geographical spread of sub-sector regionally/nationally (3)
Total (63)

Source: Based on DFID NMDP (2010) methodology

A3.4.

Agriculture Value Chain Selection

168.
Previous ADS reports have discussed in some considerable detail the following: (i)
agriculture value chains selection criteria used in the analysis, (ii) mapping and description of
agriculture value chains, where a total of 48 value chains across the four major sectors - crop
(32 commodities/products), livestock (11), fisheries (2), and forestry (NTFP/MAP - 3) were
assessed and prioritised, (iii) subsequently a short list of 15 value chains were defined with
the assistance of a wide and diverse range of key stakeholders involved in the agriculture
sector. The selection criteria were applied to the 48 commodities/ products suggested by
stakeholders. Each participant Value Chain Selection workshops rated (scored and
weighted) each commodity. A total of four ranking scenarios were used to rank the top 15
commodities.
Table 13: Top 15 Value Chains Ranking
Commodity/Product
Maize
Dairy
Vegetable
Tea
Lentil
Rice
Goat

Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
47

Commodity/Product
Poultry
Potato
Wheat
Ginger
Cardamom
Oilseeds
Coffee
Lowland Fish

Rank
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Source: stakeholder workshops reported in Agriculture Value Chain Development - Policy Options
Report (July 2012)

169.
It is important to note that commodities such as rice, goat and potatoes often
mentioned by ADS reviewers were selected into the top 15, but did not make the top five.
Rice, for example has a large number of participants but has lower growth potential than the
top five. Goats can be a pro-poor strategy, but also dairy, which has a much higher potential
for growth, employment, nutrition and trade impacts. In certain areas, potatoes may be
higher ranked than maize, but not at the overall national level. The top five ranked value
chains are estimated to benefit the direct participants in the chain (including farmers, farmer
groups, cooperatives, private entities, processors, market traders). It is estimated that a
minimum of 60,000 stakeholders in the dairy sub-sector would benefit, as compared to
90,000 for lentil, 200,000 for maize, 8,000 for tea, and 95,000 for vegetable. In all it is
expected that a minimum of 0.5 million people/entities will directly benefit, including
smallholder farmers and small agribusinesses, including women community, farmers and
agribusiness communities in remote locations.
170.
This listing does not include value chains important as niche commodities (honey,
mushroom, flowers, etc.) and those produced in the more deprived, isolated mountain
areas, namely essential oils, wool, MAPs, temperate fruits (apples etc.), and others, on the
grounds of their relative impact on the overall rural communities livelihoods across Nepal,
but these will be addressed as special support to these areas/commodities through
specialised programs within the ADS.
171.
The value chains selection also considers the feasibility of addressing the
constraints and facing the chain participants, and opportunities for improvement in
production, processing, postharvest, marketing, and policy and institutions, contributing
towards improved value additions and strengthen market based business linkages in
attaining improved productivity, commercialization, competitiveness and governance, with
inclusive, sustainable, private/ cooperative sector development, and connectivity.
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APPENDIX 4.

Logframe
Reference

COST OF ACTIVITIES IN THE ADS ACTION PLAN

Description

Responsible
Institution

Resources

Action

Output
Outcome

Costs USD
Source
Lead Contrib Item
Govt,
utor
Quanti Donor
ty

1

Improved
Governance
1.1

1.1.1

1.1.2

1.1.3

1.1.4

1.1.5

1.1.6

1.2

1.2.1

1.2.2

433,550
,000
3,600,000
10 annual
campaigns
in 75
districts
annual
results
monitorin
g

campai 750
gn

375,000

375,000

progra 10
m
funds

200,000

200,000

Official 5
person
month

25,000

25,000

regulation
s

progra 2
m
funds

200,000

200,000

5 yr
review

1,600,000

1,600,00
0

Promote policy and NADSI
legislation changes C
progra 10
to ensure
m
implementation of
funds
the ADS
Identify mechanisms MOAD Farmer
to promote farmers' policy Organizat progra 6
right (Farmers’
divisio ion
m
Commission)
n
funds
Improved
NPC
coordination in ADS
implementation
Formulate
NPC
amendments of the
regulations for the
establishment of
NADSCC and CADIC
Strengthen the
NPC
capacity of NADSCC

Private,
SubCommu Activit total
nity
y Cost

432,630,0 920,000
00

Credibility of policy MOAD
commitment and
farmers' rights
Conduct awareness MOAD MOAD
campaigns on ADS policy policy
divisio division
n
Ensure ADS
CADIC, ADS
monitoring covers NSC Support
issues of policy
Unit
consistency and
program continuity
Formulate and enact MOAD NPC
regulations to
policy
facilitate longer
divisio
tenure for key ADS n
positions
ADS 5-yearly review NPC ADS
Support
Unit

Comme
nts

1,080,000

120,000

10 year
cost

6 studies;
10%
contributi
on from
FO

1,200,00
0

MOAD
8,010,000
MOAD
Official 2
person
month

10,000

10,000

progra 10
m
funds

500,000

500,000

MOAD

regulation
s

10 yr
operating
costs
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Logframe
Reference

Description

Responsible
Institution

Resources

Action

Output
Outcome

Costs USD
Source
Lead Contrib Item
Govt,
utor
Quanti Donor
ty

1.2.3

1.2.4

1.2.5

1.2.6

1.2.7

1.3

Establish
NPC
subcommittees of
NADSCC and ensure
they meet regularly
Strengthen the
NPC
capacity of Central
Agricultural
Development
Implementation
Committee (CADIC)
Promote similar
NPC
meetings of the
RADC and DADC

MOAD

Prepare Annual
Sector Report

MOAD

NPC

Private,
SubCommu Activit total
nity
y Cost

progra 60
m
funds

3,000,000

3,000,00
0

progra 10
m
funds

500,000

500,000

progra 800
m
funds

4,000,000

4,000,00
0

1.3.2

1.3.3

1.4

1.4.1

1.5

6
subcommi
ttees, 10
yrs
10yr
CADIC
operation

MOAD

MOAD

5 RADC
and 75
DADC, 10
yr
operations
Costed
under ADS
Implemen
tation
Support
Unit
Costed
under ADS
Implemen
tation
Support
Unit

-

Develop ADS
NPC
Implementation
Guidelines and
Monitoring System

MOAD

Integrated planning NPC

MOAD

Ensure integration
of multi-ministry
plans

MOAD

-

1.3.1

Comme
nts

NPC

Ensure integration NPC
of long-term plans
with annual
workplans and
budget
Ensure regular
NPC
monitoring of plans

1,100,000

Official 10
person
month

50,000

50,000

Regulation
, annual

Official 10
person
month

50,000

50,000

Regulation
, annual

progra 20
m
funds

1,000,000

1,000,00
0

Committe
e
operations

MOAD

MOAD

Effective
NPC MOAD
implementation
support
ADS Implementation NPC MOAD
TA
Support TA under
project 1
MOAD to facilitate
implementation
Mechanisms
MOAD MOCPR
established for
gender equality and
social and
geographic inclusion

7,040,000

7,040,000

7,040,00
0

21,500,00
0
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Logframe
Reference

Description

Responsible
Institution

Resources

Action

Output
Outcome

Costs USD
Source
Lead Contrib Item
Govt,
utor
Quanti Donor
ty

1.5.1

1.5.2

1.5.3

1.5.4

1.5.5

1.5.6

1.5.7

1.5.8
1.6

1.6.1

1.6.2

Strengthening of the MOAD
Gender Equity and
Environmental
Division (GEED)
Generation and
MOAD
maintenance of
national level GESIbased and
geographic
inclusion-based
statistics
Establishment and MOAD
strengthening of
GESI staff at central
department and at
district level
agencies
Enhancement of
MOAD
qualitative and
quantitative aspects
of participation of
men and women
farmers
Making the
MOAD
agricultural
extension service
GESI responsive in
all districts
Improvement in
Farmer MOAD
access of farmers
s'
Coaliti
on
Promotion of GESI MOAD NARC
responsiveness in
agricultural research

Fulltime
staff
yrs

20

Private,
SubCommu Activit total
nity
y Cost

1,000,000

1,000,00
0

500,000

500,000

80

2,400,000

2,400,00
0

progra 10
m
funds

1,000,000

1,000,00
0

progra 750
m
funds

15,000,000

15,000,0
00

500,000

500,000

1,000,000

1,000,00
0

100,000

100,000

progra 10
m
funds

Fulltime
staff
yrs

TA
project 1

progra 10
m
funds
Develop a GESI
MOAD UN
TA
strategy
Women project 1
Timely and effective MOAD
monitoring and
evaluation
Strengthen the
MOAD
capacity of
progra 80
Monitoring and
m
Evaluation units of
funds
central and district
level
Establish an
MOAD
TA
appropriate
project 1
methodology and
system to carry out
systematic ADS
monitoring and
evaluation

Comme
nts

2 staff, 10
yrs

10 yr
funding

75 district
and 5
departme
nt staff; 10
yrs
10 yr
funding

75
districts;
10 yrs

Implemen
ted by
Farmer
Coalition
10 yr
funding

17,850,00
0
4,000,000

4,000,00
0

500,000

500,000

75
districts
and 5
departme
nts; 10 yrs
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Logframe
Reference

Description

Responsible
Institution

Resources

Action

Output
Outcome

Costs USD
Source
Lead Contrib Item
Govt,
utor
Quanti Donor
ty

1.6.3

1.6.4

1.6.5

1.6.6

1.7

1.7.1

1.7.2

1.7.3

1.7.4

1.8

Pilot a system to link MOAD AISU
monitoring to good
governance

Monitoring and
MOAD WFP/EU
Evaluation of Food
and Nutrition
Security
(institutionalization
of NEKSAP)
Conduct Agricultural Central Statistics
and Livestock
Bureau Division,
Census
of
MOAD
Statisti
cs
Conduct joint M&E NPC DDC/
missions inlcuding
VDC and
GON and
DPs
development
partners

Mechanisms
NPC
established for
participation of civil
society
Establish and
MOAD
maintain an ADS
website both in
Nepali and English
Establish an ADS
MOAD
Information Desk
under the Policy and
International
Cooperation
Coordination
Division
Establish similar ADS MOAD
information desks at
regions and districts

Comme
nts

Private,
SubCommu Activit total
nity
y Cost

progra 1
m
funds

1,000,000

1,000,00
0

progra 10
m
funds

750,000

750,000

progra 1
m
funds

10,000,000

10,000,0
00

progra 20
m
funds

800,000

800,000

Reward
with
$5000
each of 20
best
peforming
district
offices
every year
10 yr
funding;
$75,000/y
r

twice per
year, 10
years, 5
GON, 10
DP staff,
plus 2 FO,
2 FNCCI

1,600,00
0

Farmer
Organizat
ion,
MOAD

17,500,00
0

progra 10
m
funds

250,000

250,000

10yr
funding

progra 10
m
funds

750,000

750,000

10yr
funding

progra 750
m
funds

15,000,000

15,000,0
00

1,500,000

1,500,00
0

Periodic
MOAD
presentation of ADS
progra 750
Monitoring and
m
Evaluation Report to
funds
civil society
Enhanced capacity NPC MOAD,
of key institutions
all other
involved in ADS
partners
coordination and

10yr
funding

10yr
funding

25,750,00
0
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Logframe
Reference

Description

Responsible
Institution

Resources

Action

Output
Outcome

Costs USD
Source
Lead Contrib Item
Govt,
utor
Quanti Donor
ty

Comme
nts

Private,
SubCommu Activit total
nity
y Cost

implementation

1.8.1

1.8.2

1.8.3

Capacity needs
assessment

NPC

Formulate a plan of NPC
capacity building of
key institutions
Implementation and NPC
monitoring of
capacity building
1.8.3 Conduct capacity
.1
building for GON
institutions

NPC

1.8.3 Conduct capacity
NPC
.2
building for National
Peasants’ Coalition

MOAD,
all other
partners
MOAD,
all other
partners
MOAD,
all other
partners

TA
project

250,000

250,000

TA
project

250,000

250,000

10,000,000

10,000,0
00

5,000,000

5,000,00
0

3,000,000

3,000,00
0

1,000,000

1,000,00
0

1,000,000

1,000,00
0

250,000

250,000

5,000,000

5,000,00
0

progra 10
m
funds

MOAD,
all other progra
partners m
funds
MOAD,
all other progra
partners m
funds
MOAD,
all other
partners

1.8.3 Conduct capacity
NPC
.3
building for National
Cooperative
Federation
1.8.3 Conduct capacity
NPC MOAD,
.4
building for Private
all other
Sector Organizations
partners
1.8.4
Evaluate
MOAD
TA
.
organizational
project
reform of MOAD
and related
departments
1.8.5
Establish PICCD at MOAD
MOAD
progra 10
m
funds
1.9
Improved food and MOAD,
nutrition security of FANUS
most disadvantaged EP
groups and rights to Manag
food
er
1.9.1
Design a targeted FANUS
TA
national food and EP
Project 1
nutrition security
Manag
program
er
1.9.2
Implement a
FANUS
targeted food and EP
progra 1
nutrition security
Manag
m
program
er
funds
1.9.3
Implement NAFS
MOAD
Program
progra 1
m
funds

included
in TA
project
included
in TA
project
10-year
funding

10 year
funding

322,700,0
00

600,000

600,000

156,000,000

156,000, 000

66,000,000

66,000,0
00

60% in 1st
5 years;
20%
recurrent
20%
recurrent
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Logframe
Reference

Description

Responsible
Institution

Resources

Action

Output
Outcome

Costs USD
Source
Lead Contrib Item
Govt,
utor
Quanti Donor
ty

1.9.4

1.9.5

1.9.6

1.9.7

1.9.8

1.10

1.10.
1

1.10.
2

1.10.
3

Implement FNS
Project

Comme
nts

Private,
SubCommu Activit total
nity
y Cost

MOAD

Coordinate with
FANUS
ongoing food and EP
nutrition security
Manag
projects
er
Review of NAFSP, FANUS
FNSP, and other
EP
food and nutrition Manag
security projects
er
Strengthen the
FANUS
capacity of the
EP
central and district Manag
food security
er
coordination
mechanisms
Promote
FANUS
formulation of
EP
Rights to Food and Manag
Food Sovereignty
er
Legislation and
monitor their
implementation
Performance-based MOAD
management
system with
rewards to the
performers
established
Establish guidelines MOAD
and standard
operating
procedures
Conduct a pilot
MOAD
program on
performance-based
management system
Evaluate the pilot MOAD
and make
recommendations

progra 1
m
funds

90,000,000

90,000,0
00

progra 10
m
funds
TA
Project 1

1,000,000

1,000,00
0

600,000

600,000

progra 1
m
funds

8,000,000

8,000,00
0

progra 1
m
funds

500,000

500,000

-

TA
Project 1

500,000

500,000

Pilot
project

7,500,000

7,500,00
0

TA
Project

500,000

500,000

20%
recurrent

10 years
project
managem
ent

10 years,
central
and 70
districts

5 year
program

8,500,000

pilot in 15
districts
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Logframe
Reference

2.
1

Action

Output
Outcome
2

Description

Responsible
Institution

Resources

Costs USD
Source
Lead Contri Item
Govt,
Sub-total Commen
butor
Quan Donor Private Activi
ts
tity
,
ty
Comm Cost
unity
Higher productivity
1,821,82 139,82
0,000
5,000
1,961,645
,000

A decentralized
extension system
responsive to farmers
and agroenterprises’
needs
2.1.
Establish Community
1
Agricultural Extension
Service Centers
2.1.1 Formulate general
.1 guidelines for CAESC

DESTEP DOA,
Manag DOLS,
er
CAESC

DESTEP DOA,
Manag DOLS,
er
CAESC
DESTEP DOA,
Manag DOLS,
er
CAESC

2.1.1 Awareness campaign
.2 about the initiative

DESTEP DOA,
Manag DOLS,
er
CAESC
2.1.1 Capacity building to
DESTEP DOA,
.3 support establishment of Manag DOLS,
the CAESC
er
CAESC

507,760,000

TA
internati 3
60,000
onal
person
month
campaig
n
4,000 2,000,000
training
course 160

2.1.1 Seed money for
.4 establishment of CAESC

DESTEP DOA,
Manag DOLS,
er
CAESC

match
grant

2.1.1 Training of CAESC
.5 extension technician

DESTEP DOA,
Manag DOLS,
er
CAESC

training
course 640

2.1.1 Technical backstopping of DESTEP DOA,
.6 CAESC
Manag DOLS,
er
CAESC
2.1.1 External monitoring of
DESTEP DOA,
.7 CAESC
Manag DOLS,
er
CAESC
2.1.
Strengthen capacity of
DESTEP DOA,
2
agriculture and livestock Manag DOLS,
service centers and sub- er
CAESC
centers
2.1.2 Training, workshops,
DESTEP DOA,
.1 study tours for
Manag DOLS,
technicians
er
CAESC

2.1.2 Resources for farm
.2 demonstrations and
farmer training

DESTEP DOA,
Manag DOLS,
er
CAESC

320,000

60,000

2,000,0
00
320,00
0

4,000 20,000,000 20,000,0 40,000,
00
000

1,280,000

technici
an visit 160,00 16,000,000
0
technici
an visit 160,00 16,000,000
0

1,280,0
00

16,000,
000
16,000,
000

Campaigns
in 4000
VDC
Each
training
course is
25
persons; 1
person per
VDC; 4000
VDC
$10,000
per CAESC
50:50
financing
4 trainings
each VDC,
25
person/co
urse 4000
VDC
4 visits/yr,
4000 VDC
4 visits/yr,
4000 VDC

-

training
course 10,000 20,000,000

farm
demo

160,00 320,000,00
0
0

20,000,
000

320,00
0,000

5000 JTA,
50 training
courses, 25
person/co
urse
4 farm
demo/
yr/VDC
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Logframe
Reference

Description

Responsible
Institution

Action

Output
Outcome

Costs USD
Source
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2.1.2 Improve infrastructure
DESTEP DOA,
.3 and equipment at
Manag DOLS,
agriculture and livestock er
CAESC
centers and sub-centers

2.1.
3

2.1.
4

2.1.
5

Resources

Establish voucher system DESTEP DOA,
for extension and
Manag DOLS,
advisory services
er
CAESC
2.1.3 Design, implement and DESTEP DOA,
.1 evaluate a pilot voucher Manag DOLS,
scheme
er
CAESC
2.1.3 Provide budget for 50,000 DESTEP DOA,
.2 vouchers in the pilot
Manag DOLS,
scheme
er
CAESC
DESTEP DOA,
Manag DOLS,
er
CAESC
2.1.4 Establish program
DESTEP DOA,
.1 capacity and training of Manag DOLS,
trainers
er
CAESC
2.1.4 Implement FMS in those DESTEP DOA,
.2 VDC prioritized for value Manag DOLS,
chain development
er
CAESC

Infrastr
ucture 1,400 48,000,000
&
equipm
ent

TA
project 1

500,000

Voucher
s
50,000 2,500,000

Link farmer groups and
organizations to banks
and finance institutions

DESTEP DOA,
Manag DOLS,
er
CAESC

2.1.
7

Train field personnel to DESTEP DOA,
be sensitized to GESI and Manag DOLS,

500,00
0
2,500,0
00

TA
project 1
FMS,
FFS

500,000

1,000 5,000,000

Promote ICT in
agricultural extension

2.1.
6

1,400
centers/
subcenters A
$20,000
each, $20
million for
MOAD and
Departmen
ts over 10
years

-

Introduce farmer
marketing schools

DESTEP DOA,
Manag DOLS,
er
CAESC
2.1.5 Provide PCs or tablet with DESTEP DOA,
.1 internet for each CAESC Manag DOLS,
er
CAESC
2.1.5 Mobile-based
DESTEP DOA,
.2 applications
Manag DOLS,
er
CAESC

48,000,
000

500,00
0
5,000,0
00

50,000
farmer
vouchers,
$50 each
1 FMS per
4000 VDC
5 persons
trained per
district
Field
school is
10
persons,
meets 10 x
yr

PCs with
internet 4,000 2,000,000
PP
program 10
50:50

250,000

2,000,0
00
250,000 500,00
0

program
75

1,500,000

1,500,0
00

$50,000
cost for
each
application
, 50%
finance by
govt
20 farmers
in each
group, 100
groups per
district in
each
program

-
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nutrition

2.1.7 Training in GESI and
.1 nutrition

er

CAESC

DESTEP DOA,
Manag DOLS,
er
CAESC

2.1.7 Increase the
DESTEP DOA,
.2 representation of women Manag DOLS,
in JTAs
er
CAESC

2.
2

Resources

Decentralized research DESTEP
system responsive to
Manag
farmers and
er
agroenterprises’ needs
2.2.
Restructure NARC as apex DESTEP NARC
1
of NARS, with NRI and
Manag
RARS implementing
er
research, training under
NARC
2.2.1 Establish NARF, merge
DESTEP NARC
.1 with NARDEF, integrate Manag
with NARC
er
2.2.1 Finalize NARC Vision
DESTEP NARC
.2 2011-30 consistent with Manag
ADS
er
2.2.1 Establish NRI for
.3 Horticulture, Animal
Health, and Aquaculture
and Fisheries
2.2.1 Establish RARS in high
.4 hills, mid hills, terai of
FWDR

2.2.1 Establish Agricultural
.5 Mechanization Centers in
terai (2), mid hills (1), and
high hills (1) within
existing research centers
2.2.1 Consolidate and
.6 restructure RARS and
programs to avoid
duplication
2.2.
Strengthen linkages
2
within the researcheducational-extension
triangle
2.
A strengthened
3
agricultural education
system
2.3.
1
Improve facilities and
capacity of Agricultural
University

training
course 800

1,600,000

JT salary
60,000 30,000,000

30,000,
000

-

Director
person 6
month

Fund
start-up 1

102,620,000

30,000
30,000

100,000,00
0

100,00
0,000

30,000

30,000

750,000

750,00
0

750,000

750,00
0

1,000,000

1,000,0
00

Director
person 6
month

30,000

30,000

DESTEP NARC, Director
Manag Edu. Inst. person 6
er
month

30,000

30,000

DESTEP NARC
Manag
er
DESTEP NARC
Manag
er
DESTEP NARC
Manag
er

DESTEP NARC
Manag
er

5 persons
trained per
VDC, 25
per course
500
additional
women JT,
10 years
salary

1,600,0
00

TA
national 3
person
month
Building
s&
3
operatio
n
Building
s&
3
operatio
n
Building
s&
4
operatio
n

DESTEP Universit
Manag y
er
DESTEP Universit Building
Manag y
s&
1
er
operatio
n

-

1,250,000

1,250,0
00

start up
fund as
grant

2,500,000
per NRI

51,550,000
over 5
years
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2.3.
3
2.3.
4

2.3.
5

2.3.
6

Establish new
Departments in
Agriculture and Forestry
University
2.3.2 Establish Agribusiness
.1 Department

DESTEP Universit
Manag y
er

DESTEP Universit program
Manag y
funds 10
er
2.3.2 Establish Technology
DESTEP Universit program
.2 Dissemination
Manag y
funds 10
Department
er
Support for joint
DESTEP Universit program
educational and research Manag y
funds 50
programs
er
Establish Agricultural
DESTEP Universit PP
University partner
Manag y
program 50
operations with private er
50:50
sector
Establish new
DESTEP Universit Building
agricultural/veterinary
Manag y
s&
5
science colleges in other er
operatio
regions
n
Strengthen capacity of
DESTEP Universit TOT
CTEVT
Manag y
100
er

2.3.
7

Strengthen capacity of
DESTEP Universit Scholars
professional staff from
Manag y
hip
10
government, educational er
system, and private
sector through overseas
degrees and training.

2.3.
8

Mainstream food and
nutrition security into
existing agricultural
education system

2.
4

2.4.
1

2.4.
2

Resources

Costs USD
Source
Lead Contri Item
Govt,
Sub-total Commen
butor
Quan Donor Private Activi
ts
tity
,
ty
Comm Cost
unity

Action

Output
Outcome
2.3.
2

Responsible
Institution

DESTEP Universit program
Manag ies,
funds 10
er
colleges,
vocation
al
schools
A farming sector
MLRM NPC,
composed of adequately
MLJ,
sized farms that use land
MOAD
efficiently and
sustainably
Decide and adopt a policy MLRM NPC,
Official
statement to review or
MLJ,
person 1
implement existing
MOAD month
legislation and policies
pertaining to land reform
Issue a Government
MLRM NPC,
admin
Order under the Lands
MLJ,
national 1
Act to consolidate
MOAD

-

-

5,000,000

5,000,0
00

12,500,000

12,500,
000

1,000,000

1,000,0
00

administra
tion and
facilities
included
10 year
funding
10 year
funding

5 programs
per yr over
10 yrs

1,250,000 1,250,00 2,500,0
0
00

1,250,000

1,250,0
00

50,000

50,000

18,000,000

18,000,
000

10,000,000

10,000,
000

-

5,000

5,000

100,000

100,00
0

Centers for
technical
education
and
vocational
training
30 short
term
training
and 15
long-term
training
(Master
degree/Ph
D) per year
10 year
funding

32,525,000
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functions under a Land
Management Office

2.4.
3
2.4.
4

2.4.
5

2.4.
6
2.4.
7

2.4.
8
2.4.
9

2.4.
10

Establish land tribunals to MLRM
settle tenancy and dual
ownership cases
Set and enforce targets MLRM
for reduction of land
holdings to the permitted
ceiling
Introduce regulation,
MLRM
incentives and
disincentives to promote
owner-operated farms,
farming cooperatives and
agribusiness farms.
Pilot a “Land leasing
MLRM
corporation" scheme

MLJ

MLJ

1,500,000

1,500,0
00

admin
District 75

1,500,000

1,500,0
00

120,000

120,00
0

MOF,
MLJ

Official
person 24
month

MOF,
MLJ

pilot
scheme 1

Reduce land
fragmentation
2.4.4 Legal measures
.1

MLRM MOF,
MLJ
MLRM MOF,
MLJ

2.4.4 Financial and tax
.2 incentives

MLRM MOF,
MLJ

Enact contract farming MLRM
act to promote agribusiness operations
Enact a Land Lease Act
MLRM
(could be part of Contract
Farming Act) allowing
long-term leasing at fair
terms without acquisition
of tenancy rights
Implement land zoning MLRM
policy

admin
District 75

MOF,
MLJ
MOF,
MLJ

1,000,0
00

60,000

60,000

1,000,000

1,000,0
00

60,000

60,000

60,000

60,000

2.4.
12

2.5.
1

Irrigated area expanded MOI
equitably and viably, and
improved irrigation
efficiency and
management.
Expand irrigation area by MOI
most feasible means

2.
5

MOAD,
WUA

in each
district

1,000,000

Official
person 24
120,000
month
Identify degraded land for MLRM MOFSC, TA
rehabilitation
MOAD project 10
25,000,000
and
program
funds
Raise awarenss of
MLRM MOAD campaig
women's rights to land
n
4,000 2,000,000

2.4.
11

MOF,
MLJ

Official
person 12
month
incentiv
e
1
package
Official
person 12
month
Official
person 12
month

in each
district

120,00
0
Geographic
informatio
n system
(GIS)

25,000,
000

1 campaign
in each
VDC

2,000,0
00
-

690,200,000

MOAD
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2.5.1 Complete already
MOI
.1 commenced surface
schemes
2.5.1 Pilot construction of
MOI
.2 medium pond/ recharge
basins
2.5.1 Repair damaged surface MOI
.3 schemes

MOAD

2.5.1 Repair damaged
.4 tubewells

Farmers project
small 34,000 3,400,000

MOI

funds
per ha 80,000 320,000,00
0
GRWRDB pilot
, MOAD, scheme 1
1,000,000
farmers
Farmers project
complex 34,000 34,000,000

$1,000/ha
34,000,
000
$100/ha
3,400,0
00

farmers project
complex 75,000 18,750,000 18,750,0 37,500,
00
000

2.5.1 Develop non.6 conventional irrigation

farmers, pilot
private scheme 10
sector

MOI

Increase effective area of MOI
existing schemes

WUA

2.5.
3

Increase irrigation
intensity

MOFSC,
MOEnerg
y
MOFSC reforest
ation 10
pilot
scheme
s
MOEnerg works
y
7

MOI

2.5.3 Improve catchment
.1 management

MOI

2.5.3 Construct inter-basin
.2 transfers

MOI

Improve irrigation system MOI
and on-farm water
management
2.5.4 Reform and strengthen MOI
.1 Irrigation Management
Division to become the
Department of Irrigation
Development
2.5.4 Provide adequate budget MOI
.2 from government or ISF
collection

2.5.4 Build capacity of WUA
.3 and farmers

MOI

$4000/ha
estimated

1,000,0
00

2.5.1 Construct new tubewells MOI
.5

2.5.
2

2.5.
4

320,00
0,000

5,000,000 5,000,00 10,000,
0
000

works &
training 170,00 34,000,000 34,000,0 68,000,
0
00
000

$500/ha
cost
shared by
farmers
10 district
pilots each
covering
500 ha
$400/ha
cost
shared by
farmers

-

8,000,000 2,000,00 10,000,
0
000

28,000,000

28,000,
000

20%
community
contributio
n
Each
scheme
estimated
cost $4
million

admin
national 1

MOF

100,000

100,00
0

annual
operatin 50,000 25,000,000 25,000,0 50,000,
g
00
000
budget

on-farm
training 15,000 30,000,000
course

30,000,
000

5,000
schemes,
10 yrs
budget of
$1,000 per
yr, 50%
cost share
15,000
WUA;
$1,000 per
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training
course

2.5.
5
2.5.
6

2.5.
7
2.5.
8

2.
6

Implement irrigation
management system
transfer
Establish funding for
O&M, strengthen ISF

MOI

MOI

Implement integrated
MOI
water resource
management
Build capacity of women MOI
farmers

WUA

WUA

MOAD

2.7.
1

Effective implementation MOAD
of existing seed policies
including Seed Vision
2025 through sufficient
investment in resources
and capacity building.
Enhance capacity of seed MOAD
research stations

2.7.
2

32
schemes

3,200,0
00

15,000 15,000,000

15,000,
000

5

5,000,0
00

5,000,000

Cost for
WUA
administra
tive reform

FFS
15,000 75,000,000

2.6.
2
2.
7

admin
costs

3,200,000

MOLRM project

Timely access to quality
agricultural inputs at
affordable price.
Formulate consistent
MOAD NPC,
policy
MOF,
MOSC
Establish a voucher
MOAD MOF
system for inputs

2.6.
1

admin
national 32

admin
national 1
TA
project 1

100,000

Enforce quality assurance MOAD Private
systems

TA
project 1

2.7.
4

Promote production of
hybrids

PP
program 15
50:50

2.7.
5

Establish an information MOAD Private
system on seed demand
and supply

MOAD Private

100,00
0
500,00
0
-

2.7.
3

program
funds 10

600,000

500,000

private
sector

private researc
sector, h
10
universit station
y
Promote private,
MOAD private, PP
600
cooperative, community
cooperat program
based seed production
ive
50:50

10 women
per 1
farmer
field school
per WUA

75,000,
000

2,500,000

12,900,000

2,500,0
00

6,000,0
3,000,000 3,000,00 00
0

10
programs
per district,
$8,000
each, 50%
cost share

500,000
500,00
0
375,000

375,000 750,00
0

200,000

200,000 400,00
0

Production
in 3 zones
of 5
regions;
50% cost
share
10 years;
50% cost
share
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2.7.
6

Implement Biodiversity
Policy

2.7.
7

Pilot voucher system for MOAD MOF
seeds

2.7.
8

Promote open pollinated, MOAD Cooperat PP
150
improved and local seed
ive,
Program
production system to
Private
address seed sovereignty

2.
8

2.8.
1

2.8.
2

MOAD MOEnv TA
project 1

A pragmatic solution to
fertilizer supply that is
acceptable in the shortterm, clearly indicates a
strategy for the medium
and long term, and aims
at improving
productivity.
Maintain fertilizer subsidy MOAD MOF

500,00
0

budget
30,000 750,000

75,000

75,000

150,00
0

budget
400,000,00
0

400,00
0,000

458,250,000

subsidy
based on
2012 govt
budget; 10
yrs

farm
demo

4,000 6,000,000 2,000,00 8,000,0
0
00

2.8.2 Promote organic and
.2 biofertilizer

FFS

2.8.2 Conduct feasibility studies MOAD MOCS
.3 on fertiliser production
and procurement
2.8.2 Establish a fertilizer buffer MOAD MOCS
.4 stock

TA
project 2

1,000,000

PP
program 75
50:50

18,750,000 18,750,0 37,500,
00
000

2.8.2 Establish a database and MOAD MOCS
.5 monitoring system on
fertilizer

program
funds 75

2.8.2 Voucher system for
.6 fertilizer

voucher
pilot
30,000 750,000
fert

4,000 6,000,000 2,000,00 8,000,0
0
00

MOAD MOF

Pilot 400
farmers
per 75
districts,
$25
voucher/p
erson

750,00
0

-

10

Complimentary measures MOAD private
for efficient fertilizer use
2.8.2 Demonstration and
.1 awareness campaign

500,000

25%
private
sector
contributio
n
25%
private
sector
contributio
n

1,000,0
00

1,125,000 375,000 1,500,0
00

750,00
0

50%
private
sector
contributio
n
25%
private
sector
contributio
n
Pilot 400
farmers
per 75
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subsidy

2.8.2 Enforce quality assurance MOAD
.7 systems
2.
A variety of improved
MOAD
9
animal breeds
appropriate for the Nepal
farming systems
conditions are available
to farmers.
2.9.
Develop livestock
MOAD
1
breeding policy

private

program

districts,
$25
voucher/p
erson
75 1,500,000

private,
cooperat
ive

-

admin
national 1

Capacity building for
improved breeds
production

2.9.
3

Establish a voucher
MOAD MOF
system for animal breeds

voucher
pilot
30,000 750,000
animal
breeds

2.9.
4

PPP program for
MOAD
availability of liquid
nitrogen
A range of mechanization MOAD
options accessible to
farmers through the
private sector.
Information
MOAD
dissemination

PP
program 1
50:50

2.10
.1

2.10
.2
2.10
.3

2.10
.4

MOF,
MOCS,
private
sector
Private

program
s
5

100,000

2.9.
2

2.
10

MOAD private

Enable the business
environment for leasing
agricultural equipment

Official
person 6
month

75% govt,
25%
private
contributio
n
Pilot 400
farmers
per 75
districts,
$25
voucher/p
erson

1,875,000 625,000 2,500,0
00

750,00
0

2,500,000 2,500,00 5,000,0
0
00

campaig
n
4,000 1,000,000 1,000,00 2,000,0
0
00

Official
person 2
month
program
s
75

8,350,000

100,00
0

-

Improve customer access MOAD NRB,
to finance
private
sector
Capacity building for
MOAD Private
service and maintenance
providers

MOAD NRB,
MOSC,
private
sector

1,500,0
00

10,000

750,000

30,000

13,540,000

50%
private
sector
contributio
n

10,000

750,000 1,500,0
00

10 service
providers
per
district;
50%
private
sector
contributio
n

30,000
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2.10
.5

Revise regulation and
taxes to support
mechanization

MOAD MOF,
NRB

tax
incentiv 4
es
package

2.10
.6

Pilot a voucher scheme

MOAD MOF,
MOT

voucher
pilot
30,000 6,000,000
mechani
zation

2.
11

2.11
.1
2.11
.2
2.11
.3

Improved resilience of
farmers to climate
change, disasters, price
volatility and other
shocks.
Research on stress
tolerant varieties and
breeds
Early warning system

MOAD

MOEnv MOAD

program
funds 200

4,000,000

project

1,000,000
1

2.11
.5

Promote agricultural
insurance

2.11
.6

Strengthen food reserve MOAD MOF,
system
MPRC

project

2.11
.7

Strengthen the seed and MOAD FO
feed/fodder reserve
system
Improve capacity of
MOAD
extension staff and
farmers in climate smart
agricultural practices
Establish a fund for
MOAD MOF
preparedness and
response
Sustainable farming,
MOAD private
good agricultural
practices (GAP), good
veterinary animal
husbandry (GVAHP) are
established and adopted.
Formulate standards
MOAD

2.
12

2.12
.1

6,000,0
00

-

2.11
.4

2.11
.9

4
measures;
cost is
revenue
forgone
Pilot 400
farmers
per 75
districts,
$200
voucher/p
erson

4,000,0
00

MOAD MOEnv

Climate information and MOAD Dept
project
weather indexation
Meteorol
1
systems
ogy
Pilot a Farmers Welfare MOAD MOF,
pilot
Fund
MPRC funds 1

2.11
.8

4,000,000

36,000,000

4,000,0
00
1,000,0
00

5,000,000

5,000,0
00

1,000,000

1,000,0
00
details in
Commercia
lization

-

1

5,000,000

5,000,0
00

program
funds 10

5,000,000

5,000,0
00

program
funds 10

5,000,000

5,000,0
00

Fund
grant

10,000,000

10,000,
000

1

-

TA
project 1

500,000

5,500,000

500,00
0
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2.
13

2.13
.1
2.13
.2
2.13
.3
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,
ty
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Action

Output
Outcome
2.12
.2

Responsible
Institution

Extension programs with MOAD private
private sector

Subsistence production MOFSC MOAD,
based forestry is
MOEnv,
developed into
private
competitive, agriculture
sector
friendly and inclusive
forest management
practice, with a holistic
and community based
landscape approach to
natural resource
management and
livelihoods improvement.
Strengthen enabling
MOFSC
policy environment
Develop and integrate
MOFSC
land use models with
forestry
Forestry enterprises and MOFSC private
marketing development

1

-

TA
project 1
project
1

500,000

500,00
0

5,000,000

5,000,0
00

TA
project 1

500,000

500,00
0

750

15,000,000

15,000,
000

750

18,750,000

18,750,
000

Enhance forestry GESI

2.13
.5

Biodiversity conservation MOFSC
and climate change
adaptation

program

2.13
.6

Develop institutional and MOFSC
human resources

admin
national 1

100,000

100,00
0

2.13
.7

Research and extension
for sustainable forestry

program
funds 75

1,500,000

1,500,0
00

2.13
.8

Develop a forestry
MOFSC
investment strategy and
plan
Develop a joint platform MOFSC
for policy

TA
project 1

250,000

250,00
0

MOFSC

program

TA
project 1

ogframe
Reference

41,850,000

national
project

10
programs
per district,
$20,000
each
10
programs
per district,
$25,000
each

district
programs

250,000
250,00
0

Resources

Output
Outcome

Description
Action

25%
private
sector
contributio
n

3,750,000 1,250,00 5,000,0
0
00

2.13
.4

2.13
.9

MOFSC

project

Responsible
Institution

Costs USD
Source

Comme
nts
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Lead Contri Item Quan Govt,
Activity Subbutor
tity Donor Private, Cost
total
Commu
nity
3

Profitable
commercialization
3.
1
3.1
.1

3.1
.2
3.1
.3
3.1
.4

3.1
.5

3.1
.6
3.
2
3.2
.1
3.2
.2

3.
3
3.
4

Improved investment
MOAD MOF
climate for agricultural
commercialization
Promote formation of broadbased commercial
agriculture organizations
Increase participation of
agribusiness, cooperatives
and industry bodies
Promulgate appropriate
regulations
Level the competitive
environment between
private sector and state
enterprises
Reform land use policy to
stimulate commercial
agriculture

Strengthen contractual
arrangement mechanisms

pilot
schem
e
progra
m
progra
m
Official
person
month

3.4. Provide long-term finance
1.1 through leasing
3.4. Implement policy to divest
1.2 government shareholding
and management influence
in financial institutions
3.4. Promote financial institution
1.3 viability

$100,000
each; cost
sharing
75%:25%

15 1,125,000 375,000 1,500,000

10 200,000

200,000

3

60,000

60,000

12

60,000

60,000

MOAD MOLRM

costs
under
Output 2.4
Land

-

Official
person
month
Capacity building in
MOAD private trainin
commercial agriculture
sector, g
farmer course
organiza s at
tions
VDC
Tax policy that supports an MOF MOAD, Official
efficient commercial
NRB
person
agricultural sector
month

Promote development of
agricultural finance and
insurance providers

991,59
2,500
1,920,00
0

Provide information to assist MOAD
admin
commercial farming
nation
decisions
al
Contract arrangements for MOAD MOSC,
commercial agriculture
MOLRM

A variety of competitive and
demand-driven financial
and agricultural insurance
products.
3.4
.1

613,141 378,451
,250
,250

1 100,000

100,000

- 8,060,00
0

MOAD MOSC

NRB

NRB

12

60,000

60,000

4,000 8,000,000

8,000,000

12

60,000

60,000

MOAD,
MOF,
Insuranc
e Board,
Banks
MOAD,
MOF,
Insuranc
e Board,
Banks

5 farmer
groups per
VDC, 5
groups per
training
60,000

3,132,50
0

Official
person
month
Official
person
month
Official
person
month

12

60,000

60,000

12

60,000

60,000

12

60,000

60,000
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ogframe
Reference

Resources
Description

Responsible
Institution

Costs USD
Source

Output
Outcome

Comme
nts

Lead Contri Item Quan Govt,
Activity Subbutor
tity Donor Private, Cost
total
Commu
nity

Action

3.4. Facilitate development of a
1.4 range of financial products
for agriculture

PP
progra
m
50:50
incenti
ves
packag
e

3.4. Provide incentives for
1.5 agricultural finance

10 250,000 250,000

1 1,000,000

500,000

Incentives
equivalent
to $5 per
loan
(>0.5% of
average
loan
amount);
loan
amount
not costed
Cost
included in
3.2.2
above

1,000,000

3.4. Provide training in financial
1.6 management for farmers

3.4
.2

Promote development of Insuran MOAD,
agricultural insurance
ce
MOF,
Board Banks
3.4. Support the insurance
2.1 industry in implementing the
Agricultural Insurance
Directive
3.4. Promotion campaign to
2.2 farmers

Official
person
month

3.4. Pilot a local-level weather
2.3 indexing scheme

3.4. Strengthen technical
2.4 capacity of MOAD for
regional and local level crop
forecasting
3.4. Pilot scheme for 50%
2.5 premium subsidy

3.
5

Competitive agricultural
value chains that increase
value added and benefits to
smallholder farmers and
agroenterprises

20,000

40,000

campai
gn
1,000 125,000 375,000

500,000

TA
project

50,000

500,000

5,500 206,250 206,250

412,500

pilot
schem
e

VADEP VCDAs
Progra
m
Manag
er

10

20,000

1 450,000

25% govt:
75%
insurer
contributio
n
10%
insurer
and farmer
contributio
n
cost
included in
TA project
above
Premium
5% of
insured
value
($500
nominal
insured
value); 3
yrs pilot
765,550,
000
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ogframe
Reference

Resources
Description

Costs USD
Source

Output
Outcome

Comme
nts

Lead Contri Item Quan Govt,
Activity Subbutor
tity Donor Private, Cost
total
Commu
nity

Action

3.5
.1

Responsible
Institution

Establish prioritized
National Value Chain
Programs

VADEP
Progra
m
Manag
er
3.5
Support to better expedite VADEP
.2
value chain development
Progra
m
Manag
er
3.5 3.5. Enhance the development of VADEP
.3 3.1 prioritized value chain
Progra
m
Manag
er
3.5. Value chain development
VADEP
3.2 fund
Progra
m
Manag
er

VCDAs

VCDAs

TA
project

1 500,000

50,000

550,000

Project
1 13,500,00 1,500,000 15,000,00
0
0

VCDAs

VCDAs

Project
comple
x

fund,
matchi
ng
invest
ment

3.5 3.5. Enhance development of the VADEP VCDAs
.4 4.1 prioritized value chain
Progra
m
Manag
er
3.5. Value chain development
VADEP VCDAs
4.2 fund
Progra
m
Manag
er

Project
comple
x

3.5 3.5. Enhance development of the VADEP VCDAs
.5 5.1 prioritized value chain
Progra
m
Manag
er
3.5. Value chain development
VADEP VCDAs
5.2 fund
Progra
m
Manag
er

Project
comple
x

fund,
matchi
ng
invest
ment

fund,
matchi
ng
invest
ment

1 4,500,000 500,000 5,000,000

1 45,000,00 30,000,00 75,000,00
0
0
0

1 4,500,000 500,000 5,000,000

1 72,000,00 48,000,00 120,000,0
0
0
00

1 4,500,000 500,000 5,000,000

1 78,000,00 52,000,00 130,000,0
0
0
00

10%
private
sector
contributio
n
10%
private
sector
contributio
n
10%
private
sector
contributio
n
40%
private
sector
contributio
n; includes
cost for
irrigation,
other
infrastruct
ure
10%
private
sector
contributio
n
40%
private
sector
contributio
n; includes
cost for
irrigation,
other
infrastruct
ure
10%
private
sector
contributio
n
40%
private
sector
contributio
n; includes
cost for
irrigation,
other
infrastruct
ure
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ogframe
Reference

Resources
Description

Costs USD
Source

Output
Outcome

3.5 3.5. Enhance development of the VADEP VCDAs
.6 6.1 prioritized value chain
Progra
m
Manag
er
3.5. Value chain development
VADEP VCDAs
6.2 fund
Progra
m
Manag
er

Project
comple
x

3.5 3.5. Enhance development of the VADEP VCDAs
.7 7.1 prioritized value chain
Progra
m
Manag
er
3.5. Value chain development
VADEP VCDAs
7.2 fund
Progra
m
Manag
er

Project
comple
x

Rural roads network
expanded

3.6
.1
3.6
.2
3.6
.3

3.
7

3.7
.1

Comme
nts

Lead Contri Item Quan Govt,
Activity Subbutor
tity Donor Private, Cost
total
Commu
nity

Action

3.
6

3.
8

Responsible
Institution

fund,
matchi
ng
invest
ment

fund,
matchi
ng
invest
ment

1 4,500,000 500,000 5,000,000

1 210,000,0 140,000,0 350,000,0
00
00
00

1 4,500,000 500,000 5,000,000

1 30,000,00 20,000,00 50,000,00
0
0
0

MOAD DOLIDA
R,
commun
ity,
private

Update policy for rural roads
Official
to explicitly target
person
agricultural roads.
month
Establish a new section for
admin
agricultural roads in District
district
Technical Office
Provide separate funding for
matchi
development and
ng
maintenance of agricultural
grant
roads.
fund
Agricultural market
MOAD private
information and ITC
sector,
products for market
coop
intelligence.
Promote development of a
matchi
suite of products for market
ng
information and market
grant
intelligence
fund
Expanded rural
MOAD NEA,
electrification and
private,
renewable energies
commun

4

20,000

20,000

75 1,500,000

1,500,000

10%
private
sector
contributio
n
40%
private
sector
contributio
n; includes
cost for
irrigation,
other
infrastruct
ure
10%
private
sector
contributio
n
40%
private
sector
contributio
n; includes
cost for
irrigation,
other
infrastruct
ure
50km/distr
132,770, ict, initial
000 project

$35,000/k
m; 50%
cost
sharing

1 65,625,00 65,625,00 131,250,0
0
0
00

5,000,00
0
50%
contributio
ns

1 2,500,000 2,500,000 5,000,000

75,100,0
00
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ogframe
Reference

Resources
Description

Responsible
Institution

Costs USD
Source

Output
Outcome

Comme
nts

Lead Contri Item Quan Govt,
Activity Subbutor
tity Donor Private, Cost
total
Commu
nity

Action

ity
3.8
.1
3.8
.2

Establish a separate liaison
section especially for power
development in MOAD
Establish a fund to support
PPP for power development
with farming community

admin
nation
al
matchi
ng
grant
fund

1 100,000

100,000

1 60,000,00 15,000,00 75,000,00
0
0
0

CBRE
applies
80% govt,
20%
communit
y
contributio
n
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Logframe
Reference

Resources
Responsible
Institution

Output
Outcome

Costs USD
Source

Description
Action

4

Lead

Increased
competitive
ness
4.1

4.1
.1

4.1
.2

4.1
.3

4.1
.4

4.1
.5

4.2

4.2
.1

Contribu Item
Govt,
tor
Quanti Donor
ty
333,052,3
68

Market
MOAD
infrastructure
developed
Promote
MOAD
development
of market
infrastructure

DOLIDAR

Implement
PPP financing
support
mechanisms
Capacity
building
programs for
market
infrastructure
management
Identify
strategic
locations for
market
development
and undertake
feasibility
studies.
Develop rules
and
regulations
and SOP for
improved
market
management.
Growth of
innovative
small and
medium
agribusiness
enterprises
Adopt tax
incentives to
stimulate
investment in
agro-based
enterprises

MOF

MOAD

MOAD

MOAD

Private,
SubCommu Activit total
nity
y Cost
80,375,
000

413,427,
368
79,600,000

DOLIDAR, fund,
private
matchin 750
sector
g
investm
ent

progra 20
m funds
MOAD

Comme
nts

37,500,000

100,000

100,000

DOLIDAR,
private
training 750
sector
course

1,125,000

DOLIDAR
private
sector

progra 10
m funds

2,000,000

2,000,00
0

progra 10
m funds

1,000,000

1,000,00
0

private
sector

50% govt
contributi
on; 10
units of
infrastruc
ture per
district;
Complim
ents
Value
Chain
fund.

37,500,00 75,000,0
0
00

375,000

75% govt
contributi
on; 75
districts,
10 years

1,500,00
0

INAGEP
Program
Manager

75
districts,
10 years

205,100,00
0

Official
person 20
month

100,000

100,000

Tax
revenue
forgone
not
costed
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Logframe
Reference

Resources
Responsible
Institution

Output
Outcome

Costs USD
Source

Description
Action

4.2
.2

4.2
.3

4.3

4.3
.1

Lead

Promote
establishment
of Agribusiness
Incubators
Establish
matching
grants to
promote agroenterprise
innovation
4.2.3. Innovation
1
Fund for Agroenterprises
and Coops
4.2.3. Agro2
Entrepreneurs
hip Programs
for (i) youth,
(ii) women, (iii)
disadvantaged
groups, (iv)
disadvantaged
regions
Growth of
food and
agricultural
products
exports
Strengthen
MOAD
capacity to
promote
exports and
negotiate
more
favorable
trade
agreements
4.3.1. Legislative
MOAD
1
Measures
4.3.1. Promote
MOAD
2
foreign
investment
4.3.1. Institutional MOAD
3
Measures
4.3.1. International MOAD
4
Measures

4.4

4.4
.1

Enhanced food MOAD
quality and
safety
Adopt and
MOAD
implement
internationally
compatible
food quality
and safety

Contribu Item
Govt,
tor
Quanti Donor
ty
pilot
scheme 5

Comme
nts

Private,
SubCommu Activit total
nity
y Cost
complime
nts value
chain
activity

10,000,000

10,000,0
00

progra 1
m fund

52,500,000

17,500,00 70,000,0
0
00

75% govt
contributi
on

progra 4
m fund

100,000,000 25,000,00 125,000,
0
000

80% govt
contributi
on

5,280,000

MOSC,
Investment
Board

TEPC

Official
person 12
month
Investment Official
Board
person 24
month
DFTQC
amin
national 1
MOSC
progra 1
m fund

60,000

60,000

120,000

120,000

100,000

100,000

5,000,000

5,000,00
0

$50,000
for 10yrs

123,447,36
8
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Logframe
Reference

Resources
Responsible
Institution

Output
Outcome

Costs USD
Source

Description
Action

Lead

Contribu Item
Govt,
tor
Quanti Donor
ty

Comme
nts

Private,
SubCommu Activit total
nity
y Cost

standards
4.4.1. Legislative
MOAD
1
Measures for a
modern Food
Act
4.4.1. Formulation MOAD
2
and
promulgation
of food safety
and quality
standards
4.4.1. Adopt
MOAD
3
legistation on
accreditation
of standards
certification
bodies
4.4.1. Adopt
MOAD
4
legislation on
accreditation
of national
laboratories
for FSQ
certification
4.4.1. Strengthen
MOAD
5
and upgrade
laboratiories
to
international
accreditation
4.4.1. Institutional MOAD
6
measures to
strengthen
capacity and
clarify roles
(short term)
4.4.1. Establish
MOAD
7
regional
laboratories
and district
offices for
DFTQC
4.4.1. Form Food
MOAD
8
Agency with
authority
under Food
Act (medium
term)
4.4.1. Establish
MOAD
9
capacity for
pest risk
assessment,
SPS
management
and
surveillance

progra 1
m funds

250,000

250,000

250,000

250,000

progra 1
m funds

250,000

250,000

progra 1
m funds

250,000

250,000

progra 10
m funds

25,000,000

25,000,0
00

progra 5
m funds

2,500,000

2,500,00
0

progra 75
m funds

41,447,368

41,447,3
68

progra 5
m funds

7,500,000

7,500,00
0

progra 10
m funds

15,000,000

15,000,0
00

private
sector,
progra 1
consumer m funds
groups
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Logframe
Reference

Resources
Responsible
Institution

Output
Outcome

Costs USD
Source

Description
Action

Lead

4.4.1. Adopt One
MOAD
10 Health
Approach and
strenghten
animal health
surveillance,
diagnostic, and
reponse
capacity
4.4.1. Coordination MOAD
11 and reporting
to
subcommittee
on FNS and
Food Safety of
the NADSCC

Contribu Item
Govt,
tor
Quanti Donor
ty

Comme
nts

Private,
SubCommu Activit total
nity
y Cost

progra 10
m funds

30,000,000

30,000,0
00

progra 10
m funds

1,000,000

1,000,00
0
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APPENDIX 5.
LIST OF PARTICIPANTS AND CONTRIBUTORS IN ADS
PREPARATION
CONTRIBUTORS TO THE DRAFT FINAL REPORT
1. Francesco Goletti, Team Leader and Policy and Institutional Specialist
2. PurushottamMainali, Deputy Team Leader and Policy and Institutional Specialist
3. Chris Landon-Lane, Agriculture Economist
4. James Bolger, Eminent Person
5. John Mellor, Eminent Person
6. Jon Cook, Irrigated Agriculture and Water Resources Specialist
7. Keith Chapman, Agriculture and Agribusiness Specialist
8. JitzchakAlster, Legislation and Regulation Specialist
9. Surya Prasad Paudel, Senior Livestock Development Officer, MOAD
10. SabnamShivakoti, Senior Agriculture Officer, MOAD
11. Yamuna Ghale, Research and Extension Specialist
12. Posh Raj Pandey, Trade Specialist
13. Dala Ram Pradhan, Livestock Specialist
14. Deep Swar, Fishery Specialist
15. Nav Raj Baral, Forestry Specialist
16. RatnaDhwojShahi, Horticulture Specialist
17. NeeranjanRajbhandari, Field Crops Specialist
18. Narendra Raj Khanal, Environment, Climate Change and Natural Resources Management Specialist
19. IndraLalKalu, Irrigation Specialist
20. Jagadish Chandra Gautam, Agri Economist
21. Deepak LochanAdhikari, Micro Irrigation Specialist
22. Dina Mani Pokharel, Legislation and Regulation Specialist in Food Safety and Quality
23. Matrika Prasad Maraseni, Legislation and Regulation Specialist in Commerce and Trade
24. Prakash Mani Sharma, Legislation and Regulation Specialist in Natural Resources
25. Purna Man Shakya, Legislation and Regulation Specialist in Public Enterprise Reform
26. Govind Das Shrestha, Legislation and Regulation Specialist in Governance Institution and Planning
27. Madan Kumar Dahal, Tax Specialist
28. Santosh Bhattarai, Rural Infrastructure Specialist
29. Neeraj Joshi, Social Development Specialist
30. Ian Hancock, Agricultural Value Chain and Marketing Specialist
31. James Tomecko, Private Sector Development Specialist
32. Poshan KC, Private Sector Development Specialist
33. Toyanath Pandey, Agricultural Insurance Specialist
34. BimbikaSijapatiBasnett, Gender Specialist
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Dr. Bharat Prasad Upadhaya

Former DG

Department of Livestock
Services
Department of Agriculture
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Agriculture Development Strategy
Members of Different Thematic Group
1. Thematic Group: Agribusiness and Commercialization
S.N.

Members Name

Designation

Office Address

1

Mr. Yogendra Kumar Karki

Project Director

PACT

2

Mr. Gagendra Maharjan

Managing Director

3

Mr. Kumud Dugar

President

NAF Pvt. Ltd
Association of Nepalese Rice, oil
and Pulse Industry

4

Dr. Til Chandra Bhattarai

President

Nepal Feed Industries Association

5

Mr. Rajesh Bhattarai

Representatives

6

Mr. Nava Raj Sharma

Preesident

7

Mr. Babu Ram Acharya

Manager

8

Mr. Keshav Premi

Program Director

9

Mr. Tulasi Gautam

Chief

10

Ms. Shavanam Shivakoti

Sr. Plant Prot. Officer

11

Dr. Surya Prasad Poudel

Sr. Livestock Devt. Officer

Cold Storage Association
Veterinary Chemist and Druggist
Association
National Co-operative Federation
of Nepal
Directorate of Livestock Marketing,
DoLS
Market Research and Statistics
Mgmt, DoA
Ministry of Agricultural
Development
Ministry of Agricultural
Development

2. Thematic Group: Food and Nutrition Security
S.N.

Members Name

Designation

Office Address

1

Ms. Jeevan Prava Lama

Directotr General

DFTQC

2

Mr. Mitra Raj Dawadi

Chairperson

3

Mr. Suroj Pokherel

Program Director

SEAN
Crop Development Directorate,
DoA

4

Ms. Puja Pandey

Nutritionist

Helen Keler International

5

Dr. Krishna Pahari

Food Security Advisor

WFP Nepal

6

Mr. Jyoti Baniya

President

Consumer Protection Forum

7

Mr. Biju Shrestha

Program Director

Agri/Rural Devt. Division, NPC

8

Mr. Raj Kumar Pokherel

Nutritionist

9

Mr. Hem Raj Regmi

Sr. Statistical officer

Nutrition Division, MoHP
Ministry of Agricultural
Development

10

Mr. Gehendra Gurung

Food Security Expert

11

Ms. Shavanam Shivakoti

Sr. Plant Prot. Officer

12

Dr. Surya Prasad Poudel

Sr. Livestock Devt. Officer

Practical Action, Nepal
Ministry of Agricultural
Development
Ministry of Agricultural
Development
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3. Thematic Group: Agricultural Research and Technology Development
S.N.

Members Name

Designation

Office Address
Nepal Agriculture
Research Council
Federation of
Agroculture
Association
CYMMIT
International, RO,
Nepal

1

Mr. Dinesh Pariyar

Executive Director

2

Mr. Ganesh Kuamar K.C.

Chairman

3

Dr. Nirmal Gadal

Programme Officer

4

Mr. Janaki Khanal

Chief

5

Mr. Bishnu Dutta Awasthi

DDG, Technology Transfer

6

Mr. Hasta Bahadur Bista

Sr. Agri. Economist

NARDF
Department of
Agriculture
Ministry of
Agricultural
Development

7

Ms. Yamuna Ghale

SPO

SDC, Nepal

8

Mr. Pramod Koirala

Sr. Food Investigation Officer

9

Ms. Shavanam Shivakoti

Sr. Plant Prot. Officer

10

Dr. Surya Prasad Poudel

Sr. Livestock Devt. Officer

11

Mr. Mahendra Nath Poudel

Sr. Agriculture Economist

DFTQC
Ministry of
Agricultural
Development
Ministry of
Agricultural
Development
Ministry of
Agricultural
Development

4. Thematic Group: Agriculture, Subsector: Crops(Cereals, Pulses, Industrial Crops)
S.N.

Members Name

Designation

1

Mr. Lila Ram Poudel

Director General

2

Dr. Ferrera

Team Leader

3

Mr. Tej Bahadur Subedi

Program Director

4

Mr. Dilla Ram Bhandari

Chief

5

Ms. Niru Dahal

Sr. Agronomist

6

Ms. Dharma Dutta Baral

DDG

7

Mr. Shankar Saha

Sr. Agri. Economist

8

Ms. Shavanam Shivakoti

Sr. Plant Prot. Officer

9

Dr. Surya Prasad Poudel

Sr. Livestock Devt. Officer

Office Address
Department of
Agriculture
CYYMIT International
Soil Management
Directorate, DoA
SQCC
Department of
Agriculture
Department of
Agriculture
Ministry of
Agricultural
Development
Ministry of
Agricultural
Development
Ministry of
Agricultural
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Development

10

Mr. Ravi Dangol

Agriculture Economist

Ministry of
Agricultural
Development

5. Thematic Group: Agriculture, Subsector: Horticulture and High Value Commodities(HVCs)
S.N.

Members Name

Designation

Office Address
Department of
Agriculture
Fruit
Development
Directorate, DoA
Citrus
Development
Program, DoA
Nepal
Horticultural
Society

1

Mr. Mohan Bahadur Thapa

DDG

2

Mr. Gopal Man Shrestha

Programme Director

3

Mr. Mahendra Man Shrestha

Chief

4

Mr. Bhairab Raj Kaini

Experts

5

Mr. Kedar Budhathoki

Expert

6

Mr. Laxman Prasad Poudel

Executive Director

7

Mr. Sunil Nath Lohani

Sr. Agri.Economist

9

Dr. Bharat Kumar Poudel

Sr. Horticulture Devt. Officer

NARC
Kalimati
Wholesale
Market
Ministry of
Agricultural
Development
Department of
Agriculture

9

Mr. R.D. Shahi

Expert

ADS TA Team

6. Thematic Group: Agriculture, Subsector: Livestock and Fisheries
S.N.

Members Name

Designation

1

Dr. Prabhakar Pathak

Director General

2

Dr. Ram Krishna Khatiwada

Program Director

3

Dr. Lok Nath Poudel

Sr. Livestock Devt. Officer

Office Address
Department of
Livestock Services
Animal Health
Directorate
Department of
Livestock Services

4

Dr. Dal Ram Pradhan

Expert

ADS TA Team

5

Mr. Tek bahadur Gurung

Director General

6

Dr. Dinesh Prasad Parajuli

Regional Directorate

7

Mr. Rajendra Kumar K.C.

Program Director

NARC
Regional Livestock
Directorate, CDR
Fish Development
Directorate, DoA

8

Mr. Ramananda Mlshra

Chief

9

Dr. Deep Bahadur Swar

Expert

ADS TA Team
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7. Thematic Group: Trade and Comptitiveness
Ministry of Commerce
and Supplies
Ministry of Commerce
and Supplies

1

Mr. Chandra Pd. Ghimire

Joint Secretary

2

Mr.Toya Pd. Gawall

Joint Secretary

3

Mr. Min Bd. Shrestha

Division Chief

4

Mr. Rajendra Ghimire

President

5

Mr. Ramesh Kumar Shrestha

Executive Director

6

Mr. Binod Kumar Karmacharya

Expert

7

Mr. Rudra Bd. Shrestha

Sr. Agri.Economist

8

Dr. Hari Biabu Tiwari

Sr. Agri.Economist

9

Dr. Krishna Pd. Panta

Sr. Agri.Economist

Nepalp Council for Dev
Department of
Agriculture
Ministry of Agricultural
Development
Ministry of Agricultural
Development

Mr. Pradeep Maharjan

CEO

FNCCI - AEC

10

Nepal Rastra Bank
Napal Large Cadomoom
Association
Trade and Export
Promotion Centre

8. Thematic Group: Water Resources and Irrigation
1

Mr. Shiva Kumar Sharma

DDG

Department of Irrigation

2

Mr. Sanjaya Dhungel

Sr. Enginieer

3

Mr. Prakash Thapa

Co-ordinator

4

Mr. Madhu S. Basnet

Program Director

WECS
Community Irrigation
Project, DOLIDAR
Directorate of Agri.
Engineering

5

Mr. Sanju Upadhyaya

Sr. Divisional Engineer

Department of Irrigation

6

Mr. Khila N. Dahal

Sr. Divisional Engineer

7

Dr. Siddhi Ganesh Shrestha

Program Director

Department of Irrigation
Directorate of
Agriculture extension

9. Thematic Group: Forestry, Climate Change and Disaster Management
1

Mr. Vatu Krishna Upreti

Joint Secretary

Ministry of Environment

2

Mr. Kumud Shrestha

Vice-President

Nepal Forester Association

3

Mr. Rajan Kotru

NRM Specialist

4

Mr. Deepak Mani Pokharel

Sr. Hort. Development Officer

ICIMOD
Ministry of Agricultural
Development

10. Thematic Group: Land Use, Infrastructure and Energy
1

Mr. Krishna Raj. B.C

Joint Secretary

2

Rishi R. Koirala

Under Secretary

3

Mr. Shiva N. Prasad Shaha

Sr. Statistical Officer

Ministry of Land Reform
and Management
Ministry of Environment
Ministry of Agricultural
Development

11. Thematic Group: Rural Finance, Insurance and Credit
1

Mr. Janak Prasad Adhikari

Chief

Micro Credit Dept. NRB

2

Mr. Kanchan Raj Pandey

Sr. Planning Officer

Department of Agriculture
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Regional workshop on Agriculture Development Strategy
Nepalgung (2069/3/22)
S.N

Name

Designation

Address

1

Sanat Kumar Karki

Member

Nepali Congress, Jajarkot

2

Narayan Bahadur B.C

Vice Present

Nepali Congress ,Dang

3

Krisna Prasad Gautam

Ex Member of CA

Rukum

4

Bhanu Bhakta Bhattarai

President

Nepal Farmer Association

5

Mahendra Tiwari

CC Member

Nepal Farmer Association

6

Harischchandra Neupane

Regional Manager

AIC, Nepaljung

7

Krisna Bahadur Gharti Magar

President

Nepali Congress, Rolpa

8

Laxmi Paudel

District Member

9

Bir Bahadur Bhandari

President

10

Balika Thapa

Dictrict member

11

Bidesani Tharu

Dictrict member

12

Maheshwor Gahatraj

Secretary

Farmer Association,Banke
Farmer Association,
Dailekh
Farmer Association,
Banke
Farmer Association,
Banke
Tharuwan State
Committee

13

Kali Bahadur Malla

CC Member

United Maoist

14

Lila Kumar GC

CC Member

CPN-ML

15

Mun Bahadur Karki

State Committee Member

United Maoist

16

Dhurga Bahadur Raut

District Secretary

United Maoist

17

Ratna Prasad Neupane

Secretary

CPN-UML, Bheri District

18

Ganesh Chand

Secretary

Nepali Congress, Salyan

19

Thagendra Prasad Puri

Chief

CPN-UML, Rhukum

20

Hari Prasad Sharma

Member

Farmers Federation

21

Mahamad Kar Kha

Member

22

Basudev Sharma

CC Member

Phekophan Kendra
All Nepal Peasants
Federation

23

Manab Sejwal

President

Nepali Congress, Jumla

24

Gaurishankar Upadhaya

CC Member

Nepal Farmer Association

25

Hari Prasad Rijal

Chief

26

Amar Prasad Bhandari

CC Member

CPN-UML, Dolpa
Nepal Farmer
Association, Pyuthan

27

Subash K.C

President

28

Haribhakta Adhikari

National Committee Member

29

Krisna kumar Mishra

Senior Agricultural Scientist

30

Shalikram Adhikari

Secretary

31

Jambir ShahiLos

loan Officer

Nepali Congress, Pyuthan
All Nepal Peasants
Federation
Regional Agriculture
Reserch Center, khajura
CPN-ML,Bardiya
Agricultural Bank, Branch
Office Nepalgung
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32

Tilak Sharma

Incharge

United Maobadi, Bardiya

33

Radha Acharya

Incharge

United Maobadi, Bardiya

34

Lauram Chaudhary

Vice Present

Nepali Congress, Banke

35

Magan Singh Thapa magar

Banke

36

Shalikram Dhangi

Banke

37

Dal Bahadur Phader

Chief

CPN-UML, Humla

38

Anjana Chaudhary

National Committee Member

39

Nayaram Thapa

CC Secretary

United Maoist
All Nepal Peasants Federation
®

40

Aja Bahadur Shahi

District Incharge

41

Ganesh Raj Panthi

Section Manager

42

Gopal Bahadur Bam

Seed Development Officer

43

Chugmani Tiwari

Plant protection Officer

44

Parashuram Sharma

Senior Soil Scientist

45

Dr. Ram Gulam Yadav

Farm Manager

Regional Seed Lab, khajura
Regional Plant Protection Lab,
Banke
Regional Soil Testing Lab,
Khajura
Poultery Development Farm,
Khajura

46

Janakram Bhandari

Vet.Officer

DLSO. Banke

47

Tek Bahadur Budathoki

48

Birendra Patel

Sub Engineer

Salyan
Regional Agriculture
Directorate, Surkhet

49

Tapta Bahadur Bista

President

50

Dilli Bahadur Dangi

Vet.Officer

51

Shahid Ahamad Kha

Livestock Development Officer

52

Tej Narayan Chaudhary

Officiating farm Manager

53

Basanta Kumar Manandhar

Senior Training Officer

DLSO. Banke
Pasture and foder Seed
Development Farm, Gaudhara
Regional Livestock Service
Training Center, Nepalgung

54

Chhatra Shahi

Reporter

Radio Bheri Aawaj

55

Ghanai Prasad Yadav

Fish Development Officer

DADO, Banke

56

Krisna Adhikari

Reporter

Nepal Television

57

Prem Kharel

58

Sharad Kumar Paudel

Program Officer

Surkhet
District Development
Committee, Banke

59

D.R Paudel

Bheri Karnali Secretary

United Maoist

60

Sashil Ahamad

Plant protection Officer

DADO, Banke

61

Chitra Bahadur KC

Vice Coordinator

National Farmers Coliation

62

Bhanu Sigdel

63

Prem Dhangal

General Secretary

64

Uttam Kumar Bhattarai

Joint Secretary

65

Dr. Amar Bahadur Shah

Regional Director

All Nepal Peasants Federation
Ministry Of Agricultural
Development
Regional livestock Service
Directorate, Surkhet

66

Bindira Adhikari

Agriculture Economist

Ministry Of Agri-Development

United Maobadi, Mugu
National Seed Company ,
Nepalgung

Nepali Congress, Surkhet
Regional Livestock Service
Training Center, Nepalgung

Faemers Coliation
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67

Bashudev Regmi

Senior Seed Development Officer

68

Mahendra Nath Paudel

Senior Agricultur Economist

69

Sabnam Shiwakoti

Senior Plant Quarantine Officer

SQCC,Hariharbhawan
Ministry Of Agricultural
Development
Ministry Of Agricultural
Development

70

Purosattam Mainali

Deputy Team Leader

ADS

71

Dinesh Gautam

Reporter

Nagarik Dailly

72

Gibraj K.c

CC Member

73

Min Bahadur Singh

Manager

CPN-Ml
District Cooperative
Association

74

Khagendra Bahadur MallaJoint

Joint Secretary

Nepali Congress, Mugu

75

Sarita Hamal

76

Kishor man Shrestha

77

Ramesh Shahi

CPN-ML, Mugu

78

Prakash Shahi

79

Bisnu Adhikari

Member

80

Dr. Tapendra Bohora

Vet.Officer

81

Devraj Bhusal

Agriculture Extension Officer

CPN-ML, Mugu
Farmer Association,
Banke
Regional Livestock Service
Directorate, Surkhet
Regional Agriculture
Directorate, Surkhet

82

Suryamani Upadaya

District Committee Member

CPN-ML

83

Govinda Adhikari

Member

CPN-UML, Jumla

84

Top Bahadur Khatri

85

Kumar Shrestha

Reporter/ News Coordinator

Nepal Samacharpatra

86

Tilak Gaule

Reporter

ABC Television

87

Rejina Malla

Cameraperson

Kantipur Television

88

Shrijana Acharya

Reporter

Kantipur Television

89

Hasmullaha Khan

Crop Development officer

DADO, Banke

90

Arjun Oli

Vice Editor

Radio Bageswori

91

Dipendra Sunar

92

Rameswor Prasad Raidas

Plant Quarantine Officer

93

Ghanshyam Nagarkoti

Chief

94

Tekendra Bahadur Shah

Sub Engineer

CPN-ML, Banke
Regional Plant
Quarantine Office,
Nepalgung
Mid western INGo
Federation
Mid Western Irrigation
Division no 2 , Banke

95

Krishna K.C

united moaist

Bijauri 2 Dang

96

Parbati Pun

united moaist

97

Chet Bahadur gurung

chief

98

Lalit Jung Kunwar

JT

Rukum
underground irrigation
office
Regional livestock
traininig centre

99

ETC Media Nepal
Officiating Sr. Agri. Devt. Officer

DADO, Banke

CPN-UML, Surkhet

Laxmi Khadka

DCM

CPN(ML)Bardiya

100

Franscesco Goletti

Team LeaderADS

Kathmandu

101

Niraj Gautam

Nepalgunj
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102

Dilaram Kharel

103

Tara kumari Khadka

104

Krishna Prasad Upadhaya

office assistant

105

Sarad chandra Shrestha

senior agri extension officer

National livestock
breeding centre
Nepalgunj
Regional livestock
traininig centre
Regional livestock
traininig centre
Regional agriculture
training centre Khajura

106

Sanjaya Gautam

president

Nepali congress, Bardiya

107

Raya Bahadur Bohara

member state committee

108

Tara Prasad khatri

109

Devi lal sapkota

Accountant

110

Dr. Ramkumar Karki

senior veterinary officer

111

Dr. Tek nath Achrya

senior veterinary officer

112

Jeevan kumar K.C

Planning officer

UCPN (maoist)Bardiya
local peace committee
office, Banke
National livestock
breeding centre
Nepalgunj
livestock Quarintine
office banke
District livestock office
Banke
District agriculture office
Banke

113

Rajendra Prasad Dhital

Driver

Kathmandu

114

Deepa Ale

Reporter

Sagarmatha Television

115

Thakur Singh Tharu

116

Rabibdra raj Sharma

117

Kantipur Dailly,
CPN(UML) Dailekh

Narad prasad Sharma

Member
member cooperative section
Bheri Zone

118

Bijaya Dhital

member

CPN(UML)Banke

119

Prakash Bohara

Surkhet

120

Bhakta Bdr Rokaya

Jajarkot

121

Tikaram Khadka

Member

ANFPA,Dang

122

Laxman Acharya

President

CPN (UML),Dang

123

Bhagilal Gharti

124

Chetnaryan Khanal

JT

IWRMP

125

Hari Yadav

JT

126

Bidhya prasad Yadav

member

127

Ayodhya Prasad Godiya

office assistant
member

IWRMP
Madhesi Janaadhikar
Forum, Bardiya
Regional livestock
traininig centre, Banke
state committee
UCPN(Maoist),Dang

128

Dhiraj Sherpali

CPN(UML)Jajarkot

UCPN(maoist),Jajarkot

129

Khusiram Chaudary

Driver

RADC, surkhet

130

Jir Bdr Dhami

DCM,

CPN(UML),Kalikot

131

Khagendr Karki

Under secretary

CPN(UML),Humla

132

Bijaya Bhandari

Secretary

UCPN(maoist),Humla

133

Surya Prasad Poudel

Sr. Livestock development officer

MoAD

134

Laxman Yadav

Bardiya
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ADS Regional Workshop
Dhangadhi (2069/03/20)
S.N

Name

Designation

Office

1

Mr. Chitra Bahadur Shrestha

Co- Cordinator

National Peasants' Coalition

2

Mr. Bhanu Sigdel

Secretary

National Peasants' Coalition

3

Mr. Prem Dangal

Member

4

Dr. Prabhakar Pathak

Joint Secretary

5

Mr Kailash Kumar Bajimaya

Chief District Officer

National Peasants' Coalition
Ministry of Agricultural
Development
District Administrative Office,
Kailali

6

Mr. Karna Bahadur Thapa

Member

CPN UML, Bajura

7

Mr. Urba Dutt Pant

Member

CPN UML, Baitadi

8

Mr. Ishwori Prasad Kharel

District Chairman

CPN UML, Kanchanpur

9

Mr. Dil Bahadur Ayer

Member

10

Mr. Narayan Dutt Pant

11

Mr. Arvinda Kumar Gupta

Central member
Senior Divisional
Engineer

Nepali Congress, Kanchanpur
Nepal Farmer Association ,
Kanchanpur

12

Mr. Bhoj Raj Joshi

Member

All Nepal Peasants' Federation

13

Mr. Arjun Bahadur Thapa

Chairman

CPN UML, Bajhang

14

Mr. Lal Bahadur Thapa

Member

15

Mr. Narad Malashi

Chairman

CPN UML, Doti

16

Mr. Nar Narayan Shah

President

Nepali Congress, Kailali

17

Mr. Bishnu Prasad Chaudhary

Secretary

18

Mr. Sher Bahadur Saud

Member

All Nepal Peasant Federation
Nepal Farmer Association ,
Kanchanpur

19

Mr. Purna Singh Thapa

Member

CPNML, Kanchanpur

20

Mr. Purnnanda Lekhak

Secretary

Nepali Congress, Baitadi

21

Mr. Padam Raj Joshi

Incharge Commander

Dadelhura

22

Mr. Mahadev Badu

President

Nepali congress, Doti

23

Mr. Agasth Adhikari

Chairman

Mission Network, Far western

24

Mr. Hajari Saud

Vice Chairman

CPN UML, Baitadi

25

Mr. Dinesh Mahat

26

Mr. Dirgh Sodhari

27

Dr. Prem Kumar Mandal

Secretary
Livestock Development
Officer

28

Mr. Harka Bahadur Dangi

Member

Dhangadhi

Baitadi
CPN UML
Goat Development Farm,
Kailali
All Nepal Peasants'
Federation, Bajhang
Disrtict Agriculture
Development Office, Kailali

29

Mr. Lok Raj Upadhaya

Planning Officer

30

Mr. Dirgh Raj Upadhaya

Editor

31

Mr. Birendra B. Rawal

Editor

Radio Paschim Today
Morning Bell Dainik/
Himalaya Times

32

Mr Hemant Paudel

Chief Editor

Sudur Sandesh Dainik

33

Mr. Om Raj Pathak

Member

Nepali Congress, Doti
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34

Mr. Bir Bahadur Saud

Senior Vice chairman

35

Mr. Jagat Saud

Reporter

36

Mr. Prakash Bikarm Shah

37

Mr. Karna Bahadur Shahi

Reporter

Paschim Today, Dhangadhi

38

Ms. Kamala Timilsina

39

Mr. Arvind Mani Tripathi

Chairman
Crop Development
Directorate

40

Sr. Food Research Officer

41

Mr. Sanjiv Kumar Karn
Mr. Khagendra Prasad
Sharma

42

Mr. Dev Raj Sharma

Representative

CPN UML
Disrtict Agriculture
Development Office, Kailali
Regional Food Technology and
Quality Control Office,
Dhangadhi
Disrtict Agriculture
Development Office, Kailali
Nepali Congress District
Committee

43

Mr. Arun Bhatt

Reporter

44

Dr. Dikar Dev Bhatt

Sr. Veterinary Officer

45

Mr. Biswash Gautam

Livestock Officer

46

Mr. Yagya Raj Bastola

Secretary

47

Mr. Bhupendra Thapa

Livestock Officer

48

Mr. Durga Prasad Pandey

Regional Manager

49

Mr. Chandra Prasad Bhatt

Officiating Branch Manager

50

Mr. Basu Dev Regmi

Sr. Seed Development Officer

51

Mr. Mahendra Nath Poudel

Sr. Agri. Ecinomist

52

Mr. Prem Kumar Thapa

Branch Chief

53

Mr. Babu Kaji Thapa

Manager

54

Mr. Harka Bahadur Singh

Former Member of CA

55

Ms. Subhadra Basnet

Representative

CPN UML, Doti
Nepal Women Association,
Bajhang

56

Mr. Sachidananda Upadh.

Regional Director

RAD, Far western

57

Mr. Trilochan Bhatt

Secretary

Unified Maiost Party, Doti

58

Mr. Karna Bahadur Malla

President

Nepali Congress, Dadeldhura

59

Mr. Jayendra Bahadur Swar

Vice President

Nepali Congress, Achham

60

Mr. Tanka Bahadur Rawal

61

Mr. Bal Bahadur Rokaya

Vice chairman

CPN ML, Achham
NGO Federation, Regional
Committee, Bajhang

62

Mr. Hari Dev Joshi

63

Mr. Surendra Bista

Chairman

NGO Federation, Regional
Committee, Bajhang

64

Mr. Tilak Bhadur Singh

Member

Unified Maiost Party

Radio Nepal
Gorkhapatra, Dhangadhi

Sr. Agri Development Officer

Shuklaphat FM
Central Veterinary Research
Laboratory, Dhangadhi
Regional Livestock Training
Centre, Dhangadhi
National Peasants' Coalition,
Far western
District Livestock Service Office,
Kailali
Agriculture Inputs Corporation
Limited, Dhangadhi
National Seed Company Ltd,
Dhangadhi
Seed Quality Control Centre
Ministry of Agricultural
Development
Agriculture Development
Bank,Regional Office,
Dhangadhi
Agriculture Development Bank,
Banking Office, Dhangadhi
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Sr. Veterinary Officer

District Livestock Service
Office, Kailali

65

Dr. Binod Kandel

66

Mr. Min Bahadur Kunwar

Bajhang

67

Mr. Prem Bahadur Singh

68

Ms. Chandra Joshi

Planning Officer

Bajhang
Disrtict Agriculture
Development Office, Kailali

69

Mr. Ramesh Tamatta

Reporter

70

Mr. Nar Bahadur Chaudhary

Member

Headlight , Dhangadhi
Nepal Farmer Association,
Kailali

71

Mr. Ran Bahadur Chand

72

Mr. Upendra Bista

General Secretary

CPN UML, Dhangadhi
Regional Chamber
Commerce, Dhangadhi

73

Mr. Rishi Raj Bidari

74

Mr. Mahesh Chanda Gupta

Chairman
Sr. Fisheries Development
Officer

Journalist Association, Kailali
Fisheries Development
Centre, Geta, Kailali

75

Mr. Shyam Mohan Lal Das

Under Secretary

76

Mr. Hem Karna B.K.

Chairman

District Forest Office, Kailali
Press Chautari Nepal,
Dhangadhi

77

Mr. Nar Narayan Shah

President

Nepali Congress, Kailali

78

Mr. Karna Bahadur B.K.

Incharge

Unified Maoist, Bajhura

79
80

Mr. Dil Bahadur Saud
Mr. Gagan Bahadur Singh
(Rohit)

81

Ms. Pabitra Negi

Regional member

Unified Maoist, Dadeldhura

82

Mr. Prakkash Bahadur Bam

Member

Nepali Congress, Kailali

83

Mr. Durga Bhatta

84

Mr. Narayan Dutt Bhatta

Member

85

Mr. Bharat Shah

Chairman

Nepali Congress, Kailali
Nepal Journalist Federation,
Kailali

86

Mr. Tek Kunwar

87

Mr. Hari Mohan Chaudhary

Chairman

Samabeshi, Kailali
Terai Madhesh Loktantrik
Party Nepal, Kanchanpur

88

Mr. Laxman Neupane

Member

Nepali Congress, Kailali

89

Mr. Min Thakuri

Reporter

RSS, Kailali

90

Mr. Mukesh B. K

91

Mr. Kabi Raj Pandit

Representative

Nepali Congress, Bajura

92

Mr. Govinda Raj B.K

Member

93

Dr. Purushottam Mainali

Deputy Team Leader

94

Mr. Bikrant Pandit

Vice President

95

Mr. Nar Bahadur Chaudhary

96

Mr. Bhim Bahadur Kadayat

Member

97

Mr. Durga Prasad Ojha

Technical Assistant

Unified Maoist, Kathmandu
Disrtict Agriculture
Development Office, Kailali

98

Mr. Gokarna Prasad Sharma

Local Development Officer

DDC, Kailai

99

Mr. Surya Prasad Paudel

Senior Livestock Officer

Ministry of Agricultural Devt

Unified Maoist, Achham
Unified Maoist, Kanchanpur

Unified Maoist, Doti

ADS
Nepal Farmer Association,
Bajura
Nepal Farmer Association,
Kailali
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100

Mr. Chandra bahadur Rawal

101

Mr. Chinta Narayan Khanal

Technical Assistant

Achham
IWRMP

102

Mr. Hari Yadav

Technical Assistant

103

Mr. Ran Bahadur Bohara

Member

104

Mr. Krishna Prasad Lamsal

Nayab Subba

IWRMP
Nepal Farmer Association,
Bajura
District Development
Committee, Kailali

105

Mr. Harka Bahadur B.C

Oversear

District Technical Office, Kailali

106

Mr. Diwakar Sharma

Reporter

Kaalkhanda Weekly, Kailali

ADS Regional Workshop
Hetauda, Makwanpur (2069/05/18)
S.N.

Name of the Participants

Designation

Office

1

Dr. Prabhakar Pathak

Joint-Secretary

2

Chitra Bahadur Shrestha

Joint-Coordinator

3

Bhanu Sigdel

Secretary

4

Shambhu Prasad Pandey

Treasurer

5

Dr. Prem Dangal

Member

6

Dilli Ram Sharma

Regional Director

7

Dr. Purushottam Mainaly

Deputy Team Leader

Ministry of Agricultural
Development
National Peasants'
Coalition
National Peasants'
Coalition
National Peasants'
Coalition
National Peasants'
Coalition
Regional Agricultural
Directorate, Harihabhawan
ADS TA Team

8

Hemanta Kumar Mahato

Soil Scientist

Regional Soil Testing Lab,
Hetauda

9

Hasta Bahadur Bista

Senior Agiculture Economist

10

Balkrishna Adhikary

Journalist

Ministry of Agricultural
Development
Kantipur Television

11

Nabin Sigdel

Journalist

Hetauda Today

12

Deepak Prasad Poudel

Member, Kavre

Nepal Farmers Association

13

Rana Bahadur Bohora

General Secretary, Kavre

14

Gauri Prasad Dawadi

District Committee Member

15

Mahendra Raj Tiwari

Central Committee Member

National Peasants'
Coalition
Nepali Congress,
Kathmandu
Nepal Farmers Association

16

Achyut Prasad Mishra

Central Committee Member

Nepal Farmers Association

17

Shambhu Prasad Lamichhane

Central Committee Member

18

Bimala Karki

central Committee Member

19

Bishnu Bahadur Khatri

District Committee Member

All Nepal Peasants'
Federation
All Nepal Peasants'
Federation
CPNML, Kathmandu
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20

Shanta Neupane

Central Committee Member

21

Mangala Timilsina

Central Committee Member

22

Ganga Shrestha

Member

23

Januka Bhujel

24

Ram Prasad Dahal

District Committee Member,
Makwanpur
Central Committee Member

25

Krishna Bahadur Karki

Member

26

Devi Bahadur Thapa

Member

27

Keshav Baral

Member

28

Ram Hari Subedi

Member

29

Ram Ekwal Mukhiya

Member

30

Amrit Kumar Shrestha

Member

All Nepal Peasants'
Federation (Revolutionary)
All Nepal Peasants'
Federation (Revolutionary)
National Peasants'
Coalition
All Nepal Peasants'
Federation (Revolutionary)
All Nepal Peasants'
Federation
All Nepal Peasants'
Federation
All Nepal Peasants'
Federation
All Nepal Peasants'
Federation
All Nepal Peasants'
Federation
All Nepal Peasants'
Federation
Nepal Farmers Association

31

Surya Bilash Devkota

Member

Nepal Farmers Association

32

Ganesh Timilsina

Member

Nepal Farmers Association

33

Khadananda Sharma

Under Secretary

DFO, Makwanpur

34

Govinda Karki

Ramechhap

35

Dr. Anjan Punarchalise

Kathmandu

36

Jamuna Prasad Shah

Sindhuli

37

Geeta Shah

Dhanusha

38

Hema Mishra

Mahottari

39

Laba Shree Neupane

Member

Nepal Farmers Association

40

Nahendra Khadka

Central Secretariate Member

41

Bhim Pariyar

Cooperative Officer

42

Hari Krishna

Vice President

National Peasants'
Coalition
Divisional Cooperative
Office, Makwanpur
CPNUML, Kathmandu

43

Shonam Singh-Shyangtan

Coordinator

UNCP Maiost

44

Gokarna Raj Ghimire

Member

45

Nabaraj Luitel

Member

46

Ghanshyam Neupane

Member

All Nepal Peasants'
Federation (Revolutionary)
All Nepal Peasants'
Federation (Revolutionary)
All Nepal Peasants'
Federation (Revolutionary)

47

Mr. Laxman Roy

President

48

Mr. Ramchandra Khadka

President

Nepali Congress, Sarlahi
Nepali Congress,
Ramechhap
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49

Mr. Ramraj Prasad Jaisawal

50

Mr. Ram Narayan Singh

Member

CPN United
Rautahat

51

Mr. Shiva Prasad Humagain

President

52

Mr. Mahendra Prasad

Nepali Congress, Kavre
District Agriculture
Development Office, Bara

53

Mr. Ananta Koirala

Vice President

54

Mr. Radha Timilsina

Central secretary

55

Mr. Jhalak Prasad Lamichhane

Central Member

56

Mr. Kedar Prasad Pudasaini

Central Member

57

Mr. Dinesh Thapa

Member

Nepali Congress, Rautahat
All Nepal Peasants'
Federation
(Revolutionary), Sindhuli
All Nepal Peasants'
Federation
(Revolutionary), Kavre
All Nepal Peasants'
Federation
(Revolutionary), Nuwakot
All Nepal Peasants'
Federation
(Revolutionary), Sarlahi

58

Dr. Samrat Tumbahamphe

59

Mr. Chandra Prasad Ghimire

Member

60

Mr. Ek Raj Upreti

Member

61

Mr. Tej Krishna Kafle

Central General Secretary

62

Mr. Janardan Poudel

Member

63

Mr. Gauri Shankar Prasad

Central Member

64

Mr. Ananda Ram Phuyal

Central Member

All Nepal Peasants'
Federation
(Revolutionary),
Makawanpur
All Nepal Peasants'
Federation, Makawanpur
Nepal Farmers Federation,
Dhanusha
Nepal Farmers Federation,
Makwanpur
Nepal Farmers Federation,
Bara
All Nepal Peasants'
Federation (Revolutionary)

65

Mr. Rameswor Phuyal

Central Member

CPN UML, Kathmandu

66

Mr. Sanu Kumar Shrestha

Secreatary

CPN UML, Kathmandu

67

Mr. Kapil Prasad Mainali

Member

Nepali Congress, Sarlahi

68

Mr. Kashi Nath Adhikari

Politburau member

69

Mr. Basu Dev Sharma

Planning Officer

CPN UML, Chitwan
District Agri. Development
Office, Makwanpur

70

Mr. Kaushal Pandey

Journalist

Prayash Half Weekly

71

Mr. Rajendra Rajthala

Chairman

72

Mr. Rajendra Acharya
73

Mr. Dhanjaya Panjiyar

74

Mr. Raghu Raman Neupane

75

Mr. Shambhu Pd Pandey

CPN UML, Bhaktapur
Regional Food Technology
Senior Food Research Officer
and Quality Control Office,
Regional Seed Testing
Senior Seed Development Officer
Laboratory, Hetauda
Nepali Congress,
President
Makwanpur
National Peasants'
Treasurer
Coalition, Ktm

76

Mr. Shiva Regmi

Chairman

All Nepal Peasants'
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77

Mr. Mr. Sahat Ram

Fisheries Development Officer

78

Mr. Ganga Bahadur Khadka

Coordinator

79

Mr. Pradip Koirala

President

Federation
(Revolutionary), Chitwan
District Agri. Development
Office, Bara
All Nepal Peasants'
Federation (UML), Parsa
Nepali Congress,
Makwanpur

80

Mr. Daman Raj Kafle

Member

Nepali Congress, Sarlahi

81

Mr. Ram Prasad Adhikari

Division Chief

82

Mr. Ram Prasad Pant

Chief

Fisheries Development
Centre, Hetauda

83

Mr. Keshav Prasad Devkota

Member

CPN UML, Janakpur

84

Mr. Narayan Khatiwada

Chairman

85

Mr. Lal Kumar K.C.

Member

CPN UML, Nuwakot
CPN UML, Bagmati
Dolakha Zone
Coordination Committee

86

Mr. Chinta Narayan Khanal

Technical Assistant

IWRMP

87

Mr. Rupesh Dulal

Reporter

Sagarmath TV

88

Mr. Rajan Dahal

Reporter

Avenues TV

89

Mr. Dipendra Rokka

Reporter

Himalaya TV

90

Mr. Sriram Arjun

Reporter

Radio Thaha Sanachar

91

Mr. Sabin Neupane

Reporter/Editor

NTV/Samayanukul Dainik

92

Ms. Nira Sapkota

Member

93

Dr. Chet Narayan Kharel

Veterinary Officer

94

Mr. Mahesh Regmi

Senior Agri. Development Officer

95

Mr. Bharat Bahadur Acharya

Horticulture Development Officer

Makwanpur
District Livestock Services
Office, Makwanpur
District Agri. Development
Office, Makwanpur
District Agri. Development
Office, Makwanpur

96

Mr. Subash Bidari

Reporter

97

Mr. Basu Dev Regmi

Senior Seed Development Officer

98

Mr. Kashi Raj Hamal

Agri Extension Officer

99

Mr. Rammani Dahal

Representative

Sanakura Dainik
Seed Qualaity Control
Centre
District Agri. Development
Office, Makwanpur
Gorkhapatra Dainik,
Makwanpur

100

Mr. Dilli Prasad Upreti

Secretary

CPN UML, Sarlahi

101

Mr. Kailash Dhungel

Chairman

CPN UML, Ramechhap

102

Mr. Pravesh Khanal

Member

CPN ML, Chitwan

103

Mr. Ram Nath Adhikari

President

Nepali Congress, Dhading

104

Mr. Pushpa Ram Malla

Member

Unified Maiost, Dhading

Chairman

CPN ML, Dhading

105

Mr. Guru Prasad Burlakoti

106

Mr. Dhruba Subedi

Dhading

107

Mr. Rajendra Paudel

Dhading

108

Mr. Hari Humagain

Reporter

Hetauda

109

Mr. Bhim Raj Thapaliya

Member

CPN ML, Chitwan
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110

Mr. Krishna Sahu

Reporter

111

Mr. Ram Krishna Thapa

Officer

112

Mr. Dilli Ram Sharma

Regional Director

113

Mr. Govinda Prasad Pudasaini

Vicechairman

ABC TV, Makwanpur
District Development
Committee, Makwanpur
Regional Agricultural
Directorate, Central
Regional
Nepal Farmer Association,
Makwanpur

114

Mr. Babu Ram Tamang

Chairman

Ramechhap

115

Mr. Pawan Singh Bhandari

Agri. Economist

Department of Agriculture

116

Mr. Ramesh Devkota

Reporter

Radio, Makwanpur

117

Mr. Ashok Sujan Shrestha

Reporter

118

Ms. Arati Pathak

Treasurer

Radio Thaha Sanachar
NGO Federation, Regional
Committee, Central Region

119

Ms. Reshmi Karki

Treasurer

120

Ms. Subhlaxmi Bishwokarma

Reporter

121

Mr. Ram Prasad Chaudhary

Secretary

122

Ms. Pratima Mishra

officiating Women Devt. Officer

123

Mr. D.B.Thapa

Incharge

nepali Congress, Bara
Women and Children
Office
Unified Maoist,
Makwanpur

124

Mr. Rajiudin Aalam

Vice Chairman

CPN ML, Rautahat

125

Balbir Chaudhary

Chief

CPN-UML, Bara

126

Hari Mahara

Member

CPN-ML, Bara

127

Bishwochand Dhami

District Committee Member

CPN-UML, Bara

128

Anjol Dangol

Reporter

129

Mahananda Sapkota

Chief

Hetauda Today, Dailly
National Farmer
Association

130

Pralad lamichhane

EX member of CA

United Maoist

131

Khemraj Dahal

Chief

CPN-UML, Sindhuli

132

Thakur Man Bhulun

Member

CPN-ML, Lalitpur

133

Suresh Prasad Singh

Member

134

Anita Parajuli

Reporter

CPN-UML, Mahottari
Narayani Dailly/ Himalayan
Times

135

Dr. Anjan Kumar Chalise

National Council Member

Nepal Farmers Federation

136

Bisnu Maya Bhudathoki

137

Shatrughan Prasad Upadaya

CC Member

CPN-ML

138

Bisnu Maya Biswokarma

Reporter

139

Govinda Prasad Neupane

Reporter

Sambridda Samaj
Himalini Monthly
Newspaper

Radio, Makwanpur
sambrid Samaj Dainik,
Hetauda

Biruwa Ghuthi, Parsa

140

Yogendra Karki

Reporter

141

Dhurba Prasad Gajurel

Crop Development Officer

142

Tulasi Prasad Chapagain

CC Member

143

Chineyaman Lama

Hetauda FM
Regional Seed lab,
Hetauda
National Peasants
Association
Makawanpur
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144

Jhalak Prasad Lamichhane

CC Member

145

Surya Prasad Paudel

Senior Livestock Development Officer

United Maoist , Kavre
Ministry Of Agricultural
Development

146

Keshav Chaudhary

District President

Sarlahi

147

Hari Yadav

JT

IWRMP

Regional Workshop on Agricultural Development Stratrgy
Biratnagar (2069/05/20)
S.N

Name

Designation

Address

1

Mr. Prem Dhangal

General Secretary

2

Mr. Chitra Bahadur Shrestha

Chief

3

Mr. Ram Prasad Pulami

Joint –Secretary

4

Ms. Usha Niraula

Secretary

5

Hari Maya Sapkota

Member

6

Meena Kumari kandel

Chief

All Nepal Peasant's Federation
All Nepal Peasant's Federation
(R), Ilam
Ministry of Agriculture
Development
District Peasant Coliation,
Ilam
District Peasant
Coliation,Jhapa
District Peasant Coliation,
Morang

7

Ganesh Kambang

Panchthar

CPN-UML, Chief

8

Prenu Shibakoti

Member

All Nepal Peasant's Federation

9

Til Kumar Merangbo

Taplejung

CPN-UML, Taplejung

10

Jeevan Sapkota

Member

11

Ghan Shyam Thapa

All Nepal Peasant's Federation
All Nepal Peasant's Federation
(R), Ilam

12

Lal Bahadur Kandawa

All Nepal Peasants Federation

13

Keher Shing Chemjhong

All Nepal Peasants Federation

14

Dhundi Raj Thapa

15

Surya prasad paudel

Chief

Dhankuta
National Maize Development
Program

16

Satyanarayan Mandal

Project coordinator

IWRMP

17

Narendra Kumar Kerunga

President

Nepali Congress, Panchthar

18

Krisna Lal Dhawa

Secretary

CPN-ML, sunsari

19

Keshav Prasad Dahal

Nepali Congress, Taplejung

20

sabnam shiwakoti

President
Senior Plant
protection Officer

21

Ram Narayan Mandal

Planning Offcer

22

Posraj Pokharel

23

Deepak Kumar Sharma

24

Rajendra Kumar Malla

Nayab Subba
Senior Agri. Devt.
officer
Senior Agri. Devt.
officer

25

Manoj Kumar Chaudhary

Engineer

Ministry of Agricultural Dev
Regional Agriculture
Directorate, Biratanagar
Regional Agriculture
Directorate, Biratanagar
DADO, Shankhuwashaba
DADO, Ilam
Regional Agriculture
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Directorate, Biratanagar
Regional Agriculture
Directorate, Biratanagar
Regional Agriculture
Directorate, Biratanagar

26

Bachhu Kailash Koirala

Planning Offcer

27

Hirday Ram Pokhrel

JT

28

Arjun Niraula

29

Arjun Subedi

News Coordinator

Biratnagar

30

Shiba Angla

A

Dhankuta

31

Binod Dhakal

Chief

CPN-UML, Morang

32

Umesh Kumar Dhang

Chief

33

Taraman Gurung

President

CPN-UML, Shankhuwasabha
Nepali Congress,
Shankhuwasabha

34

Rajendra Rai

35

Rajendra Gautam

Member

All Nepal Peasants Federation

36

Sabitri Regmi

Member

All Nepal Peasants Federation

37

Bhuwan Singh Rai

Member

All Nepal Peasants Federation

38

Bhima Gautam

39

Anil Basnet

40

Sangin Kirati

Khotang

41

Kalpana Rai

42

Chandra Bahadur Neupane

Member

43

Narendra Khatwada

Member

Khotang
National Farmer Association,
Shankhuwashaba
National Farmer Association,
Okhaldhunga

44

Bishnu Bahadur Dhang

President

Nepali Congress, Sunsari

45

Kedar Bahadur Thapa

President

Nepali Congress, Morang

46

Somit Bahadur Chaudhary

47

Shyam Ram bir

Agriculture Economist

Department of Agriculture

48

Bishnu Kumar Rai

President

Nepali Congress, Khotang

49

Himal Karki

President

50

Sashi Sedhai

President

Nepali Congress,Udayapur
Nepal Farmer Coliation,
Udayapur

51

Uddab Thapa

President

Nepali Congress, Jhapa

52

Amarendra Kumar Bhagad

Engineer

Eastern Irrigation Division

53

Balkrisna Thapa

President

Nepali Congress, Bhojpur

54

Rabin Koirala

Chief

CPN-UML, Jhapa

55

Gyannath Ghimire

Jhapa

56

Shibasharan Mandal

Saptari

57

Lay Prasad Baskota

58

Rita Chaudhary

Member

59

Amrit Shrestha

Member

CPN-ML, Panchthar
Akhil Nepal Women
Association, saptari
Nepal Farmer Association,
Taplejung

60

Ganesh Timilsena

Member

Nepal Farmer Assocation

61

Mahendra Raj Tiwari

CC Member

Nepali Congress, Bardia

Divison Cooperatve , morang

Dhankuta

Morang
Secretary

CPN-ML,Bhojpur

Morang
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62

Ramhari Nepal

Member

All Nepal Farmers Association,

63

Tara Subedi

Chief

Nepal Farmers Association R

64

Saroj Sapkota

Secretary

65

Madhab Khanal

CPN-ML, Morang
Farmer Associaton,
Therathum

66

Ganesh Guragai

Farmer Federation, Sunsari

67

Mohan Manandhar

News Repoter

NTV, Biratnagar

68

Dhukhilal Chaudryha

Farmer Federation, Sunsari

69

Sarojkanta Adhikari

70

Bina Chitrakar

Member
Senior Agriculture
Extension Officer
Senior Agricultural
Economist

71

Agni Paudel

72

Sita Devi Yadav

President

Nepali Congress, Siraha

73

Modharaj Ghimire

Regional President

Nepal Congress, Morang

74

Hari Bahadur Khanal

75

Lilanath Shrestha

76

Bhagirath Yadava

77

Kashiram Chaudhary

78

Tej Bahadur Thapa

Sankhuwasabha

79

Padam Rai

Bhojpur

80

Peshal Khatiwada

81

Madhav Karki

Solokhumbhu

82

Rajbikram karki

Okhaldhunga

83

Shyam Kumar Shrestha

Farmer

Bhojpur

84

Dhanu Mandal

Farmer

85

Hari Nath Mahato

Member

86

Rita Chaudhary

Member

87

Ramhari Nepal

Member

Saptari
All Nepal Peasant Federation(
R)Saptari
All Nepal Peasants Federation
(R),Saptari
All Nepal Peasant
Federation(R),Jhapa

88

Rabi Joshi

New Lucky Enterprises

89

Manoj kumar yadav

90

Dr.Gangaram Yadav

Manager
Senior Agriculture
Development officer
Livestock
Development Offcer

91

Chandrakala Siwakoti

Farmer

Ilam

92

Shreemanta Bhattarai

93

Nahendra Khadka

CC Member

Himalaya TV, Biratanagar
National Peasant
Coliaton,Kathmandu

94

Neera prasai

95

Ishwor Bhudathoki

CC Member

CPN-UML, Dhankuta

96

Jeevan Shah

Chief

Farmer Association, Siraha

97

Dilli Ram Dahal

Member

Farmer Association, Sunsari

IWRMP/DoA
Department of Agriculture
FeCoFUN

Farmers coliation, Morang
President
Agrculture Extension
offcer
Horticulture
Development Officer

CC Member

CPN-UML,Shiraha
Regional Agriculture
Directorate, Biratanagar
DADO

CPN-UML, Kathmandu

DADO, Morang
DLSO,Morang

Morang

99

98

Ramesh Khadka

Member

Nepali Congress, Khotang

99

Karan Dhimal

Farmer

Morang

100

Lilkuma Rajbansi

Farmer

Morang

101

Suryamaya Dhmal

Farmer

Morang

102

Chandra Limbu

Ilam

103

Indra Bahadur Dhungel

Dhankuta

104

Bed Prasad Pokhrel

105

Badri Prasad Dahal

Chief
Senior Planning
Officer

CPN-UML, Udayapur
Regional Agriculture
Directorate, Biratanagar

106

Nar Bahadur Katuwal

VDC Secretary

Patimaning VDC

107

Deependra Kumar Yadav

Siraha

108

Tejman kandawa

Therathum

109

PremNath Adhkari

Biratnagar

110

Bachhu Rai

Khotang

111

Hari kumar Pokhrel

NC Member

Farmer Federation, Khotang

112

Ramesh Rai

NC Member

113

Janadev Dahal

Section Officer

114

Bilat yadav

Driver

115

Tara Bahadur Ghimire

Overseer

Farmer Federation, Khotang
Regional Agriculture
Directorate, Biratanagar
Regional Agriculture
Directorate, Biratanagar
Regional Agriculture
Directorate, Biratanagar

116

Sanjay Prakash Yadav

Regional President

Nepali Congress, Siraha

117

Parasuram Dhulal

Member

Farmer Association, Morang

118

Chhabi Adhikari

Member

Farmer Association, Morang

119

Harilal Singh

Vice Presedent

Nepali Congress, Morang

120

Pradip Kumar Sunuwar

President

Nepali Congress, Okhaldhunga

121

Jay Bahadur Shrestha

CC Member

122

Pramod Karki

Secretary

Farmer Associaton
Farmer Association,
Okhaldunga

123

Sita Prasai

Media Coliation

124

Shambhu Prasad pakhed

Sindhupalchok

125

Gita Shah

CC Member

CPN United

126

Govinda Bista

Member

CPN-ML, Siraha

127

K.P Baray

128

Upendra Ray

129

Udayapur
Regional FTQC

Sagar Bhattarai

vice Chief
Plant Protection
Officer

130

Udaya Kumar Singh

JT

DADO, Morang

131

Jagat Narayan Shaha

Siraha

132

Mahanada Thakur

Sunsari

133

Sushil Mehata

Sunsari

134

Mahendra yadav

135

Shree Narayan Sharma

Biratnagar
Regional Agriculture
Directorate, Biratanagar

Regional Director

DADO, Morang
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136

Mahendra Tiwari

CC Member

Farmers Assocation

137

Mahaprasad Khatiwada

News Repoter

kantipur Television

138

Shesraj Dahal

Member

Farmers Assocation

139

Dharmanath Shah

140

Dinanath Ghimire

PL Member

CPN-ML, Siraha

141

shambhu Pokhrel

Farmer

Biratnagar

142

Kishor Bishwokarma

Makalu TV, Biratanagar

143

Rohit Khanal

Makalu TV, Biratanagar

144

Shiva Dayal Das

Biratnagar

145

Tara Acharya

Morang

146

Rebati Raman Bhandari

Morang

147

Sudama Shah

Office Helper

CADP

148

Gopal Prasad yadav

Office Helper

CADP

149

Ram Prasad mehata

150

Dinesh Kunyaha

President

151

Basudev Mehata

Office Helper

152

Prithvi Bahadur Khadka

Pale

153

Tharka prasad kaphle

Pale

154

Shatrughan Pd. Upadaya

Member

155

Ghamanda Bahadur Bhandari

Pale

CPN-ML,Kathmandu
Regional Agriculture
Directorate, Biratanagar

156

Lekhanath Adhikari

Office Helper

Farmer Association, Udayapur

157

Kalpana Shrestha

158

Shrojala Koirala

Siraha

Kathmandu
Nepali Congress, Saptari
Regional Agriculture
Directorate, Biratanagar
Regional Agriculture
Directorate, Biratanagar
Regional Agriculture
Directorate, Biratanagar

Sunsari
CADP

159

Gopi Bahadur Achhami

Ex Sport state
Minister

160

Sammar Bahadur Magar

Office Helper

161

Purna Bahadur Sunuwar

Office Helper

162

Rita Pande

Office Helper

163

Bisnumani Pokhrel

JT

164

Purosattam Mainali

165

Surya prasad paudel

ADS
Ministry of Agriculture
Development

166

Rajan Dhakal

Deputy Team Leader
Senior Livestock
Development Officer
Crop Development
Officer

167

Rajesh Shah

Agriculture Economist

IWRMP

Kathmandu
Regional Agriculture
Directorate, Biratanagar
Regional Agriculture
Directorate, Biratanagar
Regional Agriculture
Directorate, Biratanagar
Regional Agriculture
Directorate, Biratanagar

IWRMP
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ADS Task Force Group Meeting
Dhulikhel, 28 -29 Jestha, 2070
S.N.

Name of participants

Designation

Office Address

1

Dr. Prabhakar Pathak

Joint Secretary

Ministry of Agricultural Development

2

Mr. Uttam Kumar Bhattarai

Joint Secretary

Ministry of Agricultural Development

3

Dr. Rajendra Prasad Adhikari

Joint Secretary

Ministry of Agricultural Development

4

Mr. Bhaba Krishna Bhattarai

Joint Secretary

National Planning Commission

5

Mr. Suresh Babu Tiwari

Officiating DG

Department of Agriculture

6

Mr. Yogendra Kumar karki

Project Director

PACT

7

Mr. Tek Bahadur Bam

DDG

Department of Agriculture

8

Dr. Ram Krishna Khatiwada

DDG

Department of Livestock Services

9

Dr. Tek Bahadur Gurung

Director

Nepal Agriculture Research Council

10

Dr. Devendra Gauchan

Scientist

Nepal Agriculture Research Council

11

Mr. Satya Narayan Mandal

Project Co-oprdinator

IWRMP

12

Mr. Mahendra Nath Poudel

Sr. Agri. Economist

Ministry of Agricultural Development

13

Dr. Surya Pd. Poudel

Sr. Livestock Officer

Ministry of Agricultural Development

14

Ms. Shavnam Shivakoti

Sr. Plant Prot. Officer

Ministry of Agricultural Development

15

Dr. Mahendra Khanal

Sr. Seed Devt. Officer

Seed Quality Control Centre

16

Mr. Purna Chandra Wasti

Sr. Food Insp. Officer

DFTQC

17

Mr. Ravi Kumar Dangol

Agri Economist

Ministry of Agricultural Development

18

Ms. Bindira Adhikari

Agri Economist

Ministry of Agricultural Development

19

Mr. Hari Prasad Wasti

Account Officer

IWRMP

20

Mr. Rajan Dhakal

Crop Devt. Officer

IWRMP

21

Mr. Rishi Kesh Jha

Junior Technicians

IWRMP

22

Mr. Hari Yadav

Junior Technicians

IWRMP

ADS Draft Woorkplan and Road Map Review Workshop
Dhulikhel, 31 Jestha, 2070
S.N.

Name of participants

Designation

1

Mr. Jaya Mukunda Khanal

Secretary

Ministry of Agricultural Development

2

Dr. Prabhakar Pathak

Joint Secretary

Ministry of Agricultural Development

3

Mr. Vijoy Kumar Mallik

Joint Secretary

Ministry of Agricultural Development
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4

Mr. Suresh Babu Tiwari

Officiating DG

Department of Agriculture

5

Dr. Shyam Kishore Saha

Member Secretary

NARDF

6

Mr. Sachida Nanda Updhaya

Regional Director

Regional Agrl. Directorate, Dipayal

7

Mr. Tek Bahadur Bam

DDG

Department of Agriculture

8

Mr. Shree Narayan Sharma

Regional Director

Regional Agrl. Directorate, Surkhet

9

Mr. Kamal Kanta Jha

Project Chief

Agri. Development Project, Janakpur

10

Mr. Tej Bahadur Subedi

Programme Director

Post Harvest Directorate, DoA

11

Mr. Lek nath Acharya

Regional Director

Regional Agrl. Directorate, lalitpur

12

Mr. Dilli Ram Sharma

Programme Director

Plant Protection Directorate, DoA

13

Mr. Ramananda Mishra

Programme Chief

Fish Development Directorate, DoA

14

Mr. Satya Narayan Mandal

Project Co-oprdinator

IWRMP

15

Mr. Diwakar Prasad Acharya

Deputy Controller

Auditor General Office

16

Mr. Hasta Bahadur Bista

Sr. Agri. Economist

Ministry of Agricultural Development

17

Dr. Surya Pd. Poudel

Sr. Livestock Officer

Ministry of Agricultural Development

18

Ms. Shavnam Shivakoti

Sr. Plant Prot. Officer

Ministry of Agricultural Development

19

Mr. Badri Dahal

Sr. Agri. Economist

Regional Agrl. Directorate, Biratnagar

20

Mr. Bharat Devkota

Sr. Crop Devt. Officer

Department of Agriculture

ADS Regional Workshop
Dhankuta 2071/01/29
S.N

Name of the Participants

Designation

Office

1

Dr. Rajendra Prasad Adhikari

Joint Secretary

Ministry of Agricultural
Development

2

Laxman Prasad Poudel

Project Coordinator

IWRMP, DOA

3

Chitra Bahadur Shrestha

Joint-Coordinator

National Peasants' Coalition

4

Bhanu Sigdel

Secretary

National Peasants' Coalition

5

Devi Baral

Vice-President

All Nepal Peasants' Federation

6

Dr. Prem Dangal

General Secreatary

All Nepal Peasants' Federation

7

Nahendra Khadka

Secretariate Member

National Peasants' Coalition

8

Gopal Bhandari

Coordinator, Eastern

9

Dr. Bodh Prasad Parajuli

Regional Director

National Peasants' Coalition
Regional Directorate of Livestock
Services

Mukunda Bhusal

Crop Development Officer

IWRMP, DOA

10
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11

Som Prasad Bhattarai

Acting CDO

District Administration Office,
Dhankuta

12

Sabitra Regmi

National Committee member

All Nepal Peasants' Federation

13

Devimaya Bhattarai

National Committee member

All Nepal Peasants' Federation

14

Gyan Bahadur Katuwal

Member

All Nepal Peasants' Federation

15

Ganga Prasad Chemjong

National Committee member

All Nepal Peasants' Federation

16

Shiva Angla

District Chairman, Dhankuta

All Nepal Peasants' Federation

17

Shiva Kanta Chaudhary

District Chairman, Udayapur

All Nepal Peasants' Federation

18

Hari Kumar Pokharel

National Committee member

All Nepal Peasants' Federation

19

Benu Siwakoti

Member

All Nepal Peasants' Federation

20

Dukhilal Chaudhary

National Committee member

All Nepal Peasants' Federation

21

Dayanand Adhikary

District Chairman, Morang

All Nepal Peasants' Federation

22

Bhuwan Singh Rai

Member

23

Tara Subedi

District Chairman, Jhapa

24

Ghan Shyam Thapa

Secretariate Member

25

Keher Singh Chemjong

District Chairman

26

Agni Basnet

District Chairman

All Nepal Peasants' Federation
All Nepal Peasants' Federation
(Revolutionary)
All Nepal Peasants' Federation
(Revolutionary)
All Nepal Peasants' Federation
(Revolutionary)
All Nepal Peasants' Federation
(Revolutionary)

27

Tek Bahadur Rai

District Chairman

All Nepal Peasants' Federation

28

Thakur Nath Poudel

District chairman

All Nepal Peasants' Federation

29

Rudra Bahadur Adhikary

District chairman

All Nepal Peasants' Federation

30

Birjung Rai

District Chairman, Bhojpur

31

Hari Narayan Mahato

Central Committee Member

All Nepal Peasants' Federation
All Nepal Peasants' Federation
(Revolutionary)

32

Ganesh Prasad Ghimire

District Chairman, Terhathum

Nepal Farmers Association

33

Kedar Bahadur Thapa

Nepal Farmers Association

34

Ram Bahadur Basnet

District Chairman, Morang
District Chairman,
Sankhuwasabha

35

Shiva Sharan Mandal

Nepal Farmers Association

36

Ishwori Acharya

Central Committee Member
District committee member,
Morang

37

Hari Bahadur Khanal

Member

38

Chhabi Lal Ghimire

Acting SADO

National Peasants' Coalition
District Agriculture Development
Office, Dhankuta

39

Sushma Rai

Member

All Nepal Peasants' Federation

40

Til Bahadur Karki

District Chairman, Taplejung

Nepal Farmers Association

Nepal Farmers Association

Nepal Farmers Association
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41

Bishnu Bahadur Dangi

District Chairman, Sunsari

Nepal Farmers Association

42

Keshav Prasad Bhattarai

43

Bhisma Raj Angdabe

Secretary, Sunsari
District committee member,
Khotang

44

Lekhnath Dhakal

District Chairman, Solukhumbu

Nepal Farmers Association
All Nepal Peasants' Federation
(Revolutionary)
All Nepal Peasants' Federation
(Revolutionary)

45

Prema Madongba

Journalist

Radio Makalu

46

Min Prasad Subedi

District Coordinator, Dhankuta

National Peasants' Coalition

47

Mukti Nath Khatiwada

Assistant Inspector of Police

District Police Office, Dhankuta

48

Ram Bansa Yadav

Hawaldar

49

Lokendra Kunwar

Section Officer

District Police Office, Dhankuta
District Development Committee,
Dhankuta

50

Asmita Dahal

Member

All Nepal Peasants' Federation

51

Hari Prasad Khatiwada

Member

Nepal Farmers Association

52

Krishna Rai

Journalist

Radio Nepal

53

Siddha Raj Rai

Journalist

54

Pushpa Raj Poudel

55

Ambika Bahadur Khadka

Agriculture Extension Officer
District Committee Member,
Panchthar

Nagarik Daily
District Agriculture Development
Office, Dhankuta

56

Mahendra Nath Poudel

Senior Agriculture Economist

Nepal Farmers Association
Ministry of Agricultural
Development

57

Rajendra Bhattarai

Secretary, Jhapa

Nepal Farmers Association

58

Nirmal Baral

Coordinator,

Kochila Rajya Samiti

59

Jibachha Yadav

District Chairman, Siraha

All Nepal Peasants' Federation

60

Narendra Khatiwada

Secretariate Member

61

Dr. Jiwan Kumar Singh

62

Bhawani Parajuli

63

Manju Rai

Senior Veterinary Officer
District committee member,
Morang
District committee member,
Khotang

All Nepal Peasants' Federation
District Livestock Service Office,
Dhankuta
All Nepal Peasants' Federation
(Revolutionary)
All Nepal Peasants' Federation
(Revolutionary)

64

Ganesh Timilsina

Central Committee Member

65

Binod Kumar Bhattarai

66

Bikram Karki

Senior Agriculture Economist
District Committee Member,
Solukhumbu

67

Dharma Raj Rai

Member

68

Kalyan Sharma

69

Rabindra Budhathoki

District Chairman, Morang
District Committee Member,
Bhojpur

Nepal Farmers Association
Ministry of Agricultural
Development
All Nepal Peasants' Federation
Nepal Farmers Association
All Nepal Peasants' Federation
(Revolutionary)
All Nepal Peasants' Federation
(Revolutionary)
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District Committee Member,
Khotang

All Nepal Peasants' Federation
(Revolutionary)
IWRMP, DOA

Udaya Shankar Mandal

Junior Technician
District Committee Member,
Sankhuwasabha
District Committee Member,
Dhankuta
District Committee Member,
Saptari

75

Dhundi Raj Thapa

District Chairman, Dhankuta

76

Dhruba Dangi

Central Committee Member

All Nepal Peasants' Federation
All Nepal Peasants' Federation
(Revolutionary)
All Nepal Peasants' Federation
(Revolutionary)

77

Indra Bahadur Dhungel

78

Laxmi Prasad Kharel

District Chairman, Dhankuta
Senior Agriculture Development
Officer

Nepal Farmers Association
District Agriculture Development
Office, Taplejung

79

Jagatain Devi Shah

Central Committee Member

80

Bina Devi Rai

Junior Technical Assistant

81

Chitra Kala Chauhan

82

Dambar Chemjong

Junior Technician
District Committee Member,
Panchthar

83

Thagendra Prasad Khatiwada

Secretary, District Committee

All Nepal Peasants' Federation
District Agriculture Development
Office, Dhankuta
District Agriculture Development
Office, Dhankuta
All Nepal Peasants' Federation
(Revolutionary)
All Nepal Peasants' Federation
(Revolutionary)

70

Pravin Rai

71

Chinta Narayan Khanal

72

Bhabindu Adhikary

73

Anju Rai

74

All Nepal Peasants' Federation
All Nepal Peasants' Federation

ADS Regional Workshop
Nepalgunj (2071/02/13)
S.N

Name

Designation

Office

1

Hon'ble Dr. Prem Dangal

Member

2

Dr. Rajendra Prasad Adhikari

Joint Secretary

3

Mr. Bhanu Sigdel

Secretary

National Planning
Commission
Ministry of Agricultural
Development
National Peasants' Coalition

4

Mr. Tej Bahadur Subedi

Deputy Director General

Department of Agriculture

5

Mr. Laxman Prasad Paudel

Project Coordinator

IWRMP

6

Mr. Bala Ram Baskota

Deputy General Secretary

National Peasants' Coalition

7

Mr. Nahendra Khadka

Member, Central Secretariat

National Peasants' Coalition

8

Mr. Sri Narayan Sharma

Regional Director

9

Mr. Rajendra Prasad Bhari

Project Chief

Regional Agricultural
Directorate, Mid Western
Region
HVAP

10

Mr. Gokarna Aryal

Project Manager

RISMFP

11

Mr. Gokarna Acharya

Agri. Economist

12

Mr. Govinda Gewali

Senior Program officer

Ministry of Agricultural
Development
ADB/NRM
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13

Mr. Kishor Prasad Kayastha

Regional Director

Regional Livestock Service
Directorate, Mid western
Region
Nepali Congress

14

Mr. Mahendra Tiwari

15

Mr. Sher Bahadur Saud

Central member

16

Mr. Krishna Prasad Panthi

District Secretary

17

Ms. Prema Adhikari

Secretary

18

Ms. Rekha Sharma

Central member

19

Mr. Hari Bhakta Adhikari

Member

20

Mr. Tika Ram Khadka

Central member

Nepal Farmer Association,
Kanchanpur
All Nepal Peasants'
Federation, Rupendehi
All Nepal Peasants'
Federation, Salyan
All Nepal Peasants'
Federation, Dang
National Peasnats' Coalition ,
Banke, Kohalpur
Farmer Association

21

Mr. Amar Oli

Chairman

22

Mr. Bir Bahadur Khadka

Vice Chairman

23

Mr. Govardhan Sharma Acharya

Member

24

Mr. Tirtha Bahadur Budha

Chairman

All Nepal Peasants'
Federation, Dang
All Nepal Peasants'
Federation, Rukum
National Peasants' Coalition,
Dang
Jumla

25

Mr. Khadga Bahadur Sejuwal

President

Farmer Association, Jumla

26

Mr. Tej Bahadur K.C

27

Mr. Lokendra Bahadur Thapa

Chairman

Farmer Association, Mugu

28

Mr. Man Bahadur Paal

Vice President

29

Mr. Narayan Dutta Panta

Central member

30

Ms. Januka Chhetri

Nepal Farmer Association,
Kanchanpur
Nepal Farmer Association,
Kanchanpur
Kanchanpur

31

Mr. Degendra Bikram Singh G.C

DCM

Pyuthan

32

Mr. Laxmi Prakash Rajbhandari

Vice Chairman

33

Mr. Prem Lal Sapkota

Chairman

34

Mr. Tan Prasad Pandey

District Member

Akhil Kisan Mahasangh,
Pyuthan
All Nepal Peasants'
Federation, Banke
Rupendehi

35

Mr. Narayan Bhusal

Representative

Kapilvastu

36

Mr. Ganesh Paudel

Representative

Banke

37

Ms. Sharada Sharma (Laxmi)

Representative

Banke

38

Mr. Binod Kumar Giri

Central member

Surkhet

39

Mr. Ambika Pathak

Officer

DDC, Banke

40

Mr. Ravi Kishan Paswan

41

Mr. Mukunda Bhusal

Crop Devt. Officer

IWRMP/DoA

42

Mr. Binod Bhattarai

Account Officer

IWRMP/DoA

43

Ms. Laxmi Timilsina

Farmer

Kailali

44

Mr. Pushpa Raj Belbase

Sr. Plant Protection Officer

Regional Agricultural
Directorate, Mid Western
Region

Rukum
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45

Mr. Rabi Joshi

46

Mr. Rajendra Prasad
Pradhan
Mr. Tek Prasad Luitel

Sr. Agri.Devt. Officer

DADO, Banke

Sr. Agri. Economist

MoAD

Sr. Agri.Devt. Officer

DADO, Bardiya

49

Mr. Hikmat Kumar
Shrestha
Mr. Jado Lal Sah

Technical Assistant

DADO, Banke

50

Ms. Jivanti Poudel

Member

All Nepal Peasant Federation,
Kailali

51

Ms. Agastha Adhikari

52

Mr. Ram Bahadur Mahar

Chairman

53

Central member

54

Mr. Prakash Bahadur
Deuba
Mr. Prem Bahadur Ghale

55

Mr. Prakash Khanal

56

Central member

58

Mr. Ganesh Chandra
Timilsina
Mr. Amar Prasad
Bhandari
Ms. Rudra Sharma

Planning Officer

Nepal farmer Association,
Bajhang
Nepal Farmer Association,
Kailali
Nepal Farmer Association,
Surkhet
Nepal Farmer Association,
Dailekh
Nepal Farmer Association,,
Kathmandu
Nepal Farmer Association,
Pyuthan
National Planning Commission

59

Mr. Lal Kumar Shrestha

Sr. Agri. Economist

MoAD

60

Sr. Agri. Economist

MoAD

61

Mr. Binod Kumar
Bhattarai
Ms. Sheela Devi Tiwari

Member

Nepali congress, Kalikot

62

Mr. Tarka Bahadur Shahi

Secretary

63

Mr. Jaagu Ray Chaudhary

64

Mr. Nayaram Thapa

Central Secretary

65

Mr. Bishwo B. Tharu

Central member

66

Mr. Mun Bahadur Karki

Member

67

Central member

69

Mr. Man Bahadur
Bhandari
Ms. Chandra Kumari
Gurung
Mr. Kurmaram Shahi

CPN UML Central Agri. and
Land Reform Department,
All Nepal Peasants' Federation
(Revo), Kanchanpur
All Nepal Peasants' Federation
(Revo), Dailekh
All Nepal Peasants' Federation
(Revo), Bardiya
All Nepal Peasants' Federation,
Jumla
All Nepal Peasants' Federation
(Revo), Kalikot
Surkhet

Chairman

CPN UML , Kalikot

70

Mr. Kal Bahadur Hamal

Central member

71

Mr. Umanath Poudel

Representative

All Nepal Peasant Federation
(Revo), Humla
Kisan Sangh, Bardiya

72

Mr. Tul Prasad Gautam

Representative

Farmer's Coalliation, Bardiya

73

Mr. Sher Bahadur Singh

Chairman

74

Mr. Krishna Raj Upadhaya

President

Farmer's Coalliation,
Kanchanpur
Nepal Kisan Sangh, Salyan

75

Mr. Man Singh Dangi

Chairman

All Nepal Peasants' Federation,

47
48

57

68

New Lucky Enterprises

Central member
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76

Mr. Rajan Dhakal

Crop Devt. Officer

RISMFP

77

Crop Devt. Officer

DADO, Banke

78

Mr. Mohamad Harmullah
Khan
Mr. Dharma Rokaya

Coordinator

Right to Food Network

79

Mr. Kedar Prasad Acharya

Member

80

Mr. Lekh Raj Regmi

State Coordinator

All Nepal Peasants' Federation
(Revo), Bardiya
Tharuwan, Dang

81

Mr. Dinesh Pathak

Technical Assistant

DADO, Banke

82

Mr. Dal Bahadur Sahi

Rupandehi

83

Pyuthan

84

Mr. Budha Bahadur
Basnet
Ms. Subhkamana Paudel

Member

85

Mr. Bhim Bahadur Basnet

President

86

Mr. Amrit Bahadur Oli

Member

87

Member

88

Mr. Khadga Bahadur
Magar
Mr. Santosh Acharya

89

Ms. Samjhana Rawal

Member

90

Mr. Shibendra Karki

Member

91

Ms. Aarati Tiwari

Member

92

Ms. Rita Paudel

Member

National Farmer Coalition,
Banke
National farmer Coalition,
Kanchanpur
National Farmer Coalition,
Kalikot
All Nepal Peasant Federation,
Banke
All Nepal Peasant Federation,

93

Mr. Hari Yadav

Technical Assistant

IWRMP

94

Mr. Rajesh Sah

Agri. Economist

IWRMP

95

Ms. Gauri Adhikari

Nayab Subba

IWRMP

Member

National Farmer Coalition,
Kailali
Nepal Farmer Association,
Pyuthan
All Nepal Peasant Federation
(Revo), Rukum
All Nepal Peasant Federation R
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ADS Nagarkot Meeting
2070/10/27-28
S.N
1
S.N

2

1

3

2
3
4
5

4
5
6
7
8
9

6

10
11

Name

Designation
ADS Task
Force Meeting
Mr. Uttam Kumar Dhulikhel
Joint
Secretary
(2070/01/15-16)

Bhattarai
Joint Secretary
Name Dr. Rajendra Prasasd Designation
Adhikari
Dr. SurojPathak
Pokhrel
Program Director
Dr. Prabhakar
Joint Secretary
Mrs. Jeevan Prava Lama
Director General
Mr. Bhabakrishna
Joint Secretary
Bhattarai
Mr. Suresh
Babu Tiwari
Director General
Dr. Rajendra
Prasasd
Joint Secretary
Dr. Nara Bahadur Rajuwar Director General
Adhikari
Mr. Ram Prasad Pulami
Joint Secretary
Mr. Dilaram Bhandari
Chief
Mr. Yogendra
Kumar
Mr. Kailash Pokhral Joint Secretary
Under Secretary
Karki
Mr. Mahesh Kharel
Under Secretary
Mr. Chitra Bahadur
Chair
Person
Dr. Prem Danagal
Member
Shrestha
Mr. Balaram Banskota
Member

Office
Ministry of Agricultural
Development
Office Ministry of Agricultural
Development
Ministry of Agricultural
Crop Development Directorate
Development
Department of Food
National
Planing Commission
Technology
and Quality Control
Department
of Agriculture
Ministry of Agricultural
Department of Livestock
Development
Services
Ministry
of Agricultural
Seed Quality Control Center
Development
Ministry
of Agricultural
Ministry
of Finance
Development
National Planing Commission
Federartion of All Nepal Farmer
National Peasants’ Coalition
(Revolutionary)
National Peasants’ Coalition

12

Mr. Bhanu Sigdel

Secretary

National Peasants’ Coalition

13

Co-Chair Person

National Peasants’ Coalition

14

Mr. Chitra Bahadur
Shrestha
Mr. Nahendra Khadka

Member

National Peasants’ Coalition

15

Mr. Ganesh Shah

Member

National Peasants’ Coalition

16

Dr. Keshav Khadka

Member

National Peasants’ Coalition

17

Mr. Mahaendra Khanal

Seed Quality Control Center

18
19

Mr. Mahendra Nath
Paudel
Mrs. Sabnam Sivakoti

Senior Horticulture
Development Officer
Senior Agrie-conomist

20

Mr. Surya Paudel

21
22

Mr. Binod Kumar
Bhattarai
Mr. Tek Prasasd Luitel

23

Mr. Sudip Khatiwada

Agriculture Officer

24

Dr. Indra Kanta Jha

Project Manager

25

Mr. Kishor Panta

Senior Agri Extension Officer

26

Dr. Hari Bahadur K.C.

Senior Plant Protection Officer

27

Mr. Kalash Ram
Chaudhary

Senior Agrie-conomist

Senior Plant Protection Officer
Senior Livestock Development
Officer
Senior Agrie-conomist
Senior Agrie-conomist

Ministry of Agricultural
Development
Ministry of Agricultural
Development
District Livestock Services
Office, Makwanpur
Ministry of Agricultural
Development
Ministry of Agricultural
Development
Ministry of Agricultural
Development
Zoonoses Control Project
Intetrated Water Resource
Management Project
Ministry of Agricultural
Development
Ministry of Agricultural
Development
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7

Mr. Bhanu Sigdel

President

Nepal Farmer Association

8

Dr. Prem Danagal

General Secretary

Federartion of All Nepal Farmer

9

Mr. Ganesh Shah

Representative

Nepal Farmer Federation

10

Mr. Balaram Banskota

Deputy General Secretary

11

Mr. Nahendra Khadka

Secretariat Member

12

Mr. Mahendra Nath
Paudel

Senior Agri-economist

13

Mrs. Sabnam Sivakoti

Senior Plant Protection Officer
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s[lif tyf hn;|f]t ;ldlt
s[lif ljsf; /0fgLlt ;DalGw ;'emfj k|ltj]bg, @)&!
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efu–!
k[i7e"ldM

kl/ro

g]kfnsf] cy{tGqdf s[lif If]qsf] k|wfGotf oxfFsf] jf:tljstf xf] . s'n ufx{:Yo
pTkfbgdf #% k|ltzt of]ubfg s[lif If]qsf] 5 / s/La b'O{ ltxfO{ hgtf s[lifdf g}
lge{/ /x]sf 5g\ . s[lif If]qsf] ljsf; / lj:tf/n] b]z ljsf;df dxTjk"0f{ of]ubfg
ub{5 . s[lif nufot k|fs[lts ;|f]tsf] ;d'lrt pkof]u u/L t'ngfTds nfesf] cfwf/df
s[lif afnLsf] k|lt:kwL{ Ifdtf a9fP/ pTkfbg j[l4 u/L d'n'snfO{ vfBfGgdf cfTdlge{/
agfpg' xfd|f] k|fyldstf x'g'k5{ . t'ngfTds nfesf gub] afnLx?df Joj;foLs/0f,
s[lif dfkm{t cfoft k|lt:yfkg / cfd ls;fgx?sf] cfly{s:t/ j[l4 ub{} ;d[4 g]kfn
agfpg] g} xfd|f] kl/sNkgf x'g'kb{5 . s[lifdf cf}Bf]uLs/0f geP;Dd b]zsf] ;d[l4sf]
sNkgf klg ug{ ;lsb}+g / x'g ;Sb}g . s[lifdf Joj;foLs/0f, ljljwLs/0f,
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cfw'lgsL/0f u/L o; If]qsf] of]ubfg a9fpg] / ljb]z knfog ePsf / j}b]lzs
/f]huf/Ldf uPsf o"jfx?nfO{ s[lif If]qdf cfslif{t u/L s[lifnfO{ cfTdlge{/ agfpg'
clxn]sf] cfjZostf xf] .
o;} s'/fnfO{ b[li6ut u/L s[lif If]qdf hnjfo' kl/jt{gsf c;/ sd ug{],
l;+rfO{ ;'ljwf ;j{;'ne agfpg], ;LdfGt e"lddf s[lifsf] nflu rfk 36fpg], ls6gfzs
ljiffbLsf] cg'ko'Qm / c;'/lIft k|of]uaf6 jftfj/0f / hg:jf:ydf gsf/fTds k|efj
36fpg], pknAw s[lif k|ljlwx? kof{Kt ?kdf s[ifssf] ynf]df k'¥ofpg], /f;foflgs dn
cfoft / ljt/0f Joj:yf ;'lglZrt t'Nofpg], o"jf hgzlQmnfO{ s[lif k]zfdf cfslif{t
ug{, s[lif pkhsf] k|zf]wg k|ljlwsf] ljsf; / lj:tf/ ug{], s[lif Pj+ kz'hGo pTkfbg,
ljt/0f, cfoft Pj+ lgof{tdf u'0f:t/ Pj+ :jR5tfsf] lgodg sfo{ k|efjsf/L t'Tofpg],
s[lif pTkfbsTj a9fpg s[ifs ;d"x / ;xsf/Lsf] ;+:yfut ljsf;, ul/a, dlxnf,
hghflt, blnt, dw];L, d'l:nd / b'u{d If]qsf s[ifsx?sf] s[lif tyf kz' ;]jf
sfo{qmddf kx'Fr j[l4 ug{], s[lif ;DaGLw cf}krfl/s / cgf}krfl/s lzIffdf kx'Fr
a9fpg] h:tf r'gf}ltx? /x]sf] s'/f rfn' lqjifL{o of]hgfdf klg cf}+NofOPsf] 5 .
b'/ufdL c;/ kfg{] gLlt lgod sfg"g, To;nfO{ ;xof]u ug{] ;+/rgf, /fHosf] nufgL,
gLhL ;xsf/L If]qsf] ;lqmotf / ls;fgx?sf] ;r]tgf, ;+nUgtf, nugzLntf,
ldlxg]t, bftfx?sf] nufgL k|ltj4tfaf6 s[lif If]qdf pNn]Vo k|ult eO{ s[lifdf
cfTdlge{/ x'g ;lsG5 / s[lif If]qnfO{ cfslif{t / dof{lbt agfO{ o"jfju{nfO{ s[lif
If]qdf l6sfO{ /fVg ;lsG5 .
bL3{sfnLg s[lif of]hgf ;kmn x'g g;s]sf] kl/k|]Iodf s[lif ljsf; dGqfnon]
bL3{sfnLg s[lif /0fgLlt tof/ kf/]sf] / o:tf] gLlt lgdf{0fdf klg ;+;bsf] e"ldsf
/xg' kb{5 eGg] ;Gbe{df s[lif tyf hn;|f]t ;ldltsf] ldlt @)&!.)%.@$ ut]sf]
a}7saf6;ldltsf ;b:o dfggLo >L cfgGbk|;fb kf]v/]nsf] ;+of]hsTjdfs[lif ljsf;
pk–;ldlt u7g ePsf] lyof] . pQm pk;ldltnfO{ s[lif ljsf; /0fgLltsf] ;DaGwdf
;a} kIfsf ;/f]sf/jfnf;+u 5nkmn u/L ;'emfj ;lxtsf] k|ltj]bg k]z ug{ sfo{ef/
lbOPsf]df pk;ldltn] ljleGg ;/f]sf/ju{;Fu 5nkmn u/L k|fKt ;'emfjx? ;d]t
cWoog u/L /0fgLltsf] ;DaGwdf cfˆgf] ;'emfjx? l;kmfl/; k|:t't ul/Psf] lyof].
pk;ldltn] k]z u/]sf] k|ltj]bgdf 5nkmn / kl/dfh{g ;lxt of] k|ltj]bg k|:t't
ul/Psf] 5.

cWoogsf] p2]Zo

cWoogsf] d'Vo p2]Zo k|:tfljt s[lif ljsf; /0fgLltsf] cWoog u/L ;DalGwt
;/f]sf/jfnfx?;Fu 5nkmn u/L ;ldltsf] ;'emfjx? k|:t't ug{' /x]sf] 5 .

cWoogsf] cf}lrTo
1=

;+;bsf] d'Vo sfd gLlt lgdf{0f ug{] eP tfklg gLlt cGtu{t aGg] P]gdf dfq
;+;bsf] e"ldsf /xg] k|rng /x]sf] 5 . gLltaf6 g} cGo P]g, lgod lg;[t
eP/ cfpg] x'Fbf gLlt lgdf{0f ;+;bsf] rf;f]sf] ljifo aGg' k5{ / /0fgLltdf
;+;bn] ckgTj lng' kb{5 .
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2=

3=

4=

cfufdL @) aif{sf] g]kfnsf] s[lif If]qsf] ljsf;df o; /0fgLltn] g} dfu{lgb{]z
ug{] / P]g, lgod, ah]6 / sfo{qmd ;d]t k|efj kfg{] ePsf]n] of] /0fgLlt
lgdf{0fsf] r/0fdf g} ;DalGwt ;j} lgsfosf] rf;f] tyf ;xeflutf /
/fhgLlts :jfldTj cfjZos 5.
/0fgLlt lgdf{0f;Fu} cs{f] dxTjk"0f{ s'/f o;sf] ;kmn sfo{Gjogsf] xf].
;ldltADS n] APP sf] h:tf] c;kmn lgotL Jof]xf]g{' gk/f]; eGg] rfxG5. o;
s[lif ljsf; /0fgLltsf] ;kmn sfof{Gjogsf nflu o;sf ;/f]sf/jfnf
lgsfosf] k|ltj4tf, sfo{of]hgf / ;dGjo ckl/xfo{ 5.
/0fgLlt lgdf{0fsf qmddf 5'6]sf ;/f]sf/jfnf lgsfo;+u 5nkmn ug{, 5'6]sf
ljifox¿ ;d]6g / ;+/rgfut kl/jt{g, sfg"g kl/dfh{g / ;|f]t ;fwg
Joj:yfkgsf nflu ;d]t yk :ki6tf jgfpg tyf /0fgLlt sfof{Gjogdf
k|ToIf ;/f]sf/ /fVg] lgsfox¿ljr ciki6tf x6fpg / o;sf] ;kmn
sfof{Gjog x'g ;sf]; eg]/ g} of] cWoog ul/Psf] xf].

cWoog ljlw

k|:tfljt s[lif ljsf; /0fgLltdf ;'emfj k]z ug{] ;Gbe{df pk–;ldltn] ljleGg
ljlwx? ckgfPsf] lyof]. ckgfOPsf ljlwx?df k|:tfljt /0fgLlt / ljleGg ;Gbe{
;fdfu|Lsf] cWoog ljZn]if0f ul/Psf] lyof]. To;kl5 ljleGg ;+3, ;+:yf,
kbflwsf/Lx?;Fu 5nkmn / cGt/lqmof ul/Psf] / ljleGg /fhgLlts bnx?sf]
cflwsfl/s wf/0ffsf] hfgsf/L lnOPsf] lyof] . o;/L hfgsf/L lnOPsf ;+3, ;+:yf /
;/sf/L lgosfosf ;Da4 kbflwsf/L, ;/f]sf/jfnf dGqfnox¿, s[lif;Fu ;DalGwt
lj1x?, Joj;foLx?, dlxnf, hghflt, blnt, lk5l8Psf] ju{, e"ldxLgsf k|ltlglw;Fu
5nkmn cGt/lqmof ul/Psf] lyof] . To;}u/L gLlt lgdf{0fdf ;xof]u ug{] bftf;Fu gLlt
sfof{Gjogdf ;xof]u ug{] k|ltj4tfsf] nflu 5nkmn klg ul/Psf] lyof]. pk
;ldltjf6 k|:tfljt s[lif ljsf; /0fgLltdf ;'emfj ;lxtsf] k|ltj]bg ;ldltdf k]z
ePkl5 ;ldltdf s[lif ljsf; /0fgLlt sfof{Gjogdf ;/f]sf/ /fVg] ljleGg !) j6f
d+qfno;Fu 5nkmn ul/Psf] lyof] . pk;ldltsf] u7g ljlw cg';"rL ! df, 5nkmndf
;xefuL lj1 / ;+3 ;+:yfsf] gfdfjnL cg';'rL @ df, ;xefuL lgsfo / lj1x¿jf6
k|fKt ;'emfjx? cg';'rL # df, s[lif ljsf; /0fgLlt sfof{Gjogdf ;/f]sf/ /fVg]
ljleGg !) j6f d+qfnojf6 5nkmndf ;+nUg kbflwsf/Lx?sf] gfdfjnL cg';"rL $
df, ;ldltsf dfggLo ;b:ox?sf] gfdfjnL cg';"rL % df / ;ldlt ;lrjfnosf
sd{rf/Lx?sf] gfdfjnL cg';"rL ^ df /flvPsf] 5 .

efu–@

s[lif If]qsf] ;d:of

sl/j *# k|ltzt u|fld0f hgtfsf] d'Vo lhljsf]kfh{gsf] >f]tsf ?kdf /x]sf]
g]kfnsf] s[lif If]qn] t];|f] cfjlws of]hgfaf6 g} ljsf;sf] k|fyldstfdf kg{ ;kmn
ePtf klg ck]Iffs[t ljsf; x'g ;s]sf] 5}g. s[lif If]qsf] ljsf; gLlt//0fgLltdfx?df
k|fyldstfdf k/] klg /fHoaf6 x'g] nufgLsf] k|fyldstfdf slxNo} k/]g. Psflt/ s[lif
ljsf;sf nflu ah]6sf] ckof{Kttfsf] ljifo ;b}j 68\sf/f] ?kdf cfpF5 eg] cs{flt/
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s[lif ljsf;sf of]hgf sfof{Gjog ug{] lgsfoaf6 ;dodf lalgof]lht ah]6 vr{ ug{
g;s]sf] / ePsf] jh]6sf] sfof{Gjog klg k|efjsf/L gjg]sf] cj:yf 5. s[lif
ljsf;sf] lhDdf kfPsf lgsfox?sf] ;dofg's"n Ifdtf clea[l4 x'g g;Sbf / ;'zf;g
;'lglZrt ug{ g;Sbf s[lif ljsf;sf kl/of]hgfjf6 kl/nlIft pknlAwx? xfl;n x'g
;s]sf 5}gg. h;sf] kl/0ffd ljutdf vfBfGg lgof{t ug{] d'n's cfh vfBfGg cfoft
ug{' kg{] cj:yfdf k'u]sf] 5 .
/fli6«o s'n u|fx{:y pTkfbgdf s[lif If]qn] u/]sf] of]ubfgsf cfwf/df o;
If]qsf] nflu xfn cfjZos nufgLsf] sl/j !) k|ltzt dfq /fHoaf6 k|fKt u/]sf] 5.
e'–v08Ls/0f, k|s[lts k|sf]knfO{ Aoj:yfkg ug{ ;Sg] /fHosf] ckof{Kt Ifdtf, /fHosf]
cl:y/ e"–gLlt h:tf sf/0fn] s[lif If]qdf kof{Kt dfqfdf lghL If]qsf] nufgL cfslif{t
x'g ;s]sf] 5}g. kof{Kt gLltut k'jf{wf/x?sf] cefjdf Joj;flos s[lif tyf o;sf]
cf}Bf]lus/0fdf cGt/f{li6«o nufgL ;d]t cfslif{t x'g ;ls/x]sf] 5}g. xfn ;Dd klg
s[lif If]q Joj;fo jf pBdsf] ?kdf :yflkt x'g ;s]sf] 5}g. k|fs[lts k|sf]k tyf cGo
vt/faf6 x'g] IfltnfO{ kl/k"lt{ ug{sf nflu ljdf / Ifltk"lt{sf] plrt Aoj:yf Pj+
ljdfdf ;j} s[ifsx?sf] ;xh / ;/n kx'Fr x'g ;s]sf] 5}g.
g]kfndf s[lif cg';Gwfgsf] If]qdf /fHosf] nufgL s[lif ufx{:y pTkfbsf] sl/j
)=$ k|ltzt 5, h'g cToGt Go"g xf]. s[lif cg';Gwfg s[ifsx?sf] dfu, /fli6«o
cfjZostf / ef}uf]lns ;Defjgfx?nfO{ ;Djf]wg ug{] u/L s]G›Lt x'g ;ls/x]sf 5}gg\
eg] csf]{lt/ cg';Gwfgaf6 ;[lht k|ltkmnx? ;xL ;dodf ;xL 9+un] s[ifs ;dIf
k|;fl/t x'g ;ls/x]sf] 5}g. s[lif cg';Gwfg, s[lif k|;f/ / s[lif lzIffsf ljrdf ;dGjo
x'g ;s]sf] 5}g. s[lif cg';Gwfg / k|;f/ ljs]G›Ls/0f x'g ;ls/x]sf] 5}g. s[lif
pTkfbgsf] d'Vo cfwf/sf] ?kdf /x]sf] ljp / gZnx?sf] ljsf; / lj:tf/ x'g g;Sbf
/ cfjZos k"jf{wf/ Pj+ dnsf] pknJwtfsf] cefjn] pTkfbg / pTkfbsTj a[l4 ug{]
/fli6«o nIo xfl;n x'g ;ls/x]sf] 5}g.
k|r"/ dfqfdf kfgL ePtf klg ;Lldt v]tLof]Uo hldgdf dfq l;+rfO{sf] ;'ljwf
5. clwsf+z v]tL of]Uo hldg cfsf;] kfgLdf lge{/ 5 . s[lif pTkfbg tyf pTkfbsTj
a[l4sf] l;+rfO{sf] cefj g} d'Vo Jojwfgsf] ?kdf b]vfk/]sf] 5. o;sf cnfjf l;+rfO{
kl/of]hgfsf] 9fFrf, ah]6 ljlgof]hg tyf Joa:yfkgn] klg ;dod} kl/of]hgf ;DkGg
x'g]÷gx'g] lgwf{/0f u5{ . s[lif If]qsf] k'jf{wf/sf nflu jh]6 lgIf]k0f eP tfklg cGo
ljleGg ;/sf/L lgsfo jLr ;dGjosf] cefjsf sf/0f s[lif If]qsf] gofF k"jf{wf/
lgdf{0fsf]
lhDd]jf/Lsf
;Gbe{df
låljwf
b]lvG5 . ckof{Kt k|fljlws tyf Aoa:yfkg Ifdtfsf sf/0f :yfgLo :t/df l;+rfO{
kl/of]hgf x:tfGt/0f ul/b}g clg s]G›Ls[t lg0f{o k|0ffnLn] 7"nf kl/of]hgfnfO{ dfq
s]G› ljGb'df /fv]sf] kfOG5 .
s[lif ;8ssf gfddf u|fdL0f ;8snfO{ k|fyldstf lbP klg pTkfbg ;fdu|Lsf]
kx'+r / s[lif pkhsf] ;xh ahf/Ls/0fdf gsf/fTds k|efj kg{ uO{ pTkfbgzLn
hldgx? afFemf] /xg uPsf] 5. cfGtl/s / jfx\o cfk|jf;gsf sf/0f s[lif If]qdf s[lif
dhb'/x?sf] cefj b]lvg yfn]sf] 5 . u|fdL0f ljB'tLs/0fsf] cefjdf Joj;flos tyf
cf}Bf]lus s[lifsf nflu cTofjZos phf{sf] cefjdf s[lif Joj;fo ;kmn aGg
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;ls/x]sf] 5}g . s[lif If]qsf] pTkfbg nfut Go"gLs/0f ug{sf nflu s[lif ofGqLs/0f
ug{ ;d]t ljB't cefjsf sf/0f gs/fTds c;/ kg{ uO{ pTkfbg nfut a9\g
uO{/x]sf] 5. s[lif pkhx? h:t} wfg k|zf]wg ug{ k|zf]wgzfnfx? kof{Kt / gljg
k|ljlwsf gx'Fbf wfg ef/t lgsf;L x'g] / ;f]xL wfg k|zf]wg kZrft\ cToGt} dx+uf]
d"Nodf cfoft x'g] cj:yf >[hgf ePsf] 5.
cfn', Kofh, t/sf/L tyf kmnkm"n h:tf s[lif pkhx?sf] nflu plrt e08f/0f
;'ljwf gx'Fbf pTkfbg x'g] df};ddf ;8]/ hfg] jf Go"g d"Nodf lgof{t x'g] tyf
a]df};ddf cToGt} dx+uf] d"Nodf cfoft x'Fbf s[lif pTkfbgdf ck]lIft ljsf; gx'g'sf
;fy} /fi6«sf] Jofkf/ 3f6f ;d]t lbgfg'lbg a9\b} uO{/x]sf] 5. u'0f:t/Lo s[lif
pkhx?sf] pTkfbg, k|zf]wg tyf Kofs]lhË k|ljlwsf] lasf;, la:tf/ / lgodg x'g
g;Sbf lgof{t e}O{/x]sf s[lif pkhx? ;d]t lg/Gt/ 36b} uPsf / lgof{t x'gaf6
alGrt x'g yfn]sf 5g\.
/fHon] ljut s]xL aif{x?af6 dndf cg'bfg pknAw u/fpg z'? u/] tfklg
/fli6«o cfjZostfsf] ;fgf] c+znfO{ dfq ;Djf]wg ug{ ;s]sf] 5 . dn ljt/0f k|0ffnL
;dfg'kflts tyf ;dtfd"ns aGg ;s]sf] 5}g. b"/ b/fhdf /x]sf s[ifsx? o;
;'ljwfaf6 al~rt ePsf 5g\ . /fHon] plrt kl/df0fdf, plrt ;dodf / plrt
:yfgx?df dn ljt/0f ug{ g;Sbf s[lif pTkfbgdf ck]Iffs[t a9f]Q/L x'g ;s]sf] 5}g.
b]zdf dnsf] ckof{Kttfn] ubf{ ef/t af6 dx+uf]df rf]/L lgsf;Lsf dfWodaf6 dn
cfoft x'g] / To:tf] dnsf] u'0f:t/ sd;n x'g] tyf Dofb u'lh|;s]sf dnx? lelqg]
;d:of /x]sf] 5. dnsf] u'0f:t/LotfnfO{ lgodg ug{] lgsfo tyf k|s[of k|efjsf/L
gx'Fbf /fHo tyf s[ifsx?sf] ;Lldt >f]t / d]xgt v]/ uO{/x]sf] 5.
u|fdL0f If]qdf s[lif afx]ssf] a}slNks /f]huf/Lsf] cj;/ gx'g', s[lif If]qn]
;d]t kof{Kt /f]huf/L >[hgf ug{ g;Sg' / s[lif k|ltli7t k]zf x'g g;Sbf u|fdL0f
e]usf o"jfx?sf] ljb]z knfogn] xfnsf lbgdf s[lif Jofj;fonfO{ dlxnf, a[4 tyf
afnafnLsfsf] k]zfsf ?kdf ?kfGt/0f ePsf] b]lvG5 . s[lifsf] ljsf; g} u|fld0f If]qsf]
lbuf] cfly{s ?kfGt/0fsf] k|d'v cfofd ePtf klg s[lif If]qdf gLltut tyf k'jf{wf/
ljs]G›Ls/0f x'g g;Sbf ;du| u|fdL0f ljsf;nfO{ g} k|efljt u/]sf] 5. /fHosf tkm{af6
s[lif ;]jf k|bfg ug{] lgsfo / lj1 hgzlQmx?sf] 7"nf] hdft /fhwfgL / lhNnf
;b/d'sfddf ;Lldt eP/ a:g] xfnsf] Joj:yfn] gljg/ j}1flgs s[lif k|ljlwx?
u|fdL0f If]qdf k'Ug ;ls/x]sf] 5}g . cg'udg tyf d'NofÍg k|0ffnL dfkm{t /fHoaf6
ePsf] nufgL b]lvg] u/L ;]jf k|jfxsf] plrt k|ltkmn emlNsg g;Sbf s[lif ljsf;sf]
;du| ;]jf k|jfx, kf/blz{tf / ;'zf;gdf ;d]t k|Zg p7\g yfn]sf] 5.
clxn] s[lif ljsf; /0fgLltsf] tof/L u/L /xFbf ljutsf sdL sdhf]/L
gbf]xf]l/g] u/L ug{ ;s]sf] v08df of] b:tfj]hn] s[lifdf gofF qmflGt Nofpg ;S5 .
/0fgLlt k|fl1s lgZsif{ / cGt/f{li6«o cg'ejsf ;fy} ls;fgd'vL x'g'k5{, ;d:t
ls;fgdf ;sf/fTds k|efj kfg]{ lsl;dsf] x'g' k5{ . g]kfnsf] s[lif ljsf; /0fgLlt
tof/ ubf{ s[lif pTkfbgsf cfwf/ hn, hldg, h+un, h}ljs ljljwtf / s[lif
k"jf{wf/sf] ljsf;, cg';Gwfg, jf:tljs k|;f/, k|ljlw, nufgL / ahf/sf] Gofof]lrt
;Djw{gaf6 g} s[lifsf] ?kfGt/0f x'g;S5 .
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s[lifsf] c;kmntf P]g, lgod;Fu klg hf]l8Psf] ljifo xf], gLltsf] cfwf/df
;dofg's"n P]g, sfg"gsf] ;+zf]wg / ls;fg cg's"n, s[ifs P]g / s[lif ljsf; P]g
cfh;Dd agfpg g;Sg' klg o; If]qsf] ljsf; gx'g'sf] Pp6f sf/0f xf]. To;tkm{ klg
Wofg lbg' cfjZos 5. pTkfbgnfO{ klg ljljwLs/0f, k|lt:kwL{ / ahf/d'vL agfpg
;lsPsf] 5}g . s[lif /0fgLltsf] sfof{Gjog s[lif ljsf; dGqfnon] dfq u/]/ k'Ub}g .
o;sf] nflu ;Da4 ;a} dGqfno / nfOg Ph]G;Lx?sf] klg TolQs} ;xof]u rflxG5.
s]Gb|Lo :t/df cGt/ dGqfnodf ;dGjosf] cefj b]lvG5 eg] sfof{Gjog txdf ;Dj4
;a} lgsfox?sfaLr ;dGjo / ;xsfo{ x'g' kg]{df ;dGjo / ;xsfo{ gx'g' la8Dagf
g} ePsf] 5 .
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s[lif ljsf; /0fgLltsf] ljZn]if0f

cfh;Dd cfOk'Ubf w]/}j6f bL3{sfnLg s[lif gLlt / /0fgLlt agfO{ sfof{Gjog
klg eO;s]sf 5g . kl5Nnf] cjlwdf bL3{sfnLg s[lif gLltsf] ;dLIff ub{} o;n] nIo
k|fKt ug{ g;s]sf] sf/0f gofF s[lif ljsf; /0fgLlt agfO{ nfu" x'g] r/0fdf 5 . Plklk
eGbf P8LP; ;+/rgfut ?kdf cem} pko'Qm / ljifoj:t' s]G›Lt 5. o;n] Plklk
c;kmn x'g'sf] sf/s tTjx¿nfO{ ljz]if Wofgk"j{s x]/]sf] 5, nIox¿ klxrfg u/]sf]
5 / nIo k|fKt eP gePsf] dfkg ug{] ;'rsfÍ ;d]t ;'emfPsf] 5. bft[ lgsfo,
;/f]sf/jfnf lgsfo;+u 5nkmn ePklg ls;fg;+u ;d]t ;dGjo kof{Kt ;dGjo x'g
;s]sf] b]lvb}g. of] /0fgLlt lgdf{0fsf] qmddf ;+;b / /fhgLlts txdf kof{Kt 5nkmn
ePsf] b]lvb}g. P8LP;n] cfufdL @) jif{sf nflu g]kfnsf] s[lif If]q;+u} s[lif
Joj;fosf] klg clej[l4 x'g] ck]Iff lnPsf] 5 . ;/sf/n] tof/ u/]sf] of] /0fgLltnfO{
c;kmn x'g glbg sfo{Gjog ug{] lgsfo, /fhg}lts bn, cGo ;/f]sf/jfnf / ljz]iftM
v]tLdf ;+nUg ls;fgx?sf] /0fgLlt lgdf{0f / sfof{Gjogdf ;xeflutf / :jfldTj x'g'
h¿/L 5. ;DalGwt ;j}sf] hLjGt ;'emfjx?nfO{ ;dfj]z u/L of] s[lif ljsf;
/0fgLltnfO{ s[ifsd'vL agfO{ sfof{Gjog ug{ cfjZos 5. P8LP;sf] ;f]rn] cGt/f{li6«o
dfkb08 cg';f/sf] jhf/df k|lt:kwf{ ug{ ;Sg] pTkfbgx¿tkm{ Wofg lbg'k5{.
s[lifsf] ljsf; d'n'ssf] ljsf;sf] d]?808 dfq geO{ vfB ;+k|e'tf / vfB
clwsf/sf] dxTjk"0f{ cfwf/ klg xf] . dflg;sf] JolQmTj;Fu hf]l8Psf] hldgsf]
Gofok"0f{ :jfldTj, ;fdflhs k|lti7f / uf}/j klg xf] . ul/aL lgjf/0f, vfB ;'/Iff,
/f]huf/Lsf] ;|f]t g]kfnL cy{tGqsf] d'Vo cfwf/ klg s[lif g} xf] . of] jx'cfoflds
;DaGw /fVg] k|fs[lts ;|f]tdf cfwfl/t hnjfo' / df};dsf] cg's"ntf k|lts"ntfdf
cGt/lge{/ /xg] h}ljs pTkfbg k4lt ;d]t ePsf] k|fs[lts j:t' xf] . of] s'/f /0fgLlt
tof/L ubf{ lj;{g} g;lsg] tYo xf] . g]kfnsf] ;/sf/ ;+rfng / p;n] kl/sNkgf
u/]sf] sl/j !) j6f dGqfno -s[lif, l;+rfO{, hn;|f]t, cfk"lt{, pBf]u, ;xsf/L, :yfgLo
ljsf;, ef}lts k"jf{wf/ / zx/L ljsf;, cy{ / lzIff dGqfno_ sf] k|ToIf ck|ToIf
?kdf ;DalGwt ljifo xf] . of] /0fgLlt th{'df ubf{ tL dGqfno;Fu 7f8f], t];f]{
cGt/lge{/tf / cGt/;DaGwnfO{ k|ToIf ;Daf]wg geO{ o;n] kl/nlIft u/]sf] nIo
xfl;n ug{ ;ls+b}g . oL lgsfoljrsf] ;dGjo ljgf of] ;kmn x'g ;Sb}g. o;sf
;Gbe{df oyf]lrt ;Daf]wg gePsf] jt{dfg oyfy{nfO{ ;ldltn] cToGt dxTjsf ;fy
lnPsf] 5.
jt{dfg s[lifdf ;+nUg ^^ k|ltzt hg;+VofnfO{ vfB;'/Iffsf] k|Tofe"lt u/L
afFsL #$ k|ltzt hg;+VofnfO{ vfB ;'/Iff k|bfg ug{ yk pTkfbg j[l4 cToGt h?/L
5 . To;df klg t'ngfTds nfesf] afnLsf] pTkfbg u/L ljzfn b'O{ l5d]sL d'n'sdf
lgof{t ug{ ;Sg' g} o;sf] nIo /xg' kb{5 . o;sf] nflu v]tL ug{] ls;fgdf hldgsf]
:jfldTjsf] k|Tofe"lt, s[lif pTkfbgsf ;xfos cGo ;fwg ;|f]tdf s[ifssf] ;xh kx'Fr,
s[lif nufgLdf j[l4, ;LdfGt ls;fgnfO{ s[lif pTkfbg nfutdf sDtLdf %) k|ltzt
cg'bfgsf] ;'lglZrttf u/L s[ifs P]g / s[lif >lds P]gsf] gofF Joj:yf ug'{ /
oyf]lrt ef}lts k"jf{wf/;Fu s[lif Joj;foLs/0fdf hf]8 lb+b} ahf/sf] k|Tofe"lt /
To;sf] lgodg s[lif /0fgLltsf] clgjfo{ cfjZostf xf] .
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g]kfnsf] s[lif hn, hldg, h+un;Fu hf]l8Psf] df}lns k4lt xf] / g]kfnsf]
klxrfg, ;+:s[lt / /fli6«otf;Fu o;sf] cGof]Gofl;|t ;DaGw 5 . s[lifdf cfTdlge{/
eO{ vfB ;+k|e'tfsf] k|Tofe"lt ug{ g]kfnsf] cGtl/d ;+ljwfg,@)^# n] dfu{lgb{]z u/]sf]
5 . o;}sf] cfwf/df xfdL s[lif ljsf; /0fgLlt agfpb}5f}+ . o;af6 lgb{]lzt eO{ s[lif
gLltsf] k'g;{+/rgf / jt{dfg P]g sfg"g / lgb{]zgnfO{ k'gMkl/eflift ug{' kb{5 . s[lif
gLlt s[lif sd{df nfUg]sfnflu xf] eGg] s'/f xfdLn] cfTd;ft u/]sf 5f}+ . o;sf] tfTko{
e"ldsf] :jfldTj / cg'kl:yt hldGbf/Lsf] pGd"ng / v]tLof]Uo afFemf] hldgsf]
pkof]u,e'–v08Ls/0f /f]sL s[lif pTkfbg j[l4 ug]{ / Joj;foLs/0f ug]{ r'gf}lt /x]sf
5g\ . o;df rSnfjGbL, ;fd"lxs / ;xsf/L dfkm{t v]tL ug'{ / s[lifsf] Joj;foLs/0f
ug'{ g} pTkfbg j[l4sf] nflu dxTjk"0f{ ljifo xf] . s[lif pTkfbg j[l4sf] dxTjk"0f{ ;|f]t
kfgL cyf{t l;+rfO{ xf]. s[lifsf] cfw'lgsL/0f / Joj;foLs/0fsf] gfddf Land
Grabbingx'g] / l;w} s[lifdf j}b]lzs nufgLsf] kl/sNkgfn] g]kfnL ls;fgsf] lj:yfkg
x'g] qmdzM ls;fg >ldsdf kl/jt{g x'g] / g]kfn ;'s'Daf;L / a]/f]huf/x?sf] ynf]sf]
aGb} hfg ;Sg] vt/ftkm{ x]Ssf /fVg} kb{5 .
vfBfGgsf] cfk"lt{ ;'k/dfs{]6af6 ul/g] sf]/f sNkgf g]kfnsf] ef}uf]lns
ljljwtf, hnjfo' / df};dsf] ljljwtfn] cg'dlt glbg] s'/ftkm{ klg s[lif ljsf;
dGqfnosf] Wofg hfg} kb{5 . s[lif /0fgLlt g]kfn / g]kfnLsf] df}lns klxrfg, uf}/j,
;fdflhs Gofo, hLljsf / vfB ;'/Iff, /f]huf/L / a}b]lzs d'›f cfh{g ug{] k|d'v ;|f]t
ePsf]n] of] /0fgLltsf] k'g;{+/rgf ug{' cfjZos 5 eGg] s'/fdf k'gM oxfF hf]8 lbg'
;fGble{s b]lvPsf] 5.
s[lif ljsf; /0fgLltsf cg]sg ;sf/fTds kIf x'Fbf x'Fb} klg o;sf s]lx nIo
/ k|If]k0f oyfy{tf eGbf dfly / dxTjsf+IfL b]lvG5g. ;g\ @)@@ ;Dddf b]znfO{
cNkljsl;taf6 ljsf;f]Gd'v d'n's agfpg] h'g kl/sNkgf ul/Psf] 5, To;nfO{
;fsf/ ?k lbg s[lifsf] of]ubfg slt x'g' kg{] xf] < b[li6sf]0f, p2]Zo, /0fgLlt /
sfo{qmdaLr Ps?ktf s;/L sfod ug{] < o;df u}/;/sf/L ;+:yfsf] k|ltlglwTj /
;xeflutf s;/L u/fpg] < /0fgLltdf bftfx?sf] k|ToIf k|efj g]kfnsf] s[lif cg's"n
x'g ;S5 ls ;Sb}g < eGg] k|Zgx? v8f ePsf 5g\ . bftfdf cfl>t /0fgLlt
sfof{Gjogdf ;/sf/L k|ltj4tfsf] cefj /x]sf] b]lvG5 eg] jLpjLhg pBf]u
:yfkgfsf] ljifo, sL6gfzs cf}iflw / /f;folgs dnsf] k|lts"n c;/sf] ljZn]if0f
;d]t o;n] ug{ ;s]sf] b]lv+b}g .
s[lif jg / s[lif ko{6gnfO{ ;Fu} nfg], ;"rgf/tYofÍ cBfjlws ug{ gofF
tYofÍsf] k|of]u s;/L ePsf] 5 < s[lif / jg aLrsf] cGt/;DaGw s] xf] < hnjfo'
kl/jt{gaf6 s[lifdf kg{] c;/, kfl/jfl/s v]tL dfkm{t vfBfGgdf cfTd lge{/ x'g ;Sg]
cj:yf 5, 5}g < of] s'/f /0fgLltn] :ki6 u/]sf] b]lv+b}g.
s[lifdf >d zlQm a9fpg] / j}b]lzs /f]huf/Ldf hfg]nfO{ s[lif k]zfdf cfslif{t
ug{ k|f]T;fxg ug{] 7f]; / sfdofjL k|:tfj klg k|:t't ePsf] kfOb}g . To;}u/L df6f]sf]
pkrf/, h}ljs v]tL / o;sf] nflu If]q lgwf{/0f, s[ifssf] clwsf/, pTkfbsTj a9fpg]
e"ld;'wf/, e"ldsf] :jfldTj, e"–pkof]u gLltsf] sfof{Gjog / l;dfGts[t ls;fgsf]
;Daf]wg, 7"nf s[lifsf] ;+/rgf cg';f/sf] e"ld pknAw u/fpg] ljifo, pAhfp e"ldsf]
;+/If0f / hUuf afFemf] /fVg gkfpg] Joj:yf, s[lifdf ;dfj]zL, dlxnfsf] ;+nUgtf,
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klxrfg / d"No >[Înfsf] ;+oGqsf ljifonfO{ klg /0fgLltn] ;Gtf]ifhgs pQ/ lbg
;s]sf] kfOb}g.
oBlk g]kfndf s[lif pTkfbgdf oy]i6 ;Defjgf 5 / /0fgLltn] tL ;+efjgfnfO{
phfu/ ug{ dxTjk"0f{ e"ldsf v]Ng] ck]Iff ul/Psf] 5 . Go"g nufgLsf] s[lif
cg';Gwfg,ls;fgnfO{ hf]8\g] k|efjsf/L ;+oGqsf] cefj, l;+rfO{sf] Go"g pknJwtf,
dn, ljp nufotsf d'Vo ;fdu|L / k"jf{wf/sf] ;Lldt pknJwtf nufotsf sf/0fn]
ubf{ pTkfbsTj :t/ / j[l4 Go"g 5. vfBfGg / s[lif ;fdu|Lsf] lgof{tdf j[l4 / cfoft
k|lt:yfkg x'g ;s]sf] 5}g. tyflk oL ;DefJotfsf] vf]hL / r'gf}ltsf] ;+af]wg ug{
/0fgLltn] kof{Kt cfwf/ lbg]5 eGg] ck]Iff ug{ ;lsG5.
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g]kfnsf] ;du| s[lif ljsf;sf] nflu s[lif ljsf; /0fgLlt cfjZos lyof] / l7s
;dodf ag] tfklg of] cfkm}df k"0f{ b:tfj]h eg] xf]O{g. s]xL sdL sdhf]/Lx¿
ePtfklg o;n] g]kfnsf] s[lif ljsf;sf] nflu Pp6f jf6f] eg] b]vfpg] 5. /0fgLltsf]
d:of}bf lgdf{0fsf] k|f/lDes r/0fdf ls;fg nufot /fhgLlts txdf cfjZos
5nkmn geP klg ls;fg k|ltlglwx?, sfof{Gjog ug{] lgsfo / cGo ;/f]sf/jfnfsf]
;xeflutfdf /0fgLlt tof/ ePsf] b]lvG5. gLlt lgdf{0fdf ;+;b / ;+;bLo ;ldltsf]
rf;f] /xg'k5{ / gLlt tyf /0fgLltdf ;+;bn] ckgTj lng' kb{5 / of] ckl/xfo{ 5
eGg] 7fg]/ s[lif tyf hn;|f]t ;ldltn] s[lif ljsf; /0fgLltnfO{ 5nkmndf NofPsf] xf]
. ;+;b / ;+;bLo ;ldltn] gLlt lgdf{0fdf ckgTj lnP kZrft\ o:tf gLlt cGtu{t
aGg] P]g sfg"g lgdf{0fdf ;xhtf k|fKt x'g] / ;'emfjaf6 gLlt sfo{Gjogdf ;d]t
;/sf/nfO{ ;xhtf k|fKt x'g]5.
/0fgLltdf s]lx ciki6tf /x]tfklg o;n] s[lif If]qsf] ljsf;sf cfwf/, s[lif
If]qn] ef]u]sf ;d:of tyf ljutsf] bL3{sfnLg s[lif of]hgf sfof{Gjogdf b]vf k/]sf
;d:of s]nfpg] sf]lz; u/]sf] 5. ljutsf] c;kmntf bf]xf]l/g glbg ;ts{tfsf pkfo
klg vf]h]sf] 5. ;d:ofsf] s]xL xb;Dd a:t'ut ljZn]if0f ug{ ;kmn ePsf] 5 .
o;n] ;du| s[lif ljsf;sf] vfsf k|:t't ug{] k|oTg ub{} ls;fg clwsf/sf] k|:tfjnfO{
cufl8 NofPsf] b]lvG5 . t/ o;sf] ;du| k|:t'tLdf pRr nugLsf] cfzf ul/Psf] 5 .
;fgf ls;fgsf] s[lif ?kfGt/0f ug{ o; b:tfj]hnfO{ k"0f{tf lbg'kg{] s]lx cfjZostfx¿
klg 5g. tL cfjZostfx¿ nfO{ ;doqmd;+u} kl/dfh{g / k'g/fjnf]sg ug{'kb{5.
of] b:tfj]hnfO{ ultzLn / hLjGt b:tfj]hsf] ?kdf cufl8 j9fpg'kb{5 .
d:of}bfdf s[lif ljsf; /0fgLltsf] b"/b[li6, p2]Zo, /0fgLlt / k|:tfljt sfo{qmdjLr
;fdGhZotf b]lvb}g . o;sf nflu k|:t't ;'emfjx?sf] uDeL/ cWoog / d:of}bfsf]
dl;gf] lr/kmf/ ug{ cfjZos 5 . ;fy} o;df k|If]lkt pknlAwnfO{ Jojxfl/s agfpg
clxn] s[lif If]qdf b]vf k/]sf dxTjk"0f{ kl/jlt{t cfofdx? h:t} cfGtl/s tyf afXo
a;fO{ ;/fO{, hnjfo' d}qL s[lif / vfB tyf kf]if0f ;'/Iff,cGo d'n's;Fusf] Jofkf/
;Demf}tf h:tf ;+j]bgzLn kIfx?sf] j:t'lgi6 ljZn]if0f h¿/L 5.
s[lif ljsf; /0fgLlt jx' dGqfno, jx' ;/f]sf/ ;+3, ;+:yf ;+nUg ePsf] /
;j}n] ldn]/ sfof{Gjog ug'{ kg]{ ljifo ePsf]n] o;sf] ;dGjo / k|efjsf/L
sfof{Gjogsf] ;jfn of] b:tfa]hsf] ;aeGbf sdhf]/ kIf b]lvG5 .cfufdL @) aif{sf]
g]kfnsf] s[lif If]qsf] ljsf;df o; /0fgLltn] g} dfu{lgb{]zg ug{] / P]g, lgod, ah]6 /
sfo{qmd ;d]tdf dxTjk"0f{ k|efj kfg{] ePsf]n] klg o;sf] ;kmn sfo{Gjogsf nflu
of] /0fgLlt lgdf{0f ;+u} sfo{Gjogdf ;DalGwt ;j} lgsfosf] rf;f] tyf ;xeflutf /
/fhgLlts :jfldTjsf] h¿/L 5 .
of] b:tfj]hdf kl/sNkgf u/]sf] k|fjwfgaf6 dfq of] /0fgLlt sfof{Gjog ug{] xf]
eg] of] csf]{ bL3{sfnLg s[lif gLltsf] c;kmntfsf] Oltxf; aGg ;Sg] ePsf]n] s[lifsf]
dxTj / o;n] u/]sf kl/nlIft kfFr lkn/ / o;sf] ck]Iff k"/f ug{ s[lif ljsf;
dGqfnosf] :t/ j[l4 ug{ / dfgj ;+;fwgsf] ljsf; / Ifdtf clej[l4 ckl/xfo{ 5. of]
/0fgLlt sfof{Gjogsf nflu cGtd{Gqfno ;dGjosf] ctL dxTj /x]sf] x'Fbf o;sf]
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sfof{Gjogsf] g]t[Tj k|wfgdGqL jf pkk|wfgdGqLn] g} lng'kb{5 eGg] ;ldltsf] egfO{
/x]sf] 5 .
j}b]lzs ;xof]u -cg'bfg / C0f_ lng' xfd|f] jfWotf / jt{dfg ljsf;sf] df]8]n
ePsf] 5 . t/ bft[ ;+:yfx?sf] cg'bfg tyf C0f ;xof]usf df]8]nx? cTolws zt{
;lxt C0fLx?sf] clwsf/ dflysf] ck|ToIf x:tIf]k / ;/sf/sf] e"ldsfnfO{ sdhf]/
agfpg] vfnsf] b]lvPsf] 5 . bftfx?af6 cfPsf ;a} zt{ :jLsf/ u/L a}b]lzs
;xfotf :jLsf/ ug{] / bf]if c?nfO{ kG5fpg] k|j[lt ;d]t ljBdfg 5 . s'g} klg
j}b]lzs ;xfotf :jLsf/ ubf{ xfdL cfkm}+n] Joj:yfkg ug{ kfpg] tyf cfˆgf] lxt /
clwsf/ ;'lglZrt ub{} k/fdz{bftf vr{ cfof]hgfsf] s'n nfutsf] b'O{ k|ltzteGbf
a9fpg gkfOg] u/L dfq :jLsf/ ug{] k4lt a;fNg' kb{5 .
/0fgLlt lgdf{0fsf] k|f/lDes r/0fdf 5'6]sf ;/f]sf/jfnf lgsfo / ls;fgsf]
;xeflutf x'g ;sf]; / 5'6]sf ljifox¿ ;d]t ;d]l6g ;s'g, /fhgLlts bn nufot
;j}sf] ckgTj xf]; / sltko ;+/rgfut kl/jt{g, sfg"g kl/dfh{g / ;|f]t ;fwg
Joj:yfkgsf] s'/fdf ;d]t :ki6tf x'g ;sf]; / o;sf] ;kmn sfo{Gjog x'g ;sf];
eGg] Wo]on] ;ldltn] 5nkmn u/]sf] xf]. s[lif ljsf; /0fgLltsf] ;kmn sfo{Gjogsf
nflu /0fgLlt lgdf{0f k|s[ofb]lv sfof{Gjogtx;Dd ;/f]sf/jfnf lgsfosf] ;+nUgtf,
k|ltj4tf, sfo{of]hgf / ;dGjosf] vfFrf] /xG5. ;ldltn] /fv]sf] rf;f] / 5nkmnn]
o;tkm{ ;j}sf] Wofg s]lG›t ePsf] 5 / ;/sf/n] ;ldltn] l;kmfl/; u/]sf ;'emfjnfO{
dxTjsf ;fy lnO{ /0fgLltdf cfjZos kl/dfh{g ;lxt sfof{Gjog txdf n}hfg]5
eGg] ljZjf; ;ldltn] lnPsf] 5 .
;ldltn] of] b:tfj]hnfO{ sfuhdf dfq l;ldt /xg lbg] 5}g. ;ldltn]
glhsjf6 /0fgLlt sfof{Gjogsf] cj:yf x]g{] 5. k|To]s ltg dlxgfdf o;sf]
sfof{Gjogsf] k|ultsf] cj:yfsf jf/]df s[lif ljsf; dGqfnon] clgjfo{ ?kdf
;ldltdf hfgsf/L u/fpg'kg{] 5 / ;ldltn] cfjZostf cg';f/ ;/f]sf/jfnf
lgsfonfO{ af]nfO{ 5nkmn ug{]5. o;n] ;DalGwt lgsfonfO{ yk hjfkmb]xL / lhDd]jf/
jgfpg] 5 / /0fgLltsf] ;kmn sfo{Gjog x'g]5 eGg] ljZjf; ;ldltn] /fv]sf] 5.
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;'emfj
;f]r(Vision) s[lif ljsf; /0fgLltsf] k|:tfjgfdf æls;fgsf] ;Dd[4L, u|fdL0f
cf}Bf]uLs/0fsf] cfwf/ s[lif If]qsf] ;du| ljsf; ;lxt vfB
;Dk|e'tfÆ eGg] ljifo ;dj]z ul/ kl/dfh{g ug{].
;}4flGts
 s[lif ljsf; /0fgLltsf] ;}4flGts cjwf/0ff vfB ;'/Iff,
cjwf/0ffdf
vfB clwsf/ / vfB ;Dk|e'tf dWo] s'g xf] :k:6 ?kdf
k|i6tf
vfB ;'/Iff, vfB clwsf/ / vfB ;Dk|e'tfnfO{ kl/eflift
ug{].
 vfB ;Dk|e'tfsf] b[li6sf]0faf6 s]xL yk nIo, of]hgf /
sfo{qmd yk ug{'kg{]. vfB ;'/IffnfO{ kof{Kt ¿kdf
;Daf]wg ug{'kg{].
 /0fgLlt jgfpFbf hn, hËn / hldgsf] cGt/;DaGwnfO{
;Daf]wg ul/ s[lif ljsf;sf] cleGg cË jgfpg'kg{].
 s[lif pTkfbg;+u ;DalGwt ls;fg, hldg, l;+rfO{, dn,
ljp, cfw'lgs k|lalw, s[lif k|;f/ ;]jf, s[lif k"jf{wf/,
pTkflbt j:t'sf] e08f/0f, d"No >[Înf, ahf/sf]
;'lglZrttf / s[ifsnfO{ lbg] cg'bfg / ljQLo ;]jfsf]
;xhtfsf] ljifodf /0fgLltdf k|i6 Joj:yf x'g'kg{] .
 j}b]lzs ;|f]t kl/rfng-s'g s'g If]qdf s;/L_sf ljifodf
k|i6 x'g'kg{].
sfo{lbzf
g]kfnsf] ;du| s[lif ljsf;sf nflu jt{dfg kl/l:yltsf]
cfwf/df vfBd'vL / t'ngfTds nfesf] s[lif pkhsf]
Joj;flos k|j4{gsf] nflu yk :ki6 j]Unf j]Un} sfo{lbzf to
ug{]. o;f] ubf{M
s= vfBd'vL s[lifsf nflu ;fgf ls;fgdf cfwfl/t
cfTdlge{/ s[lif k|0ffnL / oL ls;fgnfO{ lbg] ;]jf tyf
nufgLsf] a]Un} t/ yk :ki6 vfsf tof/ ul/g'kg{].
v=t'ngfTds nfesf nflu s[lif pkh tyf gub]jfnLsf]
Joj;flos k|j4{g ug{], ls;fg / s[lif pBdsf nflu j]Un}
nufgL tyf ;]jfsf] /0fgLlts k|:tfj tof/ ug{].
s[lif pTkfbg  Pl8P;n] g]kfnnfO{ s[lif If]qdf % k|ltzt a[l4 cfjZos 5
/ pTkfbsTj
eg]sf] 5. P8LP;n] a9]sf] s[lif pTkfbsTjn] g]kfnnfO{
j[l4
s;/L cljsl;t /fi6«af6 lasf;f]Gd'v /fi6«df k'Ug] nIodf
d2t u5{ eGg] b]vfpg' cfjZos 5.
 v]tLsf] tl/sfdf ;'wf/ ug{ ;fd'lxs v]tL, s/f/ v]tL jf
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yk ug{].
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 pTkfbgsf ;fwgx¿df ;xh, ;/n / ;'ne kx'Fr x'g'kg{],
o; cg';f/ pTkfbgsf ;fwgdf lbO{g] cg'bfg, s[lif k|;f/
;]jfsf] lj:tf/ / k|efjsfl/tf h:tf ljifonfO{ :ki6;+u
n]Vg'kg{].
 pTkflbt s[lif pkhsf] e08f/0f, k|zf]wg, ahf/Ls/0f /
cfjZostf / pknJwtf cg';f/ lgsf;L k|j4{g ug{
ckgfpg'kg{] pkfosf jf/]df :ki6 x'g'kg{].
nufgL
/  s[lif ljsf; /0fgLlt sfof{Gjogsf] txdf nufgLsf] k|Zg
sfof{Gjog
k]lrnf] ?kdf /x]sf] 5 . ljutsf s[lif ljsf;
gLlt÷/0fgLlt sfof{Gjog ubf{ nufgLdf b]lvPsf]
ckof{Kttfsf] cGTo ub{} kof{Kt nufgLsf] cfwf/ / To;sf]
plrt Joj:yfkg ;'lglZrt ug{] .
 s[lif ljsf; /0fgLlt sfo{Gjogdf ah]6 Joj:yfkg
nufotdf cy{ dGqfnosf] dxTjk"0f{ e"ldsf /xG5. To;}n]
cGo ;/f]sf/jfnf dGqfno h:t} cy{ dGqfnonfO{ klg
Key Actorsf] ?kdf ;dfj]z ug{].
 s[ifsnfO{ C0f,cg'bfgdf ;/nLs/0f ug{'kg{], s[ifssf]
cgf}krfl/s nufgLnfO{ klg d"Nodf u0fgf ug{] / s[lif
kl/of]hgfsf] d"NofÍg ef/df %) k|ltzt / lwtf]df %)
k|ltzt sfod ul/ C0f k|jfx ug{] clgjfo{ Joj:yf ug{].
sfof{Gjog
 s[lif ljleGg ljwfx? ;d]6]sf] If]q xf]. To;}n] P8LP;
ug{] lgsfo
sfof{Gjog ug{] lgsfox¿ -dGqfnox?, :yfgLo tx /
ljrsf]
cfjZostf cg';f/ lghL If]q ;d]t_n] Pl8P;
;dGjo
/
sfof{Gjogdf ckgTj lng] u/L ;Da4 lgsfosf jLr
;xsfo{
;dGjo / ;xsfo{sf nflu aGg] ;+oGqnfO{ yk k|efjsf/L
agfpg] .
 P8LP;sf] nIo k|flKtsf nflu ljleGg lgsfosf] km/s
km/s lhDd]jf/L tf]lsPsf] 5 t/ sfof{Gjogsf] nflu ;+nUg
dGqfnox?sf] sfdsf] kl/lw :k:6 ¿ddf lrlqt ul/Psf]
5}g. dGqfnox¿sf] of]hgf / sfo{qmddf Ps?ktf Nofpb}
Pl8P; sfo{Gjogsf r/0fdf k'Ug' k'j{ g} ljleGg lgsfosf]
:ki6 e"ldsf ls6fg x'gkg{].
 P8LP;n] /0fgLlt sfo{Gjogsf nflu ljleGg ;+oGq lgdf{0f
ug{] k|:tfj u/]sf] 5. olt w]/} ;+oGqx? agfpFbf ;d]t
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sfof{Gjog c;kmn ePsf] v08df pQ/bfloTj s;n] lng]
pQ/bfloTjlng] lgsfosf] cefj b]lvG5. ctM hjfkmb]lxtf
s;sf] /xg] eGg] k|i6 :ki6 Joj:yf /flvg' kg]{ . k|wfgdGqL
jf pkk|wfgdGqLsf] g]t[Tjdf sfof{Gjogsf] g]t[Tj lng'kg{].of]
/0fgLlt sfof{Gjogsf nflu cGtd{Gqfno ;dGjosf] ctL
dxTj /x]sf] x'Fbf o;sf] sfof{Gjogsf] g]t[Tj k|wfgdGqL jf
pkk|wfgdGqLn] g} lng' kg]{ .
 xfd|f] h:tf] ef}uf]lns ljljwtf / ;fdflhs lje]b ePsf]
d'n'sdf s[lif ljsf; /0fgLltnfO{ sfof{Gjog ubf{ s]G› /
If]qdf eGbf :yfgLo txdf cyf{t s[ifssf] v]ltjf/Ldf
s]lG›t ul/g'kb{5. To;}n] :yfgLo lgsfonfO{ j}wflgs
;dGjosf] Joj:yf, d"NofÍg, cg'udg, ;xhLs/0f /
sfo{Gjogsf] glthf k|flKtsf] d"n lhDd]jf/ lgsfosf] ?kdf
Joj:yf ul/g'kg{].
 s[lif k|fljlwsnfO{ :yfgLo lgsfo dfkm{t kl/rfng ug{]
Joj:yf ug{] .
 d'n's ;+3Lo 9f+rfdf k|j]z u/]kZrft P8LP;sf] sfof{Gjog
s;/L ug{]< eGg] ;Gbe{df :ki6 x'g'kg{].
 cfˆgf] ;d'bfodf g]t[TjbfoL e"ldsf lgjf{x ul//x]sf
:yfgLo s[ifsx?nfO{ Psh'6 x'g / ls;fgsf] kIfdf cfˆgf]
ljrf/ / rf;f]x?nfO{ cl3 ;fg{ P8LP;n] k|f]T;flxt ug{]
gLlt cjnDjg ug{].
P8LP; 6«i6 P8LP; 6«:6 sf]ifnfO{ kf/bzL{ agfpg] / sf]ifdf ls;fgsf]
sf]if
pTkfbg j[l4 / Joj;foLs/0fsf nflu vr{ ug{] :ki6 Joj:yf
ug{] .
cg'udg,
 s[lif ljsf; /0fgLlt lgodg s;n] ug{] eGg] :k:6 5}g .
d'NofÍg tyf
s[lif ljsf; /0fgLltsf] th{'df b]lv sfof{Gjog tyf
lgodg
;'kl/j]If0fsf nflu s]lx ;+/rgfut Joj:yf u/]sf] ePklg
;du|df s[lif ljsf; dGqfnosf] dfq lhDd]jf/L b]lvG5.
ctM Pl8P;n] k|:tfj u/]sf] cg'udg gLlt, k|s[of /
;+/rgfnfO{ yk k|i6 / k|efjsf/L agfpg]. s[lif ljsf;
dGqfnon] gLlt / of]hgf lgdf{0f, ljQLo Aoa:yfkg /
;xhLs/0f ug{] . kl/of]hgf cg'udg tyf d"NofÍgsf] sfo{
:jtGq t];|f] kIf dfkm{t ug{] k|fjwfgnfO{ yk k|efjsf/L
agfO{ To;sf] l;kmfl/;df ;DalGwt lgsfonfO{ lhDd]jf/
jgfO{g'kg{]. cg'udgsf] nflu 5'§} jh]6 sf]8sf] Joj:yf
ul/g'kg{]
dfgj
P8LP;sf] k|efjsf/L sfo{Gjog ug{ dfgj ;+;fwg ljsf;/
;+;fwg
Ifdtf clej[l4nfO{ pRr k|fyldstf lbg'kg{].
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ljsf;
s[lif lzIff,  s[lif ljZjljBfno, ljBfno,k|lti7fg / s[lif cg';Gwfg
cg';Gwfg /
s]G›sf] :yfkgf / lj:tf/ ug{'kg{] . ljBfno tx b]lv g} s[lif
k|;f/
lzIffsf] Joj:yf ug{]. ef}uf]lns ?kdf ;r]t / ;+j]bgzLn
eP/ l;kd"ns / Joj;flos s[lif lzIff k|bfg ug{].
 s[lif lzIff, cg';Gwfg / s[lif k|;f/jLr cfk;L tfnd]n
;xof]u / ;dGjosf nflu lglZrt sfof{b]z ;lxtsf]
cGt/dGqfno ;+oGqsf] Joj:yf-lzIff / s[lif_ ug{'kg{]. s[lif
k|;f/sf nflu :yfgLo :t/df ljBfnox¿nfO{ s]G›ljGb'sf]
?kdf ljsf; ug{].
 cuf{lgs s[lif pkhsf] kmfO{bf, k|fËfl/s dnsf] k|of]u h:tf
ljifodf vf;ul/ dfWoflds txsf sIffx?df slDtdf
dlxgfdf Ps k6s s[lif ljz]if1åf/f ;r]tgf clej[l4 sIff
lng] Joj:yf ug{]. lzIfs tflnddf s[lifsf ljifo ;dfj]z
ug{].
 g]kfn s[lif cg';Gwfg kl/ifbn] ;]jfd"ns lx;fjdf k|ljlw
pknJw u/fpg'kg{]. kl/ifb / ljZjljBfno ljr ;dGjo
x'g'kg{].
 u'0f:t/Lo / Niche Productg} k|lt:kwf{Tds x'g] ePsf]n]
cg';Gwfg cflj:sf/ ug{] ls;fgnfO{ k|f]T;flxt ug{'kg{].
bLuf]
 s[lif ljsf;sf] nflu e'ld ;'wf/sf] ljifo dxTjk"0f{ 5 .
e"Joj:yfkg
g]kfnsf] s[lif hldgsf] hl6ntfnfO{ ;Daf]wg ug{ s[lif
/0fgLltn] e'ld;'wf/ dGqfno;+usf] ;dGjodf e"–pkof]u
tyf Joj:yfkg sfo{of]hgf /0fgLlt d} pNn]v ug{] . s[lif
If]qsf nflu hldgsf] k|of]u s;/L ug{] eGg] of]hgf th{'df
ug{].
 s[lif of]Uo hldg / cfjf;sf] cGof]Gofl>t ;DaGw 5, s[lif
k|of]hgsf] e"lddf al:t a9]sf]n] jl:t ljsf;nfO{ cfjf;
If]qdf dfq ;'Jojl:yt u/fpg' kg{] . e"–pkof]u gLlt nfu"
u/L s[lifof]Uo e"ldnfO{ ;'/lIft u/L s[lif e"lddf v]tL dfq
ug{] Joj:yf ldnfpg' kg{].
 e"ldxLg ls;fgx¿-d'Qm sd}of, d'Qm sDn/L, d'Qm xlnof,
x?jfr?jf, blnt tyf lk58fju{_x¿nfO{ ;'/lIft cfjf;sf]
Joj:yf ub{} s[lif If]qsf ;j} ;'ljwf ;lxt s/f/df hUuf
pknJw u/fpb} Joj;flos jgfpg] / hldg pknAw
u/fp+bf /fd|f] cg'udg / d'Nof+sgsf] Joj:yf ug{].
 s[lif pTkfbg / pTkfbsTj j[l4sf nflu s[lifdf nfUg] df]xL
ls;fgsf] e"ldsf pNn]vgLo 5. sfg'gt å}w :jfldTjsf]
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cGTo u/]klg sl/j $ nfv eGbf jl9 j]btf{jfnx¿
csf{sf] hUuf sdfO{ hLljsf]kfh{g ub{} cfPsf 5g . sfd
ug{] jf:tljs ls;fg hldgxLg eP/ s[lifsf] pTkfbsTj
j[l4 x'g ;Sb}g / ;fdflhs Gofo klg x'b}g. ctM pgLx¿sf]
dfunfO{ ;+jf]wg ug{] ul/ P8LP;df Joj:yf ug{].
k'j{ /fhkl/jf/, 7'nf e"ldklt, wfld{s k|lti7fg / u'7Lsf]
:jfldTjdf /x]sf] hldgsf] plrt Joj:yfkg ug{'kg{].
s[lifdf pTkfbg a[l4sf] dxTj"'0f{ kIf s[lif e"ldsf] rSnfjGbL
xf] . ;fd'bflos, ;xsf/L / lghL Joj;foL dfkm{t hldgsf]
rSnfjGbLsf] gLltut Joj:yf ul/ ;fd"lxs v]tL k|0ffnL
dfkm{t s[lifsf] Joj;foLs/0f ug{ rfxg]x?nfO{ lglZrt
;Ldf tf]sL s[lifsf] k"jf{wf/ ;/sf/ dfkm{t ljsf; ul/
klxnf] jif{ pTkfbg nfutsf] %) k|ltzt cg'bfgsf]
Joj:yf ug{] . o;sf] nflu cfjZos sfg'gL Joj:yf ug{] .
hldg jfFemf] /fVg gkfpg] s'/f s/ -Tax_n] dfq lgodg
x'g g;Sg] x'Fbf o;sf] nflu j}slNks Joj:yf ug{] .
l;+rfO{sf] ;Gbe{df Pl8P;n] lnPsf] nIo / cfly{s k|If]k0f
tyf To;sf nflu nfUg] nfut / sfo{k2lt Pj+ ;+/rgf /
l;+rfO{ dGqfno / ljefun] lbPsf] tYofÍ / nfutdf
tfnd]n b]lvb}g. of] lj/f]wfefifnfO{ tTsfn} ;dfwfg ul/
;dGjofTds 9+ujf6 sfo{qmdnfO{ cufl8 j9fpg'kg{].
k/Dk/fut :yfgLo / /}yfg] lap tyf ljhsf] ;'/Iff, ;+/If0f
/ k|a{wg ug{] . ;f]sf] nflu cu'jf ls;fgsf] ;+nUgtfdf
;xeflutfd'ns cg';Gwfgsf] Joj:yf ug{] . k]6]G6
clwsf/sf] ;'/Iff ug{] .
lap pTkfbgdf ;Da4 s[ifsx?nfO{ k|f]T;fxg ug{'kg{] /
To:tf s[ifsx?nfO{ ladfsf] ;'lawf pknAw u/fOg'kg{] .
;fy} lap pBf]usf] Joj:yf ul/ gLlh / ;xsf/L If]qnfO{
lap lahgsf] Joj;flos pTkfbg ug{ k|f]T;flxt ug{'kg{] .

k|fËfl/s s[lif  kxf8L e' efunfO{ k|fËfl/stkm{ pGd'v jgfpg s[ifsnfO{
cuf{lgs k|df0fLs/0f / sDkf]i6 dnsf] k|j4{gsf] nflu
cg'bfgsf] Joj:yf ug{'kg{] . 5'§} æcuf{gLs hf]gÆ sf] ljsf;
ul/ ks]6 Kofs]h Pk|f]rdf h}ljs pTkfbgnfO{ k|j4{g
ul/g'kg{] .
dnvfb
 a9\bf] hg;+VofnfO{ vfBfGg ;j{;'ne pknJw u/fpgsf]
nflu dnvfb dxTjk"0f{ ;fwg ePsfn] dnsf]
pknJwtfnfO{ ;xh / ;'ne agfpg'kg{] . clxn];Dd
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g]kfndf /f;folgs dnsf] sf/vfgf 5}g To;}n] /f;folgs
dnsf] sf/vfgf :yfkgf ug{] sfo{nfO{ k|fyldstfdf
/fVg'kg{].
e"–kof{j/0f ;+/If0f / df};d kl/jt{gsf] c;/nfO{ Go'lgs/0f
ug{] sfo{qmdx¿nfO{ sfof{Gjog ug{] of]hgf agfO{g'kg{].
jf9L klx/f]jf6 x'g] e"Ifo / k|fs[lts k|sf]knfO{ s;/L
Joj:yfkg ug{] eGg] s'/fdf Wofg lbg'kg{].
s[lif ljsf; ;DaGwL kl/of]hgfdf s[lif / jg tyf hldg /
kfgL aLrsf] ;DaGwnfO{ ;Daf]wg ub{} jg dGqfno / s[lif
ljsf; dGqfnon] ;fem]bf/L u/]/ hl8a'6L / ltgLx?sf]
Aoa;flos k|of]usf] k|j4{g ug{'kg{]. P8LP;n] jg pBf]usf]
ljsf;sf] laifodf ljz]ifu/L NTFPs sf] af/]df /fd|/L
;Daf]wg u/]sf] 5}g . To;}u/L o;n] Pu|f]—km/]:6«Lsf]
dxTjnfO{ phfu/ ug{af6 r's]sf] 5. oL ljifox?nfO
;+af]wg ug{ :ki6 sfo{lbzf to ug{'kg{].
s[lif u0fgf cBfjlws ul/ s[ifsx?nfO{ juL{s/0f ug{] /
kl/rokq k|bfg ul/ ;f]lx cfwf/df ls;fgnfO{ lbg] ;]jf
;'ljwf ;'lglZrt ug{]. ;/sf/n] s[ifsx?nfO{ lbO{/x]sf] ;]jf
/ ;'lawfsf] glhsaf6 cg'udg ul/ k|ult dfkg ul/g'kg{].
s[ifsx?nfO{ qm]l86 sf8{ pknAw u/fpg].
s[ifs dhb'/x?sf] nflu k]G;g sf]ifsf] Joj:yf ul/g'kg{].
s[lifdf cfwfl/t pBf]u btf{ ug{ ;/nLs/0f ul/
;x'lnotsf] Joj:yf ug{].
s[ifssf] juL{s/0f ul/ cfjZos /0fgLlt th{'df ug{'kg{]
cfTd lge{/ vfB ;'/Iffsf] Uof/]G6L ug{ k|lt PsfO{ hldgsf]
pTkfbsTj j9fpgsf nflu ;fgf ls;fgx?sf] s[lif
nfutdf %) k|ltzt cg'bfgsf] Joj:yf ug{].
jhf/nfO{ :yfgLo lgsfoaf6 Joj:yfkg / cg'udg ug{
sfo{ljlw agfpg] k|:tfj ug{]. b'u{d If]qdf s[lifhGo ;fdfu|L
9'jfgLdf ls;fgnfO{ cg'bfgsf] Joj:yf ug{].
k|To]s uflj;df Pp6f ;xsf/L ahf/, ;+sng / ljt/0f
s]G› :yfkgf ug{] . s[lif Aoa;fo ;'? ug{ OR5's s[ifsx?n]
pks/0f / sRrf kbfy{df cg'bfg kfpg] Joj:yf ug{].
df};dL a]/f]huf/L ls;fgnfO{ vfnL ;dodf ;d]t /f]huf/L
agfpg]tkm{ /0fgLltn] Wofg lbg'kg{]. s[lifdf dlxnfsf]
of]ubfgsf] plrt d"NofÍg ub{} dlxnf ls;fgsf] klxrfg,
e"lddf :jfldTj / s[lif ;'ljwfdf ljz]if k|fyldstf lbg].
s[lif Joj;fo ljsf;sf] ;fy;fy} laz]if jfnL, :yfg /
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afnL ;+/If0f
tyf
s[lif
ko{6g

@!

lzte08f/

@@

vfB :jR5tf
/
u'0f:t/

@#

Ps 3/ Ps
au}rf

@$

jf}l4s
;DklQ

;+efJo vt/fsf] nflu gofF gd"gf ljdf of]hgf th{'df ug{
Joj;flos ljdfstf{nfO{ sf]if pknAw u/fpg].
 ljdf;+u ;Da4 vt/fx? pRr ePsf] / ljdf ug{] plrt
dfWod gagfP;Dd Joj;foLs/0f ;Dea gx'g] x'Fbf ljdfdf
gLlh If]qsf] nufgL ;xhLs/0f ug{ ;/sf/n] klxn] pRr
d"No If]qdf gd"gf ladf of]hgf ;+rfng ug{] / kl5 cGo
If]qdf cg'z/0f ug{].
 /0fgLltn] d"No >[vnfnfO{ k|fyldstf lbP klg ;Lldt
u/]sf] 5 . P8LP;n] kmnkm'n, km"n v]tL, d;nfhGo a:t',
df}/Lkfng, dT:okfng, / kf]N6«Ldf sd Wofg lbPsf] 5 . t/
oL a:t'x? kof{j/0fLo, kf}li6s, cfoft k|lt:yfkg Pj+
lgof{t k|j4{g / /f]huf/Lsf] lx;fan] dxTjk"0f{ ePsf]n] d"No
>[ªvnfdf ;dfa]z ug{ pko'Qm x'g] .
 nf]kf]Gd'v afnLx?nfO{ ;+/If0f / k|j4{g ug{].
 ljZjsf d"Nojfg hl8j'6L ofrf{u'Daf, u'RrL Rofp,
agn;'g, ;t'jf, h6fd;L, nf]7;Nnf / lr/fOtf] cflbsf]
Joj;flos v]tL / k|ljlwsf] ljsf; ug{]. o; afx]s
sfu'gf], sf]bf], kmfk/ / hf} nufotsf afnLx?sf]
;+/If0fn]s[lif ko{6gdf cfsif{0f a9fpg ;Sg] x'Fbf :yfgLo
vfBj:t'sf] d"No >[ÎnfnfO{ ;'wf/ ug]{. .
 s[lif ko{6gnfO{ Wofgdf /fVb} ljljw ef}uf]lns :yfgdf
pTkfbg x'g] :yfgLo vfBfGgnfO{ pGgt agfpg] / :yfgLo
vfB kl/sf/sf] ljljwtfsf] ljsf; / lj:tf/ ug{'kg{].
 ljZjsf] pRrtd :yfgdf pTkfbg x'g] df;L{ k|hfltsf] wfg
nufot s[lif afnL x?sf] ;+/If0f ljsf; / lj:tf/ ug{].
 pTkfbgsf cfwf/df pko'Qm 7fFpdf lzte08f/ lgdf{0f ug{]
Joj:yf ldnfpg].
 xfn /x]sf vfB u'0f:t/ dfkg ug{] k|of]uzfnfx?sf]
:t/f]Gglt ul/g'kg{]. ;'b[9 / u'0f:t/o'Qm df;'sfnflu
awzfnf tyf df;' lg/LIf0f ug{ ag]sf] P]gsf] oyfzL3|
sfof{Gjog ul/g'kg{].
df};d cg';f/ a9L pTkfbg x'g] Ps kmnkm"n v]tL / cGg
jfnLnfO{ d'Vo afnL agfO{ ;f]xL cg';f/ au}+rfsf] Joj:yf u/L
Ps 3/ Ps au}+rfsf] Joj:yf ug{'kg{] .
g]kfndf af}l4s ;Dkltsf] clwsf/sf]nflu sfg"g th{'df
ul/Psf] eP tfklg To; sfg'gn] afnL ;+/If0f tyf kof{j/0fLo
;'/IffnfO{ ;d]6\g ;s]sf] 5}g. s[lif If]qsf] Joj;foLs/0fsf]
nflu af}l4s ;Dkltsf] ;+/If0f cfjZos /x]sf]n] s[lif
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dGqfnon] pBf]u dGqfno;+u ;dGjo ul/ af}l4s
;Dkltdflysf] clwsf/af/] :k:6 x'g'kg{].
 ljleGg r/0fdf ePsf 5nkmn tyf ;'emfjx? cg';"rLdf
5g\ To;nfO{ cfjZostf cg';f/ d:of}bf /0fgLltdf
;dfj]z ug{' ug{].
 g]kfn ;/sf/jf6 agfpg] h'g;'s} gLlt, /0fgLlt /
lnvtx¿ g]kfnL efiffdf ;j}n] a'‰g] ul/ agfpg' kg{] .
 h'g;'s} gLlt÷/0fgLlt th{'df ubf{ ;+;b jf ljifout
;+;bLo ;ldltdf 5nkmn u/fpg] / hgk|ltlglwx¿sf] /fo
lnO{ gLlt lgdf{0f ug{' kg{] . h;sf sf/0f P]g lgod
lgdf{0fdf ;d]t ;xhtf x'g;S5 .

SUGGESTIONS REPORT FROM NATIONAL PLANNING COMMISSION

k|:tfljt s[lif ljsf; /0fgLlt(ADS) sf] clGtd k|ltj]bg dfly /fo ;'emfa
-/fli6«o of]hgf cfof]u_
b]zsf] s"n ufx{:y pTkfbgsf] Ps ltxfO{ eGbf a9L s[lif If]qaf6 k|fKt x'g] /
sl/a b'O{ ltxfO{ hg;+Vof lhljsf tyf /f]huf/Lsf] nflu o; If]qd} lge{/ /xg]
ePsf]n] s[lif If]qnfO{ g]kfnsf] cy{tGqsf] d'Vo cjojsf] ?kdf lng ;lsG5 .
g]kfnsf] cGtl/d ;+lawfg, @)^# n] ;d]t vfB ;+k|e"tfnfO{ df}lns xssf] ?kdf
:yflkt ul/;s]sf] / s[lifnfO{ pBf]usf] ?kdf :yflkt ug]{ gLlt ;d]t c+uLsf/
ul/;s]sf]n] o; If]qsf] dxTj cem} clej[l4 eO/x]sf] 5 . cGt//fli6«o :t/df vfB
kbfy{x?df e}/x]sf] d"No j[l4, pTkfbgzLn hgzlQmsf] b}lgs ljb]lzg] qmdsf]
a9f]Q/Ln] s[lif If]qdf >d zlQmsf] cefj x'b} uPsf] jt{dfg cj:yf, hnjfo'
kl/jt{gsf] gsf/fTds k|efj h:tf xfn b]lvPsf 68\sf/f] r'gf}tLx?sf] ;fdgf ub{}
b]zsf] ef}uf]lns kl/j]z cg'snsf] pGgt aLp ljhg / k|lalw,s[lif pBdL / ;LdfGt
s[ifsju{sf] rfxgf, ;x;|fAbL ljsf; nIox?, s[lif tyf kz'k+IfLhGo pTkfbgdf
Joj;foLs/0f h:tf dxTjk"0f{ kIfx?nfO{ cfTd;ft ub}{ s[lif k]zfnfO{ ;Ddfghgs
agfO{ cfo tyf /f]huf/L ;[hgf, ul/aL Go"gLs/0f, lbuf] / ;Gt'lnt ljsf;, vfB tyf
kf]if0f ;'/Iff / cfly{s ?kfGt/0fdf s[lif If]qsf] of]ubfg a9fpg] nIo k|fKtLsf]
dxTjk"0f{ cf}hf/sf] ?kdf ;dofg's'n s[lif ljsf;sf] /0fgLlt xfnsf] Ps 68\sf/f]
cfjZostfsf] ?kdf /x]sf] 5 .
o;} ;Gbe{df, s[lif ljsf; d+qfno tyf /fli6«o ls;fg ;~hfnsf] ;xsfo{df
ljleGg /fli6«o ÷ cGt/fli6«o ;+:yf÷;+u7gx?sf] ;xof]udf lgld{t @) jif]{ /0fgLlts
of]hgfsf] k|:tfjn] s[lif If]qsf] ljutnfO{ /fd|/L s]nfPsf] 5 eg] at{dfg cj:yfsf]
uxg ljZn]if0f u/]/ eljiosf] ;xL dfu{ lrq0f ug{ pNn]Vo k|ofz u/]sf] b]lvG5 .
k|:tfj lgdf{0fdf ;+nUg ;a}sf] OdfGbf/ k|ofz / ;xsfo{af6 xfd|f] h:tf] s[lif
k|wfg b]zsf hgtfx?sf] hLjgsf] k|d'v cfwf/ If]qsf] ?kdf /x]sf] s[lif xfn s'g
w/ftndf 5 / o; If]qsf] ljsf; tyf lj:tf/af6 g]kfnLx?sf] hLjg:t/ pRr
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agfpg efjL lbgx?df clVtof/ ug'{kg]{ af6f] b]vfpg] plrt k|oTg ePsf] s'/fdf
b'O{dt 5}g . /0fgLltn] cfufdL @) jif{df s[lif If]qsf] ;+/rgfdf Aofks kl/jt{g NofO{
s[lif / ;Da4 cGo If]qx?aLrsf] ;'b[9 ;dGjoaf6 u|fdL0f ul/aL lgaf/0fsf] ck]Iff
;d]t u/]sf] 5, h'g cfkm}df ;x|fgLo kIf xf] .
/fo ;'emfjsf] nflu k|ltj]bgsf] k|:tfj k|fKt ePkl5 /fli6«o of]hgf cfof]u
leq tyf aflx/sf ;DalGwt If]qsf hflgkmsf/ tyf ljåfgx?;+usf] lnlvt tyf
df}lvs ;Nnfx / cGt/lqmof ;d]tsf] cfwf/df s[lif ljsf; /0fgLltnfO{ c+em kl/is[t,
k|efjsf/L tyf p2]Zof]Gd'v agfp+g b]xfo adf]lhdsf /fo,;'emfjx? k]z ul/Psf] 5 M–
नीतिगि सवाल










;dofg's"nsf] s[lif ljsf; gLlt nfu' u/L ;f] sf] ;kmn sfof{Gjog dfkm{t\ ck]lIft
pknAwL xf+l;n ug{sf] nflu gLlt cfpg' k"j{sf] cj:yf / ljBdfg-xfnsf]_cj:yf aLr
s] s:tf] Gap/x]sf] 5 ;f] ;DaGwdf uxg laZn]if0f u/]sf] v08df gLlt c+em a9L
k|efjsf/L / kmnbfoL x'g] b]lvG5 . o; b[li6n] x]bf{ s[lif If]qdf p2]Zo k"lt{df afws
/x]sf /x]sf vf; ;d:ofx? s] s] ;f] sf] ;xL klxrfg ug{ ;s]df efjL lbgx?df
To:tf ;d:ofx?af6 ;xh pGd'lQm kfpFg ;lsG5 .
s'g} klg gofF gLlt cjnDag ubf{ gLltsf] cfjZostfnfO{ k|fyldstfqmddf cufl8
/fVbf qmda4tf b]lvg] ePsf]n] æADS sf] cfaZostfÆ sf] af/]df klg clGtddf
geP/ z'?df pNn]v ubf{ pko'Qm b]lvg] x'G5 . ;fy} ADS xfd|f] b]zsf] s[lif If]qsf]
pTyfg / ljsf;sf] nflu Pp6f e/kbf]{ dfu{bz{g ePsf]n] o;nfO{ Project sf]
?kdf geO{ jf:tljs Strategic Document sf] ?kdf :yflkt ug]{tkm{ Wofg
s]lGb|t ul/g'kg]{ b]lvG5 .
/0fgLltdf ;/sf/, lglh If]q tyf cGo ;/f]sf/jfnx?sf] nufgL xfn s'g s'g If]qdf
slt slt /x]sf] cfufdL cjlwdf s'g If]qdf slt–slt k|ltzt x'g'kg]{ xf] ;f] ;DaGwL
:ki6 ?kdf pNn]v ubf{ nufgLstf{ / :jo+ ;/sf/sf] tkm{af6 ;d]t plrt ;dodf
7f]; lg0f{o ug{ d2t k'Ug hfg] b]lvG5 .
gLltdf /x]sf] s]xL afSof+zx?df b]xfo adf]lhd yk36 ubf{ yk k|efjsf/L x'g]
b]lvPsf]n] /fo k]z ul/Psf] 5 M
Visionsf] clGtd afSof+zsf] k5fl8Situation and Food SovereigntyyKg'kg]{,
StrategicFrameworkOf the ADSsf] g+= ! df Increase agricultural productivity
and Production/flvg'kg]{ / ;f]xL tflnsfsf] g+=! df /flvPsf] Food and
NutritionSecuritysf] k5fl8 and Food SovereigntyyKg'kg]{,

 Prominent

Issueको

पहिलोको

atभन्दा

पछि

Higher

and

wider

levelथप्नुपने;fy}सोिी Boxको अन्न्िममा दे िायका बुुँदािरु थप्नुपने M–

 Support from other relevant stakeholders
 Stability of agri commodity prices.
 Terade Inbalance Issues.
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 Issues discussed and agreed with National Peasant Coalition मा Minimum

support priceको कछि Possibilityि र सो सम्बन्धमा िालसम्म दे खिएको
Practiceकस्िो ि त्यो विषयमापयााप्ि बश्लेषणगररनुपने दे खिन्ि। साथै नीछि मार्ाि ्
ककवष क्षेत्रको व्यिसाछयकरण गना र आयाि प्रछिसथापन गनाको लागग Cosmetic
Commodity मा प्रयोग िुने कृवष उत्पादनको पहिचान गरी सो को विस्िार गने िर्ा
स्पष्ट सोच ADSमा दे खिनप
ु िा ।

 कृवष उत्पादन र उत्पादकत्ि बढाई रोजगारीमा अभभिवृ ि गने र गररबी न्यन
ू ीकरण गने
ध्येयको

प्रान्प्िको

लागग

छनरन्िर

भइरिे को

िनजंगलको

विनाश

र

पशप
ु ालक

कृषकिरुको संख्यामा आइरिे को गगरािटलाई कसरी संबोधन र उगचि ब्यिस्थापन गना
सककन्ि सो सम्बन्धमा नीछिले प्रभािकारी कायाक्रमिरु समाविष्ट गना सक्नप
ु दा ि ।

 /0fgLltn] k5fl8 k/]sf ju{ / If]qnfO{ ;+jf]wg ug'{kb{5, h;af6 pgLx?sf]
Ownership / Accountabilityb'a} kIfdf clea[l4 eO{ s[lif If]qsf] ljsf;df 6]jf
k'Ug hfG5।
िथ्ाांक सम्बन्धी सवाल

 िथयांक एउटा यस्िो Tools िो जसको सिायिाबाट मात्र िामीले िरे क अपूणा ज्ञानलाइ
पूणि
ा ा प्रदान गना सक्िौं र िाम्रा िरे क िोज िथा अन्िेषणलाइ िास्िविक बनाउं न

सक्षम िुन्िौं । अिः रणनीछिको प्रस्िािमा समाविष्ट Growth Forecastिान्स्ििक
िथयमा आधाररि िुन सकेमा आर्ैमा नीछिको एक सिल पक्ष िुन जाने दे खिन्ि ।
यसका अछिररक्ि प्रछििेदनको Phases Of the ADS मा उल्लेखिि िथयांकिरु सन ् २०११
मा संकभलि भएको दे खिएकोले िास्िविकिा पहिचानको लागग िथयांकिरु अद्यािगधक

िुनुपने दे खिन्ि ।
 भसंगचि क्षेत्रमा अभभिवृ ि िुदा स्िभािैले यसबाट प्रभाविि िुने बालीिरुको उत्पादनमा
पछन सकारात्मक बढोत्िरी िुनजान्ि । अिः भसंगचि क्षेत्रमा बवृ ि िुने दर भन्दा धान

उत्पादनको दर धेरै न्यन
िुने िथयांक राखिनु स्िभाविक नदे खिएकोले यस िर्ा
ू
पन
ु र्बाचार गररनप
ु ने दे खिन्ि । साथै रणनीछिमा आगामी५ िषामा ब्यापार घाटा सन्
ू य

गने लक्ष्य राखिएको ि जन
ु कुराको भरपदो आधार दे खिदै न र सो लक्ष्य प्राप्ि गना
यथाथामा संभि ि कक िै न उक्ि िथय िर्ा पन
ु ः एकपटक सोच्नप
ु ने दे खिन्ि ।
सांस्थागिसवाल

 िरे क कायाक्रमको सर्ल कायाान्ियनको लागग त्यससंग सम्बन्न्धि नीछिगि संस्थागि
र प्रकृयागि पक्षिरुको मित्िपूणा भूभमका रिे को िुन्ि। कृवष क्षेत्र जनिाको दै छनक
न्जिीकासंग जोडिएको एक संिेदनशील क्षेत्र भएकोले यसलाई दे शको बदभलंदो
राजनीछिक पररिेश र राज्यको पुनसंरचनाको अिस्थालाई समेि ध्यान रािेर संस्थागि
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सुदृढीकरणको लागग नीछिले उगचि मागादशान गना सक्नुपदा ि । अिः यसको लागग

नीछिले समेटेका केिी बुंदािरुमा दे िायबमोन्जम बाक्यांश र शब्दािलीिरु थपघट गना
आिश्यक दे खिएकोले सुझाि हदईएको िः

 Priorities Of the ADSsf]
Productivity df Restructuring and
Strengtheningofresearch,extension and agri-education systemyKg'kg]{,
 Composition of ADS Implementation Committeeअन्िरगि Officiating
Membersमा

Hon.VC(NPC)को

सट्टा

Hon.Member(Agri.)र

Co-ordinating

committee df klg Hon.Member(Agri.)NPC/ ! hgf kf]fif0f ;DaGwLEXPERT
ylkg'kg]{ tyfSecretaries fromको पिाडि concerned थप्नुपने, सोिी अनुच्िे दको
अन्न्िम कोष्ठमा रिे को Nominated by Maximum 2 GON िुनुपने,


National ADS Co-ordination Committeeको Officiating Membersको Topमा
Hon.Member (Agri) NPCथप्नप
ु ने र सोिी Boxको Sub committeesमा DOA,
DOI and DOLIDAR,NARC,Food Technology and Quality cotrol
Departmentथवपनुपने,

 प्रायः नीछििरुको कायाान्ियन अक्षरसः िुन नसक्नु र यसले अपेक्षक्षि प्रछिर्ल िाुँभसल
गना नसक्नक
ु ो मख्
ु य कारण कमजोर अनग
ु मन िथा मल्
ू यांन प्रणाली िो भन्ने कुरामा

सिमि िुनि
े रुको ठूलो संख्या रिे को ििामान अिस्थामा कृवष नीछिको सर्ल
कायाान्ियन भएनभएको सम्बन्धमा यसका प्रत्येक कक्रयाकलापिरुको गण
ु स्िर पररमाण
र लागि पक्षको छनयभमि र आिगधक अनग
ु मन मल्
ू यांकन गरी छनहदा ष्ट उद्देश्य प्राप्ि
गना

ADS sf]Monitoring and EvaluationिथाImplementationमा रान्ष्िय योजना

आयोगको भभू मकालाई प्राथभमकिा हदईनप
ु ने दे खिन्ि ।

 नीछि र कायाक्रमिरुको उद्देश्यमल
ू क कायाान्िनको लागग ििामान आिश्यकिालाई समेि
मध्यनजर गदै लक्षक्षि िगा र क्षेत्रले सिज सेिा सवु िधा उपभोग गना पाउने अिस्थाको

सुछनन्श्चििा प्रदान गना िदभलदो पररन्स्थछि अनुरुपको िररिो, चस्
ु ि र प्रभािकारी
संगठन संचालन गना सक्ने िे िुले कृवष विकास मंत्रालयको संरचनामा ब्यापक पररििान
गने िर्ा नीछिले स्पष्ट मागादशान गना सक्नुपिा ।
अनुसन्धान क्षेत्र

 कृवषसंग सम्बन्न्धि र्बर्बध अध्ययन र अनुसन्धानको कायालाई पररणाममुिी बनाउदै

आधछू नक कृवष प्रणालीको अिलम्िन र सो को पिुुँचमा विस्िार गना National
Agriculture Research System र कृवषसंग सम्बन्न्धि अन्य Academy िरुको बारे मा
रणनीछिमा प्रष्ट धारणा आउनुपदा ि । साथै अनुसन्धानको क्षेत्रमा कछि लगानी गररने
भन्ने कुरा स्पष्ट रुपले उल्लेि नगररएकोले सो कुरा नीछिमा नै प्रष्ट पाररनुपदा ि ।
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 ;fd'bflos s[lif ljsf; s]Gb|df cg';GwfgnfO{ s;/L cufl8 a9fpg] eGg] ;DaGwdf
:ki6 pNn]v ul/g'sf cltl/Qm s[lif cg';Gwfg, lzIff / k|;f/nfO{ Ps cfk;df s;/L
Linkageug]{ xf] ;f] ;DaGwdf /0fgLltn] k|i6 dfu{ lgb]{z ug'{kg]{ b]lvG5 .
 NARC sf]Restrucuringug]{ eGg] s'/f dfq ADS df b]lvPsf]n] pQm zAbn] k'g;+{/rgf
cg';Gwfg k4ltdf ug]{ xf] ls ;+:yfdf ug]{ xf] ;f] s'/f k|i6 kfg{ g;s]sf] x'bf
k'g;{+/rgf ul/g] kIfsf] af/]df / k'g;{+/rgf kl5 lgdf{0f x'g] 9fFrfsf] af/]df gLltn]
:ki6 AofVof ul/g'kg]{ b]lvG5 .
Ifdtf ljsf;sf] If]q
 x/]s lqmofsnfk jf ljsf;sf] stf{ dfgj >f]t g} xf] . ctM gLlt sfof{Gjogsf]
kIfnfO{ ;kmlne"t kfg{sf] nflu pko'Qm AolQmnfO{ plrt ;dodf plrt :yfg /
cj:yfdf sfo{sf] nflu tTk/ agfO{/fVg ;kmn ePdf dfq xfdL cfkm\gf] uGtAopGd'v
x'g ;Sb5f}+ . o; tYonfO{ Vofn /fv]/ s[lif If]qdf dfgj ;|f]t Joj:yfkg -HRM_ /
;zlQms/0faf/] pNn]v ul/g'k5,{ ;fy} s[lif If]qdf cfsif{0f a9fpg plrt dfgj ;|f]t
ljsf; -HRD_ ;DaGwL /0fgLltsf] h?/L 5 .
 Bio-Technology;zQm geO{ s[lif cg';Gwfg k|efjsf/L gx'g] x'bf BioTechnology sf] ;zlQms/0faf/]ADS df plrt sfo{qmd /flvg'kb{5 .
िाद्य र पोषण सम्बन्धमा

 vfB ;'/Iffsf k|d'v $ :tDex? pknAwtf, kx'Fr, pkof]u / l:y/tf dWo] k|yd
cfwf/:tDe pknAwtf k"0f{tM s[lifdf lge{/ ub{5 . ctM kf]if0f / vfB ;'/Iffsf kIfnfO{
plrt tj/n] ;+jf]wg ug{ s[lif gLltn] o; ;DaGwdf Wofg lbg' clgjfo{ x'\ghfG5 .
o;} kl/k|]Iodf xfd|f] t]x|f}+ of]hgfn] ;d]t vfB tyf kf]if0f ;'/Iffsf ;a} kIfx?nfO{
;an kfb}{ gful/ssf] vfB ;Dk|e"tf clwsf/ ;'lglZrt ug]{ bL3{sflng ;f]r /fv]sf]
;Gbe{nfO{ ;d]t Vofn ubf{ gLltdf vfB ;'/Iff ;DaGwL ;jfnx?nfO{ k|fyldstfsf
;fy pNn]v ul/g'kb{5. ;fy} vfB / kf]if0f ;DaGwdf s[lif / :jf:Yo d+qfnoaLr
sfo{df c:ki6tf / bf]xf]/f]kg gx'g] u/L :ki6 lhDd]jf/L ls6fg ul/g'kb{5 .
छनजी क्षेत्रको सिाल

 d'n'sn] v'nf cy{tGqsf] gLlt cjnDag u/]b]lv g} lghL If]qnfO{ pTkfbg, lat/0f /
/f]huf/L ;[hgfsf] If]qdf ;fem]bf/ agfpg] cEof; lg/Gt/ ?kdf eO/x]sf] 5 . Psflt/
;/sf/L tyf lghL If]qsf] ;fem]bf/Ldf 7"nf7"nf ljsf; lgdf{0fsf sfo{x? ;+rfng
eO/x]sf] cj:yfdf 5 eg] csf]{tkm{ lghL If]q tTsfn nfe x'g] If]qdf a9L cfslif{t
x'g] / bL3{sflng nfe k|fKt x'g] k"jf{wf/ lgdf{0f Pj+ cf}Bf]lus If]qsf] ljsf;df sd}
dfq s]lGb|t ePsf] ljBdfg cj:yfdf s[lif pBd tyf Aoj;fodf lghL If]qsf] cfsif{0f
a9fpg] vfnsf gLlt canDag ug'{ h?/L 5 .
 s[lif sfo{df lghL If]qsf] ckgTj efjdf clej[l4 ug{ / nufgLsf] jftfj0fsf]
;'lglZrttfsf] nflu Private Sector sf] e"ldsfAction Plandf g} :ki6 kfl/g'kb{5
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.

Cost of the ADS (10 Years)माPrivate sector/Communityको योगदान प्रछिशि

कन्म्िमा २०% िोकेर नै राखिहददा थप सुछनन्श्चििा प्रदान गना सघाउ पुग्ने दे खिन्ि ।

 कृवष क्षेत्रमा छनजी क्षेत्रको लगानी अभभिवृ ि गना लगानी मैत्री िािािरणको सज
ृ ना गना
सकेमा कृवष क्षेत्र मार्ाि मुलुकको आगथाक विकास र रोजगारीका अिसरिरुमा
अभभिवृ ि िुने िुदा त्यसिर्ा उगचि नीछिगि प्रबन्ध िुनुपदा ि ।

सम्बन्न्धि अन्य क्षेत्रको सिाल

 s[lif Ps jx'cfoflds If]q ePsf]n] s[lif ;DaGwL /fli6«o gLlt lgdf{0f ubf{ o;;+u
k|ToIf jf k/f]If ?kn] ;/f]sf/ /fVg] ljifo, If]q jf lgsfox?nfO{ gh/ cGbfh ul/bf
o;n] ;du| gLlt s} ;kmn sfof{Gjogdf c;xhtf ;[hgf ug{ ;Sb5 . ctM gLlt
th'{df ubf{ o:tf dxTjk"0f{ ;/f]sf/jfnf kIf jf If]qnfO{ plrt tj/n] ;+af]wg ug{
;s]df gLlt kmnbfoL x'g;S5 . cGo kIfx?sf] cltl/Qm gLltn] ;d]6\g'kg]{ s]xL
kIfx?sf] ;DaGwdf lgDgfg';f/ /fo AoQm ul/Psf] 5 M
 Agri Input -dnvfb tyf aLpm_ Institutes af6:ki6?kdf Commitmentx'g'kb{5 .
 Donorx?af6 s[lif If]qdf ul/g] nufgL ;DaGwdf s'g s'g If]qdf slt calw;Dd s]
slt nufgL ul/g] xf] ;f] ;DaGwdf k|i6 k|lta4tf x'g'kb{5 .
 l;+rfO{af6 :ki6 Commitment cfpg'kg]{,
 Land use policy;+u ADS nfO{ Adjust ul/g'kg]{,
 Local level sf]basket funds;/L ;+ej x'G5 / olb ;+ej 5 eg] To;sf] cfwf/ s]
xf] eGg]af/] /0fgLltdf k|i6 pNn]v x'g'kg]{,
 gLlt sfof{GjognfO{ k|efljt ug{ ;Sg] ljifo æhnjfo' kl/jt{gÆ,æ;+3LotfÆ h:tf
dxTjk"0f{ ;jfnx?df Wofg lbg'kb{5 .




END OF REPORT: 2
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;f/f+z-SUMMARY_
!=
s[lif ljsf; /0fgLlt -o;kl5 …P8LP;Ú elgPsf]_ sf] k|ltj]bg s[lif ljsf; dGqfnon] /fli6«o
ls;fg ;+hfn ;+usf] ;xsfo{df / PlzofnL ljsf; j}+s nufotsf] k|fljlws ;xfotf 6f]nL -TA Team_
sf] ;xof]udf tof/ u/]sf] xf] . o;df Pl;ofnL ljsf; a}+s -ADB_, s[lif ljsf;sf nflu cGt/fli6«o
sf]if -IFAD_, o'/f]k]nL o'lgog -EU_, vfB tyf s[lif ;+u7g -FAO_, ljsf; / ;xfotfsf nflu l:j;
lgof]u -SDC_, hfkfg cGt/fli6«o ;xof]u lgof]u -JICA_, cGt/fli6«o ljsf;sf nflu 8]gdfs{ lgof]u
-DANIDA_, ljZj vfB sfo{qmd -WFP_, cGt/fli6«o ljsf;sf nflu ;+o'Qm /fHo cd]l/sL lgof]u
-USAID_, cGt/fli6«o ljsf; ljefu -DfID_, ljZj a}+s, cGt/fli6«o ljsf;sf nflu ci6«]lnofnL lgof]u
-AusAID_, / n}+lus ;dfgtf tyf dlxnf ;zlQms0fsf nflu ;+o'Qm /fi6«;+3Lo lgsfo (UN Women)
sf] ;xof]u / g]kfn ;/sf/sf] nufgL /x]sf] 5 .
@= s[lif ljsf; dGqfnon] clGtd ?k lbPkZrft s[lif ljsf; /0fgLltdf Joj:yflksf ;+;bsf] s[lif tyf
hn;|f]t ;ldlt / /fli6«o of]hgf cfof]u af6 ljz]if ?lr Pj+ :jfldTj lnO{of] . Joj:yflksf ;+;bsf]
s[lif tyf hn;|f]t ;ldltaf6 b:tfj]hnfO{ yk k|efjsf/L jgfpgsf] nflu ljleGg ;/f]sf/jfnf
lgsfox? h:t} /fli6«o of]hgf cfof]u, g]kfn ;/sf/sf d'Vo ;lrj Pj+;DjlGwt dGqfnox? -s[lif
ljsf;, l;+rfO{, phf{, jfl0fHo tyf cfk"lt{, pBf]u, ;xsf/L tyf ul/jL lgjf/0f, ef}lts k"jf{wf/ tyf
oftfoft, zxl/ ljsf;, cy{, e"ld ;'wf/ tyf Joj:yfkg / lzIff_ ;+u ljleGg txdf 5nkmn / k/fdz{
ul/of] . ;fy} ;DjlGwt lj1, ls;fg Pj+ d"No >[ªvnfsf k|ltlglwx?;Fu klg ;'emfj ;+sng ul/ s[lif
ljsf; dGqfnonfO{;'emfj -cg';'rL–^_ ;lxt k[i7kf]if0f ul/of] . To:t} /0fgLltsf] k|efjsf/L
sfof{Gjogsf] nflu cfjZos ;|f]t / ;fwgsf] ;'lglZrttf ug{sf] nflu ;f]] ;ldltsf] tkm{af6 bft[
lgsfox? ;+u klg ljleGg r/0fdf 5nkmn / j}7s ;DkGg ul/of]] . o;}aLr /fli6«o of]hgf cfof]ujf6
;d]t ;'emfjx?k|fKt eP -cg';'rL–&_ . a[xt k/fdz{ / cEof;jf6 k|fKt tL dxTjk"0f{ ;'emfjx?nfO{
s[lif ljsf; dGqfnon] s[lif ljsf; /0fgLlt sf] cleGg c+usf] ?kdf u|x0fu/]sf] 5 . oL ;'emfjx?nfO{
gLltut, sfo{qmd / ;+:yfut ul/ tLg txdf jlu{s/0f ul/ k|fKt ePsf ;j} ;+:yfut ;'emfjx? o;
b:tfj]hdf ;dfj]z ul/Psf] 5 eg] gLltut ;'emfjx?nfO{ klg clwstd ;+jf]wg ul/Psf] 5 .
To;}ul/;DjlGwt dGqfnox? tyf cGo ;/f]sf/jfnf lgsfox?af6eljiodf gLlt th'{df / P]glgod
lgdf{0fsf qmddf ;+jf]wg ul/g] 5 . To:t} /fli6«o of]hgf cfof]ujf6 k|fKt ;'emfj / s[lif tyf hn;|f]t
;ldltjf6 k|fKt sfo{qmd txsf ;'emfjx?nfO{ cfjlws of]hgf, jflif{s sfo{of]hgf / ;/f]sf/jfnf
lgsfosf] jh]6 lgdf{0fsf] qmddf;Djf]wg ul/g]5 . /0fgLltsf] k|efjsf/L sfof{GjognfO{ ;'lglZrt ug{
k|fKt ;'emfjx?df cfwfl/t eO{ /fli6«o of]hgf cfof]usf] k/fdz{df ljleGg ;"rsx? lgd{f0f ul/rf}dfl;s
?kdf s[lif ljsf; /0fgLltsf] sfof{Gjog l:yltsf] jf/]dfs[lif ljsf; dGqfnon];ldltnfO{ l/kf]l6{ª
ug]{5 .
#=
o; k|ltj]bgsf] p2]Zo !) jif]{ sfo{of]hgf / dfu{lrq;lxt s[lif If]qsf] ljut tyf jt{dfgsf
sfdx¿sf] ;dLIffdf cfwfl/ts[lif ljsf;sf] ;dli6ut @) jif]{ /0fgLltsof]hgf k|:t't ug'{ xf] .

1

s[lif If]qsf] ljZn]if0f

(ASSESSMENT OF THE AGRICULTURE SECTOR)

#=

g]kfndf s[lif If]qsf] ljBdfg cj:yf (Current situation of the Agriculture Sector in
g]kfnsf] s[lif Go"g ljsf;sf] l:yltdf 5 . b]zsfsl/j b'O{ ltxfO{ hg;+Vof s[lif If]qdf ;+nUg
5g\ tfklg o; If]qsf] pTkfbsTj / k|lt:kwf{Tdstf Go"g 5 . pGgt s[lif k|ljlwsf] pkof]u ;Lldt 5 .
v]tL ul/Psf clwsf+z If]qdf cGgjfnL nufOP klg s[lif If]qdf vfB Jofkf/ 3f6f a9\bf] 5 . s'kf]if0fsf]
l:ylt klg pRr 5 . s]xL pk–If]qx¿ h:t} b'Uw k|zf]wg, s'v'/f kfng, lrof, t/sf/L, aLp /
df5fkfngdf s]xL pT;fxhgs ;+s]t b]lvPsf 5g\ . t}klg ;du|df oL ;sf/fTds ;+s]tx¿ s[lifdf
;+nUg 7"nf] hg;+VofnfO{ ul/aLaf6 dfly p7fpg, s'kf]if0f 36fpg tyf vfB ;'/Iff ;'lglZrt u/fpg
k|ToIf ¿kdf cem} kof{Kt 5}gg\ .
Nepal)

$
ljutsf] l:ylt (Past Situation) ;g\ !((%–(^ df …bL3{sfnLg s[lif of]hgfÚ -PkLkL_ sf
¿kdf bL3{sfnLg s[lif /0fgLlts of]hgf ;'¿ ul/Psf] a]nf g]kfnsf] s[lif If]q cfhsf]eGbf emg}sdhf]/
cj:yfdf lyof] . g]kfndf xfn s[lif If]q Go"g ljsf; :t/sf] ePsfn] ljut b'O{ bzsdf hLjg:t/df
cfPsf] ;'wf/ tyf lxhf]sf] t'ngfdf cfh ;du| s[lif If]qdf ePsf] ;'wf/nfO{ lj;fO{lbPsf] 5 .
pTkfbsTj, k"jf{wf/, vfB ;'/Iff, / ul/aLdf ;'wf/ cfPsf] 5 . oBkL vfB tyf s[lif Jofkf/ 3f6f /
k|ltJolQm hldgsf] pTkfbsTj h:tf s]xL ;"rsf+sx¿ klxn]eGbf klg sd b]lvPsf 5g\ .
%=
ck]lIft j[l4 xfl;n x'g g;Sg'(Inability to achieve anticipated growth) ljutsf] t'ngfdf
s]xL k|ult ePklg g]kfndf s[lif cem} Go"g ljsf;sf] cj:yfdf 5 . g]kfnn] s[lif If]qdf ;'wf/ u/]sf] 5
tfklg d'n'sn] h] pknlAw ug]{ of]hgf agfPsf] lyof] To;sf cfwf/df / t'ngfTds ¿kdf l5d]sLx¿n]
;f]xL cjlwdf u/]sf] k|ultnfO{ x]bf{ ;'wf/ Psbd} sd 5 . g]kfndf s[lifsf] ;fy;fy} cGo cy{tGqsf]
j[l4 / kl/jt{g klg dGb ultdf 5 . s[lifsf] ;jfndf g]kfnsf] s[lifut j[l4 dGb -sl/a # k|ltzt_ dfq
5}g, Hofb} cl:y/ vfnsf] klg 5 . g]kfnsf o'jf / s]xL ;jf{lws pTkfbgzLn>d zlQm cGoq} sfdsf]
vf]hLdf /x]sf 5g\ . ;g\ @)!) df sl/a # nfvn] g]kfn 5f]8]sf 5g\ / of] k|j[lQ ljut !) jif{b]lv
a9\bf] 5 . k|jf;Lx¿n] 7"nf] kl/df0fdf ljk|]if0f k7fPsf 5g\, h'g k|ltjif{ sl/a # lalnog cd]l/sL
8n/eGbf a9L -s"n ufx:y{ pTkfbgsf] @) k|ltzteGbf a9L_ x'g] u/]sf] 5 . t/ oL clwsf+z ;|f]t–
;fwgx¿ nufgL / k"“hL lgdf{0fdfeGbf klg C0f ltg{ / pkef]u ug{d} vr{ x'g] u/]sf] 5 .
^=
sdhf]/ j[l4sf sf/sx¿(Factors of Weak Growth Performance) ljt]sf b'O{ bzsx¿df
s[lif ljsf;sf] a[l4 sdhf]/ b]lvg'df s]xL sf/0fx¿ 5g\ . o; cjlwdf ;g\ @))^ df cGTo ePsf] !@
jif]{ åGåsfnn] s[lif If]qdf gsf/fTds c;/ 5f]8\of] . ufp“sf nfvf}+ kl/jf/x¿ hUuf hldg 5f]8]/
;x/lt/ k;]– clwsf+z sf7df8f}+ pkTosfdf / c¿x¿ ljb]zlt/ uP . u|fdL0f hg;+Vofsf] of] knfogn]
tL If]qx¿df sfdbf/ / nufgL cefjsf] l:ylt k}bf u¥of] . tLj| ultdf eO/x]sf] ;x/Ls/0fn]ubf{ ;x/L
If]q;“u} hf]l8Psf] pj{/ s[lifof]Uo hldgsf] 7"nf] efu cfjf;Lo k|of]hgx¿df pkof]u x'“b} u}/x]sf] 5 .
/fhgLlts cl:y/tfn] ubf{ lbuf] ;/sf/sf ;fy} gLlt, of]hgf tyf sfo{qmdx¿ nfu" ug{df lg/Gt/tf
lbg] k|lta4 g]t[Tjsf] cefj /xg uof]] . s[lifs} kIfdf eg]/ gLltx¿ k|r"/ dfqfdf cfPtfklg clwsf+z
gLltx¿ b:tfj]hs} txdf /xg uP . sltko cj:yfdf gLlt sfof{Gjogsf lglDt ;xof]uL sfg"g /
;|f]t–;fwgx¿sf] cefj /xg uof] . th'{df ul/Psf of]hgfx¿sf] ;Gbe{df slxn]sfxL“ sdhf]/ of]hgf
th'{df eP eg] sltko cj:yfdf nIox¿ dxTjfsf+IfL / sfof{Gjogsf nflu ;+:yfut Ifdtf ckof{Kt
/xg uof] . Tof]eGbf klg ;fj{hlgs / lghL b'j} If]qsf] nufgL ;Lldt /x“b} cfPsf] 5 . bL3{sfnLg s[lif
of]hgf -PkLkL_ sf] klxnf] !) jif{sf] cjlwdf s[lifdf ;/sf/ / ljsf;sf ;fem]bf/x¿sf] nufgL 36]sf]
b]lvG5 . lghL If]qsf] nufgL klg Tolt w]/} x'g ;s]g . ;f] cjlwdf dfgj ;+;fwgsf] Ifdtf ;Lldt /xg
uof] . lghfdlt sd{rf/Lx¿sf nflu k|f]T;fxg Go"g /x\of] eg] bIf k]zfsdL{ / sfdbf/ /fd|f] cj;/sf]
vf]hLdf ljb]z hfg] qmd a9\of] .
2

&=
log} sf/sx¿n] ubf{bL3{sfnLg s[lif of]hgf -PkLkL_ Pp6f ldl>t k|ltkmn /x]sf] of]hgf aGg
k'Uof] . ;8s k"jf{wf/, jfujfgL / ;fd'bflos jgh:tf s]xL If]qx¿df o;n]] nIo xfl;n ug{ ;s]sf]
lyof] eg], cGgafnL, dnvfb / aLpsf ;Gbe{df ck]IffeGbf sd k|ult /xg uof] . o;}u/L, kz'kfng /
l;“rfO{df ldl>t k|ltkmn /xg uof] eg] ;du| s[lifhGo s"n ufx{:y pTkfbgsf] j[l4b/ sdhf]/ /x\of] .
bL3{sfnLg s[lif of]hgfsf] th'{df k|ljlwsf] k|of]udf s]lGb|t cjwf/0ffdf cfwfl/t lyof] h'g vf;u/L
xl/t qmflGtd} Hofbf s]lGb|t x'b“ f g]kfnsf ;a} s[lif e"efudf / s[lif kof{j/0fsf nflu pko'Qm x'g ;s]g
. ;|f]t–;fwgx¿, gLltx¿ / o;sf sfo{qmdnfO{ sfof{Gjog ug{ cfjZos kg]{ ;+:yfx¿sf kIfaf6
;Lldt ;xof]u ePsfn] bL3{sfnLg s[lif of]hgfsf] sfof{Gjog kIf sdhf]/ eof] . o;sf] :jfldTj klg
lkmtnf] /x\of] . s[lif If]qsf d'Vo ;/f]sf/jfnfx¿ ls;fglghL If]q / ;xsf/L cflb o;sf] th'{df /
sfof{Gjogdf ;lqmo ¿kdf ;xefuL x'g] jftfj/0f jg]g . e"ld / e"ld;+u ;DjlGwt ;d:ofx¿ ;dfwfg
gu/L o;} 5f]l8Psf lyP . P8LP;sf] th'{dfsf qmddf bL3{sfnLg s[lif of]hgfsf] cg'ejaf6 l;lsPsf
kf7x¿nfO{ ;d]l6Psf] 5 . oL kf7x¿dWo] ;'zf;gsf] ;'lglZrttf, ;/f]sf/jfnfx¿sf] k|efjsf/L
;xeflutf, hldgsf ;jfnx¿sf] ;Djf]wg, ljs]lGb|t cg';Gwfg / k|;f/, / Jofkf/Ls/0f tyf
k|lt:kwf{Tdstf j[l4d'Vo 5g\ .
P8LP; / s[lifsf] ¿kfGt/0f k|lqmof
(ADS AND THE PROCESS OF AGRICULTURAL TRANSFORMATION)

*=
s[lif ljsf; /0fgLltn] cfufdL @) jif{sf nflu g]kfnsf] s[lif If]qnfO{ dfu{lgb]{z ug]{5 . o;
cjlwdf g]kfnsf] s[lif If]qsf] ;+/rgfdf Jofks / jx'cfoflds kl/jt{g cfpg] / s[lif If]q;+u} s[lif
Joj;fosf] klg cle j[l4 x'g] ck]Iff ul/Psf] 5 . s[lif / cGo If]qx¿jLrsf] ;dGjo vf;u/L u|fdL0f
If]qsf] ul/jL lgjf/0fsf nflu dxTjk"0f{ x'g]5 . tL If]qdf ;dUf| ?kdf alnof] cy{tGq, Jojl:yt u|fdL0f
cy{tGq / /f]huf/L l;h{gfsf nflu s[lifdf cfwfl/t u}/–s[lif ultljlwx¿ ljsf;sf Go"Gftd cfwf/
x'g]5g\ .
(=
o; kl/k|]Iodf P8LP;n] s[lif If]q leqsf hl6ntfx¿ ;Djf]wg ug{ / pTkfbgsf If]qx¿ -jfnL,
kz'k+IfL, dT:okfng, jg_ dfq geO{ k|zf]wg If]q, Jofkf/ tyf cGo ;]jfx¿ -e08f/0f, 9'jfgL tyf
;~rfng, ljQ, ahf/Ls/0f, cg';Gwfg, k|;f/_nfO{ ;d]t ;dfj]z ug'{ ;fGble{s x'g]5 .
!)= P8LP;sf] th'{df d"ntM s[lifdf cfwfl/t ;d'bfo nfO{ ;]jf / pBf]u If]qjf6 a9L cfo cfh{g
ug{;Sg] u/L s[lif If]qsf] ¿kfGt/0f ug]{ cjwf/0ffdf cfwfl/t 5 . g]kfnLsf] nflu vfB pTkfbg tyf
ljt/0f, u}/ s[lif If]]q;lxtsf] u|fdL0f ljsf;, >lds / hldgsf] pTkfbsTj j[l4 , Jofkf/ ;Gt'ng,
/f]huf/L / o'jf knfog, s[lif If]qdf dlxnfsf] e"ldsf / hnjfo' kl/jt{gsf] ;Gbe{df k|fs[lts ;|f]t–
;fwgsf] Joj:yfkg cflbsf nflu ?kfGt/0f k|lqmofsf] pkfb]otf :yflkt x'g]5 . P8LP;n] s[lif If]qsf]
¿kfGt/0f k|lqmof nfO{ ult lbg] / g]kfnL ;dfhsf] cfsf+Iff tyf ;d:ofx¿jLr ;xL tfnd]n ;'lglZrt
ug]{5 .

3

P8LP;sf] b"/b[li6(VISION OF THE ADS)
!!=
P8LP;sf] sfo{of]hgf Pj+ dfu{lrq ;/f]sf/jfnx¿jf6 th'{df ul/Psf] xf] . cfly{s j[l4nfO{ ult
lbg,] hLjg:t/nfO{ dfly psf:g] / vfB tyf kf]if0f ;'/Iffdf of]ubfg lbg,]vfB;+k|e'tf pGd'v
æcfTdlge{/, lbuf], k|lt:kwL{ tyf ;dfj]zL s[lif If]qÆP8LP;sf] b"/b[li6(Vision) /x]sf] 5. sfof{Gjogsf
qmddf P8LP; ;f]r cg'¿ksf] k|ult cg'udg ug{sf nflu to ul/Psf ljleGg ;"rs tyf nIox¿
tflnsf ! df k|:t't ul/Psf] 5 .

tflnsf!M P8LP; ;f]rsf nflu ;"rsx¿ / nIox¿(Indicators and Targets for ADS Vision)
;f]rsf
cjoj

;"rsx¿
(Indicators)

(Vision
Component )

@)!) sf]
cj:yf (
Existing
situation at
2010)

cNksfnLg
nIo -% jif{_
( Short Term
Target )

dWosfnLg bL3{sfnLg
nIo -!) nIo -@)
jif{_
jif{_
(Medium
Term
Target)

cfTdlge{/tf
(Self-reliant)

lbuf]kg
(Sustainable)

vfBfGgdf
cfTdlge{/tf

vfBfGgdf %
k|ltzt Jofkf/
3f6f

(Long Term
Target )

z"Go k|ltzt
Jofkf/ 3f6f

)–%
k|ltzt
cltl/Qmlg
of{t
Jofkf/

jif}{el/ l;rfO{ !* k|ltzt
Dff6f]df
! k|ltzt
k|f+ufl/s kbfy{

#) k|ltzt
@ k|ltzt

^) k|ltzt *) k|ltzt
$ k|ltzt $ k|ltzt

sd;n hldg #=@ ldlnog
If]qkmn
x]S6/

@=** ldlnog
x]S6/

@=%^
ldlnog
x]S6/

(degraded
land)
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% k|ltzt
cltl/Qmlgof{
t Jofkf/

!=^ ldlnog
x]S6/

;f]rsf
cjoj

;"rsx¿
(Indicators)

(Vision
Component )

@)!) sf]
cj:yf (
Existing
situation at
2010)

cNksfnLg
nIo -% jif{_
( Short Term
Target )

dWosfnLg bL3{sfnLg
nIo -!) nIo -@)
jif{_
jif{_
(Medium
Term
Target)

hª\unn]
9fs]sf] If]q

$) k|ltzt

$) k|ltzt

$)
k|ltzt

$) k|ltzt

hldgsf]
pTkfbsTj

!,*)$

@,#)@

@,(#*

cd]l/sL 8n/

cd]l/sL 8n/

cd]l/sL
8n/

$,&*&
cd]l/sL 8n/

s"n ufx{:y
!) k|ltzt
pTkfbgdf
s[lif Jofkf/sf]
k|ltzt

!@ k|ltzt

!$ k|ltzt @) k|ltzt

s[lif Jofkf/
;Gt'ng

Jofkf/ 3f6f
#%) ldlnog
cd]l/sL 8n/

Jofkf/ 3f6f
#!) ldlnog
cd]l/sL 8n/

Jofkf/
3f6f !*!
ldlnog
cd]l/sL
8n/

cltl/Qm
Jofkf/ ^()
ldlnog
cd]l/sL 8n/

s[lifhGo
lgof{t

@$* ldlnog
cd]l/sL 8n/

$!* ldlnog
cd]l/sL 8n/

&)$
ldlnog
cd]l/sL
8n/

!(((
ldlnog
cd]l/sL 8n/

dlxnfsf] jf
;+o'Qm
:jfldTjdf
/x]sf]
s[lifof]Uo

!) k|ltzt

!% k|ltzt

#) k|ltzt %) k|ltzt

-s[lif If]qsf]
s"n ufx{:y
pTkfbg k|lt
x]S6/_

k|lt:kwL{
(Competitive)

;dfj]zL
(Inclusive)

(Long Term
Target )
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;f]rsf
cjoj

;"rsx¿
(Indicators)

(Vision
Component )

@)!) sf]
cj:yf (
Existing
situation at
2010)

cNksfnLg
nIo -% jif{_
( Short Term
Target )

dWosfnLg bL3{sfnLg
nIo -!) nIo -@)
jif{_
jif{_
(Medium
Term
Target)

(Long Term
Target )

hUuf k|ltzt
s[lif
sfo{qmdsf]
kx'“r leqsf
s[ifs k|ltzt

!@ k|ltzt

!& k|ltzt

@@ k|ltzt #) k|ltzt

# k|ltzt

$ k|ltzt

% k|ltzt

^ k|ltzt

(Growth)

s[lif If]qsf]
s"n ufx{:y
pTkfbgsf]
cf};t j[l4b/

&($

(&(

!@)^

!*##

hLljsf]kfh{g

s[lif If]qsf]
s"n ufx{:y
pTkfbg÷s[lif
>lds

cd]l/sL 8n/

cd]l/sL 8n/

cd]l/sL
8n/

cd]l/sL 8n/

u|fdL0f
If]qx¿df
u/LaL

@& k|ltzt

@! k|ltzt

!^ k|ltzt !) k|ltzt

vfBfGg

@$ k|ltzt

!^ k|ltzt

!! k|ltzt % k|ltzt

k'8\sf]kg

k'8\sf]kg

k'8\sf]kg

k'8\sf]kg

(stunting)

(stunting)

(stunting)

(stunting)

$!=% k|ltzt,

@( k|ltzt,

@)
k|ltzt,

* k|ltzt,

sd tf}n

sd tf}n

a[l4

(Livelihood)

hlgt u/LaL
vfB tyf
kf]if0f ;'/Iff
(Food and
Nutration
Security)

Kff]if0f

sd tf}n
(underweight
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;f]rsf
cjoj
(Vision
Component )

;"rsx¿
(Indicators)

@)!) sf]
cj:yf (
Existing
situation at
2010)

cNksfnLg
nIo -% jif{_
( Short Term
Target )

dWosfnLg bL3{sfnLg
nIo -!) nIo -@)
jif{_
jif{_
(Medium
Term
Target)

(underweight)x'g]

(underweight)x'

sd tf}n

#!=! k|ltzt,

g] @) k|ltzt,

(underweig
ht)x'g]

!#
k|ltzt,

;'s]gf; ;'s]gf; nfu]sf
Vofp6]kgf_
hg;+Vof
;'s]gf;
nfu]sf hg;+Vof
nfu]sf
(wasting)sf]
hg;+Vof
(wasting)sf]
k|ltzt !#=&,
k|ltzt %,
(wasting)s
f] k|ltzt
@,
BMI sd ePsf
BMI sd ePsf
dlxnfsf]
dlxnfsf]
k|ltzt !*
k|ltzt !%
BMI sd
ePsf
dlxnfsf]
k|ltzt !#

(Long Term
Target )

)x'g]

%
k|ltzt,

;'s]gf;
nfu]sf
hg;+Vof
(wasting)sf]

k|ltzt !,

BMI sd

ePsf
dlxnfsf]
k|ltzt %

/0fgLlts ¿k/]vf(STRATEGIC FRAMEWORK)
!@=
P8LP;sf] b"/b[li6(Vision)xfl;n ug{ nfO{ rf/ /0fgLlts ;+efux¿ M ;'zf;g, pTkfbsTj,
gfkmfd"ns Joj;foLs/0f / k|lt:kwL{ Ifdtfåf/f s[lif If]qsf] b|'t ljsf; ul/g]5 . ;dfj]zLs/0f
-;fdflhs tyf ef}uf]lns b'j}_ k|j4{g, k|lt:kwL{ Ifdtf, lbuf]kg -k|fs[lts ;|f]t ;fwg tyf cfly{s b'j}_,
lghL tyf ;xsf/L If]qsf] ljsf; / ahf/ k"jf{wf/sf] ;~hfn -pbfx/0fsf nflu s[lif ;8s, ;+sng
s]Gb|x¿, Kofs]lhË 3/x¿, ahf/ s]Gb|x¿_, :f"rgfsf k"jf{wf/ tyf ;"rgf ;+rf/ k|ljlw, / phf{
k"jf{wf/x¿ -pbfx/0fsf nflu u|fdL0f ljB'tLs/0f, gljs/0fLo Pj+ j}slNks phf{sf ;|f]tx¿_ dfkm{t\
7

ljsf;nfO{ cufl8 a9fOg]5 . ;dfj]zL, lbuf], jx'–If]qLo, tyf k"jf{wf/ ;~hfn j[l4dfkm{t\ vfB tyf
kf]if0f ;'/Iff clej[l4, ul/jL lgjf/0f, ;'b[9 / k|lt:kwL{ s[lif Jofkf/,u|fdL0f 3/kl/jf/sf] pRr /
;dtfd"ns cfo / s[ifssf clwsf/ ;'lglZrt ug]{ glthfx¿ ck]lIft 5g\ . lrq ! n] P8LP;sf]
/0fgLlts ¿k/]vf k|:t't ub{5 .

!=
@=
#=
$=
%=

;'zf;g

vfB tyf kf]if0f ;'/Iff
ul/jL Go"gLs/0f
s[lif Joj;fodf k|lt:kwf{Tdstf
pRr / cem} yk ;dtfd"ns cfo
ls;fgx¿sf cflwsf/ ;'/lIft / ;'b[9

;dfj]zLs/0f

lghL If]q, ;xsf/L
If]q

lbuf]kg

;' ;DjGw ÷;Dks{

pTkfbsTj

Gffkmfd"ns Joj;foLs/0f

k|lt:kwf{Tdstf

lrq !Ms[lif ljsf; /0fgLltsf] /0fgLlts ¿k/]vf
P8LP; ¿k/]vfsf ;+efux?(COMPONENT OF THE ADS FRAMEWORK)
!#=
;'Zff;g (Improved Governance):P8LP;df ;'zf;g eGgfn] gLltx¿sf] th'{df ug]{, kl/dfh{g
ug]{ / sfof{Gjog ug]{ ;Gbe{df ;/sf/sf] IfdtfnfO{ a'emfp“5 . o:tf] Ifdtfsf] cefjdf P8LP;
;kmntfk"js{ sfof{Gjog x'g ;Sg] 5}g . ;'zf;gsf k|d'v tŒjx¿ cGtu{t hjfkmb]xLtf, ;xeflutf,
k"jf{g'dfgIfdtf / kf/blz{tf kb{5g\ .
!$= s[lif If]qsf] ljsf;sf nflu k6s–k6s k|ltj4tfx¿ hgfP klg o; If]qnfO{ ;xof]u ug]{ gLltx¿
of t ljsl;t ul/Pgg\ jf ljsl;t ul/P klg ltgLx¿sf] sfof{Gjog ul/Pgg\ . gLlt, sfo{qmd /
cfof]hgf sfof{Gjogug]{ ;Gbe{df g]t[Tj txsf] k6s–k6ssf] kl/jt{gx¿n] ;d:ofnfO{ emg\ hl6n
agfPsf] 5 . ;fy} gLlt :jo+sf] l:y/tfdf klg ;d:ofx¿ b]lvPsf 5g\ . o;sf] glthf:j¿k gLltsf]
ljZj;gLotf u'd]sf] 5 . o; cl3sf sfo{qmdx¿ c;kmn x'g'df oL sf/0fx¿ klg lhDd]jf/ 5g\ . o:tf]
kl/l:ylt cfpg glbg P8LP;n] gLltsf] k|ltj4tfdf yk ljZj;gLotfsf nflu :ki6 nIo lgwf{/0f
u/]sf] 5 . To;sf nflu k|d'v ;/f]sf/jfnfx¿ -;/sf/ / gful/s ;dfh b'a}_ nfO{ of]hgf th'{df /
sfof{Gjogdf ;xefuL u/fpg]5 / pko'Qm tyf lgoldt ¿kdf cg'udg ug]{5 .P8LP;n] s[lif If]qdf
8

ljleGg lgsfox¿ / ljleGg txx¿ -s]Gb|Lo / :yfgLo_ df tyf ljleGg ;/f]sf/jfnfx¿ -;/sf/,
gful/s ;dfh, ljsf;sf ;fem]bf/x¿_ aLr ;dGjo / k|efjsf/L of]hgf cfjZos kg]{ hl6ntfnfO{
7DofPsf] 5 . ;'zf;gsf pknlAw xfl;n ug{sf nflu k|efjsf/L ;dGjo / of]hgf lgdf{0f d'Vo
k|ltkmn(Output) x'g]5g\ . ;'b[9 IfdtfePsf] s[lif ljsf; dGqfnosf] gLlt tyf cGt/f{li6«o ;xof]u
;dGjo dxfzfvf cGtu{tsf] s[lif ljsf; /0fgLlt ;dGjo zfvf- sfof{Gjog ;xfotf OsfO{_ n] ljleGg
;+:yfx¿aLr P8LP; sfof{Gjogsf nflu ;xhLs/0f ug]{5 . P8LP;sf ;dfj]zL kIfx¿ -n}+lus,
lk5l8Psf ju{x¿, ef}uf]lns ¿kdf lk5l8Psfx¿_ nfO{ pko'Qm ;+oGqx¿sf] dfWodaf6 ;dfj]z ul/g]5
. o;n] klg ;/f]sf/jfnfx¿sf] ;xeflutf ;'lglZrt ug]{5 / P8LP;sf] of]hgf lgdf{0f, sfof{Gjog /
cg'udgdf gful/s ;dfhnfO{ hjfkmb]xL agfp“g5
] . ;/sf/ / gful/s ;dfhleqaf6 5flgPsf
;+3;+:yfx¿ -h:t}, ls;fgx¿, lghL If]q / ;xsf/Lx¿sf ;+3;+:yfx¿_ sf dfgj ;+;fwgsf] Ifdtfn]
P8LP;sf] ;~rfng Joj:yf ;'b[9 u/fpgdf ;dli6ut ¿kdf of]ubfg lbg]5g\ .
!%=
;jf{lws lk5l8Psf ju{sf] vfB tyf kf]if0f ;'/Iffsf] cj:yfx¿df ;'wf/ Nofpg] e/kbf{
sfo{qmdx¿ geO{sg P8LP; / o;n] vfB tyf kf]if0f ;'/Iffdf lbg] of]ubfgk|lt vf;} ljZj;gLotf
sfod x'g ;Sb}g . P8LP;sf ;dli6ut nIox¿dWo] Pp6f vfB tyf kf]if0f ;'/Iffsf] ;'wf/ ug'{ xf] . of]
Pp6f bL3{sfnLg nIo xf] h;sf nflu P8LP;sf cGo ;a} cjojx¿n] of]ubfg u5{g\ . oBkL,
cNksfnLg cjlwsf nflu, P8LP;df ;'zf;gsf] sfof{Gjog ePsf]] d'Vo s;L eg]sf] ;jf{lws lk5l8Psf
;d"xx¿sf ;a}eGbf h¿/L cfjZostfx¿ k"/f ug]{ ;/sf/sf] Ifdtf g} xf] . ;'zf;gsf] of] kIf k"/f
eP÷gePsf] k/LIf0fnfO{ ;Djf]wg ug{ ;'zf;g cjoj cGtu{t /xg] u/L P8LP;df vfB tyf kf]if0f
;'/Iff;DaGwL km\Noful;k (Flagship)sfo{qmd ;dfj]z ul/Psf] 5 . o;n] ax'If]q kf]if0f of]hgf
-MSNP_/ vfB tyf kf]if0f ;'/Iff sfo{of]hgf(FNSP) ;“u lgs6 ¿kdf ;dGjo ug]{5 .
!^=
P8LP;sf] ;f]r xfl;n ug{df ;'zf;g ;+ejtM Pp6f ;jf{lws dxTjk"0f{ cjoj xf] . o;sf]
k|efjsf/L sfof{Gjogsf nflu sfo{;Dkfbg / glthfdf cfwfl/t ;'wfl/Psf] Joj:yfkg cfjZos kb{5 .
glthfd'vL Joj:yfkgk|0ffnL :yfkgfsf nflu cfjZos pkfox¿ oxL cjojleq k/LIf0fsf] ¿kdf
Joj:yf ul/g]5 .
!&=
pTkfbsTj a[l4 (Higher Productivity): hldg / >dsf] pTkfbsTj a[l4 g} P8LP;sf]
cfwf/lznf xf] . s[lif pTkfbsTj j[l4sf nflu pko'Qm k|ljlwx¿sf] cjnDjg ug'{ cfjZos x'G5 . ;fy}
ahf/sf] dfu / cfl>t ls;fgx¿sf] vfB ;'/Iffsf] cfjZostf;“u ;fd~h:o /fVb} s;/L s[lif
pTkfbgsf] ;fdYo{ / lbuf]kg a9fpg] eGg] hfGg' cfjZos x'G5 . s[lifhGo pTkfbsTj a9fpgsf nflu
ckgfOg] pkfox¿ cGtu{t -s_ k|efjsf/L s[lif cg';Gwfg / k|;f/, -v_ s[lifhGo ;fdu|Lx¿sf]
k|efjsf/L pkof]u, -u_ k|fs[lts ;|f]t–;fwgx¿ -hldg, kfgL, df6f] / agh+un_ sf] s'zn tyf lbuf]
kl/rfng / pkof]u / -3_ hnjfo' kl/jt{g / k|fs[lts k|sf]kx¿af6 arfpg ;Sg] Ifdtf kb{5g\ .
!*= P8LP;df lghL If]q, ;xsf/L If]q, u}/ ;/sf/L ;+:yfx¿, cu'jf ls;fgx¿, s[ifs
kf7zfnfnufot cGo lgsfox¿;“u} ;/sf/L If]q klg Pp6f lgsfo x'g]5 / To;dfkm{t\ k|ljlwsf] ljsf;
/ k|;f/ x'g]5 . oBkL ;/sf/L If]qsf] e"ldsf cGo lgsfosf k|of;x¿nfO{ ;dGjo ug{df, gLltx¿ /
of]hgfx¿sf] sfof{Gjogdf ;xhLs/0f ug{df, sfof{Gjog cg'udg ug{df / lgodx¿sf] nfu" Pj+
lgodgdf d'Vo ¿kdf lhDd]jf/ /xg] 5 .
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!(= s[lif k|;f/sf nflu o; cl3 g} ljleGg lgsfox¿ ;+nUg 5g\ / cfp“bf] ;dodf pgLx¿sf]
;+nUgtf cem dxTjk"0f{ x'g]5 eGg] tYo P8LP;n] dgg u/]sf] 5 . ;fj{hlgs k|;f/ ;]jfdf
dfgj;+;fwgsf] ;+Vofdf a[l4 jsfnt ug'{eGbf klg P8LP;n] ljBdfg dfgj ;+;fwfgsf] Ifdtf ljsf;
ug]{ / pgLx¿sf] lhDd]jf/LnfO{ ;]jfsf] k|;f/ ug]{ e"ldsfaf6 ;dli6ut ¿kdf s[lifhGo ;]jfx¿sf]
lj:tf/df ;xhLs/0f ug]{ e"ldsftkm{ ¿kfGt/0f ug]{ Ifdtf k|j4{g ub{5 . of] e"ldsf kl/jt{gsf nflu
s[lif ljsf;sf sfo{s|dsf] jf:tljs -ufp“ ljsf; ;ldlt_ txdf k|efjsf/L ;]jf k|bfg ug]{ p2]Zon]
s/La $ xhf/ ;fd'bflos s[lif k|;f/ ;]jf s]Gb|x¿ -CAESC_ :yfkgf ul/g]5g\ , hxfF k|To]s ;fd'bflos
;]jf s]Gb|df s[lif, kz' / s[lif ;'rgf tyf ;+rf/ ;+u ;DjlGwt k|fljlwsx? sDtLdf !, ! hgf /xg]5g\ .
@)= /0fgLltsf] ;kmntfsf nflu pTkfbgsf] cfwf/e"t dfWodsf] ?kdf /x]sf]hldgdf ls;fgx¿sf]
kx'“r uDeL/ / dxTjk"0f{ 5 eGg] tYo klg P8LP;n] dx;"; u/]sf] 5 . hUuf–hldg ;+u ;DjlGwt
uDeL/ ;jfnx¿ h:t}, df]lxofgL xs, v08Ls/0f, hldgsf] u'0f:t/ 36\g], e"pkof]u of]hgf cflb
P8LP;sf] sfo{ cjlwdf ;+jf]wg ul/g' cfjZos 5 / ltgLx¿sf] ;dfwfgsf nflu hldgsf] pTkfbsTj
clej[l4 ug{ ;Gt'lnt / bIftfk"0f{ ;+oGq osLg ug{ / ls;fgx¿sf ;+3 ;+:yfx¿, ;xsf/Lx¿, / lghL
If]qnfO{ ;xefuL u/fpg' cfjZos 5 . hldgsf] pTkfbsTj a9]sf] s'/f ls;fgx¿n] kfpg] cltl/Qm
nfex¿ / u|fdL0f 3/ kl/jf/x¿sf] hghLljsfdf k|ltljlDat x'g' kb{5 . o;sf cltl/Qm, s[lifsf]
;+/rgfdf ;fgf ls;fgx¿, lgjf{xd'vL ls;fgx¿ / dlxnf ls;fgx¿sf] afx'No /x]sf] cj:yfdf
k|ljlwsf] k|;f/, ahf/ Joj:yfkg, ljQ /dfn;fdfgsf] k|jGwx¿(Logistics)dfkm{t\ 7"nf] dfqfdf a[l4
xfl;n ug{ ls;fg tyf dlxnf ;+3 ;+:yfx¿ / ;xsf/Lx¿sf] k|a4{g ug'{ cTofjZos x'G5 .
@!=
u'0f:t/Lo ;fdu|Lsf] ;dod} pknAwtfn]pTkfbsTjsf] :t/ lge{/ ub{5 . bL3{sfnLg ¿kdf,
k|ljlwsf] kx'“r / cjnDagsf ;fy} k|fs[lts ;|f]t ;fwgx¿sf] k|efjsf/L Joj:yfkgsf] s|ddf pkef]u
ul/g] ;du| pTkfbg ;fdfu|Lsf] s"n pTkfbsTj(Total factor productivity)df g} s[lif If]qsf] pTkfbsTj
/ k|lt:kwf{Tdstfdf lge{/ ub{5 eGg] tYonfO{ P8LP;n] cfTd;ft u/]sf] 5 . nlIftju{df k'Ug]
;jfnx¿ jf ahf/ c;kmntfx¿nfO{ ;Daf]wg ug{ cg'bfg Pp6f cNksfnLg pkfo x'g ;S5 t/
bL3{sfnLg ¿kdf eg] pTkfbsTjsf] lbuf] ;'wf/sf nflu cg'bfg Tolt e/kbf]{, a}1flgs jf k|efjsf/L
;dfwfg x'g ;Sb}g . P8LP; lbuf] tyf e/kbf]{ k|ljlwx¿sf] ljsf; / cEof;x¿sf] cjnDagdf s]lGb|t
x'g]5 / ls;fgx¿nfO{ pgLx¿sf] cfjZostf cg';f/sf pko'Qm ;fdu|L / k|;f/ ;]jf 5gf}6 ug{
gd"gfsf] ¿kdf ef}r/ k|0ffnL nfu" ul/g]5 .
@@=
gfkmfd"ns Joj;foLs/0f (Profitable Commercialization)P8LP;df gfkmfd"ns
Joj;flos/0faf6 k|fKt x'g] pknlAw s[lifsf] ¿kfGt/0faf6 xfl;n x'g] pknlAwsf] Ps lx:;fsf ¿kdf
/xg] 5 . of] ¿kfGt/0f k|lqmofdf, clwsf+z lx:;f s]jn hLljsfsf nflu dfq v]tLkftL ul/+b} cfPsf]
s[lif, d"ntM lgjf{xd'vL -cGo hLljsf jf 3/kl/jf/sf] vfB ;'/Iffsf] ljsNkx¿ pknAw gePsf]_
cj:yfaf6 clwsf+z lx:;f Joj;foLs/0fsf] p2]Zo lnPsf] s[liftkm{ pGd'v x'g'sf] ;fy} :yfgLo, /fli6«o
/ cGt/f{li6«o ahf/;“u hf]l8Psf] x'g]5 .
@#=
Joj;flos s[liftkm{ ¿kfGtl/t x'gsf nflu ljleGg pkfox¿sf] cjnDag cfjZos x'G5 .
o;sf nflu s]jn ls;fgx¿df dfq geO{ cfwf/e"t ¿kdf s[lifhGo pTkfbgx¿ / ;]jfx¿nfO{
Jofj;foLs/0f ug]{ sfo{df ;+nUg s[lif–pBdx¿ / ;xsf/Lx?df klgs]lGb|t x'g'k5{ . oL pBdx¿df
;fdfu|L k|bfosx¿, pTkfbg sDkgLx¿, ahf/Ls/0f ug]{ ;xsf/Lx¿, e08f/0f ;~rfnsx¿,
dfn;fdfgsf] k|aGw ug]{ sDkgLx¿, s[lif k|zf]wgstf{x¿, s[lifhGo tyf vfB pTkfbgx¿sf] cfoftstf{
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/ lgof{tstf{x¿, ljt/sx¿, Jofkf/Lx¿, s[lif / s[lifhGo pTkfbgdf cfwfl/t ;xsf/Lx? / s[lifhGo
;]jf k|bfosx¿ -ljQLo ;]jf k|bfosx¿, ljdf k|bfosx¿, Joj;flos ;]jf k|bfosx¿ nufot_ kb{5g\ .
oL pBdx¿ ;fgf, dWod / 7"nf x'g ;Sg]5g\ .
@$= gfkmfd"ns Jofj;foLs/0fsf nflu ljleGg pkfox¿sf] cjnDag tyf k|lqmofx¿sf] ;dfof]hg x'g
cfjZos k5{ . pbfx/0fsf nflu, nufgLsf] jftfj/0f cg's"n agfpg / bIftfk"0f{ Jofj;flos s[lif
k|jw{gsf nflu s/f/sf Joj:yfx¿ ;'b[9 u/fpgs/ / ljQLo ;]jfx¿df ;'wf/x¿ cfjZos kb{5 .
P8LP;n] cy{tGqsf] ;Gt'ngsf] ;'lglZrttf xfl;n u/L /fli6«o cfo / /f]huf/Ldf k|efj kfg{sf nflu
;Lldt ;+Vofdf d"No z[+vnfx¿sf] k|fyldstf tf]Sg' kg]{ cfjZostfnfO{ klg hf]8 lbG5 . cGTodf,
P8LP;n] Jofj;flos s[lifnfO{ k|j4{g ug{ ef}lts tyf ;+:yfut k"jf{wf/x¿sf] -s[lif ;8sx¿,
ahf/;DaGwL hfgsf/L / ahf/ cg';Gwfg k|0ffnLx¿_ ;'wf/df klg ;xof]u ub{5 .
@%
k|lt:kwf{Tdstfdf a[l4(Increased Competitiveness):b|'t ultdf a[l4 x'g] s[lifn] cem};Dd klg
ul/aLsf] /]vf d'lg /x]sf g]kfnsf nfvf}+ hgtfnfO{ ul/aLaf6 dfly p7fpg] ;a}eGbf /fd|f] pkfosf]
k|ltlglwTj ub{5 . Pl;ofnL cy{tGqsf] cg'ejaf6 s] b]lvPsf] 5 eg], s[lifsf] a[l4df pTk|]/0ff hufpg]
pkfox¿dWo]sf] Pp6f ;a}eGbf ;kmn pkfo eg]sf] s[lifut pBdLx¿nfO{ nufgLsf nflu cg's"n
jftfj/0f l;h{gf ug'{ / 1fg tyf pTkfbg ;fdu|Ldf kx'“r a9fP/ pRrtd pTkfbsTj xfl;n ug'{ xf] .
lbuf] a[l4sf nflu ;+/rgfut kl/jt{gx¿ / ;'wf/x¿ cfjZos 5g\ h;nfO{ ljZjJofkL d"Nosf] ptf/–
r9fjn] k|efj kfb}{g, h'g j[l4 Pp6f v/fa÷k|lts"n dg;'gn] klg sd x'“b}g / jfx\o nufgLdf dfq
lge{/ /x“b}g . To;}n] P8LP;n] k|lt:kwf{TdstfnfO{ d'Vo hf]8 lbPsf] 5 . ;Ifd, d]x]gtL / bIf dfgj
>f]t, ljZj ahf/df g]kfnnfO{ lrgfpg ;Sg] Pp6f :ki6 klxrfg ePsf] / pTkfbsTjnfO{ a9fpg;Sg] /
d'n'ssf] k|fs[lts cj;/x¿df cfwfl/t gof“ pTkfbgx¿ / k|lqmofx¿;“u} gjLgtf Nofpg ;Sg]
g]t[TjbfoL v'jL / b[9 OR5fzlQmdf k|lt:kwf{Tdstfsf] hu /x]sf] x'G5 .
@^=
of] ;f]r xfl;n ug{sf nflu, lghL If]qsf] phf{ / l;h{gzLntf cTofjZos 5 . ;~rf/sf] o'u /
/fd|f] lzIffn] g]kfnL pTkfbsx¿nfO{ cem /fd|f cEof;x¿sf] cWoog ug{ / ahf/sf ;"rgfdf kx'“r
sfod ug{ ;Sg] agfPsf] 5 hals, :yfloTj, hldgsf] a9\bf] ahf/ efp / ljk|]if0f -/]ld6\ofG;_n] nufgL
ug{ ;lsg] /sd h'6fOlbPsf] 5 .
@&= oL kl/jt{gx¿nfO{ cfTd;ft ug{ s[lifsf] k|j4{g / k|lt:kwf{Tdstfsf nflu 5'6\6} cjwf/0ffsf]
cfjZostf kb{5 h;n] Psflt/ pTkfbs ls;fgx?sf] ;fy ;fy} lghL / ;xsf/L If]qsf] ckl/xfo{
e"ldsfnfO{ ;Djf]wg ub{5 eg], csf]{ tkm{ ;/sf/af6 k|lt:kwf{Tdstfsf ;fy} u/Lasf] ljsf; pGd'v
a[l4sf] cg'udg ug]{, lgodg ug]{ tyf ;xhLs/0f ug]{ e"ldsfnfO{ klg ;Djf]wg ug]{5 . o;/L ;/sf/sf]
;'b[9 ;xeflutfdf lghL If]q / ;xsf/L If]qsf] phf{ / gjLgtfsf] ;lDd>0fdfkm{t\ ;sf/fTds ;fj{hlgs
pknlAw ;'lglZrt u/fpg'nfO{ g} k|foM ;fj{hlgs–lghL ;fem]bf/L eGg] ul/G5 . oL ;fem]bf/Lx¿sf] ;f/
eg]s} s'g} g s'g} ¿ksf] …cltl/Qm ;+efjgfÚ l;h{gf ug'{ xf] h'g c¿x¿sf] ;+nUgtfaf6 ;+ej x'b}g .
;/sf/L kIfaf6 x]bf{, o;n] cfkm\gf] nufgL a[l4 ug]{ cj;/ kfp“5 / pknlAwx¿nfO{ Pslqt ug{ ;S5
eg] lghL / ;xsf/L If]qsf nflu ;fj{hlgs sf]ifdf j[[l4 x'“bf pRr–hf]lvd pRr–;+efjgfsf /x]sf
cfof]hgfx¿df nufgL ug{ 8/fpg] cj:yfnfO{ sd u5{ .
@*= ls;fgx¿sf clwsf/(Farmers' Rights):P8LP;n] of]hgf th'{df, sfo{qmd sfof{Gjog, /
/0fgLltsf] sfof{Gjogdf ls;fgx¿sf] ;xeflutf ;'lglZrt ug{ ;+:yfut ;+oGq k|bfg ub{5 . vf;u/L
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P8LP;n] s]Gb|Lo txx¿df x'g] ;dGjo ;ldltx¿df, sfof{Gjog ;ldltsf] lgb]{zs ;ldltx¿df / g]kfn
s[lif cg';Gwfg kl/ifb\ -gfs{_ ;ldltdf, sl/a $ xhf/ uflj; :tl/o ;fd'bflos s[lif k|;f/ ;]jf
s]Gb|x¿ -CAESC_sf] ;ldltdf s[ifs k|ltlglwx¿sf] ;'lglZrttf u/]sf] 5 . o;}u/L, pgLx¿ Joj;flos
s[lif ;~hfnx¿ / d"No z[+vnf ljsf; ;~hfnx¿df klg cfj4 x'g]5g\ . s[lif If]qsf] gLlt th'{dfsf sf
;fy} cg'udgsf qmddf pgLx¿;“u k/fdz{ ul/g]5 . pgLx¿ lhNnf txdf /xg] vfB ;'/Iff
sfo{;~hfnsf] ;b:ox¿ /xg]5g\ . oL ;a} ;+:yfx¿df cfkm\gf k|ltlglwx¿sf] pkl:ylt u/fP/
ls;fgx¿n] P8LP;df cfkm\gf clwsf/x¿ ;'b[9 / ;'lglZrt ePsf] kfpg ;Sg]5g\ .
@(= o;sf cltl/Qm, P8LP;n] cGtl/d ;+ljwfgsf l;4fGtx¿sf] kl/lwdf /xL vfB ;'/Iffx¿ / vfB
;Dk|'etf;“u ;DjlGwt sfg"g lgdf{0f sfo{nfO{ klg k|a4{g ug]{5 . ls;fgx¿sf clwsf/x¿af/]sf]
a'emfOnfO cem uxg agfpg, tL clwsf/x¿sf] ;Dj4{g ug{, ltgLx¿sf] cg'udg ug{ vf; kxnx¿
lnOg]5 / pgLx¿sf] ;'/IffnfO{ P8LP;sf] ;'zf;gsf] /0flglts cjoj cGtu{tsf ultljlwdf ;d]l6g]
u/L ljsl;t ul/g]5 .
#)= ls;fgx¿sf clwsf/x¿nfO{ ;'lglZrt ug{ / ljleGg gLltut ÷;+/rgf ut ;+oGqdf ls;fgsf]
k|ltlglwTjsf] nflu Ps pRr :t/Lo clwsf/ ;DkGg / :yfoL k|s[ltsf] ls;fg cfof]u u7g ul/g]5 .
ls;fg cfof]usf] sfd, st{Jo / clwsf/;DaGwL vf; ljj/0f, agfj6, / lgodg P8LP;sf]
sfof{Gjogsf] z'?jftL r/0fdf g} ljsl;t ul/g]5 .
#!=

Jofj;flos ls;fg, lgjf{xd'vL ls;fg / el"dxLgx¿(Commercial farmers, Subsistence
farmers, and the Landless). a]Unf a]Un} s[lif–kof{j/0fLo If]qx¿sf nflu a]Unf a]Un} k|sf/sf] s[lif
auL{s/0fsf] k4lt cjnDag ul/g' kb{5 eGg] tYonfO{ Pl8P;n] klxrfg u/]sf] 5 . P8LP;n] lj1fg
tyf k|ljlwsf] ljs]Gb|Ls/0fnfO{ k|f]T;fxg ub{5 / ;d'bfonfO{ pgLx¿sf cfjZostf k"lt{ ug{ k|ljlw
lj:tf/, cg';Gwfg / lzIff k|0ffnLnfO{ k'gM cled'vLs/0fsf] cj;/ k|bfg ub{5 . ;fgf Jofj;flos
ls;fgx¿nfO{ ;d]6\g] ;]jfx¿ ;fwf/0ftof lgjf{xd'vL ls;fgx¿sf nflu cg'ko'Qm x'G5 . ;fgf
Jofj;flos ls;fgx¿k|lt nlIft ;+:yfx¿sf] ;Gbe{df -pbfx/0f d"No z[+vnf_, ;fgf Jofj;flos
ls;fgx¿sf nflu ckgfOPsf] k4ltnfO{ cfTd;ft ug{ ;Sg] hlt;d]l6g ;Sg]5g\ eg] To; afx]ssf
cGo lgjf{xd'vL s[ifsx¿ 5'6\g]5g\ . To;sf/0f P8LP;n];d'bfodf cfwfl/t k|;f/ ;]jf s]Gb|x¿ CAESC_dfkm{t\ / d"No z[+vnf ljsf;df vf;u/L ljkGgsf nflu ahf/ k4ltdfkm{t\ lgjf{xd'vL
ls;fgx¿ / Jofj;flos ls;fgx¿sf nflu pko'Qm ljleGg tf}/tl/sfx¿ k|j4{g ub{5 . vfB tyf
kf]if0f ;'/Iffdf k|ToIf of]ubfg, u|fdL0f If]qdf u}/–s[lif If]qsf] /f]huf/L lj:tf/ / s[lifdf cfwfl/t
pBdx¿sf] ljsf;sf] ;dli6ut :j¿kn] u|fdL0f If]qsf e"dLxLg 3/kl/jf/x¿ P8LP;af6 k/f]If ¿kdf
nfeflGjt x'g]5g\ .
#@=
P8LP;sf] @) jif]{ sfof{Gjog qmddf s[lif If]qsf] ¿kfGt/0fsf] k|lqmof cl3 a9\g]5 / u|fdL0f
If]qsf clwsf+z 3/kl/jf/x¿n] of t ufp“s} u}/–s[lif If]qdf jf ;x/L If]qdf /f]huf/L kfpg]5g\ . pRr
cfDbfgLsf] cj;/sf] cfsif{0fn] jf u|fdL0f If]qdf gfkmfd"ns /f]huf/L / cfsif{s hLjg:t/ gx'g'sf]
ljsif{0fsf] sf/0fn] u|fdL0f 3/ kl/jf/x¿sf] Pp6f pNn]vgLo ;+Vofn] ufpmFjf6 knfog x'g] qmd klg
;+u;+u} hf/L g} /xg]5 . h'g;'s} k|lqmofaf6 eP klg g]kfndf s[lif If]qsf] Jofj;foLs/0f a9\g]5 tfklg
Jofj;flos s[lif d"ne"t ¿kdf ;–;fgf :jfldTjsf ultljlw -b'O{ x]S6/eGbf sd hldg ePsf
ls;fgx¿_ df ;Lldt /xg]5 . v]tL ls;fgLd} hLljsf]kfh{g cfl>t /xg] k|sf/sf] v]tLkftL klg nfdf]
;do;Ddsf nflu Jofj;flos s[lif;“u} cl:tTjdf /lx/xg]5 . s"n s[lifdf ;+nUg hg;+Vofdf eg] o;sf]
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lx:;f 36\g]5 . P8LP;n] s[lifsf] Jofj;foLs/0fnfO{ tLj| jgfpb} ;fgf Jofj;flos ls;fgx¿sf] cfo /
lgjf{xd'vL ls;fgx¿sf] hLjg:t/ b'a}df ;'wf/ ug]{5 / ;fy} u}/–s[lif If]qdfa[l4 / /f]huf/L >[hgfsf]
cj;/ a9fP/ e"dLxLg÷;LdflGts[t e"ldxLgx¿nfO{ ;d]6\g]5 .
##=
P8LP;sf ultljlwx¿sf] k|efj tLg ;d"xsf ls;fgx¿df kg]{5– Jofj;flos, lgjf{xd'vL /
e"ldxLg . Jofj;flos ls;fgx¿ P8LP;sf clwsf+z sfo{s|dx?af6 k|ToIf ¿kdf k|efljt x'g]5g\ .
s]xL kIf÷j:t'÷ljifox¿df k|efj k|ToIf / lgs} bx|f] x'g]5 . pbfx/0fsf nflu, l;+rfO{, oflGqsLs/0f,
d"No >[+vnf ljsf; / lgsf;Lx¿nfO{ lng ;lsG5 . s[lifd} hLljsf]kfh{g cfl>t /x]sf kl/jf/x¿ klg
clwsf+z Pl8P;sf k|lqmofx¿af6 k|efljt x'g]5g\ . hldg -h:t}, df]lxofgLsf] ;d:ofnfO{ ;Daf]wg
ug]{, hUuf ef8fdf lbg], ;xsf/L v]tL, x|f; ePsf] hldgnfO{ ;'wfg]{, u'0f:t/Lo / ;dod} s[lif ;fdu|Lsf]
pknAwtf -h:t}, lgjf{xd'vL ls;fgx¿ nlIft s'kg, ;'wfl/Psf] k|lt/f]wfTds Ifdtf_, / n3'ljQ tyf
s[lif ladf;Ddsf] kx'“rh:tf n}+lus, ;fdflhs / ef}uf]lns ;fj]zLs/0f;“u ;DalGwt P8LP;sf
k|fjwfgx¿sf] k|ToIf k|efj lgs} alnof] 5 . hldg gePsf jf hldg geP ;/xsf hgtf klg vfB tyf
kf]if0f sfo{qmdx¿, n}+lus tyf ;fdflhs÷ef}uf]lns ;dfj]zLs/0f, ag k}bfjf/;Ddsf] kx'“r / ;fgf tyf
demf}nf pBdx¿sf] ljsf;;“u ;DalGwt P8LP;sf k|fjwfgx¿af6 k|ToIf ¿kdf nfeflGjt x'g]5g\ .
P8LP;sf] sfof{Gjog

(IMPLEMENTATION OF THE ADS)

#$=
P8LP;sf] sfof{Gjog eGgfn] s] ug]{, s;/L ug]{ eGg] hfgsf/L lng] / To;nfO{ sfof{Gjogdf
n}hfg] eGg]] hgfp“5 .sfof{Gjogæs] ug]{ eGbf P8LP;sf] ljifo j:t' vf;u/L ;f]r -Vision_, pknlJwx¿
-Outcomes_,glthfx¿ -Outputs_ / ultljlw -Activities_ eGg] j'em\g' kb{5 .] æs;/LÆ sfof{Gjog
eGg] kIf of]hgfcg';f/ sfd ePsf] ;'lglZrt ug{ cfjZos ;+oGqx¿kl/rflnt ug]{ eGg] j'em\g' kb{5 .
P8LP;sf] …s]Ú(THE WHAT OF THE ADS)
#%=
P8LP; cGtu{t $ ;+efux?-Components_, #% glthfx¿-Outputs_, / @ ;o #@ j6f
ultljlwxx¿-Activities_ kb{5g\ . tflnsf @ df pknlAwx¿ / glthfx¿ pNn]lvt 5g\ . d"n
k|ltj]bgdf x/]s ultljlwnfO{ ;lj:tf/ lbOPsf] 5 . k|ltj]bgn] k|To]s lqmofsnfksf] lj:t[t ljj/0f
;d]6]sf] 5 . Pl8P:fsf glthf / ultljlwx¿nfO{ ljleGg sfo{qmdx¿df -cfwf/ sfo{qmdx¿ -Core
Porgrams_,
vf; dxTjsf sfo{qmdx¿ -Flagship Programs_ / cGo sfo{qmdx¿ -Other
Programs__ juL{s[t ul/Psf]]5 . cfwf/ sfo{qmd¿ / vf; dxTjsf sfo{qmdx¿ tflnsf @ df
;"rLs[t ul/Psf] 5 . cGo sfo{qmdx¿df s[lif ljsf; dGqfnoåf/f xfn sfof{Gjog eO/x]sf sfo{qmd¿
5g\ / ltgLx¿nfO{ s]Gb|Lo / km\Noful;k sfo{qmdx¿df ;"rLs[t ul/Psf] 5}g . oL ljBdfg cGo
sfo{qmdsfx¿sf] d"Nof+sg ul/g]5 / ltgLx¿nfO{ eljiodf s]Gb|Lo / km\Noful;k sfo{qmdx¿df ;dfj]z
ub}{ nlug]5 .
tflnsf @MP8LP;sf ;+efux¿, glthfx¿ / sfo{qmdx¿(Components, Outputs, and Programs of
the ADS)

;+efu
-Component_

;+Vof

glthf -Output_
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sfo{qmd
-Program_

;+efu
-Component_

;+Vof

glthf -Output_

sfo{qmd
-Program_

!=!

gLltut k|ltj4tfsf] ljZj;gLotf

cfwf/

!=@

P8LP;sf] sfof{Gjogdf ;+nUg ljleGg
lgsfox¿jLrsf] ;'b[9 ;dGjo

cfwf/

!=#

PsLs[t of]hgf

cfwf/

!=$

k|efjsf/L sfof{Gjogdf ;xfotf

cfwf/

!=%

P8LP;df n}+lus ;dfgtf / ;fdflhs tyf
ef}uf]lns ;dfj]zLs/0fsf nflu :yfkgf
ul/Psf ;+oGqx¿

cfwf/

!= ;'zf;g

!=^

cfwf/

-Improved
Governance_

P8LP;sf] ;dod} / k|efjsf/L cg'udg /
d"Nof+sg

!=&

P8LP;sf] of]hgf th'{df, sfof{Gjog /
cg'udgsf nflu s[ifs / s[lif d'No >[+vnf
;+u ;DjlGwt ;dfhsf] ;xeflutf ;'lglZrt
ug]{ ;+oGqsf] :yfkgf -h:t} ls;fg cfof]u _

cfwf/

!=*

P8LP;sf] ;dGjo / sfof{Gjogdf ;+nUg
ePsf d'Vo lgsfox¿sf] Ifdtf clej[l4

cfwf/

!=(

;jf{lws lk5l8Psf ;d"xx¿sf] ;'wfl/Psf]
vfB tyf kf]if0f ;'/Iff / vfB clwsf/

km\Noful;k

@=pRr pTkfbsTj

(FANUSEP)

!=!)

sfo{;Dkfbgdf cfwfl/t Joj:yfkg k|0ffnLx¿ cfwf/
:yflkt k|f]T;fxgx¿;“u ;Dj4 u/fOPsf]

@=!

ls;fgx¿ / s[lif–pBdLx¿sf
cfjZostfx¿k|lt hjfkmb]xL ljs]lGb|t k|;f/
k|0ffnL

km\Noful;k

ls;fgx¿ / s[lif–pBdLx¿sf
cfjZostfx¿k|lt hjfkmb]xL ljs]lGb|t
cg';Gwfg k|0ffnL

km\Noful;k

;'b[9 s[lif lzIff k|0ffnL

km\Noful;k

@=@

HigherProductivity_

@=#

(DESTEP)

(DESTEP)

(DESTEP)
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;+efu
-Component_

;+Vof

glthf -Output_

sfo{qmd
-Program_

@=$

hldgnfO{ k|efjsf/L / lbuf] 9+uaf6 pkof]u
ug]{ lsl;dsf] rSnfjGbL ;lxtsf] v]tL If]q

cfwf/

@=%

;dtfd"ns / lbuf] lx;fjn] lj:tfl/t l;+lrt
If]q / ;'b[9 l;+rfO{ k|efjsfl/tf Pj+
Joj:yfkg

cfwf/

@=^

;xh / ;/n d"Nodf u'0f:t/Lo s[lif
;fdu|Ldf kx'+r

cfwf/

@=&

;|f]t ;fwg / Ifdtf lgdf{0fdf kof{Kt
nufgLsf dfWodaf6 jLp ljhgsf] /fli6«o
b[li6sf]0f @)!#–@)@% sf ;fy} ljBdfg aLp
gLltx¿sf] k|efjsf/L sfof{Gjog dfkm{t\
plrt d"Nodf ;dod}, u'0f:t/Lo
laplahgx¿sf] kx'“r x'g ;Sg] ;'wfl/Psf] /
ljs]lGb|t lap k|0ffnLsf] Joj:yf

cfwf/

@=*

cNksfnLg cjlwsf] nflu :jLsfo{, dWod /
cfwf/
bL3{sfnLg ;dofjlwsf] nflu :ki6 /0fgLltsf
;fy pTkfbsTjdf ;'wf/sf nflu dnvfb
cfk"lt{sf] Jojxfl/s ;dfwfg

@=(

g]kfnsf] v]tL k|0ffnL / jftfj/0f ;'xfp“bf]
pGgt gZnsf kz'x¿sf] pknAwtf

cfwf/

@=!)

ls;fgx¿df oGq, pks/0fx¿sf] kx'“r

cfwf/

@=!!

hnjfo' kl/jt{g, k|fs[lts k|sf]kx¿, d"Nodf
cl:y/tf / cGo ljkt\x¿sf] l:yltdf klg
ls;fgx¿df ;'wfl/Psf] k|lt/f]wfTds Ifdtf

cfwf/

@=!@

lbuf] s[lif÷kz'kfng, c;n s[lifhGo
cEof;x¿ (GAP), c;n e]l6g/L kz'kfng
cEof; (GVAHP):yfkgf / canDag ul/g]

cfwf/

@=!#

k|fs[lts ;|f]t ;fwg Joj:yfkg tyf
hLjgofkg ;'wf/sf nflu Pslqt Pj+
;d'bfodf cfwfl/t e"–Joj:yfkg
cjwf/0ff;lxt lgjf{xd'vL pTkfbghGo jg

cfwf/
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;+efu
-Component_

;+Vof

glthf -Output_

sfo{qmd
-Program_

k}bfjf/nfO{ k|lt:kwL{, s[lif d}qL tyf ;dfj]zL
jg Joj:yfkg Jojxf/df ljsl;t ul/g] .

#= gfkmfd'vL
Joj;foLs/0f
-Profitiable
Commercialization_

$= k|lt:kwf{ a[l4
-Increased
Competitiveness_

#=!

s[lif Joj;flosLs/0fsf nflu ;'wfl/Psf]
nufgLsf] jftfj/0f

cfwf/

#=@

Jofj;flos s[lifsf nflu s/f/ k|jGwx¿

cfwf/

#=#

k|efjsf/L Joj;flos s[lif If]qsf nflu
;xof]uL s/ gLlt

cfwf/

#=$

k|lt:kwL{ Pj+ dfudf cfwfl/t ljljw ljQLo
tyf s[lifhGo ljdf pTkfbgx¿

cfwf/

#=%

;fgf ls;fgx¿ Pj+ pBdLx¿sf] kmfObf Pj+
d"No clea[l4 ug]{ vfnsf k|lt:kwL{ s[lif d"No
>[+vnf

km\Noful;k

#=^

lj:tfl/t u|fdL0f ;8s ;~hfn

cfwf/

#=&

ahf/sf] hfgsf/L (Market intelligence)sf
nflu s[lif ahf/ ;"rgf, ;"rgf tyf ;~rf/
k|ljlw(ITC)sf pTkfbgx¿sf] pkof]u

cfwf/

#=*

lj:tfl/t u|fdL0f ljB'tLs/0f / gljs/0fLo
phf{x¿

cfwf/

$=!

ahf/ k"jf{wf/x¿sf] ljsf;

cfwf/

$=@

gof“kgsf ;fgf tyf demf}nf Jofj;floss[lif
pBdx¿

km\Noful;k

$=#

vfB / s[lifhGo pTkfbgx¿sf] lgof{tdf j[l4

cfwf/

$=$

vfB ;'/Iff tyf u'0f:t/ clej[l4

cfwf/

(VADEP)

(INAGEP)

P8LP; …s;/LÚ-THE HOW OF THE ADS_
#^=
P8LP;sf] sfof{Gjogn]ljBdfg ;+oGqx¿ / gof“ ;+oGqx¿sf] ;lDd>0fx¿nfO{ ;d]6\5 . s[lif
If]qsf nflu /0fgLltx¿ / of]hgfx¿ sfof{Gjog ug]{ k/Dk/fut tl/sfdf Pp6f ;+:yfut ;+/rgf
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kl/sNkgf ul/Psf] 5 hxf“ /fli6«o of]hgf cfof]un] ;dli6ut ¿kdf gLltut ;+of]hgsf] sfo{ ub{5, s[lif
ljsf; dGqfnon] s[lif;DaGwL sfo{qmd¿ sfof{Gjog ug{df g]t[Tj jxg ub{5 . ;DalGwt cGo
lgsfox¿n] sfof{Gjogdf ;3fp“g5
] g\ . pbfx/0fsf nflu l;+rfO{+ ljefun] l;+rfO{ ljsf;sf] g]t[Tj ub{5
eg] :yfgLo k"jf{wf/ ljsf; tyf s[lif ;8s ljefun] s[lif ;8sx¿sf] g]t[Tj ub{5 . ag ljefu / e"
₋;+/If0f tyf hnfwf/ Joj:yfkg ljefun] h+un If]qsf] hldgsf] ;+/If0f tyf ;+j4{gsf] g]t[Tj ub{5g\
.s[lif ljefu / kz' ;]jf ljefun] s[lif tyf kz'kfng lj:tf/sf] g]t[Tj ub{5g\ . g]kfn s[lif cg';Gwfg
kl/ifb\n] s[lif;DaGwL cg';Gwfgsf] g]t[Tj ub{5 .
#&=
sfo{qmd / of]hgfx¿ sfof{Gjog ug]{ k/Dk/fut tl/sfsf cfkm\g} ts{ / cf}lrTo 5g\ . tyfkL
of]hgf th'{df, PsLs[t of]hgf, gLlt cg'udg, v/Lb / ljQLo Joj:yfkg nufotsf sfo{x¿df
sfof{Gjog lgsfosf] sdhf]/ Ifdtf / ;dGjosf] sdLh:tf sf/0f / s[lifut ¿kfGt/0f k|lqmofsf
;Gbe{df / abln+bf] ljZj kl/j]zdf b]lvPsf gof“ cfofdx¿ h:tf] ls, tLj| ultdf a9L/x]sf] j;fO{;/fO{,
ljZjJofkL d"No >[+vnfsf] k|e'Tj, lg/Gt/ ¿kdf gjLgtf / cg's'ng vf]lh/xg] gof“ k|ljlwx¿ h:tf
sf/0fn] ubf{ k/Dk/fut z}nLaf6 ul/+b} cfPsf];dGjosf] kf6f] sdhf]/ b]lvPsf] 5 .
#*= g]kfndf s[lif sfo{qmd¿sf] sfof{Gjog ug]{ k/Dk/fut tl/sfdf s[lif If]qsf d'Vo
;/f]sf/jfnfx¿ ls;fg, ;xsf/Lx¿ / lghL s[lif pBdLx¿sf] ljsf;df s]lGb|t /xg] u/L ;/sf/L
lgsfox¿ cu| efudf 5g\ .
#(= k/Dk/fut ;+oGqx¿n] eljiosf nflu pkof]uL kf7 lbzfjf]w klg ub{5g\ . :ki6tM /fli6«o
of]hgf cfof]u, s[lif ljsf; dGqfno tyf cGo ;Da4 lgsfox¿n] P8LP;df Pp6f dxTjk"0f{ e"ldsf
lgjf{x ug'{ kg]{ x'G5 / of] e"ldsf dfGotfk|fKt Pj+ ;'b[9 x'g'k5{ . t;y{, k/Dk/fut ;ls|o ;+oGqx¿ klg
cfkm\gf] sfof{Gjog Ifdtfdf ;'wf/ ub}{ d'Vo ;/f]sf/jfnfx¿ -s[ifs, ;xsf/Lx¿, lghL If]q_nfO{ s[lif
ljsf;sf] k|s[ofdf ;fem]bf/sf] ?kdf cufl8 j9fpg' kg]{ x'G5 . cem} eGg'kbf g]kfndf s[lif gLltx¿ /
sfo{qmdx¿ sfo{Gjog ug]{ k/Dk/fut tl/sfn] tLj| ultsf] j[l4 / u/LjLGo"gLs/0f ug]{ ck]lIft glthf
lbg ;s]sf] 5}g .
gof“ ;+oGqx¿(NEW MECHANISMS)
$)=
sfof{Gjogdf ;'wf/ Nofpgsf nflu P8LP;n] s]xL gof“ ;+oGqx¿sf] k|:tfj u/]sf] 5 . gof“
;+oGqx¿ ljBdfg ;+oGqx¿s} hudf lgdf{0f ePsf 5g\ / ltgn] k'/fgf ;+oGqx¿nfO{ ;xof]u ug]{5g\ /
;'b[9 agfpg] 5g\ . :ki6 eGg'kbf{ /fli6«o of]hgf cfof]u, s[lif ljsf; dGqfno / cGo ;Da4
lgsfox¿sf cltl/Qm P8LP;sf] k|efjsf/L sfof{Gjog ls;fg, s[lif vfB >[+vnfsf stf{x?,
;+3;+:yfx¿, k|fyldstf k|fKt /fli6«o sfo{qmdx¿, / k|d'v ;/f]sf/jfnfx¿sf] ;lDd>0fdf e/ kg]{5 .
ljBdfg / gof“ ;+oGqx¿aLrsf] ;DjGw lrq @ df k|:t't ul/Psf] 5 .
lgsfox¿ (Institutions)
!= /fli6«o P8LP; ;dGjo ;ldlt (NADSCC)
@= /fli6«o P8LP; sfof{Gjog ;ldlt(NADSIC)
#= P8LP; sfof{Gjog ;xfotf OsfO{ (ADSISU)
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$= P8LP; sfof{Gjog ;xfotf sf]if(ATF)
km\Noful;k / cfwf/ sfo{qmdx¿(Flagship and Core Programs)
!= vfB tyf kf]if0f ;'/Iff sfo{qmd(FANUSEP)
@= ljs]lGb|t lj1fg, k|ljlw / lzIff sfo{qmd(DESTEP)
#= d"No z[+vnf ljsf; sfo{qmd(VADEP)
$= gj–k|jt{g tyf s[lif–pBdzLntf sfo{qmd(INAGEP)
%= s]Gb|Lo sfo{qmd¿(Core Programs)
k|d'v ;/f]sf/jfnfx¿ (Leading Stakeholders)
!= s[lif ljsf; dGqfno, /fli6«o of]hgf cfof]u nufot ;/sf/L lgsfox?
@= ls;fgsf ;+3;+:yfx¿
@= ;xsf/L ;+3;+:yfx¿
#= lghL If]qsf ;+3;+:yfx¿

lrq @M P8LP; sfof{Gjog tyf ;dGjo ;+oGqx¿
18

/fli6«o P8LP; sfof{Gjog ;ldlt (NADSIC)
$!= dfggLo s[lif ljsf; dGqLsf] cWoIftfdf /fli6«o P8LP; sfof{Gjog ;ldlt (NADSIC):yfkgf
ul/g]5 h;df /fli6«o of]hgf cfof]usf dfggLo pkfWoIf ;x–cWoIf /, /fli6«o of]hgf cfof]usf dfggLo
;b:o -s[lif If]q_, s[lif tyf jg ljZjljBfnosf pks'nklt, cy{, l;+rfO{, jg, ;+3Lo dfldnf tyf
:yfgLo ljsf;, ;xsf/L tyf ul/jL lgjf/0f, e"ld ;'wf/ tyf Joj:yf, / lzIff dGqfno sf ;lrjx?,
g]kfn pBf]u jfl0fHo ;+3sf cWoIf, g]kfn pBf]u kl/;+3sf cWoIf, /fli6«o ls;fg ;+hfn÷ ls;fg
cfof]u sf k|ltlglw ;b:ox¿sf ¿kdf / s[lif ljsf; dGqfnosf ;lrj ;b:o ;lrjsf ¿kdf /xg]5g\
. :jtGq k]zfsdL{x¿, bft[ lgsfosf k|ltlglwx¿, u}/;sf/L ;+:yfx¿ / k|fl1sx¿nfO{ ko{j]Ifssf] ¿kdf
;xefuL u/fOg]5 . P8LP; sfof{Gjog ;ldlt P8LP;sf] sfof{Gjog ePsf] ;'lglZrt ug{df lhDd]af/
/xg]5 / o;sf] a}7s å}dfl;s ¿kdf a:g]5 . ;ldltsf] sfd, st{Jo / clwsf/df lgDg kIfx¿ ;dfj]z
x'g]5g\ M
-s_

lhDd]jf/ ;+:yfx¿df gLltut, k|zf;sLo / sfg'gL kl/jt{gx¿ u/L Pl8P;
sfof{GjognfO{ ;'lglZrt ug]{ .

-v_

cfGtl/s -;fj{hlgs / lghL_ / jfx\o b'a} ;|f]tx¿af6 ;|f]t kl/rfng ePsf] ;'lglZrt
ug]{ .

-u_

;Dj4 dGqfno / ;/f]sf/jfnfx¿nfO{ P8LP;sf sfo{qmdx¿ / cfof]hgfx¿ tNnf]
txb]lv /fli6«o tx;Dd sfof{Gjog u/fpgdf ;xhLs/0fsf nflu dfu{lgb]{zg ug]{ .

-3_

P8LP; sfof{Gjogdf ;xfotf pknAw u/fpg] k|fljlws ;xof]usf nflu cfof]hgf
lgb]{zs ;ldlt (Project Steering Committee)sf ¿kdf sfd ug]{ .

-ª_

/fli6«o P8LP; ;dGjo ;ldlt / /fli6«o of]hgf cfof]usf] ;+nUgtfdf P8LP;sf]
cfjlws d"Nof+sgug]{ / ;'emfjx¿sf] ;dfof]hg ug]{ .

-5_

eljiodf jGg] ;+3Lo ;+/rgfx¿ cg';f/ P8LP;sf sfo{qmdx¿nfO{ ;+:yfut
;+/rgfx¿df ;dfof]hg ug]{ .

;dGjo ;ldltx¿(NADSIC / pk–;ldltx¿,CADIC, RADC, DADC)
$@= /fli6«o P8LP; ;dGjo ;ldlt (NADSCC)/fli6«o of]hgf cfof]usf pkfWoIfsf] cWoIftfdf
/xL ;Dj4 lgsfox¿sf] ;dGjo ug]{ /fli6«o;ldlt xf] . of] ;ldlt s[lif ljsf; dGqfnodf /xg] P8LP;
sfof{Gjog ;xfotf OsfO (ADSISU)af6 pknJw ;lrjfno ;]jfdfkm{t\ ;jnLs/0f x'g]5 / P8LP;sf
;fGble{s ljifox¿sf] ;dGjosf] lhDd]jf/L ;lxtsf] b]xfosf] pk ;ldltdfkm{t\ k|jlt{t x'g]5 h:t} M
-s_

s[lif, l;+rfO/ k|;f/aLr ;dGjo -ljz]ifu/L s[lif ljefu / l;+rfO ljefujLr_
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-v_

;/sf/L If]q, lghL If]q -h:t}, g]kfn pBf]u jfl0fHo dxf;+3, s[lif pBd s]Gb|, g]kfn
pBf]u kl/;+3, s[lifpBf]u ;+3x¿, ;fgf tyf demf}nf pBf]u ;+3x¿_, ;xsf/L If]qx¿ h:t}, g]kfn ;xsf/L dxf;+3_ / ls;fgsf ;+3;+:yfx¿ -h:t}, /fli6«o ls;fg ;+hfn_
aLr ;dGjo .

-u_

;/sf/L If]q / u}/–;/sf/L ;+3;+:yfx¿(NGOs)÷cGt/f{li6«o
;+:yfx¿(INGOs)aLrsf] ;dGjo .

-3_

;/sf/ / ljsf;sf ;fem]bf/x¿aLr ;dGjo .

-ª_

cg';fGwfg–k|;f/–lzIff;“u ;Dj4 ;+3;+:yfx¿ -g]kfn s[lif cg';Gwfg kl/ifb\–s[lif
ljefu, kz' ;]jf ljefu, vfB k|ljlw tyf u'0f:t/ lgoGq0f ljefu, s[lif tyf jg
ljZjljBfno, jg ;+:yfg, s[lif SofDk;x¿, Jofj;flos lzIff tyf tflnd s]Gb|_
x¿aLr ;dGjo .

-r_

s[lif ljsf; / vfB kf]if0f ;'/Iff / vfB :jR5tf -s[lif ljsf; dGqfno / :Jff:Yo
dGqfno, /fli6«o kf]if0f tyf vfB ;'/Iff lgb]{zg ;ldlt_ aLr cfk;L ;dGjo .

u}/

;/sf/L

$#= s[lif dGqfnosf ;lrjn] cWoIftf ug]{ s]Gb|Lo s[lif ljsf; sfof{Gjog ;ldltn] cfjlws ¿kdf
s[lif sfo{qmd¿sf] sfof{Gjogdf ;+nUg lgsfox¿sf] a}7s af]nfpg] / ltgsf ultljlwx¿df ;dGjo
ug]{5 . P8LP; sfof{Gjog ;xfotf OsfO{ dfkm{t\ ;~rfng x'g] Ifdtf clej[l4dfkm{t\ s]Gb|Lo s[lif ljsf;
sfof{Gjog ;ldltnfO{ ;anLs/0f u/fOg]5 . o:t} k|sf/sf] ;dGjo ;+oGq If]qLo / lhNnf txdf klg
ljBdfg 5g\If]qLo :t/df If]qLo s[lif lgb]{zsn] ;dGjo ug]{ If]qLo s[lif ljsf; ;ldlt– /, lhNnf
txdf– lhNnf ljsf; ;ldltsf ;efkltn] cWoIftf ug]{ lhNnf s[lif ljsf; ;ldlt5 . oL ;a}
;+oGqx¿nfO{ P8LP; sfof{Gjog ;xfotf OsfO{sf] ;xof]u / /fli6«o P8LP; ;dGjo ;ldltsf]
;dGjodf ;'b[9 u/fOg' / k'gM lqmofzLn u/fOg' cfjZos 5 .
$$= cfjlws hfgsf/Ldfkm{t\ lhNnf s[lif ljsf; ;ldltx¿, If]qLo s[lif ljsf; ;ldltx¿ / s]Gb|Lo
s[lif ljsf; sfof{Gjog ;ldltaLr k|efjsf/L ;~rf/ ;'lglZrt ul/g'k5{ . s]Gb|Lo s[lif ljsf;
sfof{Gjog ;ldltn] /fli6«o P8LP; ;dGjo ;ldlt;“u ;dGjo ug]{5 . P8LP;sf] jflif{s k|ltj]bg
s]Gb|Lo s[lif ljsf; sfof{Gjog ;ldltn] P8LP; sfof{Gjog ;xfotf OsfO{ dfkm{t /fli6«o of]hgf
cfof]udf k]z ug]{5 .
P8LP; sfof{Gjog ;xfotf OsfO{ (ADSISU)-ADS ;dGjo zfvf, s[lif ljsf; dGqfno_
$%= P8LP;sf] sfof{Gjogdf ljleGg lgsfox¿ / ;/f]sf/jfnfaLr ;dGjosf] h¿/t kb{5 .
sfof{Gjogsf nflu gLltut ljZn]if0f / th'{df, cg'udg, / sfg'gL / lgodg Ifdtfx¿ cfjZos kb{5g\
h'g xfn Tolt ;lqmo ePsf] kfOGg . gLltdf ;Ifd, sfg"gL / ljZn]if0f Ifdtf ePsf], s[lif ljsf;
dGqfnok|lt lhDd]jf/ Ps OsfO{n] gLlt / sfof{GjogaLrsf] vf8n k"lt{ ug{ tyf P8LP;sf sfof{Gjog
lgsfox¿sf] Ifdtf clej[l4 ug{df /fd|/L of]ubfg k'¥ofpg ;Sg]5 .
$^=

P8LP; sfof{Gjog ;xfotf OsfO{ (ADSISU)sf sfo{x¿ lgDg cg';f/ x'g]5g\ M
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-s_

;DjlGwt sfof{Gjog ug]{ lgsfox¿sf nflu gLlt ljZn]if0f tyf gLlt cg'udg /
PsLs[t of]hgf lgdf{0fdf Ifdtf clej[l4 ug]{,

-v_

P8LP;sf] sfof{Gjogsf nflu gLlt tyf lgodx¿sf] th'{df / ;+zf]wg ug{ ;xof]u ug]{,

-u_

P8LP; cg'udgsf nflu Pp6f k|0ffnL / 8f6fj]; ljsl;t ug{ ;3fpg],

-3_

P8LP;sf] sfof{Gjogsf nflu gLlt tyf lgodx¿sf] th'{df / ;+zf]wg ug{ ;xof]u ug]{,

-ª_

PsLs[t cfjlws of]hgfx¿ -jflif{s / k~rjifL{o of]hgfx¿, tyf ;+zf]wg÷cBfjlws
P8LP; of]hgf_ th'{df ug{ ;xof]u ug]{ .

-r_

/fli6«o P8LP; ;dGjo ;ldlt, /fli6«o P8LP; sfof{Gjog ;ldlt / P8LP; sfof{Gjog
;xfotf sf]ifnfO{ ;lrjfno / Jofj;flos ;]jf k|bfg ug]{,

-5_

;xfotf ;dGjo ;+oGqx¿ (NADSCC, NADSIC,CADIC,RADC,DADC)nfO{ Ifdtf,
aGbf]j:tLsf] k|jGw / ljZn]if0f OsfO{x¿sf ;Gbe{df ;xof]u k'¥ofpg],

-h_

;DjlGwt gLltx¿sf] cg'udgsf ;fy} P8LP;nfO{ sfof{Gjog / o;nfO{ ;+:yfut ug]{
sfo{df ;xfotf k'/fpg]

-em_

P8LP;sf /fli6«o sfo{qmdx¿sf] ;~rfngdf ;xhLs/0f ug]{ h:t}M
sfo{qmdx¿ ;~rfngdf sfo{qmd k|jGwsx¿nfO{ ;Nnfx ;]jf k|bfg ug]{,

-`_

If]qut gLltx¿nfO{ cGt/f{li6«o k|ltj4tfx¿ tyf lgodx¿ cg'?k jgfpg ;xof]u ug]{
.

-6_

P8LP;sf nflu sfo{;Dkfbgdf cfwfl/t Joj:yfkg k|0ffnL ljsl;t ug{ / To;nfO{
;+:yfut ug{ ;3fpg] / P8LP;sf sfo{;DKfbgdf ;+nUg lgsfox¿df sfo{;Dkfbgdf
cfwfl/t k4ltnfO{ ;+:yfut ug]{,

-7_

P8LP; sfof{Gjgogsf nflu cfjZostfcg';f/ ljBdfg tYof+s ;+sng
k|0ffnLx¿;“usf] ;xsfo{df /0fgLlts dxTj ePsf tYof+s ;+sng / ljZn]if0f ug]{,

-8_

ljsf; ;fem]bf/sf nufgL tyf sfo{qmd¿nfO{ P8LP; sfof{Gjog;“u ;dembf/L sfod
x'g] u/L ;dGjo ug]{,

-9_

s[lifsf nflu If]qut cjwf/0ffsf] ;+efjgfsf] d"Nof+sg u/L ;+ej eP;Dd th'{df ug]{ /
olb To:tf] k4lt g]kfn ;/sf/n] cg'z/0f u/]df To;sf] sfof{Gjogdf ;xfotf ug]{,

-0f_

j}slNks gLltx¿sf nfut / k|ltkmnx¿ ljZn]if0f ug{ cWoogx¿ u/fpg] -h:t}, wfg
/ ux'“sf] Go"gtd ;dy{g d"No_

P8LP; sfof{Gjog 6«i6 sf]if (ATF)
21

km\Noful;k

$&= o; If]qdf nufgL ug]{ ;a} ljBdfg 9f“rfx¿ oyfjt\ /xg]5g\ . o; cGtu{t yk eg]sf] ax'bft[
lgsfon] ;xof]u ug]{ P8LP; 6«:6 sf]if -P6LPkm_ sf] :yfkgf x'g]5 . o;sf] sfof{Gjogsf nflu g]kfn
;/sf/, s[lif ljsf; dGqfno lhDd]jf/ /xg]5 . P6LPkmsf ;|f]t–;fwgsf] pkof]u b]xfosf sfo{x¿df
ug{ ;lsg]5 -s_ P8LP; sfof{Gjog ;xfotf OsfO{nfO{ ;xfotf ug]{ s'g}klg k|fljlws ;xfotfsf nflu v_ P8LP; sf] km\Nofu;Lk sfo{s|d sfof{Gjog ug{ -u_ P8LP;sf] sfof{Gjogdf lhDd]jf/ kIfx¿ JolQm/ ;d"xsf nflu :jLs[t sfo{;Dkfbg Joj:yfkg of]hgfx¿ cg'¿ksf pNn]vgLo sfo{;Dkfbg
k'/:sf/x¿ / -3_P8LP; sfof{Gjog / /0fgLltsf] cfjlws ;dLIffsf nflu -pbfx/0fM dWosfnLg_ .
P8LP; sfo{qmdx¿ (ADS PROGRAMS)
$*= P8LP; tLg km/s–km/s k|sf/sf sfo{qmdx¿ Mcfwf/ sfo{qmdx? (Core programs),
km\Noful;k sfo{qmdx¿ (Flagship programs) / cGo sfo{qmdx¿(Other programs)dfkm{t\ sfof{Gjog
ul/g]5 . cfwf/ sfo{qmdx¿ dGqfno jf ljefuLo :t/sf lgsfox¿df klxn]b]lv g} /x]sf clwsf+z
lgsfodfkm{t\ sfof{Gjog ul/G5g\ . km\Noful;k sfo{qmdx¿ gj k|jlt{t Pj+ ltgsf ultljlwx¿ jx'–
If]qLo k|s[ltsf x'g] x'gfn] ltgsf] ;~rfngsf nflu 5'§} ;+/rgfx¿ cfjZos kb{5g\ .cGo sfo{qmd leq
tL sfo{qmd kb{5g\ h'g xfn sfof{Gjog ul/+b} cfPsf eP klg k|:tfj ul/Psf km\Noful;k sfo{qmd /
d'Vo sfo{qmd leq kb}{gg\ . cGtTjuf]Tjf P8LP;n] km\Noful;k / s]Gb|Lo sfo{qmd u/L b'O{ k|sf/sf
sfo{qmd dfq ;dfj]z ug]{ ub{5 . xfn ;+rfngdf /x]sf cGo sfo{qmdx¿nfO{ cfjlws d"Nof+sgsf]
cfwf/df gof“ km\Noful;k jf s]Gb|Lo sfo{qmdsf] ¿kdf ;dfj]z ub}{ nlug]5 .

km\Noful;k sfo{qmd(FLAGSHIP PROGRAMS)
$(= P8LP;n] s]xL k|fyldstfdf k/]sf /fli6«o sfo{qmdx¿sf] kl/sNkgf ub{5, h;sf] j/k/ k|z:t
;xdlt, >f]t / ;fwg tyf k|efjsf/L Joj:yfkg kl/rfng x'g ;sf];\ . oL k|fyldstfleq k/]sf /fli6«o
sfo{qmdx¿nfO{ …P8LP; km\Noful;k sfo{qmdÚ elgg]5 . P8LP;sf km\Noful;k sfo{qmdx¿ o; k|sf/
5g\ M
-s_

vfBfGg tyf kf]if0f ;'/Iff sfo{qmd (FANUSEP)

-v_

ljs]lGb|t lj1fg, k|ljlw tyf lzIff sfo{qmd (DSTEP)

-u_

d"No >[+vnf ljsf; sfo{qmd (VADEP)

-3_

gj k|jt{g tyf s[lif–pBdlzntf sfo{qmd (INAGEP)

vfBfGg tyf kf]if0f ;'/Iff sfo{qmd (FANUSEP)
%)= vfBfGg tyf kf]if0f ;'/Iff sfo{qmd(FANUSEP)sf] p2]Zo cGToGt} lk5l8Psf ju{x¿sf]
vfBfGg tyf kf]if0f ;'/Iffdf ;'wf/ ug'{ /x]sf]] 5 . o; cGtu{t tLgj6f ;xfos sfo{qmd /xg]5g\ M
ljZjJofkL s[lif tyf vfB ;'/Iff sfo{qmd (GAFSP)sf] Ps efusf] ¿kdf to ePsf] g]kfn vfB ;'/Iff
kl/of]hgf (NAFSP), vfB tyf s[lif ;+u7g (FAO)sf] ;xof]udf th'{df ePsf] vfB tyf kf]if0f
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;'/Iff sfo{of]hgf(FNSP)/ PkmPgP;kLsf kl/k"/ssf] ¿kdf th'{df / sfof{Gjog ul/g] gof“ /fli6«o
vfB tyf kf]if0f ;'/Iff kl/of]hgf . gof“ /fli6«o vfB tyf kf]if0f ;'/Iff kl/of]hgf th'{df ubf{ tYodf
cfwfl/t ;"rgf k|0ffnLx¿ h:t} g]S:ofk -vfB ;'/Iff cg'udg k|0ffnL / hg;f+lVos :jf:Yo ;j]{If0f
(DHS), g]kfn hLjg:t/ ;j]{If0f (NLSS) / cGo ;"rgf ;|f]tx¿sf] cfwf/df ul/g] 5g\ .
%!=
vfBfGg tyf kf]if0f ;'/Iff sfo{qmdsf;x–sfo{qmdx¿sf] ;femf ljz]iftf eg]sf] u/La, pk]lIft
;d"xx¿ tyf ef}uf]lns ¿kdf ljs6 If]qx¿ -pbfx/0fsf nflu s0ff{nL_ nfO{ nlIft ug]{ xf] . oL
sfo{qmdn] ue{jtL / :tgkfg u/fpg] s[ifs dlxnfx¿nufot nlIft nfe k|fKt ug]{ ju{sf] pTkfbsTj,
cfo>f]t / kf}li6s dfGotfx¿sf] ;'wf/sf nflu x:tIf]k k|j4{g ub{5 . P8LP; ;fdfGo ¿kdf / vfBfGg
tyf kf]if0f ;'/Iff sfo{qmdvf;u/L g]kfn ;/sf/åf/f klxn] g} cg'df]lbtk~rjifL{o sfo{qmd ax'–If]qLo
kf]if0f of]hgf (MNSP)/ vfB tyf kf]if0f ;'/Iff sfo{of]hgf ;+u cfj4 x'g]5 .
ljs]lGb|t lj1fg, k|ljlw tyf lzIff sfo{qmd (DSTEP)
%@= s[ifs tyf s[lif pBdx¿k|lt cg';Gwfg, k|;f/ / lzIffsf] hjfkmb]lxtf a9fpgsf nflu
cg';Gwfg, k|;f/ / lzIffjLrsf] ;dGjonfO{ a9fjf lb+b} k|;f/ / cg';Gwfg k|0ffnLnfO{ ljs]lGb|t ug]t{ km{
ljs]lGb|t lj1fg, k|ljlw tyf lzIff sfo{qmd (DSTEP)nlIft 5 .
%#=
g]kfn ;/sf/, s[lif ljsf; dGqfno jf6 lgo'Qm sfo{qmd Joj:yfksdfkm{t\ of] sfo{qmd
sfof{Gjog ul/g]5 . ljs]lGb|t lj1fg, k|ljlw tyf lzIff sfo{qmd Joj:yfksn] gfs{, s[lif ljefu, kz'
;]jf ljefu, vfB k|ljlw tyf u'0f:t/ lgoGq0f ljefu, s[lif cWoog ;+:yfgx¿ h:t} s[lif ljZj
ljBfnox¿ tyf SofDk;x¿jLr ;dGjo ;'lglZrt ug]{ / ljs]lGb|t lj1fg, k|ljlw / lzIff sfo{qmd
;Dj4 glthf lbg] ultljlwx¿sf] sfof{Gjogsf] ;xhLs/0f ug]{5 .
%$= ljs]lGb|t k|;f/ k|0ffnLdf tLgj6f d'Vo sfo{ ;dfj]z x'g]5g\ M -s_ k|To]s ufp“ ljsf; ;ldltdf
;fd'bflos s[lif k|;f/ ;]jf s]Gb| :yfkgf ug]{, -v_ ;fd'bflos s[lif k|;f/ ;]jf s]Gb|nfO{;xof]u k'Ug] ;]jf
k|bfg ug{ xfn rfn" /x]sf / k|:tfljt s[lif tyf kz' ;]jf s]Gb|x¿sf] Ifdtf clej[l4 ug]{, / -u_
s[ifsx¿nfO{ pknAw pTs[i6 s[lif ;fdu|L / k|;f/ ;]jf k|bfosx¿;Dd kx'“r k'¥ofpgsf nflu ef}r/
k|0ffnL(Voucher system)sf] k|jw{g ug]{ .
%%= ljs]lGb|t cg';Gwfg k|0ffnLsf nflu gfs{sf] ljs]Gb|Ls/0f, gof“ /fli6«o cg';Gwfg ;+:yfgx¿sf]
:yfkgf -pbfx/0fsf nflu /fli6«o jfujfgL cg';Gwfg ;+:yfg, /fli6«o kz' :jf:y cg';Gwfg ;+:yfg /
/fli6«o hnr/ tyf dT:okfng cg';Gwfg ;+:yfg_, gfs{ cGtu{t /fli6«o s[lif cg';Gwfg sf]if -gfkm{_ sf]
:yfkgf / ;'b"/ klZrdL If]q nufot ;Dk"0f{ If]qdf cg';Gwfg s]Gb|x¿sf] :yfkgf cfjZos x'Gf]5 .
%^=
PsLs[t s[lif lzIff k|0ffnLcGtu{t lqe'jg ljZjljBfgno Pj+ s[lif tyf ag ljZjljBfnosf
nflu ;xof]u ug]{, ljZjljBfnodf s[lif Joj;fo ljefu / k|ljlw k|;f/ ljefusf] :yfkgf ug]{, l;kd"ns
ljBfnox¿sf] Ifdtf ljsf; ug],{ If]lqo tyf lhNnf :t/df s[lif sn]hx¿sf] :yfkgf ug's
'{ f ;fy}
ljBfno lzIFfsf kf7oqmddf s[lif lzIffnfO{ ;dfj]z ug]{ h:tf kIfx¿ ;dfj]z x'g]5g\ .
%&=

ljs]lGb|t lj1fg, k|ljlw tyf lzIff sfo{qmd-8LP;6LOkL_sf] sfof{Gjogsf nflu cfjZos k"“hL
ADS sfof{Gjog 6«i6 sf]if dfkm{t\ hDdf ul/g]5 h;df g]kfn ;/sf/ / ljsf; ;fem]bf/x¿sf] of]ubfg
/xg]5 . ljs]lGb|t lj1fg, k|ljlw tyf lzIff sfo{qmddfkm{t\ sfof{Gjog lgsfox¿–gfs{, s[lif ljefu, kz'
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;]jf ljefu, s[lif ljZjljBfno / s[lif SofDk;x¿df k|jflxt x'g] sf]ifsf] ljt/0fsf] lhDd]jf/L
8LP;6LOkL k|aGwssf] x'g]5 .
d"No >[+vnf ljsf; sfo{qmd (VADEP)
%*= d"No z[+vnf ljsf; sfo{qmd (VADEP)sf] p2]Zo lj:t[t / PsLs[t sbdx¿Dffkm{t\
u/Ljx¿nfO{ kmfObf x'g] lsl;dn] ;'b[9 d"No >[+vnf ;DaGw sfod x'g], a9\bf] pTkfbs ls;fgx?,
;xsf/L, ;/sf/L / lghL If]qsf] nufgL / If]lqo k|efj;lxtsf] kl/0ffd lg:sg] k|fyldstf k|fKt d"No
z[+vnf sf] ljsf; ug'{ xf] . xfn hf/L /x]sf jf ljutdf g]kfndf ePsf d"No >[+vnfx¿eGbf km/s
lsl;dsf] d"No z[+vnf ljsf; sfo{qmddf b]xfo cg';f/sf gof“ ljz]iftfx¿ x'g]5g\ M

-s_

o;n] d"No >[+vnfsf] ;a} r/0fx¿ aLpb]lv clGtd pTkfbg, pTkfbgb]lv k|zf]wg,
ahf/ k"jf{wf/b]lv ;8s kx'r
“ / ;~hfnLs/0f, pTkfbg kl5 k|ljlwb]lv u'0f:t/sf]
cfZj:ttf / lgof{t;Ddsf] ljsf;df hf]8 lbg]5

-v_

of] ;~hfnx¿nfO{ ;'b[9 kfg]{ / k|efjsf/L nufgLsf] ;'lglZrttf ug]{ p2]Zon] s[ifs,
Jofkf/L, k|zf]ws, ;fdu|L tyf ;]jf k|bfos / d"No z[+vnf cGo;/f]sf/jfnfx¿sf]
;+u7gx¿Dfly cfwfl/t x'g]5,

-u_

o;n] lhNnf aflx/;Ddsf ;DaGw :yflkt ug]{ / To;nfO{ lj:t[t ub}{ /fli6«o k|efj
xfl;n ug]{5,

-3_

o;n] Pp6} lhNnf jf ljefu;“u dfq geO{ ljleGg lhNnf, ljefu / d"No z[+vnfsf
kfqx¿;“u ldn]/ sfd ub{5 .

%(= d"No >[+vnf ljsf; sfo{qmd (VADEP)sf] Joj:yfks g]kfn ;/sf/, s[lif ljsf;
dGqfnojf6 5gf}6 u/L lgo'Qm ul/g] 5 . lghn] lglZrt d"No >[+vnf ljsf; u7aGwg (VCDA)x¿sf
k|d'v sfo{sfl/0fL clwsf/Lx¿;“u ;dGjo u/L lglZrt d"No >[+vnf ;x–sfo{qmdx¿ ;+rfng ug]{5g\ .
d"No >[+vnf ljsf; sfo{qmd Joj:yfksn] g]kfn ;/sf/, ljsf; ;fem]bf/x¿, / cGo nufgLstf{x¿–
pbfx/0fsf nflu nufgL jf]8{sf] ;xof]udfkm{t\ d"No >[+vnf ljsf; u7aGwgx¿nfO{ sf]if pknAw u/fpg
;xhLs/0f ug]{ / sfo{qmdsf] ;dli6ut cg'udg / d"Nof+sg ;'lglZrt ub{5g\ .
^)= d"No z[+vnf ljsf; u7jGwg (VCDA)x¿, s[ifs tyf ltgLx¿sf ;+u7g, pBdLx¿, ;]jf
k|bfosx¿,;]jf ;+rfnsx¿, e08f/ u[xsf Joj:yfksx¿, ;xsf/Lx¿, / d"No z[+vnfsf cGo kfqx¿n]
ckgTj u|x0f u/]sf] ;dfhsf] ¿kdf /xg]5 . ltgLx¿ lgod cg';f/btf{ ul/Psf x'G5g\ . oL ;a} d"No
>[+vnf ljsf; u7aGwgsf kfqx¿sf] ;dfg ljz]iftf eg]sf] ltgLx¿ ;a} Jofj;flos ¿kdf Pp6f
lglZrt d"No >[+vnfdf cfj4 ePsf / o;sf] Jofj;flos ljsf; k|jw{gsf nflu OR5's /x]sf x'Gf]5g\ .
^!=
k|To]s d"No >[+vnf ljsf; u7aGwg (VDA)sf] d"No ATF cGtu{tsf] d"No z[+vnf ljsf; sf]if
-eL;L8LPkm_ ;Dd kx'“r /x]sf] x'G5 . sfg'g cg';f/ d"No >[+vnf ljsf; u7aGwg (VDA)sf ;b:ox¿n]
Pp6f af]8{ dgf]lgt ub{5g\ . s[lif ljsf; dGqfnon] Ps lglZrt d"No >[+vnfsf nflu sfo{qmd
;+rfngsf] Joj:yf ug{ Pshgf k|d'v sfo{sf/L clws[t -;LOcf]_sf] rog ub{5 . k|To]s d"No >[+vnf
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ljsf; u7aGwg (VDA)sf] af]8{df ^ hgf lgjf{lrt / &hgf dgf]lgt ;b:o x'G5g\ . dgf]lgt ;b:ox¿
g]kfn ;/sf/n] ljleGg lgsfox¿– s[lif ljsf; dGqfno, cy{ dGqfno, /f=of]=cf=, pBf]u dGqfno,
;+l3o dfldnf tyf :yfgLo ljsf; dGqfno, pBf]u jfl0fHo dxf;+3 tyf } g]kfn /fi6« a}+ssf
k|ltlglwx¿af6 dgf]lgt ug]{5 .;b:ox¿dWo] g]kfn ;/sf/sfljleGg lgsfox¿ af6 dgf]lgt ePsf &
hgf ;b:o dWoaf6 g]kfn ;/sf/n] tf]s]sf] JolQmn] af]8{sf] cWoIftf ug]{5 . k|To]s u7jGwgsf]
Joj:yfkgn] u7jGwgsf] af]8{af6 cg'df]lbt u/fpg Pp6f Jofkf/ of]hgf / Pp6f nufgL of]hgf tof/
kfb{5 . eL;L8LPsf ultljwx¿ / n]vf k/LIf0f g]kfn ;/sf/sf] k|rlntsfg"g adf]lhd x'g]5 .

gj k|jt{g tyf s[lif–pBdlzntf sfo{qmd(INAGEP)
^@=
s/ ;'ljwf(Tax incentives), s[lif Joj;fo OGSo'a]6/(Agribusiness incubators)/ Doflrª\
cg'bfg(Matching grants)dfkm{t\ s[lifdf gjk|jt{g / s[lif pBdzLntf ljsf; k|jw{g ug'{ gj k|j{tg
tyf s[lif pBdzLntf sfo{qmd (INAGEP) sf] nIo xf] . o; sfo{qmdsf d'Vo nfeu|fxLx¿df ;"Id,
;fgf / demf}nf lghL pBdL, ;xsf/Lx¿ nufot o'jf, dlxnf / pk]lIft ;d"xx¿ h:tf nlIft ju{x¿
x'g]5g\ .
^#=
s[lif ljsf; dGqfnojf6 lgo'Qm sfo{qmd Joj:yfksdfkm{t\ of] sfo{qmd ;+rfng x'g]5 .
cfOPgPlhOkL Joj:yfksn] s/ ;'ljwf, s[lif Joj;fo OGSo'j]6/ tyf Doflrª cg'bfgdfkm{t\ gj k|jlt{t
;fgf tyf demf}nf s[lif pBd j[l4nfO{ ;xhLs/0f ub{5g\ .
^$=
gj k|jt{g tyf s[lif pBdzLntf sfo{qmdsf] ;+rfngsf nflu cfjZos k"h
“ L ATF
cGtu{tsf]gjk|jt{g tyf s[lif pBdzLntf sf]if(INAGEF_ dfkm{t\ hDdf ul/g]5 h;df g]kfn ;/sf/ /
ljsf; ;fem]bf/x¿sf] of]ubfg x'g]5 . gjk|jt{g tyf s[lif pBdzLntf sf]ifdfkm{t\ s[lif Joj;fo
OGSo'j]6/ / Doflrª cg'bfgsf nflu k|jflxt x'g] sf]ifsf] ljt/0fsf] lhDd]jf/Lcfw'lgsLs/0f tyf s[lif
pBdzLntf sfo{qmdJoj:yfkssf] x'g]5 .

k|d'v ;/f]sf/jfnf M s[ifsx¿, ;xsf/Lx¿ / lghL If]q (THE STAKEHOLDERS: FARMERS,
COOPERATIVES, AND PRIVATE SECTOR)

^%=
P8LP;sf] ;dGjo / sfof{Gjogsf nflu ;/sf/L lgsfox¿ lhDd]jf/ x'g]5g\ eg] P8LP;sf]
k|d'v ;/f]sf/jfnfx¿df s[ifs, ;xsf/L, lghL s[lif pBf]u, / ltgsf ;+u7gx¿ -pbfx/0fsf nflu /fli6«o
ls;fg ;+hfn, /fli6«o ;xsf/L dxf;+3, aLp pBdLx¿sf] ;+u7g, b'Uw Joj;fo ;+u7g_ x'g]5g\ . o:t}
;+u7gx¿ lhNnf:t/df klg /x]sf 5g\. s[ifs / ;xsf/Lsf] ;jfndf ufp“ ljsf; ;ldlt;Dd} o:tf
;+u7gx¿ /x]sf 5g\ . o;}u/L y'k|};+Vofdf /fli6«o / :yfgLo j:t'ut jf Jofkf/ ;+u7gx¿ 5g\ .
P8LP;n] Jofj;flos s[ifs ,lgjf{xd'vL s[ifs / ;fgf tyf ;LdflGts[t s[ifssf ;fy} n3', ;fgf,
demf}nf / 7"nf s[lif pBdLx¿nfO{ ;d]6\5 .
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^^=
P8LP;n] s[ifs ;+u7gx¿, ;xsf/L ;+u7gx¿, / lghL ;+u7gx¿sf] :jldTj / ;xeflutfdf
dfq cfkm\gf] ;kmntf lge{/ /xg] dfGotf /fVb5 . s[lif If]qsf ljutsf gLltx¿eGbf km/s lsl;dn]
P8LP;n] sfo{qmd ;+rfngsf] ;'?sf] r/0fdf s[ifs ;+u7gx¿ Pj+ ;/f]sf/jfnfx? ;d]tnfO{ ;+nUg u/fO{
pQm ;+nUgtfnfO{ sfof{Gjog, cg'udg, d"Nof+sg / cfjlws k'g/fjnf]sgsf] ;do;Dd} lg/Gt/tf lbg]5
.
^&=

^*=

^(=

P8LP;sf k|d'v ;/f]sf/jfnfx¿sf] clwsf/ M
-s_

P8LP; gLlt / nufgL lg0f{ox¿df ;xeflutf / k|efj /fVg]

-v_

P8LP;sf] cg'udgdf ;xeflutf

-u_

P8LP;sf] of]hgf th'{df, sfof{Gjog / cg'udg;“u ;DalGwt ;"rgfdf kx'“r

o;}u/L P8LP;sf k|d'v ;/f]sf/jfnfx¿sf] st{Jo M
-s_

P8LP;sf] of]hgf lgdf{0f / sfof{Gjogsf ;dodf cfpg ;Sg] ;d:ofx¿sf] ;dfwfgdf
;xof]u k'¥ofpg]

-v_

P8LP;sf] ;Gbe{df lg0f{o th'{df k|lqmofnfO{ l56f] 5l/tf] agfpg of]ubfg lbg]

P8LP;df k|d'v ;/f]sf/jfnfx¿sf] clwsf/nfO{ lgDg k|sf/n]] ;+:yfut ul/Psf] 5 M

s[ifs cfof]u, s[ifs ;+3÷;+u7g -FO_, ;xsf/L ;+u7g -COO_ / lghL If]qsf s[lif pBd ;+u7g -PSO_
sf k|ltlglwx¿ P8LP;sf] k|d'v lg0f{o tyf ;dGjo lgsfosf ;b:o /xG5g\ / pQm lgsfon] of]hgf
tof/L tyf th'{df, sfof{Gjog, / cg'udg nufot P8LP;sf] lgDg s'/fx¿ x]b{5 M
-s_

/fli6«o P8LP; ;dGjo ;ldlt
(CADIC);LP8LcfO;L

(NADSCC)/

-v_

P8LP;;“u;DalGwt /fli6«o P8LP; ;dGjo ;ldlt

-u_

lhNnf s[lif ljsf; ;ldlt -DADC_ / If]qLo s[lif ljsf; ;ldlt -RADC_

-3_

g]kfn s[lif cg';Gwfg kl/ifb\ af]8{

-ª_

;fd'bflos s[lif k|;f/ ;]jf s]Gb| ;~rfns÷lgofds lgsfo

-r_

s[lif ljsf; dGqfnodf k|:tfljt gof“ gLlt ljZn]if0f zfvf cGtu{t gof“ gLlt
lgdf{0fsf] k'g/fjnf]sgsf nflu ul7t gLlt k'g/fjnf]sg 6f]nL

-5_

P8LP;sf] cBfjlws / k~rjifL{o k'g/fjnf]sg Pj+ d"Nof+sgsf nflu ul7t:yfoL
lgb]{zs ;ldlt

-h_

g]kfn vfB ;'/Iff cg'udg k|0ffnL, lhNnf vfBfGg ;'/Iff ;~hfn
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s]Gb|Lo s[lif ljsf; sfof{Gjog ;ldlt
(NADSCC)sf

pk–;ldltx¿

P8LP;sf] ah]6÷nfut(COST OF THE ADS)
&)=

tflnsf # df !) jif{sf nflu P8LP; sfo{qmdsf] vr{sf] k|f/lDes d"Nof+sg k|:t't ul/Psf] 5 .

tflnsf # P8LP;sf] !) jif]{ ah]6÷nfut / jflif{s cf};t

(Total 10-year Cost of the ADS and

Yearly Average)

d"No

cd]l/sL 8n/
ldlnog

?k}+of lalnog

¿k}+of ljlnog

k|ltzt

k|lt jif{

s"n

%,@*@ cd]l/sL 8n/ %)!=*

%)=@

!)) k|ltzt

;/sf/÷bft[
lgsfox¿

$,^*# cd]l/sL 8n/ $$$=(

$$=%

*( k|ltzt

lghL÷;fd'bflos

^)) cd]l/sL 8n/

%=&

!! k|ltzt

%&=)

&!=
km\Noful;k (Flagship)sfo{qmd s"n sfo{qmd vr{sf] sl/j #& k|ltzt x'g cfp“5 . d'Vo
sfo{qmd cGtu{t d'Vo vr{ l;+rfO{df -!( k|ltzt_, dndf -* k|ltzt_ / agIf]qdf -* k|ltzt_ x'g
cfp“5 . P8LP;df s[lif ;fdu|L -dn, aLp / k|hgg\ nufot_ / k|;f/ ;]jfnfO{ ef}r/ k|0ffnLdfkm{t\
k|j4{g ul/Psf] 5 . ef}r/ k|0ffnLn] s[ifsx¿nfO{ s[lif ;fdu|L / k|;f/ ;]jf cfkm\gf] cfjZostfcg';f/
5gf}6 ug]{clwsf/ lbg]5 . k|f/Dedf o; k|0ffnLnfO{ gd"gfsf] :t/ -Pilot basis_df k|jw{g ul/g] 5 .
gd"gfsf] ¿kdf ;~rflnt sfo{sf] k'g/fjnf]sgsf cfwf/df o;nfO{ qmdzM a[xt\ ¿kdf n}hfg ;lsG5 .
ag
$),%#*,*%

vfB tyf kf]if0f
;'/Iff sfo{qmd
#),^%&, ^%

dnvfb
#*,))), *%

ljs]lGb|t k|;f/
k|ljlw / lzIff
sfo{qmd ^@,**#,
!#%

d"No z[+vnf ljsf;
sfo{qmd, &@,&@&,
!$%

l;+rfO{
($,*#),!(%

gj k|jt{g tyf s[lif
pBd sfo{qmd
!(,$*%, $%

k"jf{wf/
@&,#!), %%
cGo !!%,$)%,
@#%

lrq # MP8LP; vr{x¿sf] af“8kmf“8
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P8LP;sf] dfu{lrq (ROADMAP OF THE ADS)
&@=

&#=

P8LP;nfO{ ;kmntfk"j{s sfof{Gjog u/fpgsf nflu s]xL zt{x¿ kfngf ul/g' kb{5 . tL x'g\ M
-s_

;/sf/L k|ltj4tf

-v_

P8LP;sf] ;xL sfof{Gjogsf nflu gLlt / lgodx¿

-u_

k|d'v ;/f]sf/jfnfx¿sf] ;xdlt

-3_

ljsf; ;fem]bf/x¿sf] ;xof]u

oL zt{x¿nfO{ lgDg tl/sfn] j}wflgs agfOg' kb{5 M
-s_

;/sf/L k|ltj4tf

-v_

 s]Gb|Lo / :yfgLo ;/sf/sf] dWofjlw ah]6 k|ltj4tf
 k|dv
' kbx¿sf] sfo{sfn
 /fli6«o P8LP; ;dGjo ;ldlt -NADSCC_, /fli6«o P8LP; sfof{Gjog ;ldlt
-NADSIC_, P8LP; sfof{Gjog ;xfotf sf]if -ATF_ / /fli6«o P8LP;
;xfotf OsfO{ -ADSISU_ sf] :yfkgf
P8LP; sfof{Gjogsf nflu gLlt tyf lgodx¿

-u_

lgdf{0f / cg'df]bg -tnsf] tflnsfdf x]g'{xf];\_
k|d'v ;/f]sf/jfnfx¿sf] ;xdlt


 k|d'v ;Demf}tfsf a"+bfx¿df ;xdltsf nflu arga4tf
 k|d'v /fhgLlts kf6L{x¿åf/f P8LP; x:tfIf/ sfo{qmd
-3_

ljsf; ;fem]bf/x¿sf] ;xof]u
 dWo cjlwsf nflu >f]t / ;fwgsf] k|ltj4tf

tflnsf $ M P8LP; sfof{Gjogsf nflu cfjZos gLlt tyf lgodsf pbfx/0fx¿
zf;g Joj:yf
pTkfbsTj
Joj;foLs/0f
k|lt:kwf{Tdstf
(Governance)

(Productivity)

(Commercialization)

!= P8LP; sfof{Gjog
;xfotf OsfO{

!= ;fd'bflos s[lif
k|;f/ ;]jf s]Gb|
-CAESC_

!= s/f/ v]tL

(ADSISU)
(ADS ;dGjo

zfvf_
@= /fli6«o P8LP;
;dGjo ;ldlt
(NADSCC)/ pk–

@= gfs{ k'g;+{/rgf

(Competitiveness)

!=gj–k|jt{g
sf]ifx¿
-Innovation
Funds _
@= d"No z[+vnf ljsf;
@= u'0f:t/
u7jGwgx¿ -Value Chain / :jR5tf;DaGwL
Development Alliances_ lgodx¿
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zf;g Joj:yf

pTkfbsTj

Joj;foLs/0f

k|lt:kwf{Tdstf

(Governance)

(Productivity)

(Commercialization)

(Competitiveness)

;ldltx¿sf] agfj6
#= s]Gb|Lo s[lif ljsf;
sfof{Gjog ;ldlt
(NADSCC), If]qLo s[lif
ljsf; ;ldlt
(RADC), lhNnf s[lif
ljsf; ;ldlt
(DADC)sf] ;+/rgf
$= P8LP; ;"rgf 8]:s
%= /fli6«o P8LP;
sfof{Gjog ;ldlt
(NADSIC)sf] :yfkgf
^= P8LP; sfof{Gjog
6«i6 sf]if (ATF)
&= d'Vo kbx?sf]
sfo{sfn
*= ls;fg cfof]u

#= s[lif Joj;fo ljefu #= s[lif / kz' ladf
s[lif ljZjljBfno /
lgodfjnL
s[lif SofDk;x¿

$= k|;f/ / ;fdu|Lsf
nflu ef}r/ Joj:yf

$= vfB
;'/Iff sfg"g

$= gof“ ljQLo pTkfbgx¿
-New Financial
Products_

%= hUuf ef8f÷s/f/

P8LP;sf k|f/lDes sf]z]9'+ufx¿ (EARLY MILESTONES OF THE ADS)
) g]kfn ;/sf/sf] cg'df]bg cl3
–
–
–
–

P8LP;sf] k|ltj]bgnfO{ clGtd ¿k lbg]
s]Gb|Lo / :yfgLo :t/df P8LP;af/] Jofks r]tgf cleofg ;+rfng
k|d'v ;/f]sf/jfnfx¿sf] argj4 ;xdlt
ljsf; ;fem]bf/x¿af6 j:t'lgi7 ;xfotfsf] k|Tofe"t

) sfof{Gjogsf] klxnf] jif{ leq
–

–
–
–
–
–
–

/fli6«o P8LP; ;dGjo ;ldlt (NADSCC), P8LP; sfof{Gjog ;xfotf OsfO{
(ADSISU), P8LP; sfof{Gjog 6«i6 sf]if (ATF), km\Noful;k nufot cGo
;DoGqx?sf] nflu sfg'gL Joj:yf
P8LP; df pNn]lvt ;+oGqx?sf] :yfkgf
P8LP;sf sfof{Gjog nflu sfo{ljlw lgdf{0f
P8LP; km\Noful;ksf nflu sfo{qmd Joj:yfksx¿sf] lgo'lQm
bft[ lgsfox¿af6 P6LPkmsf nflu ah]6sf] Joj:yf
ls;fg cfof]usf] :yfkgf
;fGble{s tYof+sx?sf] cWofjlws
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P8LP;sf] d"Nof+sg / cg'udg (MONITORING AND EVALUATION OF THE ADS)
&$= P8LP;sf]cg'udglgoldt, Jofj;flos / ;xeflutfd"ns ¿kdf ul/g' kb{5 . dGqfno /
ljefu:t/df cg'udg dxfzfvf / zfvfx¿nfO{ sfof{Gjog ;xof]u OsfO{jf6 ;xof]u / Ifdtf ljsf;sf
sfo{qmdx¿ pknJw u/fOg]5 . P8LP; cGtu{t ;~rflnt kl/of]hgf / sfo{qmdsf] cg'udgsf ;fy;fy}
lgoldt gLltut cg'udg ;d]t ug'{kg]{ x'G5 . cg'udg, ;fdu|L / glthfsf] txeGbf dfly p7\g'k5{ /
cg'udgdf Pl8P; sfo{qmdx¿df k|:tfljt nIo tyf cg'udg 9f“rf cg'¿k pknlJw / k|efj cg'udg
klg ;dfj]z ul/g'' k5{ . cg'udgsf k|ltj]bg c+u|]hL / g]kfnL b'j} efiffdf ;fj{hlgs ul/g' kb{5 .
ltgnfO{ /fli6«o / :yfgLo sfo{qmdx¿df lgoldt ¿kdf 5nkmn ul/g' kb{5 . cg'udgn] /fd|f] sfdsf]
klxrfg u/L To;nfO{ k'/:s[t ug]{ af6f] klxNofpg' kb{5 .
&%= P8LP; Ps hLjGt /0fgLlt xf] (ADS is a living strategy) lgoldt cg'udg, cfjlws
;dLIff tyf d"Nof+sgdfkm{t\ P8LP;sf ljljw kIfx¿sf] lg/Gt/ k|ult / ;'wf/ x'g ;S5 . P8LP;sf]
kf“r kf“r jif{df afx\o ;dLIff u/LTo;df ;/sf/ / gful/s ;dfhn] Jofks 5nkmn ug]{5g\ / lg/Gt/
;'wf/ x'g]5 . ;fy} gof ;+ljwfg hf/L eP kZrft jGg] ;+/rgf cg's'n x'g] u/L s[lif ljsf; /0fgLltnfO{
kl/dfh{g ul/g] 5 .
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